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ABSTRACT
This volume is the final report concerning a five year long archeological project
which was undertaken to recover information about cultural resources within the present
area of Cochiti Reservoir in the northern Rio Grande Valley of New Mexico. Three previous volumes have summarized data recovered from intensive surveys and two seasons of
excavation within the reservoir boundaries. These reports have served as basic documentation required by Federal law to mitigate the destruction of archeological remains caused
by flooding. This volume serves as an interpretive and analytical synthesis of those data.
In 21 chapters, the contributors to this report provide detailed analyses of settlement, subsistence and adaptive changes which characterize the human occupation of the
northern Rio Grande Valley over the last four millenia. Papers are grouped according to
broad cultural and temporal periods of adaptation-Archiac, prehistoric Pueblo and
Historic Spanish-and emphasize analysis of residential size, subsistence pursuits and
economic articulation of the occupants within the region during each period of adaptation. Particular emphasis is placed upon developing and evaluating a number of models
proposed to account for settlement dynamics and adaptive change through timq,
A diverse assortment of methodological studies are included as well. Specific
topics range from techniques to identify properties of social structure and organization
in the archeological record, to experiments evaluating the effect current field and laboratory processing procedures may have on lithic wear patterns. New data concerning the
modern vegetative make-up of the reservoir locale and a quantitative assessment of the
availability of lithic source materials are also presented.
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PREFACE
This volume is the fourth and last in a publication
series concerning an archeological research program in
Cochiti Reservoir, New Mexico, performed by personnel
from the Office of Contract Archeology, Department of
Anthropology, University of New Mexico. This research has
been implemented under the auspices of Federal and State
legislation which establishes a policy of preservation and
conservation of cultural resources with recognition that
cultural resources are limited and nonrenewable
phenomena which require protection to insure their long-term
productivity to benefit the American public and professional archeological community,

approach outlined in the second volume. Twenty sites
were examined during the 1976 and 1977 field seasons
spanning late Archaic, Anasazi (Pueblo II, IV), and Historic (Spanish Colonial and Territorial) phases.

The multiphase research program has been conducted
over a five year period and encompasses a cultural resource
assessment, two intensive archeological surveys within
the reservoir boundaries, and two mitigative phases involving excavation. The results of the assessment and two
survey stages have been summarized in the first report in
the current publication series entitled Archeological Investigations in Cochiti Reservoir, New Mexico Volume 1: A
Survey of Regional Variability, edited by Jan V. Biella and
Richard C. Chapman. This report, published in 1977,
synthesizes previous archeological, historical and ecological
literature available for the general reservoir locality within a
cultural ecological framework. In all, 327 sites spanning
Archaic, Anasazi and Historic periods of adaptation were
described and their scientific significance was assessed.
The second report, Archeological Investigations in
Cochiti Reservoir, New Mexico Volume 2: Excavation and
Analysis 1975 Season (Chapman and Biella 1977), presented the results of a research program designed to mitigate, to the greatest possible extent, the adverse impacts
upon those resources situated in the permanent pool of the
reservoir. Thirty-two sites in all spanning each of the different cultural periods represented within the reservoir were
summarized in this volume. In addition to presenting
reports describing the character of each excavated site, a
detailed set of chapters which outlined the rationale underlying the methodological approach adopted in the mitigation program was presented.
The third report, ArcheologicallnvesligationsinCochiti
Reservoir, New Mexico Volume 3:1976-1977 Field Seasons
(Biella 1979), presented the results of a mitigation program
developed for those sites situated in the flood control pool
of the reservoir. Overall, this mitigation program was
designed to augment the 1975 sample and paralleled the

vii

One overriding concern affecting the structure and
organization of each of these reports was a desire to present
the data collected during the project in a manner which
would aid future researchers. It is our opinion that one
important factor to insure long-term productivity of the
cultural resources in the reservoir is dependent upon an
explicit statement of the methods of analysis and presentation of basic data in a format which facilitates easy data
retrieval. Thus, each of the first three volumes is highly
tabular in format and includes intentionally descriptive
sections in the body of each report.
This fourth volume has been designed as a final interpretive report which uses information presented in the
first three volumes as a basis for analytical treatment of
each period of prehistoric and historic adaptation, The
present report thus emphasizes analysis and synthesis of
data gathered not only throughout the course of the Cochiti
Reservoir Project but, in addition, treats data gathered by
other researchers in the northern Rio Grande Valley.
Our intent in this volume is to present a series of
papers which address a diverse set of topics concerning
aspects of man's use of the locality encompassed by the
present Cochiti Reservoir. The opportunity to devote an
entire volume toward this kind of analytical summary of a
contract research project is unusual and we would like to
extend our thanks to Donna Roxey of the Army Corps of
Engineers, Albuquerque District- and Cal Cummings, Bruce
Anderson and Ron Ice of the National Park Service. Southwest Division. These individuals were instrumental in permitting this volume to be completed.
With this volume, the Cochiti Reservoir Project is
concluded. It is our hope that the results of the project,
when judged from the perspective of future research, will
have served two major purposes. We hope the research will
provide a lasting contribution to future understanding of
man's past in the northern Rio Grande Valley as a comprehensive and usable data set; and we hope that it will provide
at least a short-term contribution toward contemporary
research through presentation of the models, tests, summaries, and methodological studies which are found in the
volume at hand.
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observable in the archeological record. Basic archeological
data are instead comprised of such things as settlenwnt
variation, technological behavior, subsistence related
activities and the like.

At the outset of the Cochiti Reservoir project, we
adopted an explicit cultural ecological approach for analyzing archeological data. This is reflected at all stages of
analysis from the literature review assessment to the survey
and excavation phases (Biella and Chapman 1975, 1977a;
Chapman and Biella 1977a; Biella 1979). There are many
advantages in adopting a cultural ecological approach for
conducting an archeological research program. The approach provides a clear focus to the research and offers

Given this problem, one research objective during the
course of the project was that of continually assessing
how properties of cultural behavior could be translated
into archeologically relevant categories. That is,
how could
we conceptualize social properties of ongoing systems
and translate those into archeologically recognizable

considerable potential for describing properties of man-

entities?

environment relationships directly observable in the archeological record.

We felt that previous attempts to draw% analogies between social anthropological phenomena and archeological
data were problematical at best. It became increasingly
apparent that a new methodology needed to be developed
to use archeological data to examine cultural evolutionary
problems.

A cultural ecological approach as currently adopted
has, however, a principal deficiency as well. It is purely
descriptive. At best, it serves to explicate particular events,
how human populations cope with specific environmental
problems. Thus, while a cultural ecological approach
offers an extremely powerful means of delineating variation
in cultural behavior in particularistic cases, it has, as yet,
not offered an explanation of that variation or why people
in the past did what they did and why they did not do
something else.

We were unable to develop a holistic metlhodology
during the course of the project such that a particular
model of cultural evolutionary process could be tested. We
do feel, however, that we made some progress toward such
a methodology and we wish to present the results of that
progress to date. In this chapter, we outline a taxonomic
procedure whereby archeological data may be used to
examine cultural behavior in the past such that it may he
related to the social anthropological evolutionary literature.
We recognize that this is an incomplete attempt to redefine
social behavioral concepts from an archeological perspective. The approach does. nevertheless, offer a means Nwhereby archeological data may be used in the stud\ of (tilt ural
evolutionary problems.

Cultural evolution, on the other hand, is a theoretical
approach which attempts to explain why cultural systems
have developed in the way they have, and why many cultural groups around the world share similar structures and
adaptive strategies in dramatically different environmental
situations. Cultural evolution explicitly attempts to examine the structural properties of cultural systems and their
operation, and ultimately to explain changes from one
system state or adaptive strategy to another.

FUNDAMENTAL THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

While the major anthropological treaties on cultural
evolutionary theory have been written by social anthropologists, it is clear that the archeological record is the only
anthropological data base with sufficient time depth to
study cultural change on a broad scale. Further, it is the
only substantial documentation of culture change in which
change can be demonstrated rather than proposed.

Anthropologists have traditionally attempted to decribe the totality of human behavior as a set of culturv
While the concept of culture has provided the c(nte,\t for
an examination of variability exhibited among human
populations, it has never been satisfactorily defined (u,'
lure has variously been seen as:

The Cochiti Reservoir project was basically conceived
within a cultural evolutionary theoretical framework. Unlike the cultural ecological part of the approach, concern
for cultural evolutionary problems was implicit rather than
explicit. As the research progressed, we became increasingly
aware of major deficiencies in current model-building to
link archeological data with cultural evolution. The greatest
problem seemed to stem from the fact that nearly all
modeling of cultural behavior from a cultural evolutionary
standpoint employed concepts of social structure, social
organization, and economic behavior which are not directly

the integrated sum total of learned behavior
traits characteristic of the nembers oif a soci(,1
(Hoebel 1966:561).
What culture is can be better understood from
knowledge of what forms it takes and Io it
works than by a definition. Culture is in this res
pect like life or matter. it is the total of their
varied phenomena that is more significant than a
concentrated phrase about them 4Kroeber 1968:
13, originally published 1923).
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thleory which explains how, and under i-hat conlditionls
cultural evolution, or culture chlange. occurs. Tro thlis end.
certain aspects of general and specific e'voltion are addres'
sed in the following sect ionis.
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GENERAL EVOLUTION
A Review
General evolutionary approaches have been directed
toward the explication of the operation of internal cultural
mechanisms and have focused, not so much upon change,
but upon demonstrating redundancies or patterns in human
behavior which seem to characterize different cultural
systems. The net result of those demonstrations has been
the postulation of taxonomies of cultural evolutionary
complexity. These taxonomies have been directed primarily
toward documenting what are perceived to be recurrent
patterns of cultural behavior in different portions of the
world and establishing criteria through which these patterns can be ordered from simple to complex.
Attempts to posit explanatory models of process
underlying change from one cultural evolutionary state of
behavior to another more complex state of cultural behavior have been rudimentary at best. They have generally
taken the form of emphasizing a few critical variables felt
to be central to an understanding of major structural and
organizational differences between those states of evolutionary complexity,
Service (1962), for example, emphasized the character
of social and economic organization among individuals
and groups of individuals as a taxonomy of bands, tribes,
chiefdoms and (implicitly) states. Fried (1967) places a
greater emphasis upon what he terms the political aspects
of social organization and arrives at a tripartite classification of evolutionary stages which he terms egalitarian,
ranked and stratified sociopolitical stances. White (1959)
adopted a somewhat different view through classifying
cultural evolutionary stages in terms of the energy capture
capabilities of different cultural systems, le posited that
the most critical variable serving to differentiate states of
cultural behavior was that of technological effectiveenss in
controlling and harnessing energy from the environment,
and proposed (implicitly) a tripartate classification of
preagricultural, agricultural and industrial stages of cultural
evolutionary behavior.
For purposes of our present discussion, one important
commonality of approach pervades all of these different
cultural evolutionary schemes; their primary emphasis is
upon developing taxonomic criteria through which different extant cultural systems might be arrayed or scaled
from relatively more simple to relatively more complex.
Attempts to address the question of change from one
stage of evolutionary behavior to another have constituted
a secondary interest of the cultural evolutionists,
In a sense, then, the major investment made into defining the nature of cultural evolution can be seen as a
clear outgrowth of the structural-functionalist school of
anthropological analysis which has, as its primary objective, the explication of the operation of a cultural system
from a distinctly synchronic perspective, rather than the
explanation of processes of change in the operation of a
cultural system from a long term diachronic perspective.
The primary investment into this latter goal, the

explanation of cultural evolutionary change, is found
predominantly as hints or allusions to possible mechanisms
or processes which might underly such change from one
level of sociocultural or energetic stage to another. Thus
a close reading of Service (1962), for example, reveals that
the most critical and fundamental differences between a
band-organized cultural system and a tribe-organized cultural system are variables of sedentism, subsistence base
and population density-tribes are characterized by stdentary rather than mobile settlement, by agricultural rathr
than hunter-gatherer subsistence, and by substantially
higher population densities than are bands.
Service is reluctant, however, to suggest a processual
model which might account for evolutionary change
from band to tribal organization which employs these
variables of settlement, subsistence, and population density. He instead argues that the ultimate variable conditioning evolutionary change must be some undefined social
process, because of the fact that both bands and tribes
are presently found in essentially similar environmental
settings.
In the same sense White (1959 , while employing tto
amount of energy harnessed by cultural systems as the
sole criterion to differentiate between extant stages of
cultural evolutionary behavior, is basically unable to
develop a model which accounts for directional change
from smaller to greater amounts of energy captured. The
only process White is able to posit in this regard is the
invention or diffusion of ideas which might lead, in and of
themselves, to the employment of technologies which
would result in greater efficiency or economy of energy
capture.
In summary, there are two basic points we feel should
be made concerning past anthropological attempts to explicate general evo!utionary processes as they might be pursutd from an archeological standpoint. First, the cultural
evolutionary approach to the study of human behavior
has resulted in the identification of several fundamental
features of human behavior which seem to be recurrentl\ .
or redundantly, apparent among the totality of cultural
systems the world over. Second, these patterns in settlement, technology, subsistence, and social behavior. may be
classified taxonomically, employing a variety of scales.
into a finite (3 or I number of evolulionary sliges of
cultural behavior.
It is our opinion that a primar\ goal of ant iruplogical
research should be that of explaining whiy these recurrint
states of cultural behavior occur. We feel it is reasonable
to assume that the world-wide redundancy apparent in
these different states of cultural structure and organization
reflects a conmmonality in adaptation, a finite set of human
adaptive responses which is the result of human physiological arid social evolution.
The important question facing anthropologists, then,
is specifying under wnhat conditiow
n do particular culhnrol
sta tns or stages of ecolu tionary behavior de'clop?
We feel that., at present, the most productive way to
pursue answers to this question is through an examination
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of the character of processes of change from one adaptive
state to another by whatever means available. The archeological record offers one such means. In order to use it productively, however, the nature of settlement, subsistence,
social and technological behavior to be studied must be
phrased in a fashion which permits that material record of
past cultural behavior to be used as information bearing
upon the questions asked of it.

groupings termed families or households in the anthropological literature.
It should be noted that in our definition we deliberately avoid any reference to the actual kin relationships
which may pertain between individuals comprising the
commensal group. This is done for two reasons. First, we
feel such kin relationships cannot be routinely ascertained
in the archeological record and thus constitute a realm of
speculation rather than description from an archeological
standpoint. Second, ethnographic observation indicates
that the actual kin relationships pertaining among individuals constituting commensal units are quite variable, at
times on even a day-to-day basis. The basic structural group
which survives over the short term and over the long term
is not the family but the cooperative food-sharing group.
which may fluctuate in its size and composition of individual membership.

Archeological Implications
The makeup or composition of social groupings of individuals comprising a culturally-organized population has
emerged as a critical variable in the development of several
evolutionary taxonomies, notably Sahlins (1958), Service
(1962), and Fried (1967). The character of social groupings
has been analyzed principally from two perspectivesstructural and organizational. Many different definitions of
social structure and social organization have been offered
by anthropologists over the years, and considerable debate
has been waged concerning the appropriateness of one kind
of definition over another for purposes of cultural evolutionary taxonomy.

The local group is comprised of several commensal
groups and will be defined as the maximum number of
commensal groups who share a finite spatial locality for
purposes of resource procurement on a routine, annual
basis. The local group is thus comprised of individuals who
share an effective territory or home range and share in the
daily consumption of food resources procured from that
territory. Ethnographically-observed correlates to local
groups include such entities as a pueblo village.

The structure of human social behavior can be viewed
as the number, size and composition of groups of individuals who routinely interact cooperatively with other members of the same group in the performance of subsistencerelated activities. It should bt2 emphasized that definition of
such groups, or stru :ural components of social behavior,
is in part hierarchical. By this we mean that some groups
are made up of social components which are themselves
similar groups.

An important point to make concerning the local
group is the variation in residential behavior among coinmensal groups comprising it throughout an annual cycle.
In some cases, most notably among foragers or huntergatherers, residential occupation of the local group territory
will fluctuate during an annual cycle from relatively widely
dispersed settlements characterized by one or two commensal groups to aggregated settlements comprising all members
of the local group. In other cases, as in those characterized
by much greater dependence upon agricultural subsistence.
the primary residence for the entire local group might
be a relatively permanent village center from which production and procurement activities are undertaken by conmensal groups as short term task exercises.

Organization of human social behavior can be viewed
as a scale of complexity in the interaction of individuals
comprising a group, or as a scale of complexity in the interaction between groups comprising a hierarchically larger
structural grouping,
Because these two properties of social behavior, structure and organization, are critical to continued examination
of cultural evolutionary process but are not necessarily simpie in their definition, we will outline how we have proposed to translate them into potentially archeologically
recognizable variation,

As with commensal groups, the exact personnel composition of the local group may fluctuate over the short
term and long term with respect to kin relationships and
individual membership. What we are interested in archeologically is the size of the local group in terms of the number of commensal units it encompasses relative to the location and extent of the territory it operates within.

Social Structure
For purposes of archeological analysis, three basic units

of social structural variation may be proposed: the commensal group, the local group, and the regional group. Each
will be defined and discussed below.

The regional group may be defined as that range of
possihle ways in which different local groups may be articulated on either a periodic or nonperiodic basis. Of critical
interest in this regard is the kind and amount of interlocal
group interaction which characterizes the regional behavior
of local groups. Social articulation can be seen as ranging
from predominately ceremonial functions, which may involve minimal exchange of foodstuffs or services (although
serving to maintain supportive alliance networks)* to those
economic in nature, which involve regular exchange in
goods and services between local groups as a necessary
aspect of subsistence. Amount of articulation can he pos-

The commensal group can be defined as the smallest
basic food-sharing group of individuals. From a socioeconomic standpoint, this group can be proposed as the smallest grouping of individuals who routinely, usually on a
daily basis, share the combined results of each member's
work in procurement and processing of food resources. The
commensal unit thus constitutes the basic building block of
all human societies. Although the use of the term here has
no strict ethnographic correlate, it is generally similar to
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ited as varying along a temporal scale from occasional
multiannual cycles, to very regular on an annual, semiannual, or even more frequent basis,

We can suggest, from an archeological referent, that a
productive way of describing the regional group can be
pursued through examining the interaction of local groups
along the following dimensions: defining the kind of such
interaction (whether predominantly ceremonial, political,
social or economic in nature); the frequency of such interaction (whether less than annual, annual or multiannud in
occurrence); and finally the volume or amount of such
interaction (for example, the amount of goods being
circulated}.

Examples of this variation in the character of interlocal group behavior observed ethnographically include
occasional aggregations of foraging groups in central and
western Australia for elaborate initiation and increase
ceremonies, which serve primarily ritual and social functions (such as search for marriage partners) and which are
characterized by very limited and informal exchange of
goods.

Social Organization

At the other end of the scale, the character of inter.
local group exchange can be posited as classic market
economies wherein the fundamental subsistence needs of
local group populations are predicated upon a degree of
specialization in the production of foodstuffs and goods.
These are then exchanged for other foodstuffs and goods
on a regular, often weekly basis at a central market,

As discussed earlier, anthropologists have generally
defined social organization as those dynamic interrelationships which pertain between structural components of a
system of social behavior. There exists, however, relatively
little agreement among anthropologists concerning exact
definitions of such organizational mechanisms. This is to be
expected simply because particular definitions of structure
and organization are analytical constructs rather than descriptions of empirical realities.

The necessity for positing the character of articulation
between local groups, from an archeological standpoint,
can be seen clearly as providing information concerning
critical variables of the particular adaptive system. Much
of the cultural evolutionary literature has, in fact, focused
primarily upon the nature of interlocal group articulation
to develop taxonomies of evolutionary stages such as
bands, tribes, chiefdoms, and the like.

Some commonalities do exist among structural and
organizational scenarios developed by cultural evolutionists,
however, which offer some potential for visibility in the
archeological record. Nearly all evolutionary taxonomies
are similar in proposing that the complexity of organization
characterizing different evolutionary stages increases as
higher stages of cultural evolution are achieved.

One problem in developing these taxonomies, however, has been that of defining the boundaries of the
cultural system to be classified. Sahlins (1968) proposes
that reciprocal exchange versus redistributive exchange
strategies constitute one major criterion in differentiating
between bands and tribes on the one hand, and chiefdoms
and states on the other hand. This distinction is ambiguous
because it fails to specify whether the kind or amount of
exchange should be characteristic of intralocal group behavior or interlocal group behavior,

Basically, the argument is made that as the number of
social components which are integrated into a single behavioral system increase, so do the number and complexity of
organizational mechanisms which serve to integrate those
components. In essence, the entire cultural evolutionary
scenario can be reduced to a single equation employing
variables of population size, number of structural components, and number of integrative mechanisms. The equation
can be stated, simplistically, as follows:

In a similar sense, one criterion distinguishing more
complex evolutionary stages such as chiefdoms or primitive states is generally phrased as greater complexity in the
social, political and economic interaction between communities of individuals. However, explicit scales against
which such complexity might be measured are rarely
offered (such as frequency of interaction or volume of
goods and resources exchanged).

As the absolute number of individuals articulated in
a function:,g system of social behavior increases, so will the
number of social groupings of individuals (or structural
components). Similarly, the number and kinds of organizational mechanisms which serve to integrate individuals
and groups of individuals will increase.
Evolutionary changes in this systems-growth process
have been posited almost as threshold points at which
changes in the character of organizational mechanisms
must occur, if the increased number of individuals are to
be effectively accommodated within a functioning system
of behavior.

Given these current problems in cultural evolutionary
taxonomies with respect to the definition of regional
groups, we prefer not to offer a rigid set of criteria through
which all such structural entities might be conceptually
differentiated. Instead, we suggest that the regional group,
as a structural component of social behavior, may in many
ways be viewed as congruent with what the majority of
anthropologists term a culture or cultural system. Thus a

Many of the key variables related to such changes in
organizational mechanisms proposed by cultural evolutionary studies are those which facilitate continued effective

culture or cultural system consists of interacting local

flow of information throughout the system.

groups, each of which is in turn comprised of individuals
who share access to food and technological resources within
a definable spatial territory, and whose basic individual
socioeconomic behavior can be potentially recognized in
the archeological record as commensal groups at the site
specific level.

Evolutionary simple systems, which must integrate
relatively few individuals, are capable of maintaining an
essentially egalitarian-based strategy of information flow.
wherein individual status is achieved through personal endeavor rather than through ascription at birth. Exchange of
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This fact, in and of iteself, suggests to the archeologist
that the relative size of effectively interacting local groups
or regional groups must constitute a primary objective of
analysis ifthe character of past evolutionary process isto
be evaluated.

goods and services is undertaken at a personal, reciprocal
level rather than through politically or legally defined
redistributive mechanisms. Hence administrative decision
making entities are not necessitated,
When the number of individuals increases to some (as
yet undefined) threshold size, the character of information
flow throughout the social system must undergo significant
changes in order to continue integrating individuals into a
functioning system of behavior. Initial changes of this sort
take the form of creating a set of social groupings and
functionary positions within the society which serve as
rudimentar-. decision making and administrative entities.
Common groupings of this sort (generally termed sodalities
by anthropologists) include clans, age-grades, and secret
societies, among others.

Defining the properties of the integrative mechanisms
themselves is a much more difficult task from an archeological standpoint. Cultural evolutionary studies have tended
to focus upon integrative mechanisms in their taxonomies
which in most cases have no direct archeological correlate.
In this sense, itis difficult to posit how one might go about
isolating a particular functionary position {such as agegrade) through archeological analysis.
If, however, such integrative mechanisms are viewed as
social strategies through which individuals and groups of
individuals are articulated, some relevant archeological
manifestations of those strategies might be offered. We suggest that identifying strategies of social behavior which
might constitute such organizational properties can be
pursued through examining basic tenets of specific adaptation.

Specific positions or leadership roles fulfilled by individuals, which carry a degree of political power when
needed in specific circumstances, also characterize these
initial evolutionary developments toward more complex
stages. Common among these are positions equivalent to
military leaders, judges, and internal police-all of which
are achieved rather than ascribed and which carry power
only under special circumstances warranting its exercise.
An essential feature of these organizational strategies can
be seen as the development of rudimentary mechanisms
to channelize the flow of information throughout the
entire system of social behavior. The kind of organizational
changes characterizing the highest stages of cultural evolutionary taxonomies (chiefdoms and states) are those of
codifying social groupings of individuals in hierarchical
fashion, establishing routes of information flow through
those hierarchies, and enforcing behavior of individuals
comprising the different groupings through political power.

SPECIFIC ADAPTATION
A Review
A degree of ambiguity and confusion presently exists
in differentiating the concepts of general evolution and
specific adaptation as they are used to explicate cultural
variation in particular cases. Anthropological debate concerning this issue has focused upon argument whether
observed variation is due to unique environmental settings.
or primarily due to processes of general evolutionary response dictated by the overall demographic. social and
technological character of a cultural system. One major
attempt to formalize the nature of this theoretical debate
has been made by Steward (1955)

In contrast to evolutionarily simple systems, the more
complex systems of behavior are characterized by hierarchical rather than egalitarian-based strategies of information flow. Individual status is ascribed at birth rather than
achieved through personal endeavor, and in many cases the
potential for an individual to achieve positions of functionary power of membership in particular sodalities is restricted entirely by rigidly defined class or caste membership
which has been accrued at birth,

Steward suggested that the general evolutionists were
overly concerned with searching for taxonomic criteria
which might be employed to define covariant regularities
among forms of cultural behavior which in turn were used
to define evolutionary stages: and criticized the attempt to
posit evolutionary process per se as the cause of those
observed regularities.

Exchange of goods and services in highly complex evolutionary systems is characterized by economic specialization in which entire segments of the population engage in
focal production of goods or offer particular services which
they exchange with other such focally engaged population
segments for basic subsistence needs. Above all, evolutionarily complex systems are characterized by well developed
decision making and administrative hierarchies through
which activities of the general populace are governed and
which are maintained and enforced through legal codes and,
ultimately, quasi-military organizations responsive to those
holding positions of political power.

Steward (1955) suggested instead that if particular histories of cultural change through time within different
regions of the world were examined, much of the seeming
similarity in forms of cultural behavior could be accounted
for as the result of specific adaptation to essentially unique
characteristics of regional environmental settings, and
unique historical interaction between one cultural system
and another through time. tie thus proposed that observed
variation in cultural behavior at any point in time within a
particular region could be accounted for as a largely adaptive and historical process he termed multilinear evolution.
He attempted to demonstrate that the seeming regularities
in sociocultural integration (or the interaction among forms
of social organization, economy and technology) could be
accounted for not as the result of general evolutionary processes alone, but as expected expressions of fundamental
and necessary specific adaptive responses by a human popu-

In summary, a review of the cultural evolutionary literature indicates that a single fundamental variable seems to
underly significant variation among integrative mechanisms
which constitute the organizational properties of human
social behavior: the absolute number of individuals who
comprise the effective population of that system.
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lation, given basic core needs of any cultural organization.

cultures, were not substantiated by his data.
This documentation, in and of itself, constituted revelation of insight among some anthropologists. As a consequence, a slightly earlier study of agriculturally based systems of economic behavior by Boserup (1965) became a
kind of bible which documented the relationship between
energetic input into a system of food production and the
energetic output of that system. Boserup's study illustrated
very concisely, from a cross-cultural frame of ethnographic
and historical reference, that variation in volume of agriculturally produced foodstuffs was entirely dependent upon
the amount of labor that was inputed into that production.

In essence, Steward's argument can be seen at its
basic level as a suggestion that change through time in the
structure and organization of human cultural behavior is
best accounted for in terms of specific historical and
adaptive processes. Steward does not deny that regularities in forms of sociocultural integration are observed
throughout the world, but he does suggest that such regularities are best explained in historical and adaptive terms,
Critical law-like processes underlying cultural evolution
in general, as posited by Steward, are processes of specific
adaptation by a human population to its environmental
setting and are not culturalogical processes operating independently of environment,

The combination of Lee's energetic analysis of huntergatherer subsistence and Boserup's energetic analysis of
differential intensities of agriculturally based subsistence.
essentially constituted a major breakthrough in anthropological theory-building.

The effect of Steward's research upon subsequent
anthropological investigation was profound, although it
was not to be realized in any substantial manner until
the mid-1960s. At that time a number of ethnographers
and archeologists began to undertake research directed
explicitly toward examining the character of human behavioral variation as it related to features of environment
and have been termed themselves, after Steward's suggestion,as culture ecologists,

In essence, then, the primary expression of Steward's
approach to understanding cultural evolutionary process
has been documentation of a set of synchronic cultural
ecological case studies. These studies are, in many ways.
very similar to more traditional structural-functionalist
analyses of cultural systems (cf. Radcliffe-Brown 1952).
with the important difference that cultural ecological
analysis has expanded the boundaries of the system under
investigation to include features of environmental variation.

Especially notable among these cultural ecological
studies were those which offered means of accounting
for essentially strange kinds of human behavior which
had been previously referred to by anthropologists as
classic examples of the ultimate inexplicable properties
of Culture itself. Harris (1966) conducted an analysis of
sacred cows in India which examined the manner in which
cattle served as a resource in subsistence terms. His work
demonstrated that sacred cows, rather than constituting
an unnecessary drain upon the resources of local populations, served several critical and useful subsistence needsproviding fuel and fertilizer (as dung); food resources (as
milk and ultimately meat); and technological resources
(as hides and bone).

Cultural ecological case studies thus have provided, and
will continue to provide, very useful information insofar as
they explicate the operation of the structural and organizational properties of human cultural systems as they articulate with variables of environment. Such studies thus bear
out Steward's (1955) contention that much specific variation in forms of human behavior can be accounted for as
specific adaptive responses to particular environmental settings. In this context, cultural ecological analysis offers a
concerted means of explicating particular adaptive strategies.
Such studies do not, however, directly approach the
problem of adaptive process itself because they are synchronic rather than diachronic in nature. At present questions of adaptive process have been approached by relati\vly few researchers.

Piddock (1965) approached the institution of the
Northwest Coast potlatch for a similar perspective. His
analysis of social structure and subsistence economy of
the Kwakiutl suggested that the seemingly wasteful potlatch ceremony functions in a positive fashion as a periodic
reaffirmation of social relationships which constituted the
fundamental structure of basic subsistence pursuits undertaken by individuals and households comprising a local
group.

Archeological Implications

These studies among others (cf. Vayda 1961; Rappaport 1967, 1968; Ford 1972) served as exemplary illustrations of the potential utility of Steward's cultural ecological

A major feature of the specific adaptive concept, as it
relates to archeological analysis, is the postv"ation that variation in the structural and organizational properties of
human adaptive behavior reflect variation among effectie
environmental phenomena. In this sense, the operation of a
cultural system as an adaptive mechanism can be viewed as

approach to the anlaysis of human behavior in a synchronic

a system of behavior through which the human population

sense. At the same time, other studies which offered some
import concerning processes underlying man-environment
relationships were being conducted. Lee (1968) pursued the
energetic properties of !Kung San Bushmen subsistence in
the Kalahari Desert of Africa, and he suggested that previous anthropological concepts of cultural evolution based
upon premises that more primitive cultures involved greater
labor investment by individuals than did more complex

satisfies its essential nutritive needs through extracting
energy from a particular environmental setting. For purposes of archeological analysis of the operation of such
systems in the past, then, the structural and organizational
properties of specific adaptive systems must be defined in a
fashion offering archeological recognizability.
An argument was offered at the initial stages of the
7
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Cochiti Reservoir project that suggested a line of inquiry
through which some kinds of variability in material, or
archeological, evidence of human behavior might be conceptualized in this respect (Biella and Chapman 1975:
7-17; Chapman and Biella 1977b:7-12). This argument was
simple, or perhaps even simplistic, in nature. It stated that
activities might be construed as the components, or building blocks, of the structure of a specific adaptive system of
behavior. The argument further suggested that the interrelationships among those activity pursuits might be treated
as the organization of that adaptive system. Specific interrelationships were defined as strategies through which activity performance was undertaken against a spatial and/or
temporal referent.

recognizable in the material record, on the one hand, and
which offer a potential for understanding basic and fundamental relationships between the overall human population
and environmental variation, on the other hand.
A finite set of activity classes might be defined which
offer not only archeological visibility but, as well, a degree
of adaptive significance, such that the behavior of human
individuals at different site locations might be treated as
primary information concerning the interaction of the
human population as a whole.
Activity classes felt best meeting these criteria may be
posited as subsistence-related activities: that is, activities
directly performed to procure (or produce), process.
store, and consume various resources. Resources are defined
as food resources (including water) which constitute the
biological energetic underpinnings of a human population:
and as technological resources, or those living or nonliving
materials which the human population employs or transforms into tools, facilities, clothing, fire, and so on in order
to maintain its reproductive viability over the long term.

An organizational strategy can be viewed as a schedule
of activity performance(s) through time and across space.
For example, if an individual is doing one task during one
period of time during the day, that individual cannot be
doing another kind of task at the same time period. If two
tasks must be performed, a choice is involved; one task
must be done first and another afterwards. This scheduling
is a dynamic, organizational property of activity performance through which different activities are articulated as
sequential events against a terporal referent,

The intent of this conceptual definition of activity
classes is to provide a simple and understandable means of
classifying the material, archeological record of human
activity performance such that different site locations
across any regional landscape might be examined and analyzed for the information they provide about the structural
properties of the specific adaptive systems resulting in their
deposition.

In a similar sense, if two tasks must be, because of their
nature, undertaken at different places within the same general time frames, the individual must again make a choice;
one task must be performed first at one place and the other
task must be performed second at another place. Depending
upon the time involved to move from one place to the
other, the selection of a particular order of task performance becomes a problem in strategy, not only in scheduling (against a temporal referent) but as well in positioning
(against a spatial referent),

ARCHEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
Ultimately the utility of the evolutionary approach
presented in this chapter is to be found in its application
to the archeological record at an empirical level. The archeological record is, above all, a material record of objects
which have survived mechanical and chemical transformations over the long term. The empirical phenomena constituting archeological data thus range from microscopic
pollen grains to habitation structures and exhibit a wide
range of physical properties from chemical compounds or
variation in soil structures to materials such as bone, wood.
metal or plastic.

Strategic decision making in terms of temporal scheduling and spatial positioning of activity performance by an
individual can thus be seen in the abstract as the organizational property of that individual's activity structure (with
structure reflecting the different activity performance
episodes actually undertaken by the individual throughout
a period of time across space).
of that decision
Archeologically, the material evidence
making process will be evident, predominantly, as nonperishable by-products of the activity performance itselfthe only direct evidence we will have available concerning
the organizational properties of that strategic decision making will be the spatial segregation of activity events,

In order to employ these phenomena as information
bearing upon properties of human behavior which resulted
in their deposition, archeologists must draw upon entire
realms of previous analytical research of an archeological
nature (and from other scientific disciplines) to make even
descriptive statements which can be employed as data
underlying their analysis. The following discussion will
make no attempt to trace the analytical underpinnings of
these descriptive categories of data and thus assumes a
familiarity on the part of the reader with fundamental
kinds of data constituting the record itself.

An individual thus performs a variety of different kinds
of activities throughout each 24 hour period, some of
which may result in production of a material record directly observable by future archeologists, and many of which
do not result in such a directly observable record,
The structure of a specific adaptive system of human
behavior, then, following this line of argument, might be
defined as variability in the kinds of activities undertaken
by individuals as arrayed against a spatial referent. For purposes of analysis from an archeological standpoint, the
entire range of activities must (of necessity) be reduced to
classes of activity performance which potentially are

In terms of differentiating classes of activity performance represented at particular site locations, however,
a basic phenomenological categorization of the remains
was initially defined and is listed below.
Evidence of facilitics: The category of facilities was
defined to include essentially nonportable features such as
8
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resources). Some of the more common kinds of processing
activities would thus be field dressing, skinning and butchering of faunal resources- winnowing, parching and milling seeds; or stages of manufacture involved in producing
tools suitable for utilization.

hearths, rooms, cists, bins, corrals, agricultural terraces,
trails, and the like. The use of the term in our analysis
is somewhat more narrow in scope than its use in some
other analyses which have differentiated facilities (as
objects which retard or restrict flow of energy or matter)

from implements (which have been defined as objects
Consumption activities: These include activities which
are related to cooking and eating food resources. Included
in this general class would be the use of hearths, ceramic
vessels, heat retainers and the like for cooking purposes. In
a sense, technological items might be viewed as essentially
consumed through their utilization for tasks: but since we
are more concerned with the kinds of tasks performed
through use of such items, we prefer to restrict the consumption category rather narrowly to cooking and eating.

which concentrate or channelize the flow of energy or
matter). This latter definition, while appropriate for some
kinds of analytical objectives, was not employed. We have
preferred to restrict out use of the term to designate essentially architectural features,
Artifacts: The category of artifacts has been defined
to include phenomena other than facilities which exhibit
evidence of physical alteration of their natural state through
the action of a human agent. The term generally includes
objects which have been manufactured (such as cores,
flakes, ceramic pots, bone awls, buttons, barbed wire,
etc.) and objects which have undergone alteration solely
through usage as tools (such as hammerstones, or grinding
slabs).

Storage activities: Storage is not precisely an activity
insofar as it does not require expenditure of human energy
while it is happening: but it is nevertheless, a very critical
component of subsistence-related behavior and can be recognized archeologically. Storage refers to either short term
or long term protection of goods or resources for future
consumption. Actual activities involved in storage fall
under the processing class.

Direct evidence of food resources: This category includes surviving parts of food species which occur at a site
including bone, shell, seeds, husks, corn cobs and the like.

Maintenance activities: Maintenance activities involve
the refurbishing or repair of tools or facilities. These kinds
of activities are differentiated from initial manufacture or
construction and may be identified archeologically, for
example, as remodeling floors or hearths, or resharpening
flakes on a siliceous tool to maintain a sharp edge.

The intent of this categorization of material remains is
clearly not that of postulating a taxonomy of all possible
material phenomena which might constitute a site-specific
record of human occupation. It is intended to serve as a
general guideline to an examination of the archeological
record such that classes of empirical data might be used to
inform upon variation in activities which occurred at site
locations,

The following discussion will outline procedures
through which archeological data might be analyzed to
provide information bearing upon variation in activities
performed. For this discussion, food resource activity
classes will be examined separately from technological
resource activity classes.

Definition of Activity Classes
We will begin with basic material evidence constituting
the archeological record of past human behavior. It has
been proposed that a primary kind o' information which
should be derived initially from these materials are the
kinds of subsistence-related activities which resulted in their
deposition. Activity classes which have been proposed as
relevant to the research are essentially those which involve
procurement or production of resources, processing or
manufacture of resources, consumption of resources, storage of resources, and the maintenance of the technological
inventory necessitated in the performance of the first four
activity realms. It should be emphasized that resources refer
to both food (including water) and technological resources,
Each of these activity realms will be discussed below,

Activity Classes and Food Resources
Procurement activities: One underlying observation
concerning the spatial logistics of human cultural behavior
which can be drawn from the ethnographic literature is the
fact that actual activities of hunting, gathering, or agricultural production of food resources are generally undertaken
at locations away from residential sites or locations at
which those resources are processed and consumed. With
few exceptions (discussed below), archeologically visible
sites are not those where food resources are procured, but
are rather locations where they undergo stages of processing for consumption or storage.

Procurement activities: These refer to activities involved in the actual acquisition of food or technological
resources, including the hunting or harvesting of food resources and the selection or quarrying of technological
resources. All activities related to agricultural production,
field preparation, planting, pest and weed control would
be included in this class.

Given this expectation, the primary analytical investment made into the character of food resource procurement or production activities from the site-specific perspective is simply that of identifying what kinds of food
resources have been processed and consumed at the site
itself. Two kinds of evidence may be examined toward
this end:

Processing activities: These refer to a range of activities
involved in transforming resources from their initial acquired state into a form suitable for cooking or consumption (if food resources) or for utilization (if technological

Direct, material evidence of food resource species processed and consumed at each site location may be sought
through recovery and identification of faunal and vegetal
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remains, In addition to remains recovered through standard
excavation procedures, soil samples from the interiors of
cists, hearths, and other stratigraphic contexts as deemed
appropriate can be subjected to flotation. Faunal elements
which have been transformed into tools may be treated as
information bearing upon procurement strategies as well.

baking, roasting or stewing. Ethnographically, the smaller
sized fauna are quite often prepared for consumption with.
out processing, through direct baking in coals. Evidence of
tool use in these cases would be minimal.
Larger body sized fauna (antelope, sheep, goat, deer
or larger) require more investment into skinning, evisceration, dismemberment, and often marrow extraction to be
effectively processed for consumptiu-n.

From a site-specific level, indirect evidence of variation
in foodstuffs procured may be undertaken largely through
examination of the character of tool assemblages. For
example, identification of implements which might be
attributed to functionally specific processing procedures
for classes of foodstuffs can be sought. Artifacts such as
bone implements which indicate their use for fleshing hides:
projectile points, gunflints or ,artridge cases indicating
hunting activities: and milling implements such as manos
and metates indicating processing of seeds all constitute
such indirect evidence of the general kinds of food resources which were procured by inhabitants of a particular
site location.

Basic kinds of tools which would be necessitated in a
full cycle of processing might include a knife (cutting tool)
for skinning, evisceration, dismemberment and, if the muscle tissue was being processed for storage, for slicing. A
massive chopping implement may be employed as well for
dismemberment.
As with faunal species, the kindms of edible parts of vegetal species must be considered in isolating artifactual evidence of their processing. Such parts include seeds, leaves,
fruits, roots and occasionally stalks or stems. In general,
the majority of these parts are processed directly through
cooking procedures such as roasting, baking, or stewing.
Parts which require a degree of processing prior to consumption are generally seeds or nuts. Seeds, in particular,
often necessitate stages as winnowing. parching and grinding before they can be consumed. The most readily observ.
able artifact evidence of such processing includes classes of
milling implements (manos and metates) and various containers (baskets, trays, ceramic pots).

trocessing activities: Variation in food resource processing can be monitored from a number of perspectives. Of
critical importance are the kinds of species which were
treated. Since direct evidence of species is often not available, analysis can be directed toward gathering information
pertinent to the general class of resources (floral or faunal)
and .- , ation within that class (such as large mammal small
mamii.,i: or seed parts versus leaf or root parts of vegetative
species), Of equal importance is gathering information concerning the stage of an entire processing trajectory represented at a site location. In this sense, it is desirable to ascertain whether processing has been undertaken for immediate consumption at the site, for storage, or transportation
elsewhere,

Consumption activities: Consumption activities have
been defined as those involved in the cooking and eating of
food resources. It is clear that a considerable amount of
food is eaten without prior cooking, but this kind of consumption offers no systematically recognizable material
record. Several kinds of cooking practices, however. can be
defined which offer a degree of archeological visibility
as hearth facilities. These include broiling (i- yhich the
food is suspended or held above the heat sot,.- roasting
(in which the food is laid directly upon li,
A.isi. baking
(in which the food is buried within coals or covered w;'h
heated stones and buried for a period of time). toasting
(in which food is placed directly upon a heated surface
such as a piki stone, pan or flat rock), and boiling or stewing. Two kinds of boiling techiques can be identified. In
direct boiling the food is placed in a metal or ceramic container with water and boiled directly upon the heat source.
The stone boiling technique involves stones heated in the
hearth facility which are successively dropped into the container and removed until the cooking process is completed.
Stone boiling is used for containers made from flammable
materials such as basketry, wood or hides.

Remnants of floral or faunal species constitute the best
direct evidence of kinds of species processed and stages of
processing they have undergone. Techniques of butchering
constitute useful information in this regard, and variation
in the parts of vegetal species can provide insight into s'ages
of processing as well. Variation in the kinds of tools at a
site location constitute a primary indirect realm of data
concerning frod processing activities. Both classes of implements and their spatial association with other artifacts or
facilities provide potential information in this regard. There
is, however, a serious problem in assigning functionally
specific meaning to particular kinds of artifacts. In general,
there are relatively few classes of tools which can be warranted to reflect specific (unambiguous) task usages. The
following discussion outlines the kind of strategy which
might be employed to ascertain food resource processing
activities at archeological sites from variation in the tool
assemblages found at site locations.

The best direct evidence of variation in the kinds of
food resources consumed can be seen as the remnants of
the species themselves. Because different kinds of species
and their edible parts require different cooking procedures.
we will outline evidence of consumption for faunal and
vegetative species separately.

A distinction must first be made between faunal parts
which are subject to processing as food resources. In terms
of their overall subsistence utility, faunal species offer not
only potential food parts (muscle tissue, marrow, organs)
but as well technological resources (hide, sinew, bone,
antler). In addition, variation in size of faunal species dictates, in many ways, basic strategies of processing. Smaller
body sizes (mice, gopher, rabbits) are most effectively pro.
cessed through a minimum investment into skinning and
perhaps evisceration, to be cooked through direct broiling,

Variation in consumption techniques employed for
faunal species must be examined through analyzing the
assemblage of faunal parts as the outcome of consumption
activities. In this sense, the character of processing activities
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call be assumed to have resulted in a pattern of dismenberment and extraction of edible parts which is related to, or
governed by, the mode of cooking and eating of those
parts. Variation in cooking procedures can be partially isolated through examination of the structural properties of
hearth facilities and by-products of hearth usage (such as
firecracked rock). Variation in the actual empirical record
of faunal element distribution must take into account, as
well as possible, post-consumption activities such as cleanup and trash disposal,

tures associated with them (such as emplaced rock.s hch
i
might support cooking essels) and by-products of tlir tist
such as firecracked rock accumulations.

We can thus basically examine three properties of
faunal remains which constitute information concerning
consumption activities. First, the manner in which they
have been processed for consumption: second, the manner
in which the consumption techniques have further transformed them physically: and third, the manner of their
disposal after having been consumed. TPwo illustrations
of the manner in which dismemberment, consumption,
and subsequent disposal art related can be offered.

Activity Classes and Technological Resources

Broiling or roasting consumption necessitates no
dismemberment of small fauna, but does require dismemberment of larger fauna. Bones remaining after consumption should exhibit articulator ends and may well be
distributed over broad areas of the site because of a toss
disposal strategy. If larger fauna are being processed for
marrow extraction and soup making, dismemberment is
much more intensive. Considerable volumes of bone fragments are generated during marrow extraction which may
be disposed of in more or less systematic dump locales,
Soup making may involve smashing articulator ends and
stone boiling which will produce firecracked rock piles
as well.
Vegetal parts, because they do not have tile same long
term survival properties as bones, offer much less routine
information oil consumption on a site by site basis. Further, the majority of volume of vegetal resources transported to a site for further processing are, in fact, consumed at tile site. Direct evidence of the consumption of
such resources is thus generally not available, although
charred remains may be found on the interiors of cooking
pots or be evidenced as by-products such as nut shells,
corn cobs and tile like.
A primary indirect monitor of consumption activities
can be seen in hearth facilities and by-products of hearth
usage (such as firecracked rock), Hearth facilities may be
relatively shallow in depth and thus designed for heat
radiation upward: or deep, such that heat absorbed by
surrounding surfaces is radiated back into the cavity where
the fire originally existed. Surficial hearths offer a wide
range of possible cooking strategies including broiling,
roasting, toasting (when ancillary artifacts are employed).
coal-baking, and boiling (either through direct heating of
vessels containing foods, or through heating rocks which
can be transferred to vessels containing foods). Subsurface
hearths (or deep hearths) offer the potential for all of the
above cooking practices, but also can be used for pit.baking,
Potential variation in cookirtg practices exhibited
among different hearth facilities can thus be examined
through variables of depth, surface extent, ancillary fea-
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Other indirect monitors of consumptions activitIcs can
be sought, where appropriate, in the technological inentory of items which are employed directly in cooking actisities or serving activities. These are generally apparent as
ceramic or metal containers, although other items such as
ceramic or stone griddles may be expected to occur as well.

Technological resources include all materials from
which tools and facilities are manufactured by a human
population. These include both inorganic raw materials
such as stone, clay, or minerals: and organic raNNmaterial,
such as bone, hide, wood or fiber.
Procurmcnlt actiilics. Information about procurement activities is derived from two levels of analysis, Otconcerns the availability and abundance of those resources
in space, and the other concerns the actual selection or procurement of individual resources at the site-specific hlvel for
tool or facility manufacture.
Identification of technological resources as the\ occur
in the environment is best accomplished through areal
surveys. Specific sources of different rock, clay, temper and
mineral resources can be isolated, time permitting, through
geological surveys: if sources cannot be located, the general
availability may be inferred from the geologic history of
an area.
Similarly, botanical and faunal surveys can provide information on the availability of possible floral and faunal
resources. Unlike geologic resources, the availability and
abundance of floral and faunal resources are much more
variable both temporally and spatially. Evaluation of the
actual procurement of technological resources at partieularly site locations is dependent upon descriptive techniques
through which materials can be unambiguously identified.
Ideally, inorganic raw materials should be identified b\
known source location whenever possible. while floral and
faunal species should be identified to species. t)nee this
level of identification is achieved, strategies of procurement
can be reconstructed.
Processing acticitics: For technological resources, processing activities can be defined as stages in manufacture
through which materials are transformed from their natural
state into usable implements or facilities. Central tt an
understanding of the manufacturing process is identification of stages involved in different manufacturing tralectories. This is achieved through analyzing morphological attri.
butes of finished tools or facilities and through analyzing
by -products of the manufacturing process,
Manufacture of lithic artifacts offers the best illustration of how these stage-like trajectories of manufacture can
be identified archeologically. Stone tool manufacture is a
subtractive process in which pieces of debitage are successively detached from a piece of raw material. Stages in the
manufacturing process can be identified through analysis
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From the standpoint of analytical investment required
to provide that information, however, analysis of tool and
facility function constitutes a distinctly separate research
concern. Specialized analyses drawing upon interdisciplinary studies, experiments, and varying amounts of technological hardware are quite often routinely employed to
identify basic functional uses of artifacts and facilities.
Such analytical strategies may treat microscopic examination of lithic artifacts for evidence of microfracture and
abrasion resultant from their use as tools, or might involve
analysis of heat radiation properties of hearths.

of morphology, platform characteristics, and presence or
absence of cortex characterizing each piece of debitage
within an archeological assemblage.
These observations alone can be employed to define
whether an assemblage reflects primary or secondary stages
of core reduction, or whether it reflects tertiary stages of
preform manufacture and thinning to produce bifacial artifacts such as projectile points.
Analogous observations can be made upon cores, large
angular debris, or utilized tools occurring within those
assemblages. When taken in conjunction with variation in
debitage attributes, basic trajectories of stages involved
from initial core preparation through tool manufacture can
be identified for different kinds of raw material. Further,
variation among different site locations can be delineated
in terms of which stages of the manufacturing trajectory
are evident.

It is important to emphasize that specialized analyses
of implement and facility function, while involving experiment, interdisciplinary comparison, or types of technological hardware which are not found in archeological laboratories, nevertheless, constitute an extremely important
and dynamic part of ongoing archeological research.
Storage activitics. Storage can be defined as both short
term and long term preservation of materials for future consumption. As a subsistence strategy, it may be identified at
the site-specific level through examination of processing
activities related to the preparation of foods for storage,
and as the construction or use of facilities wherein foods
are stored. The amount of storage indicated at a site and
the dependence upon short term and or long term st irage
can provide critical information about the character of the
subsistence strategy or strategies employed by the people
who occupied a specific site.

It must be emphasized that different kinds of implements or facilities constituting the end-products of the
manufacturing trajectory will leave different kinds of evidence of their manufacture in the archeological record.
In general, the most voluminous evidence of this sort is
debitage resultant from stone tool manufacture. Direct evidence of manufacturing stages characterizing other kinds
of items such as ezramic vessels or architectural facilities is
less abundant and much less obvious archeologically although the final products themselves are highly visible.

Maintenance activities. Maintenance activities may be
defined as repair and upkeep of tools or facilities. Maintenance thus is differentiated from initial manufacture or construction. and includes clothing repair, implement repair.
ceramic vessel repair, house replastering and so on. Facility
maintenance, for example, may be recognized by remodeling episodes such as new floors, hearth alteration, or sequences of cist or bin remodeling and usage.

Perishable items manufactured from organic materials
may leave no direct evidence whatsoever of manufacturing
trajectories involved in their manufacture and may not be
visible themselves in the majority of archeological cases.
Identifying which stages of manufacture of items such as
nets, bags, clothing, and arrow shafts may have occurred at
different site locations must be pursued through analysis
of wear patterns and morphological attributes of preserved
stone and bone implements involved in such manufacture.

Recognizing implement maintenance activities is dependent in great part upon the abilit. to define function
ally specific usage of tools. This is a difficul' task archeologically in that tools used in prinary manufacture of items
are the same as those used in repair and upkeep.

The importance of identifying techniques of manufacture and stages in the manufacturing process such that sitespecific evidence of both technique and stage can be defined, is critical toward analysis of organizational properties
of behavior. Once these characteristics of manufacturing
trajectories can be identified at the site-specific level, logistical strategies through which temporal scheduling and spatial positioning of activity performance involved in the
overall cycling of materials can be outlined. This information constitutes very important data when used comparatively to evaluate organizational complexity among different systems of cultural behavior.

IDENTIFYING SOCIAL GROUPINGS
IN THE ARCHEOLOGICAL RECORD
Commensal Groups
Commensal groups have been defined as the basic foodsharing groups which constitute the smallest social components of a cultural system. Such social components are best
identi fied at residential site locations through analysis of site
space configuration. From an archeological standpoint, evidence of a single commensal group of residence can be seer
principally as the presence of a hearth facility, generally in
association with other structural and artifactual remains.

Consumption aclivitics: Consumption of implements
and facilities refers to their use. From a strictly conceptual
viewpoint, the importance of identifying kinds of artifact
or facility use has already been discussed. If basic activities
involved in procuring, processing, and consuming food
resources; or procuring and manufacturing many technological raw materials are to be identified, information concerning the functional usages of tools and facilities involved
in those activities is needed.

Of primary importance in the archeological analysis of
such residential locations is defining the size of the residential group who inhabited the site (the number of cormensal groups who occupied the site location contemporan-
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eously); and any information pertaining to the character
of articulation among them.

performed at other spatial locations at other times during
the annual cycle.

In residential sites exhibiting house structures, considerable information of this sort can be gained through examining the size and spatial arrangement of rooms enclosing
hearth structures vis-a-vis other rooms. In site locations not
exhibiting room features, similar information must be
sought through examining the spatial distribution of artifactual debris in the vicinity of hearths.

The character of interaction between activities performed at different site locations thus constitutes a focus of
analysis underlying examination of local group interaction
as a component of cultural systems.
Comprehensive definition of local group interaction
among commensal units from an archeological standpoint
is an extremely difficult and challenging task. A truly
elegant archeological documentation of such interaction
within a single phase or period of adaptation would require
data from a large number of site locations including:

Major analytical problems incurred when attempting
to define the number of commensal units which occupied a
particular site location are those of isolating the nature
of discrete occupational events versus multiple occupational events that may have resulted in the deposition of
a site. Sorting out a sequence of contemporaneous occupations making up site locations exhibiting architectural facilities such as rooms is often not as difficult. Sequences of
construction and usage can often be employed to define
multiple occupational events in these cases,

(1) the season of year during which each particular
site was occupied;
(2) the number of commensal groups which comprised
the residence unit of the site;
(3) the kinds of food and technological resources
which were procured, processed and consumed during that
seasonal term of residence; and
(4) the stages of processing of such resources which
were undertaken.

A more difficult analytical pursuit is that of sorting
out different occupational events which characterize the
occupational history of sites which do not exhibit room
facilities, or those which consist entirely of hearths, firecracked rock and artifactual debris. Two basic approaches
which may be proposed: (1) analysis of relative frequencies
or volume of artifactual debris characterizing different
sites; and (2) evaluating the degree of spatial integrity in
patterning of artifact distribution with respect to hearth
facilities,

Once this kind of information was explicitly documented for a great number of site locations over a relatively
broad regional space, analysis could be directed toward ascertaining the relationships of activity performance Ahich
pertained between different residential locations. These
relationships can be examined against two basic referent
dimensions.

Local Groups

The first of these is a spatial referent, wherein the variation in kinds of resources procured and stages of processing they have been subjected to at different residential
locales inhabited during the same seasons of year, are
examined for information they provide concerning the
character of contemporaneous interaction among residential units of the local group during that season. Objectives
of this kind of analysis would be that of defining whether
each residential unit was essentially operating as a selfcontained economic entity or whether the different residential units were behaving more as subsistence specialists
as segments of a local group structure.

The local group has been defined as the maximum
number of commensal groups and individuals who share
access to resources within a definable spatial territory,
In many cases, local group subsistence within an effective
territory involves seasonal variation in dispersal and aggregation of commensal group residences throughout each
year so as to maximize food resource procurement. In
other cases, residential variation may reflect essentially
sedentary primary residences with logistical or task group
dispersal on a seasonal basis for procurement or production
purposes.

The second referent against which intersite activity
relationships might be examined is a temporal referent. This
analysis would be directed toward isolating the annual patterning in resource procurement, processing, storage and
consumption undertaken by commensal groups comprising
a local group. Critical information desired through such
analysis would be variation in size and composition of residence vis-a.vis spatial location of food and technological
resources at different seasons of the year; and the degree
to which different resources may have undergone stagelike
temporal sequences of processing and consumption at different spatial locations throughout the annual cycle.

A fundamental concept underlying attempts to examine the character of local group interaction, as a structural component of cultural behavior, is that the local
group constitutes an interactive socioeconomic entity of
human behavior within certain spatial boundaries or territories. We have suggested that effective social components
of the local group structure can be defined as commensal
groups. We have further suggested that the subsistencerelated behavior engaged in by members of commensal
groups can be defined according to structural and organizational properties of such behavior. Structural properties
consist of kinds of behavior undertaken at specific spatial
locations (including procurement, processing, consumption,
storage and maintenance); organizational properties consist
of the manner in which each of those activities (as per.
formed in one spatial location at one time during an annual
cycle) functionally comprise parts of a system of activities

It can be seen, then, that analyses directed toward isolating salient properties of local group interaction among
commensal groups employ, at their basic level, the same
classes of archeological data which have been previously
discussed as necessary in the identification of activities
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and commensal groups at the site specific level. The difference in analysis is simply that of perspective or goals. In
the former case, the focus of interest is upon the intrasitc
frame of reference; while in the present case, it is upon the
intersitc frame of reference,

Most readily identifiable items of this sort include
lithic materials such as certain kinds of obsidians, cherts.
ceramic vessel tempering agents, clays, turquoises, fibrolites, and the like. Occasionally other more perishable
kinds of evidence may be employed in this regard, such
as evidence of extra-local faunal species.

It is clear that archeological recognition of local
groups, their social composition, and territorial frames of
operation is predicated ultimately upon identifying the
spatial and temporal strategies through which specific activities of resource procurement, processing, storage, consumption and maintenance are undertaken by commens '
groups at particular sites. It should be equally clear th
explicit and unequivocable delineation of exact territorial
boundaries of different local groups through archeological
analysis requires an opportunity to examine, intensively,
a very broad study area.

The context of occurrence at site locations of such
extra-local material items is of extreme importance in
defining the kind of interaction between local groups which
resulted in their exchange. Particular attention must be
paid to their use and deposition, so as to isolate whether
they functioned predominantly as utilitarian items, whether
they functioned predominantly in status enhancement
contexts, or whether they represented basically decorative
trinkets of no particular status or utilitarian meaning.
A second and equally important level of analysis is
that of evaluating the intensity of nonlocal item occurrence
throughout residential site locations occupied by local
group segments. Of particular interest is the degree of
redundancy in kinds of items recovered at each site location
and the relative frequency or volume of their occurrence.
Thus a pattern of redundancy of occurrence of certain
items in certain contexts (such as shell pendants in association with adult male burials) might reflect a predominantly
social, individual-based interaction between local groups.
Such cases might be those wherein individuals of a given
local group achieved local status through their ability to
demonstrate prowess in periodic fashion in terms of their
personal interaction with other local groups (through establishing trading partners, marriage alliances, or as warriors,
for example).

Regional Groups
We have previously defined a regional group as a set of
socially and economically interacting local group structures,
The kind and intensity of local group interaction is expected to vary dependent upon the structural and organizational complexity of cultural behavior governing the regional group. Identification of regional group structure and
the character of local group participation in that structure
thus constitutes an important aspect of archeological
analysis.
Analyses directed at isolating the character of regional
group articulation are predicated upon defining the organization or interaction of local groups. This organization may
have a social or ceremonial referent in providing, for example, mechanisms for operationalizing exogamous marriage practices; or it may have an economic or trade referent as trading partners or market systems through which
goods and services are exchanged; or it may have a political
referent, through administrative hierarchies or informal
organization of war parties, for example.

A pattern of redundant deposition of bowls and ollas
tempered with extra-local minerals at all residential sites
within a local group territory, however, might reflect a
much more routine social or economic exchange relationship which pertained between the local group which used
those items, and the local group (or groups) who manufactured the vessels.

We may define two kinds of data realms which are
critical to an identification of regional group interaction.
One concerns the kind of articulation (as above in social,
economic or political terms). The other concerns the
intensity of interaction which could be measured in terms
of frequency of interaction or volume of goods and services
exchanged. Together kind and intensity of local group
interaction as regional groups constitute a primary kind
of information bearing upon cultural evolutionary complexity.

Like analysis of local group articulation, analysis
directed toward isolating the kind and intensity of regional
group interaction of local groups, from the perspective of
a specific study area, is a partial process.
Primary data constituting the basis of such analysis are
of two kinds. Site specific data can provide information
bearing upon the character of local or nonlocal origins of
items deposited, and a degree of information concerning
their contexts of usage and deposition within the local
group territory. A second realm of information critical to
analysis of interlocal group articulation is simply that of
spatial extent over which data concerning settlement
variation exists. Spatial frames which characterize effective
areas of regional group articulation are large in size, and
generally much larger than specific study areas, or project
areas within which archeological analyses are conducted.
Because of this, the role of previous archeological, histor.
ical, and ethnographic research becomes critical in determining the extent to which problems of regional group
structure and organization characterizing particular adaptive periods can be pursued.

From an archeological viewpoint, the most readily
observable evidence of regional group interaction is that of
the exchange or trade of material items. In this sense,
political interaction or exogamous marriage exchange
cannot be expected routinely to result in a highly visible
archeological record.
Archeological analysis of local group interaction as a
larger regional group must focus upon techniques to identify, on an empirical basis, items which are manufactured of
materials that do not exist within the effective exploitive
spatial territory of the local group segment.
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SUMMARY

social components (commensal groups, local groups, and
regional groups) and the concepts of organizational properties (activity classes and stages in resource cycling) might be
employed to describe past cultural systems in a fashion relevant for studying cultural evolutionary process.

In this chapter we have presented a set of theoretical
concepts which might be used as guidelines for studying
the character of evolutionary change in human behavior.
These concepts were derived in part from cultural evolutionary literature, in part from cultural ecological literature, and in part from observations about the structure
of the archeological record itself. Salient points of that
discussion are reviewed here.

What we have outlined thus constitutes a general conceptual scenario that reflects the manner in which we
believe two fundamental theoretical concerns underlying
much past anthropological research might be operationalized in a fashion permitting the archeological record to
be used as new information bearing upon those theoretical
and explanatory concerns.

Anthropologists have employed two basic processes
for understanding variation and change in human cultural
behavior. These have been termed general evolutionary
processes and specific adaptive processes. It is our opinion
that the general evolutionary literature has demonstrated
the existence of basic redundancies in structure and organization of cultural systems throughout different parts of
the world and has further demonstrated that variation
among these can be ordered from simple to complex in
a finite series of taxonomic schemes,

We believe that the investment of anthropological
research into modeling cultural evolutionary process has
resulted, to date, only in identification of redundancies
or patterns in cultural behavior which are felt to represent
stages or levels in a hierarchy of change, but which exist at
present only as taxonomies of variation among different
cultural systems. The cultural evolutionists, as theorybuilders, have only laid the foundations for a true processual, explanatory theory of cultural evolution. The character of the processes themselves, or the postulated conditions under which those processes can be predicted to result
in evolutionary change from one stage to another, have
not been developed in any satisfactory fashion.

For purposes of archeological study, we proposed
that structural properties of human social behavior relevant for study of cultural evolution might be defined
hierarchically from smallest to largest as commensal groups,
local groups, and regional groups. We further suggested
that organizational properties of human social behavior
relevant toward cultural evolutionary studies might be
defined as scales of interaction pertaining between these
social groupings at each level in the hierarchy. Properties of
interaction which might be scaled include frequency of
interaction, volume of interaction (if involving exchange of
goods), and the number of social groupings which were
articulated through those interactions.

As it exists now, cultural evolution is not a theory of
human behavior; it is a concept which offers potential for
theory-building. In order to pursue that theory-building
process, means must be sought to examine diachronic
cases which exhibit evidence of historical links between
more simple stages and more complex stages of evolutionary behavior. We feel the archeological record offers the
only worldwide document of a great variety of such empirical cases.

In order to identify how these kinds of interaction
might be recognized archeologically, we turned to a review
of anthropological literature concerning specific adaptation and cultural ecology. These studies emphasize a fundamental relationship between cultural behavior and effective
environmental settings in terms of activities through which
resources are acquired and consumed by a human population. We suggested that this concept of activity performance offered considerable potential as a means of defining
interaction among social components simply because
activities must be sequentially performed one after the
other through time and many must be performed at different places in space,

In order to use that document, however, the language
in which it is written must first be deciphered. To that end
we proposed that a second fundamental concept underlying
much anthropological research, specific adaptation, offered
(and offers) considerable potential as one such means of
deciphering the archeological document.
The concept of adaptation suggests that variation in
the behavior of a species, a population of individuals, or a
single individual, can be potentially accounted for through
the basic energetic articulation of organism and environment. From an archeological standpoint, the concept seems
quite productive as a potential grammar through which the
material document of human behavior might be assigned
meaning, at least concerning the synchronic structure and
organization of basic subsistence engaged in by past human
populations.

We thus proposed that basic properties of organization
among social groupings might be defined as the relative
temporal scheduling and spatial positioning of activity
performance related to food and technological resources,
For purposes of archeological recognizability, we suggested these activities might be classified according to stages
in the cycling of resources including procurement, processing, transportation, storage, and consumption. A variety of
ways in which direct and indirect evidence of different
stages of resource cycling might be identified for different
species of food resources or different types of technological
resources were discussed.

To this end we have suggested a strategy wherein
particular material manifestations of past human activities
might be construed as phonemic components, and wherein
the spatial positioning of those activities (and temporal
scheduling of those activities, when ascertainable) might be
contrued as the syntax of that grammar, in behavioral
terms. Given tools which we have available now to delineate
the character of environmental variation within which adaptive systems operated in the past, we can outline a basic

As a final point, we summarized how the concepts of
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structure of the behavioral system itself. We can thus examine variation in the character of human behavior through
time as different grammatical expressions of fitness to selected features of environmental phenomena.

mation in building a predictive theory of human cultural
behavior.
We by no means suffer the pretension that we have
defined the outlines of such a theory; we have rather attempted to isolate what we feel are productive avenues of
investigation in that regard. Our prospectus is decidedly
rudimentary, but nevertheless offers, in our opinion, a
potentially useful approach toward employing the archeological record as new information concerning the processes
underlying cultural evolutionary change.

In this chapter, we have attempted to articulate the
manner in which two fundamental theoretical concepts
that pervade past anthropological research, general evolution and specific adaptation, might be employed in cornplementary fashion to define features of archeological
visibility such that those features can be used as infor-
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Cochiti Reservoir is located in the Rio Grande basin
of north-central New Mexico. It lies at the base of tle
eastern flank of the Jemez Mountains in a narrow, deep
canyon - White Rock Canyon. Prominent features in the
immediate area include the digitated mesas and narrow
erosional canyons of the Pajarito Plateau, which lie directly
to the west of the reservoir: the lava mesas of the Caja
(or Cerros) del Rio Plateau, to the east of the reservoir:
the basalt cliffs of La Bajada fault scarp, to tile southeast
of the Caja: and the gently sloping hills which flank the
broad flood plain of the Santo l)omingo Basin of the
upper Middle Rio Grande Valley.

and faunal). The Caja del Rio Plateau and upper Middle
Rio Grande Valley areas exhibit much more subdued
physiographic relief and, as a result, larger more homogeneous habitats and less diverse complement of species.
Cochiti Reservoir is thus situated in a complex physiographic and biotic province.
During the initial stages of the Cochiti Reservoir
project, we began compiling information about the biotic
and abiotic variability in tile reservoir and surrounding
areas. Whenever possible specialists were funded to conduct additional fieldwork to complement the literature on
a particular environmental topic. The combined results
of this research have been presented in the first volume of
the present research series (Biella and Chapman 1977c)
and include a review of the geologic history and lithic
mineral resources of the Cochiti area (Warren 1977): an
aerial stratification of the general area into life zones and
vegetative communities (Drager and Loose 1977): a series
of vegetative transects within White Rock Canyon coupled
with a review of the ethnobotanical literature (Tierney
1977): a review of faunal diversity, availability and productivity (Marchiando 1977): a study which attempted to
characterize the arable potential of the Cochiti area based
upon differences in slope and exposure (Ramage 1977): a
stratification of catchment flow estimates (seasonally and
annually) for 40 lateral drainages within the general Cochiti
area (Brakenridge 1977); and a review of paleoclimatic data
ICully 1977).

()chiti Dam is situated directly across tile Rio Grande,
the major perennial river in the general area. The flood
pool of the reservoir extends from the Santa Fe River in
the upper Middle Rio Grande Valley (in the south) approximately 32 km upstream into White Rock Canyon encompassing an estimated 9060 surface-acres. The main portion
of the reservoir or permanent pool however, is 0.8 kilometers wide with 1240 surface-acres.
Elevations within the reservoir range only from 5280
to 5460 ft, but peaks of tile Jemez Mountains, to the west,
rise to over 11,200 ft. The climate is semiarid with annual
precipitation ranging from 8 to 16 inches with the heaviest
rainfall during July and August (Tuan et al. 1969). Precipitation generally increases with elevation and is greatest on
the Pajarito Plateau and lowest in the Rio Grande trough.
Catchment runoff for the Pajarito Plateau drainages is
higher in the spring than in the fall; the reverse is the case
for drainages originating on the Caja del Rio Plateau (Brakenridge 1977). Although the growing season for the upper
elevations of the Pajarito Plateau is as low as 120 frost-free
days, most of the reservoir and surrounding environs
exhibit between 160 and 180 frost-free days (Tuan et al.
1969).

In this report we present two studies which should be
considered a continuation of the previous environmental
research. In Chapter 2, Tierney provides additional data on
the vegetative makeup of the general Cochiti area. In addition to presenting information from new vegetative transects which were located outside the confines of White
Rock Canyon, she summarizes the restlts of a study concerning the seasonal availability and productivity of different edible plants growing in the vicinity of the reservoir.
In Chapter 3, Warren presents the results of a study concerning the distribution and availability of lithic and
mineral resources within the general Cochiti area, in particular White Rock Canyon.

Twelve vegetative communities within three life zones
(Upper Sonoran, Transition and Canadian) have been documented for the general area, although the reservoir itself
is situated entirely within three communities in tile Upper
Sonoran zone (Drager and Loose 1977). Differences in
slope, exposure, soil matrix, as well as general elevation
condition the extent and distribution of the vegetative
communities. The Pajarito Plateau and White Rock Canyon areas, with their marked physiographic relief, are
characterized by numerous small patchy habitats which
support a wide variety of different species (both floral

Together these studies provide a comprehensive review
of environmental variability which might be expected to
affect the character of human adaptation in Cochiti Reservoir and provide a framework for the analytical studies
which follow in the next section of this report.
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Chapter 2
NATIVE EI)BLE PLANT RESOURCES NEAR COCHITI RESERVOIR. NEW MEXICO
Gail D. Tierney

INTRODUCTION

measurements of the density of the plant species. Density
is usually estimated by counting the number of individuals.

A study of the variety and distribution of native,
edible plant resources that exist in the vicinity of Cochiti
Reservoir was begun in early April of 1977 under the
sponsorship of the Office of Contract Archeology, University of New Mexico. The primary goals of the study
were to identify the diversity of edible plant species existing in the Cochiti Reservoir study area; to observe and
record the seasonal developm,"-t of edible species in the
environmental context of the study area; and to delineate
potential resource areas in which those edible plants most
important for human subsistence would occur,

or weighing the biomass, representing a species that occur
in a series of randomly chosen plots of standard size. The
sample densities so obtained may then be used to estimate
the absolute cbundance (in number of individuals or biomass) of the species in a given subregion of the study area.
Given sufficient time and resources, density is clearly
the variable that should be measured since one gains information tha, is useful in assessing the absolute food value
potential of the subregion in question in addition to the
information on vegetative patterns that is implicit in the
diversity -seasonality-ubiq uity variables. But if time and
resources are limited (as they necessarily were during the
present study), one must carefully balance the extra effort
required to measure density with the benefits to be derived
from having estimates of the modern, absolute food value
potential for the study area. In the author's opinion, the
connection between the modern absolute food value potential of the Cochiti Reservoir study area and its prehistoric
carrying capacity for human gatherers is weak, owing
mainly to the prolonged and locally intense disturbance by
grazing and land development activities. The problem of
disturbance in confounding assessments of prehistoric
plant resources is a major one. For an example in the context of the overgrazed Rio Puerco valley, see Adams(1977 ).
The problem has also been addressed by Vorsila Bohrer,
who is developing nonpalynological methods for reconstructing the potential prehistoric vegetation patterns in
overgrazed landscapes (Bohrer 1978).

Another goal not entirely realized during the study's
term was an assessment of the caloric and protein intake
potential of the native, edible species for supplying energy
to prehistoric human populations. Though the latter goal
has not yet been achieved, it is hoped that the results of
the present study may provide baseline data for interpretations of archeobotanical materials retrieved in the excavations of the sites near the reservoir. Some of the results may
also prove useful in broader studies of subsistence and
adaptation within the Cochiti Reservoir study area.
Twenty days of useful fieldwork were accomplished
during the term between April 6, 1977 and October 12,
1977. An additional four days were spent in the field in
April 1978, for the purpose of confirming or revising
certain observations made during the previous spring field
session.
The methods used to present and interpret the data
collected during the present study are unusual and require
explanation. These methods emphasize the variations
observed in the diversity, seasonality and ubiquity of the
native edible plants that grow in each of the terrain types,
or subregions, contained in the study area. Little emphasis
is placed on measurements of the modern density of native
edible species for reasons discussed below.

The diversity-seasonality-ubiquity variables used in
the present study have the advantage that they are relatively easy to measure. Subject to the validity of certain
assumptions, these variables may prove useful indicators of
resource and resource area importance in prehistoric time.
The use of these variables in the present work is predicated
on the following assumptions:

For purposes of this study, diversity is measured by the
number of edible species recorded in each subregion. A
plant species contributes equal weight to the measure of
diversity even if only one individual of that species is found
in a subregion. Seasonality is the same thing as seasonal
diversity. It is measured by the number of different species
that develop edible plant parts within a given interval of
the growth season (early spring, late sumtmer, etc.) and
occur within a given subregion. As defined here, diversity
and seasonality are measures assigned to each subregion.
Ubiquity, on the other hand, is a measure assigned to each
species by counting the number of subregions in which the
species appears. Ideally, all three of these variables, diversity, seasonality and ubiquity, could easily be inferred from

(1) The diversity of native plants has remained relatively stable since prehistoric times, though
densities of the individual species may have been
selectively altered by climatic or anthropogenic
disturbance(2) Native food gatherers tend to settle and work
within or near to, those subregions of a settlement area that exhibit the maximum resource
diversity (as opposed to areas with a predomoi.
nance of a few resources);
(31 The frequency of references to !h, sp('cific.
economic use of a plant. species in the ethnographic and ethnobotanical literature is a good
measure of the probability that the species was
similarly used in prehistoric times.
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Granting the validity of these assumptions, it is easy to see
how the diversity--seasonality-ubiquity variables might be
used to indicate the resource and resource areas preferred
by prehistoric populations. As examples: a subregion
showing a high, modern diversity of native edible plants
would be a potential resource area in prehistoric times
according to assumptions (1) to (3); a subregion that contains a high diversity of developed plant foods in early
April would be a potential spring resource area; and the
most ubiquitous native edible plants appearing in a study
area would also be the plant foods most familiar to native
populations who formerly resided in the area. The most
ubiquitous native edible plants are also the ones whose
remains should turn up most frequently in demonstrable
associations with archeological remains of fire pits, cooking
ware and storage vessels,

Some limited observations were also made in a ninth area:
(J) Riparian River Bottom (Rio Grande below
Cochiti Dam).
The locations of the major centers of survey activity for each
of the named areas are marked by capital letters (A, B, C....)
on Fig. 2.1. Observations were not, however, confined to
small sites at the selected survey centers: the names of the
study areas should also be interpreted as names of similar
terrain types (i.e. topographically defined habitats that have
roughly the same elevation, exposure and substrate) that
lay between 300 to 1000 m of the marked centers. The
nine specific study areas, and the adjacent patches of similar type of terrain, should be regarded as a biased sample of
the set of all terrain types that would be accessible to a
person traveling by foot from any point within 5 km of the
present Cochiti Dam. The 5 km radius was dictated by
limitations of accessil;ility and time; however, see the
comments on radii of subsistence activities in Flannery
(1976).

AREAS SELECTED FOR STUDY
Selections of specific topographic areas for botanical
observations were made primarily on the basis of previous
experience of vegetative patterns near the Cochiti Reservoir
(Tierney 1977:39-67). Another factor that determined the
choice of study areas was the need to find accessible vegetation plots that would be free of disturbance (herbivore
grazing and construction activities) throughout the season
of vegetative growth. The eight areas that proved relatively
stable throughout the study term are named below:

As is shown in Table 2.1, each of the composite study
areas is usually adjacent to two of the fourteen ecological
communities defined by Drager and Loose (1977:33) in a
study of aerial photographs of the southern Pajarito Plateau. The ecological communities characteristic of elevations
above 1829 m (6000 ft) on the southern Pajarito Plateau
are not represented in the present sample of terrain types.
Also missing are representations of river bottomlands in
the trough of White Rock Canyon below 1615 m (5300 ft)
elevations. The vegetation of the trough of White Rock
Canyon was surveyed in the spring of 1975 (Tierney 1977)
prior to the filling of the reservoir. A comparison of plant
lists from this earlier study and ones obtained in the present
work shows that with only a few exceptions, the vegetation
in the bottom of White Rock Canyon (below 1615 m) is
composed of species that appear in the presently defined
study areas B (Cochiti Canyon) and D (East Side Talus).

(A) A West Side Mesa Top (above Rio En Medio);
(B) A West Side Tributary Canyon (Cochiti Canyon,
Rio Chiquito);
(C) The West Rim of White Rock Canyon;
(D) An East Side Talus Slope, White Rock Canyon;
(E) An East Side Terrace, White Rock Canyon;
(F) The East Rim, White Rock Canyon;
(G) An East Side Pebble Terrace, Canada de Cochiti;
(H) An East Side Flood Plain, Santa Fe River.

Table 2.1

Ecological Zones Adjacent
to Botanical Study Areas

Vegetative Community

A

B

C

Upper Sonoran Juniper Grassland
Upper Sonoran Coniferous Undifferentiated
Upper Sonoran Coniferous
(Juniper)
Upper Sonoran Coniferous
(Pinyon and Juniper)
Upper Sonoran Deciduous
(Scrub Oak)
Upper Sonoran Arid
(Yucca, etc.)
Canyon Riparian

--

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

X
X

Agricultural Fields

-

X

-

D

Study Area
E
X

F

G

H

X

X

X

-

X

-

-

X

J

...
X

cf: Drager and Loose 1977:31-37
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V iew~ from En Mledio Mlesa, looking east
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Fig. 2.4

View of old agricultural area within Toreva block formation
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View of cholla forest surrounding ruin on Caja del Rtio Plateau

Fig. 2.6

View of grassland looking toward La Bajadla fault scarp
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREAS

ES.R VOIR

of that point the water disappears into the sand and Ihi
mouth of this canyon is like any other in this are.

Study Area A --

A West Side Mesa Top

Study Area CThe West Rim of White Rock Canyon

The center of the study area is near the southeastern
edge of a mesa top above Rio El Medio canyon. The approximate UTM coordinates are: 3 81000mE 3"51000mN.
Elevation at the site is about 1798 m (5900 ft) and the
exposure is full. The soil is a mixture of weathered volcanic tuff and basaltic pebbles covered in places with a
layer of stabilized aeolian sand.

A survey of vegetation of the west rim of %VhiteItl
Canyon was mentioned in an earlier report (Tiernt. 1977:
58). To obtain new and seasonal information.,obseration>
were made during 1977 within areas of the west rim ,titered roughly at the UTIM coordinates: Zone 13 3 82000nil.
39 47000mN.

The mesa top is typical of others that lie immediately
to the north (above Capulin Canyon) and to the south
(above Sanchez Canyon) at elevations 1768-1829 m (58006000 ft). Ecological communities on these mesa tops are
a mixture of Upper Sonoran Coniferous and Upper Sonoran
Arid (yucca, etc.) components (Drager and Loose 1977:
Fig. 11.2.1). As one moves off the mesa tops toward a tributary canyon, the biotic community shifts to a deciduous
zone: near mesa rims and on terraces just below the rims,
several species of oak (Qucrcus spp.) and saltbush (Atriplcx
cancsccnsf are common where there are northeastern
exposures and substrates of aeolian sands or colluvium.
Some relicts of former Pinus ponderosa populations can be
seen near the mesa rim on the northern face of Capulin
Canyon. The steep parts of the canyon sides below the
mesa show little vegetation since the substrate is a loose
talus of blocks of tuff and coarse pumice pebbles. Some of
tile plant species characteristic of tributary canyon bottoms
will colonize the lower talus where soils are established,

Away from the mouths of tributary canyons, tIhe %v.(t
ern rim of White Rock Canyon is a series of gentl sloping
hills dissected by drainage channels that erpty to tht (anvon below. The slopes vary from 5" to 30 and exposurt
is full but slightly to the east. Elevations along a :1)0 ni
wide strip of the rim near the area's center may vars from
1707-1722 m (5600-5650 ft). The soil horizon near the rint
is comprised of a layer of aeolian sand or collurium mied
with pumice pebbles and averaging 20 em in depth. lhe
bedrock appears to be white pumice. Surficial organic
layers have developed where leaves and plant remain.
have accumulated.
The biotic community is a mixture of Upper Sonoran
Coniferous and Deciduous communities. StandN of' tht
scrub oaks, Quercus grisea and Qucrcus turbin,l1. Gro\
along the eastern margin of the rim: and stands of %ucca
(mainly Yucca anguslissimta) mark the western nargin at a
distance of about 200 m from the edge of the Canyon. 'Ihu
area is disturbed by roads, trails and property markers ott
its western margins. Vegetation in these disturbed aras is

Study Area B West Side Tributary Canyon

noticeably different from that which grows nearer to tht
canyon, tnainl in tire number of weedis and introduced

Botanical stations were set up and maintained throughout the season in Cochiti Canyon (Rio Chiquito) at the
approximate UTM coordinates: Zone 13 '77000mE

species that are present.

39

49000mN.

Study Area 0

--

An East Side Talus, White Rock Canyon

Elevations of the study area are between

1737 and 1783 m (5700-5850 ft). Exposure is nearly full
everywhere, owing to the broadness of the canyon (800 m
at this point), and the low relief of canyon sides. The soil
of the canyon is variable. Deep, sandy colluvium mixed
with pumice pebbles and angular blocks of basalt occurs
frequently and furnishes the matrix for vegetative patterns,

The talus slope surveyed during the 1977 season is
located just below the center of area F (see iielw skhit'h
has the same approximate UTM coordinatts: Zone 13
3
82000mE 3 9 50000mN. The talus slants to thi northwmvl
with slopes of 25 0 to32) and elevations are hetween 1661
1676 m (5450-5500 ft). The sparse vegetation on the,(
slopes is established in pockets of sandy colluvium betwetnl
the tumbled boulders of basalt. Netleaf hackberry (Cls
reticulate), lPhiladclphus microplt,'lus and 1renii'si,; cpt
are the most visually dominant species. Grasses are s.parw
near the center of the site which is typical of contiguou,
talus slopes and cones on the east side of tht cans on

A permanent stream, the Rio Chiquito, occupies the
bottom of Cochiti Canyon at the center of the study area,
and forms a 10 m wide strip of the Canyon Riparian zone.
Outside of this narrow strip, tile canyon exhibits a mixture
of the Upper Sonoran Coniferous and Upper Sonoran
Deciduous communities. Contemporary agricultural fields
are seen on the western edge of the area. and this part of
the canyon is otherwise disturbed by numerous roads,

Study Area E -An East Side Terrace, White Rock Canyon

prehistoric ruins, and fences. There is evidence of per-

sistent grazing by cattle and other herbivores.
The terrace referred to here is one that is formed h a
Toreva block slide - a landslide of a single large block of
material paralleling the cliff face. Between the basalt block
and the cliff face pockets of windblown sand have ftorttd
in natural basins having areas from 10 to 6000 it'. I
vegetation is confined mainly to these basins at elvations
within 1676 4. 5 m (5500 ft). Exposure may he lintted on

Cochiti Canyon is not typical of other tributary canyons located on the west side of White Rock Canyon above
its juncture with Bland Canyon. Most neighboring west side
tributary canyons carry only intermittent streams and are
continuously semiarid. The waters of the Rio Chiquito flow
continuously until about a mile above the Rio Grande. East
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Study Area H -

the margins of the terrace because of the Toreva block on
the western side and a cliff face on the eastern side. Nevertheless, there is evidence that these terraces were used as
prehistoric garden plots. Historically, some were modified
as animal enclosures. The native plant communities are
typical of a cline between the canyon riparian zones on
lower talus slopes of White Rock Canyon and the Upper
Sonoran Grassland zones that dominate the eastern canyon
rim. The rim region begins 15-20 m above the terrace.
Study Area

An East Side Flood Plain, Santa Fe River
This study area is made up of open grasslands on an
old flood plain with stabilized dunes. The site is located
on the eastern side of the Santa Fe River drainage below
the La Bajada escarpment and about 2 km north of La
Bajada village. The approximate UTM coordinates are
Zone 13 3 85000mE "37000mN. The terrain is rolling
dunes on the east and a more level area on the north with
evidence of old irrigation ditches dissecting it. The elevation
at this site is 1681 m (5515 ft). The soils are deep, windblown sand that is mixed with small pebbles near the
drainage slopes.

F-

The East Rim, White Rock Canyon
The center of the study area lies near LA 5137 on the
eastern rim of White Rock Canyon. The mouth of Sanchez
Canyon lies almost directly west from the site. Approximate UTM coordinates are the same as those given for areas
D and E.

The dominant biotic community may be called Upper
Sonoran Grassland although there are a few juniper trees
in the area (roughly two per km 2 ).The flood plain and
companion dunes have been sporadically grazed and cultivated in historic times. At present the main vegetative
components for this area are sand dropseed (Sporobulus
aeriodes), rice grass (Oryzopsis hymenoides), canaigre
(Rumex hymenosepalus), narrow leaf yucca (Yucca elata),
and chenopods (Chenopodiurn spp.).

The elevation at this part of the east rim is 1737 m
(5700 ft) and the terrain is of low relief with nearly full
exposure in every direction. The study area is mesa-like
and arid, unlike the opposite western rim, though the composition of the substrate and the exposure are not substantially different. An Upper Sonoran Grassland is the dominant ecological zone at the site's center; coniferous trees
such as juniper and pinyon are widely spaced and the
understory vegetation growing outside of certain natural
protected areas is sparse. Within protected areas though,
the understory of small shrubs, perennial forbs and annual
herbs is remarkably diverse. This suggests that the poor
vegetative coverage of this part of the eastern rim is a consequence of overgrazing and resource exploitation, rather
than due to major differences in habitat variables (when
compared to the western rim).

DATA SUMMARIES
AND COMMENTS
Introduction
The data on variety, distribution, and seasonality
of vascular plant species obtained during the study's term
is presented in Table 2.2 in the form of an annotated
plant list for Cochiti Reservoir and its immediate environs.
The list names all plant species that were observed in the
study areas during the term, states the parts of the plant
(if any) that are eaten by humans and gives the observed
times of development of edible plant parts in the environmental context of the 1977 growth season at the reservoir.
In addition, the presence or absence of each plant species
at the nine study sites is indicated in the list by the presence or absence of an x in the column under each site
label (A-H, J).

Study Area G An East Side Pebbled Terrace

(Canada de Cochiti)

The study area is actually a composite of two specific
patches of terrain that have very similar elevations, soil
type and exposure. The first of these patches lies within
the borrow area of the Cochiti Reservoir Flood Control
Pool on the southeastern side of the Canada de Cochiti
(Tetilla Arroyo) drainage. Approximate UTM coordinates
are Zone 13 "83000mE " 9 41000mN. The second patch is
located outside the southern boundary of the borrow area
3 km due south of the first one: approximate UTM coordinates are 3 83000mE 3 9 38000mN. Though both areas are
near Cochiti Dam and construction roads, they appear
relatively undisturbed,

In naming the plants, an attempt was made to identify
all edible specimens at the species level. The occasional
appearance of sp. or spp. following the genus name in
Table 2.2 shows that the attempt was not always successful.
However, in those instances where only the genus name
appears, the importance of the plants as a food (with the
exception of Portulaca sp.) was either negligible for the
purposes of this study or unknown. There is thus about
10" uncertainty in the total number of species identified
in Table 2.2 in addition to the 5"" sampling uncertainty.
I did not attempt to exclude introduced species (nonnative). These plants frequently indicate the degree of disturbance to which an area has been exposed and to some
extent whether the disturbance is recent or historic. Most
of the common plant names are taken from Kearney
and Peebles (1964).

The elevations of these similar terrains are 1652-1661 m
(5420-5450 ft).
Exposure is nearly full and trees are sparse.
The substrate varies from sandy colluvium and clay near the
high points to clays and buff colored sands well mixed with
rounded, river-washed pebbles and cobbles near the drainage channels. The substrate of these sites marks the principal difference between them and study area Hf(see below),
The variation in soil type within these patches and the
presence of shallow drainage channels have allowed the
maintenance of a small coniferous (juniper) component
within what is mainly a grassland community. The predominant grasses here are the gramas (Boutcloua spp.).

A plant appearing in the table is called edible only if
there are references to the use of some part of it as a food
in ethnographies or the ethnobotanical literature. References
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for the edibility of most of the native plants recorded
in Table 2.2 can be found in an earlier report on the vegetation of White Rock Canyon (see Tierney 1977:62-67).

A plant list compiled for a given regiont and year, and intended for use in resource availability studies, should
therefore be qualified and accompanied by records of
regional precipiation if possible. Figure 2.7 shows such
precipitation records for Cochiti Dam during 1976 and
the spring and summer of 1977 (Dept. of Commerce 1976,
1977). The curve for the average of cumulative precipitation near Cochiti Dam is constructed from data in Tuan
et al. (1973). It is apparent that though precipitation was
nearly normal during the first seven months of 1977, the
moisture base supplied in 1976 1particularly, in the fall
and early winter) fell 22', short of the average annual
amount. The cold and dry winter of 1976 may account for
the author's subjective impression that fruits and berries of
many perennials - for example those of Lyciuni pallidum
- developed poorly or not at all during the following
growing season. On the other hand, the representation of
annuals in the plant lists of Table 2.2 is probably a normal
one, given the nearly normal pattern of precipitation
during the spring and summer of 1977.

The dates of the month that appear in the column of
'Fable 2.2 labeled season are those days during the 1977
season on which the stated plant part was first observed
to be fully developed. A range of dates of the month
(e.g., April 6--May 18) indicates the earliest and latest
times of first, full development of the plant parts that
were observed among populations of the stated species
growing within the study area. In general, plant populations in different topographic habitats will form shoots,
leaves, blossoms and fruits at different times, owing to
geographic variations in exposure, substrate and precipitation patterns.
The appearance of annual grasses and herbs in a semiarid landscape is especially sensitive to the precipitation
during current and preceding seasons (Daubenmire 1968).

Table 2.2
List of Botanical Species
Prese-nt at

Season

A

B

C

inner bark

All year

-

X

-

netleaf hackberry

fruits

Sept. 30

-

Elacagnus angustifolia L.

Russian olive

(introduced)

Juniperus monosperma
(Engelm) Sarg.

one seeded juniper

fruit

Juniperus scoptilorumn
Sarg.

Rocky Mountain
juniper

Binomial

Common Name

Edible Parts

box elder

t)

F

|abilats.

F

G

II

A. List of Trees
,.leer negundo L.
Celtis reticulata Torr.

-

-

Sept. 21 -winter

X

X

fruit

May 15early spring

-

pinyon pint,

nuts

alternate seasons
after Sept. 15

ponderosa pine

inner bark

year round

narrowleaf cottonwood

seed pods

(not observed

cottonwood

seed pods

Pinus edulis Engelm.

Pinus pondcrosa Engelm.
Populus angustifolia
uI'opulus
fremontii Wats.

X

-

X
X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

--

--

X
-

May 27

X
X

-

B. List of Shrubs
Amorpha sp.

false Indigo

X

bigelow sagebrush

seeds

Sept. 22

Artemisia filiafolia Torr.

sand sagebrush

seeds

Aug 22-Sept 22

Artemnisia tridentataNutt.

big sagebrush

seeds

A triplex canescen (Pursh.)
Nutt.

Four.wing
saltbush

leaves:
seeds:

Artemisia bigelovii
A. Gray

X

X

X

X

X

29

after April 6
Sept 13-Oct 12

XX

X

X
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Present at Habitats :
Binomial

Edible Parts

Common Name

Season

A

C

B

D

E

F

G

1

J

-

-

B. List of Shrubs (Continued)
Brickellia californica

brickel bush

...

X

...

-

(Torr. Gray) Gray
Cerocarpus montanus Raf.

Chilopsis linearis (Cay.)
Sweet

mountain
mahogany

-

desert willow .....

Chrysothamnus greenci
(Gray) Greene

rabbit brush

Chrvsothaninus nauscosus
(Pall.) Britton

rabbit brush

-

western
virgins bower

..

Dalca formosa Torr.

feather indigo

....

Daleascoparia Gray

false Indigo bush

Eupalorium herbaccunt
(Gray) Greene
Eurolia lanata (Pursh)
Mog.
Fallugiaparadoxa
(D. Don.) End].

winter fat

Apache plume

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

X

X

X

-

X

seeds?

Mormon tea
white thoroughwort

.

Oct. 12

-

X

X

x

-

X
.

.

X

...

X

...

.

X

-

X X

--

-

snakeweed

--

Hoffmenseggiajamcsii
Tort. & Gray

hog potato

-

Lycium pallidum Miers.

wolf berry

fruits

(none observed)

Parthenocissusinserta
(Kerner) k. Fritsch

Virginia creeper

fruit

after Sept.

X

X

X X

N

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

-

X

X

Pericome caudata Gray
mock orange

fruits

hops tree

-

Gambel's oak

leaves
acorns

June -.4persistent

X

-

X

30

June 9
-

X

X

X

-

--

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

-x

Gutierrezia microcephala
D. C. Gray

Quercus gambellii Nutt.

X

-

....

....

mountain
privet

Ptelea a gustifolia

-

.......

Forestierra neomexicana
Gray

Philadelphia microphyllus
Gray

.

-X

Clematis ligusticifolia
Nutt.

Ephedra sp.

X

-

X
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Table 2.2 tCoitinued)

Binomial

Common Name

Edible Parts

Season

Present at ltabiLat
E F G
D

A

B

C

X

-

X-..

-

X

H

J

B. List of Shrubs (Continued)
Qucrcus grisca Liebm.

gray oak

young leaves:
acorns:

May 27
Aug 22-Sept

Quercus turbinella
Greene

shrub live oak

young leaves:
acorns:

May 27
Aug 22-Sept

Robinia neomcxicana
Gray

New Mexican
locust

flowers

May 18

Rhus trilobata Nutt.

squawbush

fruit

June 9,
persistent

X

X

Safix amygadoaloides
Anderss.

peachleaf willow

catkins

early April

..

.

willow

catkins

early April

-

Salix spp.

.

.

X

-

X

-

X

.

.

Vitis arizonica Engel.

wild grape

fruit

Au6 21

-

X

.

.

Yucca angustissima
Engel.

soapweed or
narrow leaf yucca

stipe:
buds:
fruits:

May 5
May 27
after June 15

X

-

X

-

Yucca baccata Torr.

banana yucca or
broad leaf yucca

flowers:

May 17
June 24

.

..

N

salt cedar

...

...

..

TamarL pentandra Pall.

fruits:

.

..

...

.. .

... .

.

..

...
XX

X

--

-

-

C. List of Ferns, Herbs and Forbs
Adiantum sp.

maiden hair fern

--

-

X

Aletes acaulis (Torr.)
Coult. & Rose
Allium macropctalum
Rydb.

wild onion

bulb

May 5-May 27

Allium sp.

wild onion

bulb

May 27

pigweed

greens:
seeds:

Sept 13

greens:
seeds:

Sept 13

Amaranthus albus L.
Amaranthus retroflexus L.

red root
amaranth

Ambrosia acanthicarpa
Hook,

annual bursage

Ambrosia psilostachya
D.C.

western ragweed

A nemopsis califqrnica
(Nutt.) look. & Amn.

yerba mansa

-

.

.

.

..

.
.

-

X

-

.

-

-

--

X
X
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Binomial

Common Name

Edible Parts

Season

A

B

Present at Hiabitat:
C D
E F G

H

J

C. List of Ferns, Herbs and Forbs (Continued)
Antennaria sp.

pussey toes

--

-

-

X

prickly poppy

---

-

X

-

false tarragon

leaves

April 6
thru summer

.4rteinesia frigida Willd.

Estafiata

seeds

Sept 22

-

-

Artemesia ludoviciana
Nutt.

sagebrush

seeds

Sept 22

-

-

-

x

Artenesia cana Pursh.

silver sage

seeds

Sept 12

-

X

-

x-

Asciepias capricornu
Woodson

immortal

-

-

-

-

x

-

Asclepias lati/olia
Toff. Raf.

milkweed

seeds

x

-

-

-

-

A rgenioneplatycerus

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

Link. & Otto
Arternesia dracunculoides

Pursh.

July-Aug

Asclepius sp.

X

-

-

-~x

Asparagus officinalis L.

asparagus

(introduced)

Aster arcnosus
(Heller) Blake

baby aster

---

Astragalus gracilia
Nutt.

milkvetcn

-

Astragalus Icntigenosus
Dougl.

milkvetchi

fruits

May 17Junie 9

A. lent igenosus Dougl.

blue loco

fruits?

Julie 9

xX
x---------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

--

x

-

-

-

x

-

-

X

-

-

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Var. diDhivsus
(Gray) Jones
Astrogalus nothoxys
Gray

sheep loco

-

-

Astragalus sp.
Blahia dissecta (G;ray)

yellow ragweed

-

--

-

N

-

N

Britt.
Berlandiera lyrata
llenth.
flidens bipinnata L.
C'alochortus nut tIi
Trorr. & G;ray
('astilleja integra G;ray

flower heads
and leaves

May- 5

beggar's tick

--

sego liy

bulb

May 27

paint brush

flowers

Jlune 241-Aug 15

-x

N

32
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Binomial

Common Name

Edible Parts

Season

A

Present at Habitat:
C D E
F G

B

H

C. List of Ferns, Herbs and Forbes (Continued)
Cheilanthes sp.
Chenopodium fremontii

lip fern

-

-

Fremont

greens & seeds

Aug 25-Sept 13

Wats.

goosefoot

Chenopodium graueolens
Willd.

goosefoot

seeds

Sept 13

Chenopodium leptophyllum
Nutt.

goosefoot

leaves & seeds

Aug 25-Sept 21

Chenopodium incanum
Heller

goosefoot

greens:
seeds:

Apr 26-May 27
Aug 22-Oct 12

Chrysopsis io/losa Nutt.

golden aster

Circium neomexicana

thistle

Gray
'eoine serrulata Pursh.

Rocky Mountain
bee plant

Coreopsis cardaminifolia

tickseed

X

..

X

.

..

X

-

x

-

-

X

-

roots:
stems:
seeds:

May 27-June 6
Aug 22-Sept 21

X

X

leaves:
seeds:

Apr 26-May 27
late June-Aug 15

X

X

X

-

X

X

....

X

X

X

X

X

X

doveweed,
spurge

-

X

Cryptanthajamesii
(Torr.) Payson

Jame's cryptantha

Cryptantha fendlerii
(Gray) Greene

Fendler's crptantha

-

-

X

X

buffalo gourd,
calabazilla

fruit:
seed:

August 22
Sept22

-

X

X

chimya

leaves & roots

April 5-June 9

X

-

X

Cymopterus montanus
tNutt) Tory. & Gray

wafer parsnip

roots & leaves

April 5-May 5

I)atura metaloidcs D.C.

Indian apple

--

tansy

greens:
seeds:

Cucurbita foctidi.csima
Fi.
B.K.
Cymopterus fendlerii
Gray

I)escurainiapinnata

..

(Walt.) Britton
Dilhyrea ivislizenii Engelm.

spectacle pod

Epilobium sp.

willow weed

Erigeron canadensis l,
Erigeron divergens
Torr. & (;ray

-

grreens

June

-

X

X

X

-

X
X

-

X

--

-

x

spreading fleabane

X
33

...

..

.

X
X

May '7
late June

X

-

-

-

-

--

x

X

----

horseweed

..

X

-

X

x
x

(DC) Torr. & Gray
Croton texensis (Klotzsch.)
Muell. Arg.

-

X

-

-

-

X

X

-

X

.

x

X
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
l'resent1 at HaiI) tat
lMnoial

Common Name

Edible Parts

A

Season

C

B

-F

)E

H

G;

J

C. List of Ferns, Herbs and Forbes (Continued)
i..'reo sp.

Friogoin)l deflexuom
Small.

Frogon

elfusutn Nutt.

Sriogonone leplocladon

daisy

-

skeleton weed

seeds & stems

August

buck wheat

seed & stems

August 25

x

buck wheat

seed & stems

August 25

x

(sulphur flower type)

stems

May 17

x

(buckwheat type)

seed & stems

May 17

x

-

-

-

l'orr. , Grav
'riogonlin sp.
,':rtouionuim
sp.
Luphorbia albomiarinata
Torr. & (;ray
pinnatifidia
(Uaillardia
Torr.

spurge

;ilia lon gilora
('lorr.) 1). Don

(Gl.cyrrhizalepidola

-

blanket flower

N

-x

N

-

velvet flower
butterfly weed
blue gilia
licorice

N

N

X

-

-

----

Gaillardia sp,

(;aura cxcvinca Nutt.

-

X

-x-

N

-..

...

XX

--

X- X

..

.

..

roots

X

(Nutt.) Pursh.
6rindelia aphanactisllydb.

gum weed

Ihiplopappus gracilis

X

----

--

X

X

-

--

(Nutt.) Gray
tlaph)loa;)pispinulosus
Nutt.

sphiy aster

Ilcdcoma drummondii

false pennyroyal

X

....

.

.....

X

N

.
-

Benth.
tlelianthus annus I,.
Ilvicnolappus filiofolia
tHook.

sunflower

Sept 5-Sept 22

seeds

bitterweed

lyin enoxys argentra
fGray) K.. Parker

bitterweed.
perky sue

X

x

summer cvypress

X

x

x

x

x

IlymvnlenoXs sp.
Kochit soliaria (L.)
Schrad.

X

white ragweed

Ilymenoxys acaulis
(Pursh.) K. F. Parker

-

(introduced I
31
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Present at Habitat

Binomial

Conmmon Name

Edible Parts

Season

A

B

X

--

C

E

1)

F

G

H

C. List of Ferns, Herbs and Forbes (Continued)
Lappula redowski
(Horneni.) Greene

stickseed

...

Lesqutrella fendleri
(Gray) Wats.

bladder pod

-

Lesquerella intermedia
(Wats.) tteller

bladder pod

greens:
seeds:

May 5
May 27

Lesquerella sp.

bladder pod

seeds:

June 9

Leucampyx nencberry'i

wild cosmos

...

-

X

X

-

X

X

-

-

.

N
X

--

X

-

.

..

X

G ray
Lotus urightii
(Gray) Greene
Lupinus caudatus Kellogg
Lupints kingii Wats.
Machaerantherabigelocii
Gray
.liejlous albus l)esr.
.leifflotus officinalis L.
Me'lampodiunm leucanlhum
Torr. & Gray
Mentha arensis L.

deer veteh

N

-

.

.

....

N

lupineblue bonnet

-

Bigelow's aster

.

white sweet clover

(introduced)

yellow clover

(introduced)

-

X

plains blackfoot

--

X

-

--

X

-

-

.

X
X

mint

-

-

X
-

.

.

Mentzelia pumila (Nutt.)
Greene

stick leaf

seeds

June 2-1

Mentzelia sp.

stick leaf

seeds

August 15

X

four o'clock

'?

Sept 13

.

....

.

X

four o'clock

root

all year

X

-

-

X
N

Mirabilisoxybaphoides

N
X.

-

-

N

.aina hispidum Gray

water leaf

Oenolhem 'aespitosa
Nutt.

evening primrose

root

May 27

Oenothera sp.

evening primrose

root

May 17

Peclis papposa
tlarv. & (;ray

fetid marigold

seasoning?

May 5

Pellaca limilanea
(Maxon) Morton

cliff-brake fern

X
X

-

X

-

X

-

-

35
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-

Gray
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Binomial

Common Name

Edible Parts

Season

A

B

Present at Habitat
C D
E F G

H

X

X

J

C. List of Ferns, Herbs and Forbes (Continued)
Penstemon sp.

-

-

prairie clover

-

-

X

X

.

Phacelia corrugata
A. Nels.

scorpion weed

-

-

X

--

X

Phaceliasp.

scorpion weed

-

-

X

wild bean

seed

Sept 22

X

Petalostenion candidum
(Willd.) Michx.

Phaseolus angustissimus
Gray
Phlox longifolia Nutt.

phlox

Physalis fendlcrii Gray

ground cherry

berries

June 6

Plantagopurshii
Roem. & Schutt.

Indian wheat

seeds

May 27

Polanisiatrachvsperma
Torr. & Gray

clammy weed

greens:
seeds:

June 9
Sept 21

Porlulavasp.

purslane

greens:
seeds:

June 9-Aug 22
Sept 5-Sept 21

Potentilla sp.

cinque foil

roots

Psilostrophe tagelina
(Nutt.) Greene

paper daisy

-

Ranunculus inanzoenus

buttercup

roots, seeds

May 18

Rorripa sp.

watercress

greens

April-Sept

Rurnex crispus L.

curly dock

greens

April-May

canaigre

greens:
stems:
seeds:

April 5
April 26
Julie 9

Russian thistle

(introduced)

Rocky Mountain
sage, cilia

seeds

-

.

X

-

.

.

.

...

-

X
-

X

X

-

.
X

.

X

.

X

-

.

X

-

X

-

May 27-.

-

X

-

XX

X

..
-

X

.

.

-

.

X
.

X

.

.
X

Greene

Rumex hymcnoscpalus
Torr.

Salsola kali L.
Salvia reflexa Ilornem.
Senecio longilobus Benth.

Sphaeralceacox'cinea
Sphaeraleea sp.

X

-

..
-

.
-

-

-

-

goldenrod

leaves

May-Sept

globe mallow

buds

June 2.1

mallow

buds

August 22

36

X

X

X
X

X

.

--

August 15

-

.

--

groundsel

Solanum elaegnifolium Cav. silver horsenettle
Solidago sp.

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

XN

-

X
-

-

X
X

X

X

i
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Binomial

Common Name

Edible Parts

Season

A

B

C

Present at Habitats
D E F
G, H

J

C.List of Ferns, Herbs and Forbes (Continued)
Stephanotneria sp.
Thelespernia megapotaiiew
(Spreng) Kuntz.
'Fhelespernia sp.
Tidestromia Iamnginosa
(Nutt.) Stand].
Townscndia anna

wire lettuce

-

Indian tea

tea

-

cota

(used as tea)

-

N

-

-

x

wooly tidestroniia

seeds

Sept 13

--

-

-

-

caster

daisx-

x

-

-

-

----

-

-

-

-

x-N

-

x

-

Bedmian.
Tolvisendia oxscapa

x
N

(Richiards) Porter
Trifoliumn sp.

clover

greens, seeds

Verbascwn fhapsus L.

mullein

----

Verbena ivrigh lii Gray

verbena

-

May

Xanthium struinarium L.

X

--

x

-

N

Verbena sp.

Vcrbescina enceliode('
tCav.) Benth & 1100k

--

N

-

crow n beard

-

-

-x

cockleburr

-

-

-

N

--

-

N

-

D.List of Grasses and Grasslike Plants
lgropyro n sp.

whbeat grass

.ghrostis sp.

bent grass

.1ndropogon barbinoides

blue stem

--

x

-

x

-

Lag.
A1,dropogon sp.

-

A risfida arizonica Vase',

Arizona 3-awnii--

.Irjslida divaricola
[lump. & PN)mpl.

Povertv 3-awn

.Iristida longyiscia Steud.
A1rislida sp.
Iioldteoua ('urtipeflilula

red 3-awn

x

-

N

--

N

x

N

-

3-awn

x

side oats gramna

x
N

x

(Nlich.)T'rn.
floutelvua eriopoda Tlorr.

--

black grama

floutcbnia gracilis (Il.hl.Kl)Lag curly grama

-

x

x

N
x
seeds
:37

after Sept 22

N

N

N

x
x

x

-
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Binomial

Common Name

Edible Parts

Season

A

Present at Habitats:
C D E
F G

B

H

J

D. List of t3rasses and Grasslike Plants (Continued)
BouteloUa hirsuta Lag.

hairy grama

-

Cenchrus sp.

sand burr

(Vpcrus esculcntus L.

nut sedge

tuuers

all seasons

Ely'mus canadensis L.

wild rye

seed

August

Eqtiseturn sp.

horsetail

cones

June

Hilariajamcsii (Torr.)
Benth.
Hilaria mutica
(Bucki.) Benth.
tlilariasp.
Juncus balticus Willd.
Juncus sp.

wire rush

.
X

-

X

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

.\luhlenbergiaportcrii
Schribn.

bush muhley

-

-

Muhlenbergia torreyii

ring muhley

.

.

X
X

--

X

-

x-

--

X

-

-

x

-

-

-

.
X

-

-

-

X-..

X

-

-

June 9

-

X

(Kunth) Hitch
seed

.

-------

.x

mountain muhley

-

-----

-X

rush

rice grass

.

---

Muhlenbcrgia montana
(Nutt.) ltitchc.

Orvzopsis hymenoides

X

---

galleta

tobosa grass

X

-

X

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

X

.

X

N

-

-

(Roem & Schultz) Ricker
Panicum oblusum H.B.K.
Scirpus sp.

Scleropogon breifolius

vine mesquite
bulrush

burrow grass

....
roots
pollen

year round

seeds

September

.

.

X

-

X

...

.

...

.

.

X

-

Phil.
Searia sp.

bristle grass

seeds

August

Sporobolusairodes Tory.

alkali saccaton

seeds

Sept 22

Sporobolus cryptan/ha

sand dropseed

seeds

Aug 22-

(Torr.) Gray
Sporobolus sp.
Slipa comata

.

X

.

..

.

-

.

.

X

X

X

-

.

X

-

Sept 5
dropseed

speds

-

X

needle and thread grass

X

sleepy grass

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

Trin. & Rupir.
Stipa robus/a
(Vasey) Scribn.

38
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Presen t at Habitat

Connimn Name

Binoniial

C

B

A

Scason

Edible Parts

1)

F

I

;

F

J

D. List of Grasses and Grasslike Plants (Continued)
cattail

7"yphus sp.

almost all parts

Spring-

in season

Fall

X

E. List of Cacti

Echinoeereus spp.

Opuntia crinaccae Engelm.

N

hedgehog cactus

-

club cholla

joints & fruits

Opuntia clavata Engelm.

grizzly bear cactus

-

X

Aug 28
thru winter
N

-

joints & fruits

cholla

Opunlia imbricata

X

-

pincushion cactus

Cor.'phantha viripora
Nutt.

X

-

June 9-24

x

-

-

x

.

X

X

X
-

-

X .

X

--

Aug 15-Sept 15

(flaw.) DC

Opunlia polycantha law.

Sept 13

joints & fruits

plains prickly pear

Opuntia phacacantha
Engelm.

joints & fruits Aug 28 thru winter

prickly pear

Pediocactus sp.

---

-

X

-

X

o -8
7

-

.0
0.

..

7

.

.

6-

/
Y/''®
4)

'"

5-

. 4

/

z3 -

4

Q

t%9

S

J

.

-

I

a

F

M

I

A

I'I~

M

J

J

A

S

0

N

0

Month of Year
Fig. 2.7

Cumulative precipitation record for Cochiti Dam, 1976 and 1977
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The Number and Distribution
of Native Edible Species

composition of vegetation is nearly identical within the
two areas. Open grasslands of the piedmont terraces such

"1wo hundred and eighteen (218) plant species were
observed in the nine combined study areas. Of these, 96
f.14', ) art, native and have plant parts that are potential
food for humans. All eight species of native trees have
either edible inner bark, berries or nuts. Seventeen (47'; I

of the 36 perennial shrubs and 56 O3';) of the 110 herbs
forbs seen in the combined areas have edible greens, shoots,
flowers or seeds. Eleven (31'; ) of the 35 species of grasses
grasslike plants have nourishing seeds or flowering parts.
Finally, four of the eight species of cacti (mostly Opuntia
spp. I possess edible joints and fruits.
The number of native edibles observed within each of
the nine study areas is given in Table 2.3. Areas B, F, C
and If exhibit the highest diversity of native edible plants
among all of the nine study areas. The differences in numhers of edible species among these four areas are all comparable to the assumed 15 error in the listing of species
in Table 2.2.Hence all four areas rank as equals on the basis
of high diversity of edible species. A similar ranking can be
made on the basis of the five assumed life forms (trees,

shrubs, herbs forbs, grasses and cacti). Area B has the
largest number (6) of native trees with edible parts: areas
A and ; tie for the highest diversity of native shrubs with
edible parts (five species in each area). Within the limits of
sampling error, the variety of edible herbs and forbs is
highest and equal in area C (17 species), areas B and F
(16 species in each) and area 11 (15 species). The riparian
river bottom, area J, exhibits the most species (6) of edible
native grasses and grasslike plants; this fact is a consequence
of the presence of many riparian monocots with edible
roots and stems. Finally, area F exhibits the most species
(4) of edible cacti, all of which are in the genus Opuntia.

as the ones on La Majada Mesa (area 1i) offer about the
same diversity, and possibly a higher density, of natise,
edible herbs and forbs as are found in the tributarv canyons and along the rims of White Rock Canyon.
The Ubiquity of

the Native Edible Species
Information from the plant lists, Table 2.2. concerning frequency of appearance of common plants in the
nine study areas is condensed in Table 2.4. Each plant
is ranked by the number of study areas in which it was
observed, and only those species appearing in four or more
areas are included. The assigned ranks would be a direct
measure of each species' ubiquity within the surveyed parts
of the Cochiti Reservoir district only if each of the stud\
areas had been randomly chosen (they were not). In spite
of this, there is good agreement between the impression of
dominant vegetation supplied by Table 2.4 and the subjective, visual impression of dominant vegetation.
.....
...
.
....
...
.
Table 2.4

Ranking Plant Species by Ubiquity
Species represented in fewer than four study areas are not
shown. Rank indicates number of areas in which species
were obsered. A check (X) to the right of binomica!
indicates edibility.
Life Form

J. monospcrma

X

7

Shrubs:

G. microcephala
C. nauscosus
Y. angfstissina

X

6
6

Distribution of Native Edible Plants
No. of
All Species

. paradoxa
No. of
Edible Spec.

Herbs 8 Forbs:

X

"4

L. palldun1

X

.1

X
X

0
5

X
X
X

5
41
4
I

(En Medio Mesa)
(Cochiti Canyon)

51
58

20
30

C glaucun
C. fendlcrii
f. longiflora

C
1)
F

(West Rix, - WRC)
(East Talus - WRC)
(East Terrace - WRC)
(East Rim - WRC)

54
19
44
53

26
10
18
27

S.
A.
C.
C.

G
11
J

(East Flood Plain)
(La Majada Mesa)
(Riparian River Bottom,

41
54
28

20
25
18

C. serrulata
C. tcxcnsis
1). u'islizcni

Cochiti Dam)

If one extends these rankings of study areas to the
analogous terrain types that exist in the Cochiti Reservoir
Study Area, then the tributary canyons represented by
area B and the rims of White Rock Canyon represented
respectively by areas C and F would appear to have a significant advantage over other terrain types as potential resource areas for native edible plants. The actual advantage
during any period of time would of course also depend on
the density achieved in the biomass of native edibles. The
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A. conescens

A
B
E

Rank

Trees:

Table 2.3

Botanical
Study Area

Name

longilobus
dracunculoidcs
intcgra
ncomcxicana

E. divcrgcns
II. filiofolia
P'. lrachvspcrma

Portulaca spp.

X

I
I
4t
.1
.1

X
X

.1
4

Grasses.

B. gracilis
B. curtipendula
A. divaricat

N

6
6
.1

Cacti:

0.clavate
0. imbricate

X
X

1
.4

0. phaeacantha
0. polvcantha

X
X

-

now submerged trough of White Rock Canyon would share
much of the advantage attributed to area B, since the
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NA IVE EDIBLE PLANT RESOUR CES .VEAR (OCItfJ IESERVOII'
The scores assigned to certain plants in Table 2.4
illustrate reasons for calling the general biotic zone of the
souther Pajarito Plateau a Juniper-Grama grass community.
The one seed juniper, J. nzonosperna, and curly grama,
B. gracilis, are respectively the highest ranking tree and
grass: both of these have an edible part. Other, high ranking
native edibles are also familiar objects in the landscape of
the southern Pajarito Plateau: the narrow leaf yucca, 1.
angustissima; the several species of cylindrical and pad-like
Opuntia; and the four-wing saltbush, A. cancscens. The
wolfberry, L. pallidurn, is a slightly less familiar shrub that
is often found in association with former habitation and
agricultural sites (Yarnell 1958).

area, the number of species that produce edible parts in
each of the six categories: roots (bulbs, tubers, etc.), stems,
greens (leavest, flowers, fruits (fleshy or nut-like, and
seeds. With only a few but important exceptions, roots,
stems and greens are the dominant. ettnobotanicall\
important, plant foods in the context of Cochiti Resersoir
during spring and early summer. Exceptions are mentioned
below. Similarly, flowers, fruits and seeds usually dominate
in the late summer and early fall seasons.
The distribution of species among the six categoriesof plant foods is condensed from Table 2.2 and shown
for each of the nine study areas in Table 2.5. An order of
ranking of the areas is established by summing the entries
of the first columns for spring and early summer resources:
the last three columns for late summer and early fall resources. For spring and early summer, it is seen that area C
with 21 species is first, followed by area II with 19 species,
followed by areas B and F with 16 species each. The order
is somewhat inverted in ranking potential food resources
characteristic of the late summer and fall: area F is first
with 24 species; area Iffollows with 23 species: and areas
A, B, C, G and E are last and nearly equal in rank with 1921 species in each of them. The small spread in these ranks
for late summer and fall resources is just a reflection of the
fact that seed producing plants are nearly uniformly distributed over the entire study" area. The high and roughly
equal scores achieved by area I for both early and lateseason resources are noteworthy.

Because of their size and erratic patterns of appearance, herbs and annual forbs tend to be less well defined as
objects in a subjectively recalled landscape. The two highest
scoring herbs, goosefoot (C. incanuan) and chimava (C.
fendlcrii), are unobtrusive but important resource plants
that warrant further discussion. Chimaya is stil, gathered
and used by members of the Cochiti Pueblo in the early
spring (personal observation),
Seasonality of

Ubiquitous Edible Plants

The most ubiquitous native plants with edible parts
are summarized in Table 2.4. These provide potential food
resources of different kinds at different periods of the
growing season. Greens, young leaves, buds and roots first
appear in the early spring (roughly March 15--April 30)
with the early development of foliage on the saltbush
(A. canescens) and the sprouting of certain herbs: ('henopodiumt spp., C. fcndlerii, ,,A. dracunculoidcs; and the bee
plant (C. serrulata). Resources developing in the late spring
(roughly May 1-June 15) are the stipes and buds of the
narrow leaf yucca (Y. angustissinza); the young joints of
the cholla (0. imbricala); and the greens and stems of
certain late appearing herbs and forbs such as C. neoincxicana, P. trachyspcrina and the purstanes (Portulaca spp.).
In the early summer (June 16-July 31) the types of plant
lood begin to change from greens and immature buds to
fruits (probably L. pallidum), flowers and some seeds. The
transition continues through late summer (August 1-September 15) and is completed in the early fall (after
September 15) when fruits and seeds are fully mature and
the edible biomass is maximized. These late summer and
early fall plant foods include fruits from the ubiquitous
J. nonospernia; the fruits of cholla and prickly pear; seeds
of the saltbush (A.canescens): the seeds of Chenopodium
spp., Portulaca spp., and many other herbs and forbs; and
the seeds of the most ubiquitous grasses (lB. gracilis and
Sporobolus spp.),

Not all nutritious seeds are developed in the late summer and early fall.
In the reservoir study area the seeds of
rice grass (0. hymvicnoides), the buckwheat types of Eriogonum, and the canaigre (R1. hvnenoscpalus), are ripe b.%
early June if precipitation is normal. Rice grass in particular
deserves further discussion because of its exceptionally
early production of seeds and its probable large density in
the absence of grazing pressure,
.....
....
-Table 2.5
*Distribution of Seasonal Plant Foods

within the Study Areas

Species with different edible parts are counted more
than once but under the appropriate category. (a) stems
includes edible joints of cacti and inner bark of trees:
(b) flowers includes edible buds and catkins: (c) seeds
includes edible acorns and the grass can opsis.

Area

roots stens greens

This assessment of seasonality is highly dependent
upon the precipitation patterns and also upon the resolution that is obtained by the particular timing of visits to tle
study areas. The patterns of plant food resources development during the terms of the 1977 growing season may
have overlapped one another as much as three weeks.

A
B
(:
I)
E
F
G
II

Seasonality within Study Areas

J

Tihe value of each study area's contribution to seasonal
food resources may be roughly assessed by noting, for each

*Nurlher of slx-ci-s in area having the editle parts
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(En Medio Mesa)
((0chiti ('anvon)
(West Rim - WR()
(East Talus - WRC)
(East Terrace - WR(')
(East Rim - WR()
(East Flood Plain)
(La Majada Mesa)
(Riparian River Bottom, Cochiti l)am)

(b)
(C)
ers fruits seeds

2
3
5
0
2
2
0)
3
9

.1
6
.1
0
3
7
7
7
1

5
7
12
1
6
7
5
9
:3

2
1
3
0
4
1
2
3
6

6
10
6
I
8
9
5
5
0

12
10
12
1
7
11
14
15
8

NOTES OF SELECTED RESOURWCE PLANTS

portion is alwa~s left to take advantage of the vtlri sister
and sunlight trapped by the e\cavation.

Early Spring
Greens and Roots
Chiiraya (C. fenderuii is anl ub iq uitoius and perhaps thlit
most palatable earl\ spring green growing in the Cochiti
studv area. 'Fhe author collected chimava with friends at
t'ochiti Pueblo in early May of 1968: the greens were
washted and placed in a bowl, then dipped in a bowl tof'
lightly salted water and eaten as a salad along with the
meal. The plant has thle texture and taste of commnerciallY
grown celery leaves but is more pungent. tDuring the present
stud\, C. ft'ndrii was gathered in area 11 where, under
suita ble cond itio~ns, the plant may grow to a density of 0.6
individuals m.B prigout the roots (loeie)with
a dull knife, one can harvest about 20 gof cttintax a including roots from a 36 m2 plot in ten minutes.
Both chimaya and a sister species, the wafer parsnip
( ' tlonttanus). are sprouted usually by the first week tof

April in the Cocisiti area. Lange (19591 mentions tile use
of C. mnon tanus at Cochi ti Pueblo. The wafer parsnip has a
more limited habitat than chirnaya since it seents to prefer
pebbled soil at thte base of steep Itills. How ever, it Itas a
large, edible root that is palatab~le if riot tastN . it the proper
habitat, one finds wafer parsnip and clsirnava growing together although the wafer parsnip is an earlier bloomter than
chinava and prefers northtern e'xposures. The forme'r sttows
a dentsity of about 0.8 iitdividuals/it aitd yields 630g tof
2
root and greeits for 15 minutes effort on a 35 nt plot.
Both plaitts have a deeply placed, double root: thtat is, ait
upper tap root at 3-5 em deptht is connected to a lower
root at about 8-10 ent depth. Harvesting these roots with a
stick or kitife usually yields otnly the tipper portion and
leaves a conical depression through which tile planit may he'
renewed from the remaining root systenm in tile following
spring. Tiese features are perhtaps thle reason why ('ymopferus is so ubiquitous in thte study area in spilt' of centuries
of exploitatioit.
T he nmost ubiquitous goosefoot species iii tltt Cocitl
study area, C. icanum, also produces greens tltat are edible
aitd the seedlings appear by late spring or early May. This
goosefoot is known to be an acceptable potherb or salad
green (Harrington 1967 :71). However, all of the species of

Chlefoldiutn (excepting perhaps C. graveolens) observted
in the study area produce an edible seed that is more nutrititus than the greens. The seeds are developed in the late
summer and early fall,
Trhe sego lilly (C. nuttali) is a spring root food that
was found only on the west rint of White Rotck Canyon.
The whole' plant of most species of Calochorlus are edible
(Harrington 1967:159) but the bulbs are the most massive
part and taste like raw potatoes. Some bulbs of sego lily
were harvested in late Mlay on study area C: using a rock
hamnmer to extract the btulb clusters, about three minute's
were required to extract 10 g of material (two large bulbs
approximately 2 cm long and 1 cm in diameter). The' main
bulb of each sego lily has several smaller bulblets semni.
attached and one seldom is able to extract all the bulbiets
(nor does their size warrant thue effort) with simplte tools.
As with the ('yniopterus spp. some vege'tatively re'producing

Ot her sources of earl\, greens art, found in to 011012
lea ves of tihe scrub oaks lQu ecus spp.1 of' the salt Ii lst
0 1csi and ii e
ii ccznescerisf, false t arrago)n (A. (lracui
bee plant W. serrulatu I. 1towever. these yoiunicla~vs ar,
sin
1ct
not likely to have been eaten in any\ larget tinat
they, are rat her bitter and their uISeas a food is protillat it
whtin other miore palatable greens, wosl011 h availabit.

Other Spring and
Ecirl'i Summer Resources
'1lhe stipes and buds of the ntarrow le-af \ ucca 1'.
de'.eloped in tme Cochitn
aguls
ima are usahwl
Rieservotir district b\v late May and could ttterefort, itrtiide
al early, natural source of carbohydrate. Narrow leaf yucca
has iatix eco noiic uses t tat are recoird ed in thle etfitnographies (for exampleesee Mliiting I 966t but littlt is said contcernitig use of its parts as food. Nesert lieless. Swank (1932 1
asserts that tile %Itiigflower stalks of a clostly related
specieis. Y. gin uca (st iit init's cotnsid ered tot be o it( aid tfit
saitte as 1'. angisslissim ) wevre roasted atid eaitr b) Itie
people of Lag una antd Acotioa Pueb los iii t i tte oif fa inliii.
rlie author has tried eatintg the Yucca stipes atid buLds raws
ndavasitlatseaidtth busatstifcoy
ture to) donmtsticated lett uce bult thlit' ipes. while Itaing a
sintilar te'xture to asparagus, art' bitter and titlst hetcooked
before t'atitig.
The. narrowv leaf yucca is ntost ubiquitous aiiionig the
study areas but it acttievt's its Itigivst densitv\ oit area .
tile wvest rnt of Whtite' Rock (Catyon. wlthere t hie plaits, gross
in colonties 3-10 in iii diamttter. with a nitan dettsitx of
0.6 plants itt2 withtin eacht patch. ThI'( tiatil of grotwitig ini
colon~t. tor patches is typic'al of a planit species that prollogates winiy by its roott systeitis. lIi area A. patclhes of' Y
angustissiia werte scattere'd at a detisit\ oif 54; hia. while
o~itLa Majada Metsa the average patci-l densit v was ltess thtan
one per hectare. lIi gtenetral. ontly 20 -25', ofttie inidivid uals
in vacti colony forms blossotis during I lit' grow-th se'asotn.
Somte experiments wvith tiarvstitig of to tedible' \ utca parts
were coinducted in area A. i mtid .April. about 62 g oif
yucca stipe was obtaitted in oti'( minutte by separatinig I lit'
sharp leaves with a gloved hantd and cutting the' stipt' base
with a dull knife. Itt late May, I was able lto hiarvtest 1I05 g
of yucca buds iii tite miniute by simply plucking t ht'ii fromti
tite stipe. TFie fruits oif 1'. atgtts/isqioia wert' tnot liarsisted
because the staitds untd er obhservat ~itn Ill d miost of fliiiothters in the study area) werie eithier graze'd by late Junte or
did tnt set fruit.
Rice grass (0. h.toidst.
IItighi tiot pri'senitl\
abundant amtong the areas surveyed, is potentially the
major spring resource for subsisteie in the ('tili
i euservoir district. Before the introduction of cattle, rift' grass
should hay, been protlific (in those soils coimpoised of stabilized, aeoliatt sands that are commion throughout I lit district. Rice grass seeds art' re'lative'ly large. high iii protein,
arid ripen by varly June -a time whe'n protteiti nmighut bei
lackiitg in pre'histtoritc diets. Numnerotus refe'rence's to ()rvzopsis in the 'tlinograpbic atd archeological litteral urv 1st-i'
for example. Wetterstrom 1976: Whiting 1966) attest to its
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use as a food in the Southwest.

0. .nbricata were not considered edible, since the stem.,
were found to have high mineral and malic acid content
and the fruits had a higher proportion of seed than an\
other Opuntia except 0. phaecantha (Hare and (iriffiths
1907). However, more recent studies show that the cholla,
while perhaps not a preferred food, was nevertheless eaten
frequently in the Southwest (Jones 1930; Castetter 1930:
Castetter and Underhill 1935: Whiting 19661. Coprolites
from early prehistoric cave sites in northeastern Mexico
show that Opuntia stems were once a principal foodstuff
(Callen 1973). (The Opuntia eaten in Mexico was probably
of the prickly pear type: but the young stems of the cylindropuntias have similar taste and mucillagenous interior
texture.) In any case, the fruits or stems of cholla could be
used in stews to provide flavor, bulk and trace element
nutrition.

Stands of rice grass can presently be found in protected
pockets of sandy soil on tilewest side mesa tops where
access by herbivores is somehow precluded by rock walls,
ledges or encirclement by dense vegetation. However, some
stands of Orvzopsis inexplicably remain on the open sandy
terraces northeast of the Santa Fe River drainage (area H).
One such population remained stable throughout the study
season, allowing the author to make estimates of density
and seed yield of the rice grass. The seeds were harvested in
early June by cutting off a handful of stems close to the
ground and thrusting the heads into a cloth sack which was
then kneaded and shaken for 5-15 seconds. In this way, I
was able to extract, from tite bottom of the sack, about 3 g
of seed and attached chaff in one minute's effort while
working in a patch of grass with mean density of 0.2
clumps m 2 . Chaff (glumes, palea, lemnas. etc.) account
for at least 15-18"'- of the freshly gathered material. There
are probably more efficient methods of harvesting rice
grass in the field that allow the chaff to be separated from
seed. However, all archeobotanical specimens of Orvzopsis
seed that the author has seen have considerable chaff attached. Regarding the nutritional values of the rice grass
caryopsis, the caloric and crude protein contents have been
most recently analyzed and quoted by Wetterstrom (1976:
255). For clean but undried seed, there are 3.0 calories per
gram and 15.19c crude protein by weight. An earlier
analysis (Earle and Jones 1962) gave 11.9%, crude protein
for clean, dry seed.
In addition to the resource plants mentioned above,
there are fruits of certain flowering shrubs that are ripe in
the study area by early summer. The squawbush (B. trilobata) occurs mainly on the west side of White Rock Canyon
and on talus slopes within the canyon. On the talus slopes,
squawbush may occur at a density of one bush every 10 m2
and one can gather about 60 g of the small (3 mm) red
berries in five minutes. The fruits are wholly edible, but
they contain tannin: the Hopis have used them to flavor a
lemonade-like beverage and as a dye mordant (Whiting
1966). The fruit of the mock orange (P. microphyllus)
which also grows on talus slopes is mentioned by V. Jones
(1930) as being eaten by the Isleta Indians. The author
collected some fruits of the mock orange in late June and
found them difficult to eat. The woody calyx that adheres
to the fruit must first be broken away and what is left is a
tiny morsel of the same taste and texture as leather.

Late Summer and Fall Resources

The use of 0. imnbricata as a food in the Cochiti Reservoir district during prehistoric times is plausible. but the
species may have been utilized in other ways that overshadowed its nutritional value. Housley (1974) has ohserved 0. inbricala growing out of its normal range on late
prehistoric ruins in Jemez, just west of the Pajarito Plateau.
She postulates that cholla was brought there by prehistoric
inhabitants for the purposes of fortification and protection
of agricultural fields from ;redators. It is possible that this
species may have been similarly used by former inhabitants
of the east rim of White Rock Canyon. On the other hand.
there is evidence that cholla increases on grasslands not protected from cattle and rabbits in the southern parts of
New Mexico (Pieper, Rea and Fraser 197-11 and a similar
habit could account for its density on the overgrazed east
rim and terraces of White Rock Canyon.
The fruits of the several Opuntia are so similar that the
subject of edibility remains a matter of opinion until more
careful nutritional studies are performed. The author prefers the purple tunas of the plains prickly pear (. pha
cantha) which were ripe by mid-September during the
study's term. In a particularly dense and undisturbed stand
of 0. phaecantha located on a ruin (LA 51731. 1 was able
to collect 30 tunas, or about 150 g of fruit, in one minute
without the aid of gloves. The gloccids do not adhere to the
fingers and fruits growing on the edge of the pads are easily
removed. The fruit of the pad-like Opuntia sp. is approximately 25" water and the energy content of the dried
flesh (minus seeds) is 3.6 calories per gram (Wetterstrom
1976:256).

2. Seeds of Herbs and Grasses

1. Stems and Fruits of the Opuntia

As can be seen from the plant lists in Table 2.2. the
seeds of many herbs and the caryopsis of curly grarna are
not ripe and edible until late September in tl ('ochiti
study area. Of the numerous annual herbs producing an
edible and nutritious seed, the ('Chenopodium species are
the most abundant and one of the most important as a
potential source of protein and calories.

The new joints and the fruits of two species of cylindropuntia, 0. clavala and 0. imbricata, and two species
of pad-like cactus, 0. phaeccntha and 0. polycantha, are
ripe in the Cochiti Reservoir area usually by mid-August.
One or more of the Opuntia species were observed at evern.
study area mentioned in this report except the riparian
river bottom below Cochiti Dam. The greatest density of
these cacti occurs on the eastern rim of White Rock Canyon in the form of thick stands of 0. imbricata, often in
association with ruins and old agricultural fields,

The species of chenopods that occur in the study area
are usually inconspicuous until after tile
mid-summer rains
when their stems may grow 20-30 cim in length. The seeds
begin to mature at this time but are not easily harvested
until the plant is either dried or nipped by frost (usually in
October). For most of the species, a red stem will indicate

In early ethnobotanical studies, the stems and fruits of
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1676 m (5,500 ft) elevations and even then, only in the
west side tributary canyons. The author tried eating some
immature berries of J. scopulorum in late April of 1978
and found them to be quite palatable and without the
strong terpenic taste of the immature berry of J. monosperna. The immature berries can be stripped and eaten
whole since the seeds are very soft. The nearby Jemez
Indians are said to have eaten the mature (fall) berries of
J. scopulorum in this way, or to have stewed them for
food (Cook 1930).

that seeds can be easily stripped from the fruits. In an experiment to measure the potential harvesting rate of chenopod seeds, I held a bain under the plant and stripped the
seeds from the steins with a cupped hand. I was able to
obtain about 6 g of seed and calyx for one minute's effort
(the density of mature plants in this area was around one
individual/M 2 and each plant yielded 2 g of material on
the average). I estimate the calyx represents at least 40"; of
the undried material by weight.
The chenopodium seed has roughly the same nutritive
values in terms of crude protein and caloric content as the
rice grass (0. hymenoides) caryopsis on a gram-for-gram
basis, according to assays given for an unnamed Chenopodium species in Wetterstrom (1976:255). Harrington
(1967:71) asserts that the seeds of goosefoot were used as
a source of meal for bread or gruel: The flour is dark colored from the blackish seed coals, but bakes up into a
nice tastingand surely a nutritiousproduct.

Uses of the nut of the pinyon pine, P.edulis, as a concentrated source of protein and oil are well known and too
numerous to quote here (see Harrington 1967:323). The
most recent assay of the pinyon nut nutrient content
gives: 6.5 caloriesg of dry weight; 60.31'; lipids (oils):
and 16.14' crude protein (Wetterstrom 1976.255). It is
easily inferred that the pinyon nut would be a dietary
staple among prehistoric populations if its appearance
were not so sporadic. No nuts developed in the study area
in 1977.

It is also worth noting that a seed of the Family
Chenopodiaceae is apparently present among the limited
archeobotanical materials retrieved in definite association
with a late P-III site located in the Cochiti Reservoir district (Sudar-Murphy and Laumbach 1977:27).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Nine areas typifying terrain types that lie within 5 km
of Cochiti Dam were selected for botanical studies in April
to mid-October of 1977. Of the 218 species observed in
the nine areas, 44' are native and edible by the criteria of
reference to use of one or more of the plant parts as a food
in an ethnographic or ethnobotanical context.

In contrast with the chenopods, little can be said concerning utilization of the seeds of B. gracilis as prehistoric
food: they are certainly edible, but ethnobotanical connections with utilization by native societies are slim, perhaps because these seeds are so tiny that they are difficult
to accumulate in amounts that provide more than a snack.
However, another grass growing in the study area, the sand
dropseed (S. cryplandrus) has equally minute seeds and is
known to have been used by the Navajo and Ilopi as a
grain food (Castetter 1930).

The number of native, edible plant spet es is maximum
in the following areas: Cochiti Canyon (B), the west rim of
White Rock Canyon (C); the flood plain trraces along the
Sdnt, Fe River below La Bajada scarp (11); and, under
certain ,!onditions described in the text, the east rim of
White Rock Canyon (F). The edible vegetation in these
areas is represented by 25-30 species which, within an assumed 1b" observational error, is significantly higher than
the other fih areas studied. The four areas just mentioned
are the potential resource areas.

3. The One-Seeded Juniper and the Pinyon Pine
These most ubiquitous trees produce, respectively, new
berries and nuts in the fall, usually in late September and
October. The potential yield of berries from J. monospernia
in the study area is enormous, as is the yield of the nuts of
P. edulis. The latter species, however, only produces fruit
every other year as it takes two years for a cone containing
nuts to mature. Furthermore, abundant crops of pinyon
nuts occur irregularly.

The general distribution of vegetative types that have
seasonally appearing, edible plant parts indicates that the
west rim of White Rock Canyon and the flood plain terraces along the Santa Fe River are significant resource areas
for food plants appearing in the spring and early summer.
The flood plain terraces are also significant resource areas
for late summer and fall plant foods. lhe east rim area
would also be a significant fall resource area under undisturbed conditions. Though it contains the largest number of
native edible plant species in the study area, Cochiti Canyon's resources are largely confined (in the study" area) to
a short, narrow, riparian zone.

The fruit of the one seeded juniper should be considered a staple only in times of need. Swank (1932:14)
mentions that among the Acomas and Lagunas the berries
were often used in seasoning meat and were eaten ... in
considerable quantities in the fall of the year or when food
becomes scarce. Whether the seed within the berry was consumed along with the flesh is not stated. The seed is like
the hard, stony endocarp of a plum or cherry and must
account for 40-50"; of the mass of the berry. Modern cooks
who use the berries of J. monosperma in stews invariably
remove the seeds from the mixture before serving it (lughes
1978). The nutritive values of either flesh or seed are
not known.

Notable among the spring and early summer vegetative
foods are the greens and roots of C. fendlcrii, greens of
Portulaca and the caryopsis of rice grass, 0. hymenoides.
Supplements to these foods could include the stipes and
buds of Y. angustissma, the stems and buds of cacti, the
roots of C. montanus and roots and bulbs of other herbs.
The more palatable late summer and fall vegetative foods
are: the fruits of the Opuntia spp.; the seeds of tile ('heno
podium spp.; and the nut meats of P. edulis and Quercus
spp. Supplements to a fall diet might include numerous

The most edible berry among the ,Juniperus species is
probably the fruit of J. scopulorum, the Rocky Mountain
juniper. This tree occurs rarely in the study area below
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other fruits and seeds that are locally abundant.

the principal vegetable feature of an adequate human diet
in prehistoric times.

At the present only one general area, the sandy flood
plain and dunes of the Santa Fe River, is capable of producing native, edible, high protein grains in abundance
under stable conditions in both spring (0. hymenoides)
and fall (C. leptophyllum). These grains may have supplied

45

The limited evidence from this study suggests that a minimum subsistence diet might be gathered from among the
native edible plant species growing near the Cochiti Reservoir, but that diet would necessarily be a highly varied one.

A. Hi.WARREN
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Chapter 3
GEOLOGICAL AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE COCHITI RESERVOIR AREA
A. H. Warren

sance whenever possible. Knowledge of the distribution
of specific classes can be helpful in locating sources in the
field.

INTRODUCTION
s'his report on the prehistoric mineral resources of
the Cochiti Reservoir area is one of a series that have been
prepared during the twelve years in connection with various
archeological surveys and excavation projects. Field reconnaissance was carried out during and following the 19761977 excavations in White Rock Canyon, by the Office of
Contract Archeology, University of New Mexico. The primary purpose was to determine the extent of mineral resources available to early prehistoric and historic occupants
and to establish patterns of utilization if possible.

2) Examination of lithic and artifact materials was
made at site locations; in particular,unmodified fragments
that could not be classed as artifacts were noted. These
include possible tempering materials, building materials.
abrasives, or other mineral resources that might have been
used in production processes.
3) Stream gravels, alluvial fans, and rock or landslide
areas in the vicinity of sites were examined for transported
materials from possible outcrops within drainage or source
areas. Although these are not primary sources, they can give
clues to the provenience of many materials in geologic
outcrops.

Early studies had established the nature of the geologic
materials and their utilization in the Cochiti Reservoir District (Warren 1966, 1974a). The 1976-1977 investigations
were limited in time and scope, but were basically a continuation of previous work in the area. The latter included the
analysis and classification of lithic artifact material, identification of ceramic source materials including temper and
paints, and limited field studies at nine sites excavated by
the Museum of New Mexico, within the Cochiti Dam site
(Warren 1966, 1974a). Lithic materials from 39 sites within
the Cochiti Development Survey were also classified in
1969. These studies resulted in the identification and description of approximately 75 lithic material classes, the
location of geologic sources of many of the types, and the
major uses by early inhabitants of the various classes. Subsequent studies in the Cochiti Reservoir District between
1975 and 1978, increased the identified material types to
about 100 classes,

4) Geologic publications and maps of the area were
studied to identify rock units present, and to note any
unusual or isolated exposures of geologic formations.
Frequently small outcrops of importance to the prehistoric
Indian have been overlooked by the field geologist mapping
an area; these can be located by field reconnaissance. In
White Rock Canyon, numerous exposures of obsidian in
the Bandelier Tuff units were located, but were not extensive enough to be included on a geologic map.
5) Type specimens were collected for laboratory study
and permanent records; materials of new lithic types
recognized were placed on file at the Laboratory of Anthropology, Santa Fe.

The source area studies indicate that virtually all of
the lithic materials from both excavated and survey sites
could be found within a 15 mile radius, and usually within
a mile or two, of an archeological site. Exotic minerals or
lithic materials were rarely found at the Cochiti sites, although even turquoise could be obtained in the Cerrillos
District, less than 20 miles distant. The pattern of indigenous use of lithic material contrasts with evidence of extensive trade or importation of ceramics in the area (see
Warren, Chapter 10, this volume).

6) During the 1976-1978 studies, pebble or cobble
counts were made of outcrops of river gravel of the ancestral Rio Grande. The gravel units occur in different stratigraphic context throughout White Rock Canyon, and are
interbedded with basalt flows and other depositional units.
The uppermost deposits were located on top of basalt flows
in some areas and included volcanic rocks of Bandelier time.
Specimens were selected randomly from outcrops,
which were limited by exposures available and accessibility.
In some cases, specimens were made of successive vertical
strata, where these were exposed. Rock types and frequencies from a 2 m diameter area were recorded; pebbles
smaller than 2 cm were not usually counted. Lithic code
numbers for material classes were used in the field to order
the data from each sample area. For the purpose of resource interpretation, however, many classes not used
widely for artifacts were grouped. Table 3.1 provides a
brief description with known sources for each lithic code
number utilized in the present study. Major source material
areas have been depicted on a map of the Cochiti Reservoir
area (Fig. 3.1), and Table 3.2 provides counts of pebbles

METHOD OF STUDY
No single approach to the investigation of geologic
source materials can be suggested for different archeological problems. However, various methods that were used in
the Cochiti Reservoir District are listed here, along with
preliminary assessment of their effectiveness,
1) Familiarity with the artifact materials from the
archeological sites under investigations is essential. Specimens that had been collected and brought into the laboratory for study were examined prior to field reconnais47
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an! cobbles for the 31 geologic stations investigated during
the ")76-1978 seasons,

Additional data concerning resource areas are included
in this report and a synthesis of previous work is given.

Table 3.1

Minerals and Rocks of White Rock Canyon

and the Cochiti Area, Revised 1978
Code No.

Source

Classification

1011

Chert, cream colored, dull to waxy luster, small circular
and crescentic fossils

As cobbles in the axial gravel, Rio
Grande

1030

Chert, black

Axial gravel, Rio Grande and elsewhere

1040

Chert, green, cream

Brushy Basin Formation, San Juan
Count),

1050-51

Chert, white, dull luster (1050); black mossy inclusions (1051)

Axial gravel, Rio Grande

1052-53

Chalcedony, clear, colorless, waxy luster (1052); black

Chalcedonic variation of 1050-51

dendritic inclusions (1053)
1055

Chert, white, quartz inclusions

Undetermined

1060

Chert, dark red (jasper)

Axial gravel, Rio Grande; and elsewhere

1070

Chert, yellow brown (jasper)

Axial gravel, Rio Grande;and elsewhere

1071

Chert, yellow brown, oolitic

Undetermined

1072-73

Chert, yellow brown to olive brown (1073); dendritic
inclusions (1072)

Axial gravel, Rio Grande:
from Pennsylvania limestones

1075

Chert and chalcedony

Laguna, New Mexico

1090-91

Chert, white, red,black and/or yellow inclusions (1090);
chalcedonic (1091)

Axial gravel. Rio Grande; also Cerro
Pedernal

1098

Chert, chalcedonic - similar to 1091

Undetermined

1100

Silicified wood, yellow brown

Axial

gravel,

Rio

Grande

Jemez and Galisteo

derived

(sparse):

River Valleys

1110

Silicified wood, dark colors

Same as 1100

1112-13

Silicified wood, waxy luster, dark colors (1112);
light colors (1113)

Jemez and
elsewhere

1140

Silicified wood, light colors, chalcedonic

Same as 1112-13

1210

Chalcedony, mossy inclusions

Undetermined

1212

Chalcedony, abundant red and yellow mossy inclusions
(moss jasper)

Axial gravel, Rio Grande

1213

Chalcedony, banded, clear white, plae buff, black dendrites
in fracture

Undetermined: Cochiti area, possibly
Bland Canyon

1214-15

Chalcedony, clear, colorless, may grade to pink, milky
white inclusions (1214); black inclusions (1215)

Axial gravel, Rio Grande: Tertiary fan
gravel, Jenez River- Llano de Albuquerque (Ceja Mesa).
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Table 3.1 (Continued)
Code No.

Classification

Source

1221

Chalcedony with abundant mossy yellow inclusions
(moss jasper)

Axial gravel, Rio Grande: or Tertiary
alluvial fan gravel

1230

Chalcedony, clear with sparse red inclusions

Undetermined

1233

Chalcedony, clear with abundant yellow and red
inclusions (moss jasper)

Undetermined

1310

Chalcedony, clear uniform shade of yellow

Axial gravel, Rio Grande

1340

Chalcedony, clear uniform shades of light brown

Same as 1310

1391

Opal, blue hyalite, botryoidal crusts

Cochiti or Jemez Sulfur mining district

1400

Chert, undifferentiated

Undetermined

1430

Chert and chalcedony, mossy red to colorless, light gray

Laguna, New Mexico

1433

Chert, red and gray, undifferentiated

Undetermined

1500

Chert, jasperoids and porcellanites, volcanic associations

Undetermined

1501

Chert (jasperoid), cream, reddish brown, gray, banded
or mottled, brittle, waxy luster

In rhyolite tuffs, Jemez Mountains

1502

Jasperoid (metarhyolite'), gray porcelanoid, sparse phenocrysts

Axial gravel, Rio Grande

1600

Light gray chert, misc.

Undetermined

1630

Chert, cream colored

Undetermined

2000

Sandstone, undifferentiated

Undetermined

2010

Sandstone, undifferentiated, fine-grained, indurated, massive

Undetermined

2015

Sandstone, very fine-grained (less than 0.125), undifferentiated

Undetermined

2020

Sandstone, fine-grained, well indurated, slabby

Undetermined

2030

Sandstone, fine-grained, indurated, tan

Axial gravel, Rio Grande

2040

Sandstone, fine-grained, subangular grains, undifferentiated, friable

Undetermined

2050

Sandstone medium to coarse grained, indurated, massive

Axial gravel. Rio Grande

2065

Sandstone, medium to coarse grained, undifferentiated

Undetermined

2090

Sandstone, hematitic, friable

At base of basalt
gravel, Rio Grande

2091

Sandstone, limonitic, undifferentiated

Undetermined

2200

Sandstone, quartzitic, undifferentiated

Undetermined

2203

Samdstone, quartzitic, brown, red, red purple

Tertiary fan gravel, Jemcz Rivur

2205

Quartzite sandstone, white.buff, orange, to red, or Morrison
Formation fine.grained, even, conchoidal fracture

Northeasthrn New Mexico
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Table 3.1 (Continued)

Minerals and Rocks of White Ruck Canyon and the Cochiti Area Revised, 1978
Code No.

Classification

Source

2250

Siltstone, indurated

Undetermined

2300

Conglomerate, quartzite cobbles

Axial gravels, Rio Grande

2554

Claystones, red, yellow, gray, burned and hardened by heat

East wall, White Rock Canyon. near
LA 12463 in axial gravels

2710

Limestone, fossiliferous

Axial gravels, Rio Grande)?7

2810

Diatomite, white, powdery

White Rock Canyon,
Alamo Canyon

2850

Fossils, limestone

Axial gravels, Rio Grande

2911

Concretion, limonitic

Undetermined

3000

Granitic rock, undifferentiated

Axial gravels, Rio Grande

3010

Felsite, aphanitic (rhyolite); light colored volcanic rock

Undetermined

3015

Felsophyre, aphanitic groundmass with phenocrysts
(rhyolite, etc.), also 3165, 3166

Undetermined

3020-30

Intermediate igneous, phaneric (3020); aphanite (3030)

Undetermined

3035

Intermediate, syenitic rocks, felsophyre

Undetermined

3050

Basalt, very fine-grained (trap)

Basalt flows, Cerros del Rio

3055

Melaphyre, aphanitic with phenocrysts

Undetermined

3100

Granite, undifferentiated

Undetermined

3101

Granite, pink-orange inclusions

Axial gravels, Rio Grande; Sangre de
Cristos, Nacimiento Mountains

3150

Rhyolite, undifferentiated

Undetermined

3170

Syenite, undifferentiated

Undetermined

3262

Augite latite

Cieneguilla, Los Cerrillos, fan gravel
at La Bajada

3300

Andesite, undifferentiated

Undetermined

3350

Gabbro

Undetermined

3400

Basalt, very fine-grained, sparse phenocrysts

Basalt flows, Cerros del Rio

3401

Basalt, fine-grained, tabular

Basalt flows, Cerros del Rio

3404

Basalt, finely crystalline

Undetermined

3410

Basalt, very fine-grained (trap), conchoidal fracture

Basalt flows, Cerros del Rio

3430-31

Basalt, vesicular to scoriaceous, gray (3430); low density,
highly vesicular (3431)

Basalt flows, Cerros del Rio

50
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Table 3.1 (Continued)
Code No.

Source

Classification

3432

Basalt, scoria, low density

Cochiti area

3451

Basalt, olivine vesicular

Undetermined

3500

Obsidian, undifferentiated

Undetermined

3510

Obsidian, black, waxy luster, opaque

Grants area

3520

Obsidian, clear, brownish tinges, translucent, homogeneous

Jemez Mts.; high surfaces, White
Rock, Borrego and Bland Canyons;
elsewhere

3521

Obsidian, reddish brown tinges, swirls and bands

Same as 3520

3523

Obsidian, brown, opaque

Same as 3520

3524

Oosidian, brown, bands, streaks or flows, translucent

Same as 3520

3525

Obsidian, white inclusions

Valle Grande, Jemez Mts.

3526

Obsidian, green or greenish-black bands, opaque

High surfaces,

3530

Obsidian, light smokey gray, may be banded, small white
to black inclusions

Polvadera

3550

Obsidian

Red Hill area, New Mexico

3651

Pumice, cellular with obsidian Jemez (151F), burned obsidian?

Undetermined

3652

Perlite, (welded pumice), white, etc.

Peralta Canyon? Jemez Mts.

3653

Pumice, popcorn, white, with crystals

El Cajete(?) Member

3655

Pumice, chunk, white, weathers, tan

Otowi Member, Bandei~er Tuff

3700

Vitrophyre, black, dense, conchoidal fracture, undifferentiated

Undetermined

3701

Vitrophyre, basaltic (glassy basalt), vitreous luster, brittle:
grades to fine-grained (trap), conchoidal fracture

Pyroclastic fragments, high surfaces,
White Rock Canyon

3730.31

Vitrophyre, rhyolitic, glassy, welded, red, gray, white (3730);
banded (3731)

Ash flow tuffs, Jemez
gravels, Rio Grande

3740

Vitrophyre, intermediate glassy

Undetermined

3810

Tuff, welded, rhyolitic or ash flow

Undetermined

3811

Rhyolite, ash flow tuff, partially welded

Bandelier Tuff; Jemez Mts., Pajarito
Plateau

3812

Rhyolite, ash flow tuff, platy, welded

Pajarito Plateau; fan gravel; channel
gravel

3813

Rhyolite, lapilli, welded

Same as 3812

3820

Andesite, ash flow tuff, moderately well indurated

Same as 3812

3821

Tuff, welded, altered andesitic, crystals, (tempered material)

Undetermined

51

Peak

White Rock
area,

Canyon

Jemez

Mts.

Mts.; Axial
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Table 3.1 (Continued)

Minerals and Rocks of White Rock Canyon and the Cochiti Area Revised, 1978
Source

Classification

Code No.

Axial gravels, Rio Grande

4000

Quartz, white, opaque; rounded rocks

4005

Quartzite, misc. cobbles

Undetermined

4301

Phyllite, satiny gray to black; flattened pebbles

Axial gravels, Rio Grande

4370

Metarhyolite

Undetermined

4375

Metasyenite

Undetermined

4380

Metabasalt (melaphyre)

Undetermined

4510

Schist, hornblende (schistose)

Undetermined

4515

Amphibolite (or hornblende gneiss) (see 4750)

Undetermined

4520

Schist, green, schistose, misc.

Undetermined

4525

Greenstone, massive

Undetermined

4530

Schist, sillimanite (and gneiss), fibrolite

Undetermined

4531

Sillimanite quartz schist (fibrolite); cobbles

Axial gravels, Rio Grande

4550

Schist, quartz mica

Axial gravels, Rio Grande

4560

Schist, quartz muscovite

Undetermined

4700

Gneiss, undifferentiated

Undetermined

4710

Gneiss, quartz feldspar (Granite)

Undetermined

5010

Quartz, rock, colorless

Undetermined

5020

Quartz, crystals, misc.

Undetermined

5030

Feldspar crystals

Undetermined

5040

Gypsum rock

Rosario (La Bajadai

5011

Gypsum selenite

Rosario (La Bajada)

5110

Limonite, earthy, yellow brown

East wall, White Rock Canyon, near
LA 12463; and elsewhere

5211

Hematite, hexagonal, silvery crystals

Undetermined

5220

Hematite, earthy, ochre

Same as 5110

5290

Jarosite, yellow to dark brown ochre

In sandstone, Cochiti Dam Site

5300

Turquoise

Cerrillos, Santa Fe County; & elsewhere

5321

Malachite, in sandstone

La Bajada, Cerrillos, Nacimiento nining district- and elsewhere

5340

Epidote

Axial gravels, Rio Grande

9999

Unknown material

Undetermined

52
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OBSIDIAN

Grande. A volcanic glass flow, the Banco Bonito, which
crops out in the Valle Grande is not of artifact quality.

Obsidian suitable for production of flaked artifacts

is abundant on the Pajarito Plateau and can be found in

GLASSY BASALT (Basalt vitrophyre 3701)

scattered surface deposits and gravel as far south as Zia
Pueblo. Outcrops in ancestral Rio Grande gravel beds of
early Pleistocene(?) time have been found as far south as
Las Cruces, New Mexico. Obsidian of the Plateau (3520
series) can be distinguished from another source of obsidian (3530) west of Polvadera Peak, by its pale to dark
brown tinges and by the absence of minute white inclu-

Source area distribution of basalt vitrophyre was mapped along the Rio Grande in White Rock Canyon. Some
of the outcrops were in stratified units and exposed along
the canyon walls; others appeared to be either lag deposits
on mesa surfaces or alluvial and talus deposits. Most of the
basalt occurs as clasts in partly consolidated volcanic

sions, which give the Polvadera obsidian a smokey cast.

breccia above the Otowi Pumice unit; obsidian occurs in

The primary obsidian source in the Cochiti Reservoir

some of the outcrops of this breccia. An outcrop of the
glassy basalt occurs as a flow on a ridge overlooking the

District is in an ashflow deposit from Rabbit Mountain

Rio Grande, north of the mouth of Capulin Canyon. A

(Robert L. Smith, written communication), and is part
of the Toledo Tuff sequence of the Bandelier Tuff. The
best known outcrop is on Obsidian Ridge, or Mesa del
Rito. Here clasts of volcanic glass have been extensively
exploited in prehistoric and possibly historic times. Ridges
and mesa tops in the area of the outcrops are littered with
discarded flakes and debris from gathering and refining
activities. The tuff includes fragments of pumice, perlite,
scoria, and vesicular glass as well as transparent to opaque
brown and green nodules of obsidian.

volcanic breccia exposed along the bt. Peter's Dome trail
to Medio Canyon also contains large fragments of the
glassy basalt. Boulders measuring 1.5 m or greater have
been noted at several outcrops. Probably the most abundant and ubiquitous artifact source material in the Cochiti
Reservoir area, glassy basalt was extensively utilized by
prehistoric inhabitants. Discarded refining debris can be
found in the vicinity of outcrops throughout the district.

Some of the obsidian clasts are vesicular; other specimens have white spherical inclusions up to 0.5 m in dia-

Malachite (5321), a green copper mineral was used
prehistorically as a pigment and for ground stone orna-

meter. Obsidian fragments up to 10 or 12 em are common

ments. Malachite in sandstone was found in the channel

and one boulder 45 cm in diameter was noted on Obsidian
Ridge. Similar outcrops of the Toledo Tuff with obsidian
fragments, but not as abundant as the Obsidian Ridge
deposit, occur along the road east of Rabbit Mountain and
along the Lookout road to the south. Scattered lag deposits
have been noted near St. Peter's Dome trail where it enters
St. Peter's Dome road.

gravel in Capulin Canyon, suggesting a possible source in
the headwaters.

An in situ outcrop of obsidian-bearing volcanic tuff
breccia, probably the Toledo Tuff, is located on the north
side of Bland Canyon. Obsidian nodules up to 10 cm or
more in diameter occur in a partially consolidated lapilli
tuff above the Otowi Member of the Bandelier Tuff, but
below the cliff.forming Tsirege Member, Along White Rock
Canyon on high digitate mesas to the west and on the basalt
mesas to the east are scattered deposits of obsidian, usually
at the top of Otowi Pumice outcrops. The latter are not all
marked on the geologic map of the area and more occurrences than indicated in Fig. 3.1 may be present in the
canyon area.

Quartz crystals (5020) occur in mineralized zones in
the Cochiti Mining District. Amethyst crystals were noted
along the road between Bland and Colle Canyons.

MINERALS

Limonite (5110) and hematite (5221) in sandstone and
in earthy nodules have been found in Capulin Canyon
above the Painted Cave. The probable source is an outcrop
of sandstone near Ha'atse (LA 370).

CHERT AND CHALCEDONY (1054 Series)
Cobbles of chert, predominantly chalcedonic, occur
in many of the outcrops of axial river gravel of the ancestral
Rio Grande, but are absent from some (Table 2.2). Color
variations are numerous and include white to clear (1050,
1052): with black dendrites (1051. 1053): with milky
white inclusions (1214) and milky white with black f1215):
yellowish to brown shades (1213): and red inclusions
(1230). The chalcedonic varieties resemble those of the
Pedernal Chert, of the northern Jemez Mountains: however,
the white chert (1090) with fine red and yellow inclusions.
which is distinctive of the Cerro Pedernal area is not present
in White Rock Canyon. For tabulation purposes, the code
number 1054 was used to include chalcedony with any
of the above color combinations.

Less conspicuous are outcrops of Canovas Canyon
Rhyolite at the base of the Otowi Pumice (Smith, Bailey
and Ross 1970). At one exposure at the base of the Potrero
Viejo (Horn Mesa) obsidian was apparently gathered by
occupants of a nearby pueblo of the Santa Fe period, judging from the amount of debris left at the site. Outcrops of
the Canovas Canyon obsidian are also reported in the Bear
Springs area. Artifact grade obsidian also occurs in the older
gravel deposits along the Rio Chiquito, on Borrego Mesa,
and on high surfaces bordering White Rock Canyon.

The 1054 series chalcedony occurs in most of the units
of axial gravel in White Rock Canyon. These units are inter.
bedded with basalt flows of the Cerros del Rio. 'Iwo
of these flows have been dated about 2.5 m.y., which
places a minimum date on the original source of the chalcedony (Bachman and Mehnert 1978). Elsewhere, the
chalcedony has been found on the surface of ('eja Mea

On the northern Pajarito Plateau, an important deposit
of obsidian occurs west of Polvadera Peak. Pebbles and cobbles of obsidians can also be found in the stream gravel
along the Jemez River and its tributaries of the Valle
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archeological sites.

(Bryan's 1937 Llano de Albuquerque), in ancient fan gravel
deposits north and west of San Pedro Mountain,and on high
surface remnants north of Chaco Canyon. Chalcedony from
the high surface remnants is associated with cherty limestone, oolitic and fossiliferous cherts, quartzitic sandstone,
and in the Chaco area, with light colored silicified wood.
The present conjecture is that these materials were formed
by silicification of surface materials by excess silica follow.
ing volcanic ash falls. It cannot be determined at this time
if the various occurrences are contemporary, or whether
several geologic time periods or episodes are involved,

White opal (1390) was found in the vicinity of Ha'atse
(LA 370) and probably has a source nearby.

SANDSTONES
Sandstones may be commonplace rocks, but they are
not abundant in the Cochiti Reservoir District. Fine-grained
sandstones (2010) have been found in the axial river gravel
along Medio Canyon; these are well indurated. An outcrop
of well indurated sandstone (2011) occurs on the old road
from Bland Canyon to Albemarie, in Colle Canyon.

JASPER
Numerous fragments of yellow brown jasper
were found in the vicinity of Ha'atse (LA 370)
Capulin and Medio Canyons. The jasper ranges
glossy yellow chalcedony to mottled yellow and
from a mineralized zone.

(1221)
and in
from a
may be

During the historic period, coarse-grained sandstone
was a common tempering material, particularly in utility
wares. The source of a local volcanic sandstone (2471) is
found above the Otowi Pumice, a lower unit of the Bandelier Tuff, but below the cliff-forming welded rhyolite unit.
Slides of the temper material were examined by Dale Rugge
(written communication 1978) and were found to include
subrounded grains of colorless and brown glass, plagioclase,
sericitized plagioclase, quartz grains, basalt or andesite fragments, rhyolite fragments, and opaque material. The vol.
canic glass contained feldspar microlites and sparse phenocrysts of biotite.

OPAL
Blue hyaline opal (1391), a possible turquoise substitute, is found in fractures in the rhyolite which forms the
wall of the narrow canyon of the Rio Chiquito upstream
from Dixon's apple ranch. The opal has been noted at

6.
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Chapter 4
TIlE ARCItAIC OCCUPATION

OF WlIiTE ROCK CANYON

Richard C. Chapman

WHAT IS THE ARCHAIC?

Pleistocene and the present.

The term Archaic and the kind of meaning assigned
to the term by students of Southwestern prehistory can
be seen, in an historical sense, as a developmental process
which had its origins in the discovery of Folsom remains
in association with extinct Pleistocene bison. This discovery
established without doubt the archeological reality of a
long term of human adaptation within the New World
which preceded the more spectacular adaptive periods
which had previously constituted a focus of investigation
(such as the Anasazi ruins in the Mesa Verde and Chaco
Canyon regions). As a consequence, the Folsom discovery
initiated a concerted search for evidence of other PaleoIndian remains, and a search for evidence for ways of
understanding the changes in climate which had occurred
since the Pleistocene. One by-product of this general
search for ancient remains was the documentation of entire
sets of archeological manifestations within the Southwest
which could not be attributed to either the earlier PaleoIndian Clovis, Folsom or Cody Complex artifactual inventory or to the later Anasazi, Mogollon or Hohokam artifactual or architectural manifestations.

In addition to this kind of cultural-historical research
emphasis, a second major thrust of inquiry into the Archaic
period has been directed toward attempting to explicate
the character of adaptation engaged in by human populations throughout the period.
This effort has been pursued increasingly through use
of ethnographic analogues derived from extant bandorganized groups in arid environmental settings, most
notably from populations inhabiting the Kalahari desert
of Africa, the central and western deserts of interior Australia, and the Great Basin region of the American Southwest. Specific attention has been paid to variation in subsistence, technology, local group composition, social organization and settlement behavior among such foraging groups:
and a variety of attempts have been made in drawing
parallels between observations of living behavior and certain
aspects of the archeological record of the Southwestern
Archaic.
These procedures have tended to take the form of
listing, in almost structural -functionalist fashion,-behavioral
properties which are assumed to characterize Archaic adaptation. Many of these p, perties of social, demographic.
subsistence and settlement behavior have been accepted by
now almost as empirical facts concerning the prehistoric
Archaic. Among these are assumptions that local groups
were relatively small in size (up to 25-30 individuals): that
social behavior was essentially egalitarian in character and
family based; that subsistence emphasis was upon a broad
range of vegetative and faunal species rather than focal in
nature: and that settlement was relatively mobile, it\olxing
residential relocation through each year to a number of
campsites within relatively large territories as dictated b\
food and water availability.

Thus an entire adaptive period or stage, falling between
the late Pleistocene and the earliest manifestations of essentially house-building, pottery-making peoples was documented as an archeological fact by the early 1940s (Sayles
and Antevs 1941). The existence of such a cultural stage
then stimulated a perod of data gathering and speculation
concerning the nature of adaptation these data represented,
exactly what their antiquity was, and how the prehistoric
people themselves were related, either culturally or genetically, to the earlier Paleolndian populations and the later
sedentary villagers,
A major thrust of this research was directed initially,
and continues to be directed, toward outlining the culturehistory of the Archaic period for different regions within
the Southwest. Emphasis was initially placed upon excavation of stratified cave or shelter deposits (tlaury 1950;
Jennings 1957; Dick 1965; Irwin-Williams and Tomkins
1968) and, from these excavations, a series of regional
chronological sequences began to be developed. Although
radiocarbon dating has been employed to define the broad
outlines of regional sequences, artifact typologies (especially projectile point morphology) still serve as the primary
basis for classifying Archaic period manifestations to ternporal phase and cultural affiliation,

These kinds of behavioral properties are b\ nmw "o
routinely referred to in almost all archeological reports
dealing with Archaic archeological manifestations, that they
might be construed as a gcnrtlLe( Iintfcr-gafhcrr model
which is being employed to explain the character of bheavior underlying variation observed in the archeological
record itself.
'lo a certain extent, howcver, the recent i 'cstment
into ethnoarcheology aniong foraging gro ups might be seeii
as a recognition that this generalized behavioral model
does not, in fact, offer much explanatory utility with rspect to understanding the archeological record Of huntr.
gatherer behavior. The mIodel is too general to e (ofan\
substantive use in accounting for variation in the artlv.h.
logical record of the Archaic, at least in its present formulalion. I'thrioarcheological research conducted anong arid

At present, research emphasis has shifted toward broad
areal surveys in response to government agency and industry needs. Concurrent with this kind of research has been
an ongoing attempt to define the outlines of general climatological variation which occurred between the terminal
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foraging groups (Gould 1969; Gould et al. 1971; Yellen
and Harpending 1972; Yellen 1976, 1977) has been undertaken in part as an attempt to document the relationship
between ongoing behavior and the character of the material
record of that behavior, given this problem.

tic of. the northern Mexico, southern New Mexico and
Arizona based Cochise Tradition have occasionally been
found on sites in the northern Rio Grande Valley (Lang
1977: Traylor et al. 1977). Despite the presence of Cochise
Tradition materials, the Oshara Tradition manifestation as
outlined by Irwin-Williams is best representative of the Archaic materials present in the northern Rio Grande Valley.

To summarize, then, the question What is the Archaic?
has many answers. The Archaic is, on one hand, an archeological fact - a period of human adaptation within many
regions of the Southwest which falls historically between
the end of the Pleistocene and the beginning of regional
adaptations characterized by a considerable deperdence
upon agricultural production. On the other hand, the
Archaic constitutes a kind of unknown phenomenon in
terms of the actual character of cultural behavior exhibited
by human populations throughout that time frame. Data
exist which indicate that essential properties of Archaic
adaptation seem to be those of a very diversified subsistence base, relatively small residential group size and local
group size, and a relatively great degree of seasonal residential mobility throughout each year within large territorial frames. The particulars of Archaic adaptation within
any given region, however, remain at present very sketchy
or unknown and have been filled in through recourse to
ethnographic analogy,

Drawing in part upon previous documentation and in
part upon survey and excavation data from the Arroyo
Cuervo Valley in the Rio Puerco (of the east) drainage basin
of northwestern New Mexico, Irwin-Williams (1973, n.d.)
has posited a chronological sequence of five temporal
phases within the Oshara Tradition of Archaic period adaptation. These temporal phases date roughly between 5500
B.C. and A.D. 400. Although differences in settlement,
subsistence and local group size are noted for the various
phases, it is suggested that Archaic adaptation overall
reflects small populations engaged in a mixed foraging
subsistence strategy.
Irwin-Williams distinguishes between early and late
Archaic manifestations. The Early Archaic is seen to
develop in the context of significant climatic changes
during the post-Pleistocene period characterized by conditions of fluctuating desiccation (Antevs' Altithermali
between ca. 5000 and 3000 B.C. From ca. 3500 and
2500 B.C. there was a trend toward increased effective
moisture which coincided with behavioral changes that
marked the beginning of the late Archaic. These climatic
changes, which were pan-Southwestern in extent, coincided
with variation in culturl adaptation pertaining to settlement, subsistence base and overall population which reflected different phases of Archaic period adaptation.

The Cochiti Reservoir project has provided an opportunity for examination of Archaic period archeological
remains in some detail for a small portion of the northern
Rio Grande Valley. Previous research directed explicitly
toward describing and understanding Archaic period adaptation within this region has been disparate for a variety of
reasons, and relatively little information has been disseminated through publication. For this reason, an attempt was
made throughout the course of the Cochiti Reservoir project to provide a substantive descriptive documentation
of Archaic period site locations within the project boundaries, at both the survey and excavation stages of analysis
(Biella and Chapman 1977c; Chapman et al. 1977: HunterAnderson 1979a, 1979b, 1979c: Eck 1979).

In the following section each of the Archaic temporal
phases for northern New Mexico will be reviewed. Salient
properties of behavioral adaptation and accompanying
artifactual assemblages which have been posited to reflect
different phases of Archaic period occupation will be
summarized.

The objectives of this chapter are two-fold: first, to
summarize where the archeological evidence of Archaic
adaptation within the project boundaries fit with respect
to current scenarios which have been offered concerning
the absolute and relative temporal sequences of adaptive
phases possibly characterizing the region: and second, to
review some features of ethnographic and archeological
research directed toward understanding properties of these
adaptive phases. This review will hopefully offer some
guidelines for future research which might prove productive as opportunities for continued examination of the
Archaic period within the northern Rio Grande Valley
become available.

Early Archaic
Jay Phase (ca. 5500-4800 B.C.) Irwin-Williams (I1.d.1
divides Jay Phase sites into base camps and small specia!ized
activity sites. Base camps are generally small in areal extent
and reflect multiple reoccupations. Tool kits and faunal
evidence, in particular, suggest a mixed foraging subsistence
strategy. Hunting, generalized foraging and quarry ing
activities are characteristic of the small specialized act ivit.\
sites.
Distinctive projectile points (Jay points) are defined as
"large slightly shouldered projectile points (reininiscent o[
those termed bake Mohave in California and Arioza'"
(Irwin-Williams 1973:5). Other distinguishable criteria
include an absence of basal thinning, an absence of basal
indentation, and contracting stems. Jay phase assernblagvs
include "well-made lanceolate bifacial knives and numerons
very well-made side scrapers" as well as an absence of niling implements (Irwin-Williams 1973:5). Criteria for affix
ing dates to the Jay phase are not explicitly stated, although the earlier date of ca. 5500 B.(C. seems to i su

REGIONAL ARCHAIC CHRONOLOGY
One attempt to provide a general overview of the
Archaic period of adaptation acros northern New Mexico
has been undertaken by Irwin-Williams (1967, 1973, n.d.).
1Her work on the Oshara Tradition serves, at present, as the
primary referent for assigning chronological position to
Archaic manifestations within the northern Rio Grande
Valley. It should be noted, however, that artifacts diagnos-
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gested based on radiocarbon dating of terminal Paleolndian
Cody Complex assemblages,

relatively shorter stem to blade ratio. Through time a trend
develops toward decreased overall length, increasingly
expanded stems and increasingly marked serration" (IrwinWilliams 1973:8). Again through reference to illustrations
(Irwin-Williams 1973:Fig. 4), stem and basal morphology
of San Jose points is essentially identical to that of Bajada
points, but stems are decidedly shorter in absolute length,
which is mentioned in a later article by Irwin-Williams
(n.d.:36). San Jose points are thus morphologically similar
to Pinto points documented from southeastern California
and by flaury (1950) in the Ventana Cave deposits.

Bajada Phase (4800-3300 B.C.) According to IrwinWilliams (n.d.) Bajada phase sites reflect a continuity in
adaptation from the Jay phase in terms of site type (base
camps and special activity sites) and settlement distribution, although the regional population may have increased
during the Bajada phase. Certain changes in the basic
tool kit (including an increasing number of large chopping
tools-presumably plant processing implements) may
reflect a more effective adaptation to a broad-spectrum
localized resource procurement strategy (Irwin-Williams
n.d.:26).
Distinctive projectile points (Bajada points) range
"from an early variety, distinguished from those of the
Jay phase principally aby the presence of basal indentation and basal thinning, to a later variety with increasingly
well defined shoulders and decreasing over-all length"
(Irwin-Williams 1973:7). From specimens illustrated
(Irwin-Williams 1973:Fig. 3), stems were thinned through
lateral retouch, while basal thinning was achieved through
proximal rather than lateral retouch, which generally resulted in a single broad negative scar on both surfaces of
the artifact originating from the base itself. Stems are
parallel rather than contracting, and shoulders, while
well-defined, are rounded. Lateral edges above shoulders
range from straight to slightly convex in outline, and are
generally smooth rather than serrate.

Other characteristics of San Jose phase assemblages are
defined as "increasing numbers of poorly made side scrapers on thin flakes, and large heavy chopping tools. The
earlier well-made side scrapersare rare and bifacial knives,
very rare or absent'" (Irwin-Williams 1973:8). It should be
noted that the increasing numbers of poorly made side
scrapers, large chopping tools, and rarity of bifacial knives
are posited to characterize Bajada phase assemblages as well
(Irwin-Williams 1973:7), and thus do not in effect constitute distinguishing criteria of San Jose phase sites.
Shallow-basined grinding slabs are noted as "important
additions" to the San Jose phase assemblages, as are large
subsurface or surface ovens "usually filled with cobbles"
(Irwin-Williams 1973:8). These latter are presumably distinguishable from the small cracked-cobble filled hearths
and earth ovens previously defined as characteristic of
Bajada phase sites on the basis of dimensions.

Bajada phase assemblages include "well-made side
scrapers, " "rare bifacial knives" and "increasing numbers
of large chopping tools and poorly made side scrapers
on thin irregular flakes" (Irwin-Williams 1973:7). Presence
or absence of milling implements is not noted, but "small
cracked-cobble filled hearths and earth ovens" are described
as occurring on Bajada phase sites (Irwin-Williams 1973:6-7).

Criteria for affixing dates to the San Jose phase are not
specified in Irwin-Williams and Ilaynes (19701, or by IrwinWilliams (1973, n.d.), but Irwin-Williams and Tompkins
(1968:5-7) document three radiocarbon dates of 14.10 '
120 B.C., 1530 ± 95 B.C., and 1660 ± 130 B.C. from levels
D and F of En Medio Shelter which they provisionally
assign in deposition to the late San Jose phase.

Criteria for affixing bracketing dates to the Bajada
phase are not stated by Irwin-Williams (1973) or IrwinWilliams and Haynes (1970); but in her most recent article,
Irwin-Williams (n.d.:25) states "the next phase of Oshara
development in the Arroyo Cuervo region was termed
Bajada and was Radiocarbon-dated between 4800 B.C.
and about 3300 B.C'" The statement is not, however,
further elaborated upon in that article,

Armijo Phase (1800-800 B.C.) The Armijo phase
marked the first significant change in Archaic adaptation
from small residences to larger seasonally aggregated encampments during fall-winter. Evidence of primitive maize
is noted and Irwin-Williams (n.d.) suggests that maize may
have provided a critical temporary seasonal surplus, complimented by nondomesticated resources, which may have
permitted the larger population aggregations. Residential
sites were situated in settings similar to the preceding San
Jose phase, although specialized activity sites expanded into
new zones. Tool kits remained similar but the proportion
of ground stone increased.

Late Archaic
San Jose Phase (3300-1800 B.C.) During the San Jose
phase the total number of sites increases, the size of campsites increases areally (two to three-fold), and the general
amount of artifactual debris increases as well. In the Arroyo
Cuervo region posthole patterns suggest the presence of
simple habitation structures. Extensive earthen ovens are
common. Specialized gathering and quarrying sites continue, but relatively few hunting stands have been noted.
The tool kits reflect increased numbers of large chopping
tools. The San Jose phase is seen as an increasingly effective localized foraging subsistence adaptation.

Armijo phase projectile points are defined as exhibiting
a much greater range in morphological variability than the
Jay, Bajada or San Jose types. Irwin-Williams (1973:1)
defines an early variety characterized by serrated lateral
edges, "short widely evpanding stems and concave or
(later) straight bases'" and late types characterized hy
"a number of variations on a shallow corner notched or
narrow stemmed node." Illustrated specimens (IrwinWilliams 1973:Fig. 5) with one exception ar(' stemless.
Bases range from concave to slightly convex in outline.
and exhibit slight tangs produced through lateral retouching
directly above the base. In some cases this retouching has
resulted in distinct although shallow lateral notches. No

Distinctive projectile points (San Jose points) are
defined as similar to Bajada points, "the principle shifts
being in the increasing use of serration along the blade and
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specimens characterized by corner notching or narrow
stems are illustrated,' and Irwin-Williams' statement may
refer to En Niedio phase projectile points which do exhibit
such variability.

('raylor et al. 1977). Thus dates from LA 12566, indicated
that Archaic populations inhabited at least portions of tile
Cochiti Reservoir area during the Late Archaic Armijo and
En Medio phases.

Other characteristics of Armijo phase sites include
"large firecracked cobble heaps," "irregular post hole
patterns," "large cobble filled ovens," "objects which are
probably of a magic-religious or ideological significance"
and a greater 'proportion" of ground stone tools (IrwinWilliams 197 3:10). Criteria for affixing dates to the Armijo
phase are not discussed,

Projectile Point Morphologies

En Medio Phase (800 B.C.-A.D. 400) During the En
Medio phase there is evidence of an increase in regional
population. The fall-winter base camps noted in the Armijo
phase continue and are accompanied by small specialized
residential gathering sites. These latter are characterized by
possible simple shelters, large shallow storage pits, firecracked cobble concentrations and sparse artifactual debris.
While the tool kit at the winter base camps remains similar
and diversified, the artifactual compliment of the gathering
sites is dominated by ground stone tools and flake cutting
tools and may indicate a more marked seasonal annual
cycle.
Irwin-Williams essentially describes the En Medio phase
as a local manifestation of the Basketmaker II phase of the
Anasazi period recognized over broad areas of northern
New Mexico. Projectile points "are variations of stenznied
cu,-ner notched forms which trend through time toward the
use of increasingly long barbs" (Irwin-Williams 1973:13).
Illustrated specimens (Irwin-Williams 1973:Fig. 6) reflect
considerable variability in size and placement of notches
and stem width. Two specimens are stemless and exhibit
shallow side notches directly above the base, however, and
could be classified as Armijo points.
'rile only other distinguishing criteria characterizing En
Medio phase site locations cited are an "increasingemphasis
on ground stone tools" and "the development and growing
importance of storage pits" (Irwin-Williams 1973:12). Criteria for affixing absolute dates to the En Medio phase are
not discussed in Irwin-Williams (1973), but a radiocarbon
date of 10 - 85 B.C. is reported from Zone B-1 of En
Medio Shelter which was attributed in deposition to the
Basketmaker 1I phase by Irwin-Williams and Tompkins
(1968:5, 8).
ARCHAIC

CHRONOLOGY IN COCHITI RESERVOIR
Radiocarbon Dates

Few projectile points were recovered from either the
excavated or surveyed sites in Cochiti Reservoir. Whole
projectile points or fragments which exhibited basal modification characteristic of either Jay, Bajada or San Jose
types were absent from sites in the reservoir with the exception of two basal fragments, perhaps indicative of Bajada or
San Jose types, which were documented as isolated occurrences during the survey phase. The remaining identifiable
points were characterized by considerable diversity in basal
modification, although predominantly exhibiting corner or
side notching. These latter forms are indicative of Armijo
and En Medio phase variation discussed by Irwin-Williams
(1973).
The overall paucity of diagnostic projectile point forms
recovered tends to obviate any rigorous attempt to assign
phase affiliation to any of the sites on a site-by-site basis.
Characteristics of the population of point fragments recovered from all of the Archaic sites in the reservoir, and the diversity of essentially unstemmed hafting modification characterizing the points which were described during survey or
excavation, seems to indicate an Oshara Tradition Archaic
period occupation during the Armijo-En Medio phases.

Obsidian Hydration
Obsidian hydration analysis was undertaken during
both excavation phases of the Cochiti Reservoir project and
is summarized in Haecker (1977) and Trembour (1979).
Jemez obsidian materials were plentiful on most of the nonstructural lithic sites in the reservoir, but unfortunately the
sites were surficial in nature. Consequently, the obsidian
was potentially subjected to a wide variety of temperature
and moisture conditions which could affect the rate of
hydration. Since the sites were in similar phsyiographic
contexts, we hoped that the hydration rates would prove
similar enough to permit a gross relative means of assigning
a period of occupation to the lithic sites in the reservoir.
A total of 184 samples were analyzed. In addition to
samples selected from the nonstructural lithic sites, samples
were also taken from several structural Anasazi P-lll to P-IV
sites and Iistoric 18th century sites. Phases had been
assigned to these latter sites based upon their ceramic
assemblages.

Although carbon samples were taken from hearths on
several of the lithic sites in Cochiti IReservoir, the samples
were insufficient for radiocarbon dates to be assigned.
Thus, absolute dates for the Archaic occupation could not
be obtained.

Mean micron readings for the lithic sites were as follows:
Archaic point
BM-II point
LA 12412
LA 12456
LA 1249.1
LA 12196
LA 1335tt
LA 13351
LA 13352
LA 13353

One shelter with an Archaic period occupation, IA
12566, which was excavated during the National iark
Service's Cochiti Reservoir project, however, yielded four
radiocarbon dates of 3100)
70 B.P.; 2620 1 145 B.P.;
2540 ' 75 B.P.; and 1390 1 95 11P. or occupations between
1750 B.C., 670 B.C., 590 B.('., and A.). 560. respectively
6.1

9.80
7.38
6.97
8.09
10.00
6.31
3.71
6.10
3.77
7.25

1 sample
1 sample
10 samples
10 samples
10 samples
10 samples
2 samples
10 sam pes
2 samples
13 smples
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Mean micron readings for surface samples from six Anasazi
(P-III/P-IV) sites was 3.10 (13 samples), and two 18th century Historic sites had a mean reading of 5.09 (16 samples).
Although a curve for the Cochiti area has yet to be
established, we can suggest that samples from the lithic
sites, in general, exhibit thicker hydration rinds than
samples from the Anasazi or Historic sites. It should be
noted that the Historic readings were lower than the
Anasazi readings (Haecker 1977; Trembour 1979). The
differences in mean micron thickness suggest a Late Archaic
occupation,but this is very tentative,
Summary
Although the evidence from radiocarbon, projectile
points and obsidian hydration analyses taken collectively
are limited in scope, they all indicate a Late Archaic occupation during the Armijo-En Medio phases.

ARCHAIC BEHAVIORAL VARIATION
IN COCHITI RESERVOIR

Choice of Site Location
Site locations which have been provisionally assigned
to the Archaic period of deposition are distributed throughout the Cochiti Reservoir survey boundaries. This distribution is not continuous, however, but takes the form of a set
of clusters both within White Rock Canyon itself and below
the mouth of White Rock Canyon east of the Rio Grande
(see Fig. 5.1 in Chapter 5, this volume). In general, site
locations within White Rock Canyon proper are situated
on both the east and west sides of the Rio Grande near
the mouths of lateral drainages and canyon systems. Within
the canyon, there is a distinct tendency for site locations
to be situated in aeolian dune deposits which have accumulated on alluvial fans at the mouths of lateral drainages.
There exists as well a tendency for the sites to be situated
in specific physiographic locales exhibiting southern and
western exposures, despite the fact that other land surfaces otherwise amenable for occupation are available
within the immediate vicinity,
Below the mouth of White Rock Canyon, terrain east
of the Rio Grande becomes much less convoluted and takes
the form of a series of terraces and benches of relatively
broad extent bordering both the Rio Grande itself and
lateral drainages. In these areas, Archaic site locations are
generally situated in more open or flat physiographic situations, although the same tendency toward southern
through western exposures can be observed.
The reader is referred to Chapter 5 in this volume for
a discussion of some factors which may have influenced
both the distribution and density of Archaic site locations
in the Cochiti Reservoir locale.
Site Size
Estimates of site size, as defined by maximum distribution of artifactual debris, indicate that a great range of
variation exists among Archaic site locations within the
project boundaries. Areal estimates range from 8 up to

2
40,000 m in extent. In general, those locations of greater
than 500 m2 are characterized by one or two spatially
discrete proveniences which are each relatively small in
area but which exhibit relatively greater artifactual densities and more hearth facilities, with the remainder of the
site area being characterized by very low densities of
artifacts.

To a certain extent, some of the variation in absolute
site size can be seen strictly as a function of the areal extent
of physiographic locales available for occupation, given
physical parameters of slope and substrate, and apparent
behavioral parameters dictating location upon particular
exposures. Thus, site locations within White Rock Canyon
tend to be smaller in areal extent simply because land
surfaces of contiguous substrate, slope and exposure
within any given spatial locality are quite restricted. In contrast, such land surfaces below the mouth of White Rock
Canyon on the eastern side of the Rio Grande are much
larger in spatial extent; and artifactual debris comprising
Archaic sites in those locales tend to be substantially more
broadly distributed, albeit in lower densities over much of
the site surface.
No evidence exists to indicate that site size and density
of artifactual remains is in any way correlated for the
Archaic site locations within Cochiti Reservoir (Biella and
Chapman 1977c:300). This fact may well indicate that
different, and essentially unrelated kinds of behavior,
underlie the character of site space utilization by Archaic
populations with respect to the absolute areal extent of site
space functionally occupied in the performance of activities
on the one hand; and the intensity and kind of site space
utilization, on the other hand.

Site Content
The content of Archaic period site locations within
Cochiti Reservoir can be summarized with respect to three
general kinds of information: variability in the construction
and use of hearth facilities: variability in the manufacture
and use of tools at those sites; and variability in the spatial
distribution of hearths, tools, and tool manufacture byproducts which constitute the actual physical structure
of the site locations themselves.

Hearth Variability
Over 50' of Archaic site locations within the Cochiti
Reservoir project boundaries exhibited evidence of hearths.
Two kinds of archeological data indicated hearth utilization: firecracked rock scatters: and actual hearth features
themselves. In general, the major evidence of hearth utilization apparent from survey observations was distributions
of firecracked rock. including firecrack quartzite cobbles
and basalt clasts. In some cases, site locations were characterized by more or less discrete concentrations of firecracked rock, permitting estimates of the probable number
of hearth facilities which were present at the site. In other
cases, firecracked rock was distributed more ubiquitously
over the site and thus did not permit such estimates.
Excavation procedures were directed toward discover.
of any extant hearth features preserved at site locations
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and, in addition, involved weighing both firecracked rock
and larger slab, cobble, or clast lining elements which
might have represented constructional elements of now
eroded hearth facilities. Through plotting firecracked rock
weights for 1 x 1 m collection units and counts or weights
of larger elements for each site location, hearth epicenters
could be defined when intact hearth features were absent.

served among Archaic period site locations within the project area. All seem to have been employed for immediate
needs of consumption, which in the majority of cases
involved stone boiling techniques of cooking for at least a
portion of normal residential terms of site occupancy.

The vast nmjority of intact hearth facilities and hearth
epicenters defined by relatively high densities of possible
hearth constructional elements were directly associated
with concentrations of firecracked rock. The intact hearth
features themselves were generally shallow circular facilities
ranging from 56 to 112 cm in diameter and no more than
25 cm deep. The shallow depth, and association of these
features with firecracked rock indicates that one primary
function they served was to heat quartzite cobbles and
basalt clasts for use in stone boiling. Stone boiling involves
dropping heated rocks into containers filled with
foodstuffs and water. It is a common food preparation
technique used by people whose technological inventory
does not include fire-resistant ceramic or metal cooking
vessels. Repeated use of stones as heat retainers inevitably
results in their fracture and generation of a discard pile of
heat-fractured or firecracked rock pieces,

Traditionally, only artifacts which have been formally
modified have been considered as evidence of cultural or
adaptational variation by archeologists. In this discussion
we wish to treat three classes of artifactual remains: sillceous stone tools including those which have been formally
modified (projectile points and bifaces) and essentially
unmodified but utilized flakes and angular debris: milling
implements (manos and metates); and by-products of tht
siliceous stone artifact manufacturing process (debitage.
cores, large angular debris).

Stone Tool Assemblage Variability

(1) Siliceous Stone Tools. Formall modified (and thus
definable as types) artifacts are, by and large, generally
absent from the Cochiti Reservoir assemblages. Fragments
of substantially modified siliceous stone artifacts such as
projectile points and other bifaces do occur occasionally,
but much more often evidence of manufacture or utilization of larger artifacts of this kind are represented as either
resharpening flakes or bifacial trimming flakes generated
through their manufacture.

Kinds of foodstuffs prepared through stone boiling
include soups, stews, and mushes made from milled seeds,
Examination of flotation residue from hearths and areas
immediately adjacent to the hearths at Archaic sites in
Cochiti Reservoir often revealed the presence of very small
bone fragments. Although these fragments generally could
not be identified as to part or species, their presence indicates that stews may have been prepared through stone
boiling. In addition, slab and shallow basin metates or
metate fragments were often recovered directly adjacent to
hearth features or within hearth epicenter concentrations of
firecracked rock and/,or hearth elements. The association of
these milling implements with hearth features may well
indicate preparation of mushes made from ground seeds.

Two basic kinds of bifacial artifacts were represented.
These were projectile points, characterized generally by
corner notches and very short stems: and relatively larger
triangular bifaces which exhibited rounded proximallateral corners and unmodified bases.
Siliceous tools which were essentially unmodified
flakes, or flakes and angular debris characterized by a minimal amount of marginal retouch, comprised by far the
greatest proportion of tools at every site location.
Two observations concerning these tools are in order.
First, variation in tool usage is minimal across all Archaic
site locations. In this sense, variability in utilized edge
shape morphology and wear patterns is remarkably similar
from assemblage to assemblage. Second, the range of variation in task specific tool utilization is relatively restricted
throughout all Archaic assemblages. By far the greatest
proportion of utilized tools are characterized by straight
or slightly convex edges, which exhibit, in relatively equal
proportions, wear patterns indicative of (1) cutting, (2lsawing, or (3) scraping utilization. Utilized edges indicative of
somewhat more specialized use such as concave cutting
or scraping edges, and projections employed for incising
or drilling, are present in nearly all assemblages but occur
in very low frequencies.

It is clear that hearth facilities within the project area
could have served other cooking and heating functions in
addition to their use as heat sources for stone-boiling, but
no direct evidence of such usage was encountered. In general. the kinds of cooking practices directly and indirectly
attributable to them were those involving stone-boiling,
Rare exceptions include two or possibly three large rectangular slab-lined hearth features found in Proveniences 1 and
2 of I-A 12 156. One of these, Feature 2, was a rectangular
basalt slab-lined structure apparently built into the original
ground surface. It measured 210 cm long by 60 cm wide
and was 20-25 cm deep. The structure was not associated
with concentrations of firecracked rock and its fill contained microscopic bone, shell and seed fragments, none of
which could be identified as to species. Another concentration of basalt slabs situated nearby in the same site may
have represented the presence of a similar feature, but it
was not intact. The weight of slab elements in this eroded
feature was twice that of the intact feature. From this we
may conclude that either it was a larger feature or that it
represented two features of similar size to the intact feature.

The degree of similarity in assemblage content, coupled
with a lack of diversity in usage characterizing different
assemblages, may well indicate that very similar kinds of
activities were performed thoughout all Archaic period
site locations within the project boundaries: and that
those activities by and large reflect generalized food resource processing and artifact maintenance, rat her than
more specialized food resource processing or artifact
manufacture.

It may be suggested that overall, little variation in
either the structure or usage of hearth facilities was ob66
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(2) Ground Stone Tools. Variation among milling
implements (manos and metates) associated with Archaic
site locations was very similar in form. Nearly all were
one-hand manos which were essentially circular in outline
shape and lenticular to rectangular in cross section. Grinding surfaces were apparent on one or both sides of such
artifacts and quite often two distinct grinding surfaces
were apparent upon a single side. In all cases, striae upon
grinding surfaces indicated that the manos were used in
reciprocal rather than rotary fashion,
Nearly all metates were slabs or clasts of medium to
fine-grained basalt which had been modified only through
usage in grinding. Metate grinding surfaces were situated
on only one side of the implement, and were apparent as
elongate troughs or basins of about the same width as
manos recovered from Archaic sites. Striae within metate
grinding surfaces indicated as well that milling was undertaken in reciprocal rather than rotary fashion. The depth
of grinding surfaces upon metates varied from extremely
shallow to ca. 3 cm. This variation in depth might well
indicate simply duration of usage in that no evidence
existed to suggest that the grinding surfaces were in any
way prepared or manufactured prior to first usage.
From the excavated sample, milling implements were
observed at nearly all site locations which exhibited evidence of hearth utilization and, in addition, were observed
at a substantial number of site locations for which no
direct evidence of hearth utilization was encountered.
A major and unresolved problem concerning the use
of milling implements is a lack of any good evidence indicating what kinds of food resources might have been processed by them. It seems most probable that such implements would be employed to reduce seeds into meal preparatory for cooking, although no macroscopic or microscopic evidence of such usage was obtained through examination of grinding surfaces themselves, or through examination of flotation samples taken in the vicinity of milling
implements.
A distinct tendency for metates or metate fragments
to be located in the immediate vicinity of hearth facilities
was, however, apparent among site locations which were
excavated. The redundancy of this spatial association
might be taken as evidence to suggest that milling implements were used to process foodstuffs which were routinely
prepared for consumption through cooking; and further,
that such foodstuffs may have constituted a significant
portion of the inhabitants' diet during given occupations
of those sites.
13) By-products of Tool Manufacture. Variation in
by-products of siliceous stone tool manufacturing activities was monitored through survey and excavation with
respect to the kinds of raw materials which were selected
for manufacture at specific site locations relative to possible
source locations of those materials, and with respect to
procedures of manufacture and the stages of reduction
in the manufacturing process reflected by each assemblage,
Predominant siliceous raw materials within the study
area include basalt vitrophyre, Pedernal cherts and chalcedonies, and variants of Jemez obsidians. Basalt vitrophyrt
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(or glassy basalt) occurs generally on the east side of the
Rio Grande in White Rock Canyon as talus rubble or collu%ially deposited clasts from higher outcrops; although it is
found as well along recent beaches bordering the present
river as waterworn slabs, and rarely in older Tota\i Lentil
formations on the western side of the Rio Grande in White
Rock Canyon.
Pedernal cherts and chalcedonies occur as waterworn
nodules within outcrops of the Totavi Lentil on either side
of the Rio Grande both within and below White Rock Canyon. Jemez obsidians occur infrequently as very small
nodules deposited sporadically upon higher surfaces as a
function of volcanic eruptions responsible for tuff and
pumice deposits which are occasionally found interbedded
among basalt flows throughout the study area. The majority of obsidian materials recovered in artifactual form is
presumed, however, to derive from obsidian flow deposits
located some distance to the north of the project boundaries. (See Warren, Chapter 2, for a detailed treatment
of documented material source areas.)
Selection of raw materials for manufacture, as evidenced among Archaic site locations within the project
boundaries, was overwhelmingly local in nature with the
possible exception of obsidians. Basalt vitrophyre was
decidedly preferred for tool manufacture and use by
Archaic populations. Relative proportions of such debitage
are generally greater for site locations along the east side
of the Rio Grande (where such materials are found in
greater abundance). Examination of cortex variation
indicates that the majority of glassy basalt raw materials
selected for manufacture at site locations west of the Rio
Grande were waterworn slabs which occur along recent
riverside beach locales. Proportions of Pedernal chert and
chalcedony materials occurring at different site locations
seem to reflect, as well, relative proximity of site locations
to areas where such materials occur.
An exception to this general tendency can be seen in
the occurrence of obsidian. With the exception of the
obsidian assemblage at LA 12442, which clearly reflects
reduction of ver, small nodules that occur as airborne
°
falls occasionally in the vicinity, obsidian materi Is at other
Archaic sites seem to have derived primarily from nnnlocal
sources further north of the project boundaries. Thus. the
vast majority of obsidian cortical surfaces are not waterworn, which would indicate that locally available nodules
within the Totavi Lentil were not predominately selected
for manufacture.
In terms of stone tool manufact'ire, an interesting
commonality among Archaic site locations was a tendecy
for all stages of the manufacturing process to he represented at each site. Two basic manufacturing trajectories
could be defined as characteristic of Archaic tool making
technology. The first and more common of these might
be termed a simple flake trajectory which involhed only
primary and secondary stages of core reduction into flakes
that were selected at either stage for use as tools (either
with or without subsequent edge modification) or that were
marginally retouched prior to usage.
The second of these manufacturing trajectories might
be termed a flake-hiface trajectory in which flakes generated
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through the first strategy were transformed either directly
into tool through bifacial retouch, or were transformed
into bifacial preforrms and thinned through bifacial retouch
into such tools,
In general, evidence of all reduction stages of the sinspie flake manufacturing tiajectory \%as evident at each
Archaic site location for basalts, cherts and chalcedonies,
Although some variation in relative proportions of cortical
and noncortical debitage flakes per core ratios, and proportions of small angular debirs to flakes was observed, much
of this variation could be accounted for as differences in
l c(JhtiqW of reduction necessitated by size and structural
shape variability among available raw iriterials.
An intriguing situation exists, however, with respect
to simple flake reduction trajectories characterizing obsidlans. l)ebitage assemblages for these materials were coinprised of proportions of cortical and noncortical debitage
clearly indicative of both primary and secondary core
reduction: but at the same tim,,, cores and large angular
debris w ere routinel\ absent from the asenmblaL ;. This
kind of situation might be expected if the dehitage was
manufactured elsewhere and imported to site locations
for use as tools, but wear pattern analysis indicated that
onl moderate numbers of obsidian flakes were in fact
used as tools.
It is possible that this redundant kind of assemblage
complex might reflect a curt, preform biface reduction
strategy, in which cort-s
themselves comprised bifacial preforms %%hich are subsequently thinned through bifacial retouch into tools. Examination of taxonomic variation and
platform morphology among obsidian debitage assemblages
did not seem to substantiate this possibility, however.
Bifacial tools manufactured from other materials seem
to have been produced through a flake-biface trajectory,
although in general only emphemeral evidence existed to
indicate that bifaces were routinely manufactured at site
locations within the project boundaries. In general, core,
large angular debris and debitage assemblages for all other
materials overwhelmingly indicated that simple flake tool
production constituted tile dominant manufacturing
strategy.
Site Space Use

and Residential Configurations

verN few such occupational episodes. Multiple occupation
sites might be expected to exhibit greater numbers of
hearth features, greater density of artifactual remains, and
greater volumes of firecracked rock simply because they
were revisited more frequently than other site locations.
At tle same time, these sites may have been occupied
during any single event by residential groups of exactly
the same size and composition as residential groups which
occupied less frequently revisited sites.
It is clear that simple counts of hearths or simple
scales of firecracked rock volume or artifact density alone
cannot serve as adequate measures of residential group
size. One possible strategy for sorting out this kind of
multiple occupancy problem is an examination of patterning in site space use among features and artifact distributions. If each hearth facility is assumed to represent a locus
of food preparation for members of a single commensal
group, a search may be made for patterning in the distribution of firecracked rock. milling implements, other tools.
and by-products of tool manufacture in the vicinity of
these hearths. If a patterning emerges, we might be able to
dissect, analytically, tileoccupational history of each site
and thus propose the residential configurationis) which
characterize the Archaic occupation of Cochiti Reservoir.
In order to pursue this kind of analytical dissection.
several excavated sites or proveniences within sites were
examined for feature and artifact patterning: LA 12456.
proveniences 3 and 4; LA 12463; LA 13352: and LA
13353, provenience 1. These sites or proveniences were
selected because they were characterized by spatially discrete hearth loci and as such were felt to be the least
likely to be distorted by multiple occupatie..
noise.
Examination of features and artifactual assemblages
from these sites revealed the following tendencies:
(1) maximum concentrations of firecracked rock
occur adjacent to existing hearths:
(2) maximum concentrations of lithic debitage or tool
manufacturing debris are distributed to one or either side of
the hearth and generally form crescentic arcs extending
from the hearth itself toward one side of the hearth;
(3) these arcs enclose areas which are relatively free
of any debris:
(4) larger by-products of tool manufacture (cores and
large angular debris) are generally distributed outside the

Evidence bearing upon tilesize and composition of
residential groups which occupied site locations within
the Cochiti Reservoir locale may oe derived from several
kinds of data. This discussion will focus upon the number
and distribution of hearth features and associated firecracked rock concentrations, and variation in the spatial
distribution of certain kinds of artifactual remains relative
to those hearth features,
One major problem in analysis of this sort is isolating
the relative contemporaneity of site occupational episodes.
Given the relatively long time span of Archaic occupation
within the reservoir boundaries, ca. 1800 B.C. to A.D. 400,
it may be expected that many site locations will represent
cumulative evidence of several episodes of occupation and
reoccupation; whereas, other site locations may represent
68

debris-free areas and may well represent oss zones:
(5t metates or metate fragments are generally found
adjacent to hearths:
(6) manos or mano fragments are sometimes found
adjacent to hearths and sometimes found within the toss
zones of expended cores and large angular debris.
Tile basic picture of commensal group occupation or
the residential configuration of site locations within Cochiti
Reservoir thus exhibits considerable similarity with the
kind of commensal unit record documented by Yellen
(1977) for the !Kung San of the Kalihari Desert of southern
Africa. His campsite maps indicate a hearth area and more
or less crescentic distribution of foodstuffand manufacturing detritus (bones, mongongo nut shells, melon rinds,
ostrich eggshells, wood shavings, etc.) directly adjacent to
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hearth areas which begin to enclose empty space which
exists to one side of the hearth area itself. The empty
spaces associated with hearths documented by Yellen (although in different spatial arrangements and usages) constituted locations where members of the commensal groups
sharing the hearth generally sat, rested, slept, or otherwise
physically put themselves when spending time in the campsite. Parts of the empty spaces documented by Yellen were
covered by temporary shelters. The important fact of the
general distribution of material in relation to specific
hearth facilities, however, is that each complex of hearth,
material remains, and detritus-free areas represented the
occupational locus of a single commensal group when
taken in reference to the entire site location,
Given this scenario for single commensal group hearth
artifact configuration, a question still remains as to wh,,t
multiple hearth proveniences or sites represent. They coud
represent contemporaneous occupations by relatively
large residential groups (that is,groups of commensal
units); or they could represent recurrent occupations by
relatively small groups over a period of years.

Table 4.1 documents volume of firecracked rock in
kilograms and density of lithic artifacts per m 2 associated
with hearths and hearth epicenters encountered during
excavation. These data are graphically represented in
Fig. 4.1. Several observations can be made concerning
the import of these data with respect to the problem of
multiple occupational events and size of residential occupations.
First, there is a clear positive relationship between
volume of firecra ked rock and density of artifactual debris
associated with each hearth. As volume of firecracked rock
increases, a corresponding increase in lithic artifact density
can be observed. Absolute values for both firecracked rock
and artifact density vary in magnitude for hearths occurring
at different sites, but the relationship between the two byproducts of residence are similar. Firecracked rock is clearly
generated at a significantly higher rate than lithic artifactual
debris. The latter is primarily manufacturing debris.

One means of assessing this problem is to determine
whether a covariant relationship exists between number
of hearths, density of lithic debris, and volume of firecracked rok among multiple hearth site locations. The
spatial configuration of these features and artifacts seems
to indicate that each hearth served as a focal residential
locus of a single commensal group. It can be proposed that
a single occupational event by a commensal group using
the hearth facility would result in generation or deposition
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of a certain amount of firecracked rock and a certain
amount of lithic artifactual debris. If individual hearth
facilities were used recurrently over a period of years, the
volume of firecracked rock and lithic debris found in the
vicinity of hearth facilities would be expected to increase
accordingl as a function of the number of multiple occupational events.

Second, it can be seen that with the exceptio.i of two
sites (LA 12494 and LA 12495) the same range in magnitude of absolute volumes of both firecracked rock and artifactual debris characterize the population of single-hearth
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Table 4.1
Occupation Intensity ieasures for Excavated Archaic Sites by Provenience

Site No.
LA 12444

Prov. No.
2

Artifact 2
Density/m
per Hearth

Total Volume
Firecracked
Rock (in kg)

Firecracked
Rock/hearth

1?**

38.5

38.5

0.26

0.26

1

19.7

19.7

2.90

2.90

1-2
1
1
27
3
1

37.2
7.2
42.7
97.0
89.9
28.7

18.6- 37.2
7.2
42.7
48.5
30.0
28.7

2.75
1.46
2.45
5.32
3.18
2.10

# Hearths
or
Epicenters

Artifact
2
Density/m *

LA 12447

Feat. 2

LA 12456

1
2
3
4
5
8

LA 12463

1
2
3
4

1
1
1
1?**

20.3
56.6
27.5
16.8

20.3
56.6
27.5
16.8

1.60
3.18
1.31
1.69

LA 12468

1

1?**

not weighed

n.d.

1.32

unknown

LA 12494

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

28.0
67.8
172.1
200.6
45.7
97.1
30.0
113.7
24.0

28.0
67.8
86.0
200.6
45.7
97.1
30.0
113.7
24.0

6.75
5.86
20.73
14.60
8.81
10.59
7.75
26.28
2.8

6.75
5.86
10.37
14.60
8.81
10.59
7.75
26.28
2.8

2

3

152.0

50.6

5.79

5.79

LA 13352

1

1

36.55

36.55

2.91

2.91

LA 13353

1

1

66.5

2.04

2.04

LA 12495

1.38 -2.75
1.46
2.45
2.66
1.06
2.10
1.60
3.18
1.31
1.69

* calculated for grids exhibiting artifacts only
**no clear epicenter; at least one hearth represented
sites (LA 12447, LA 13352, LA 13353) and multiplehearth sites (LA 12456 and LA 12463). This implies about
the same range of occupational intensity or variation in
number of reoccupational events may have occurred at
both single and multiple hearth sites. Two exceptions to
this (LA 12494, LA 12495) may represent two proveniences of a repetitively used residential locality which
encompassed LA 12496 as well. All three of these sites
are situaLed at the mouth of Medio Canyon (see Chapman
et al. 1977).

during each occupation of a site. This in turn implies that
the size of the residential group as measured by number of
commensal groups fluctuated from occupation to occupation.

Third, it is evident within multihearth sites that a considerable range in absolute amount of debris is associated
with each hearth, regardless of the relative volume of firecracked rock and lithic artifact density characterizing the
site in comparison with other sites. This would seem to
indicate, rather conclusively, that not all hearths were used

Variation in spacing of commensal group minicamps
occurring at site locations may be examined. It may be
suggested that contemporaneous occupation of a residential
site by large numbers of commensal groups will result in a
certain kind of spacing between commensal group habitation loci simply because of the need for social and physical

In order to examine the question of whether sites with
greater numbers of hearths reflect residential locations of
larger groups of people or whether those sites represent
more frequent revisitation by small residential groups
through time, one final analysis may be suggested.
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In summary, the preceding analyses have resulted in
some provocative observations concerning basic social features of Archaic settlement within the Cochiti Reservoir
locale. The data indicate rather conclusively that sites
exhibiting hearths were residential campsites occupied by
one or more commensal groups. Good evidence exists to
suggest that all site locations were characterized by different degrees of occupation through time, regardless of the
size of residential groups which occupied them at any
single time. These data are important because they verify
the assumption that Archaic settlement behavior involved
cyclical reoccupation of sites within different parts of environmental settings over a period of years.

space. Yellen (1977) has documented this kind of spacing
behavior among Dobe !Kung San, and Tindale (1972)
mentions similar behavior at Australian Aborigine residential camps.
Archeological sites reflecting recurrent occupation
by several commensal groups should thus exhibit some
minimum spacing distance between hearths. The exact
distances involved and patterning in hearth distribution
are not known but should be different from site locations
recurrently used only by one or two commensal groups
for the following reasons,
Site locations created through multiple reoccupations
by only one or two commensal groups can be expected
to reflect a degree of new hearth starts through time
given the exigencies of occupation-specific factors such
as wind, shade, or familiarity with the camping place,
Spacing requirements for placement of new hearths relative
to old hearths would be negligible in these cases. This is in
contrast to the social and physical necessity to adopt a
certain minimum spacing distance from immediate neighbors in a large residential group.

Differences in size of residential groups occupying
different site locations can also be suggested although
not as conclusively demonstrated. An interesting feature
of regional settlement pattern seems to be reflected as an
almost bimodal distribution of single-hearth sites and
multiple-hearth sites characterized by four or more hearths.
Given results of the present analysis, Archaic campsites
characterized by several hearths may well reflect occupation by several commensal groups during each occupational
event. Actual size of residential groups occupying such
sites clearly varies from one occupational event to another.

In light of these considerations, data from four excavated Archaic sites which exhibited more than two hearths
are presented in Table 4.2. This table summarizes simple
nearest neighbor distances between intact hearths or
hearth epicenters defined through analysis. Distances were
measured to the nearest 50 cm for purposes of calculation.
In several cases reflexive pairs of hearths were defined as
nearest neighbors in which each hearth of the pair was the
nearest neighbor of the other. For purposes of calculating
mean and standard deviation values characterizing hearth
distributions at each site, these reflexive pair distances
were entered only once,

The net results of analysis indicate that Archaic occupation of White Rock Canyon was of a recurrent nature involving very similar kinds of activities during each occupational event. The basic social structural properties of
Archaic groups occupying the locale consisted of Ca. 4 up
to 9 commensal groups occupying larger campsites and
single commensal groups occupying other campsites. From
other evidence concerning variation in artifact type and
function, it seems clear that a great degree of fundamental
similarity in subsistence realted activities is apparent
among all of the residential sites within the canyon.

Although only four site locations are represented in
the sample, some interesting observations can be made
concerning hearth spacing. First, the minimum distance
between hearths among all four sites is 4 m. This distance
is relatively large and even falls within limits of residential
spacing observed among the Dobe group !Kung by Yellen
(1976:61). The hearth spacing evident among the four
sites thus does not clearly refute an expectation that
several hearths were used simultaneously during each
occupation of a site and that new hearths would have
been constructed in the contexts of such residential spacing. In this regard, at least a few cases of closer spacing
(ca. 2-3 m) might be expected if the basic history of residential reoccupation for the sites was by one or two commensal groups.

Structural variation in artifact deposition among site
locations which did not exhibit evidence of hearth usage is
somewhat more difficult to summarize. From survey data.
such site locations were often characterized by one or more
relatively restricted locales of comparatively high densities
of artifactual debris. Excavated nonhearth sites (such as
LA 12442, LA 12444-provenience 1, LA 13350, LA 13351)
reflect a variety of activities, very similar in range to sites
with hearths and as such cannot be cursorily dismissed a
loci of limited activity performance. In contrast to hearth
sites, however, they reflect a different distributional pattern
to the structure of debris in that the debris-free areas partially encircled by debitage concentrations are absent. The
question of whether the nonhearth sites represent very

Table 4.2
Nearest Hearth Distances for Archaic Sites with Multiple Hearths*
Site No.
LA
LA
LA
LA
*all distances are

12456
12463
12494
12495
in meters

# Hearths
or Epicenters

Minimum
Distance

Maximum
Distance

x
Distance

8
4
9
4

4.0
8.0
4.0
5.0

6.0
14.5
9.0
8.5

5.1
11.25
7.25
7.15
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Standard
Deviation
0.74
4.60
1.89
1.58
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abundant, although again ephemeral in an absolute sense.
Large mammals are represented as a bison hoof fragment at
LA 13353, a deer antler fragment at LA 12,194, unidentifled large mammal teeth fragments at LA 13351, and small
unidentified fragments of what may be large mammal long
bones recovered from LA 12456 and LA 1249-1.

short term residential camps or field locations where tool
manufacture and usage activities were undertaken away
from residential encampments remains unanswered at this
point. The fact that spatial patterns are different between
hearth and nonhearth sites indicates that there may be significant behavioral differences between the two worthy of
more detailed examination.

Other identifiable remains include cottontail rabbit
maxillae fragments recovered from LA 12494, freshwater
bivalve mollusk fragments from LA 12456 and LA 1249-1.
and a terrestrial snail fragment from LA 12456 which ma\
or may not indicate evidence of consumption given its
context of deposition.

SUMMARY
This chapter has served to summarize Archaic period
site-specific archeological variability. What has emerged
from this discussion is a picture of short term residential
occupations by very small complements of commensal
groups, which characterize the late Archaic adaptation
within the Cochiti Reservoir locale. Considerable redundancy from site location to site location is evident in all
aspects of subsistence-related behavior, including strategies
of food resource processing and consumption; strategies of
raw material selection for tool manufacture; reduction
trajectories involved in tool manufacture; and the character
of site space utilization,

Remaining evidence of species exploited has been documented through microscopic examination of flotation
samples as unidentifiable shell fragments from LA 12456.
and unidentifiable bone fragments from LA 12442, L ,
12456, LA 12463, and LA 12494.
When taken together, direct evidence of faunal species
possibly exploited as food resources by Archaic populations
within the project boundaries seems to indicate a relativelI
diverse subsistence economy. The character of such evidence, on a site-by-site basis, however, cannot in any wa\
be seen as constituting data which empirically substantiate
any broad statements summarizing the nature of subsistence behavior engaged in by those populations.

Data derived through survey and excavation within the
Cochiti Reservoir project boundaries have thus provided a
substantial body of information concerning site-specific occupancy which was not available previously. Some questions concerning this behavior, however, could not be
resolved in any definitive fashion with the Cochiti Reservoir
data; but at the same time are very critical toward our increased understanding of Archaic adaptation within the
region.

In a similar sense, direct evidence of vegetative species
constituting local food resources procured by Archaic
inhabitants of the project area is basically lacking. The redundant occurrence of milling implements and firecracked
rock concentrations within the vicinity of hearth facilities
may, however, reflect food processing and cooking actiities involved in the consumption of seeds produced by a
variety of grasses within the study area.

Two as yet unresolved kinds of information can be
seen as especially critical in this regard. The first of these
concerns exactly what kinds of vegetative and faunal species constituted staple food resources for residential units
occupying site locations within the project boundaries.
The second of these questions concerns whether Archaic
settlement within the project boundaries represents essentially a recurrent single-season occupation by commensal
units of one or more local groups whose effective, yearround exploitive territory was much larger; or whether the
site locations within the project boundaries represent different residential camps occupied at different times during
an annual cycle of settlement relocation by such local
groups basically within the immediate subregional locale
encompassing the project boundaries,

To summarize, future research directed toward ascertaining the kinds of food resources routinely procured, processed and consumed by Archaic populations within the
study area might well be most profitably pursued through
continued and concerted collection and analysis of flotation samples at all surficial site locations which might be
made available for investigation in the future.
It can be suggested, in terms of future rt-search, that
such site locations might be examined very carefully from
surficial evidence to ascertain their physical potential for
preservation of floral and faunal remains. Those locations
exhibiting evidence of greater preservation potential, given
vagaries of their locations with respect to substrate, physicgrap,.K situation, integrity of facilities and structure of
artifact distribution, should consititute, where feasible,
y
sites for continued investigation in this regard.

In terms of the first question, direct information derived through excavation in Cochiti Reservoir ranged from
nonexistent to ephemeral because of the surficial nature of
the site locations and correspondingly poor statc of preservation of organic materials. Few macroscopic floral or
faunal specimens were recovered through excavation and,
as might be expected, microscopic examination of flotation
samples resulted in documentation predominantly of unidentifiable bone fragments.

The second major unanswered question concerning
Archaic adaptive behavior within the study area concerns
the seasonality of occupation for sites within the project
boundaries. It is unknown whether these sites reflect differ.
ent seasonal residences which in their entirety represent a
year-round occupation by one or more local groups; or
whether these sites represent only seasonal residences for
local groups whose effective territories were much larger
in extent.

The totality of dirr A evidence of vegetative species use
by Archaic populations within the project boundaries is represented by a single Portulacaseed recovered from LA 12494,
and an unidentified seed fragment found at LA 12456.
Faunal species exploitation is comparatively more
72
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Information bearing upon this kind of regional behavior must ultimately be gathered through intensive survey
and excavation within other portions of the northern Rio
Grande and be analytically examined with reference to data
documented within the Cochiti Reservoir project boundaries,

Toward this end the following chapter will examine
several properties of Archaic period settlement within
the project area from such a larger regional perspective.
A specific line of investigation will be taken in this regardthat of evaluating whether variation in the location and
intensity of settlement within the project area can be
accounted for as a function of differential diversity of
vegetative food resources characterizing the study area
in general.

Although such comparative data do not exist at present, it is possible to employ the Cochiti Reservoir data in
an analytical fashion so as to suggest avenues through
which future research might be pursued profitably to shed
light upon this general problem. In this respect, Cochiti
Reservoir data can be analyzed so as to suggest the character of local group articulation of commensal groups
occupying the project area; and as well to gain information concerning the overall regional articulation of Archaic
local groups which operated within the northern Rio
Grande Valley.

It is felt that the results of this analysis should contribute substantively toward an understanding of Archaic
settlement behavior within the Cochiti Reservoir locale
and, as well, should provide insight of a more general
nature into overall properties of foraging-based adaptive behavior within essentially arid environmental settings.
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Chapter 5
ARCHAIC SETTLEMENT AND TIHE VEGETATIVE IIVLRSITY MOI)EI_
Richard C. Chapman

INTRODUCTION

which proposes to explain the distribution of Archaic period sites. In addition, this chapter will provide a detailed
discussion of some variability in the Cochiti Reservoir
Archaic sites. In this way the data base from the northern
Rio Grande Valley can be employed to provide new informat'on about Archaic adaptation which will help us refine
aspects of current models and suggest new avenues of research.

At present, the most substantive overview of Archaic
period adaptation for northern New Mexico, southern
Colorado, northeastern Arizona and southeastern Utah
has been presented in a series of articles by Irwin-Williams
(1967, 1973, n.d.; Irwin-Williams and Haynes 1970).
Any attempt to assign a chronology to Archaic period
sites in the northern Rio Grande is ultimately based upon

her work. Using survey and excavation data within the

THE VEGETATIVE DIVERSITY MODEL

Arroyo Cuervo region of northwestern New Mexico, to the
west of the Rio Grande Valley, and previous research elsewhere, Irwin-Williams (1973) proposes five different temporal phases of adaptation for the Archaic which extend
roughly from 5500 B.C. to A.D. 400. During the course of
the Archaic period she suggests that human populations
were engaged in a mixed foraging subsistence strategy with
some variation in group size, composition and subsistence
focus through time being recognized. Although broad outlines of Archaic adaptation are thus available in the literature, the Archaic period of adaptation in the northern Rio
Grande remains, to date, poorly understood,

One model which has been increasingly employed to
account for Archaic period settlement patterns can be
termed the vegetative dive,-sity nodel. Stated simpl\this model suggests that human populations engaged in a
broad-spectrum foraging subsistence strategy will tend to
locate their residential campsites in areas providing access
to the greatest variety of floral food resouirces. The model is
based upon two premises:
(1) that hunter gatherer-based subsistence in arid
environments entails a finc-grained feeding strategy in
which food resources are acquired more or less as uncoun tered during diurnal foraging episodes a\ay from a residen
tial camp or site: and

In Cochiti Reservoir we are, in part, severely hampered
in the directions in which we may attempt to augment our
knowledge of the Archaic period adaptation in the northern
Rio Grande Valley. For example, sites in the reservoir cannot be employed to clarify the chronology or sequence of
adaptation. Dating information was restricted to obsidian
hydration samples, a relative rather than absolute method,
Data permitting other more precise dating procedures
(such as radiocarbon techniques) were, unfortunately, not
present at any excavated sites. Similarly, diagnostic items,
such as projectile points, were generally absent from Archaic sites in the reservoir,

(2) that more diverse areas of food resources offer a
higher potential for caloric return versus investment, given
a fine-grained feeding strategy. In this sense, it is assumed
that the greater the number of food resources availabh
within a foraging locale, the higher the probability that a
food resource of some kind will be encountered.
One of the mnore vxplicit statements of the food re.
source diversity motle as a (t-outrol of Archaic setlillent
behavior has been made by Heller and Witter (19771. In
their study they employed species diversity among vvgetative associations as a measure of food resource diversit\.
and examined species diversity in the vicinity of a denst,
cluster of Archaic site ltotations along the lower (Chaeo
drainage in the San Juan Basin of nortlwesthrn New Nhxico. Although their analysis served to explicate thi-charac
ter of vegetative diversitN in oni- locale of the Chaco drain
age, it was not designed to test the diversit
nodel it setf.

Sites in the reservoir may, however, be el.)ploved to
evaluate some commonly held ideas about ecological
determinants of Archaic settlement behavior. It is frequently
assumed that Archaic populations situated their residential
campsites in areas which would maximize access to, and
minimize energetic expenditure in procuring, food resources. A variant of this assumption which is appearing
with increasing frequency in the Southwestern literature is
what might be termed a vrgelalive diversif i mode). A basic
tenet of this model is that Archaic residential locales will be
located in areas of tie highest ecological diversity.

Ancther stud% directed mor- explicitly toward evalha
ting the iLityi t of the divcrsit \ model Io account for %aria
tion in placement and density cif Archaic sites \%as uclcd-r
taken by Allan et al.( 197 51.'his si cidy was also ic-atlod it)
the San Juan Ilasin some 15 kmll corlh-ast of ill. stlid \ coc
ducted by Ithi-ur and Wittcr. Food r-sourc di\vcrsit\ was
measured using plant coiints from sample plots %ilthill
3 \ 3
miie (Itiadrals superinpoised ocr Archaic site locnaticns
Spccies diversity within tcsc quadrats "as th-ii comparcd
to clivcrsit\ measures dcri ed frown randoinl\ selcted

Since Cochiti Reservoir is situated at tc- interfac- of
one of the most ecologically di verse regions in North
America (Emlen 1973), we feel that the Archaic sites in
the reservoir are especially appropriate to evaluate a diversitv model concerning Archaic settlement behavior. In thfollowing sections we will outline a series of analyses which
will help us evaluate the diversity model itself,
a model
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ted during this survey (Stein 1975).

quadrats from the same general area which did not encompass Archaic sites. They noted that Archaic site locations did covary significantly with greater species diversity.

More recently a series of 0.1 x 1.0 mile sample transects on the Caja del Rio Plateau have been surveyed as a
part of the ongoing Pajarito Plateau Archeological Research
Project conducted by James N. Htill of the University of
California at Los Angeles. Data from this latter survey.
which were generously provided by Dr. Hill and his staff,
indicate the presence of probable Archaic period site locations throughout the Caja del Rio Plateau. Unfortunately.
much of the area surveyed falls outside the boundaries of
the vegetative stratification employed in the present analysis (Drager and Loose 1977) and thus this archeological
sample could not be included in this chapter.
Considerably more archeological
surveys have been
conducted on the west side of White Rock Canyon, but the
intensity of coverage has varied for different areas and, in
many cases, only certain kinds of site locations (generally
prehistoric Anasazi) were documented. An extensive review
of the different archeologial surveys which have been conducted within the southern Pajarito Plateau can be found in
Biella (1977). As a general statement, only two of these
previous surveys resulted in documentation of nonstructural
site locations.

Although variants of the diversity model have been
offered in other archeological case studies, there has been
relatively little investment into testing the capability of
the model to account for Archaic residential variability,
Whether phrased explicitly, as in the two examples cited
above, or implicitly, as in the vast majority of studies, it
can be suggested that the food resource diversity model
has assumed a quasiexplanatory status as a generally accepted tenet underlying man-environment relationships. It can
also be suggested that it has not been rigorously evaluated
for its predictive utility.
It is thus felt that because of the potential importance
of the model as a predictive principle underlying settlement
behavior resultant from broad-spectrum foraging subsistence strategies, the model warrants more intensive evaluation from an empirical standpoint than has been afforded.
In the following section, we will discuss the Archaic period
settlement data from the Cochiti Reservoir area in terms
of their potential and liabilities for conducting such an
evaluation.

COCHITI DATA BASE
FOR THE ARCHAIC PERIOD

The first of these was conducted by Snow (1970) and
involved an intensive survey of approximately 3850 acres
which had been leased by the City of California I)evelopment Corporation for portions of a proposed residential
development (the town of Cochiti Lake). The surveyed area
on the west side of White Rock Canyon. roughly between
Bland Canyon to the north and the present site of Cochiti
Dam to the south. Of a total of 75 sites located during the
survey, 46 were nonstructural lithic chipping areas.

Limitations of the Survey Data
Since the diversity model requires information concerning the kind and spatial distribution of Archaic period
site locations, we elected to focus upon survey rather than
excavation data*. In this way we were able to incorporate
a larger sample of Archaic period site locations in the
analysis. The character of surveys conducted within the
Cochiti area, however, presents some limitations upon the
scope of analysis undertaken in this chapter; consequently,
a brief review of the nature of the survey documentation
will be presented below,

A second survey was conducted in the eastern part of
the Canada de Cochiti Grant, including portions of Rio
Chiquito, Bland, Medio and Sanchez Canyons (Flynn and
Judge 1973). The primary intent of the Canada de Cochiti
survey was to provide an assessment of the general character of cultural resources within the boundaries of the (;rant.
Although portions of the Grant were intensively surveyed
during the course of this assessment, additional survey work
was recommended (Flynn and Judge 1973:43). Eight lithic
scatters were recorded during this survey.

The largest intensive survey conducted within the area
of study was restricted to the 9060 acre Cochiti Reservoir
flood control pool limits, an area defined by the 5460.5 ft
elevationai gradient directly adjacent to the Rio Grande
from slightly below the mouth of White Rock Canyon
northward to the vicinity of Mortandad Canyon: and portions of the Santa Fe River drainage, the Canada de Cochiti
drainage and Santa Cruz Arroyo below the mouth of White
Rock Canyon. Eighty-three site locations exhibiting possible evidence of Archaic period occupation were recorded
(Biella and Chapman 1977c).

Neither of these surveys systematically documented
certain kinds of information such as presence, absence or
numbers of hearth facilities and artifact densities in their
reports. As a consequence, these data are not employed in
the present analysis, although they will be referred to,
where appropriate, in evaluating implications of the analysis
itself.

Intensive archeological survey of the higher surfaces of
the Caja del Rio Plateau, to the east of Cochiti Reservoir,
have not been conducted, with the following exceptions.
An area of land comprising the present Tetilla Park recreation area was surveyed by the Office of Contract Archeology
prior to construction of the recreation facility (Stein 1975).
This area is situated at the mouth of White Rock Canyon
and encompasses portions of drainage basin numbers 1 and
2 (see Fig. 5.1). Two Archaic site locations were documen*

CttAP1AAN

In summary, data which can be employed in the study
are basically those generated solely through the Cochiti
Reservoir project surveys, and, as such, may constitute a
distinctly biased sample of evidence of Archaic period set.
tlement within the region as a whole. Despite this, it will
be argued that the data do constitute a sufficient sample for
purposes of evaluating several aspects of thediversity model.
The manner in which specific limitations of the data set

As appropriate, excavation data are integrated into the analyses or concluding discussions in the sections which follow.
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have been accounted for in terms of conducting the analysis
will be discussed in subsequent sections of the chapter.

accessible to the occupants from those clustered locations,
other things equal.

THE APPROACH

Definition of catchment areas through which this
premise might be assessed was undertaken simply through
inspection, in which an arbitrary radius of 1 km was chosen
as a means of bounding the site clusters. Center points of
the catchment areas were defined through positioning
circles or circle segments with 1 km radii over each cluster
such that the site locations comprising each cluster fell
more or less centrally within the circle boundaries. Figures
5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the resultant definition of site clusters
(residential locales) which were isolated in this fashion, and
Table 5.1 lists each of these residential locales, and the
LA numbers of site locations comprising each.

Inspection of Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 indicates that the distribution of Archaic site locations within the boundaries
of the flood control pool (or below 5460 ft elevations) is
not continuous in nature. The majority of site locations
are distributed in discrete clusters of two or more sites, separated by expanses of landscape devoid of site locations,
Given premises of the food resource diversity model,
such a discontinuous rather than continuous spatial distri.
bution of sites should reflect variations in food diversity
Table 5.1 Locality
No.
I east

2 east

Site
No.
13342
13343
133-14
13345

Prov.
No.
1
1
1
1

Archaic Period Residential Localities

13350*
13351*
13352*

1
1
1

none
none
1

13353*

1

1

3 east

12893
13010

1-3
1

16?
none

4 east

11592
12436
12439
12445
12446
13016
13017
13019
13022
13023
13025
13026
13027
13028
13029
13035
13036
13037
13038
13040
13041
13043
13348
13393
13394
13395
13400

1-2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1-2
1
1-4
1
1
1-3
1
1
1-2
1-2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1-2
2

2?
firecracked rock
6
2
1
none
1 + firecracked rock
3 + firecracked rock
5 + firecracked rock
1 + firecracked rock
3 + firecracked rock
4
4? + firecracked rock
2
4-5 + firecracked rock
1 + firecracked rock
none
none
8-10
1 + firecracked rock
none
none
3
1
none
none
firecracked rock

12459
12463*

1
1

firecracked rock
firecracked
rock (2
hearths defined during
excavation)***

12447*

2

firecracked rock( I probable hearth defined dring excavation)***
firecracked rock
none
firecracked rock

5 east

6 east

*

•*

Locality
No.

No. of Hearths**
1?
firecracked rock
2
1 + firecracked rock

7 east

Site
No.
12456*

Prov.
No.
1-4

13056

1-2

13062

1

rirecracked rock

13066

2

none

No. of Htearths**
2 + firecracked rock
(hearths defined during excavation)**
none

12460

15

2 + firecracked rock

13300
13308

3
1-2

firecracked rock
2 + firecracked rock

8 east

13321

1

firecracked rock

9 east

13354

1

2 + firecracked rock

10 east

13358
13359
13362

I
1
1

none
6
2 + firecracked rock

11 west

10111
12517
12521
1:3031
130-18

2
2
1-2
1

n1on,
nonfirecracked rock
1
none

12 west

13061
13063
13065

1
1
1

none
1
1 + firecracked rock

13 west

12503

1

1

14 west

12163
12478
12179
12481
12490
12491
12491*

1
1
1
1-3
1
2
1

none
nonenon2 + firecrack.d rock
none
none
firecracked rock (duiJlng
excavation
3 intact
heart hs + 7 norprob-

12495*

1

12496*

1

firecracked rock(-I probable hearth areas)***
firecracked rockt6proiable hearth areasl***

12499
12502
13052
13053

1-2
1
3
1

1
firecracked rock
none
nonr,

1:338:3

2

firecracked rock

1

able heart h areas) ***

15 west

12448*
1-2
12450
1
12455
1-2
16 west
excavated or tested sites
information taken from Biella and Chapman 1977c:224-23,
see Chapman et al. 1977
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~

'A

WhiteROCk

16west

"_V_

I

iFig.

5in 5.2

Location of Archaic sites and residential clusters (9-10 east, 16 west I
the northern portion of Cochiti Reservoir

Two points concerning this definition of residential
and catchment areas should be brought up at this
time. First, an assumption has been made that routine
daily or diurnal foraging behavior in the study area would
not be expected to involve crossing the Rio Grande as it
flows through White Rock Canyon. The river, although not
excessively deep in this area, is wide and very fast flowing.
It can be crossed by swimming, but it is extremely unlikely
that it would be routinely crossed and recrossed on a daily
basis in search of food-especially when such foraging
and hunting activities necessitate carrying a certain amount
of gear (digging sticks, bags, baskets, atlatls, etc.), and normally involves a degree of transportation of infants or

ilocales

i

small children, and anY' such foodstuffs which were acquired during the day's work. The atchment areas as defined are thus truncated by the river.

'K

A second concern is that the definition of residential
locales employing an arbitrar\ I kin radius resulted in a
distinctly ambiguous inclusion of site location-, in some
cases. A few clusters of two or three Archaic site locations
could be inspectionally defined which were situated at
some distance from other sitelocations in space;but when
a center point was defined for the cluste, rother site locations comprising the population of other residential locales
were encompassed within the I kinl radius. Examples of
79
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this ambiquity in inclusion are residential locales 5 east
and 15 west.
It can be seen, however, that this kind of inclusionary
overlap was not mutual between any two residential locales:
rather, one locale of the pair was characterized by a discrete
inclusion of all sites comprising the cluster within the 1 km
radius boundaries. The other locale of the pair, when its
center point was defined, included some sites of the first
locale within its 1 km radius,
To simplifx possible interpretational complexity, residential locales such as this were dropped from the analysis.
Reasons for this are found in the manner in which occupational intensity was measured for each residential locale,
and will be discussed in those sections.

(3) Once the amount of'land area comprising different
vegetative communities was calculated for the succe'sike radius intervals for each residential locale, the measures were
summed to arrive at the total number of hectares for each
vegetative community within the 5 km radius from the center point, and the relative percentages of land encompassed
by the different communities within that radius calculated.
Table 5.2 lists these basic data for each residential
locale catchment as defined by a 5 km radius. It should be
noted that selection of a 5 km radius as the maximum distance treated is basically a function of the amount of land
surface for which vegetative community data were available. For one residential locality (10 east), the 5 km radius
extended beyond the boundaries of the vegetative stratification, and the figures were based upon only those areas
within the cat chment.

Meeasuring Vegetative Diversity
(4) Diversity indices were then calculated for each
catchment, employing the relative percentages of vegetative
communities encompassed by each. The statistic chosen to
calculate diversity has been termed the Shannon -Weaver
formula (cf. Emilen 197 3:385). or perhaps more correctly
in a strictly historical sense, tie Shannon-Weiner information function (MacArthur and MacArthur 1961) and is
expressed as follows:
s
1 = -_
pi logp
i=1
where I is the diversity index, s is the number of species
(in this case, i.umber of vegetative communities) within the
area, and pi is the probability of occurrence of the ith
species within the area (or the relative percentage of occurrence of that species).

Data employed in measuring vegetative diversity within
the vicinity of each locality were gathered through the following procedures.
(1) After center points for each of the residential locales selected for analysis were defined, a series of arcs with
successive radii of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 km were drawn from
these center pints to encompass all land areas about the
center to the Rio Grande.
(2) Employing the vegetative stratification of the
study area developed by Drager and Loose (1977:31-38),
the amount of land area within each radius interval encompassed by each vegetative community was measured in
hectares (ha).

Table 5.2

Vegetative Diversity Data for Each 5 Kilometer Locality Catchment
(all areas are in hectares)
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r
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Locality No.
1 east
2 east
3 east
4 east
5 east
6 east
7 east
8 east
9 east
10 east*
11 west
12 west
13 west
14 west
15 west
16 west

.
66
165
162
-

--

7
3
16
41
55
12

-

1
4
4
5
3
-

11
36
109
114
89
69

-

,-

,

3

190
161
125
I
1O:
--

6625
7012
5692
4707
.
3158
2998
3588

-

.1261

J
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__

0

_

aa

267
432
332
197
304
285
610
752

17
16
16
14

196
13
142
269
426
605
316

2206

CL

__-

-

-

159
5943
1297
4987
1404
3665
1880
2515
2186
634
2002
683
2429
525
-2829
666
Oiformatian inadequate)
1335
579
90
3590
192
262
2760
267
3,19
3764
286
506
3469
464
558
2306
565
462
206
-

80

-

13
7
5

-

--

-

.

-

.
203

-

-

-

28

-

-

2110
4106
34 ,0
4793
5020
4178
3299

.A6.13
.9015
.9853
.9335
.8618
.8830)
.8-57
.8870
.8652
.5382
.7589
.8152
1.0415
1.2864
1.0838
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The term pi is calculated basically as ni N, where ni is
the number of species i, and N is the total number of
species. By substituting ni/N for pi in the above formula.
the Shannon-Weaver formula becomes the Shannon-Weiner
information function, both of which do the same thing.

of such occupational intensity must h, defined.
Occupational intensity, as a concept, can bt. seen a
referring to several possible dimensions of human behavior
Such dimensions include the size of a residential populuti,,
during any given site or locale through time: and the tniporal duration of single occupational cpisod s of a sit. or
locality.

As generally used by plant ecologists, the formula is an
expression of the relationship of the numbers of species
within a sample space to the relative numbers of individuals
of each species. As it is used in this analysis, the relationship is expressed as pertaining between the number of
vegetative communities encompassed by the 5 km radius
catchment and the relative proportion of the total catchinent area encompassed by each of those communities.

A major problem in defining measures of occupational
intensity resides in correlating specific archeo logical niasures with these different types of behavioral intensity. In
light of this, four measures which can be derived from survey documentation of Archaic p-riod site locations will be
discussed below in terms of possible information they provide about these concepts of occupational intensity.

As the number of vegetative communities within a
sample area increases, and as the amount of area covered
by each of those communities becomes more equal, the
diversity of the sample area will increase. This is perhaps
best illustrated by simple examples.

Number of Sites (site density)
One of the more common measures of occupational
intensity employed by archeologists investigating settlement dynamics at a regional scale of analysis is the relative
density of site locations per unit land area. Individual site
locations can be warranted to reflect a circumscribed area
of space within which activiti-; were undertaken. linimally, then, each site location should reflect at least one
occupational event Ifor whatever purpose) which resulted
in deposition of an archeologically,r*-,ognizable case of
that event. For purposes of the present analysis, variation
in the relative density of sites per unit area of landscape
characterizing residential locales offers one measure of
occupational intensity.

First, consider a case in which the entire sample area is
characterized by a single vegetative community t. The probability of occurrence of i (pi) is 1.00, and thp natural logarithm (log e) or the common logarithm (log, 0) of 1.00 is 0,
with the result that the sample area data would yield a
calculated diversity of 0.
Consider a second case it, which four communities
exist within a sample area, one of which encompasses
three-fourths (or 75) of the area, and the other three of
which equally encompass the remaining one-fourth of the
area (or .0833 of the entire area for each). Employing a
natural logarithm in the calculation, these data would yield
a diversity index of .84.

Two problems exist, however, in assigning meaning to
such density estimates, given the basic dimensions of behavior discussed above. The first of these resides in the
question whether different site locations within a particular
locality might represent different places %%liere particular
activities w( re undertaken by members of the same contemporaneous residentia unit of individuals during a single
term of occupation. The second rcides in the question
whether some site locations within a given locale may represent substantial reoccupation through a period of years.
whereas others may represent single occupational evsnts.

Finally, consider a third case in which the same four
communities exist within the sample area. but the areal
coverage of each is equal (.25 of the total area). Again
employing a natural logarithm in the calculation, the
diversity index for this case would be 1.39.
It can be seen then that the index offers a convenient
way to scale both the number of different communities
represented, and their relative proportion of occurrence,
along a single referent. Because plant ecologists seem to
prefer employing natural logarithms (log e) over common
logarithms (log, 0) in the calculation of diversity indices,
that convention will be followed in this analysis.

To a certain extent, arguments based upon ethnographic analogues can be offered as partial approximations
toward answering both questions. Data from Australia and
Africa indicate a general tendency on the part of arid foraging based populations to establish new residential camps
in particular locales over the short term (i.e.. 1-2 yvears. in
cases where such camps are expected tc bhe occupied for
relatively extensive periods of time during each annual
cycle. In localities being occupied recurrently over the

Table 5.2 provides the diversity indices for each
residential locale catchment, in addition to the basic data
employed in their calculation,

Measuring Intensity of Occupation

short

term annual frame by a relatively large residential

unit (as the l)obe waterhole by the !Kung Sari. cf. Yellen
1977), primary reasons for such new site starts are smell,
pests, etc. which attenuate as by-products of occupation.

The vegetative diversity model, in its simplist formulation, suggests that variation in the intensity of occupation
of particular spatial locales is governed predominantly, or
even entirely, by the degree to which those locales offer
spatial accessibility to maximum diversity among kinds of
vegetative resources. In order to assess, from an empirical
standpoint, the utility of that model to account for Archaic
settlement of the Cochiti Reservoir area, a set of measures

In localities being occupied recurrently over a longer
term multiannual frame, such residential new sile starts
may be conditioned (in addition to these above criteria) b\
the longer term productivity of food resource species
within the locality itself (cf. Tindale 1972:2.11 I. In these
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Distribution of vegetative communities in the vicinity of Cochiti Reservoir, Frijoles Canyon to Pajarito Canyon
(after Drager and Loose 1977 :Fig.1I.2.1).

circumstances a recurrently usee residential camp is shifted
over an area within a 3 to 4 km radius of a permanent water
source in response to overexploitation of staple vegetative
foodstuffs within the immediate vicinity of the camp.

groups over a long term multiannual cycle and the extent to
which this results in over-exploitation of vegetal food resources in the immediate diurnal foraging radius of given
campsites.

Given these observations, it can be suggested that one
contributing factor underlying the number of residential
sites within a particular locale may well be the frequency
within an annual cycle that locale is revisited, and the duration of occupation each such revisitation entails. Another
contributing factor in this regard can be posited as the
regularity with which the locale is reoccupied by residential

In terms of archeological visibility, either contributing
variable should be expected to result in a relatively great
density of sites indicative of large (ca. 10-20) encampments
of commensal units per unit area.
For the question of whether different site locations
might represent expressions of different activities undertaken
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by the same contemporaneous residential population, the
ethnographic literature offers little help in the way of
analogues,

Measuring the density of archeological site locations
comprising residential locales within the study area poses
another kind of problem in a methodological sense. This is
selection of an appropriate spatial scale through which
numbers of archeological sites can be translated into density variation, and the degree of reliability in documentation of the existence of site locations within that spatial
area.

It can be suggested food procurement activities are
inevitably undertaken at some distance from a residential
site location. Some kinds of technological procurement
activities, especially stone resources, can be expected to
result in archeologically visible evidence as debris generated
through decortication to assess the qualitites of different
pieces of material as part of the selection process. Gould
et al. (1971:160) provide a brief description of selection
areas exploited by the Australian aborigines in this regard.

Reliable documentation of presumed Archaic period
site locations within the study area exists at present only
within the confines of the 5460 ft contour to the river
itself (see Biella 1977:105-150). The reader is referred to
Chapman and Enloe (1977:173-200) for a description of
survey technique employed within those areal constraints.

In a similar sense, hunting stands may exhibit archeological recognizability, but predominately in the form of
manufacturing or refurbishing (maintenance) of existing
stone implements (Gould et al 1971:153).

It is clear that only small portions of each catchment
area encompassing the different residential locales have
been intensively surveyed. For this reason a means of
standardizing estimates of site density among the different
locales was a necessary first step in analysis. In order to
approach this, the spatial frame encompassed within the
first 1 km radius about the center point of each residential
locality was defined as the standard spatial referent for
assessing variation in measures of occupational intensity
among the different locales (see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2).

Actual physical evidence of kills and field processing
of fauna can be expected to be archeologically negligible
over the long term with respect to arid foraging behavior
(Yellen 1976:67). Other potentially recognizable processing
activities such as hide preparation, seed winnowing, nut
shelling, siliceous stone implement manufacture, wooden
implement manufacture, and the like are all, from an ethnographic perspective, kinds of activities which are routinely
performed within the confines or vicinity of residential
encampments (Silberbauer 1972; Tindale 1972; Yellen
1976, 1977).

Computation of site densities was undertaken through
counting the number of site locations within each radius
and dividing by the number of hectares within those radii
which had been surveyed.

Each residential locality defined for purposes of this
analysis contains site locations which do not exhibit evidence of hearth utilization. As discussed in the previous
chapter, these sites exhibit a range of tool manufacture and
usage activities quite similar to those found at residential encampments. At the same time, nonhearth sites are characterized by distinctly different patterning inartifact distributions.

It is felt that this ratio of sites per hectare, insofar as it
is based upon the inspectional technique employed to define residential locale catchment centers in the first place,
represents a reasonable means of standardizing estimates
of site density for purposes of the analysis at hand.
In this sense, the objective of this analysis is to assess
the degree to which variation in occupational intensity
covaries positively with vegetative diversity within possible
dirunal foraging radii of residential locales. Defining centers
of such residential locales is biased toward maximizing the
number of site locations encompassed for each such residential locale, given the technique employed. For this
reason, ambiguous cases were excluded from the study.
This was done because of an underlying concern that no
particular residential locale might be defined which exhibited an artificially low measure of occupational intensity.

The nonhearth sites thus represent an interesting
anomaly which is not accounted for through reference to
ethnographic analogues concerning special use sites or procurement stations. Further, they do not seem to represent
merely little.used residential camps for which no evidence
of hearth usage remains visible archeologically.
Given their relatively close spatial distribution in the
vicinity of residential sites, it can be argued they may well
represent loci of behavior undertaken in conjunction with
occupation of the residential sites themselves, the specific
nature of which overlaps in many respects activities performed at the latter.

It might be offered that a more precise definition of
variation in occupational intensity vis-a.vis vegetative
catchments along the lines proposed in this analysis could
be approached through arbitrarily defining a set of catchment center points from the mouth of White Rock Canyon
northward on both the eastern and western sides of the Rio
Grande at distances of perhaps 0.5 km or 0.25 km apart,
and calculating diversity indices and indices of occupational
intensity for each. In this fashion, a much more rigorous
and precise scale of occupational intensity might be defined
such that associated vegetative catchments could be exam(ned in terms of their diversity. Conversely, a scale of catchment diversity might be defined against which indices of
occupational intensity could be assessed.

Given this rudimentary attempt to assess how observable variation in the density of site locations per se might
inform upon occupational intensity of a particular locality,
it can be suggested that a ratio of site locations per hectare
of landscape represents the combined effect of two possibly
interacting variables: degree of recurrent occupation of site
space within a short term annual cycle of commensal unit
mobility; and degree of long term reoccupation of the locality as governed by overexploitation of staple vegetal resources within the diurnal foraging vicinity of particular site
locations.
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Table 5.3
Ivieasures of Vegetative Diversity and Occupational Intensity

Locality No.
1 east
2 east
4 east
6 east
7 east
8 east
10 east
11 west
12 west
14 west
15 west
16 west

Diversity
Index
.4643
.9015
.9335
.8830
.8857
.8870
.8652
.5382
.7589
1.0415
1.2864
1.0838

Sites
per
Hectare

Site
area
per ha.

Hearth
Density
per
Hectare

.0157
.0211
.0860
.2105
.0577
.0357
.1071
.0526
.0638
.1343
.0909
.1250

.0006
.0072
.0417
.0200
.0148
.0001
.0141
.0067
.0007
.0146
.0111
.1709

.0197
.0105
.1505
.2632
.1538
.0357
.2857
.0211
.0426
.0746
.0455
.1250

The technique outlined in this analysis has maximized
variation in occupational intensity under the assumption
that such behavioral variation is of primary interest to
archeologists. Other data concerning occupational intensity
are found in Biella aid Chapman (1977c:201-294).

Hearth
Densit'
per m
of site
area
.0031
.0001
.0040
.0013
.0010
.0278
.0020
.0003
.0064
.0005
.0004
.0001

Artifact
Density
Z
per m
(total)
1.4063
2.5333
.1856
.3273
.5393
1.2222
.4643
.1547
.0533
.1548
.0836
.0343

Artifact
Densit"
per m(adjusted)
.7727
1.8182
.1656
.2320
.1313
1.2222
.4643
.1072
.0533
.1202
.0707
.0343

percentage of surveyed land area within each sample which
was covered by sites (site arealhectare).
Hearth Density
Variation in the number or density of hearths provides
a third way of estimating occupational intensity within a
given locale. Hearth facilities and evidence of hearth utiliza.
tion were recognized during survey as concentrations of
firecracked rock, often in association with clasts or slabs
which constituted either intact or eroded remnants of the
facilities themselves. Occasionally, such facilities or remnants were encountered without evidence of associated
firecracked rock.

Measures of site density (per hectare surveyed within
1 kin radius of residential locale center) are provided in
Table 5.3.
Size of Residential Unit - Site Area
One possible measure of relative size of residential
populations occupying particular site locations is the
spatial extent of those locations. There are a number of
factors which might serve to condition variation in site
area as observed archeologically, such as restrictions upon
the amount of usable site space imposed by topography
or vegetative cover at the time of occupancy. In general,
however, the amount of site area offers at least a rudimentary estimate of resident population size. Ethnographic
research by Yellen (1977) constitutes one of the few cases
where an attempt was made to measure the spatial extent
of debris generated through site occupation, and the actual
size of the residential unit as numbers of individuals. His
data indicate a relatively strong positive covariance between
site area as defined by the limits of most scatter and residential size (Yellen 1977).

It should be noted that, in the majority of cases, site
locations exhibiting firecracked rock and larger slabs or
clasts of this sort are situated upon substrate which are not
characterized by such materials (such as sand dunes, or soil
lenses). It is felt that the presence of such materials in those
locational settings clearly indicates that they have been
imported by human agents. Through comparison with the
few intact hearth facilities which were preserved, they seem
to represent evidence of constructed hearths and the byproducts of hearth usage. The reader is referred to descrip.
tive information presented for each site location in Chap.
man and Biella (1977) and Biella (1979) for more specific
documentation on a case by case basis.

For this analysis, estimates of site area derived from
survey were employed. Data used are presented in Volume
I (Biella and Chapman 1977c:201-294).

The presence of hearth facilities or evidence of hearth
utilization is a very important kind of information to define
archeologically when evaluating the character of Archaic
period settlement and subsistence behavior within a region.
Ethnographic information concerning hunter-gatherer
groups in arid environments indicates that residential
camps are nearly always characterized by hearth utilization for food preparation; and that in general, each
socially defined household occupying a residential site
uses one hearth for the duration of the group's stay at
the site.

In order to standardize site area with respect to the
amount of land area actually surveyed, all site areas within
the boundaries of the 1 km radius sample frame for each
residential locale were summed, converted to hectares, and
divided by the number of hectares within the sample frame
which had been surveyed. Table 5.3 lists the combined
site areas for each residential locale (in hectares), as a
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Similarly, variation in the density of utilized tools
deposited among different site locations can be warranted
to reflect some index of number of usage episodes.

In a simplistic sense, then, the presence of hearth
facilities at a site location can be taken generally to indicate
that the site location served as a residential rather than
logistical locus of activity, and the number of hearth
facilities indicates the number of household units which
occupied that site location,

Given these premises, an expedient relative measure of
occupational intensity can be defined through calculating
the density of all artifacts (by-products of manufacture and
tools) among different residential locales.

It would be unwise to apply this kind of interpretation
blindly to all archeological manifestations as an interpretative construct, of course. It is well documented ethnographically that hearths are used in nonresidential contexts
as well as residential contexts of site occupancy, especially
if logistical task groups (such as hunting parties) must travel
distances away from the residential camp which require
overnight stays in transit,

Survey procedure in documenting artifactual variability
was strongly oriented toward documentation of items
within bounded sample frames as a control for density
variation. Criteria for selecting size and placement of
sample frames was less systematic, however, with the
result that sample frames ranged from entire proveniences
of 700 m 2 or more in extent (characterized by very low
numbers of artifacts) to 1.0 m 2 sample frames placed over
high concentrations of artifacts which were localized within
single proveniences.

Despite these potential problems in assigning unambiguous meaning to the numbers of hearth facilities, it is felt
that variation in the numbers of such facilities among different residential locales offers a kind of estimate of residential intensity of occupation.

Given this variation in sampling strategy, assessing the
comparative reliability of artifact density estimates among
different residential locales is a somewhat difficult task.
Two approaches were taken in this regard.

Toward this end, survey estimates of the numbers of
hearth facilities were summed for each residential locale.
In the few cases where such numbers were expressed as a
range (i.e., '34" or "8-10") the lower figure was employed
in that summation. Cases in which only firecracked rock
was observed during survey were counted as evidence of
one hearth for each provenience where firecracked rock was
noted.

First, for each residential locale the total number of
artifacts documented within sample frames was summed.
A combined artifact density per m 2 for the locale was then
calculated.
As a second exercise, artifact densities characterizing
each sample frame monitored within particular localities
were treated as a single population of measures, and the
standard deviation of the entire population of density
estimates for the locality was derived. Those samples which
exhibited artifact densities greater than one standard deiation from the mean density, or less than one standard
deviation from the mean density, were excluded from the
analysis. New summative density values were then calculated for each residential locality following the procedure
outlined earlier.

The density of hearths was computed in two ways for
purposes of analysis. First, the overall density of hearths
per hectare of land surveyed within the 1 km sample frames
was calculated; and second, the overall density of hearths
per square meter of total site area within the sample frame
was calculated.
Table 5.3 lists the density of hearths per hectare of
surveyed landscapc and their density per m2 of site area
within each residential locale,
Artifact Density

This second procedure basically resulted in excluding
only estremely high density samples within some localities.

By far the vast majority of artifacts observed during
survey on Archaic period site locations were unutilized and
utilized flakes and pieces of angular debris of siliceous
materials. Items such as manos, metate fragments, cores and
facially retouched artifacts were encountered in very low
frequencies as well,

Mean artifact densities for each residential locality calculated from the total population of sample frames monitored during survey, and calculated from the adjusted
population of sample frames derived through the above
procedure, are presented in Table 5.3.

All Archaic site locations exhibited evidence, in the
form of cortical and noncortical manufacturing debris, that
manufacturing activities had been undertaken. It can be
suggested that variation in the density of such manufacturing debris, and in the density of utilized tools, offers
another kind of information bearing upon relative intensity
or duration of occupation of residential locales,

THE TEST
The previous sections have outlined the manner in
which vegetative diversity has been measured with respect
to different localities of Archaic period site locations in
the study area. Four kinds of measures to assess variation
in the intensity of occupation have been developed to scale
variation in intensity of occupation among those residential
localities. The vegetative diversity model essentially posits
that both location and variation in occupational intensity
by foraging based populations within a region will be fundamentally dictated by relative diversity in vegetative species
which are accessible within a daily or diurnal range of those
site locations.

If it is assumed that there exists no significant interlocality variation in the basic manufacturing trajectories
with respect to the kinds of artifacts being manufactured,
variation in density of manufacturing debris can be warranted on at least a minimal basis as representing relative
numbers of manufacturing episodes,
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Given the measures of occupational intensity which
have been developed, we would thus expect that, if the
model does account for this kind of behavior, a positive covariance between measures of occupational intensity and
vegetative diversity should exist among the population of
residential localities. As vegetative diversity increases,
indices of occupational intensity should increase as well.
This expectation can be tested through employing a
Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) between the population of diversity indices and each population of occupational intensities. This coefficient is an expression of the
relationship between paired measures which expresses
both the direction (+ or -) and strength of covariation
between those measures. Given a population of paired
measures (xi, yi) where i = 1, 2, . .. n; a strong positive
correlation reflects a situation in which values of y increase
as values of x increase; and a strong negative correlation
results from a situation in which values of y decrease as
values of x increase,
It should be emphasized that the Pearson's r provides
only an index of the strength and direction of the relationship between such paired observations and, as such, cannot
be interpreted as a test of significance of that relationship.
The square of the r statistic (r2 ), however, can be seen as
expressing the relative proportion of variance among one
set of the paired measures which is accounted for by the
other set of measures (Roscoe 1969:79).
The following section provides data summarizing the
results of analysis directed toward describing the relationships between measures of vegetative diversity encompassed by 5 km radius catchments for each residential locality
and different measures of occupations intensity for each
locality. These data are presented graphically to illustrate
the relationships and are expressed as correlation coefficients (r) and squared correlation coefficients (r 2 ) for each
comparative measure. Figures 5.5 through 5.10 provide
this information.

Vegetative Diversity and Site Density
Figure 5.5 graphically illustrates the relationship
between vegetative diversity indices and measures of site
density monitored as number of sites per ha. The overall
correlation coefficient (r) among these measures for the
12 residential localities is +.44 or a relatively weak positive correlation. The value of r for this correlation is .19,
which indicates that slightly less than 20 percent of the
variance among one set of the measures is accounted for
by the other set of measures.
Inspection of Fig. 5.5 indicates that of the four localities which deviate the greatest from a projected regression
line through the distribution, three are eastern localities
and one is a western locality. In general, the western residential localities tend to conform slightly better to expectations of the diversity model than to the eastern localities.
The correlation coefficient for diversity indices and site
densities among the five western localities is +70 (r2 = .49);
whereas it drops to +.36 (r2 - .13) for the seven eastern
residential localities.
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The salient observation to be made is that in neither
case is a substantially strong positive correlation between
site density and vegetative diversity demonstrated.
Vegetative Diversity and Site Area Measures
A second way of estimating variation in occupational
intensity for purposes of evaluating the diversity model was
that of computing the percentage of surveyed landscape
which was encompassed by total site area within each residential locality. Figure 5.6 illustrates the relationship between diversity indices and site area percentage estimates.
Again it can be seen that, although a positive correlation
exists between the two variables (r = +.36), the value of
r 2 (.13) indicates that the strength of the relationship is
very weak.
When the seven eastern residential localities are examined as a single population, the value of r increases
slightly to +.49 (r 2 = .24). In contrast, the value of r decreases slightly when computed for the five western residential localities (r +.31: r 2 = .10).
It is perhaps interesting to note that, if the extreme
southernmost residential locality (1 east. diversity = .46:
site area per ha = .0006) and the extreme northernmost
locality (16 west, diversity = 1.08: site area per ha = .17)
are excluded from the population, two distinctly different
regression lines can be projected for the eastern and western
populations of localities (see Fig. 5.6). The value of r for
eastern residential localities exluding locality 1 east becomes +.66 (r2 = .43); and for western residential localities,
excluding locality 16 west, r becomes +.62 (r 2 = .38).
Despite these tendencies toward increasingly stronger
positive correlation coefficients in each case, the most
critical observation which might be made concerning
the relationship between vegetative diversity measures
and estimates of site area is that in no case is more than
44% of the variance among one set of measures accounted
for by the other set of measures, even when aberrant
localities are excluded from both populations.
It can be suggested, then, that data concerning vegetative diversity and estimates of site area define a kind of
positively correlated tendency such as that suggested
by the vegetative diversity model. These data in no way.
however, demonstrate the magnitude or strength of positive correlation which might be expected given assump.
tions of the model itself: and are thus, at best, inconclusive.
Vegetative Diversity and Hearth Density
(per iectare)
A third measure of occupational intensity de.cloped to
assess the vegetative diversity model accounting for settle.
ment behavior is that of densities of hearth facilities per
hectare of surveyed landscape within each residential
locality. Figure 5.7 illustrates a scattergram of hearth
densities versus vegetative diversity indices characterizing
each of the 12 residential localities for which such measures
could be defined.
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The overall correlation coefficient for this distribution
(r = +.19) indicates, at best, an ephemerally positive relationship between the two measures (r 2 = .04 or less than
4% of the variance in hearth density accounted for by vegetative diversity, or vice versa). Through stratifying the two
populations of residential localities into eastern and western
subsets, the correlation coefficients are increased slightly
for each population (r = +.38 for eastern localities; and
r - +.52 for western residential localities). Values of r 2 for
each subset, however, are again very low (r' = .14 for
eastern localities, and r 2 = .27 for western localities),
which indicates that the strength of correlation between
diversity indices and hearth density measures is relatively
insignificant in terms of expectations of the diversity
model itself.

The correlation coefficient for this overall distribution
2
is -. 26, with an r value of .07. The distribution clearly
does not fit expectations of the diversity model as a control
of occupational intensity.
Vegetative Diversity and Artifact Density
(adjusted sample area estimate)
A final measure of artifact density was undertaken
through calculating the mean and standard deviation of
artifact sample densities monitored within each residential
locale, and dropping from the analysis all sample frames
which exceeded one standard deviation above or below the
mean value.
This procedure in fact resulted in deletion of a few extremely high density sample frames which had been placed
over unusually dense concentrations of manufacturing debris. Figure 5.10 is a scattergram of adjusted artifact density values against vegetative diversity indices for all residential localities. The value of r for this distribution is
-. 18, or very nearly uncorrelated (r2 = .03). When correlation coefficients are calculated independently for eastern
and western populations of residential localities, values of
r and r2 are not substantially changed. For eastern localities,
r = -. 06, and r 2 = .004; whereas for western localities, r =
-. 28, and r 2 = .08. In neither case are expected strong positive relationships between values of artifact densities and
vegetative diversity demonstrated.

Vegetative Diversity and Hearth Density
(per square meter of site area)
A fourth measure of occupational intensity employed
to evaluate the vegetative diversity model is an index of
hearth facilities per m 2 of site area, derived through summing the total number of hearths within each residential
locality, and dividing by the total m 2 of site space within
that locality.
Figure 5.8 presents a scattergram of this index of occupational intensity. It can be noted that vegetative diversity
and hearth density per m 2 of site area, across all 12 residential localities, exhibit an essentially uncorrelated distribution wherein r = -. 17, and r 2 = .005.

Summary of Test Results

Values of r2 calculated independently for the eastern
residential localities (r 2 = .004) and the western residential
localities (r2 = .09) indicate as well that less than 1'r of the
variance in hearth densities per m 2 of site area can be seen
as accounted for by vegetative diversity measures, or vice
versa,

The preceding analyses indicate very clearly that expectations of the vegetative diversity model are not met to any
satisfactory degree by Archaic settlement data from the Cochiti Reservoir area. The expected relationship between
diversity indices characterizing residential locality catchmerits and measures of occupational intensity within these
catchments was one of a high, positive correlation. As summarized in the preceding discussion and on Fable 5.4, it can
be seen that correlation coefficients range from weakly
positive (r = +.44 between site density and vegetative diver.
sity) to weakly negative (r = -. 26 between total artifact
density and vegetative diversity). Perhaps more importantly, values of r 2 range between .002 and .19, indicating that
very low proportions of variance in measuring of occupational intensity are essentially accounted for by measures
of vegetative diversity.

Vegetative Diversity and Artifact Density
(total sample area estimates)
The first set of artifact density estimates developed to
evaluate the vegetative diversity model involved comulatively summing all areal sample frames established during
survey for each site location in terms of the total area sampled per residential locality in m 2 ; and dividing by the total
artifacts observed within those summed sample frames to
arrive at a ratio of artifacts per m 2 overall for each residential locality.

Measures of site density and site area are most strongly
correlated in positive fashion with vegetative diversity.
whereas the different measures of hearth density resulted in
a weak positive correlation in one case (hearths per hectare).
and a weak negative correlation in the other case (hearths
per m 2 of site area). It is perhaps interesting to note that2
both measures of artifact density (the total density per m
of site area, and the adjusted density per m 2 of site area)
were negatively correlated with vegetative diversity.

These data are illustrated as a scattergram in Fig. 5.9.
It can be seen very quickly that neither the eastern residential localities nor the western residential localities are characterized by variation in artifact densities which tend to
support the expectations of the vegetative diversity model;
and, further, that properties of the artifact density/vegetative diversity distributions for eastern and western localities
are radically different.

In summary, then, the test results demonstrate rather
conclusively that vegetative diversity cannot be demonstrated to operate in any way as a significant determinant
of the intensity of Archaic period occupation within the
Cochiti Reservoir flood control pool boundaries given the
kind of analysis conducted.

Artifact densities for the western residential localities are uniformly low (between .03 and .15 per m 2 );
whereas artifact densities for the eastern residential localities exhibit a great range of variation (between .46 and
2.53 per in 2 ).
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'Fable 5.4

Correlation Coefficients (r) and Square Correlation Coefficients (T )
between Vegetative Diversity Indices and Measures of Occupational Intensity

vegetative
vegetative
vegetative
vegetative
vegetative
vegetative

r

r

Variables
diversity:
diversity:
diversity:
diversity:
diversity:
diversity:

number of sites per ha
site area per ha
number of hearths per ha
number of hearths per m2 of site area
number of artifacts per m 2 of summed sampled areas
number of artifacts per m 2 adjusted sample (see text)

EVALUATING RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

+0.4379
+0.3659
+0.1929
--0.0735
-0.2646
-0.1779

0.1917
0.1339
0.0372
0.0054
0.0700
0.0316

can be examined, although not necessarily resolvedthrough
evaluating differences in diversity measures describing successively larger catchment sizes for each residential locality.
Because of limitations imposed by tile absolute amount of
land area which has been stratified into vegetative communities, this analysis will necessarily be restricted to variation
in diversity measures describing successive 1, 2, 3. -1 and 5
km catchment radii.

Before these results of the preceding analysis are taken
as information to negate the vegetative diversity model,
however, it would be useful to examine some of the properties of the analysis in more detail so as to offer alternative
means of evaluating the model. Through this evaluation it
may be possible as well to suggest a set of reasons why vegetative diversity may not have been a significa: ' factor conditioning Archaic period settlement within th study area.

Table 5.5 presents these successive diversity indices calculated for increasing radii defining each catchment area for
each residential locality in the study area. For purposes of
illustration, this variation has been graphically illustrated as
two figures: Fig. 5.11, which illustrates the successively
increasing catchment area diversity measures for residential
localities situated on the east side of the Rio Grande (localities 1 through 8); and Fig. 5.12, which illustrates the same
for residential localities situated on the west side of the Rio
Grande (localities 11 through 16).

Spatial Size of Vegetative Catchments
An initial question which can be addressed concerns
whether the size of catchment areas defined might be
either too small, or too large in scale for purposes of evaluating the diversity model. This question can be examined
from two perspectives. First, ethnographic data concerning
actual spatial extent of diurnal foraging behavior in the
vicinity of campsites can be reviewed for their goodness
of fit with distances used in the White Rock Canyon study.
Second, the size of catchment areas used in the study can
be manipulated in order to see whether vegetative diversity
measures change as a function of area.

Through comparison, some interesting observations call
be drawn between residential locality catchments situated
on the east side versus the west side of the Rio Grande.
- - - ---Table 5.5

Vegetative Diversity Measures for 1-5 kilometer Radii

A cursory survey of ethnographic studies of arid for-

Diversity Indices

agers indicates that decisions to relocate residential camps
are commonly made when distances between areas being
exploited and the campsites begin to exceed two miles,
or ca. 3.2 km (Lee 1968; Silberbauer 1972;Tindale 1972).
When such distances reach four miles or ca. 6.4 kin, residential campsties are inevitably relocated; and it is often
stated that only under extremely unique circumstances is
this maximum diurnal exploitive radius actually reached
prior to camp relocation.

Locality #
1 east
2 east
3 east
4 east
5 east
6 east
7 east
8 east
9 east
10 east
11 west
12 west
13 west
14 west
15 west
16 west

From this perspective, the 5 km radius employed in
the analysis to define such exploitive catchments can be
warranted as an appropriate scale for measuring diversity
in vegetative resource availability-given the premise that
Archaic period populations in the study area were engaged
in an essentially residentially based foraging strategy for
purposes of food acquisition.
The second part of this question, whether reducing or
increasing the actual radii of catchment areas significantly
alters diversity indices defining the 5 km radius catchments,
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1 km
.000
.000
.685
.215
1.311
.914
.652
.540

.644
.669
.395
.645
.782
.964

2 km
.000
.328
.691
.448
1.183
1.138
1.073
.938
(information
(information
.491
.604
.644
.794
.885
1.322

3 km

. km

.000
.012
.504
.814
.837
.880
.724
.932
1.037
.946
1.049
.979
.976
.926
.976
.914
inadequate)
inadequate)
.358
.415
.725
.757
.737
.732
.865
.992
1.106
1.23L
1.282
1 200

5 km
.464
.902
.985
.934
.862
.883
.886
.887

.538
.759
.815
1.042
1.286
1.084
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Fig. 5.11

Vegetative diversity and catchment radii for east side residential clusters.

First, the eastern catchments (Fig. 5.11) exhibit considerably more variation in diversity at 1 km and 2 km
radii than do the western catchments (Fig. 5.12). Second,

It can be suggested that this difference may well reflect
a basic distinction in the spatial patterning of vegetative
community distribution characterizing the Caja del Rio

the eastern catchments (with the exception of locality
1 east) exhibit a distinct tendency toward convergence, or
similarity in diversity measures as catchment radii increase;
whereas the western catchments exhibit a slight tendency
toward increased variation in diversity measures as catchment radii increase.

Plateau to the east of the river, and the Pajarito Plateau to
the west.
Vegetative communities on the Caja del Rio occur predominantly as relatively large patches which are interspersed with one another in an irregular mosaic pattern.
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Fig. 5.12

Vegetative diversity and catchment radii for west side residential clusters.
successively larger land areas are encompassed within each
catchment with the result that initially low catchment
diversities become higher as greater numbers of communities become encompassed. Initially high catchment diversities become dampened as successively larger areas of particular communities are included.

Because the size of these vegetative patches is relatively
large, the great range in variation of diversity measures
defined by 1 km and 2 km catchment radii reflects basically
whether catchment center points are falling, more or less,
centrally within a single patch (such as localities 1, 2 and 4
east); or whether such center points fall near the intersection of several patches (such as localities 5 and 6 east).

The distinct tendency toward convergence of diversity
measures reflected at the 4 km and 5 km radii sizes in all

As catchment radii are increased in length, however,
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probability reflects a kind of maximum diversity value
which would be maintained ifthe radii were extended even
further within such a patchy community distribution,
The variation in diversity measures for the Pajarito
Plateau catchments, on the other hand, seems to reflect
a quite different patterning in vegetative community distribution (see Fig. 5.12). The Pajarito itself is an east
sloping formation which is deeply dissected by easterly
flowing canyon drainages with the result that vegetative
communities tend to follow marked slope and exposure
gradients. Thus, mesa tops between canyons, south facing
canyon sides, north facing canyon sides and canyon bottoms all support different kinds of vegetative communities
which are distributed in essentially linear fashion from east
to west.
Radius defined catchment areas, centered as they are
upon residential localities within White Rock Canyon itself
at the eastern periphery of the plateau, encompass portions
of this linear distribution at 1 km radii. As catchment radii
are extended in length, they tend to encompass successively
greater portions of essentially the same communities both
up canyon from the particular locality center, and across
adjacent canyon systems.
Unlike the Caja del Rio catchments, the Pajarito catchments seem to reflect a tendency toward increasing variation in diversity measures as catchment radii are lengthened,
In addition, the absolute variation in diversity measures
begins to become stratified at the 3 km radius length with
lower diversities reflected for southernmost residential
localities (11, 12 and 13 west) and high diversities reflected
for northernmost residential localities (14, 15 and 16 west),
This kind of patterning may well reflect variation in distances between canyon drainages which tend to be somewhat greater in the southern portion of Pajarito Plateau,
and shorter to the north. This results in relatively broader
zones of some mesa top vegetative communities in the
southern area which tend to reduce diversity indices in
those locales.
Summary observations which can be offered concerning the effect of catchment area size upon diversity indices
within the study area are, then, as follows:
In the relatively more patchy Caja del Rio area east of
the Rio Grande, vegetative diversity among residentially
defined catchments along the Rio Grande itself is considerably greater in variation within shorter (ca. 1-2 km) possible
foraging radii; and tends to become quite uniform as such
radii reach 4-5 km. It can be suggested that further evaluation of vegetative diversity as a possible controlling factor
over residential settlement behavior among Archaic period
populations in such patchy environmental settings might
profitably focus upon these smaller radius defined foraging
catchments inthe future.
In contrast, the Pajarito Plateau area west of the Rio
Grande ischaracterized by vegetative community distributions which are distinctly more linear than patchy. Variation in vegetative diversity measures among different catchment locales is considerably less at the 1 km radius scale
for western localities than for eastern localities, and tends
to increase rather than decrease as catchment areas are
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are increased in size. In addition, there is a distinct pattern
of increasing diversity as one moves from south to north
among catchment locales in the Pajarito which does not
occur among locales on the Caja del Rio.
It seems clear from these differences that much of the
variation in vegetative diversity measures among catchment
areas is controlled by the pattern of community distributions in space. The Cochiti Reservoir data indicate that
different scales of catchment area size result in distinctly
different trends when scaled against patchy versus linear
distributions. Future attempts to assess the role that vege.
tative diversity may play as a determinant of settlement
behavior among foraging populations might well approach
the problem through employing a sliding scale of catchment
size to arrive at maximum values of diversity indices, rather
than employing a single scale of catchment size.
Topographical Variation and
Catchment Area Definition
A second question of methodological appropriateness
concerns whether areas of potential food resources are best
defined through employing radii as measures of distance
from capsite locations. In this sense, the study area is characterized by extreme topographical variation, to the extent
that straight line routes of travel from one place to another
are either impossible, or at best highly difficult in terms of
time and energy expenditure.
Although Archaic period site locations below the
mouth of White Rock Canyon (within residential localities
1-4 east) are situated in topographic locales which permit
relatively easy foot travel access to surrounding areas of
landscape, the same is not true of the remaining east side
and west side residential localities within White Rock Can.
yon itself. These latter locales are characterized by a variety
of sheer cliff faces and extremely steep and rugged basalt
talus slopes both adjacent to the Rio Grande in the canyon
and adjacent to side canyons opening into White Rock
Canyon.
The nature of this topography is such that straight line
foot access from site locations (situated at lower elevations
along the Rio Grande within White Rock Canyon to higher
surfaces is either impossible in some cases, or extremely
difficult in most other cases. )aily travel to and from many
portions of landscape encompassed by radius defined catchment areas surrounding these inner canyon residential localities would often require very circuitous routes. These may
entail a kilometer or more of upcanyon or downcanlon
travel, either along the Rio Grande or along bottoms of
lateral drainages, before ready access to higher mesa surfaces could be attained.
In terms of some residential localities on the west side
of the Rio Grande (especially localities 13-16), traveling to
and from presumed food resource areas situated furthest
from the residential camp would entail crossing as many as
three canyon systems averaging some 300 ft in depth.
Given this kind of topographical complexity, it might
be suggested that employing an essentially straight line
radius kind of measure to encompass potential food resources isinappropriate.
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by prehistoric foraging populations than would a radiusbased definition of such catchments.

A more appropriate means of bounding the spatial
distribution of such resource areas might be proposed as
an adjusted resource zone which took into account obvious
topographical limitations of access.

With respect to the diversity model, the alternative
utility of this way of defining catchments can be somewhat crudely assessed through examining measures of
vegetative community diversity charcterizing particular
drainage basins exhibiting Archaic residential locales at
their mouths, and comparing these measures with diversity indices derived for the 5 km rdius defined catchments for the same residential locales.

One such measure can be offered in this regard. Many
of the residential site localities are situated at or nearby the
mouths of lateral drainagers opening into White Rock Canyon. The structure of vegetative community distribution
generally follows elevational and exposure referents. Elevational variation from bottoms of drainages to mesa tops
adjacent to drainages in the study area thus covaries with
zonation in vegetative communities comprising the present
cover within the study area in general.

Data for developing indices for drainage basins arc
found in Drager and Loose (1977:Table 11.2.21; and are
summarized in Table 5.6 of this chapter. Data concerning
diversity indices for both eastern and western residential
localities have been included in Table 5.6.

It can be proposed that human travel from campsite
locales situated near the mouths of such drainages to and
from areas of vegetative food resource acquisition might
best be maximized as essentially updrainage- -down drainage
diurnal routes of movement. In this respect, a variety of
north-slope and south-slope vegetative communities could
be accessed at any given point in the foraging route; as
could particular avenues of more efficient (or less tiring)
access to higher mesa surfaces adjacent on either side of
the drainage valley constituting the travel route itself,

It should be noted that in four cases Archaic site distributions are situated in locales which offer equal up canyon access to two canyon systems (localities 4 and 5 east.
13 and 14 west). In these cases, diversity indices for both
canyon systems have been presented in the table. It should
also be noted that six of the canyon system drainages
extended beyond the limits of the vegetative stratification
(Santa Fe, Bland, Rio Chiquito, Sanchez, Nledio and (Capulin,. Diversity indices for these systems were calculated
upon only those land areas they encompassed within the
boundaries of the vegetative stratification. For this reason
the total area in square kilometers which was monitored is
included in the table. Finally, four of the Archaic residential

In terms of methodologically defining boundaries of
catchments potentially comprising spatial areas of resource
exploitation by Archaic period populations, then, it can be
offered that a drainage-based definition might constitute
a more realistic approximation of areas in fact exploited

Table 5.6
Comparison of Drainage Basin and Catchment Area Diversity Indices

Locality
1
2
3
4

east
east
east
east

5 east
6 east
7 east
8 east
9 east
10 east
11 west
12 west
13 west
14 west
15 west
16 west

Basin
Santa Fe*
Canada de Cochiti
Santa Cruz
Basin No. 1
Basin No. 2
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
Basin No. 8
Basin No. 9
Arroyo Montoso
Basin No. 24
White Rock Canyon
Bland*
Rio Chiquito*
Sanchez*
Medio*
Capulin*
White Rock Canyon

Basin
Diversity

Basin
Area (kni )

.476
.927
.991
.525
.673

45.1
35.7
8.1
8.7
1.6

(3)**
(3)
(3)
(3)
(2)

.422 (3)
2.5
9.6
.781 (3)
.565 (3)
25.1
(information inadequate)
(information inadequate)
.627 (2)
4.5
1.203
1.452
1.357
1.338
1.679

(8)
(8)
(8)
(9)
(9)

53.6
35.3
19.4
16.0
48.2

* measured only for area of basin within boundaries of areal stratification
** figures in parentheses represent number of vegetative communities within basin
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5 km
Catchment
Diversity

5 km
Catchment
Area (kn"

.464 (5)**
.902 (5)
.985 (7)

66.3
70.4
56.9

.934 (6)

47.1

.886 (6)
.887 (4)

35.9

.538 (7)

41.1

.815 (6)

47.9

1.042 (6)
1.286 (6)

42.6

50.2
41.8
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locales were situated within land areas drained only by
White Rock Canyon itself, or in areas essentially between
major side drainages, such that no comparison of their
drainage based catchments could be effectively undertaken.
Given the comparison of 5 km radius defined catchment area diversity measures, and the drainage basin defined catchment area diversity measures for those Archaic
residential localities where such comparison can be made
(see Table 5.6), two basic observations can be made.

Plateau side of the Rio Grande, where topographic relief is
more pronounced, variation in vegetative diversity indices
seems to be controlled not so much by absolute size of
catchments or by the manner in which those catchments
are defined but by whether the catchments are located
toward the southern or northern ends of the study area and
by the amount of land areas at higher elevations that are
encompassed.
Drainage basin defined catchments thus tend to include
land areas at higher elevations and at distances exceeding
5 km from residential centers and thus exhibit generally
higher diversity indices than do radius defined catchments
west of the Rio Grande. In general, however, diversity
indices for catchment areas in the southern portion of the
study area are lower, whereas diversity indices in the northern portion of the study are higher, regardless of the manner in which they are defined.

First, for localities situated on the east side of the Rio
Grande, radius defined catchment diversity measures are
either relatively similar to drainage defined measures (in the
cases of localities 1, 2 and 3 east) or slightly higher (in the
cases of localities 4, 7 and 8 east). It can be seen that the
amount of land area encompassed by the arbitrary 5 km
radii is, in all cases, much greater than the land area encompassed by the drainages themselves. Given the essentially
patchy character of vegetative communities comprising the
Caja del Rio, this has resulted in a greater number of vegetative communities being encompassed by the arbitrarily
defined catchments in all cases.

In conclusion, it can be suggested that the character of
topographical relief, especially along the western side of
White Rock Canyon at the base of the Pajarito Plateau, is of
such a highly convoluted nature that the most appropriate
definition of actual foraging areas attentuating to residential camps along the river might well be defined along drainage basin boundaries.

Second, for those localities situated on the west side of
the Rio Grande, radius defined catchment diversity measures are uniformly lower than drainage basin defined
catchment diversity measures. This pattern persists despite
the fact that, in some cases, the amount of land area
encompassed by 5 km radii catchments is less than encompassed by drainage defined catchments (localities 13 and 15
west),

From the perspective of vegetative diversity measures,
however, essentially little difference exists between drainage basin defined catchments and radius defined catchments which cannot be accounted for by either absolute
size of catchment areas (along the eastern side of the Rio
Grande) or by latitudinal placement and absolute elevations
of land areas encompassed by catchment areas (along the
western side of the Rio Grande).

With the exception of locality 11 west, however, drainage defined catchments west of the Rio Grande encompass
two or three more vegetative communities than do the
radius defined catchments which, in itself, accounts for the
increase in diversity measures.

It is offered, then, that for purposes of evaluating the
vegetative diversity model as a control of Archaic settlement intensity within the study area, the use of radius
defined catchment areas to assess variation in vegetative
diversity is an appropriate strategy.

These additional vegetative communities are, in fact,
situated at higher elevations in the Jemez mountains at
distances greater than 5 km from the residential centers
themselves.

Resource Potential as Species,
Community or Life Zone Diversity

Perhaps the most important observation to make concerning differences between radius and drainage basin defined catchment diversity indices is that, in both cases,
diversity measures are lower at the southern end of the
study area, and become higher toward the northern end of
the study area.

Another kind of question which might be asked of the
analysis concerns whether the manner in which estimates
made of vegetative food resource diversity were appropriate
to the goals of the analysis. In this sense, variation in diversity of vegetative communities encompassed by catchment
areas was employed as the sole monitor of vegetative food
resource diversity. It could be argued that variation in
species diversity might be a more appropriate fine-grained
measure in this regard: or conversely, that locational access
to areally broader life-zones might be a more appropriate
coarse-grained estimate of food resource potential in this
regard.

In summary, then, it can be suggested that for residential localities along the Caja del Rio side of the Rio Grande,
where topographical relief is more subdued, variation in
vegetative diversity indices seems to be predominately
controlled by absolute size of catchment areas rather than
by how those catchments are defined (i.e. through radii, or
as drainage basins). In the case example, these eastern
catchment areas defined by drainage basin boundaries were
smaller in extent, encompassed fewer vegctative communities, and hence exhibited slightly lower diversity indices
than did catchment areas defined by 5 km radii.

These kinds of questions of specificity or generality
in characterization of food resource availability ultimately
center about a single question: assuming that diversity per
se among vegetative food resources constitutes a control
of settlement behavior, what is the exact scale of diversity
which operates as such a control? In this sense, should

For residential localities situated along the Pajarito
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effective diversity be assumed to be species composition
within a catchment universe of hectare plots, community
composition per km 2 , or should it be considered as life
zone composition within worldwide longitudinal and latitudinal referents?

ductivity of edible parts among species common to two or
more communities, versus those found only within single
communities.
Whether a substantially larger spatial scale of vegetative
diversity (such as life zone variation) might be a more
appropriate means of investigating controls of foraging
settlement, is more difficult to assess. The lower White
Rock Canyon locale is situated more or less centrally at the
interface of three relatively broad topographical and vegetative zones: the Caja del Rio Plateau and the La Majada
Mesa to the east and southeast; the Pajarito Plateau and
Jemez Mountains to the west; and the broad alluvial Rio
Grande Valley to the south. Because of the Rio Grande,
White Rock Canyon itself might be seen as a fourth such
zone, although the character of vegetation within the canyon, although supporting a few riparian species, is not
substantially different from that surrounding it to the east
and west.

Although this question cannot be rigorously evaluated
with respect to the case at hand, some observations concerning spatial variation in food resource species composition in the study area can be made which provide a degree
of insight into the problem.
Tierney's description of species composition of several
sample plots within White Rock Canyon and immediate
environs (Tier,,ey 1977, this volume) indicates that some
food resource species may be found in several vegetative
communities within the study area. Tierney's research
involved monitoring nine sample plots distributed across
four of the vegetative communities defined by Drager and
Loose (1977), including the Upper Sonoran Juniper, Upper
Sonoran Arid, Juniper Grassland and Riparian communities.
One-hundred-one different edible species were identifled throughout all nine sample plots (see Tierney, this
volume, Table 2.1). Of these, 58% were unique in occurrence within particular vegetative communities; 31% occurred within two vegetative communities; and 11% were
found in three communities (Table 5.7). It might be noted
that two-thirds of the species occurring in two different
communities were common to the Juniper and Juniper
Grassland communities, which intergrade with one another
over many portions of the study area.
Table 5,7
Fre4uency of Edible Species
in Vegetative Communities
Community*

# Unique
Total #
Edible Species** Edible Species**

Juniper only
Arid only
Juniper Grassland only
Riparian only
Juniper & Arid only
Juniper & Juniper Grassland only
Juniper & Riparian only
Arid & Juniper Grassland only
Juniper & Arid &
Juniper Grassland
Juniper & Arid & Riparian
*

21
11
15
12
5

62
28
47
17
-

21
4
1

-

10
1

-

From this areally larger perspective, a reasonable consideration underlying settlement behavior might be the
degree to which residential site locations within the White
Rock Canyon vicinity may reflect relatively brief occupational episodes which constitute campsites essentially en
route to or from surrounding topographic and vegetative
zones. In this sense, it could be offered that significant
differences in the kinds of both vegetative and faunal food
resource species within the region are really reflected as
variation among major elevationally and physiographically
defined subregional life zones. Regional patterning in residential settlement by foraging groups might thus be seen
as fundamentally controlled by (1) seasonal availability
and abundance of food resources among these broader
resource zones, such that variation in location and long
term occupational intensity within any given single zone
(such as 'he White Rock Canyon area) may be controlled
to a much greater extent by regional patterns of transit
among those subregional locales, and (2) particular features of water availability and topographical setting within
such zones, rather than by vegetative diversity within the
diurnal foraging radius of each site.
CONCLUSIONS
The preceding study has endeavored to undertake an
explicit evaluation of what can be termed the vegetative
diversity model. This model suggests that over a period of
years Archaic hunter-gatherer populations will relocate
their residential campsites more frequently in places which
permit access to a significantly greater variety of vegetative
food resources. If verified, the model offers potential for
becoming a powerful predictive tool because it is derived
from general ecological principles which underly the distribution of other species.

after Drager and Loose 1977

** edible species calculated from Tierney, this volume

Given this rudimentary assessment of actual species
distributions throughout the study area, it can be suggested
that measuring diversity at the vegetative community scale
of observation may account adequately for species diversity
as well.

The present study employed several measures of settlement or occupational intensity charactertizing Archaic site
locations in White Rock Canyon and evaluated whether
significant correlations of occupational intensity and vegetative diversity within that study area pertained.

In order to refine these estimates, future investigation
should probably focus upon evaluating relative volume pro-

The results of this analysis were decidedly negative.
Several avenues of investigation were then explored to
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assess whether those negative results were artifacts of
analysis. It was concluded that the lack of correlation
between settlement density and variation in vegetative
diversity did, in fact, reflect the reality of past behavior
in the study area.
These negative test results have several implications
for future investigation into the relationship between properties of the effective environment and Archaic settlement
and subsistence behavior. First, it can be suggested that the
vegetative diversity model in itspresent formulation cannot
be warranted as a general principle of man-environment
relationships characterizing the Archaic period.
Since expectations of the models have been met for
some case examples in other areas in the Southwest (Allan
et al. 1975; Reher and Witter 1977), the more general
question must be asked What are the parameters which
condition different settlement responses to different
patterns of vegetative resources ?
Previous attempts to evaluate the model have held a
great number of things equal in analysis, more often implicitly than explicitly. fiesults of the present test indicate
that analytically defined variables such as shape and size of
catchment areas and different measures of settlement
intensity result in observably different values of correlation when using the same environmental data. Similarly.
basically different structures of vegetative patterning characterizing the White Rock Canyon locale can be demonstrated to have an effect upon the outcome of correlative
tests employing the same measures of settlement intensity.
Taken together, test results from the White Rock Canyon study area clearly indicate that future investigation
of the relationship between vegetative diversity and Archaic
settlement behavior must begin to treat certain features
of both environment and human behavior as variables

rather than as assumed constants.
These include shape and size of catchment areas used
in analysis relative to shape and size of vegetative communities actually comprising the area of study, and kinds of
archeological data which are ultimately used to measure
settlement intensity. In this latter regard, a clear direction
for future research can be identified as the need to model
how particular aspects of observable material remains
actually reflect particular properties of land use or settlement behavior.
When the actual character of settlement distribution
and vegetative food resource availability parameters can be
established using a set of archeological case examples of
Archaic period settlement, we will be in a position to construct a truly explanatory model which accounts for variation in vegetative diversity as it relates to properties of
settlement behavior.
Toward this goal, a final comment based upon what we
have learned from Cochiti Reservoir can be offered. The
reservoir locale, as noted in the analysis, is situated in one
of the most vegetatively diverse areas of the North American continent. Given this knowledge, we must consider
whether variation in relative diversity within such a highly
diverse setting is significant as a control of Archaic settlement response, or if the values of intensity of occupation
characterizing settlement within the reservoir are better
used as comparative data for evaluating other patterns of
settlement in other less diverse environmental settings.
Survey data are now available from a broad range of
environmental settings throughout the Southwestern
United States which can be used to continue this kind of
investigation. It is hoped that the analyses documented
here will stimulate productive use of that information in
the future.
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Chapter 6
CHANGING RESIDENTIAL PATTERNS AMONG.IIl! ANASAZI, A.). 750-1525
Jan V. Biella

INTRODUCTION

In 1954 Wendorf (and subsequently Wendorf and Reed
1955) proposed an alternative classification for the northern Rio Grande. Although this scheme is generally more
consistent with the archeological record ill
the Cochiti area
than is the Pecos Classification, the Rio Grande Classification has glaring dissimilarities as well. For example, the
characteristic site plan for the Developmental period is a
small pueblo unit of 10-12 surface rooms and an associated
kiva (Wendorf 1954:203). In the Cochiti area this kind of
site plan is routinely associated with ceramic assemblages
(Santa Fe B/W and W'iyo B W) which are characteristic of
the later Coalition period elsewhere in the Rio Grande.

The Anasazi occupation of the Cochiti Reservoir locality has been one with dramatic shifts in character of settlement for some eight centuries of puebloan prehistory.
These shifts often parallel changes documented in other
regions in the northern Rio Grande and elsewhere in the
Southwest (Wendorf and Reed 1955; McGregor 1974),
although they tend to occur at slightly later times. There
has been a tendency for archeologists to interpret these
changes as a developmental sequence with demographic
or climatic factors being proposed as causal factors. Often
models employing these variables depend upon (or assume)
a continuity in the occupation of a region or subregion and
cite shifts in the occupation of one locality to another as
behavioral responses by a single population to deteriorations of the environment, overcrowding or some similar
approach. They do not, however, provide explanations for
areas with discontinuous occupational sequences.

It may be suggested that such inconsistencies are unavoidable in the application of any broad regional classification, especially in attempting to unite cultural stages with
specific temporal periods. In fact. one might expect such
apparent inconsistencies, insofar as they indicate a lack of
uniformity in regionwide patterns of cultural behavior
characterizing sequences of temporal phases. Such a lack of
uniformity provides extremely important information
bearing upon the character of social and economic behavior
which might coexist at different places within the general
northern Rio Grande region.

The Cochiti Reservoir archeological record for the
Anasazi period appears to be one which stands in contrast
to this assumption of continuity and one which may not
easily depend upon a developmental approach. For this
reason, an attempt will be made in this article to examine
some properties of the changes in settlement which are not
dependent upon linking the antecedents of one occupational population to another. Instead, the analysis will
attempt to elucidate variation in the basic character of residence for the Anasazi populations of the Cochiti Reservoir
area such that some fundamental aspects of the character of
Anasazi adaptation might be identified. This analysis will
begin with the earliest Anasazi occupation of the area in ca.
A.D. 750 and will continue to its latest prehistoric occupation in ca. A.D. 1525.

For this reason neither the Pecos nor Rio Grande Vlassifications are employed per se in this article. Rather, the
terms are us(,! more or less interchangeably as temporal
referents, excluding other diagnostic features associated
with either classification.
Data Sets
In the following discussion a general cult ural historical
sequence for the Cochiti area will be presented. This sequence differs, in part, from that proposed in either the
Pecos or Rio GrandeClassifications and is based upon data
compiled from a 40 x 30 km study area situated between
35032'30 and 35" 52'30" north latitude and 106('30' and
10707'15" east longitude and extending roughly from the
Santa Fe River in the south to Ius Alanos ('anyon ill
the
north, to the Jemez Caldera in the west to Tetilla Peak in
the east. The permanent pool of Cochiti Reservoir is situ.
ated approximately in the center of this st ttd\
arva.

Chronological Classifications
In the northern Rio Grande region two different typological schemes have been employed to categorize the prehistoric Anasazi sequence. One is the multiregional Pecos
Classification (Basketmaker I1and III Pueblo I,ii. Ill, IV
and V) and the other is the Rio Grande Classification
(Developmental, Coalition, Classic and Historic). 'The Pecos
Classification was initially developed in 1927 and divided
Anasazi prehistory into cultural stages which were ordered
into a quasievolutionary sequence (Kidder 1927). Since
that time the Pecos Classification has undergone numerous
modifications which adjust it to specific regional sequences.
The most significant change over the years has been an
attempt to assign temporal periods to each stage in the
classification (McGregor 197.1). The exact dates for these
periods vary from region to region, a fact which has contritbuted to problems in utilization of the classification, if not
partial abandonment of the classification, in some regions.
The northern Rio Grande is one such region.

The more detailed site specific data art,
derived three
different excavation projects conducted over a 15 .ear
period: the Museum of New Mexico's Cochiti )am Salvage
Project (Peckham and Wells 1967: lange 1968: Sno% 1971.
1976); the National Park Service, S)uthwest Region's
Bandelier National Monument ('ochiti Lake Project TrayIor, et al. 1977): and the O(ffice of (ontract Archeology.
University of New Mexico's Cochiti Reservoir Project
(Chapman and Biella 1977 a: Biella 1979). All of the excaa.
tion localities are situated within or adjacent to the flood
pool of ('ochiti Reservoir.
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DEVELOPMENTAL OCCUPATION

Evidence of an extensive occupation of the Cochiti
study area during the entire Developmental period is lacking. Only 43 sites have been documented, 30 of which
represent late P-II occupations. Developmental sites are
generally small, consisting of 1-3 pithouse structures, and
are occasionally associated with surface roomblocks and
subsurface storage cists (Biella 1977:120-121). Pithouse
villages have been noted outside the immediate area both
to the south and to the northeast (Warren, personal communication).

Introduction
Elsewhere in the northern Rio Grande beginning dates
for the Developmental range from ca. A.D. 500-700 (Cordell n.d.) to 600 (Wendorf and Reed 1955). In the Cochiti
area, the earliest manifestations which may be attributed to
the Developmental begin around A.D. 750 (Peckham and
Wells 1967). These studies generally are in agreement that
the Developmental continues until ca. A.D, 1175 or 1200.
Dates and associated ceramic types suggested for phases
within the Developmental period can be summarized as
follows:
BM-IIIt

Lino gray A.D. 750-850
and/or San
Marcial B/W

(Peckham and
Wells 1967)

P-I

Piedra B/W

850-950

(Peckham and
Wells 1967)

early P-Il

Red Mesa B/W

950-1025
or
875-1050

(Peckham and
Wells 1967)
(Warren1977c)

late P-Il

Kwahe'e B/W

1025-1175
or
950-1225*

(Peckham and
Wells 1967)
(Warren1977c)

Early Developmental sites (BM-lll, P-) are situated
exclusively in the upper Middle Rio Grande Valley either
near or adjacent to the modern Rio Grande floodplain or
along the Santa Fe River near its confluence with the Rio
Grande. The later Developmental sites are also situated in
the upper Middle Rio Grande Valley but have been recorded as well along a few of the southernmost mesa tops
and canyon bottoms in the Pajarito Plateau, especially
from Frijoles Canyon south.
Three Developmental sites within the study area have
been excavated. Table 6.1 summarizes available chronological information concerning their occupation.

Residential Patterns A.D. 750-950
Only one site (LA 272, Snow 1971) which may date
toward the end of the early Developmental period, has
been excavated. This site consists of three pithouses, two
surface roomblocks (one of nine rooms arranged in a single
linear row and the other of two contiguous rooms), another
possible surface room or small eroded roomblock, one
isolated storage pit, and a retaining or diversion wall. All of
these structures are situated on a small mesa top with the
pithouses situated roughly 12 m apart. Only one of the pithouses exhibited a central firepit. Another was poorly preserved but contained a burned area along its eastern wall.
The third pithouse lacked any formal interior hearth

t Neither Peckham and Wells (1967) nor Warren (1977c)

link the nominal Pecos Classification headings with the
ceramic types in their articles. Their articles strictly concern possible temporal ceranic sequences and dates. We
have linked the ceramic groupings with Pecos labels for
simplicity in referencing.

* Note that these dates for Kwahe'e B/W extend into the

P-ll period.

Table 6.1

Chronology for Excavated Developmental (P-I and P-Il) Sites
Site by Occupation or Component

Archeomag.

Dendro.

Ceramic

Reference

Early Pueblo II:
LA 272

850-950

Snow 1971

Late Pueblo II:
LA 6461 unit I
Ist occupation (pithouse 1)
2nd occupation (pithouse 2)
LA 6462 unit I
(pithouses 1, 3)
LA 6462 unit [II
LA 6462 unit IV
LA 6462 unit V
Ist occupation (pithouse 1)
2nd occupation (pithouse 2 & storage pits)

-

..

mid Kwahe'e
late Kwahe'e
late Kwahe'e
early Kwahe'e

-

1119+vv
(1 sample)

-

-

mid to late Kwahe'e

-

early Kwahe'e
mid Kwahe'e

-

1-16+vv
(4 samples)

LA 6462 unit VI

early to mid Kwahe'e
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Bussey 1968a: 10
Bussey 1968a:10
Bussey 1968b:19. 23
Honea 1968:127:
Bussey 1968b:23
Bussey 1968b:38
Bussey 1968b:45
Ilonea 1968:127;
Bussey 1968b:50
Bussey 1968b:53
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although a small oval centrally located depression of unknown function was defined during excavation. Three of
the rooms in the larger roomblock contained hearths as
did one of the rooms in the other roomblock.

750-1525

only possible indication of a larger residential cooperatiku
group was recovered from unit If at LA 6462. This unit
consisted of four pithouses which were roughly aligned Isse
Fig. 6.2). They thus could be interpreted as representing
four cooperative households. It is important to note, however, that only two of these pithouses were ultimately
occupied, both during the late Kwahe'e phase, and that the
other two were never completed. If they did once indicate
a possible relationship between four households, this reltionship must have been of a rather fluid and impermanent
nature.

If all of the features from the site were occupied contemporaneously, six separate food sharing groups (cf.
commensal groups, Chapter 1, this volume) would be
represented. Whether this complex of features was occupied
seasonally or annually is unclear. The presence of a subsurface storage pit and a minimum of seven possible bulk
storage surface rooms would indicate a winter occupation.
The presence of five Zea Inays corncobs, all charred, from
the fill of one of the pithouses (Ford 1971:Table 1) would
be consistent with a winter occupation. The amount of
artifactual deoris recovered from LA 272 is suggestive of
either a short term perennial occupation or a reoccupation,
seasonally, over a period of years.

Since all of the pithouse structures contained interior
hearths, they appear to be suitable for cold weather, winter
to early spring habitation. Bulk storage, another probable
indicator of winter habitation, is well represented at most
of tileunits at LA 6462 in the form of subsurface storage
pits. These pits were irregular in shape and occasionally
were directly joined to a pithouse (Table 6.2). The other
pithouses generally contained defined compartments such
as benches or cists suitable for some storage as well.

From surve- records, LA 272 appears to reflect a
typical early lDevelopmental residential structure which
centers around a pithouse complex. Although LA 272
was occupied during the late P-I into the early P-Il phase
(based upon the presence of Piedra and Red Mesa B:W
ceramics) it is similar in configuration to BM-I1I and early
P-I sites. Other types of residential sites documented on
survey include small isolated roomblocks of 2-4 rooms and
open campsites characterized by scatters of firecracked
rock and artifactual debris. These latter presumably reflect
warm weather residences, but could be logistical loci articulated with sites characterized by architectural residences,

Surface roomblocks containing rooms lacking interior
features which could serve as bulk storage repositories were
completely absent at both LA 6461 and 6462. Although
Bussey (1968a, 1968bi suggests that surface roomblocks
associated with the Kwahe'e components may have been
destroyed, it is important to note that numerous P-Ill
roomblocks were preserved at LA 6.462. One might also
argue that with the presence of interior storage bins and
exterior storage pits surface roomblock. might not necessarily be an expected storage strategy.

Residential Patterns A.D. 950-1175

Direct evidence of storable resources %as recovered in
the form of corncobs and dried shanks of Zea nia's at both
LA 6461 and LA 6462 (see Table 6.3). The corn at,pears to
have been stored in the husk with mature kernels (Ford
1968:240). Indirect evidence of stored resources is based
upon the presence of considerable numbers of milling implements. For example,. 23 manos and 10 grinding slabs
were recovered from LA 6461 (lionea 1968:17 1. The
presence of this quantity of milling implements indicates a
considerable focus upon the grinding of grains, presumably
including maize.

Two late Developmental sites (LA 6461 and 6462,
Bussey 1968a, 1968b) have been excavated. Both are
situated in the upper Middle Rio Grande below the mouth
of White Rock Canyon (see Fig. 6.1). Four separate pithouse features were defined at LA 6461 but only two were
completely excavated. One of the excavated pithouses was
filled with trash during the occupation of the other. Most
of the ceramics recovered from LA 6461 indicate a late
Kwahe'e occupation for the second structure and probably
a mid Kwahe'e occupation for the other.
LA 6462 is a large multicomponent (P-II/P-III) site
which was excavated in spatially discrete proveniences,
units I-VII (see Fig. 6.2). Each unit appears to reflect
separate occupations and for purposes of this discussion
will be considered as a separate analytical unit. Ten
Kwahe'e pithouses were defined in all from LA 6462 and
eight were excavated. They contained central hearths, often
with a deflector and ash pit. Many contained small wall
cists or an adjacent storage pit. Exterior pits were documented as well in association with some of the pithouses
(see Table 6.1).

Nondomesticated flora including unidentified grass
seeds, Amaranthus, and Physalis sp. (ground-cherry) were
recovered from some of the pithouses and storage pits. The
grass and Amaranthus would probably indicate procurement during the late summer or early fall (Tierney, this
volume) although some grasses are available year-round.
The Physalis is currently available in June in the Cochiti
area (Tierney, this volume).
Evidence of occupation in other seasons is found in the
presence of some fauna (see 'Table 6.3). An early spring or
late fall occupation might be inferred from the presence of
Canada goose at both LA 6461 and 6462 (Harris 1968:
199, 203) although these birds might be available nesting
in the summer months (Lang, personal communication).
In absence of data concerning ages of some of these animals, notably the large mammals, seasonality of procurement cannot be determined beyond the general availability of most of the species from spring through fall.

From ceramics in the fill of the pithouses early, mid
and late Kwahe'e occupations are represented. Based upon
a general lack in regularity in arrangement or orientation of
the pithouses with respect to each other, coupled with the
ceramic data, it seems apparent that the basic residential
pattern represented at both LA 6462 and LA 6461 consisted of single households occupying isolated pithouses. The
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Typical Kwahe'e phase (late Pueblo II) pithouse from LA 6462 (after Bussey 1968b:46)

Table 6.2
Architectural Data for Pueblo II Sites*

Site/Provenience

Feature

Area

Depth

LA 6461

pithouse 1
pithouse 2

9.35
14.52

2.4
2.4

LA 6462 unit II

pithouse
pithouse
pithouse
pithouse

LA 6462 unit III

1
2
3
4

7.55

Area
Interior Adjacent
Cist/Bin Storage Pit

1.4
-

14.32

none
none

none
none

trash filled

none

none

wall unfinished
unfinished structure

-

1.6
-

-

bin

1.82
-

unfinished structure

cist?

4.8

remodeled firepit

-

pithouse

10.18

1.7

LA 6462 unit IV

pithouse

15.90

2.3

bin

none

LA 6462 unit V

pithouse 1
pithouse 2
storage pit
storage pit
storage pit

9.08
13.85
6.35
6.37
6.09

1.7
2.0
1.31
1.31
1.31

cists
cists

none
none

pithouse
subsurface pit

12.57
0.79

undescribed

-

LA 6462 unit VI

*al

0.50
unknown

areas in m 2
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Comments

-all

-

-

-

cist
--

trash filled
connected by walk
through tunnel

none
-

burned interior; used as cooking
oven? and storage?
mention of other storage pits and
cooking pits
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Table 6.3
Basic Floral and Faunal Data for Pueblo II Sites

unit 11
phi ph2

LA 6461
ph2
phi

ph3

III

IV

ph4

ph

ph

2

1

V
phi

VI

p2

pl

ph2

p3

p

phl

FIota:
Zea mays
Croton (doveweed)
juniper berries
Artemesia
Physalis sp.
Grindella (gumweed)
unidentified grass

+*
1-1
.

+*

-

-

-

--

--

--

6

98

6
1

---

-

..
.

..

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

...

.
12gs

.

.-

-

Fauna:
FISH (undiff.)
BIRDS:
turkey
waterfowl
other
REPTILES:
turtle
other
MAMMALS:
lagomorphs
rodentssquirrels
beavers
other
carnivoresbadger
canis
bears
lynx
fox
artiodactyladeer
pronghorn
bighorn
bison
TOTAL MNI's

.
300

.

.

-

--

.
171
.

-

-

6

...
...

-

8

.-

--

..
...

.
.

..
-

-

.

-

-

-

2
1
-

1

.

-

2
.

3
.
.

1

1
.

..

2
.

5

--

.
..
..

1

1

.
.
.

.
.
.

13

3

.

.

.

.

-

1
1
1
1

12

8

1

1

.-

.

.

.

.

.

1

1

1

1

1

2

.

.

.

-

1

-

-

1
.
1
.

..
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.-

..
.
.

.
1
.
.

..

1

.
1

.
2

.

.

.
..
.
1
1
-

310

-

.
.
1
-

2
1
..
..
15

-

1

-

1

1
2

1

1

2

-

-

-

.
.

.
.

..
.

.
.

1

1

3

6

3

-

.
.

.

2
2

-

1

.

.

-

1

1

.

.
.

1

7

..

-

-

1

..

-

.

1

2

-

--

.

.

1

1

-

.
.

5

..-

-

3

-

3

.

1

5
--

.
.

3

.
1
.

-

.
.

-.-.
.

.

..

.

..

-

-

-

1

-

.

..
.

.

22

1

4

.

.

.

5

3

14

*at least 35 cobs from site as whole
Key: ph = pithouse
p = storage pit

Summary

clearly to reflect isolated, single-household residential
patterns. From floral, faunal, artifactual, and architectural
evidence, these occupations seem to have been year-round
rather than seasonal. Considerable mobility over the long
term is indicated by the degree of abandonment and
reoccupation of particular site locales such as LA 6462,
however. Excavated data thus suggest that interpretations
of survey information concerning population sizes might be
carefully considered.

In summary, information gained through excavation
tends to substantiate survey evidence that early Develop,
mental or Pueblo I occupations were characterized by more
than one commensal group.
Later Developmental (Pueblo

II) occupations seem
109
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COALITION (PUEBLO III) OCCUPATION

LA 9138, room 6

generally surficial (20 cm deep),
oval shape, 3.1 m" floor space,
adobe-rimmed hearth along one
wall (Chapman et al. 1977).

LA 12123, room 1

semisubterranean (50-80cmdeep),
rectangular shape, 3.4 m 2 floor
space,corner adobe-rimmed hearth
(Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 12126, room 1

semisubterranean (1.0 m deepi,
oval shape, 2.01 m 2 floor space,
two slab-lined bins along side
walls (Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 12582. room 1

surficial (although partially excavated into slope), rectangular
shape, 6.72 m'
floor space,
plaster-lined hearth along one wall
(Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 13086, room 5

surficial, rectangular shape,7.7 m
floor space, four interior features:
central adobe-rimmed hearth, two
slab bins (one subfloor), and an
ash lens below the hearth (HunterAnderson et al. 1979).

LA 12511, feature 1

surficial,
three-sided structure,
4.34 m-, adobe and slab hearth
displaced from eastern wall.

Introduction
In contrast to the relatively ephemeral occupation
during the 400 year Developmental phase, an extensive
occupation of the Cochiti study area during the 125 year
Pueblo III (P-Ill) phase has been documented. Ceramic
types associated with P-Ill settlement and dates proposed
for those types are summarized as follows:
early P-Ill

Santa Fe
B/W

late P-Ill

Wiyo BW

A.D. 1175-1275
or
1175-1300

(Peckham and
Wells 1967)
(Warrenl977c)

1275-1325 (Peckham and
or
Wells 1967)
1300-1400* (Warrenl977c)

*Note that the dates for Wiyo B1W extend well into the
P-IV period.
Based upon a literature survey, 363 P-1I1 sites have
been located (Biella 1977:117). This represents an 800'
increase in frequency of sites over the preceding phases.
P-11 architectural sites exhibit considerable variability and
range from isolated one room structures to pueblos of more
than 200 rooms.
P-II1 sites are relatively ubiquitous in distribution from
the Santa Fe River northward to Los Alamos Canyon. The
sole exception is the lack of P-III sites on the Caja del Rio
Plateau where they are virtually absent. While the P-III
settlement system overall would be characterized as dispersed, limited evidence exists of aggregated P-11 villages
on the northern Pajarito Plateau.

feature 2

Residential Patterns
In the vicinity of Cochiti Reservoir, three basic kinds
of residential sites characterize the P-Ill occupation: isolated surface or subsurface rooms; small roomblocks of up
to eight rooms, generally in association with a kiva; and
larger roomblock complexes of 15 to 20 rooms with one
or more kivas. Chronological data recovered from excavated
site locations are presented in Table 6.4.

pitroom (1.4 m dee,), subrectangular shape, 6.82 m floor space,
central adobe-rimmed hearth, corner wall cist, subfloor cist (Bussey
1968b).

I A 6462, unit VI

pitroom (2.0 m deep), rectangular
shape, 6.96 m 2 floor space,central
adobe-rimmed hearth, side wall
adobe bin (Bussey 1968b).

surficial. living surface or openended structure immediately to
east of feature 1, 2.91 m, two
slab-lined bins (?), one along common wall and other displaced 50
cm from first bin (Laumbach et al.
19771.

The second type of site configuration, that characterized by a small roomblock and generally a kiva. may reflect
the most basic residential unit which was operative during
the P-Ill times. A kiva is distinguished from a pithouse or
pitroom by the presence of a firepitash pitideflector
facility. Although some site-specific variation has been documented, this configuration consists of 7 or 8 surface
rooms, generally arranged in two rows of rooms with the
kiva situated either directly in front of the roomblock or
displaced to one side. Three or four of the rooms contain
hearths. These rooms are almost exclusively situated in the
row closest to the kiva (see Fig. 6.5). With one or two
exceptions, the roomblocks were constructed as single
building episodes. Some remodeling of floors and changes
in room function have been documented but these are unusual. Building materials and construction varies from locality to locality although the walls and floors are usually (but
not exclusively) plastered. Interior features include hearths
(usually centrally placed) and slab-lined bins. Six sites characteristic of this site configuration have been excavated:

The smallest site type consists of well-constructed structures with plastered floors and mortared walls (see Fig. 6.4).
Both semisubterranean and surface rooms have been documented with hearth facilities occurring in all but one
structure. Small bins and cists were found in roughly half
of these structures. Eight small sites have been excavated:
LA 6462, unit IV

2

LA 6462, unit I
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pithouse and surface roomblock:
roomblock had been destroyed
but was of comparable size to
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Table 6.4
Chronology for Excavated P-Ill Sites
Component

Archeo.

Dendro.

Ceramics

References

One Room Sites
LA 6462 unit IV pitroom

-

early Santa Fe
pre-1280

Bussey 1968b:42
Bussey 1968b:50

LA 6462 unit VI pitroom

-

-

early Santa Fe

LA9138room6

-

-

1275-1325

Chapman et al. 1977:
123

LA 12123 room 1

.-.

1275-1350

Traylor et al, 1977

-

1275.1350

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12126 room 1
LA 12582 room 1

-

-

1275-1350

Travlor ct al. 1977

LA 13086 room 5

1175 - 20

-

1175-1300

Hunter-Anderson et al.
1979:160

-

late Santa Fe

Busse\ 1968b:17

4-8 Room Sites
LA 6462 unit I
LA 6462 unit Ill

--

-

early Santa Fe

Bussey 1968b:36

LA 6462 unit IV

-

-

late Santa Fe

Bussey 1968b:42

LA 6462 unit VII

-

-

late Santa Fe

Bussev 1968b:62

1175-1275

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12121

1180 ± 13
(2 sampl-r

1149vv (3 samples)
1150v (1 sample)
1154vv (1 sample)
1162R (1 sample)
1177v,R (5 samples)

LA 12522 1st occupation

1195 - 10*

1200s

Laumbachetal.1977:74

--

1250-1270

Laumbachetal. 1977:48

Larue Sites
LA 5014 eastern and
western roomblocks
LA 6462 unit VI
LA 12119 Ist occupation
2nd occupation

1280R, RB
(14 samples)
pre-1180 ± 40
1180 ± 40

1191vv 1
1203vv (1 sample each)
1278vv

1190 ± 40
1200 ± 40
1230 ± 26
1250 ± 45
(1 sample each)

* archeomagnetic (late was analyzed after the 1977 publication,

courtesy of the Chaco Research Center, National Park Service, Albuquerque.
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late Santa Fe

Honea 1968:127:
Bussey 1968b:59
Traylor et al. 1977

late 1100s
to 1400s

Travlor et al. 1977
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Typical one room P-Ill site in White Rock Canyon, LA 13086 (after Hunter-Anderson et al. 1979:157)
roomblocks in units III, IV and
VI at LA 6462 (Bussey 1968b).

LA 6462, unit III

LA 6462, unit IV

LA 6462, unit VII
1st occupation

kiva and surface roomblock; 8
rooms arranged in two rows;
single building episode; no remodeling; 4 rooms with hearths, 4
without; no exterior features
(Bussey 1968b).
kiva and surface roomblock; 7+
rooms arranged in two rows; one
major buildling episode but 1 or 2
rooms may have been later (badly
eroded); one room remodeled but
no change in function; 4 rooms
with hearths, 3 without; ramp en.
trance from one surface room to
kiva; 2 exterior features: slab-lined
bin and hearth (Bussey 1968b).

2nd occupation

LA 12121
1st occupation
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kiva and surface roomblock: 8
rooms arranged in two rows; one
major building episode; 3 rooms
with hearths and 5 without; no
exterior features.
kiva and surface roomblock: 8
rooms; three rooms remodeled:
one room changed function; 4
rooms with hearths and 4 with.
out; no exterior features (Bussey
1968b).
surface roomblock only, no sub.
surface kiva; 8 rooms in two rowsone major building episode (small
semicircular room maybe added
later); 4 rooms with hearths, 4
without;5 binslocated in oneroom
containing hearth; I ext. hearth.
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LA 12522, feat. 1-5

Example of the basic P-Ill residential complex, LA 6462 (after Bussey 1968b:63)
surface roomblock; 8 rooms in
two rows; one room remodeled
from habitation to storage function; 4 rooms with hearths and
4 without; one exterior hearth
(Traylor et al. 1977).

western roomblock:

one kiva, 1 pithouse'pitroom (con.
tiguous to roomblock) and linear
roomblock of 12 rooms: westernmost 6 rooms arranged in two
rows, others in single row, 8 of the
surface rooms were excavated: 3
surface rooms with hearths (al.
though 2 others contained molded
adobe basins of unknown function (perhaps bottoms of hearths?);
at least two of rooms were opensided and both contained ash
stains rather than formally constructed hearths; one exterior
hearth.

eastern roomblock:

kiva and linear roomblock; 3
rooms; 2 with hearths and 1 without; one room with hearth contained an adobe basin and another feature of unknown function; roomblock had same orientation as western roomblock and
may have been constructed simultaneously (Laumbach et al. 1977).

pithouse and surface roomblock;
4 rooms in one row; badly eroded
and 2 rooms postulated on basis
of hearths; 2 rooms with hearths
and 2 without; no exterior features (Laumbach et al. 1977).

The third type of site configuration is characterized
by roomblock(s) totaling 15 to 20 rooms with one or more
associated kivas. These sites appear to reflect the same
basic residential structure identified for the smaller single
roomblock P-I sites but are made up of two or more
of these units. Specific site plan varies for each site represented in this site group and seems largely dictated by the
amount of land available for construction. Building materials vary. Three of these sites have been excavated.
LA 5014

could not be identified: roomblocks probably inhabited contermporaneously.

two noncontinuous roomblocks
containing a minimum of 16
rooms (including one pitroom); 2
kivas; site badly eroded with few
floors present-building episodes
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LA 6462, unit VI

LA 12119

sites is unclear and will be addressed in the next section of
this chapter.

kiva and surface roomblock; minimum of 19 rooms arranged in a
linear to U-shaped fashion; two
rows of 7-8 rooms, badly eroded;
from width of walls may have
been constructed as single unit
but no wall abutment information preserved: 6 rooms with
hearths, 5 in rooms in row closest to kiva; only one slab-lined
storage bin; no exterior features
(Bussey 1968b).

Architectural Evidence for
Seasonality of Residence
In this section architectural data from excavated P-Ill
site locations will be reviewed to assess whether rooms were
constructed in a fashion which would make them suitable
for cold weather residential occupation, warm weather
occupation, or for prolonged bulk storage. Data for each
occupational component used in this assessment will include amount of space enclosed, presence or absence of
wall mortar, presence or absence of floor plaster, entrances,
and any indications of routine activity performance outside
rooms.

three kivas and surface roomblock of 20 rooms; one kiva incorporated into roomblock; multiple remodeling of floors and
several building sequences with at
least 3 occupations; one kiva fell
into disuse by end of first occupation. Two rooms changed funetion; ca. 200 years of continuous
occupation.

1st occupation

kiva and roomblock of at least 3
surface rooms- none exhibited
hearths and exact extent of occupation is in question.

2nd occupation

two kivas and surface roomblock of 13 rooms: no regular
arrangement to rooms: 4 rooms
with hearths and 9 without,

3rd occupation

two kivas and irregularly shaped
roomblock of 20 rooms; 7 rooms
with hearths, 13 without: interior
floor features included hearths.
slab bins, cists and puddling basins: exterior features included 3
hearths (deposition of these with
this or earlier occupation uncertain)(Traylor et al. 1977).

Inferences concerning seasonality of occupation based
on these architectural details are based on a set of assumptions concerning the relationship between room construction and suitability for residence or storage. It is presumed,
for example, that rooms suitable for cold weather residential use (rather than storage) should be fully enclosed by
walls, contain an interior heat source, and exhibit walls
which are constructed with adobe mortar or otherwise are
sealed against drafts. Similarly, it is presumed that rooms
which do not exhibit these features would not be suitable
for cold weather occupation.
Long-term storage suitability is assessed using similar
arguments of construction which would permit the enclosed space to be sealed or protected against moisture.
insects, rodents, or other potential pests. Constructional
details which are presumed to be minimally necessar " for
storage facilities include full enclosure by walls which are
constructed from adobe or adobe mortar, and plastered or
adobe sealed floors.
Positive evidence of warm weather occupation is presumed to be reflected by exterior facilities such as hearths
or bins indicating routine performance of outdoor activities. evidence of ramlada structures, open-sided rooms, or
rooms containing hearths but constructed with dry-laid
masonry walls.

From the excavated P-Ill sites we may propose that
there exists a basic residential unit which is characterized
by an architectural complex including a kiva and a small
roomblock of 4-8 rooms, several of which were excavated,
The larger architectural sites appear to be made up of two,
or perhaps, more of these residential complexes. Whether
these latter reflect the growth of the population inhabiting
these particular sites through time, or a larger initial occupying unit, is unclear. The occupation of LA 12119 was
certainly complex and may have represented growth by
accretion, although the maximum number of rooms at the
site appears to have been reached fairly early on in the
occupation. The last major building episode was clearly tle
addition of 7 rooms at one time.

Evidence of roof construction is rarely preserved
among small one and two room sites and could not be
routinely used as an attribute. For purposes of the analysis.
it was assumed that all rooms o:,ee had roofs, unless posi.
tive indications to tile
contrary were dlescribed.
It should be noted that considerable variation in doeumentation was present among different room descriptions
found in the various reports. All attributes desired were not
routinely documented in terms of presence or absence. In
some cases careful reading or illustrations permitted making
reasonable guesses as to presence or absence of some partieular constructional detail, and those have been included a.
data in this analysis. In cases where no reasonable deternination could be made, "n.d." (no data) was entered.

The only other type of residential pattern which
emerges from the P-Ill excavated sample is a small residence
characterized by a single room. Clearly these latter served as
residences since, they contained hearths, but whether they
served as autonomous habitations or adjuncts of the larger

Measurements of interior room space were deried
from dimensions given in the text if present and from maps
where no room by room dimensions were presented,
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weather versus warm residence and are all too often ignored
for their potential in this regard. It is hoped that the rudimentary attempt to use architectural variation as a monitor
of seasonality developed here will stimulate others to refine
such analysis.

All rooms containing hearth facilities or ash stains indicative of fire usage were defined as residential in function;
whereas rooms which did not contain evidence of hearth
usage were defined as storage facilities if they exhibited appropriate attributes, and as residential in function if they
lacked attributes making them suitable for long-term storage.

One Room Sites: Seven occupational components characterized by single rooms and one component characterized
possibly by two rooms dating to the P-Ill period have been
excavated within the study area. Basic architectural data
relevant for assessing whether these structures might have
been adequate for cold weather residential use are presented in Table 6.5. One room components include both
surface (3) and subsurface (4) structures, six of v, hich contain hearth facilities. Floor space among those containing
2
2
2
hearths ranges from 3.1 m to 7.7 m , averaging 5.8 n .
All but one exhibit wJl mortar and plastered floors, and all
are fully enclosed by walls, making them suitable for cold
weather occupation.

Three categories of possible seasonal occupation were
ultimately defined for each occupational component: cold
weather only, cold and warm weather, and warm weather
only. It should be noted that the seasonal residence assignments were made for components, based upon variation in
constructional details exhibited by rooms comprising the
components.
Cold weather only occupation was assigned if a component exhibited at least one habitation room suitable for
cold weather occupation and no evidence of warm weather
habitation such as rooms with hearths which were opensided or built from dry laid masonry. Cold and warm
weather occupation was assigned if positive evidence of
warm weather habitation rooms, or exterior facilities were
present in addition to a room suitable for cold weather
residential use.

One single room component consisted of a small
(2.0 m 2 ) semisubterranean room which did not have a
hearth feature, and the sole two-room component consisted
of one open-sided room containing a hearth with an adjacent hardpacked surface which may or may not have once
been a partially enclosed structure.

Warm weather only occupation was assigned to components which exhibited no rooms suitable for cold weather
habitation.

With two exceptions, then, small P-lll sites characteriied

by single structures seenm to have been constructed in a
Tables displaying basic architectural data used in the
analysis have been organized by suggested seasonal terms of
occupation for convenience in discussion.

fashion making them suitable for cold weather residential
occupation.
One of the rooms without hearths was senisubterranean in structure, exhibited use of mortar in its wall construction. and enclosed at least 2.01 n 3 of interior space.
This feature could have served as a bulk storage facility although it exhibited two interior bins which indicate some
compartmentalization of contents.

As a final note, it is recognized that architectural construction details are not, in and of themselves, conclusive
indicators of seasonality of residence. It is felt. however.
that some kinds of obvious architectural attributes such as
those dealt with in this analysis offer some clues about cold

Table 6.5
Architectural Data for One and Two Room P-111 Sites
hearth
tnpe*

wall
mortar

floor
,_aste r

floor
space
III

Season

Site/feature

COLD

LA 6462 unit IN'

II

+

+

+

6.82

LA 6-162 unit VI

II

+

+

+

6.96

LA 9138 room 6

I1

n.d.

+

LA 12123 room I

If

+

+

3,40

LA 12582 room 1

If

+

+

6.72

LA 13086 room 5

Ii

+

+

7.70

LA 12126 room 1

-4

WARNI

LA 12511 feature 2
feature 3
*lI

subsurf.

11

+
-

+

+
-

formally shaped hearth
no evidence of hearth
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storage pit or oven

3.10

+

-

Comments and ,or
exterior Ieatures

2.01
.1.3.1

open-sided

2.91

open-sided
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4-8 Room Sites: Five site locations characterized by
four to eight surface rooms and (with one exception) associated subsurface kivas have been excavated within the
southern Pajarito Plateau area. For two of these sites at
least one room exhibited remodeling which changed its
function, thus resulting in definition of seven occupational
components. Table 6.6 summarizes data concerning number
of rooms, room function, room size, and presence of exterior features for these seven occupational components,
It must be emphasized that the state of preservation of
P-111 architectural remains is generally poor. Details of surface room construction at LA 12522, for example, are so
ephemeral that evidence for the existence of two rooms was
based solely upon spatial patterning in locations of two
hearth facilities relative to other rooms for which walls
could be defined.
Given this consideration, the following observations
can be made concerning architectural evidence of warm
weather versus cold weather habitation for those sites
where structures are preserved. It will be assumed that
those sites are representative of other 4-8 room P-Ill site
locations in this respect.
Surface room structures are fully enclosed by walls,
and substantial evidence exists indicating that upper walls
were constructed entirely from adobe in some cases, or
from masonry bonded with adobe in other cases. Floors
were generally constructed from adobe or plaster. Kiva
structures were characterized by similar substantial construction as well.
From a strictly architectural perspective, then, surface
and subsurface rooms comprising 4-8 room P-Ill sites were
all constructed in a manner suitable for cold weather habitation, given presence of interior heat sources.
Hearth facilities were documented in 24 of 51 surface
rooms comprising all seven occupations. These rooms
ranged from 4.24 m 2 to 15.63 m 2 in floor space, averaging
8.52 M 2 . Rooms without hearth facilities ranged from
1.56 M 2 to 8.15 m 2 in floor space, averaging 5.34 m 2 . It
can be seen that rooms with hearths average 60 percent
larger in floor space than rooms without hearths, although
nearly equal numbers of both kinds were constructed at
medium sized sites. Despite the relatively great variation in
sizes characterizing the entire population of rooms, reference to Table 6.6 indicates that average room sizes for each
occupational component are relatively similar to population
totals.

tion was rather minimal.
The quality of reporting is not adequate to evaluate ho%
much site surface was in fact excavated outside rooms, however, and it must be offered that observations of exterior activity performance are not necessarily reliable because of this.
Most rooms without evidence of hearth usage found at
these sites exhibit constructional details such as plastered
floors and adobe or adobe mortared masonry walls (sometimes exhibiting plaster as well) which would make them
suitable for long-term bulk storage. Construction techniques frequently involved setting wall foundations in
trenches below the level of floors in surface roomblocks.
such that rooms were tightly sealed whether or not they
exhibited plastered floors.
From these observations, it can be offered that 4-8
room P-Ill components may well have served as locations
for long-term bulk storage of food resources. Construetional details are admittedly sketchy in some cases due to
poor preservation but all evidence as it exists indicates
the suitability of some room facilities at these sites for
cold weather habitation in conjunction with other rooms
suitable for long-term storage.
Large Sites. Three site locations characterized by 15 or
more surface rooms dating to tileP-Ill phase were excavated within the study area. One of these, LA 12119.
exhibited rooms which had been remodeled in addition to
new room construction sequences. Together these permitted definition of at least two occupational episodes. Table
6.7 summarizes data concerning the number of rooms.
room function, room size, and presence of exterior features
for those occupations.
As with 4-8 room P-Ill sites, many details of construction at larger components are not well preserved. Data concerning wall abutments and sequences of room construction are scarce at LA 5014 and LA 6462 (unit VI Kand the
possibility exists that more surface rooms than documented
once existed at both those components.

It is interesting to note that floor space among rooms
with hearths at 4-8 room sites averages 2.7 m 2 larger than
floor space among one-room P-I1l sites,

Despite this, several commonalities of architectural
construction are apparent among the four occupations.
In general, coi-structional details of surface rooms are quite
similar to 4-8 room P-Ill components. Rooms were fully
enclosed by walls constructed either from adobe, or adobe
bonded masonry elements. Floors were plastered, and
hearth facilities were constructed either in centers of
rooms, or adjacent to walls or corners. Kivas at all three
site locations and the pitroom at LA 5014 all were characterized by plastered floors and walls. The vast majority of
structures containing hearths built at larger P-Ill sites were
thus suitable for winter habitation.

Evidence of exterior hearth or bin facilities was found
at LA 12121 (one hearth), and LA 6462, Unit IV (one bin,
one hearth); but it can be suggested that the medium-sized
site locations typical of much of the P-Ill settlement in the
study area represent dominantly cold weather occupations,
given characteristics of room construction. No open-ended
rooms were identified through excavation, and the number
of exterior features discovered during the course of excava-

Exceptions to this are found at LA 5014, where two
rooms contained only burned areas on their floors rather
than constructed hearth facilities. Both of these rooms
were open-sided, as was another room containing no
hearths at the same site. LA 5014 seems to be the only
larger P-Ill component which exhibits architectural evi.
dence of both cold weather and warm weather habitation
in this respect.
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Table 6.6
Architectural Data for 4-8 Room P-Ill Sitest

LA 6462 Unit III

LA 6462 Unit IV

Rooms with hearths
R floor space
s.d.
sum floor space
Rooms without hearths
K floor space
s.d.
sum floor space
Kiva
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

4
7.37
1.71
29.49
4
7.17
0.85
28.66
9.08
58.15
67.23
none

Rooms with hearths
K floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Kiva
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

4
7.89
2.65
31.57
3
4.80
2.82
14.41
11.07
45.98
57.05
hearth, bin

LA 6462 Unit VII Rooms with hearths
R floor space
(occupation 1)
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
Rfloor space
s.d.
sum
Kiva
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

3
9.03
1.40
27.08
5
6.28
2.72
31.42
8.04
58.50
66.54
none

Rooms with hearths
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
! floor space
s.d.
sum
Kiva
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

4
8.77
1.25
35.06
4
5.86
2.94
23.44
8.04
58.50
66.54
none

LA 6462 Unit VII
(occupation 2)

t all spatial measures refer to m 2
* room dimensions estimated
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Room with hearths
LA 12121
(occupation 1)
3i floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Kiva
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior feature

4
9.75
3.96
38.99
4
5.26
2.24
21.02
none
60.01
60.01
hearth

LA 12121
(occupation 2)

Rooms with hearths
i floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Kiva
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

3
10.29
4.67
30.86
5
5.83
2.32
29.15
none
60.01
60.01
hearth

LA 12522

Rooms with hearths
K floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
5Efloor space
s.d.
sum
Kiva
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

2
5.70*
0.00*
11.40*
2
6.08
0.49
12.16
11.64
23.56
35.20
none
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Twenty three rooms at larger P-Ill components contained evidence of hearth usage. These ranged in size from
3.25 m 2 to 7.95 m2 and averaged 5.52 m 2 . Forty-one
rooms without evidence of hearth area were excavated
ranging in size from 2.56 to 11.29 in2 and averaging
4.94 m 2 in floor space. Rooms containing hearths are thus,
on the average, only 12 percent larger in floor space than
rooms not containing hearths. When compared to similar
rooms excavated at 4-8 room P-Ill sites, rooms containing
hearths averaged 3 m 2 smaller in floor space while rooms
with no hearths averaged only 0.4 m 2 smaller in size. Sizes
for presumed habitation rooms at larger P-Ill sites are more
similar to one-room P-Ill sites than to the mid-sized sites.
In summary, larger P-III components at LA 6462 and
two occupations at LA 12119 can be suggested to reflect
predominantly cold weather occupation based upon architectural criteria. The component at LA 5014, while representing construction for winter habitation for many rooms,
also exhibited some architectural characteristics such asopensided rooms, hearth usage in rooms containing no constructed hearth facilities, an exterior hearth, and an exterior wing
wall which seem to reflect warm weather occupation as well.
From presently available information, large P-III occu-

pational components include rooms constructed in a fashion suitable for long-term protection or storage of bulk resources. The majority of rooms were constructed from
adobe walls based upon masonry footings set in trenches
below ground level or from adobe bonded masonry walls
(LA 12119). Where data are available, floors were commonly constructed from adobe, or were plastered, as were wall
interiors. With the exception of one room at LA 5014,
nonhearth facilities were fully enclosed.
It is clear, then, that large P-Ill sites included rooms
suitable for long-term protection of bulk goods as a substantial part of their architectural inventory. Since these
same sites included rooms containing hearths which were
constructed in fashions suitable for winter residence, it can
be suggested that the larger P-Ill occupations, like the
mid-sized sites, served as locations for winter residence by
their occupants.
The extent to which these same sites served as warm
weather residences is more difficult to ascertain, given the
relative paucity of exterior archeological work conducted
at these sites. LA 5014 seems, based upon some architectural features, to exhibit evidence of warm weather occupation in addition to winter habitation.

Table 6.7

Architectural Data for Large P-Ill Sitest
LA 5014

Rooms with hearths
K floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
K floor space
s.d.
sum
Kivas
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Unexcavated surf. rooms
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

6*
6.63
0.53
39.80
6
6.34
2.54
38.06
2**
10.68
1.65
21.36
4
77.86*
99.22
1 hearth

LA 6462 Unit VI

Rooms with hearths
9 floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
5 floor space
s.d.
sum

6
4.82
1.31
28.92
13
3.65
0.72
47.39

Kivas

LA 12119
Rooms with hearths
(occupation 1)
T floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
i floor space
s.d.
sum
Kivas
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features
LA 12119
(occupation 2)

1

R floor space
s.d.
sum
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

R floor space

13.85
n/a
13.85
76.31
90.16
none

s.d.
sum
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

2

"
*
**

Rooms with hearths
K floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Kivas

all spatial measures refer to m
includes one oitroom and two rooms which are open-sided
includes estimated floor space for one kiva which was not fully excavated.
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4
4.65
1.1S
18.59
9
5.36
1.47
48.20
2
17.43
2.87
34.86
66.79
101.65
3 ext. hearths
7
5.65
1.79
39.56
13
5.31
1.93
69.03
2
17.43

2.87
34.86
108.59
1.13.45
3 ext. hearths
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Floral and Faunal Evidence
for Seasonality of Residence
Direct evidence of floral and faunal species possibly
used as food by P-Ill inhabitants of the region, while offering some potential for identifying seasonal patterns of residence, are not routinely preserved in quantities sufficient
for comparative analysis. Table 6.8 presents data concerning floral remains recovered from excavated P-Ill sites, and
Table 6.9 presents information for faunal remains,
Inspection of the first table indicates clearly that the
majority of P-Ill sites exhibited no evidence of floral
species. Only seven of 16 excavated sites contained any
floral remains, although excavation techniques and variation in preservation are different from site to site.
Maize constituted the only evidence of plant resources
at three sites including one single pitroom component and
two 4-8 room con',,onents, while pinyon nuts constituted
the only kind of plant foodstuff recovered from a third 4-8
room component. Maize and pinyon nuts are both kinds of
resources that can be easily stored for relatively long time
periods and, as such, do not provide much evidence concerning seasonality of residential occupation for those four
components.

All three large P-Ill sites exhibited floral remains, but
only in scarce quantities at LA 5014 and LA 6462, Unit VI.
Aside from Croton texensis or doveweed which was not felt
to be found in contexts indicating deliberate procurement
(Ford 1968:250-251), the only other identifiable seeds recovered from LA 6462 were maize. LA 5014 yielded no
maize, but one Cheno Am indicating fall procurement and
one Astragalus seed indicating spring procurement were
identified. Another 22 seeds were noted as present but were
not identified. Under the assumption that the two identified seeds represent the pop'lation of unidentified seeds
from the site, floral procurement activities from mid-May
through as late as October might be indicated (Tierney,
this volume).
This implied warm weather occupation of the site is
not inconsistent with architectural evidence pointing to
warm weather residential use of at least three rooms, in
addition to other rooms which were suitable for cold weather occupation.
The remaining large site (LA 12119) exhibited seeds or
other parts of eight species in addition to maize. pinyon.
ChenoAms and Astragalus. Three of these represent food
items that can be stored for long periods of time (acorns,
beans and juniper berries) and another (Eleangus or Russian

Table 6.8

Floral Remains Recovered from P-Ill Sites*
One Room Sites
6462
IV

6462
IV

Zea mays

6

5

Phaesolussp.

-

-

Pinus edulis
(nuts)

-..

Quercus sp.
(nuts)
Juniperus sp.
(berry/seed)
Celtis sp.

-

--

-

-

-

....-

Opuntia sp.

-

....

Species

Cheno/Ams

5

-

5014
-

1

6

-

3

5
17

1

3+

-

-

--

1

-

-

1
I-

--

78

-

22**

-

* only sites with evidence of flora
** at least five different species
introduced

119

')

-5

.

unidentified seeds

5

10

-

12119

I.

6

.

Prunussp.

t

-

Large Sites
6462
V1

-

Eleagnus sp.t
Croton sp.

12121

....

Portulaca
Astragalus sp.

4-8 Room Sites
6462
VII
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Table 6.9
Faunal Remains Recovered from P-111 Sites*

One and Two Room Sites
0
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the Cochiti Reservoir study area from the vicinity of Alamo
Canyon southward to the mouth of White Rock Canyon.
These residential patterns include one room sites; small
roomblock complexes of 4-8 rooms generally associated
with a subterranean kiva; and large sites which are characterized by 15 or more rooms, in association with either one
or two kivas.

olive) is an introduced species. Remaining species providing
possible clues as to season of acquisition include hackberry,
Opuntia (probably prickly pear), and Portulaca, all of
which are available from late August through September
(Tierney, this volume). Coupled with other species at the
site, both late spring and fall procurement is suggested.
The floral species recovered from P-Ill sites thus do not
contradict interpretations of seasonal residence developed
from architectural details, aithough both cold weather and
warm weather occupation has been suggested for many
sites. The absence of any floral remains from nine P-III
sites may reflect differential preservation rather than procurement behavior, however,

A primary goal of the analysis was to ascertain whether
these residential patterns might be accounted for simply as
seasonal variations in numbers of individuals or commensal
groups comprising the P-Ill social system, or whether these
residential patterns might be accounted for as reflecting
fundamentally different social entities comprising parts of
that system of social behavior.

Faunal remains are much better represented among the
P-.l site locations such that at least some evidence of
faunal procurement is evident at all but four of the excavated sites. In general, it can be seen that substantially
greater numbers of individuals are represented at sites
which have subsurface features which again indicates that
differences in preservation may account for much variation in faunal assemblages. This is especially true of the
small P-Ill sites, where only pitrooms exhibit substantial
frequencies of faunal remains,

The combined results of analysis directed toward
evaluating floral, faunal and architectural data potentially
informing upon seasonal occupation of these site classes
point toward the following conclusions in this regard.
First, all three residential patterns may represent different structural poses of social behavior, each of which
comprised contemporarily interactive social segments of
tile P-it1 social system. No good evidence exists to indicate
that one site configuration simply represents a seasonal
variation of another social unit reflected at another larger
site configuration.

When comparing the one room sites with 4-8 room
sites, it can be seen that with two differences, about the
same range of fauna are represented. The 4-8 room sites
reflect substantially more procurement of turkeys and
reflect, as well, a greater investment into procuring large
mammals. In nearly all cases, however, rabbits (both
cottontail and jack) constitute the single most numerous
medium sized species.

Second, there exists an apparent pattern in association
of those structural entities. Single room sites representing
single commensal groups seem to reflect the smallest social
unit which can maintain a viable residence on a year-round
basis. Four to eight room sites, most of which consist of
3-5 commensal groups, constitute the next largest residential and social configuration. From several lines of evidence.
this cooperative group seems to comprise the most common
P-Ill social unit and is routinely evident as a roomblock of
surface rooms constructed both for habitation and bulk
storage in association with a kiva.

Large P-III components reflect a pattern of faunal
procurement basically similar to the 4-8 room structures.
LA 12119 exhibits by far the greatest diversity of species,
including several which are not usially procured as food
resources such as ringtail, skunk and fox. These may
reflect investment into procuring hides r:-ner than food.

Larger P-Ill sites seem to be made up of two such
household groups operating contemporaneously. No good
evidence in the southern Pajarito Plateau exists at present
to indicate that residential groups larger than two household units in fact existed during the P-Ill phase. Implica.
tions of this residential patterning will be discussed in the
concluding section of the chapter.

With the exception of migratory waterfowl and bison,
fauna recovered from P-Ill sites are potentially available
within the vicinity of Cochiti Reservoir on a year-round
basis or would at least be logistically accessible by short
duration hunts (Marchiando 1977). Various waterfowl use
the Rio Grande as a flyway during both spring and fall
migrations, and it is interesting to note that waterfowl are
most prevalent archeologically in components at LA 6462,
situated near the mouth of White Rock Canyon. No modern-day data exist concerning whether certain waterfowl
routinely land in the vicinity of White Rock Canyon during
their migrations. It can be suggested that the stiller waters
and broader floodplain below the mouth of the canyon
would have been more appropriate for resting and foraging
by these species in the past, especially when compared to
the turbulent and narrow channel characterizing the canyon
itself,

CLASSIC (PUEBLO IV) OCCUPATION)
Introduction
The Pueblo IV (P-IV) occupation of the Cochiti study
area is defined by a change in dominant ceramic manufacturing technology in the southern portion of the study area
(glazewares) and by less dramatic changes in ceramic types
for the northern part of the study area (biscuitwares). The
P-IV period thus spans a time period of 275 years from ca.
A.D. 1325 to the beginnings of historic Spanish settlement
in New Mexico. Ceramic types associated with P-IV settlement and dates proposed for those types are summarized
as follows:

Summary
In the previous discussion three basic residential patterns have been identified which typify P-Ill settlement of
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early P-IV

Rio Grande
glazes A, B;
Biscuit A

A.D.1325-1425 (Peckham and
or
Wells 1967)
71325-1450 (Warrenl977c)

mid P-IV

Rio Grande
glazes C, D,
early E;
Biscuit B

A.D.1450-1600

(Warrenl977c)

late P-IV

Rio Grande
late E

A.D.1600-1650

(Warrenl977c)

Based upon a literature survey, some 322 P-IV sites
have been documented for the Cochiti study area representing a slight decrease from the P-Itt period (Biella 1977:
117). Architectural sites range in size from single rooms to
pueblos of up Lo 800 rooms. The population of sites
represents a distinctly bimodal distribution of small (1-3
rooms) and large (greater than 50 rooms) sites. The latter
are frequently reported to exceed 150 ground floor rooms
in size. It has generally been assumed that the small sites
represent seasonally inhabited procurement or production
locales (often termed field houses) used by inhabitants of
the large sites which have been interpreted as village centers,
Artifact scatters, trails, and agricultural terrace systems
are also characteristic of the P-IV period. Although similar
kinds of features have been occasionally documented for
the P-Ill period, they are extremely rare in occurrence prior
to the P-IV period. Chronological data derived through
excavation of a range of P-IV sites within the study area are
presented in Table 6.10.

Slight differences in the distribution of P-IV sites may
be noted when compared to ? III settlement. P-IV sites
occur in much lower frequencies on the Pajarito Plateau,
decreasing in numbers over 65 percent from the previous
period. Since many of the sites are significantly larger in
size than those comprising the P-1Il period, the marked
decline in numbers of sites during the P-IV period may not
reflect a significant decrease in population. The P-IV occupation extends unto the Caja del Rio Plateau and into
White Rock Canyon. A majority of P-IV sites date between
A.D. 1325-1450 although the occupation continued into
the 16th century. Nevertheless, a marked decrease in the
number of sites is apparent toward the end of the 15th
century. Principal exceptions include a few large villages
located in the southern part of the Cochiti study area.
both on the Pajarito Plateau and in the upper Middle Rio
Grande Valley.
Residential Patterns
Three types of residential sites have been documented
for the P-IV period: open camp sites, small 1-3 room
architectural sites, and villages. Each will he discussed in
turn below.
Nonstructural Sites: The nonstructural Anasazi sites
are generally small in area) extent and exhibit high artifact
densities when compared to open Archaic sites in the same
localities. All of the hearth features are characterized by
some amount of firecracked rock: only two hearth features
were recovered, more or less, intact. Absolute frequencies
of sherds varied (33 to 124 sherds). but each of the sites

Table 6.10
Chronology for Excavated P-IV Sites
Component

Archeo.

Open Campsties
LA 12444 prov. 3-7

-

LA 12483

-

LA 12486

-

LA 12120 room 1

Dendro.

Ceramics

References

1400-1450

Chapman et al. 1977:218

1350-1450

Chapman et al. 1977:288-289

-

1350-1450

Chapman et al. 1977:297-301

-

-

1325-1400

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12124 room 1

-

-

1325-1400

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12443 room 1

-

-

1325-1425

Chapman et al. 1977.208

LA 12517 room 1

-

-

1400-1450

Chapman et al. 1977:339

LA 12522 feat. 6
LA 12567 room I

-

-

1350-1450
1385-1400

Laumbach et al. 1977:74
Traylor et al. 1977

-

1390-1450

Traylor et al. 1977

?1350?

Traylor et al. 1977

-

One Room Sites

LA 12568 room 1

-

LA 12584 room 1

-

LA 13049 room 1

---

LA 13076 room 2
room 3

-

LA 13084 room 1
room 3

-

1325-1425

Hunter-Anderson 1979:78

-

1350-1400
1350-1400

O'Leary 1979:122
O'Leary 1979:122

-

--

1350-14150

Hunter-Anderson
1979:134

and

Schult

-

-

?1350-1450?

Hunter-Anderson
1979:141

and

Schutt

.
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Table 6.10 (Continued)

Component
LA 13084 (continued)
room 4

Archeo.

Dendro.

--

Ceramics

References

?1350-1450?

Hunter-Anderson
1979

and Schutt
and

-

-

1350-1450?

Hunter-Anderson
1979:145

Two and Three Room Sites
LA 10119 rooms 1, 2

-

-

1450-1550

Travlor et al. 1977

LA 12124 rooms 2, 3

-

-

1325-1400

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12125 rooms 1, 2

-

-

1325-1400

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12127

room 5

rooms 1, 2

-

-

1325-1400

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12144 rooms 1, 2

-

-

1325-1400

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12454

-

-

1350-1450

Chapman et al. 1977:248

LA 12512 feat. 1, 2

-

-

1350-1400?

Laumbach et al. 1977:64

LA 12518 rooms 1, 2

-

-

1325-1500?

Chapman et al. 1977:343

LA 12519 rooms 1, 2

-

1350-1400

Chapman et al. 1977:351

rooms 1, 2

-

Schutt

rooms 1, 2

-

-

1325-1400

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 12581 rooms 1, 2

-

-

1350-1450

Traylor et al. 1977

LA 13050

rooms 1, 2

-

-

1350-1400;
1490-1515

Schutt 1979a:91

LA 13054 rooms 1, 2

-

1350-1400

Schutt 1979b:107

LA 13084 room 2, wing walls

-

1350-1400

Hunter-Anderson
1979:141

LA 13086 rooms 2-4

--

1325-1500

Hunter-Anderson.etal.1979:160

Large Sites
LA 6455 eastern sector
western sector, 1st occ.

-

1350-1400

Honea 1968:153

1450-1490s

Honea 1968:169

LA 12577

western sector, 2nd occ.
LA 12119**
LA 9154

LA 70

-

-

-

clustered dates
(27 samples):
1358vv-1409vv

1375

1432,v-1469R, RB 1500-1525
±

19

Honea 1968:169

1396vv; 1419vv

early 1400s

Traylor et al. 1977

-

1350-1400

Snow 1971

lower floors
western roomblock,
Kiva 1, pitrooms

-

lower floors
northern roomblock

--

1375-1400

Snow 1971

upper floors
both roomblocks

--

1400-1450

Snow 1971

1st occupation

-

+*

91300-1450

Snow 1976

2nd occupation
3rd occupation

-

+*
+*

1450-1490
1490-1515

Snow 1976
Snow 1976

4th occupation

-+*

1515-1539

Snow 1976

--

** exact extent of P-IV occupation is unclear; few P-IV sherds recovered

+* numerous dendrochronological samples from LA 70 have been analyzed. The reader is referred to
Snow (1976) and Robinson et al. (1972) for these extensive data.
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and

Schutt
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exhibited between 13 and 16 different vessels. The presence
of firecracked rock on sites with ceramic vessels remains
somewhat incongruous in that a cooking procedure which
involves heat-retaining cobbles is generally interpreted as
being a nonceramic (or preceramic) technology. Three nonstructural sites have been excavated.
LA 12444, prov. 3-7

three hearths and a dispersed lithic
and ceramic scatter; hearths defined
by presence of firecracked rock
(none were intact); density of 3.03
artifacts per m'
scattered over
496 m2 area (Chapman et al. 1977).

LA 12483, prov. 1-3 one hearth and a lithic and ceramic
scatter; no intact hearths, all defined
by firecracked rock; small areally
(58 m 2 ) with a density of 4.38 artifacts per m2 (Chapman et al. 1977).
LA 12486, prov. 1-5

four hearths with a lithic and ceramic
scatter- two hearths partially intact
and two defined by scatters of firecracked rock; small areally (192 in2 )
with a density of 4.53 artifacts per
m 2 (Chapman et al. 1977).

One Room Sites: Fifteen one room P-IV sites have
been excavated within the study area. Although these
single room structures exhibit considerable variation in
size and shape, there are some similarities in construction
worth noting. Most are masonry surface rooms which are
made from unshaped dry-laid elements often incorporating
large boulders as building elements. A few pitrooms are
present as well. With the exception of the pitrooms, none
of the one room sites had plastered floors. Roughly half of
the structures exhibited hearth features. Often these
hearths were not formally constructed adobe or slab-lined
features (which characterized P-Ill one room sites) but consisted instead of circular or oval burned areas on room
floors. Figure 6.6 illustrates a typical masonry surface room.
The following one room P-IV sites have been excavated:
LA 12120, room 1

LA 12124, room 1

plastered
1977).

rectangular surface structure;4.25 m
floor space; no interior features; possible entryway (Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 12443, room 1

rectangular surface structure; 3.70 m 2
floor space; slab-lined hearth along
one wall (Chapman et al. 1977).

LA 12517, room 1

oval surface structure; 0.88 m 2 floor
space; no formally defined features
although fill contains firecracked
rock and ash (Chapman et al. 1977).

LA 12522, feat. 6

subrectangular pitroom (1.61 mdeep);
2.85 m 2 floor space; corner hearth;

(Chapman et

subrectangular,
semisubterranean
room (ca. 50 cm deep); 3.78 m2
floor space; central burned area and
slab bin displaced from wall; room
built between boulders (Traylor et al.
1977).

LA 12568, room 1

circular pit excavated into natural
slope (1.7 m deep); 6.16 m2 enclosed
space; no interior features, plastered
floor: roof of vigas and latillas: doorway (Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 12575

incorporates natural shelter with ca.
8.58 in 2 available floor space (Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 12584, room 1

rectangular surface structure: 3.04 m2
floor space: no interior features (only
1 glazeware sherdI (Traylor et al.
1977).

LA 13049, room 1

oval surface structure: 5.40 M 2 floor
space: central burned area: possible
doorway (Hunter-Anderson 1979d).

LA 13076. room 2

subrectangular
surface
structure:
2.20 m2 floor space; no interior features: doorway (O'Leary 1979).

LA 13076, room 3

triangular surface structure built
against boulder: 1.80 m' floor space:
2 burned areas against wall ()'Lear.
1979).

LA 13084, room 1

oval surface structure: 4.75 m floor
space: hearth against wall: entrance:
petroglyphs around interior and exterior of room; built in basalt talus
(Hunter-Anderson and Schutt 1979).

LA 13084, room 3*

L-shaped surface structure: 4.70 m
floor space defined between walls: no
interior features (Hunter-Anderson
and Schutt 1979).

LA 13084,room 4

circular surface structure: 1.80 m
floor space; burned area in center of
room (Hunter-Anderson and Schutt
1979).

LA 13084, room 5

U-shaped surfacc structure: 4.20 m2
floor space defined within walls: no
interior features (Hunter-Anderson
and Schutt 1979).

2

2

* P-IV ceramics found in close proximity to room

but not in room itself.
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al.

LA 12567, room 1

2

rectangular surface structure; 1.92 m
floor space; corner burned area with
a slab bin (Traylor et al. 1977).

floors
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Fig. 6.6

Typical one room P-IV site in White Rock Canyon, LA 12443
(after Chapman et al. 1977:203)

Two and Three Room Sites: The two and three room
sites share many constructional features with the one room
sites in that they often incorporate existing boulders as a
wall or portion of a wall, and many of the masonry elements are unshaped. There is a tendency, however, for at
least one of the rooms to be characterized by slightly
greater labor investment into construction in the form or
coursing, mortared or plastered walls and prepared or plastered floors. The rooms in these sites also tend to be larger
as a class of sites although, like the one room sites, they
exhibit considerable variability. Exterior features, either
bins or hearths, occur occasionally at these sites. Examples
of two room sites are illustrated in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8.
Sixteen two and three room sites dating to the P-IV
period have been excavated, and are described below:
LA 10119. rooms 1,2

two masonry rooms built under
an overhang somewhat irregular
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shape: room 1 (6.84 m% 2 side,
bins with plastered floor; room 2
(7.05 m2 ) central ash area and not
fullyenclosed (Traylor et al.1977).
LA 12122, rooms 1-3
(2 occupations)

three contiguous masonry rooms
arranged in single linear row: all
rooms subrectangular; room I
(3.96 M2 ) with 2 wall hearths:
room 2 (3.12 m2 ), no interior
features, room 3 (4.32 m 2 ) with
corner hearth; at least 2 occupa.
tions represented by replastered
floors in rooms 1 & 2; floor in
room 3 at same level as upper
floor in room 2. llearths in room
1 associated with Ist occupation
only; exterior hearth adjacent
to room 2 (Traylor et al. 1977.

JAN V. BIELLA

limits of excavation

heth

RomQ

Room I

E]level Iroom I

EJlevel

"

upright slabs

meters

I room 2

L

*ash

2 /

A

A

Fig. 6.7

One example of a two room P-IV site, LA 12519. Note construction detail,
(after Chapman et a!. 1977:347)
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LA /2454
limits of
excavation
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oo rHearth Heart th

Sill
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ROOM 2

Room lI

,

level I
level 2
level 3

I

upright slabs

~level 4

adobe
j

2,
3

2
mete's

Fig. 6.8

LA 12124,rooms 2, 3
(1st occupation)

A second example of a two room P-IV site, LA 12454. Note construction detail.
(after Chapman et al. 1977:244).
two contiguous masonry rooms;
rectangular shape; room 1 (4.73
2
in ) with hearth along end wall;
room 2 (4.68 m 2 ) with 2 central
ash pits; exterior feature wing wall
with hearth.

(2nd occupation)

construction same; room 2, two
hearths against wall; room 3, no
interior features, exterior hearth
may be associated with this occupation. (Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 12125,rooms 1,2

twocontiguousmasonrystructures;
bothrectangular;room 1 (3.15n 2 )
with subfloor bin; room 2 (3.60
m2 ) ash pit against wall and a
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plaster-lined bin, latter room
slightly subterranean, noncontiguous slab-lined bin (Traylor et al.
1977).
LA 12127, rooms 1, 2

two contiguous masonry rooms.
both rectangular: room I (2.10
m 2 ) with hearth along wall: room
2 (2.73 m 2 . no interior features:
doorway in second room at
ground level ('raylor et al. 1977 1.

LA 12114, rooms 1, 2

two contiguous masonn
both rectangular room
m 2 ) with side bin: room
m. ). no interior features
et al. 1977),

rooms:
1 (6.30
2 12.66
(Tray lor

JAN V. BIELLA
LA 12454,rooms 1,2

two contiguous masonry rooms;
both rectangular; room 1 (4.20
m 2 ) surficial with hearth against
wall and slab-lined bin; room 2
(3.30 m 2 ) senisubterranean(47cm
deep) with hearth against wall;
doorway between rooms (Chapman et al. 1977).

LA 12512, feat. 1, 2

two contiguous masonry rooms;
both rectangular; room 1 (2.83
m2 ) semisubterranean (1.13 m
deep), no interior features; room
2, partially destroyed surface
structure, dimensions indeterminant, slab bin; doorway between
rooms (Laumbach et al. 1977).

LA 12518, rooms 1, 2

LA 12519, rooms 1, 2

two contiguous masonry
both rectangular; room
m 2 ), no interior features;
(0.96 M 2 ), no interior
(Chapman et al. 1977).

rooms;
1 (0.94
room 2
features

two contiguous masonry rooms;
room 1 (2.50 m 2 ), surficial rectangular structure, burned cobbles
area in corner; room 2 (3.10 m 2 )
semisubterranean (65 cm deep)
circular structure, no interior features (Chapman et al. 1977).

LA 12577, rooms 1,2

two contiguous masonry rooms;
both rectangular; room 1 (2.52
m 2 ), with corner hearth; room 2
(3.06 m 2 ), no interior features
(Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 12581, rooms 1, 2

two contiguous masonry rooms;
both subrectangular; room 1 (6.20
m 2 ), no interior features but
doorway to outside; room 2
(2.85 M 2 ), no interior features;
exterior bin (Traylor et al. 1977).

LA 13050, rooms 1,2
(2 occupations
in room 2)

two contiguous masonry rooms;
both circular; room 1 (3.10 m ),
no interior features; room 2
(3.40 M 2 ), no interior features
1st occupation, hearth against
wall for 21,d occupation; exterior
door; doorway between rooms
(Schutt 1979a).

LA 13054, rooms 1, 2

LA 13084, room 2
and walls

two c'-ntigu(,us masonry roonms.
room 2 '2 3 m- stibrectangular,
hearth against wall jecojid featur,
is U-shaped (3.1 m, .no mintrior
features doorway betw een strutc
tures (Hunter-Anderson and Schutt
1979).

LA 13086, rooms 2-3
(1st occupation)

three contiguous rooms. roomblock forms L-shape; all rooms
rectangular; room 2 (4.0 m2 ). no
2
interior features: room 3 (2.5 rn
no interior features: room 4
(-.0 m 2) with 4 hearths (3 along
walls, one in centern, central
hearth was ash only; rooms 2 and
3 built first, room 4 added later
(Hunter-Anderson et al. 1979).

rooms 2-4
(2nd occupation)

Large Sites: The third basic P-IV site configuration is
represented by large sites comprised of 50 or more rooms
and one or more kivas. Considerable variation in overall
numbers of rooms, arrangements of roomblocks and numbers of kivas is evident a.nong these large P-V sites. Smaller
sites consist of single roomblocks and only one or two
kivas, whereas larger sites may consist of several plazas
fully enclosed by roomblocks and containing several kivas.
Three of these large P-IV sites in the Cochiti study area
have been excavated (see Figs. 6.9-6.10).
LA 6455
eastern sector

one kiva enclosed by an L-shaped
roomblock consisting of 6 pitrooms, 2 surface rooms with
hearths and 5 surface rooms
without hearths. One arm of the
roomblock consists entirely of
pitrooms, and the other consists
of a row of pitrooms facing the
kiva with a roomblock of surface
rooms behind it. Only one occupation is evident. At least three
unfinished pitrooms occur and
other pitrooms may be present.
Surface rooms are badly eroded.
No clear evidence of exterior
features were encountered.
Two additional pitrooms and an
associated surface room were
found east of the roomblock.
but represent a different occupation (Lange 1968).

LA 6455
western sector

two masonry rooms, 1.15 m
apart; room 1 (1.76 M 2 ), semisubterranean (1.14 m deep) rectangular structure with corner hearth;
room 2 (3.76 m 2 ), surficial rectangular structure, 2 hearths against walls (one burned cobbles);
2 burned areas outside rooms
(Schutt 1979b).
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two kivas and a single roomblock
of 37 surface rooms, 12 of which
contain hearths and 15 of which
do not. The roomblock was constructed as a single unit, although
several rooms and one kiva exhibit
substantial remodeling. Rooms are
arranged in a block 3-4 rooms
wide, with the 2 rows nearest the
kivas containing hearths. Some
evidence of exterior features exists
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as an open sided room and wing
walls. Two occupations represented by ceramics, but data insufficient to determine which
surface rooms were occupied during each component. One pitroom
of earlier occupation not associated with the roomblock was
located north of the roomblock
and the kivas (Lange 1968).
LA 9154

LA 70

Perhaps one of the more important observations to
be made concerning large P-IV sites is the fact that the
occupational history of each site appears to be quite complex. Accretional sequences of construction are evident
at some site locations such as LA 70, whereas other site
locations such as LA 6455 are characterized by construction and use of different facilities at different locations
within the site through time. All the excavated sites have
rooms which have undergone extensive remodeling, again
indicating complex sequences of occupation, abandonment
and reoccupation of many facilities.

two kivas enclosed by an L-shaped
roomblock of 43 surface rooms
(estimated), with an earlier component of at least 3 pitrooms. Surface rooms arranged in rows 2-3
rooms wide for both arms of the
roomblock, with rooms containing hearths located toward the
inside of the L. Data exist for 18
excavated surface rooms (of ca.
23 known to be excavated), 11
containing hearths, 7 with no
hearths.
T'o major components of occupation suggested, but data are insufficient to identify number of
rooms associated with each. Only

There are three implications of this occupational coinplexity in terms of understanding variation in residential
groups comprising P-IV society. First, the sequential nature
of occupation on a site by site basis may reflect considerable mobility on the part of residential groups throughout
the P-IV period rather than relatively stable village based
residential patterns. Second, the degree of occupational
complexity has resulted in an archeological record which is
very difficult to dissect into discrete occupational episodes
which might provide clues as to the structure of residential
groups inhabiting larger sites. Third, the actual size of population for residence groups inhabiting a site for any given
occupational episode may well be considerably smaller than
is implied by the immense numbers of rooms, roomblocks.
and plazas found at some sites. In this sense, if LA 70 is
taken as an example of a typical P-IV site of ca. 200 rooms,

one kiva associated with each oc-

the actual size of the site seems to represent the end pro-

cupation. Many rooms characterized by remodeling and rebuilding
episodes. No clear evidence of exterior features, but excavation
outside rooms was not extensive
(Snow 1971).

duct of a long history of sequential construction, habitation
and abandonment events. Actual sizes of residential groups
inhabiting the site during any single occupational event
may not be significantly larger than those represented
by smaller sites such as the western sector of LA 6455
or LA 9154.

nine kivas, 195+ surface rooms, 7
known pitrooms, 10 or more ramada structures and a variety of
exterior features such as wing
walls, hearths, adobe mixing basins
and unknown structures represented by posthole patterns,
At least four occupations represented, the earliest including one
square kiva and 7 pitrooms. Subsequent occupations involved construction and use of the surface
rooms, arranged in roomblocks
forming a hollow square with one
attached wing. Of the 195 rooms
excavated, 134 contained hearth
facilities,
and 61 did not. Man)
rooms exhibited remodeling episodes, and considerable complexity of construction, use and abandonment of rooms is evident over
occupation of the site. Three plaza
areas containing kivas represented.
Roomblocks vary from 2-7 rooms
wide, generally with rooms containing hearths in rows closest to
plaza areas (Snow 1976).

In order to evaluate the residential structure at these
sites, a rudimentary attempt has been made to use available
data concerning numbers of rooms and amount of floor
space to arrive at a per occupation average residential
group size. These figures are given in Table 6.14. Itcan be
seen that the smallest residential component is the eastern
sector of LA 6455, with only 13 rooms (8 with hearths).
one kiva and a total enclosed habitation storage space of
ca. 124 in, exclusive of kivas.
The western sector of the same site was larger, consisting of 27 rooms (12 with hearths) and 2 kivas and a total
enclosed habitation storage space of 189 m2 exclusive of
kivas. Two occupational components may he reflected at
this sector, however.
Figures for LA 9154 are more speculative because the
site was only partially excavated. Two distinct occupational
episodes were present and the per-occupation average residential group is reflected as 22 rooms, one kiva and total
enclosed habitation storage space of 164 m2 exclusive of
kivas.
Averages for LA 70, in contrast to these smaller (o.
ponents. reflect 50 rooms, two kivas and 351 in, of enclosed habitation storage space per occupation exclusive
of kivas.
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Architectural Evidence for
Seasonality of Residence

Although these comparative measures are based upon
very gross estimates and averages per number of occupational events, it is quite interesting to note that the mean
residential group size at LA 70 is just about twice as large as
the residential group sizes indicated at the other large sites,
It might be suggested, then, that a basic residential unit
characterizing occupation of large P-IV sites consists of
households or related households who share a common
kiva and who use a combined floor space totaling from ca.
125 m 2 to 175 m' for both habitation and storage. Actual
numbers of commensal groups involved in these residential
units is more subject to question, although a range from as
few as 8 to as many as 33 can be posited from average numbers of rooms containing hearths.

Rooms and other facilities dating in tcnstruction and
usage to the P-IV period were analyzed for evidence of residential versus storage function and for evidence of cold
weather versus warm weather habitation suitability. The
assumptions underlying this analysis, and particular architectural details employed have been discussed previously
with respect to P-Ill period sites.
Architectural details for P-IV site locations are documented in Tables 6.11 through 6.14.

One Room Sites: Fifteen P-IV components characterized by single isolated rooms have been excavated within
the area of study. Architectural data relevant for assessing
whether or not these structures may have been built for
warm weather or cold weather residential occupation are
presented in Table 6.11. Nine of these structures are fully
enclosed by walls and contain evidence of interior hearth
usage. In only three cases, however, were hearth facilities
actually constructed witnin the rooms. The remainder
exhibit evidence of interior fires as burned areas, ash pits
or ash lenses.

This range seems much more variable than estimates of
enclosed room space and serves to illustrate how tenuous
these speculations are. It remains apparent, however, that
LA 70 decidedly reflects in average residential occupation
roughly twice the size of individual residential components
characterizing the two other large P-IV sites, given ratios of
total numbers of rooms, to kivas to enclosed room space
characterizing occupations.
Taking the average P-Ill household size of ca. 4 commensal groups inhabiting up to 60 m 2 of room space per
kiva, P-IV sites might be seen as reflecting a distinct increase in residential unit size but which, at the same time,
reflects a similar household size as the fundamental social
group comprising residential units. Thus the eastern sector
of LA 6455 represents roughly two such household groups
sharing a single kiva; the western sector of the same site reflects three such groups using a total of three kivas counting
the remodeling of one kiva astwo occupations; LA 9154 represents two occupations each consisting of two to three such
groups sharing a kiva: and LA 70 represents on the average
four occupations of six such groups sharing two kivas.

'rhe relative paucity of constructed hearth facilities is
paralleled by a lack of investment into floor and wall construction. Only one room containing a hearth was constructed using adobe mortar in wall and floor construction.
The remaining rooms were constructed of dry laid masonr\
walls, and exhibited unprepared floors.
Rooms containing evidence of hearth usage ranged in
floor space from 0.88 m " to 5.40 m 2 and averaged 2.99 n
(s.d.
1.52). No evidence of exterior facilities such as bins
or hearths was associated with any of the rooms.

Of interest in this review is identifying whether a
similar fundamental residential unit might be defined as the
basis of site-specific occupation such that variation in particular histories of site occupations might be ultimately
understood as a kind of shifting residential relocation
on the part of such household entities. Iwo things are
clear from the preceding review in this regard: (11 that an
argument can be made that some striking similarities in
possible measures of household residence can be identified
for P-Ill and P-IV sites which may point to a fundamentally
similar kind of social organization underlying residential
strategies at different sites; (2) that a basic property of restdential behavior through time seems to be one of mobility
insofar as no given household unit seems to occupy the
same site or roomblock for any great period of time;
(3) that the small number of larger P-IV sites which have
been excavated to date are insufficient in and of themselves
to provide data necessary for exploring the full range of
residential strategies necessary for resolving this problem;
and (4) that the degree of occupational complexity characterizing all the large sites excavated so far may dictate that
future programs addressing similar concerns of residence
and social articulation of commensal groups may well have
to focus upon complete excavation of roomblocks or sites
rather than sample excavation strategies to gather useful
information.

Another six single room components dating to the P-IV
phase exhibited no evidence of interior hearth usage iTable
6.11). With the exception of one subsurface room exhibit ing floor plaster, all were constructed with unprepared
floors and dry laid masonry walls. Iwo of the structures
were open sided. Rooms without hearths ranged in floor
space from 2.2 m2 to 6.2 m2 and averaged 1.1 m in area
with a standard deviation of 1.1.
In summary, it can be suggested that of the 15 excavated single room P-IV components, only one exhibits
architectural characteristics which would make it suitable
for cold weather residential occupation. The remaining
structures are characterized by dry laid masounr walls.
generally unprepared floors, and often exhibit only burned
areas or ash lenses as indication of hearth usage. These
rooms stand in clear contrast to the single loonm P-111 components, nearly all of which would have been suitable for
cold weather habitation.
Only one room (LA 12568) exhibited constructional
features suitable for use in bulk storage. 'Ihis room was
semisubterranean, exhibited a well plastered floor, no
hearth, and a lateral above-fl)oor entrance. The room had
burned and roof fall indicated it had been built with an
adobe plastered viga latilla roof. The room enclosed 6.16 m2
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Table 6.11
Architectural Data for One Room P-IV Sites

hearth
type*

Season

Site/feature

COLD

LA 12522 feat. 6

WARM

LA 12120 room 1

A

LA 12124 room 1
LA 12443 room 1

H

H

wall
mortar

floor
plaster subsurf.

+

+

+

floor
space
(m')

Comments and/or
exterior features

2.85

-

1.92

n.d.

-

-

-

-

4.25
3.70

entrance?

-

.

0.88

ash in floor fill, no defined hearth area

+

3.78

+

6.16

--

-

LA 12517 room 1

.

.

LA 12567 room 1

A

-

LA 12568 room 1

-

--

+

LA 12584 room I

-

.

.

LA 13049 room 1

A

-

LA 13076 room 2

.

...

LA 13076 room 3

A

-

LA 13084 room 1

H

-

LA 13084 room 3

.

LA 13084 room 4

A

LA 13084 room 5

.

.
-

-

-

..

.

-

-

-

.

.

-

..

possible doorway

2.20

doorway

4.75

entrance

4.70

open-sided

1.80

-

.

5.40
1.80

-

-

.

doorway

3.04

.

4.20

open-sided

*H = formal hearth
A = ash lens or pit
- = no evidence of hearth
of floor space, or at least 10.5 m 3 of interior space given
wall height estimates.

exterior features such as hearths or bins were observed.
Cold and warm weather occupation is suggested in
cases where at least one room containing a hearth facility
was constructed with mortared walls, other exterior features indicating outside activity performance occurred, or
another room constructed without use of mortar in the
walls was present.

Two and Three Room Sites
Fourteen two-room sites and two three-room sites
dating to the P-IV phase have been excavated in the southern Pajarito Plateau. Two-room sites are most common by
far as evidenced from survey data. All are characterized by
rooms which are contiguous in construction, or which are
separated by only a few centimeters. Both subsurface and
surface rooms occur, and room outline shapes vary from
square or rectangular to nearly circular. Four sites exhibited
evidence of two distinct occupations, while the remainder
were characterized by single occupational episodes. Architectural data relevant for assessing whether these structures
might have been constructed for predominantly cold
weather or warm weather residential use is presented for
each room in Table 6.12. The table illustrates the fact that
considerable variation in room construction exists among
all 20 occupational components. Using information presented in Table 6.12, the following rationale was employed
to suggest a cold weather, warm weather, or cold and warm
weather occupation for each component.

Warm weather occupation alone is suggested in cases
where no rooms exhibiting hearths were enclosed by mortared walls.
When these criteria were applied to the 20 occupational components, only three were identified as solely cold
weather occupations. Four components were identified as
exhibiting properties of both cold and warm weather occupation, and 13 exhibited architectural variation suggesting
they would be suitable for residential occupation only during warm weather. Summary data concerning room sizes
for these proposed seasonal occupations are presented in
Table 6.13.
It is interesting to note that average room sizes for
rooms containing hearths and rooms not containing hearths
are substantially smaller for suggested cold weather occupations. Room sizes for cold and warm weather occupations
are only slightly larger than those for components suggested

Cold weather occupation is suggested in cases where
both rooms were constructed with mortared walls, at least
one room contained a hearth facility, and no evidence of
133
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Table 6.11
Architectural Data for One Room P-IV Sites

hearth
type*

wall
mortar

floor
plaster subsurf.

floor
space
(m 2 )

Season

Site/feature

COLD

LA 12522 feat. 6

H

WARM

LA 12120 room 1

A

-

-

-

1.92

LA 12124 room 1

-

n.d.

-

-

4.25

LA 12443 room 1

H

-

-

3.70

LA 12517 room 1

-

-

LA 12567 room 1

A

-

LA 12568 room 1

-

LA 12584 room
LA 13049 room 1

A

+

+

+

2.85

0.88
+

Comments and/or
exterior features

+

3.78

+

6.16

entrance?
ash in floor fill, no defined hearth area
doorway

-

3.04

-

5.40

possible doorway

2.20

doorway

LA 13076 room 2

-

LA 13076 room 3

A

-

1.80

LA 13084 room 1

H

-

4.75

entrance

-

4.70

open-sided

LA 13084 room 3
LA 13084 room 4
LA 13084 room 5

A

1.80

-

-

4.20

open-sided

*H = formal hearth
A = ash lens or pit
-=
no evidence of hearth
of floor space, or at least 10.5 m 3 of interior space given
wall height estimates.

exterior features such as hearths or bins were observed.
Cold and warm weather occupation is suggested in
cases where at least one room containing a hearth facility
was constructed with mortared walls, other exterior features indicating outside activity performance occurred, or
another room constructed without use of mortar in the
walls was present.

Two and Three Room Sites
Fourteen two-room sites and two three-room sites
dating to the P-IV phase have been excavated in the southern Pajarito Plateau. Two-room sites are most common by
far as evidenced from survey data. All are characterized by
rooms which are contiguous in construction, or which are
separated by only a few centimeters. Both subsurface and
surface rooms occur, and room outline shapes vary from

Warm weather occupation alone is suggested in cases
where no rooms exhibiting hearths were enclosed by mortared walls.

square or rectangular to nearly circular. Four sites exhibited
evidence of two distinct occupations, while the remainder
were characterized by single occupational episodes. Architectural data relevant for assessing whether these structures
might have been constructed for predominantly cold
weather or warm weather residential use is presented for
each room in Table 6.12. The table illustrates the fact that
considerable variation in room construction exists among
all 20 occupational components. Using information presented in Table 6.12, the following rationale was employed
to suggest a cold weather, warm weather, or cold and warm
weather occupation for each component.

When these criteria were applied to the 20 occupational components, only three were identified as solely cold
weather occupations. Four components were identified as
exhibiting properties of both cold and warm weather occupation, and 13 exhibited architectural variation suggesting
they would be suitable for residential occupation only during warm weather. Summary data concerning room sizes
for these proposed seasonal occupations are presented in
Table 6.13.
It is interesting to note that average room sizes for
rooms containing hearths and rooms not containing hearths
are substantially smaller for suggested cold weather occupations. Room sizes for cold and warm weather occupations
are only slightly larger than those for components suggested

Cold weather occupation is suggested in cases where
both rooms were constructed with mortared walls, at least
one room contained a hearth facility, and no evidence of
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Table 6.1..
Architectural Data for Two and Three Room P-IV Sites

hearth
type*

Season

Site/feature

COLD
ONLY

LA 12127 room 1
room 2

H

LA 12454 room 1
room 2

COLD
&
WARM

floor
plaster subsurf.

floor
space
(m2)

Comments and/or
exterior features

n.d.
n.d.

-

-

2.10
2.73

walls probably mortared
entrance, walls probably mortared

H
H

+
+

-

+
-

4.20
3.30

door between rooms

LA 12577 room 1
room 2

H

n.d.
n.d.

+
+

-

2.52
3.06

walls probably mortared
walls probably mortared

LA 12124 room 2
1st occup. room 3
2nd occup. room 2

H
A
H

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+

4.73
4.68
4.73
4.68

exterior wing wall and hearth?

-

-

n.d.
n.d.

+
+

-

3.15
3.60

exterior bin; wall probably mortared
both rooms

+
.

-

-

2.30
3.40

doorway between rooms open-sided

-

+
-

+
-

-

6.84
7.05

not fully enclosed

-

-

H

-

+
+
-

-

3.96
3.12
4.32

exterior hearth
open-sided?

2nd occup. room 1
room 2
room 3

-

-

+
+
-

-

3.96
3.12
4.32

exterior hearth
open-sided?

LA 12144 room 1
room 2
LA 12512 feat. 1
feat. 2

-

n.d.
+
+
+

+
-

+
-

6.30
2.66
2.83
n.d.

doorway between
partially destroyed

LA 12518 room1
room 2

-

-

+
+

+
+

-

0.94
0.96

li

-

-

-

-

+

2.50
3.10

room 3

WARM
ONLY

wall
mortar

-

-

LA 12125 room 1
room 2

-

LA 13084 room 2
feature

H

LA 10119 room 1
room 2

-

LA 12122 room 1
1st occup. room 2
room 3

LA 12519 room 1
room 2

A

A
H

H
--

LA 12581 room 1
room 2

.-

LA 13050 room 1
1st occup. room 2
2nd occup. room 1
room 2
LA 13054 room 1
room 2

...
.
H
H
H

LA 13086 room 2
1st occup. room 3

-

2nd occup. room 2
room 3
room 4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.20
2.85
3.10
3.40
3.10
3.40
1.76
3.76

+
+

-

-

4.00
2.50

+
+

--

-

4.00
2.50
4.00

-

-

.
.
-

-

-

H,A

-

.
.

..
.

-

-

+

+
+
+

*H = formal hearth
A = ash lens or pit
-=
no evidence of hearth
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exterior wing wall and hearth?

rooms

exterior bin; entrance
exterior bin; entrance
door between rooms
exterior entrance
door between rooms
exterior entrance
two exterior burned areas
two exterior burned areas
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to reflect occupations solely during warm weather. It is also
of interest to note that the relative proportion of total
enclosed floor space associated with hearths versus enclosed
nonhearth floor space exhibits a directional trend from 64
percent (cold weather habitation) to 58 percent (cold plus
warm weather) to 38 percent (warm weather only). Although this latter trend is in part an artifact of analysis in
that some components having no hearths have been classifled as warm weather occupations, the fact that variation in
other constructional attributes and associated exterior
features were used to assign seasonality of occupation must
be considered. It can be suggested that the directional
decrease in enclosed, potentially heatable floor space
reflects differences in seasonal usage of the components.
In summary, two and thret room P-IV occupational
components tend to reflect predominantly warm weather
occupations, but are characterized in general by more
investment into construction of walls, floors, and interior
hearth facilities than are the single room components,
When the same data (Table 6.12) are examined for
eidence indicating possible use of facilities for bulk storage, nine fully enclosed rooms are characterized by mortared
walls, plastered floors, and no evidence of hearth usage.
Another four rooms do not have plastered floors, but otherwise are similar in construction. It is suggested that these
thirteen rooms might have been suitable for use either as
short-term or long-term bulk storage facilities.

associated with rooms suitable for cold weather habitation
however, and eight of the remaining ten in fact constitute
the only room facilities at given components. This is an
especially intriguing situation, because it would be expected
that bulk storage facilities used for long term, winter storage, would be situated nearby site locations where winter
residences were maintained. The existence of several sites
characterized solely by bulk storage facilities (assuming
the validity of analysis) might be taken as evidence pointing
to a short-term storage use of the facilities perhaps more
consistent with warehousing harvested or collected foodstuffs prior to transportation to a more permanent storage
location.
Large Sites: Details of architectural construction characterizing large P-IV sites are very similar to those charac.
terizing large P-Ill sites. Room walls were constructed from
adobe, based upon mortar and cobble foundations set in
shallow trenches. Room floors were generally plastered, as
were wall interiors in many cases. Rooms fully enclosed by
walls were thus constructed in fashions making them suitable for winter habitation (when containing hearthsp or for
long-term bulk storage (when not containing hearths). Evidence of warm weather occupation was most apparent at
LA 70, where a great variety of facilities such as ramada
structures, open-sided rooms, cists, hearths, wing walls, and
posthole alignments indicating various other structures were
encountered in plaza areas outside roomblocks.
Only limited positive evidence of warm weather occupation was recovered at other large P-IV sites. li should be
emphasized that excavation at these sites focused primarily
upon rooms. trenching plaza areas to discover kivas or pitrooms, and excavation of such subsurface features as were
defined through trenching. The absence of evidence of exterior ramada features or other facilities indicating possible
warm weather occupation must not be considered decisive.

Three of the facilities occur as second rooms at components which also contained a habitation room suitable for
cold weather occupation, a situation which might be expected if such sites were indeed occupied during winter
months.
The remaining possible bulk storage rooms are not

Table 6.13
Comparison of Two Room P-IV Sites by Seasonal Occupation
Rooms with Hearths
3
s.d.

Rooms without Hearths
s.d.

Season

N

COLD
ONLY

4

2.61

0.50

10.42

2

2.90

0.23

5.79

COLD &
WARM

4

3.84

1.16

15.36

3

3.74

0.82

11.23

10

3.79

1.42

37.92

19"

3.48

1.61

62.63

WARM
ONLY

N

* includes one room with no floor space data
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Table 6.14

Architectural Data for Large P-IV Sites
LA 6455
Eastern
Sector

LA 6455
Western
Sector

LA 9154

(Two occupations,
undifferentiated)

Rooms with hearths
floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Kiva
floor space
Total surface space
Total pitroom space
Total enclosed space
exclusive of kiva
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

k

Rooms with hearths
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
i floor space
s.d.
sum
Kivas
R floor space
s.d.
sum
Total surface space
Total enclosed space
Exterior features

:
:

:
:

R*
8.58
2.88
68.66
5
11.06
4.08
55.31
1
47.90
79.91
44.06
123.97
171.87
none

12
6.90
:
2.70
:
82.81
:
15"*
7.07
3.59
:
106.06
2***
:
17.43
4.68
:
34.13
188.87
223.00
wing walls

Rooms with hearths

R floor space

s.d.
sum
Rooms without hearths
i floor space
s.d.
:
sum
:
Kivas
:
floor space
:
Unexcavated surface rooms
Pitrooms
floor space
:
Total surface space
(excavated rooms)
Est. surface space
(unexcavated rooms)
Total est. surface space
Average rooms for occup.
Average surface space
per occupation (est)
No. kivas per occup. (actual):

LA 70 t
Rooms with hearths
(fnur
k floor space
occupations) sum
Rooms without hearths
x floor space
sum
Pitrooms
,i floor space
s.d.
sum
Pitroom/kiva (#229)
floor space
Large kiva (#231)
floor space
Other kivas
'R floor space
s.d.
sum
Total surface space
Total enclosed habi.
tation space
Total enclosed space
Average number rooms
per occupation
Average number kivas
per occupation
Average enclosed habitation
space per occupation
Average total enclosed
space per occupation

:

:

:
.

:
:

134
6.95
931.30
61
7.75
472.70
7
6.13
1.56
42.94
1
9.42
1
63.58
7
24.49
7.11
171.42
1,404.00

: 1,446.94
1,691.36
50
2
361.74
422.84

11

7.72
1.37
84.97
7
7.51
1.67
52.54
2
no data
25
3
no data
137.51
190.38
327.89+
22

* includes 6 pitrooms
** includes one open-sided room

*

includes one kiva which had been remodeled. Statistics reflect remodeling episodes, but sum floor space
is based on average size of structure throughout its
life history.

t data for this table were derived from the following sources:
Snow (1976:Tables A28, A29, A33)
Hunter.Anderson (this volume)
All spatial measures refer to

163.95+
1
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Recognizing these considerations, it can be suggested
that the character of architectural construction of room
facilities found at the larger P-IV sites clearly demonstrates
them as winter residences. The degree to which these sites
served as primary loci of summer habitation by members
of households is not as clear. A great number of one and
two room sites dating to the P-IV period have been excavated, and they generally seem to have been constructed as
if they were intended primarily for warm weather usage.
It is of interest in this regard that average room sizes
for potentially habitable rooms among these small one and
2
two room sites do not exceed much over 4 m (Tables 6.11
and 6.12), whereas rooms containing hearths found at large
2
sites average near 7 m in floor space (Table 6.14). This
difference in floor space in habitation rooms might be
expected if the small sites were in fact inhabited predominantly during warmer weather when a substantially greater
number of activities would be performed outside rather
than inside, and when the needs for interior sleeping space
would be lessened.
In summary, it can be suggested that anlaysis of constructional details among different classes of P-IV site
locations has resulted in some indications to support the
contention that small single room or two room sites may
have served as seasonally occupied residences during warmer seasons of the year. Evidence clearly exists at large sites
to indicate both cold weather and warm weather habitation, with an emphasis upon cold weather habitation and
long-term bulk storage.

LA 12581. This tends to indicate that such remains are not
generally well preserved among small sites.
Among components which have been suggested to reflect cold weather residence based on architectural details,
only two exhibited floral remains. Maize was the only plant
food recovered from LA 12522, and both Cheno-am and
Portulaca seeds were found at LA 12454. Although maize
does not necessarily indicate season of residence, Chenoams and Portulaca were presumably procured in the months
of September or October (Tierney, this volume) Neither
case necessarily contradicts a postulated cold weather
residence indicated by architecture.
No floral remains were recovered from any of the three
components exhibiting positive evidence of both cold and
warm weather residential use, and only 4 of the 16 components suggested to represent warm weather residential use
contained floral remains. Pinyon nuts found at LA 12483.
an open campsite, may be intrusive from a relatively modern occupation. Physalis (ground cherry) found at LA 13049
indicate a possible June occupation, whereas hackberry and
Sporobolus seeds found at LA 13054 indicate a fall occupation (Tierney, this volume). The unidentified grass seeds
recovered from LA 13050 may indicate a fall occupation
as well.
Three of the ten sites which exhibited no evidence of
residential occupation as rooms with hearths exhibited
floral remains. One of these (LA 12581) contained over 80
specimens, representing both spring and fall procurement.
The other two components of this kind contained evidence
of fall procurement only, although both included juniper
seeds which might indicate storage.

Given this preliminary evidence pointing toward a
seasonally based residential strategy involving perhaps
winter residence at large site locations coupled with warm
weather residence at small one or two room locations, the
question still remains as to what the fundmental social
unit of residence then was within the framework of P-IV
society. In this sense, evidence exists which points toward a
continuation of the ca. 4 commensal group household
definable during the P-Ill period, as being the fundamental
base unit of P-IV residence at large sites. Despite this,
numerous small sites apparently inhabited on a seasonal
basis seem to nave been a function of single, or at most two
commensal groups.

The overall low frequencies of floral remains encountered at small P-IV sites probably reflect poor preservation
rather than subsistence behavior. When seasonal availability
of those remains which were found is compared against
architectural data indicating possible seasonality of residence, no overtly contradictory occurrences were noted. It
is interesting, however, to note that only one case of the 33
components exhibited cultigens, and that this was a room
suggested as suitable for winter habitation.
Large P-IV sites stand in distinct contrast to this, in
that the predominant floral species recovered from them is
maize. Data from the three excavated sites in this category
have not been summarized here and the reader is referred
to Snow (1976) for information from LA 70, Snow (19711
for information from LA 9154, and Ford (1968) for information from LA 6455. Extensive flotation samples were
not collected from these sites, but most yielded considerable volumes of maize in a wide variety of contexts. These
clearly indicated that maize was stored in bulk and consumed at the sites, and thus tends to substantiate inference
concerning cold weather habitation of the large sites
derived from architectural details.

Given a truly seasonal strategy of habitation by basic
units of society from winter village residence to summer
dispersed residence, one might have expected that the
seasonally occupied P-IV sites may have consisted of more
than one or two commensal group habitations. The fact
that these seasonal residential occupations reflect only one
or two commensal groups implies a kind of fundamental
social segmentation which is not in any way consistent
with that reflected at larger sites, and must stand as a subject for future investigation.
Floral and Faunal Evidence
for Seasonality of Residence

Faunal remains are much better represented among
the small sites, and occur at 18 of the 33 components
(Table 6.16). In general, sites with hearths, characterized by
at least one room suitable for cold weather residential use,
or sites with no facilities having hearths exhibit the fewest
numbers of fauna. Sites exhibiting the greatest numbers of

Direct evidence of floral species possibly used as food
resources at small P-IV sites is presented in Table 6.15.
Floral remains were recovered from only 9 of 33 components, with the vast majority of specimens occurring at
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Table 6.17
Faunal Remains Recovered from Large P-IV Sites*

LA 6455

LA 70
FISH (undiff.)

23

9

LA 9154
1

-.

SNAIL
AMPHIBIAN

-

9

1

BIRDS:
turkey
waterfowl
raptors
other

191
40
23
51

90
38
3
13

56
8
18
7

-

-

272

86

65

?
?

10
1

28
1

26

25

20
3
1
1

1
3
1

1
2
1
-

26
3
7
2
2

10
2
9
-

1
-

REPTILES:
turtle
other
MAMMALS:
lagomorphs
rodents:
squirrels
beavers
muskrat
other
carnivores:
canis
badger
fox
lynx
bear
artiodactyla:
deer
pronghorn
bighorn
elk
bison

2
-

1-

9

-

* all figures refer to MNI's

fauna are two room structures, at least one room of which
would be suitable for warm weather residential use.

mammals such as deer, antelope, bighorn sheep, elk and
bison is evident from site to site. Thus all of these larger
species are represented at LA 70, three were found at
LA 6544, and only a single deer was recovered from LA
9154. Some of this variation is undoubtedly due to differences in recovery procedure or sampling strategies. The
general representation of other kinds of fauna at all three
sites, however, must be taken as an indication that some
behavioral differences in large mammal procurement may
have existed among the large sites.

Unlike P-Ill sites where turkey and rabbits were represented in relatively greater frequencies than other kinds
of species, the small P-IV sites seem to represent a diversity
of fauna procured. The fact that considerably more components characterized bv surface rooms exhibit faunal remains than is the case with P-Ill sites perhaps indicates that
inhabitants of the small P-IV sites emphasized broadspectrum faunal procurement to a much greater degree as
part of their subsistence than did inhabitants of the P-Ill
sites. Given the generally very poor representation at P-III
sites, however, differential preservation might account for
some of this variation.

The relatively high incidence of migratory waterfowl
among the large P-IV sites indicates procurement during
both spring and fall. As discussed in conjunction with
occurrences of such species at P-III sites, the location of
excavated large sites in the vicinity of the mouth of White
Rock Canyon may account for relatively large numbers of
migratory waterfowl in the faunal assemblages.

Fauna from the large P-IV sites represent a broader
range of species than found at the small P-IV sites (Table
6.17). Waterfowl, turkey and rabbits are clearly subsistence
emphases at these sites. Variation in procurement of large

Other species of fauna, with the possible exception of
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bison, are potentially accessible within the general vicinity
of the three sites during all seasons of the year. Those not
accessible within a day's walk of the site location itself
could have been acquired through brief hunting forays.

A. I). 750-1.52,5

A considerable diversity in faunal remains was rv(ex)jered from these sites, whereas hardly any evidence of cultigens was found. In contrast, the larger sites were characterized by large amounts of maize, inaddition toa considerablh
volume of faunal remains.

Given this situation, it is clear that any attempt to use
the presence of fauna at sites within the Cochiti study area
to identify patterns of seasonal residence would have to be
done from the standpoint of modeling seasonal distributional behavior for each species relative to each site location
in turn. Controlled sampling procedures could then be
employed on a site by site basis for recovering faunal
remains, and a comparative analysis of relative variation
in species representation could be assessed much more
rigorously than is possible at present. At the present time,
fauna from P-IV sites basically imply a very broad spectrum
and generalized procurement strategy operative at the large
residential sites. Indications are that similarly generalized
faunal procurement was undertaken from small P-IV site
locations, especially those which architecturally seem suitable only for warm weather residence. The data are in general so scanty that little more than general speculative
statements can be made at this time.

It can be offered, then, that with few exceptions small
P-IV sites serve as warm weather seasonally inhabited residences by one or two commensal groups whose primar.
winter residences are at large sites within the region. At the
same time, the extreme variation in architectural detail,
artifact assemblages and kinds of floral and faunal remains
recovered from these sites points very clearly to the fact
that contexts of occupation and subsistence behavior are
quite different from site to site. Small P-IV sites can be
argued to vary in function from short-term open camps to
relatively long duration habitations: and from ephemerally
used open-sided structures to fully enclosed storage facilities.
The larger sites thus offer the best potential for identifying structural and organizational features of the social
makeup of populations during the P-IV phase. It can be
suggested in a preliminary sense that the basic residential
group during the P-IV is commonly larger in numbers of
individuals or commensal groups, than is evident during
the P-Ill. It can also be suggested that a basic feature of
P-IV residential behavior may well involve considerable
relocation between large sites during the lifetime of a single
individual.

Summary
Basic residential configurations characterizing P-IV
settlement in the study area include open campsites, small
structural sites made up of no more than two residences,
and large sites. These latter reflect complex and differing
histories of occupation, accretional growth, abandonment

The social implications of residence during this phase

and reoccupation. Residential group sizes inhabiting large

will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

sites during given terms of occupation vary from as few as
eight commensal groups to as many as 35 or more. Habita-

tions at large sites are nearly all suitable for cold weather

IMPLICATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS

residence, and are constructed in conjunction with rooms
suitable for bulk storage. Kivas are routinely associated
with large site habitation episodes.

As was suggested at the beginning of this chapter, the
Anasazi occupation of the Cochiti Reservoir locality exhibits considerable variability in residential pattern both with
respect to the overall distribution of sites from one time
period to another and with respect to the actual size and
structure of the residences themselves. One may, in fact.
view the residential occupation of the Cochiti area as one
characterized by marked contrasts in continuity and discontinuity through time. Since residence is but a single variable
which may be scaled, an attempt will be made here to evaluate some of the behavioral implications of the residential
patterns which have been identified in this chapter.

In contrast to these large residential groups, smaller
P-IV residential units are represented by several site types
including single hearth open campsites, multiple hearth
campsites, single room habitations, two room habitations,
and three room habitations. With the exception of one
campsite (LA 12486), these small residential groups consist
of only one or two commensal groups. Several small structures are also present which exhibit no evidence of residential habitation. Many of these may have served as either
short-term or long-term bulk storage facilities.

BM-III and P-I
Social implications of these various site types have
been explored through analysis of data which might inform
upon the seasonal contemporaneity of occupation characterizing each. Tentative results of this combined architec-

Any discussion of residential patterns and overall adaptive strategies engaged in by the earliest Anasazi inhabitants
of the area must remain quite speculative. Few sites have

tural, floral and faunal analysis can be summarized briefly
as follows.

been documented and correspondingly ft w have been excavated. Occupational dates are inferred from the presence of
different ceramic wares without independent means of
assessing these dates from the sites in the Cochiti area. l)e.
spite the limitations of the sample, several provocative
inferences might be made concerning the early l)evelopmental (BM-III!P-I) occupation of the Cochiti localh.

Unlike the P-Ill settlement system, evidence indicates
that small P-IV sites may well represent simply seasonal
habitations by commensal groups who maintained primary
residences at larger contemporary sites. Only seven of the
33 excavated small P-IV components contained structures
suitable for cold weather residence, and another ten were
characterized by rooms containing no evidence of internal
heat sources whatsoever,

First, there exists no clear evidence of a transitional
stage from the broad spectrum foraging Archaic adaptive
strategy to a predominantly horticultural strategy which
141
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may be traced from the archeological evidence in Gochiti
Reservoir. Second, the earliest Anasazi occupation of the
area (beginning in ca. A.D. 750 or later) is somewhat later
than nearby regions. The early Developmental occupation is
ephemeral and reflects, at best, extremely low population
densities and, perhaps, an intermittent occupation of the
upper Middle Rio Grande Valley.
On the basis of a single excavated site, it is impossible
to generalize about the range in settlement behavior which
characterizes this period beyond a recognition that one
type of residential pattern consisted of a cooperative unit
of at least three separate households and up to six coinmensal or food sharing groups. This particular residential
strategy was operative minimally during the winter into
early spring months and probably represented year-round
residence,
Perhaps, one of the more important observations to
make about the early Developmental occupation is the fact
that there exists absolutely no evidence for a continuous
occupation of the Cochiti area by an indigenous, resident
population. Rather, use of the locality is one which was
intermittent and short-lived at any particular point in time.
Thus, one might characterize the early Developmental use
of the Cochiti area as one of occasional forays into an
apparently marginal region. Although there is a growing
body of literature on early Anasazi settlements farther
south into the Middle Rio Grande Valley proper (Cordell
1979), whether the occupants of Cochiti area were articulated with these populations or were incorporated into an
adaptive system farther east remains a question fCo future
investigations.

P-|
The late Developmental is similar to the early Developmental occupation in reflecting an extremely ephemeral
and intermittent use of the Cochiti area. One contrast is
that more late Developmental sites have been recorded on
survey and, while the upper Middle Rio Grande Valley
remains a favored locality, sites are also documented in the
southern Pajarito Plateau. From the excavated sample in
Cochiti Reservoir, one may suggest that the overall intensity of occupation remains quite limited. Few other similarities in residence, however, may be identified. In fact, the
P-1l occupation is in complete contrast to the earlier residential strategy.
Although any summary statements presented here are
based upon only two excavated sites situated virtually in
the same geographic locality (below the mouth of White
Rock Canyon), an interesting residential pattern emerges.
This pattern consists of an autonomous single household
group which occupied a pithouse structure. This residential
unit is much smaller than that noted in either the preceding
or subsequent phases. The P-11 residences were apparently
occupied year-round with maize serving as one aspect of the
subsistence base.
While storage facilities occur in association with several
of the pithouses and direct evidence of maize is found as
well, it is interesting to note the comparatively small
amount of storage space available at these sites. The smaller
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size of storage units may be a function of a smaller resident
population dependent upon stored goods or may represent
a slight shift in economy. Certainly the faunal remains recovered from LA 6461 and LA 6462 suggest an extremely
diversified subsistence base. It is also possible that maintenance of a focal horticultural or agricultural subsistence
may have been too labor intensive for such a small family
unit and that a foraging economy was a more reasonable
subsistence alternative.
In addition to the overall contrast in residential structure and size documented for the P-11 sites, another point
should be emphasized. The occupation of the Cochiti area
does not reflect a temporal continuity with the preceding
BM-III!P-I phases. Instead, the P-It occupation may be conparatively late. From the few dendrochronological samples
recovered from LA 6462, the late Kwahe'e occupation
dates to ca. A.D. 1100-1150. It is possible that these dates
are not representative of the P-Il occupation of the Cochiti
study area as a whole, but it should be noted that, with few
exceptions, the P-I sites in the study area exhibit Kwahe'e
B/W ceramics (late P-1) and not Red Mesa B/W ceramics
(early P-LI).
P-Ill
In contrast to the earlier occupations, there is evidence
of a substantial, intensive use of the Cochiti study area
during the P-Ill period which began toward the end of the
12th century A.D. The systematic character of this occupation in terms of a redundant residential pattern, the areal
expansion virtually throughout the Cochiti area over a short
period of time, and the sheer magnitude of the occupation
as measured by frequency of sites have clear implications
of a substantial and rapid colonization of a region which
had previously been occupied only intermittently.
Characteristics of this colonization include the operalization of three different residential patterns including one
room residences, a residential complex of 7 or 8 surface
rooms, and slightly larger residential groups. There is no
evidence to suggest that the one room sites served as seasonal adjuncts of the larger sites nor is there evidence of a
temporal progression of smaller residential occupations
being replaced by larger aggregates at later times. Rather, all
three residential options appear to be roughly contemporaneous. This interpretation is based upon the fact that for
each of the P-Ill sites for which archeomagnetic or dendrochronological data were available, all reflected initial construction during the last quarter of the 12th century (see
Table 6.4).
If one considers the problem of a colonization of a new
territory, this type of multiple residential settlement is not
unexpected. Clearly, it might be advantageous to adopt
several different strategies until it is evident that the new
area could support an expanded resident population.
It is also interesting to note that the initial colonization
only post-dates the Kwahe'e occupation by a short period
of time, perhaps 25 or 50 years and, in terms of ceramic
tradition, there is a strong similarity between the Kwahe'e
and Santa Fe wares. In fact, Santa Fe BW is often considered a carbon-painted outgrowth of Kwahe'e B1W. An
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examination of the residential structure for the P-Hf and P-Ill
occupation of the area, however, does not reflect a similar
continuity. The two residential patterns are completely
different,
In evaluating the implications of the ceramic and residential data, two diametrically opposed conclusions might
be drawn: (1) based upon the similarities in ceramic tradition, the P-Ill residential strategy might be seen as reorganization of a local population, perhaps due to social and/or
economic stresses; or (2) based upon the presence of coinpletely different residential strategy over a very short
period of time coupled with the magnitude of the occupation throughout the region, the P-Ill settlement could be
interpreted as representing a colonization of the area by a
nonindigenous population. In my opinion, the weight of
evidence at this time points to the latter alternative, but
certainly this should be a topic of future research.
If the second alternative proves to hold, variation in
residence might be used in comparative fashion to gain further insight into the process of migration and colonization.
It may also help in an understanding of some basic properties of Anasazi social organization. In this sense, one might
suggest that if the process of colonization was carried out by
small populations, perhaps population segments who once
inhabited larger village aggregates, then an examination of
residential groups in the colonized area might provide insight
into the social structure of the donor population.

P-IV
At the end of the P-Ill phase, there is evidence of a
shift in settlement strategy from the autonomous small residential complexes which characterize the P-Ill, to a bimodal residential pattern of small 1-3 room sites and larger
(greater than 50 rooms) villages. Often in the literature, the
P-IV phase in the northern Rio Grande is assumed to represent a developmental process which results in the reorganization of an existing population fro.n dispersed settlements
to a few large aggregated village centers. Such a scenario
was in fact offered for the Cochiti area during initial stages
of this project (Biella and Chapman 1977a).
One might ask the question, however, "lv what extent
does the residential analysis conducted in this chapterprovide positive evidence for such an interprctation?"
There are several lines of analysis which can be followed to examine the degree to which the P-IV residential
settlement strategy may represent a developmental outgrowth of the P-Ill. One technique is to examine the
character of sites which may have been occupied during
the transition from a dispersed to an aggregated strategy.
Based upon a literaturesearch for the general Cochiti study
area, approximately 20"' of all P-Ill and P-IV sites may refleet multiple occupations (Biella 1977). That is, both classic ceramic wares diagnostic of the P-Ill (Santa Fe B W,
Wiyo B/W) and the P-IV (glazewares, biscuitwares) would
have been documented for these site locations. It is possible, however, that this percentage is inflated in that the
presence of a single sherd might result in the assignment of
a site to a multiphase or transitional occupation. It should
be noted that frequencies of ceramic types are often not

included in previous survey documentations.
During the surveys of Cochiti Reservoir, sites were recorded by separate spatial provenience in an attempt to
reduce such a blurring or inflated figure, and only 14' of
the P-Ill and P-IV sites reflected multiple occupations
(Biella and Chapman 1977c). Using the excavated sample
presented in Lange (1968), Chapman and Biella (1977a),
Traylor et al. (1977), and Biella (1979), this multicomponent figure is reduced even further to 8";. A brief examination of these multicomponent sites may be instructive.
A multicomponent site may be defined as one in which
a discrete P-Ill occupation could not be discerned from a
P-IV occupation. Many site locations which exhibited both
P-Ill and P-IV occupations were not of this type; rather
they were made up of two completely separate occupations.
One excellent example of this type of site is LA 12522.
The P-Ill occupation consisted of a pithouse and small
roomblock and the P-IV occupation consisted of a single
room excavated into the P-Ill roomblock. Thus, two occupations are present but these occupations do not represent
a continuity of occupation. Instead they represent a reuse
of a site locality, but not a reuse of facilities at that locality.
True multicornponent sites are few in number and only
four sites of this type have been excavated: LA 9138, room
7 (Chapman et al. 1977): LA 1067 (Traylor et al. 1977):
LA 5011 (Biella et al. 1979); and LA 13086. room 1
(Hunter-Anderson et al. 1979). Three of these sites consist
of a single masonry structure. In constructional detail they
represent a similar range noted for one room P-IV sites.
Two were of dry laid construction and the other contained a mortared wall. The remaining nulticomponent
site (LA 1067) consisted of two rooms and an open-ended
contiguous feature.
Only one other site, LA 12119. may reflect a transitional occupation although there exist some problems in
assigning it to a multicomponent status. With the exception
of eight glazeware sherds (of over 30,000 sherds recovered
from the site as a whole), any P-IV occupation stems from
dendrochronological and archeomagnetic dates recovered
from several rooms. These samples extend the occupation
of tle site into the late 14th and early 15th centuries. With
the lack of ceramics generally expected to occur on 1-th15th century sites, it is probable that the late dates pertain
to the Santa Fe occupation and not a glaze occupation,
Similar late dates have been recovered for a Santa Fe occupation at Arroyo Ilondo Pueblo near Santa Fe. New Mexico
(Lange, personal communication). Thus, while LA 12119
was occupied during a period of time usually assigned to
the P-IV phase, it probably represents a l'-I11 occupation
based upon th,' overwhelming number of Santa Fe B W
sherds with a late occul)ation date rather tha) a transitional
'-111 P-IV occupation.
Overall, then, there is no evidence of a transitional
P-Ill P-IV village aggregate in the area. The only transitional
sites are represented be a few small structural sites. This is
not to say that a transition and reorganization of residential structure would nehesarily be expected to tak' the
form of using all existing location, but it is interesting to
note that in tIhe upper Middle tlio ;rande and %outhern
1,13
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Pajarito Plateau areas, all aggregated site locations for which
we have data represent the selection of new localities.

phase. The lack of direct eidence of a transitional occupation for these large sites between P-Ill and P-I' leaves open
an interpretation that the occupational sequence between
the two reflects a short-lived hiatus for given localities, with
populations returning to the general area but not to specific
site locations. Further, despite the specific dates for the
transition (cf. LA 12119 discussion above), the aggregated
residential strategy clearly is associated with populations
who used glazeware ceramics.

Another means of evaluating whether the P-IV residential pattern is an outgrowth of the P-Ill strategy is through
examining the pattern of residential structure between the
two periods. While the P-IV sites are consistently larger
than their P-Ill counterparts, they do appear to share the
basic residential unit (7-8 surface rooms, frequently with a
kiva) identified during the P-Ill phase. The principal difference is that the P-Ili occupation is characterized by between one and three of these units and the P-IV consists of
between four and eight units. Consistent with this is an
observation made by Snow (1976:1) concerning building
sequences at LA 70, the largest P-IV village which has been
excavated in the Cochiti area:

Conclusions
Aside from the variation in residential group size and
structure which may be documented for the Anasazi sites
in Cochiti Reservoir, two common residential factors
emerge. One concerns an observation that several residential strategies (in terms of the actual size of particular sites)
may be operative contemporaneously. When attempting to
provide overviews of settlement systems, there is often a
tendency by archeologists to overlook these differences, or
to suggest that they represent a progressive sequence from
smaller to larger through time. For the sites examined in
this chapter, this kind of intraphase progressive sequence
is without support. A second commonality in residence
between the various phases documented in the reservoir
may be termed a mobility option. When scaling the various
sites with respect to annual versus seasonal occupations,
evidence seemed to indicate that at least one residential
pattern was of an annual or permanent nature for the
duration of occupation for a particular site. The length of
occupations appeared fairly short with multiple revisitation
of particular site locations which may also be interpreted as
frequent occupational hiatuses. One may propose that a
fundmental aspect of the Anasazi adaptive strategy may
have been the ability of the structure to cope with frequent
moves between regions or within a region. If the basic P-lll
residential group proposed here ultimately has any analytical utility, it is apparent that as many as eight of these
residential units could be successfully articulated into a
village settlement but that they were capable of being
relatively self-sufficient or autonomous economically
as well.

Contiguous rooms were apparently built in units
of up to 7 or 8, with an effort being made to continuc the linearity and alignment of walls already
in place in adjacent room clusters,
Such an independent observation certainly is an interesting
parallel to the basic P-Ill residential unit discussed in this
chapter and provides support for the proposition that there
exists a continuity in residential pattern as inferred from
architectural constructional detail.
One final observation concerning the concept of
aggregation during the P-IV period should be addressed.
This concerns the actual magnitude or lack of magnitude of
the aggregate. As suggested above, the three excavated large
P-IV sites reflect multiples of the basic residential unit
identified during the analysis of the P-III residential patterns. LA 9154 and LA 6455 are both roughly twice
as large as the largest excavated P-Ill residence. These
two sites may thus represent an aggregate of four basic
residences, but they may not represent a large population.
LA 70 is much larger, but even with population estimates that Snow (1976) provides a maximum population
estimate, based upon the assumption that all habitation
rooms were occupied contemporaneously, would range from
83 individuals using one population technique up to 367 using another (Snow 1976:Table 38). Since four major building episodes are represented at LA 70, this population estimate must also be considered high. Thus, the number of
people who lived in the aggregated P-IV villages in the upper
Middle Rio Grande Valley and southern Pajarito Plateau areas
may not be large. As a result, complex social integrative
mechanisms need not have been necessitated to maintain a
large corporate entity. The aggregated village may not have
been a highly cohesive society given this line of speculation.

In conclusion, what I have attempted to do in this
chapter is to explore the concept of residence as a property
of human social and adaptive behavior. In particular, several avenues for identifying whether some forms of residential behavior may be defined analytically as seasonal
variants of a basically similar social configuration or whether those forms of residential behavior reflect different
structural parts of prehistoric social systems have been
examined. It is clear that attempting to use archeological
data as independent information bearing upon significant
properties of past social behavior is a task fraught with
difficulty. The general problem is not without solution,
however, and it is hoped that analyses and approaches
discussed in this chapter will serve to illustrate that fact.

Overall, then, it may be suggested that the P-IV large
sites may have represented an aggregation of several residential complexes similar to those documented for the P-Ill
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Chapter 7
t.LOLO(IC (:ONTROLS OF ANASAZI SETTLEMINT

PATTERN

Stephen Fosberg

INTRODUCTION
This chapter is concerned with settlement changes that
occurred among certain Anasazi groups between ca. A.D.
1175 and 1500 in north-central New Mexico. Although a
number of factors have been linked causally with settlement shifts, climatic change is one of the most frequently
cited prime movers. Climatic fluctuations like population
pressure undoubtedly strongly influenced the course of
Anasazi cultural evolution; however, it is felt by the writer
that climatic factors are being carelessly cited as the principal stimulus behind shifts in settlement patterns in many
areas of the American Southwest that have not been clearly
documented as having experienced such climatic modulations in the past. For those archeologists who consider their
science to be a deterministic one, such a heavy reliance
upon climatic causes for cultural evolution is paradigmatically awkward because such explanations res' upon extrasystemic determinants of cultural change that are as yet
only partially understood. Therefore, such accounts offer
no immediate hope for the formulation of predictive
statements concerning the archeological record.
While the writer is not prepared to reject all arguments
for climatic change out of hand, it is argued here that a
more productive approach toward the explanation of Anasazi settlement patterns should focus instead on those factors operative between the Anasazi cultural system and its
physical environment. It is the central assumption of the
writer that for the Anasazi agricultural economy, the critical factors determining shifts in settlement were geologic,
pedologic, hydrogeologic, and geomorphic. By studying the
properties of these environmental variables, one will be able
to make predictive statements concerning Anasazi settlement pattern shifts in the past. One need no longer escape
the explanation of settlement pattern changes with the
illusion that " ..the history of Anasazi culture change represents a sequence of changes in emphasis, controlled in
large part by the historical accidents of environmental
fluctuation acting upon established culturally defined imperatives" (Schoenwetter and Dittert 1968:60) (writer's
emphasis).

were determined by the geologic structure in the area, then
we can expect sites to be located on the down dip side of
landforms where springs might be expected to exit. It is
anticipated that hydrogeologic conditions might favor the
distribution of seeps or springs on certain aspects (exposure)
of landforms and that the Anasazi might have been selecting for these locatiors where water would have been available for small garden plots or drinking purposes.
Hypothesis 2
If habitation sites were concerned with a much wider
variety of economic pursuits than the small agricultural
field house sites, then we would expect the former to be
located on lands considered to be more marginal for agriculture than the latter. Marginality here is measured by
slope, aspect, type of soil, porosity, permeability, and susceptibility of a soil to suffer from damaging salt build-up.
Hypothesis 3
If settlement pattern shifts over time were due to problems of salinity in the soil, then we would anticipate that
the areas to be abandoned would be those with high clay
contents and poor permeabilities. Favorable areas would be
those localities where drainage conditions were superior and
where slope or pedological conditions lessened the dangerous possibility of salt accumulation in the soil horizons.
Hypothesis 4
If the change in field house site locations over time was
the result of the mineralogical and/or nutritional exhaustion of the soils in the immediate vicinity of the structure.
then we might expect the percentages of particular soils
being exploited to remain the same through time while the
aspect of sites on the same soil types might shift. A strong
body of geomorphic and pedologic literature has documented the fact that different aspects of the same soil will
have significant differences in such properties as texture,
pH, base saturation, exchangeable bases, free iron content,
organic matter content, carbon to nitrogen ratios, etc. If
Anasazi fields were moved through time to a particular
aspect regardless of the soil type on which it was situated,
then statements can be made that predict the particular soil
property that determined where agricultural sites would
succeed or fail.

THE PROBLEM
To understand better the degree to which geologic
factors condition Anasazi settlement shifts, five initial
hypotheses were framed. The first two are static; they
pertain only to the distribution of Anasazi sites over a
landscape for a given time period. The last three, however,
seek to explain the evolution of Anasazi settlement patterns
over time. These hypotheses can be summarized as follows:

Hypothesis 5
If the dramatic shifts in Anasazi settlement patterns
over time were due to the inherent geologic limitations of
the environment, regardless of climatic shifts, then the
archeological record should show a progression through
time in the location of Anasazi field houses toward increasingly marginal areas for agriculture. Systemic crashes 1with

Hypothesis 1
If the distribution of field houses and habitation sites
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the attendant shifts in population) should occur soon after
tile
least desirable areas for agriculture were being exploited,

settlement evolutioi, based upon the articulation of their
economy with tile
geologic factors determining its success.

THE COCHITI REGION AND
DATA UTILIZED AS A TEST CASE

ETHNOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE
As an educational strategy, the writer examined
accounts in the ethnographic literature that pertained to
agriculture to determine if the hypotheses appeared reasonable in light of the extant practices among the native farmers
in tileSouthwest today. Such a literature review provides
additional insight into causative factors not originally considered important in determii. ing agricultural strategies. The
accounts in no way, however, are considered as valid tests
or confirmations of the initial predictions. Testing of the
hypotheses can best be performed employing archeological
data, since this will permit a comparison of the propositions
with independent sets of data. A mere reliance upon ethnographic analogy does not permit this (see Binford 1972:56).

In order to test the hypotheses presented above, certain archeological and geological data requirements must be
met. Archeologically, we must be able to demonstrate and
monitor shifts in Anasazi settlemei,- pattern(s). Geologically, the area to be investigated must exhibit a variety of
geomorphic landforms and lithologies to evaluate the predictions cited above. The Cochiti study area defined by
Chapman and Biella (1977a:12) meets both requirements.
Prehistoric Anasazi utilization of the Cochiti region
was apparently not significant until the beginnings of the
Pueblo III period in the late 12th century A.). From that
point onward, the region became increasingly exploited
until, by Pueblo III-- Pueblo IV transition times (ca. A.D.
1325-1350), the population in the area reached its maximum density. However, a sharp decline in the population
occurred by mid-Pueblo IV times (by the late 15th century)
and, by the late Pueblo IV, large portions of the Cochiti
region had been abandoned by the Anasazi (Biella 1977:
117). Concomitant with these shifts in population densities
were changes in the distribution and size of sites in the
Cochiti region,

With reference to the first hypothesis, concerning the
geologic, structural control of the distribution of sites, it is
important to note that the Hopi area represents a series of
layered Mesozoic sedimentary rocks. Widely exposed at the
surface is the Toreva Formation (the local representative of
the Mesa Verde Sandstone Formation). This is underlain by
the Mancos Shale and Dakota Sandstone in turn. The
washes in the Hopi area are formed on the Mancos Shale
while the cliffs are upheld by the Toreva Formation (Bradfield 1971:7). Hack (1942:11) points out that these formations give rise to four principal types of springs: first. a
mesa seep where the Mesa Verde Sandstone overlies an impervious shale layer: second, a contact spring where the
colluvium on a convex slope thins upward at the toe of the
slope where bedrock protrudes; third, a landslide spring
where groundwater seepage through collusium on slopes is
checked by beds of impermeable landslide debris: and
fourth, seeps in dune depressions. Hopis utilize these iprings
to irrigate their gardens of melons, squashes, onions. chiles.
sunflowers, and tomatoes (Clark 1928:234). Thus. the distribution of irrigated fields is strongly controlled by the
lithologic and structural make-up of the land. Regional dips
of the sandstone are to the northwest and it is along the
northwest mesa sides that the principal springs issue forth
and the most successful irrigated plots can be found (Hack
1942:13).

Within the general Cochiti region, a smaller 165 km 2
quadrat, extending roughly from the mouth of White Rock
Canyon 8 km north to the lower reaches of Sanchez and
Medio Canyons in the southern Pajarito Plateau, was selected as a test area. This area was selected under the assumption that it encompassed one of the most intensively
surveyed portions of the Cochiti study area and should
most closely approximate an accurate representation of the
numbers and distributions of Anasazi remains for the entire
Cochiti region,
Combining information derived from the two Cochiti
Reservoir surveys (Biella and Chapman 1977c:224-238)
with earlier studies (summarized by Biella 1977:122-137)
yields some 92 Pueblo III(P-Ill) and 139 Pueblo IV (P-IV)
structural sites. For purposes of the present study two
classes of structural sites were differentiated: small habitation sites, which were defined as those exhibiting an estimated 3-10 rooms; and field houses or 1-2 room sites. This
classification resulted in the documentation of 59 P-Ill
habitation sites, 33 P-Ill field houses, 48 P-IV habitation
sites, and 91 P-IV field houses (see Figs. 7.1, 7.2).

There is little ethnographic literature that relates to the
second hypothesis that habitation sites should be located
on more marginal agricultural land than field houses. Thus.
the evaluation of this prediction will depend entirely upon
archeological data. In contrast, much attention has been
paid to hypothesis 3, the problem of salt build-up in an
arid regime. Mention is made that both the Navajo (Hill
1938:140) and the Yuma (Castetter and Bell 1951:140)
tasted their soils for salt content before selecting an area
for planting. The preferred texture seems to have been
sandly loam. Although the Hopi prefer deep soils with clay
substratum some four to five feet below the surface that
can be farmed by flood water techniques (Clark 1928:252),
these areas often suffer from alkaline conditions. Flood
waters pond up on clayey soils, evaporate, and deposit
salts. Hack (1942:25) notes that at least certain minimum
drainage conditions must be met for valley alluvium areas
to be farmed since "There are areas in the Itopi country.
otherwise ideally situated for farming, where there arc no

As will be discussed in greater detail below, the Cochiti
test area is also acceptable geologically for an evaluation of
the hypotheses. The area contains a fair amount of geologic
variability, both structural and lithological. The most common rock types include Pleistocene rhyolitic tuff and basalt,
and Tertiary sediments, all of which differ radically in their
permeability, mineralogy, and susceptibility to salt build-up.
Thus, the test area within the Cochiti region appears
well suited for testing the five hypotheses presented above,
The large number of Anasazi field houses and small habitation sites coupled with the variability of the geologic setting
should facilitate the evaluation of predictions of Anasazi
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fields because of a clavey soil and poor drainage". Where
flood water farming is not po;sible, the Hiopi prefer sandy
soils because of their natural drainage and ability to retard
evaporation (Clark 1928:252; Hack 1942:25; Bradfield
1971:5).

not depend on springs or seeps for their success since
they rely upon rainfall and runoff as sources of moisture.
We would expect, therefore, for there to be a less direct
relationship between these types of sites and the local
geologic structure. Salinity build-up which could have
forced farmers to move their plots also appears highly
likely from the ethnographies. All agree that clayey soils
ar, most vulnerable to rapid salt accumulation. It would
not be surprising to find that these areas were among the
first to be abandoned. Finally, a shift to more marginal
farmland over time appears reasonable since both ethnographic and archeologic reports document trends toward
the use of land classes with less reliable water and steeper
slopes.

Bradfield (1971) represents the only ethnologist to
date who not only described lopi agricultural practices
but also collected and analyzed soil samples for moisture
content and salinity. Interestingly enough, Bradfield
(1971:58-59) discovered that the clayey valley bottom
soils for the Oraibi and Chaco Canyon were slightly to
strongly saline (0.15 to 0.75 percent). The sandy loam
soils from agricultural plots on the sloping flanks of Bakabi valley which drains into Oraibi Wash were salt-free
with values of salinity ranging from 0.008 to 0.02 percent.
The sandy slope samples were also free of salinity with
lower values of 0.005 percent. These figures reflect the
fact that in arid regions, saline conditions rarely occur on
well-draintd slopes (Bradfield 1969-136).

GEOLOGY OF THE REGION
As mentioned previously the examination of ethnographic data in light of the hypotheses is not considered
to represent a valid test of the ideas. Rather, the predictions will be tested by comparing the archeological patterning and salt testing within the tochiti Dam area to
the geologic and pedologic conditions in the region, in
light of what is known about hydrogeology, salinity conditions, and pedological variability on a general theoretical
level.

The fourth hypothesis that mineralogical and/or
nutritional exhaustion of the soils led to major movements
does not find support in the ethnographic literature,
Castetter and Bell (1951:12) feel that the annual flooding
of the Colorado River deposited fresh silts which restored
the fertility of the land on a regular basis. Forde (1934:
230) states that the accumulation of valley alluvium in
addition to eolian deposits sufficed to maintain the fertility
of Hopi fields. And finally, Hill (1938:37) discloses that
"The Xavajo never knew of a piece of land that became
exhausted".

Bedrock Lithology
In the absence of extensive fieldwork the determination of lithologies present in the study area on the basis of
a literature search proves difficult. Surprisingly little work
has been performed in the region and publications are
replete with contradictory terms and reclassifications. Although various reports will be detailed below, the most
recent work has been performed by Anderson 11960).

The last prediction of movements to increasingly marginal agricultural lands over time is also suggested by
Phillips (1972:208) who describes the variations in settle-

ment types for Black Mesa through time, from lowland

Ross, Smith and Bailey (1961): Hloge (1970): and Galusha

sites practicing floodwater farming along riverbanks to
later upland areas where dry farming was employed. Such
an evolution involved moving towards areas of increased
slope, less dependable water supply, and increased susceptibility to erosion. Relying on archeological evidence, Rohn
(1963:454) posits that the use of water and soil control
devices on less desirable agricultural lands by the Pueblo III
inhabitants of Mesa Verde came about after the productivity of the optimum farmland was diminished due to the
erosion of cleared fields and the declining fertility of the
soil. The use of higher sloped lands is especiallv significant
since "There is as yet no positive climatic evidence to indicate a change toward drynes, luring the construction and
use of these farming terraces *(Rohn 1963:446).

and i3lick (1971).
Early workers in the Cochiti Dam area tended to classify all deposits along the Rio Grande flood plain as belonging to the Santa Fe Formation (Denny 1940, Kelley 1948).
Emmanuel (1950), in an unpublished Master's Thesis at
the University of New Mexico, mapped the White Rock
Canyon area to determine the geomorphic history of the
region (Emmanuel's map depicting the distribution of the
formations is included as Fig. 7.3). He described the Tertiary Santa Fe Formation as a basin deposit whose beds
are slightly cemented by CaCO3 and whose strata within
any given basin may range from fanglomerates to clay. The
formation can be divided into two units: alluvial fan deposits and flood plain materials. The first consists of silts.
sands, and gravels that are cross-bedded, irregularly stratifled, and variable in thickness. Interbedded within this
are layers of clay, tuff, and intraformational breccia slightly
cemented with CaCOi.i The second includes chiefly subangular to rounded pebbles within a matrix of poorly
sorted sand (Emmanuel 1950:6-7).

To summarize the compatibility between the ethnographic literature and the five hypotheses, it would appear
that the second cannot be evaluated. The fourth appears to
be contradicted, since the specific reason for abandoning
fields is never described as due solely to the exhaustion of
the fertility of the soil. The first, third, and fifth hypotheses, however, are supported to various degrees by the
ethnographic accounts. It does appear that the geologic
structure of the Hopi area controls the location of springs,
which in turn determines where irrigated gardens will be
successful. The correlation between geologic structure and
habitations or irrigated garden plots of the Anasazi then is
expected to be strong. Field house operations, however, do

Above the Santa Fe lies the Puye Gravel. This occurs
along the top of mesa cliffs facing the Rio Grande on t,,west side of the river. These deposits are ver coarse and
are composed of subangular to rounded cobbles and boulder of andesite, rhyolite and latite that are poorly consolidated with little cement (Emmanuel 1950:10).
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To the east of the river, Cuerbio Basalts can be found
at the surface. These flows are separated by thin beds of
sand, gravel and silt. While the basalts form the east and
west rims of White Rock Canyon, they are capped to the
west of the canyon by tuff (Emmanuel 1950:13-16).

to the west and north in the study area while basalts
outcrop to the east and south. At the extreme southern
portion of the Cochiti Dam area, sediments derived from
igneous and sedimentary rocks occur. These distinct rock
types are most important since, upon weathering, they
produce soils with widely divergent characteristics.

The Quaternary rocks are represented by the Bandelier
Tuff and recent alluvial deposits. The former contains a
variety of pumice and tuff-breccia layers that are exposed
extensively in the west and northwest section of the Cochiti
Dam area. The latter is a heterogeneous mixture of clays to
boulders that can be found on the valley bottoms and
along the stream beds of most major tributaries (Emmanuel
1950:18-21).

Structure
The structural setting of the central Rio Grande rift,
across which the Cochiti Dam area is located, is complex.
The area is severely dissected by numerous normal and
reverse faults. Both Hoge (1970) and Anderson (1960),
working in the Santa Domingo basin report strikes generally
northwest-southeast with dips less than 100 to the northeast. Emmanuel (1950:23) states that nearly all the beds
in White Rock Canyon are horizontal. Cuerbio basalts dip
very slightly to the west, while the Bandelier tuff is inclined
a mere 30 east.

Anderson (1960) completed a Master's Thesis on the
geology of the Santa Domingo basin just south of the
Cochiti Dam area. He resubdivided the Santa Fe Formation into the Tano Member, the Domingo Member, and
the Cochiti Member. Only the Cochiti Member extends
into south-central portions of the study area. It contains
many fine-grained materials including clays, siltstones,
sandstones, and channel sands. Interbedded within these
layers are basalt flows, gravels, and lake clays (Anderson
1960:28). Like Emmanuel (1950), he places the Cuerbio
vesicular pahoehoe basalts just on the west edge of the Rio
Grande extending eastward while the Bandelier Rhyolite
Tuff overlies the Santa Fe Formation to the northwest of
the river (Anderson 1960:3149).

Geohydrology
Also of importance for assessing the first hypothesis
about the effects of structure on archeological site placement is the fact that, because the Cochiti Dam area straddies the Rio Grande trough, dips to the west of the river are
generally to the east or northeast while those on the east
bank area dip to the west. The mesas west of the Rio
Grande are covered with fairly permeable strata (Spiegel
and Baldwin 1963:200). Where tuff overlies basalt flows,
one may anticipate springs outcropping along northeast
exposures where the land surface intersects the tuff-basalt
contact. Basalt is impermeable to ground water flow.
However, ground water can move through zones of gravel
or sands deposited between different flows, as Griggs
(1964:93) discovered in White Rock Canyon. Therefore.
in those areas to the east, of the river underlain by basalts,
springs may be expected to exit where the land surface
meets gravel layers underlain by westwardly dipping basalt
beds. Such seeps might appear on west exposures.

More recent workers have upgraded the Santa Fe into
a group designation. Griggs (1964) was one of the first
workers to do so. Three units were proposed for inclusion
into the group: 1) an undifferentiated unit (Emmanuel's
alluvial and flood plain deposits); 2) Puye Conglomerate
(the former Puye Gravels); and 3) a basaltic Chino Mesa
(the old Cuerbio Basalts) (Griggs 1964:19).
Only a few years after Griggs' (1964) report was published, Hoge (1970), in a doctoral dissertation, again redefined the stratigraphy for this area of Sandoval County. The
Santa Fe group now was to include a Zia-Sand Formation
and a Tesuque Formation [equal to Anderson's (1950)
Tano, Domingo, and Cochiti Members] ; however, according
to Hoge (1971:49), no Tesuque Formation extends into the
Cochiti Dam area.

Pedology
Naturally. the various rock types have weathered into
distinct soils within the Cochiti Dam area. Maker et al.
(1971) mapped and described the general soil associations
of Los Alamos and Sandoval counties. It is important to
remember that the types of soils subsumed under a single
soil association may not necessarily share the same properties since associations represent landscapes, or geographical
areas, that have a distinctive proportional pattern of soils
(Maker et al. 1971:4).

Hoge feels the basalts present in the study area are
Quaternary and thus post-Santa Fe in age. Older Piedmont
Gravels, Young Terrace Alluvium, and Flood Plain Alluviurns are all mapped as Quaternary. What Anderson (1960)
noted as the Cochiti Formation, Hoge retitles as the Tonque
and Edith Formations, both of which are no longer included in the Santa Fe group (Hoge 1970:49-103).

The Cochiti Dam Quad contains four major soil associations. The distribution of these groups within the study
area is portrayed on Figs. 7.1 and 7.2.

Finally, Galusha and Blick (1971) agree with Hoge
(1970) and separate out as distinct formation units that
formerly were included in the Santa Fe. The many formations that they describe include the Puye Conglomerate,
the Ancha Formation, the Zia Marl, the Servilleta Forma.
tion, the Otowi Lava Flow, the Bandelier Tuff, and the
Corros del Rio Lava Flows (Galusha and Blick 1971:76-86).

Mountain soils forming in materials of igneous origin
(No. 15) are developing on gentle to moderately steep
mesas and ridges or steep mountain slopes. They are evolving from volcanic materials such as andesite, pumice.
rhyolite, or tuff. Significantly, the authors stress that
"h'Th igjor soils of this unit are relatively productive and
support good stands of native vegetation'" (Maker et al.
1971:19).

Regardless of the confusion over terminology, the
basic pattern of rock types remains. Rhyolitic tuff occurs
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Two subdivisions are described within this poorly
known association. Unnamed A soils are moderately deep
with surfaces of noncalcareous sandy loam overlying
a slightly acid sandy clay loam subsoil. Tuff can be found
underneath the soil at a depth of 30 inches (Maker et al.
1971:20). The unnamed B soil is shallow to moderately
deep and has coarser subsurface levels than A. Its surface
is made up of slightly acid sandy loam over subsurfaces of
similar texture. The soils are underlain by rhyolitic rocks at
a depth of 10 to 20 inches (Maker et al. 1971:20).

Gila soils contain surficial layers of calcareous loam.
They are underlain by stratified loams and sands at a depth
of five feet (Maker et al. 1971:9).
Vinton soils' surfaces are made up of loamy fine sand
above stratified loamy sands. The substrata are similar to
those of the Gila soils, but are slightly coarser with fine to
medium sands being dominant (Maker et al. 1971:9).

While No. 15 is found in the northwest, the ApacheSilver-Rockland association (No. 14) occurs over the east

Glendale soils are finer with surfaces of clay loam over
silty clay loam. Thin layers of silt or clay occur throughout
the subsurface, decreasing the permeability. The subsurface
is generally of a moderately-fine textured nature (Maker

and central sections of Cochiti Dam Quad. These soils are

et al. 1971:9).

forming from old basaltic lava flows. They may by stony
and while their depths vary they are generally quite shallow. Surfaces are gentle to highly sloped, although generally not as steep as No. 15 (Maker et al. 1971:19).

SALINITY
Much literature exists to support the hypothesis number three that soils with high clay content may have been
abandoned due to salt accumulation in the soil. Soil permeability (capacity to transmit a fluid) and porosity (ratio of
total volume of interstices to the total volume) are a direct

Apache soils are calcareous and have a loam to sandy
clay loam texture. Pieces of basalt increase with depth in
these soils and unweathered basalt can be encountered a

mere 8-20 inches below the surface (Maker et al. 1971:19).

reflection of the texture of the parent materials. Clayey
beds contain fairly high porosities, but extremely low per-

The Silver soils are generally deep since they form

meabilities. These layers tend to impede the movement of

over depressions on mesa tops or between outcrops of

ground water. Sands and gravels transmit water faster than

basalt. They feature surface layers of noncalcareous loam
over a thick clay subsoil. A gravelly loam makes up the

do clayey shales because of fewer but larger pores. Hence,
while shales might yield on an average of five gallons per

substratum (Maker et al. 1971:19).

minute of ground water, a comparable layer of sandstone
could produce from five to two hundred gallons per minute (Davis and DeWiest 1966:355).

Rockland soils are developing over a group of basalt
outcrops. They are extremely rocky and shallow (Maker
et al. 1971:19).

When ponded waters or groundwater evaporates, calcium (Ca), potassium (K), magnesium (Mg), and sodium
(Na) ions precipitate out of solution. Soluble cations may
also be introduced to a soil through eolian deposition of
fine salt-laden sediments or through the weathering of rocks
whose chemical makeup includes abundant salts. Regardless
of the mode of introduction, if these salts are not flushed
through the soil layers by a fairly constant flow of water,
colloidal particles of clay will absorb them. The clay will
become deflocculated, leaving the resulting structureless
soil nearly impermeable to ground water movement. Further ponding or runoff by check dams or terraces could
then raise the ground water table above this impenetrable
layer to the point where dissolved salts and harmful exchangeable ions are brought into contact with the root
zone of crops (Jacobsen and Adams 1958:125).

The Rough Broken Land-Embudo association (No. 7)
can be found across the southern sections of the study area.
It extends over rolling upland hills that have been cut by
numerous intermittent drainages. Slopes are generally
steep. The soils are developing from old unconsolidated
alluvium which is coarse to medium textured and gravelly,
The authors characterize the association as a poor one for
agriculture because of its unfavorable soil characteristics
and broken, steep, rough landscapes (Maker et al. 1971:13).
Embudo soils vary in depth. They reveal calcareous
sandy loam to gravelly fine sandy loam surfaces over subsoils of gravelly fine sandy loam. The subsoil layers are
gravelly loamy sand, to gravel. This soil type has developed
from, and is therefore underlain by, siltstones, lime layers,
poorly cemented sandstones, and pumice beds (Maker et al.
1971:13).

Soils with poor drainage characteristics, such as those
derived from basalts or shales, tend to build up salt deposits
as floodwaters or ponded runoff stand on agricultural
fields and evaporate. Removal of accumulated salts by
leaching is difficult because of low soil permeability. In
addition, basalts themselves may be regarded as prolific
sources of soluble salts because their mineralogy is composed chiefly of calcic plagioclase (Socholoff and Lorenzo
1953:51; Travis 1955:12). Such conditions exist on the
Apache-Silver-Rockland association (No. 14).

Cascejo soils expose a thin surficial layer of calcareous
gravelly sandy loam. A well developed lime layer exists at
a depth of 10-24 inches, which is in turn underlain by
gravelly sands to sandy oams (Maker et al. 1971:13).
Finally, a minor extension of the Gila-Vinton-Glendale
association (No. 1) can be located in the extreme southcentral area. These rich soils have formed from alluvium
of mixed origin on the gently sloping flood plain of the Rio
Grande. They are therefore deep and highly stratified. They
are moderately well-drained for having medium to fine
textures (Maker et al. 1971:8-9).

Salinity is detrimental to plants for a variety of reasons. Black (1968:372-378) has summarized the principal
hypotheses that account for the damaging effects of soil
salinity. The first (water availability theory) holds that
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saline solutions lead to increased osmotic pressure that
prevents effective moisture uptake by the plant which then
suffers from water deficiency. The second (osmotic-inhibition theory) states that growth is stunted by an excess of
solutes taken up from the saline media. The third (specifictoxicity theory) reveals that solutions are harmful because
of the toxic presence to one or more specific ions. These
ions generally include the cations Na, Ca, and Mg and the
anions sulfur IS), chloride (Cl), and carbonate (C03).
Beans and corn are among the least tolerant crops for
germinating under saline conditions (Haywood 1954:50).
While salt tolerance during germination may be poorly
correlated with a plant's salt tolerance during later stages
of development, it is generally acknowledged that corn
is more liable to saltdamage than other cereals and that
beans are among the most sensitive crops to salinity concentrations (Haywood and Bernstein 1958:59ro). Interestingly enough, Gauch and Wadleigh (1943:384) demonstrated that the salts Ca and Mg (which would be high in
soils derived from basalts) decreased the succulence in bean
roots much more severely than Na ions.

THE EFFECT OF GEOMOIPHOLOGY ON SOILS
A convincing body of literature from the fields of
geomorphology and pedology can be drawn upon to
evaluate hypothesis four. It will be recalled that this pre.
diction sought to explain the shift in locations of Anasazi
fieldhouses through time due to the mineralogical and/or
nutritional exhaustion of the soils. If discernible trends
could be found in the orientation and placement of field
houses on the landscape, it was hoped that the specific soil
properties controlling successful fieldhouse locations could
be isolated.

the aspect (or exposure) of the landform. Concerning soils
in relation to the severity of the slope, summits of hills
are less prone to erosion and are therefore more clayey
since rainfall has an opportunity to infiltrate rather than
run off (Walker, Hall, and Protz 1968:100). Similarly, the
lack of water percolation and increased erosion maintain
thin soils on slopes. Zing (1940) conducted an interesting
experiment on loam soil where he simulated the effects of
twenty years of rainfall on varying slopes. He found that
doubling the degree of slope increased the total soil loss in
runoff by a factor of 2,61 and that the moisture content of
a soil displayed an inverse relationship with the amount of
runoff flowing down its slope (Zing 1940:64). When considering soil properties in relation to the degree of slope of
that station regardless of its position within the hillslope
profile, the following trends have been obtained. With an
increase in slope gradient, the depth to the lowest subhorizon of >1% organic carbon (C), the weighted percent
of clay of the solum (A and B horizons), the weighted percent of organic C in the solum layer >1%, the depth to a
subhorizon of base saturation of 80
or more, and the
depth to a subhorizon of pH of 6.0 or more all decrease
exponentially (Ruhe and Walker 1968:554). Beckett
(1968:14) found that with an increase in slope, the depth
of the A soil horizon, the organic C content, the pH, and
the total carbonate diminished while the exchangeable
phosphorus (P2 Os) increased. Similarly, Furley (1968:38)
found negative linear correlations between pH1 and gradient
on acidic soils, between carbon (C) and nitrogen (N)
and gradient on all soils, and between the percent silt and
clay and gradient on calcareous soils. He discovered a positive linear correlation between pH and gradient on calcareous soils.
Regular relationships also hold between slope propertie:i
as one moves down a hill from the summit to the toeslope.
Following Kleiss (1970:289) and Walker and Ruhe (1968:
563), Table 7.1 summarizes these trends for a given hillslope.

A soil's physical properties will vary for a given parent
material depending on the degree of slope at the location,
the position of that soil relative to the slope profile, and

Table 7.1

Properties Down a Hill from Summit to Toeslope

Property

Summit

Shoulder

Backslopo

Footslope

Tosin po_"

mean particle size

minimum

maximum

min.-max.

decrease

minimum

F/C ratio cation exchange

minimum

minimum

increase

increase

maximum

organic C

maximum

minimum

increase

increase

maximum

base saturation

maximum

decrease

decrease

decrease

minimum

depth to carbonate

maximum

minimum

maximum

decrease

zero

bulk density

maximum

decrease

decrease

decrease

minimum
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Superimposed upon slope variations are differences
in soil properties that result from a hilislope's particular
aspect. Finney, Holowaychuk, and Heddleson (1962)
performed a series of transect studies across the soils of
four northwest-southeast oriented valleys in southeastern
Ohio. They found that the soils on the southwest (SW)
facing slopes contained significantly thinner A, and much
more strongly developed A2 and B horizons than the profiles on the northeast (NE) facing slopes. The acidity for
the upper layers of soil for the NE samples was much less
than for the SW ones. The two exposures also contributed
to differences in base saturation of the soils. For the NE
soils, base saturation reached a maximum value in At layers
and then decreased down to the C horizon while for the
SW slopes, these trends were reversed. The total quantity of
organic matter was much greater for the NE exposed soils
although if expressed as a percentage, it did not vary
greatly between the two groups. Finally, a wider range in
values with higher means for C/N ratios were measured on
SW slopes. The authors posit that the differences in the soil
samples can largely be attributed to microclimatic and vegetational differences, although the particular configuration
of the slopes, soil moisture conditions, and higher incidences of forest fires on the south and west slopes may also
have played a role (Finney, Holowaychuk and Heddleson
1962:287-292).
Franzmeier et al. (1969) examined soils derived from
Pennsylvanian shales, siltstones, and sandstones in the Cumberland Plateau of Kentucky and Tennessee. Not surprisingly, they concluded that the southern (S) slopes were consistently drier than the northern (N) ones. More organic
matter could be found throughout the profiles of the N
slopes because warmer temperatures on the S slopes led to a
faster oxidation rate of the material. Another consistent
trend was the prei-e tee of more strongly developed B horizons on SW soil 9-vrmples than those from NE slopes regardless of parent mate-eialtype(Franzmeiretal. 1969:759-761).
In a similar study designed to evaluate the influence of
soil temperatures, parent material, and climate on soilforming processes, Losche, McCraken and Davey (1970)
measured soil characteristics in Virginia and North Carolina.
Interestingly enough, they found little difference in the soil
properties from the Virginia samples that were based on
sandstones and shales. The authors speculate that this may
be due to a lack of enough variety among the precursor
minerais in the highly siliceous parent material. The North
Carolina soils developed from a granitic biotite gneiss and
did produce significant differences. Southern slopes consistently contained a higher free iron content, a higher soil
temperature, a thicker solum, and more clay in the B horizon than N slopes. Thus, S slopes appeared to be weathering more thoroughly because of higher soil temperaturesthey yielded thicker soil profiles with a greater differentiation between the horizons as a result. The investigators
assert that the great range in precursor minerals, the high
annual precipitation, and the aspect-induced soil tempera.
ture differences in the soils from North Carolina were
responsible for the soil variations (Losche, McCraken, and
l)avey 1970:473-177). Just why aspect-related soil chara-,
teristics should be dependent upon the absolute amount of
rainfall and the range of mineral types within the parent
material is not made clear and this flaw seriously undermines the value of the study.
I5

Cooper (1960) focused his interests on the subject of
different microclimatic envir-nments produced by slope
aspects and how these affect soil properties. He based his
report on the examination of a series of grey-brown podzolic soils on several N and S slopes in southeastern Michigan. Like other soil scientists, he found that the S exposures
had greater light intensities, air temperatures, water losses,
and soil temperatures than their N counterparts. Cooper
(1960:114) observed that winter snow cover on the N
slopes tended to cover the ground continuously while
snows on S aspects melted off rapidly. The more frequent
freeze-thaw cycles on S soils contribute to conditions of
greater physical and chemical weathering. Therefore, it is
not surprising that greater quantities of silt and clay were
located on S slopes in this study. The total depth of the
solum and the depth at which soil horizons were located.
however, were less on S than on N samples. This led Cooper
(1960:118) to conclude that:
These data emphasize the differences in the 8
horizons of the slopes and suggest that soilforming processes are more intensive under the
conditions of environment found on south
slopes . . . Thus, the inicro-climatic conditions
of south slopes favor shallow, intense profile
development, whereas those of north slopes
produce a deeper, less intensely weathered
profile.
This stems from the fact that while N slopes enjoyed
greater overall moisture, the alternate wetting and drying
on S exposures increased the hydration and dehdration
of the material which contriF ites to a faster particle disintegration and mineral transformation rate.
Soil temperatures were also monitored by Aikrnan
(1940) at four soil stations for N, S, E and W exposures
in southern Iowa. Aikman discerned a greater difference
in climatic factors between E and W slopes than for an
others. Differences between soil temperatures at a two
inch level were greater than between the air temperatures.
Western slopes had the longest frost-free season, the highest
average soil and air temperatures, the fastest wind elocities, and except for the N soils, the smallest number of
alternate freeze-thaw cycles, lie rated the slopes for heat
danger and cold danger to crops from most to least as W.
S, E and N and E, S, N and W, respe.cti~ely tAiknman 1910:
161-167).
Volobue%
t196411
explains why these relationships
hold. lie points out that a soil's temperature is influenced
not just by the intensity of the solar radiation striking it.
but also by the condition of the soil itself, especially in
regard to humidity. The first light of day hits a fairly
moist soil laden with dew. Much of tIhe solar energy striking it is expended upon evaporation and soil desiccation.
Later in the day, the rays (-all more ,ffici-ntly heat up SW
slopes which are already dr\ stitce the absored energ
can increase thre ,soil's teniperature almost exclusiwely. For
these reasons, then, maximuni soil temperatures, rather
than occurring on S slopes, ar- shifted sonlewhat to tit- SW
(Volobue 196-1:81t.
('hang ( 1968:87} emphasi/.ed that soil
rlnlperaluris actually of greater eco-higical ignificalv(. ti plant gro th
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contemporary native groups near the region today. This
stage was viewed primarily as an educational process that
could neither confirm nor reject the hypotheses. Third, we
have seen how literature from the physical sciences can help
to anticipate where conditions postulated in the hypotheses
could be met within the Cochiti test area. The present
section, the fourth stage of research, will summarize the
patterning of archeological sites within the study area
vis-a-vis the physical conditions at the sites so that the
final step may be presented - the evaluation of the hypotheses (see Table 7.1, Figs. 7.4-7.13).

than is air temperature. The former affects seed germination, the speed and length of plant growth, the functional
ability of roots, as well as the occurrence and severity of
plant infections. Although air temperatures are important
during the reproduction stages of a corn crop, soil temperatures are critical during the early stages of growth. Willis,
Larson, and Kirkham (1959:327) determined that between
60 0 F and 800 F, corn growth increased by a factor of 2.0
to 2.8 for each 100 increase in temperature. Adams (1962:
257) showed further that a higher soil temperature can
also improve a plant's ability to absorb nutrients and water
and translocate carbonhydrates.

THE PATTERNING

Hypothesis 1 (structural control of the distribution
of sites). The patterning of both field and habitation sites
for the west and east sides of the Rio Grande was determined by examining each site. which was on the Cochiti
Dam, New Mexico, United States Geologic Survey ([S(;S)
7.5 minute series map, and ascertaining for each site its orientation within a 0.5 kilometer radius with respect to the
landforms on which it was located. One of eight possible
orientations was recorded for each site (N, NE, E, SE, S,
SW, W and NW). On the west bank, 100 one or two room
structures were measured and 93 sites with three to ten
rooms. Of the smaller ruins, 55 ' were oriented to either
the NE, E or SE while 54"' of the larger sites were similarly situated.

The research strategy for this investigation has involved five key steps. First, the hypotheses were framed.
Second, ethnographic literature was reviewed to determine
the extent to which the predictions appeared reasonable
in light of what is known about the farming strategies of

For the east bank, 23 small and 15 larger sites were investigated. Some 74; of the smaller and 74'" of the larger
sites enjoyed SW, W or NW aspects. A summation of the orientations of the sites is presented graphically in Figs. 7.A
and 7.5.

In assessing the significance of soil temperature for
hypothesis four (settlement pattern shifts due to nutritional/mineralogical depletion of soils), it must be emphasized that the soil temperature will vary according
to soil depth and color, the availability of soil moisture,
the percent and distribution of soil porosity, the amount
of insulation of the landform, and the angle of surface
exposure to that insulation (Willis, Larson, and Kirkham
1959:323). For these reasons, it is not surprising that
sandy soils warm up more quickly than do clayey soils in
the spring,

Table 7.2
Changing Utilization of Soil over Time

P-Ill
1-2 Rooms:
No. of Sites
%of all P-111 Sites on this soil
3-10 Rooms:
No. of Sites
, of all P-Ill Sites on this soil
Total No. of P-111 Sites
'. of P-Ill Sites on
Cochiti Dam Quad on this soil

Soil 15

Soil 14

Soil 7

25
(36)

4
(44)

2
(33)

2
(50)

33
'6)

4.1
(64)

9
(56)

4
(67)

2
(50)

59
(6.4)

69

13

6

(75)

(1)

48
(64)
27
(36)

')il

I

.1

Totals all Soils

92

(7)

(4)

(1001

23
(61

12
180)

(73 )

91
(65 1

15
(39)

:1
(20)

3
(27)

Is
35

1

I1

119

P-IV
1-2 Rooms:
No. of Sites
'; of all P-IV Sites on this soil
3-10 Rooms:
No. of Sites
'; of all P-IV Sites on this soil
Total No. of P-IV Sites
of P-IV Sites on
Cochiti DIam Quad on this soil

75

';

(5.1)

(27)

I)

(11)

(81

I 101(1
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0

5J

(a) 1-2 Room Sites:
No. of Sites

N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

4
7
26
22
32
4
2
3
100 Sites

(b)

3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

1
20
17
13
36
2
2
2

.20

.10

93 Sites

.10
.20
.30
.40

Fig. 7.4

Orientations of sites west of the Rio Grande
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.40
.30
.20
.10
(a) 1-2 Room Sites:
No. of Sites
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
VW
NW

3
0
0
1
2
3
9
5
23 Sites

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
E
SE
SW
W
NW

4
0
0
0
0
6
5
15 Sites

Fig. 7.5

Orientations of sites east of the Rio Girande
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.20

.10

(a) 1-2 Room Sites:

.10

No. of Sites

N

1

NE
E
SE

4
5
7

S

7

SW
W

0
0

NW

.2
.30

1
25 Sites

.20

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W

NW

1
7
6
8
17
4
0

.10

1
44 Sites

.10

.20
.30
.40

Fig. 7.6

Orientations of sites on .Soil 15 during P-I| times
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(a) 1-2 Room Sites:
No. of Sites
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W

NW

1
6
11
12
10
5
0

.30

3
48 Sites

.20

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N

0

NE

8

E
SE

2
3

S
SW

12
1

w

0

NW

.10

1.1
27 Sites

.20

.50

Fig. 7.7

Orientations of sites on Soil 15 during P-IV times
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(a)

1-2 Room Sites:
No. of Sites

N

0

NE

0

E

2

SE
S
SW
W
NW

0
2
0
0
0
4 Sites

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W

1
1
4
0
2
0
0

NW

1
9 Sites

tP

Fig. 7.8

Orientations of sites on Soil 14 during P-Ill times
1 60
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(a) 1-2 Room Sites:
No. of Sites.2
N

3

NE

0

E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

.30

3
6
7
0
1
3
2i3 Sites

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
S
SE
Sw
W
NW

4
2
1
1
0
3
4
1S Sites

.30

Fig. 7.9

Orientations of sites on Soil 14 during P-lV times
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(a) 1-2 Room Sites:

A

No. of Sites
N
NE
E
SE
5
SW
XV
,NW

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2 Sites

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
E
SE
5
SW
W
NW

0
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
4 Sites

Fig. 7.10

Orientations of sites oni Soil 7 dulring PAil times
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/I

?0

0

S44
lpI

a1-2 Room Sites:A
No. of Sites
N

1

NE
E

0
0

SE
SW

4
4
.0

NW

1
12 Sites

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
E
SE
S
Sw
W
NW

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
3 Sites

4

.

S00

Fig. 7.11

Orientations of sites on Soil 7 during N-V times
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(a) 1-2 Room Sites:

-

No. of Sites
N
NE
E
SE
5
SW
W
NW

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2 Sites

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
E
SE
5
SW
W
NW

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
2 Sites

Fig. 7.12

Orientations of sites on Soil 1 during P-111 times
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.75

(a) 1-2 Room Sites:
No. of Sites
N
NE
E
SE
5
SW
W
NW

0
0
0
0
1
0
6
1

b

(b) 3-10 Room Sites:
N
NE
E
SE
S1
SW1

0
0
0
0

NW

0
3 Sites

1
3

w1

Fig. 7.13

Orientations of sites on Soil 1 during P-IV times
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limiting factors are shallow soil depth and soil characteristics.

Hypothesis 2 (habitation sites on marginal agricultural land). When investigating the aspect of land 0.5 km
around both small (one or two rooms) and large (three
rooms or greater) sites for both sides of the river combined,
the following patterns were obtained. Approximately 18%
(22 of 123) of the small sites were surrounded (up to
0.5 km) by NW, N, or NE facing slopes. In contrast, 30'f
(32 of 108) of the larger sites were located within land so
oriented.

DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION
OF HYPOTHESES
Hypothesis 1
This hypothesis appears to have been confirmed. The
west bank sites were generally oriented from the NE to SE,
while east bank sites overwhelmingly possessed SW to NW
;
aspects. Additionally, only 9% of the small and 6" of the
large west bank sites faced SW to NW, while a mere 4'%of
the small and none of the large east bank ruins enjoyed
NE to SE orientations.

Since it can be argued that Anasazi agriculturalists
probably were not locating their houses directly on valuable
cropland, the slopes of sites as reported by survey and excavation data were of little use. Instead, following Ramage
(1977:82) the percentages of land in various slope classes
within the 500 x 500 meter quadrat in which the site was
located were calculated. Considering the small sites, the
following breakdown results: Class 1 (<4%) 10.3%; Class 2
(4-6%) 16.8%; Class 3 (6-15%) 27.3%; Class 4 (>15%)
3
43.0i; and land adjacent to the river .1%. The breakdown
for 3-10 room sites was Class 1, 16.7%; Class 2, 19.5%;
Clasj 3, 29.6%; Class 4, 32.7%; and river frontage, 1.4%.

Thus, it appears that sites may indeed have been
located in areas most likely to have enjoyed seepage from
spring flow. Apparently, both small field houses as well as
3-10 room habitation sites took advantage of those locations that enjoyed slightly more moist conditions in an arid
environment. That sites were situated in down-dip directions does not imply that springs were present at many of
these sites. Rather, the most likely affect on lands down dip
would have been a slightly more moist subsoil enabling the
location to yield a more successful crop or support a
slightly more luxuriant stand of edible flora.

From the breakdown of P-III versus P-IV one or two
room structures and 3 to 10 room sites, it becomes apparent that a shift in settlement strategy is occurring by P-IV
times. P-11 consistently maintained approximately twice as
many larger sites as small field houses. By P-IV times, this
trend is reversed. As Table 7.2 reveals, the exploitation of
soils 15 and 14 also changed from P-Ill to P-IV times. N
the P-Ill period, the superior soil 15 was used by 69 P-ill
sites. Some 64%,( of them were habitation sites. P-IV use of
these soils shifted to the point where 64 c of these sites
were field houses and only 36% larger habitation sites. The
utilization of the inferior soil 14 experienced similar
trends. However, it is important to note that by P-IV times,
39'%i of the sites were larger ones, the highest proportion of

Hypothesis 2
Overall, habitation sites do appear to have been situated in areas considered to be more marginal for agriculture
than fieldhouse locations. Larger sites more often were
located within northerly oriented landforms where with
the exceptions of increased organic matter and moisture,
all other pedologic conditions would have been inferior to
the more southern exposures.

P-IV habitation sites for any soil group.

The hypothesis also gains support from the fact that

(mineral/nutritional exhaustion of
soils). In Table 7.2, it can be seen that the percentages of
particular soils being exploited by P-Ill and P-IV groups
certainly does not remain constant through time. Figs. 7.67.9 demonstrate also that the basic orientation of fieldhouses between P-Ill and P-IV does not change significantly
for soil oroups 15 and 14. The aspects of habitation sites, in
contrast, do shift over time to a decidely more northern exposure. Of the larger P-Ill habitations on soil 15, 20% are
located on land having NE, N, or NW exposures; by P-IV
the percentage climbs to 34%. Similarly, the figures for soil
14 from P-111 to P-IV are 22'; versus 67%.

there are a higher percentage of habitation sites in P-IV
times on soil 14. The many drawbacks to this thin soil
have already been pointed out. Presumably, the Anasazi
were building a higher proportion of habitation sites on
this soil since they were less concerned about using up
valuable cropland for the sites of larger structures.

(shift to more marginal soils) and 3
Hypothesis 5
(shift caused by salinity build-up). Trends over time of soil
utilization (Table 7.2) are toward increased reliance upon
the inferior soil units 14, 7 and 1. Soil unit 15 continued to
be important though the percentage of sites on it decreased
from 75',' to 54% from P-Ill to P-IV times.

flatter land should surround larger sites is more difficult
to explain.

Hypothesis

4

Somewhat puzzling is the fact that a larger percentage
of land around habitation sites is flatter than land surrounding field houses. This pattern may have resulted from the
fact that field houses were located near very small fields
surrounded by much steeper land. In many of the fields
visited by the author, this is certainly the case. Just why

Hypothesis 4
This prediction is rejected. The proportion of sites on
soils of differing qualities varies significantly from P-Il to
P-IV times. Moreover, the fact that the aspects between
P-Ill and P-IV field houses on soils 15 and 14 did not varN
greatly suggests that the Anasazi farmers were not shifting
their locations primarily to obtain nutrients or minerals
that were limited at the original field locations. From P-ill
to P-IV, soil 15 continued to he exploited as the primar

The land which experienced the greatest increase on
exploitation over time is association 14. Sites on this unit
increase from 14 to 27'; from P-Ill to P-IV times. It will be
recalled that these soils lie above a substratum of stony
loam and clay on top of basalt or loamy sediments. Their
permeability is moderate to slow, while their principal
166
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bers, they initially utilized the superior agricultural soils
(15) almost exclusively. In fact, during P-Ill times, soils
from unit 15 underlay 76" of all field houses. As agricultural land was relatively plentiful, even habitation sites
could be located on good farmland. By P-IV times, the
population had grown considerably. It is interesting to note
that this period represents the time of maximum experimentation. Every inferior soil unit within the ('ochfiti
test area was utilized to a greater extent as an attempt
to handle the strain on the system. Habitation locations
now began to compete for scarce farmland and their
positions shifted to less desirable soil areas. The percentage
of habitation sites (3-10 rooms) located on soil 15 decreased from 75'C to 56"' from P-Ill to P-lV times. Finally.
after A.D. 1500, the system collapsed. Marginal lands
either suffered from salinity problems (soils 14 and 1) or
failed to yield good crops from thin, rocky soils (7). The
one adequate soil unit (15) could no longer support the
remaining population and the area was abandoned.

soil type, and most field houses continued to possess
easterly aspects. The difference between the two time
periods is an increasing reliance upon soil types 1, 7, and
14,which will be discussed below.

Hypotheses 5 and 3
These hypotheses are accepted. During P-Ill times,
soil types 1, 7 and 14 supported a mere 25, of Anasazi
sites of two rooms or less. By P-IV, the proportion climbed
to 46%, with most of the increase occurring within soil 14.
Soil 15 was exploited less intensively over time as measured by percentage of P-Ill to P-IV sites. The absolute
number of sites actually increases from 69 to 75 from P-Ill
to P-IV. This is a surprisingly productive soil for the Southwest. It is deep and its sandy loam subsoil provides excellent drainage (Makeret al. 1971:26-27).
Soil association 14 comes under much greater use
during P-IV. As mentioned, its clayey subsoil provides
poor permeability for the thin soil.

CONCLUSIONS

Soil associations 7 and 1 also are exploited more
heavily over time, though they never supported major segments of the population. The first association (7) is very
stony and gravelly; although providing good permeability,
these soils lack a sufficient amount of fine materials to
offer an adequate available water holding capacity (Maker
et al. 1971:31). Maker et al. (1971:9) describe association 1
as very well suited for cropland use under modern irrigation
systems. For the Anasazi, however, these lands would not
have been nearly as desirable. Farming along the Rio
Grande in White Rock Canyon would have proved a risky
venture because of the danger of severe flooding. In addition, the ancient means of floodwater farming may not
have been able to thoroughly leach all the salts from this
loamy, clayey soil. Salinity and wetness would have limited
its utility,

This essay has attempted to explain how the archeological patterning among the Anasazi sites within the
Cochiti test area in north-central New Mexico directly
relates to the influences of the geologic and pedologic conditions present. It is suggested that the patterns of field
house locations and habitation sites as revealed by survey
information and data retrieved by excavation support the
following hypothesis. First, the success of both field
houses (1-2 rooms) and small habitation sites (3-10 rooms)
was partially controlled by the regional geologic structure.
By placing sites on down-dip sides of tilted strata, the
Anasazi were able to benefit from slightly higher ground
moisture conditions. This fact suggests that future archeological surveys might profit from conducting preliminary
research into the geologic structure of an unknown region.
Higher concentrations of sites could be expected in specific
locations where the conditions for springs or ground flow
seepage would be favored.

Support for hypothesis 3 is derived from two sources:
one, the general patterning of sites over time in the Cochiti
test area; and two, detailed chemical analyses of the soils of
P-IlliP-IV multicomponent site (LA 13086) on soil association 14. As has been mentioned, the settlement pattern
shift in P-IV times is one of continued exploitation of soil
15 with increased reliance upon formerly minor soil associations. Soils 14 and 1. which are clayey, have poor permeability. It is soon after they came to be heavily relied ux)n
(35%; of P-IV sites) that the system collapsed and the area
was abandoned.

Second, it appears that habitation sites tended to he
located within agriculturally more marginal land than were
field houses. A higher proportion of habitation sites began
to shift to inferior lands, over time because their presence
could no longer be afforded on scarce cultivatable soils.
Again, knowledge of this trend may permit future surve\ ors, following preliminary geologic and pedologic investigations of a regio;,. to predict where the highest concentra.
tions of field versus larger habitation sites miight he located
over the landscape.
houses to diftlrent soil types
Third, the shift of field
over time was toward inferior soils with either thin, rocks
layers or poor perni'ability. These marginal soils were
increasingly utilized until the system collapsed.

Intense investigations of the soils at LA 13086 on soil

14 (see Fosberg and llusler, this volume) revealed two
paleosol horizons. In the B soil horizon that the occupants
during P-IV times would have tilied, the salt content (primarily Ca, Mg and K) increases dramatically. Salt concentrations of this strength could well have damaged agricultural crops and led to the abandonment of the field,

Fourth, the patterning of field houses and hahitation
sites plus soil data collected al a field house (,A 13(t6
suggests that salinit\ problems may have been responsible
for the collapse of marginal soils which led to the abandonment of the region. It was shortlv after these claye,
soils became utilized to a major extent that the area was
deserted by the Anasazi. Iheavy salt concentrations within

An overview of the patterning in Table 7.2 allows the
following summary of Anasazi farming within the Cochiti
test area from A.i). 1175 to 1500. As the Anasazi began
times in mas.sive nummoving into the region during P-111
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the B soil horizons of one field house confirm the probability that trapped salts could easily have built up over
the substratum of soil 14.
While shifts in rainfall patterning or lengthening of
periods of drought may have been responsible for the
locational shifts of Anasazi settlement systems in other
areas of the Southwest, the writer would maintain that
problems stemming from the increased reliance upon

inferior lands or salinity are a more plausible explanation
in the Cochiti test area. This study has attempted to demonstrate that explanations for Anasazi settlement shifts
may well be found in the articulation between the cultural
system's economy and the geologic base determining its
success. Hopefully, this essay has contributed toward a
clearer understanding of those environmental factors which
conditioned the evolution of Anasazi settlement systems
in the Southwest.
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Chapter 8
EXPLAINING RESII)ENTIAL AGGRE(;ATION IN THE NORTHERN
A ('OMPETITION REI)UCTION MOI)EL

RIO (RANI)L:

Rosalind Hunter-Anderson

INTRODUCTION

area is lacking and generalizations about settlement pattern
are tentative.

This paper will be concerned with northern Rio Grande
Anasazi settlement changes which seem to be indicated
from a study of site placement through time on the Pajarito
Plateau and along the northern middle Rio Grande, from
roughly Guaje Canyon in the north to tile Santa Fe River
in the south (see Fig. 8.1). The settlement changes were
(1) a shift from extensive occupation of upland zones of
higher rainfall from the Pueblo I1 (or Developmental)
through the mid-Pueblo III (or mid-Coalition) periods
(ca. A.D. 600 through A.D. 1300), to more concentrated
occupation of upland and lowland zones of lower rainfall
beginning in the late Pueblo III (P-Ill) period (post A.D.
1300) and continuing through the Pueblo IV (P-IV) or
Classic period; and (2) the rise of extremely large residential sites post A.D. 1300, a trend which may have begun
in the northern Pajarito Plateau and culminated in the
listoric pueblos such as Cochiti, and was the predominant form of settlement in many areas of the Southwest
at the time of initial Spanish contact,

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF
THE NORTHERN RIO GRANDE
Mean Annual Precipitation
and Variable Productivity
An important aspect of the climate of the northern Rio
Grande is the amount of moisture which falls as precipitation and is available for plant growth. In arid environments
where temperature is not severely limiting and water is the
master limiting factor, mean annual precipitation is a fair
measure of net primary production biomass (Pianka 1974:
14-15). Keeping in mind the relationship between water
and plant growth in dry climates, we can characterize ti
northern Rio Grande with respect to mean annual precipitation as having three basic forms: (1) areas which enjoy
relatively great mean annual precipitation; (2) areas which
do not enjoy great mean annual precipitation but which
contain perennial streams that drain relatively large areas or
which derive from high elevations where snow melt and or
large amounts of summer rain account for dependable
stream flow; and (3) areas which have neither perennial
streams nor great mean annual precipitation. The significance of these differences is that, in the first kind of area.
species useful to man as hunter-gatherers are relatively
abundant, and the moisture conditions are sufficient for
growing crops without elaborate technolog for water control as well. In the second kind of area, naturally occurring
species are not abundant, but with energy investment into
agricultural technology, such as canals, terraces, and check
dams, crops can be raised. In the third kind of area, neither
crops nor wild species can be obtained in abundance nor
with any certainty.

The trend toward aggregated settlement will be viewed
here as a manifestation of a general adaptive process common to many parts of the world. In the terminology of
Chapter 1 (this volume) we are proposing an adaptive
shift in land use on the part of local groups. Some indication that we are dealing with a general process is that residential movement out of higher rainfall zones into those
with lower rainfall has been observed to correlate with
large residential aggregations in the semiarid Near East
(Adams 1962; Hole, Flannery and Neely 1969; also see
Dickson 1975). Another indication that a general process
is involved is that limited use of productive environmental zones for residential purposes has been o-served iii
many places, for example, in North America (Ilickerson
1962; ttudson 1976), in South America (larner 1972;
Kelekna, personal communication) and in Melanesia

Zones of High and Low Rainfall

(Heider 1970; Meggitt 1977).

in the Northern Rio Grande

We have been fortunate in having access to settlement
data from several sources in addition to the Office of
Contract Archeology's Cochiti Reservoir permanent and
flood control pool surveys. These reports summarize survey and excavation projects in the vicinity of the mouth of
White Rock Canyon or the Cochiti Dam site area (Lange
1968; Snow 1976), in the southern portion of Bandelier
National Monument at the mouths of Lummis and Alamo
Canyons (Traylor et al. 1977), and in portions of the Pajarito Plateau on Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory lands
(Wormar 1967; Steen 1977)- The most comprehensive
documentation exists for the southern Pajarito PlateauCochiti Pueolo areas. Because of the regional perspective
taken here, we have included a discussion of the northern
Pajarito Plateau, although comprehensive coverage of this

The upland zones referred to in the Introduction art,
areas of the first kind, in which the mean annual precipitation is relatively great. For our purposes we have bounded
this zone at approximately 16 inches of annual precipitation, of which some 10-11 inches fall as rain in summer
(U.S. Department of Commerce 19671. This boundarv has
been drawn on Fig. 1. The lowlands referred to above art
areas of the second kind, in which water is available for
farming mainly through the use of water control devices
that divert and spread water to fields from a concentrated
sourc(. These areas lie below tile 10 inch mean annual precipitation isohyet and include the Rio Grande Valley below
White Rock Canyon and major southern tributaries such as
the Santa Fe River. The third kind of area produces wild
species useful to man and is capable of being farmed only
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Fig. 8.2 Northern Rio Grande tree-ring Station No. 7 (Ten year means of growth indices
converted to relative departure from the mean of the period of record) (after Fritts 1965 1
under unusually moist conditions which have no predictable long-term cyclicity. These areas are found on
either side of the Rio Grande in White Rock Canyon and
away from the Rio Grande floodplain below White Rock
Canyon but at low elevations, such as the land southwest
of White Rock Canyon below the 5300 ft contour,

Dickson offered an explanation for the settlement data
he collected which falls within the population prcssurc
labor intensification school (of. LBoserup 1965). This is not
the place for a detailed review of )ickson's methods, data
and explanatory arguments: suffice it to say that he found
the general pattern of late, aggregated settlement in the
Rio Grande floodplain and one of its major tributaries.
the Santa Fe River.

Of course the edges of these zones are arbitrarily
defined, and transitional areas exist, specifically the band
of land between the 16 inch and the 10 inch isohyets.
This transitional zone is an ecotone of sorts, as it separates
heavily forested land from grass/scrubland. In addition,
M the northern portion of the area depicted in Fig. 8.1,
there is no zone comparable to the dry sections south of
the Plateau; the lowland/upland distinction becomes a
matter of degree.

A

THE SHIFT TOWARD
LOWLAND SETTLEMENT
On the basis of available literature for the northern
Rio Grande, Dickson (1975) recently investigated the
settlement pattern change from earlier (pre P-Ill) occupation of sites in the piedmont, away from the semiarid Rio
Grande floodplain, to general abandonment of the piedmont for the Rio Grande floodplain and its major tributaries after 1-1Il1. Ilis survey sample was taken from a
108 mi2 transect across the middle northern Rio ;rande,
roughly from Cochiti Pueblo to the Arroyo londo Pueblo,
in a band 4 mi wide and 27 mi long (see I)icks)n 1975:
Fig. 1). Along with known sites from the Laboratory of
Anthropology files, his one-man survey documented a
total of 16.1sites. )ickson found no clear pattern of downward movement through time in his sample. IHowever, he
(lid find that the two geographic districts which contained
perennial streams (the Rio G;rande flmdplain and terraces, and the Santa Fe River) also contained tihf highest
occupational densities of all areas studied (I)ickson 1975:
164p.
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New Mode

of Settlement

While population seems to have increased during thu
P-Ill period in the Rio Grande (Wendorf 195.1: iella and
Chapman 19771j, during the P-IV period this growlia
ms
not have continued. However, during P-IV. a new settle,
ment configuration, the large. multistoried pueblo village.
became characteristic in a century that enjoyed highl."
favorable moisture conditions compared to the centuries
prior to and after the A.). 1300s ise F-ig. 8.21. From ca.
A.I). 1305 to A.). 1405, in only one decade (from A.I).
13-15 to A.). 1355) did the moisture fall below average.
for the period of record, and during most of the cttiitur\
it was well above average (Fritts 1965).
One of the implications of tie, tree-ring record is tha
higher than normal moisture conditions during tie 11th
(-entulir would have rendered tit, northern Hio t;rand,,
and particularly the better-watered partsof it.aii attracti\c,
region for settlement and su ;stence from the point of
view of indigenous and adjacent populations. A recint
review of Puebloan prehistory, with special referencle lo
the Rio Grande region (Ford. Schroeder and Peckham
1972), indicates that there was an apparent influx of
Keres deriving from the Rio Salado Valley Ibelow ,Jvnue/
and from the San .uan region into tle Rio 6;ran(le iorth
t( I-rijoles Cany on and east to San Marcos in the (;alisti
(following Ford. Schroeder and Peckham 19721 during
the early A.). 1300s, displacing somv' iii situ groups oif
Tewa and 'I'o\a prsilmiabl, in th, Pajarito Plateau. Heed
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country and the lower Gila-Salt drainage during the A.).
1300s and on, until roughly A.D. 1450 (McGregor 1974:
417).

(1949:170) and Dittert (1959:558) assert that an influx
into the Rio Grande of peoples traceable to the Acoma
district is evident during the early A.D. 1300s as well.
These interpretations are based largely on pottery variations.

The salient context for Southwestern residential
aggregation into great tou'ns seems to be large-scale demographic shifts, correlated with specific climatic events in
the source area but not necessarily in the receiving area. In
other words, drought may stimulate a migration out of an
area but the rainfall conditions in the receiving area may or
may not be favorable for runoff farming. For instance,
the move to the major river valleys in Arizona was a move
toward higher rainfall regimes, while movement to the
lower Little Colorado was toward a low rainfall regime.
The fact that the post A.D. 1300 settlement mode was one
of large villages rather than a dispersion of smaller settlements may indicate that competition for home range was
a general problem and was responded to in similar manner
across the Southwest at this time.

While the correspondence between linguisticiethnic
groups and distinctive pottery styles can be questioned,
the fact remains that local regional differentiation of
pottery styles which have continuity with the Historic pueolos in the northern Rio Grande began to be pronounced
at this time (see Maps 4-6 in Ford, Schroeder and Peckham
1972). It is probably accurate to infer that a considerable
amount of social readjustment was taking place during
this century, from the evidence of new architectural and
ceramic configurations (cf. McGregor 1974:414).

HOME RANGE USE
AND PAN-SOUTHWESTERN
RESIDENTIAL AGGREGATION

A MODEL FOR THE RISE OF
LARGE AGGREGATED SETTLEMENTS
IN THE NORTHERN RIO GRANDE

The puzzle contained in the above observations is
why, under climatic conditions of greater-than-normal
moisture for about a century, should the Anasazi populations in the northern Rio Grande tend to concentrate their
settlements in lower settings when, presumably, farming
of uplands was again feasible after the drought of the
late A.D. 1200s? We suggest that the large aggregations
in the northern Rio Grande, those located south of White
Rock Canyon and those below the 16 inch isohyet on the
Pajarito Plateau, are manifestations of a general adaptive
process which occurs under conditions of competition
for home range.

We propose that it was the demographic context of
population influx and resulting competition for home
range which accounts for increasing residential aggregation
and more labor-intensive farming, with limited use of
better-watered uplands for other purposes, such as hunting,
gathering and some farming, during the P-Ill p( tiod and on.

Ethnographic Documentation

at Unoccupied Zones:
The Chippewa Case

As generally ased, the term home range includes all
the area that an organism (or population) covers in the
course of gaining a living (Burt 1943:346). It implies
nothing about the evenness with which that area is utilized
(cf. Shalk 1978). What we are proposing here is that the
relative evenness with which Rio Grande populations used
their home range changed from more even to less even
exploitation, manifested in a shift toward large aggregations for residential purposes and a radial pattern of small
farming locations closely associated with the large villages,
The village-satellite pattern contrasts with the previous
land use strategy of locating residential sites, along with
small farming locales, more evenly across space within the
home range.

A number of ethnographic examples of unoccupied
zones between competitive units have been documented
(ickerson 1962; Ileider 1970; larner 1972; Hudson
1976; Meggitt 1977). A graphic case of an unoccupied but
desirable zone in North America was the rich hunting
grounds of the deciduous forest and park region in western
Wisconsin (Ilickerson 1962). In the middle ol the 18th
century, this region was subject to heavy competition
between the Southwestern Chippewa and the Dakota for
whom it had become an effective war zone. uninhabitable
except by hunting parties who entered at great risk. Chippewa residential sites were located at lakesides within the
bordering coniferous forest, al environmental zone of
relatively low utility for man and further depleted through
intensive trapping for furs. According to Ilickerson,

The process of residential aggregation has been recorded elsewhere at about the same time in the Southwest,
Martin has stated

All information indicates that these Chippewa,
from Leech Lake to Lac du Flambeau, carried
their hunts south andl southeast froni their lakeside villages into the transitionforest belt, and the
edge of the prairies beyond, of lWisconsin and .linncsota where game was usually plentiful.
jlickerson 1962:171

By A.). 1400 all the towns in northern Arizona,
in the Mesa Verde area, and in the Chaco Canyon
were abandoned. Many of the great towns farther
south (Kinishba, Grasshopper, and others) began
to grow with the arrival of dhiplaced persons.
[Martin and Plog 1973:209]

As Schoolcraft noted in 1831,
Population decline in the northern and central Anasazi area
seems to have been accompanied by a rise in populations
occupying major river valleys such as the Little Colorado
and the Rio Grande, the well-watered Mogollon Rim

. . . the [Chippewal hunting camps, and other
signs of temporary occupation, (found within
the deciduous forest bell)
Pnav be attributed
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to the abundance of the Virginia deer in that
vicinity, nany of which w(. saw, and of elk and
moose, whose tracks were fresh and numerous
S. . Gamic, of every species common to the latitude, is plentiful... A country more valuable to
a population having the habits of our NorthWestern Indians, could hardly be conceived of,
and it is therefore cause of less surprise that its
possession should have been so long an object of
contention between the Chippewa and Sioux.
[Schoolcraft 1834:168 1691
(brackets and emphasis author's)

;IlA NIHE

this model to a notion found in the earl.% Southwestern
literature on residential aggregation, the need for defense
(e.g. Mera 1940:39). Perhaps the reason this interpretation
of large villages has not found much support is that the
term defense implied active hostilities (warfare1 and th,
need for fortification against armed attack, and there is
little consistent archeological evidence for either in the
Southwest. In contrast, we are suggesting that fortification
and active hostilities were too expensive, relative to the
payoff for staying in an area whose chief virtue was that
one did not have to work as hard to gain a living. The
Southwest is relatively unproductive on a world-wide scale:
so we cannot expect heavy energy investment into protection and armed defense of any location. In the face of
competition, withdrawal by all parties is a more economical
response in such settings. Further, considering that even in
a highly productive region such as the transition forest belt
in dispute between Chippewa and Dakota, residential
withdrawal was taken as a response to competition, we
have little reason to expect that it was not taken also in
the less productive Southwest.

The rich deciduous forest zone was needed as well by the
Dakota, who increasingly needed to rely on hunting there;
their bison prey were rapidly disappearing and they needed
furs for trade.
These pursuits made them [the Dakotas] more
reliant than ever on occupying territory to their
north and northeast, lying on the periphery of
Chippewa hunting grounds. The transition forest
zone in which deciduous trees predominated and
the adjacent prairie, then, was the seat of competition and the theater of war between contiguous
Chippewa and Dakota.

THE SEQUENCE OF
AGGREGATION IN THE
NORTHERN RIO GRANDE

[Hickerson 1962:17

The Cochiti Project

(brackets and emphasis author's)

Settlement Data

Examples of contested areas, essentially devoid of
residents, have been described in South America (llarner
1972; Kelekna, personal communication), the Southeastern United States (Hudson 1976); and Melanesia
(Heider 1970: Meggitt 1977), in regions with relatively
high population densities. The common link among these
cases is the competitive strategy of withdrawal from contested zones for residential purposes and exploitation of
the uninhabited space by small logistical forays. A similar
strategy may have been taken by Rio Grande Anasazi
during the 14th century A.D.

The general settlement configurations inferrable from
observations made during survey and an assessment of the
literature on prehistoric settlement in the 1325 knv
Cochiti Study Area which pertain to the competition reduction model have been summarized by Biella 1977:1171
as follows:
Ijy A.). 1200-1325 f(',ralition or I-Ill, the nim
ber of Anasazi sites increases drainatieatly. hrec

Residential Withdrawal

hundred si.vty-three -Ill sites have be'mn docunenyled for the study area. P-Ili sites occur ii all
districts. Their density is greatest in the lujarito
Plateau )istrict but it is high throu4ghout the stiudo

to Reduce Costs of Competition

area. The range of size for VIIlI sites ralge froli
6-10 rooms in extent, 11-.0 roo i sites (or i'iedium-sized' sites) constitute a clasm of sites which
occur in VIIlI times but are rare in an N other
Anasazi phase....It the northern portion of"the
study area, large P-III sites have heen recoricd.
docunenting the first tendency touard awgregatoto

The process of withdrawal would first be manifested in
residential aggregations within desirable zones, as opposed
to a more dispersed form of settlement; where possible.
the next step would be movement away from such zones
into adjacent ones with lower productivity but which were
capable of supporting large numbers of persons if the labor
devoted to food producing were increased. The strategy of
withdrawal from an area in order to reduce the costs of
competition is taken when the costs of defense arte great
relative to the payoff for staying. In such an energy budget
for northern Rio Grande farming peoples, the cost of
defense would be saved by withdrawal from desirable areas
but the price of security --moving to less contested areaswould be paid in higher labor costs to support more intensive agricultural systems and in the risk of crop and even
village decimation from flooding (cf. lord 1972:3-6). Since
a lowland alternative existed, the loss in natural productivity could be made up through increased labor investment
in food production.

By A.t). 1325 (beginnini, of (lassic or P-IfV, li,
tendency for aggregation becoies the dominant
setth,ment strategy. A number of large PI1lV sites
have been documented throughout tit, sltudy area.
most major drainagesystems hate one or tivo largi,
P-IV sites. These appear I be surrounded )INseteral smnall, one to three rooim sites ifield houses'
with terraces and/or isolated lithic and eerainiw
seatters... These smaller sites inay indicate an in
tensification in land use by the aggregated lIIi
lation eenters
The majoritv of P. IV sites in the stud' area are
earlv Glaze A or I3 sites (,, 1). 1125 1150j Ithe
later sites are fewer in number and Ihere is solnic

'rhe reader may have noted the apparent similarity of
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indication that the populations may have been
moving out of the study area by the time of the
arrival of the Spanish in A.D. 1540.

and room sizes, by period. Although this group is not an
accurate reflection of actual size frequencies by size in the
area, it may not be a sampling accident that the northern
Pajarito Plateau contains several representative (the Bandelier-Frijoles area and the Los Alamos sites) of the medium
size category, 11-50 rooms, three in the 20-30 room range
(LA 12119, LA 4632, LA 8681). By way of comparison,
in the southern Pajarito, within the Cochiti Reservoir
floodpool, there is one site in this size range, the rest containing less than 20 rooms. The northern Plateau 20 room
sites all date to the P-Ill period. Although they were not
amenable to systematic treatment, since room frequency
and size were not available, several very large sites are
known from the northern Pajarito Plateau, dating to P-Ill
(Biella and Chapman 1977b:116-117).

We interpret the P-IV residential aggregations in the Cochiti
Study Area as manifestations of the competition reduction
strategy whereby extensive occupation of higher rainfall
zones was precluded by the high cost-to-benefit ratio of
defending these locations.
Fig. 8.1 depicts the locations of all known large P-IIl
and P-IV residential sites documented by Biella and Chapman (1977b). As can be seen by inspection, P-I11 sites
are located both in areas above and below the 16 inch
isohyet while P-IV sites are located below it. The configuration of a large aggregated settlement surrounded by
several small, one to three room sites . . . with terraces
and/or isolated lithic and ceramic scatters is the spatial
expression of this strategy, particularly in the southern
portion of the Cochiti Study Area. It provides a marked
contrast to the previous configuration typical of P-Il, in
which many more medium-sized sites were occupied and
the distribution of sites of all sizes is more even throughout
the Plateau (see Biella and Chapman 1977b:Figs. 111.5.5
and 111.5.6).

As suggested above, the process of aggregation may
have begun with a contraction of residence within high
rainfall zones prior to abandonment of these areas. This
would have the effect of reducing the cost of competition within these optimal zones by decreasing the amount
of contested residential area while still allowing the total
area to be utilized in some way. The large P-Il villages
in the northern Pajarito, where precipitation goes no
lower than 12 inches even near the Rio Grande (see Fig.
8.1), lend some credence to this observation (Gauthier.
per "nal communication) of large several hundred room
P-lII
s,.,s in the extreme northern portion of the Plateau
boundary of the Cochiti Study Area. Unfortunately our
settlement pattern information for the northern Pajarito
is not sufficient to make any firm generalizations, a shortcoming it is hoped will be obviated by the current field
work of James Hill and his colleagues at U.C.L.A.

Tne Northern Pajarito
Plateau Site Data
Although comprehensive settlement pattern data are
lacking for the northern Pajarito Plateau, site size information (by room count) is available for 32 excavated sites,
Table 8.1 lists these sites and their respective room counts

Table 8.1
Number of Excavated Sites and Number of Rooms per Site,
Cochiti Study Area, by Subarea

No. Sites

P-lil
No. Rms/Site

P-TV
No. Sites

No. RmsiSite

Bandelier National MonumentFrijoles Area

.1
1
1
1

1
8
12
23
-

3
7
3
1
1

1
2
3
12
56

Los Alamos- Northern
Pajarito Plateau Area

1
2
2
1
2

3
2
7
8
20

1
1

3
9

Cochiti Reservoir
and Dam Area

-

--

-

-

-

1

11

1

2

7

1
1

4
13
17
27

1
1
1

1

3

1
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6
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CONCLUSIONS

in the northern Rio Grande. In another paper (this volume)
we attempt to explain differences in the use of space at
small structural sites in the northern Rio Grande with
reference to the northern Rio Grande settlement strategy
changes. It is hoped that the interpretations offered in both
papers will provide a stimulus for further model-building in
the important areas of settlement pattern and the use of
space on archeological sites. Particularly for the northern
Rio Grande, it is hoped that they have indicated specific
directions for further research into the links between extant
Pueblos and their not so remote past.

This paper has focused on settlement pattern differences between P-II and P-IV in the northern Rio Grande,
with particular attention to observations made in the 1325
km 2 Cochiti Study Area. We offered a tentative explanation for the apparent shift toward large aggregated settlement primarily in zones of lower precipitation near the Rio
Grande and its major tributaries. This explanation included
a competition reduction model and incorporated what is
known of the climatic record for the P-Ill and P-IV periods
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Chapter 9
OBSERVATIONS ON THE CiAN(;IN(; ROLE OF
SMALL STRU(TURAL ANASAZI SITES IN THE NORTHERN RIO GRANI)L
Rosalind tfunter-Anderson

INTRODUCTION

mouth of White Rock Canyon); to Traylor et a]. (1977)
on the southern Bandelier National Monument area (in
the vicinity of Alamo and Lummis Canyons); to Steen
(1977) and Worman (1967) on portions of the northern
Pajarito Plateau (located on Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory lands); and to the Laboratory of Anthropology,
Museum of New Mexico. files on both the Pajarito Plateau
and Cochiti areas.

The initial archeological assessment and subsequent
survey and excavations in the Cochiti Study Area (Biella
and Chapman 1977a; Chapman and Biella 1977b; Biella
1979) provide information which pertains to an understanding of a regional shift in settlement from P-Il to
P-IV, toward lowland settings near the Rio Grande and
its tributaries, and to the rise of large aggregated villages
in the 14th century A.D. (P-IV) (see also Dickson 1975).
In another paper (this volume), we proposed a competition reduction model to account for this regional shift.
This paper will be concerned with the apparent functional
differences in small structural sites which occurred in the
context of the P-Ill to P-IV settlement changes.

Data from three different areas were thus defined;
the Cochiti ReservoiriDam area (White Rock Canyon and
environs); the Bandelier National Monument area (from
Alamos to Frijoles Canyon)- and the northern Pajarito
Plateau area (including Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
lands). Tables 9.1 to 9.5 summarize mean room size variability per site and mean percentage of enclosed storage
space per site for P-Ill and P-IV sites in each area.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE

ROLE OF SMALL SITES

COCHITI RESERVOIR EXCAVATED DATA

The Cochiti Reservoir excavations were confined to
locales close to the Rio Grande in White Rock Canyon, at
generally low elevations where the valley is steep and narrow, precluding large settlements and extensive floodplain
farming near its banks. Thus our investigations were restricted to smaller sites, most with fewer than ten rooms.
It was decided to investigate the role of these small sites
in the changing settlement system and pattern of land use
occurring in the northern Rio Grande during the period ca.
A.D. 1175 to A.D. 1450 (P-Ill through mid P-IV) and the
extent to which changes in the use of these sites might be
a function of larger regional processes of adaptation, such
as the contraction of settlement into lowland areas.
Since we were interested in the role(s) that small structural sites played in the P-Ill and P-IV settlement systems,
we wished to extend our observations beyond the confines
of Cochiti Reservoir. We began by reviewing small site frequencies in a 165 km 2 quadrat situated in the southern
Pajarito Plateau. It extended roughly from the mouth of
White Rock Canyon in the south, to the lower reaches of
Sanchez Canyon in the north. This area was outstanding in
having the most reliable and thorough coverage of any in
the Cochiti study area (Biella 1977:113) and corresponds
to the test area defined by Fosberg (this volume). Within
this area, 92 small (1-10 rooms) structural P-Ill and 139
P-IV sites were documented. During this review we noted
that the ratio of 1-2 room sites to 3-10 room sites changed
through time. During the P-111 period, the ratio of 1-2 room
sites to 3-10 room sites was .559, while in P-IV it was
reversed, 1.896.
Next we reviewed the literature on sites which had
been excavated in the general Cochiti study area. Although
only limited excavation data were available, we were fortunate in having access to Lange (1968) and Snow (1976) for
additional information on the Cochiti Dam area (at the

Room Size
For all of the small P-Ill and P-IV structural sites
excavated during the 1975 and 1976 field seasons (Chapman and Biella 1977; Biella 19791, it was found that mean
room size markedly decreased from P-III to P-IV (see
1-2 room sites in P-Ill,
Table 9.5). For example, among
mean room size was 5.64 m 2 ; while among 1-2 room sites
in P-IV, mean room size dropped to 2.61 m2 . For all P-Ill
small sites (1-2 and 3-10 rooms) the mean room size was
8.57 m 2 compared with 2.69 m 2 during P-IV. These differences are striking and may indicate a change in the function
of small structural sites through time coincident with the
trend toward large aggregated ssettlements.
Storage Space
A further indication of a change in function of small
sites in the Cochiti Reservoir excavations is the proportion of enclosed space which cannot be attributed primarily
to residence (domestic activities which fulfill daily living
requirements) and has therefore been interpreted as primarily storage space. The proportion of storage space was
determined by measuring the floor space of each stru ture
on a site and then calculating the percentage of floor space
of those structures without definite hearths, per site. We
reasoned that if a hearth were present in a structure, then
the function of that room was not exclusively for storage;
whereas if a hearth feature were not present, the quantity
of domestic activity, such as food preparation and eating,
was probably minimal, and a primary function of storage
could be inferred for that structure. Although our cases
are few for the P-111 period, provocative differences can
be seen when the distribution of storage space percentages
by site size and period are compared (see Tables 9.3 and
9.4).
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Table 9.3

Mean Percentage of Enclosed torage Space per Site

P-Ill
> 50

1-2 Rooms

LA#

3-10 Rooms

%

N

LA#

__

Bandelier-

12568

100

1

12121

Frijoles

16109

100

1

-

12582

0

1
1

0

12123

# Sites 4; R
Los Alamos

-

...

# Sites = 1; 5i

-

6461

_

_

12511

0.0

2

13086
5011
9138

0.0
0.0
0.0

1

#Sites=

1
2

12119

43.5

23

4997

38.2

12

-

20
20

-

35%

4631
4628

4630

100

2/4

69.4

4722

6;

12522

4Sites= 2; R
4632
8681

N LAi

40.85%,

72.8
69.5
-

-

......

7

.

---40

= 69.4%

65.0

#Sites

3

2; x = 71.2%

5014

56.6

-

-

13
-

-

-

...
..

-...
-...

2; R=0%

l

29

1

Reservoir

8
-

2/4
3
8
7

#Sites
Cochiti

LA#

0
100
91.8
55.0

.4633

_

-

Rooms

N

35

..

507

-

11-50 Rooms

#Sites=

1; F = 65.0%

#Sites = 1;R = 56.6-

Table 9.4

Mean Percentage of Enclosed Storage Space per Site
1-

Room_

LA#

3-10 Rooms_

1-50

%

N

LA#

%

N

LA#
47

Bandelier-

12584

100.0

1

12122

65.3

3

Frijoles

16097
16114
12120
12567
12583
12144
12577
12581
12127

52.2
55.0

2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
17

12124
12125

64.7

3
3
-.

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
53.3
68.5
61.3
1

#Sites=
Los Alamos

-

10; i = 79.0%

.

Cochiti
Reservoir

-

-

..

9
3

74.0
82.0

4
6

12522
12517
12519
12454
12443
13076
13050
13049
13054
5011

0.0
100.0
49.0
0.0
100.0
71.0
48.0
100.0
0.0
0.0

1

-..

11; X =51.6%

76.7%

-

...
..
..
.

..
...
...

#Sites = 2; i

LA#

%

49.2

12

217

76.3

-

-

.
.

#Sites=
-

6455
6462
..

.
.
.. ..
.
.
.

..
..

180

.
.
12

1; R = 49.2%

-

-.
-..

44.3
51.5

46
45

-

.

= 78.0%

-

N
56
-

-...
-..
-

-

-

>50 Rooms

N

1

n.d.
n.d.

13086
13084

#Sites=

=

n

%

.
.

170
12588

2
2

2
1

-

.
.
9

#Sites= 3; i

n.d.
100.0

1

-

...
..

12512
12518

1
2
2
1
2
2

100.0

-

--- P-IV

..
.

#Sites

.
.

1

.
.
56

.
1

# Sites

1; i=

76.3,
.

70
-

32.5
-

157
-

-

-

.
...
..
..

..
..

.

= 2; R = 47.9%

...
...
..
...
..
..
...
..

# Sites

.
.
= 1;

x = 32.5,
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Table 9.5
Variability in Mean Room Size from P-1l1 to P-IV
m

Am

2

%A

1-2 Room Sites:
Bandelier-Frijoles
Los Alamos
Cochiti Reservoir

decrease from
none
decrease from

4.98

-

3.72

1.26

25.3

5.64

--

2.61

3.03

53.7

3-10 Room Sites:
Bandelier-Frijoles
Los Alamos
Cochiti Reservoir

decrease from
decrease from
decrease from

7.51
8.00
11.07

-*

3.50
4.77
2.76

4.01
3.23
8.31

53.4
40.4
75.1

1-2 and 3-10 Room Sites Combined:
decrease from
Bandelier-Frijoles
decrease from
Los Alamos

6.25
8.00

-

-

3.61
4.77

decrease from

8.36

-

2.69

2.64
42.2
40.4
3.23
(no 1-2 Room Sites)
67.8
5.67

decrease from

5.49
6.06
7.11

-*
--*

4.27
n.d.
7.29

1.22
-. 18

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

-*
-*

5.41
n.d.
8.79

-

-

-

-

Cochiti Reservoir
11-50 Room Sites:
Bandelier-Frijoles
Los Alamos
Cochiti Reservoir

slight increase

>50 Room Sites:
Bandelier-Frijoles
Los Alamos
Cochiti Reservoir

22.2
-2.5

11-50 and >50 Room Sites Combined:
'landelier-Frijoles

decrease from

5.49

-*

4,94

Los Alamos
Cochiti Reservoir

increase from

6.06
7.11

-*

n.d.
8.04

.65
11.8
(no P-111 >50 Room Sites)
-13.1
-. 93
(no P-111 >50 Room Sites)

Table 9.6
Room Shape Variability in Small Sites - P-ill and P-IV

Rectangular

Round

Oval

P-111

15

4*

-

-

P-IV

18

3

4

2

Shape

*

Two kivas, one pithouse, one above ground structure
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D-shape

Triangular

Irregular

1

1
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In the P-Ill 1-2 room site category, the average percentage of storage space on a site is 0; all structures contained
hearths. In contrast, on P-IV 1-2 room sites, the average
percentage of storage space per site is 51.6%. Among 3-10
room sites for both periods the percentages of storage space
are more similar. However, from P-Ill to P-IV there is a
trend toward more storage space per site; for P-Ill (one
case) it is 65.0%, and for P-IV the mean is 78.0;.
CHANGING SMALL SITE FUNCTIONS
FROM P-Ill to P-IV

IN THE COCHITI STUDY AREA
The documented decrease in the number of rooms on
small sites, the decline in average room size on them and
the increase in the percentage of storage space enclosed
within structures (see Tables 9.1 to 9.5) all may relate to
the shift in land use under competitive conditions in the
Classic period (P-IV). In our analysis of small site variability, we reasoned that the function served by above ground
structures occurring in configurations of 3-10 rooms is
likely to have been a combination of residence and storage.
Similarly, the function of structures occurring in configurations of 1-2 rooms is likely to have been storage alone. If
these interpretations are substantially correct, the decrease
in frequency of dual function (residence and storage) structural configurations from P-Ill to P-IV, and the concomitant increase in the frequency of single function (storage)
structural configurations indicate a decrease in the energy
invested in housing residential activities at farming locations, but not necessarily an absence of such activities.
While it seems reasonable to expect that some residential activities were carried out at small site locations, not
providing structures specifically for them and differentiated
from storage structures indicates a decrease in the frequency, volume, and/or duration of residential activities
on these sites (see Hunter-Anderson 1977).
HYPOTHESES TO ACCOUNT FOR
SMALL SITE FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENCES
Three hypotheses to account for changing small site
functions are presented below. Unfortunately, their testing
is beyond the scope of this paper. The hypotheses and limited discussions of their implications are offered to show
some possible research directions that could be pursued in
the future.

Hypothesis 1
The decrease in the residential activities at small sites
could be due to a decline in the average number of participants during a given field season per farming locale. The
implications of fewer personnel per farming site per season
are that (1) less gear, (2) less food,and (3) less site use time
devoted to maintenance activities for the group were necessary per site. If the hypothesis of smaller farming groups is
true, there may have been a concomitant increase in resident
personnel at large residential sites and therefore a corresponding increase in (1), (2) and (3) at the largesites. Thisshould
have resulted in increased spatial differentiation due to different functions of rooms within large sites, other things
equal,

Elsewhere we (Hunter-Anderson 1977:304-305) have
argued that high volumes of materials processed or stored
at a given location or high frequencies of prolonged activities involving the processing and storage of materials will
result in the spatial separation by housing or walling off of
these locations from others, due to the need to protect the
contents of these areas from mutual interference. Archeologically this may be seen in architectural variations.
Room Size Differentiation
Although our sample is small for the very large sites,
we have the dimensions of many rooms. Tables 9.1 and
9.2 present the mean and standard deviation of room areas
at small sites and large sites by period. As can be seen, on
small sites (1-10 rooms) dating to the P-IV period, there
is considerable variance in room size, and the rooms tend
to be small. We have suggested that this decline in room
size variance and in mean room size is a function of fewer
personnel being accomodated at the farming locales. We
then suggested that an increase in architectural specialization (room size differentiation due to differences in the
function of rooms) should be apparent at the large residential sites from P-Ill to P-IV. From the limited data we have
available, this appears to be the case. These data include
one P-Ill site of 13 rooms (LA 5014); two P-Ill components at LA 6462 tan early component of 17 rooms and a
late component of 27 rooms); one P-IV site of 47 rooms
(LA 6455); and one P-IV site of over 200 rooms of which
157 were available for measurement (LA 70).
The three P-Ill sites have a range in standard deviation
in room size of from 1.47 m 2 to 2.08 m 2 while the standard deviations at the two large P-IV sites range from
4.55 m 2 to 9.95 M 2 . There is also an apparent trend toward
more variance in room size the larger the site, which here is
a temporal trend as well. On two of the P-IV sites (LA 6455
and LA 70), Great Kivas (very large kivas which measured
over 20 m 2 in area) contributed to the high room size variance and high mean room size per site. To eliminate the
effect of these large structures which might be argued not
to have fulfilled a residential function in spite of containing
hearths (as opposed to smaller kivas which more confidently can be assumed to have fulfilled a residential as well as a
ritual function), mean room size and variance were recalculated without them. In both cases, mean room size decreased only slightly, and variance in room size was brought
more closely in line with the P-Ill sites (the two component
LA 6462) which had no very large kivas. However, from
P-Ill to P-IV there is the expected trend toward room size
differentiation on large sites, as evidenced in higher standard deviations in room size on these large P-IV sites.
Hypothesis 2
An alternative hypothesis to account for the apparent
decrease in residential activities on small sites during the
P-IV period is that less time was spent at these locations
during the growing season than previously, while the number of persons on a given farming location did not decrease from P-lll to P-IV. Whether it was a decrease in
time spent at farming locations per season or a decrease in
the number of persons with no decrease in time spent
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(Hypothesis 1), the architectural expectations of room size
differentiation on large sites and a lack of such differentiation on small sites are the same. Less site use hours per
season would be necessary if small sites were located near
the large residential sites so that only stored materials
(food and farming equipment) would require housing,
Under this hypothesis, farming locales during P-IV served
as food-generating and holding stations which were ancillary to and dependent upon nearby large residential sites;
whereas, in P-III, farming locales may have been more selfsufficient and independent, housing residential activities
as well as serving as storage stations. A spatial implication
of this hypothesis is that, in P-IV, the distance between a
large residential structure and its nearest small site neighbors should be less than the distance between a large residential site and its nearest large site neighbors. Conversely,
during the P-III period, the distance between the large and
small sites should be similar to that between large sites,
other things equal.
Hypothesis 3
Another hypothesis to account for the small site differences is that less certainty about the reuse of farming
locales existed in P-IV, while more certainly about reuse of
farming locales existed in P-II1. With less certainty about
reuse, less investment in residential structures can be expected (Hunter-Anderson 1977:111-12). The distribution
of farming locales (see Fosberg, this volume) during the
P-III period on the southern Pajarito Plateau indicates that
they are concentrated along the lower Rio Chiquito, the
only perennially flowing tributary to the Rio Grande. During the early to mid P-IV period, this area along with Rio
Chiquito continued to be preferred for small sites, but they
expand onto the terraces overlooking the Rio Grande as
well. The terrace locations would receive the maximum
amount of runoff from the adjacent, very gently sloping
land but would be unsuitable for residential purposes in
the long run. Thus, a move from a certain runoff source
provided by the Rio Chiquito to an area of less certain
runoff provided by the drainage of land of only minimal
slope is a trend from P-Ill to P-IV.
The expansion of small sites exhibiting a low frrv,.rtion of enclosed residential-to-total enclosed space into
less certain runoff areas such as Rio Grande terraces south
of the Rio Chiquito, may reflect an opportunistic response
to the unusually favorable moisture conditions prevailing
at this time (see Hunter-Anderson this volume, Fig. 8.2)
and thus lend support to the hypothesis relating low predictability of reuse with the lack of residential structures
at farming sites.
The distribution of small sites in question is illustrated
in Fosberg (this volume). As can be seen, the expansion of
P-IV sites into other than optimal soil association 15 is
limited to places where runoff would be maximal, along
the narrow terraces of the Rio Grande which runs through
the less optimal soil associations 1, 7 and 14. Availability
of runoff during the P-Ill through mid P-IV periods could
account for the use of the higher runoff-receiving areas
within all soils in the Cochiti Quad, and the converse, a
decline in available runoff after that period, could account
for its disuse after A.D. 1450.

As Fosberg has pointed out, Southwestern farming
peoples such as the Navajo and Yuma are well aware of
the salt content characteristics of soils, and they even test
soils before selecting an area for planting. We can assume
a similar familiarity with soil properties on the part of
prehistoric Anasazi and therefore suggest that in spite of
salt build-up tendencies, the decision to use less optimal
soils was taken when necessary, that is, when other factors
outweighed this disadvantage. An alternative explanation
for the disuse of the Cochiti Quad area for farming, then,
is that sufficient runoff was not available after A.D. 1450.
The above hypotheses and discussions relating to small
site differences in farming strategies in the context of a
shift toward aggregated settlement require extensive testing.
Some appropriate data bases for such testing might be
intersite and intrasite artifact variability between and within assemblages, variability in vessel form and mode of decoration through time in large and small sites, and possibly
other architectural attributes which would indicate the degree of effort invested in building and maintaining structures and other features. An initial attempt to pursue sonic
of the implications of the three hypotheses follow.
LABOR INVESTMENT
AND SHAPE VARIABILITY IN
SMALL SITE STRUCTURES
An Indirect Measure of
Lanor Investment in Structures
A preliminary analysis of data relating to the degree of
effort invested in building and maintaining structures was
made using excavated sites within the Cochiti Reservoir
area. A series of eleven factors (see Table 9.7 which
were thought to be indirect measures of labor investment
were tabulated for each structure, and their combined
scores were used as an index of labor investment (ILI).
For each structure information was not always available
for each factor, so a correction had to be made allowing
for different numbers of factors monitored per structure.
This was done by dividing the cumulative score for a structure by the number of factors monitored:
ILl = cumulative score per # factors
A minimum ILl of 1, meaning little investment, and
a maximum ILl of 4, meaning heavy investment, were
possible. The results of this analysis are presented in Fig.
9.1. It can be seen that there is a decrease in labor investment from P-Ill to P-IV among the sites analyzed. While
this is admittedly a crude estimate of labor investment.
the clear separation of the two curves may indicate a real
difference in the use of small sites from P-Ill to P-I%.
Shape Variability
A check on the plausibility of Hypotheses I and 2 was
made by monitoring the shape variability in Cochiti Reservoir P-Ill and P-IV small site structures. It was reasoned
that more expedient building standards would result in a
tendency for the shape of structures to be round or irrtgular. reflecting less internal differentiation of activities
within structures (see iunter-Anderson 1977) in P-IV.
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Table 9.7
Eleven Factors Used to Calculate Index of Labor Investment (ILl)
1.

2.

3.

Range of size of elements, not including boulders
(length x width, largest element - length x width,
smallest element2
1 3000 cm
2 2000 cm 2 3000 cm
3=1000 cm 2 2000 cm 2
4 1 cm 2
1000 cm 2

6.

Proportion of in situ boulders used
1 = two or more walls consist of boulders
2 = one wall consists of boulders
3 - one element in wall is a boulder
4 = no boulders present

8.

Prepared floor
1 = none
4 = prepared floor present

9.

Roofing materials
1 = none
4 = roofing materials present

Chinking
1 = no chinking
4 = chinking present

7. Plaster
1 = no plaster
4 = plaster present

Shaping of elements
1 = no shaping

4 = shaping present

10.

Built-in features, such as prepared hearths, bins
1 = none

4.

Regularity in placement
or footing
1 = no regularity

of elements; coursing

4
11.

one or more present

Use of mortar

4 = regularity

5.

=

1 = none
4 = mortar present

Wall facing with stone
4no facing
4 = facing present

Highest score possible:

4-

4 Lowest score possible

11

10

1

6L

E
Z

o

4-

T--r

10

l

20

25

30
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0
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Investment Scale

Fig. 9.1

Index of labor investment for P-Ill and P-IV sites
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function in the settlement system than did the Cochiti
ones during the P-Ill period. That is, on Cochiti 1-2 room
sites dating to P-Ill, none has a separate storage room,
indicating that a very small proportion of enclosed space
was exclusively devoted to storage. On the other hand,
in Bandelier-Frijoles, an exclusive storage function for two
out of the four P-Ill structures (one per site) excavated
can be inferred, due to the absence of hearths within them
(see Table 9.5).

As argued above, less internal differentiation of activities
within a structure is expected when the volume of materials processeci or stored at a location is low. The tendency
would be to bin (cf. Hunter-Anderson 1977) these materials
and for activities taking place within structures not to be
spatially separated from one another since the interference
factor would be relatively low.
The results of the shape analysis are presented in
Table 9.6. As can be seen, shape variability increased
considerably from P-Ill to P-IV, although the rectangular
form continued to be preferred. Rectangularity is often
associated with contiguous rooms, both in P-Ill and in P-IV;
however, the interesting phenomenon of contiguous rooms
which are not both rectangular only occurs in P-IV, if we
do not include kivas, whose shape seems to be independently determined regardless of the nearby room environment.

Although our data are only suggestive, it may be
possible that the high percentage of storage and the lack
of dramatic change in room size in all Bandelier-Frijoles
1-2 room sites are indicative of an earlier aggregative
residential strategy than in the Cochiti area, where high
storage percentages do not occur on 1-2 room sites until
P-IV. This possibility was raised elsewhere (Hunter-Anderson, this volume) when it was noted that the majority of
documented medium-sized sites (of at least 20 rooms)
occurred in the northern Plateau area in P-Ill, and that
some very large single component P-Ill sites have recently
been observed in the northern Plateau (Gauthier, personal
communication). On the other hand, another possibility
is that more storage on all sites can be expected in the
northern Plateau as a function of the shorter growing
season and the need to live from stores for a longer period
than further south and at lower elevations.

In P-IV the combination of a rectangular room and a
round one in one structural configuration may indicate less
certainty about continued use of the structure (see above).
Because curvilinear walls do not allow the simple addition
of rectangular shaped rooms, there would seem to have
been no anticipation of such remodeling needs. Neither of
these preliminary analyses can be considered verification of
our interpretations, but they are offered as examples of
ways excavation data can be used to perform initial evaluations of hypotheses.

Another interesting difference between the northern
Pajarito sites and those in the Cochiti Reservoir area is the
reversal in site size mode (by room count), within the
size category 11-50 rooms, from P-Ill to P.IV. In P-Ill
Cochiti area sites in this size category (three sites), the
range is from 13-27 rooms with no clear mode, while in
Bandelier and Los Alamos (four sites) the range is from
12-23 with a mode of ca. 20 rooms. By P-IV, the single
Cochiti site contains 47 rooms while in Bandelier the sole
representative in this size class has only 12. This latter
site (LA 47 or Puy6) is actually a section of the cavate
series lining the cliff face below the main site of Puyeand
perhaps may be best regarded as a summer component
of the Puye' site.

SPACE USE COMPARISONS

BETWEEN THE PAJARITO PLATEAU
AND THE COCHITI RESERVOIR AREA
As indicated in Tables 9.1 to 9.5, site size, room size,
and room function data have been compiled for portions
of the Pajarito Plateau as well as the Cochiti Reservoir
area itself. It was thought that somewhat different settlement strategies may have been taken in the northern
Plateau where the productivity of the environment as
measured in gross biomass is higher, due to higher mean
annual precipitation. Another factor contributing to a
difference between the northern Plateau and the Cochiti
Reservoir is the length of the growing season, which is
shorter in the north (Tuan et al. 1974:Fig. 38). In comparison, the Cochiti Reservoir area receives much less precipitation and enjoys a longer growing season. To some
extent the expectation of settlement differences in the two
areas was confirmed.

What may be reflected here, assuming these observations are not simple sampling error, is (1) a lag in the
Cochiti Reservoir area in the process of aggregation and
(2) a land use difference between the northern Pajarito
Plateau and the Cochiti Reservoir areas during P-IV.
The Aggregation Lag

in the Cochiti Area

Table 9.5 summarizes the room size changes evident
in all areas studied. In contrast to Cochiti Reservoir sites,
northern Plateau sites follow the same general trend toward
a decrease in room size from P-Ill to P-IV among sites in
the 1-10 room size category. Within the northern Plateau,
the percentage of room size decrease is about 40% in the
Bandelier-Frijoles and Los Alamos subareas; in the Cochiti
Reservoir it is more dramatic, nearly 67%. Particularly
interesting is the observation that among 1-2 room sites in
Bandelier-Frijoles there is little change in room size (a
decrease of ca. 25%) from P-Ill to P-IV, while the percentage of storage space on these sites is relatively high in both
periods. In comparison with 1-2 room sites from Cochiti,
where room size drops by ca. 54% from P-III to P-IV, the
Bandelier-Frijoles sites may have been serving a different

By P-IV times in the northern Pajarito Plateau, midsize (ca. 20 room) sites such as those observed in P-Ill may
no longer have been a viable mode of settlement, and the
shift to extremely large aggregations had taken place as
exemplified in the P-IV site LA 217 and other large sites
not available for room count and size measurement (cf.
Hewett 1906). On the other hand, in the Cochiti Reservoir
area the move toward very large sites does not take place
until P-IV and then the shift is more accelerated but parallels the northern Plateau in P-Ill. By P-IV the Cochiti
area site size mode in the category 11-50 rooms is 47
rooms in our sample, and LA 70 is a case of a P-IV very
large village with over 200 rooms.
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Land Use Differences in P-IV

characterized it, the difference in land use strategies may
have been one of dispersed stores in the Cochiti area and
agglomerated stores in the northern Plateau. Unfortunately
data on storage are not available for the main pueblos of
Puye' and Tsirege, so the expectation of a high proportion
of storage space on these sites, relative to the large sites
in the Cochiti area, cannot be evaluated.

Between the Northern Pajarito
and Cochiti Areas
A considerable difference is apparent between the
tnorthern Plateau and the Cochiti Reservoir areas in the
percentage of site space devoted to storage rooms in very
large sites (Tables 9.3 and 9.4), such as LA 70 (in Cochiti)
and LA 217 (in Bandelier). At LA 217 the percentage of
storage is over 75% while at LA 70 it is only 3%. A major
land use strategy difference in P-IV may be indicated by
these figures. According to Biella (1977:117), an apparent
P-IV settlement pattern in the southern Cochiti part of the
study area was one of a large settlement with associated
small satellite sites. We have suggested that these smaller
sites contained mainly storage structures. In the Bandelier
area and possibly the entire northern Pajarito Plateau, the
use of small satellite storage locales may have been supplemented by a within-site seasonal shift from winter mesa top
rooms to summer cliff-face rooms, with little distance
between the two seasonal components and relatively large
proportions of storage space at each. Puye (LA 47), Tsirege
(LA 170) and Rainbow House (LA 217) may be examples
of this pattern. As Chapman (personal communication) has

SUMMARY
This paper has focused on the changing role of small
sites in the settlement systems in the Cochiti Study Area
which includes the Cochiti Reservoir floodpool north to
approximately Guaje Canyon in the Pajarito Plateau.
We have placed particular emphasis on the relationship
between architectural variations such as room size and the
proportion of storage space and the trend toward residential aggregation which occurred from P-I1 to P-IV. Limited
comparisons were made between the northern Pajarito Plateau excavated sites and those from the Cochiti Reservoir
area in order to highlight differences and similarities which
may be attributed to common adaptive problems and somewhat different environmental contexts for solving them.
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Chapter 10
THE GLAZE PAINT WARES OF TILE UPPER MII))LL RIO GRANI)E
A. H. Warren

vessels were the principal decorated ware in the villages and
small sites on the southern Pajarito Plateau, on Mesa Negra.
in the Cochiti area, and within White Rock Canyon. The
period of archeological history characterized by the Rio
Grande glaze wares falls mainly within the time designations of Pueblo IV (Pecos Classification) or the Rio Grande
Classic Period (Wendorf and Reed 1955).

INTRODUCTION
For nearly 400 years, the Pueblo Indians living on tile
mesas and in the canyons of tile southern Pajarito Plateau,
Mesa Negra, and the upper Santo Domingo Basin used Rio
Grande glaze paint pottery for every day culinary wares.
Intermittent mineralogical studies during the past ten years
of glaze paint pottery from 47 archeological sites in tile
upper middle Rio Grande region are summarized and
reviewed in this report. By observing the variables between
two interrelated pottery and temper classifications systems,
it hss beeti possible to make observations about numerous
aspects of the behavior of the populations who produced
the pottery.

Tile Rio Grande glaze paint wares were produced in
Pueblo villages over a broad area from the vicinity of San
Marcial in the central Rio Grande Valley. to Taos and
Picuris pueblos in northern New Mexico, and eastward to
Pecos Pueblo. The first classification and description of
the glaze paint pottery was published in 1916, by N. C.
Nelson. The classic design study of the pottery of Pecos
was published by A. V. Kidder (1936) and included the
first technological study of tile Rio Grande glazes made by
Anna 0. Shepard. A sequence of pottery types and groups
for all Rio Grande glazes was established in 1933. by I1. P.
Mera, followed by a study of the pottery of 170 glaze sites
in the Rio Grande Valley in 1940. Tile sequence of glaze
paint types in the Cochiti area was not well known at the
time archeological excavations were first undertaken by
the Museum of New Mexico in 1963. in connection with
the pror )sed Cochiti Dam construction and under contract
with the National Park Service. Ceramic studies relating to
centers of manufacture, economic specialization and trade
among villages, ceramic tradition and tech'nology,. and
chronological refinement were initiated by the Museum in
1965 (Warren 1968, 1970. 1974a) and, more recently.
have been continued during the Cochiti Reservoir Archeological Project. Office of Contract Archeology. University
of New Mexico (Warren 1977a. 1977b).

Highlights of the study include:
1. Delineation of trade networks as revealed by
persistent patterns of pottery and temper type distributions through time.
2. Identification of manufacturing and trade centers: isolation of ceramic traits and refinement of local
ceramic sequences. For instance, glaze paint vessels with
red slips or surfaces are produced in different areas and
with differing temper types from the white or yellow
slipped pottery of the same periods, indicating distinct
ceramic, and probably cultural, traits,
3. Establishment of chronological sequences within
temper classes, which permits dating otherwise unidentifiable glaze paint sherds.
4. Development of guidelines for interpretation of
data from temper or source area studies, including (a) differentiation between locally produced and trade wares;
(b) recognition of methods of ceramic trait diffusion;
(c) use of temper traditions in establishing local ceramic
sequences.

Tile initial purpose of the ceramic studies of the
Cochiti sites was to learn something of the methods of manufacture and the source materials used by local potters
through time in order to refine ceramic sequences and classifications. By using mineral analysis techniques to identify
temper materials in tie pottery, techniques that had been
developed by Anna 0. Shepard (1936, 1942), it was hoped
that the resultant data. combined with other lines of archeological investigation, could be used in the reconstruction
of the prehistory of the study area. The study sought to
ident;y the villages where pottery was produced and to
establish the extent of trade relations among villages
through recognition of intrusive wares.

5. Development of regional distribution patterns
through time that present a picture of a highly mobile
population; multiple occupation of villages, and frequent
relocation of permanent residences. The presence of extensive trade systems in ceramics, numerous prehistoric trails
within the study area, and an abundance of seasonal or
special use sites all emphasize the concept of population
mobility.

This report summarizes the data obtained during the analytical studies relating to distribution patterns of pottery
of local manufacture as well as trade ware through the 400
years of glaze paint ware production in the upper Middle Rio
Grande region. The mobility of resident populations reflected in changing ceramic sequences and production centers is
discussed and graphically illustrated in Figs. 10.1.10.16.

GLAZE PAINT WARE STUDIES
By the mid 1300s, Rio Grande glaze paint pottery
was being made in the Pueblo villages of tile Cochiti Reservoir area, from Frijoles Canyon south to the Santa Fe
River. For the next 350 years or more, the glaze painted
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patterns of manufacture and distribution are established

Tine classification of Rio Grande glaze wares defined by
Mera (1933) has been used with slight modification throughout the ceramic studies (Table 10.1) and has provided a
framework for comparing glaze types among production
centers and distribution networks. Mera's system for classifying all Rio Grande glaze wares, with the exception of
those produced at Pecos Pueblo, was recommended by tile
8th Ceramic Conference on Rio Grande Glazes (1967). One
exception to Mera's classification has been the inclusion of
Pecos Glaze Polychrome, or Glaze V. because that type
appears in small amounts as a trade ware at some of the
17th centur sites in the Cochiti area.

through quantitative studies of ceramic and temper classes
on a regional basis. leviation from the patterns might bv
explained then in terns other than trade or normal distribution, such as procurement or seasonal sites, population
mobility, or even time differential. An examph oif this sit.
uation was found in the Salinas area in the middle Rjo
Grande. Shepard (19.12) had noted that glaze paint ware s
om the Jornada del Muerto were tempered mainly,with soda
diorite and concluded that it was a local material. Subsequent studies of pottery at Abo Pueblo revealed that soda
diorite had been used by glaze paint potters there from
around 1350 through 1670 while the Jornada sites were
occupied only during the 1600s, indicating tilt, source of
the pottery was probably Abo Pueblo (Warren. in pressi.

Data employed in the study were derived from sherd
collections from 47 site locations (see 'fable 10.2). Sherd
lots selected for study came mainly from surface collections,
although material from excavated sites was included when
available. Only rim sherds were examined, since rim form is
the basis for chronological distinctions within the glaze
wares. Several hundred sherds were analyzed from each
site, if possible, but in some cases less than 100 sherds
could be obtained. The sherds analyzed were from collections deposited at the Laboratory of Anthropology,Museum
of New Mexico, Santa Fe: the Office of Contract Archeolog", University of New Mexico: and private collections.
Each potsherd was classified by ceramic type and examined with a stereomicroscope in order to identify the
temper material. Most of the temper classes had been established and defined during earlier studies, but some new
varieties were added (Shepard 1942; Warren 1968). Both
pottery and temper classifications were used to organize the
data with the temper types varying within each pottery
.ype. Percentages of the major temper types within the
glaze group were calculated for each site (Tables 10.3-10.7)
and plotted by site on maps of the upper Middle Rio Grande
region (Figs. 10.2 to 10.16). Isopleths were drawn to shov:
the highest spatial concentration of a temper type for each
ceramic group. Decreasing percentages away from the cenof high frequencies are also indicated by isopleths.
As the spatial patterns of pottery and temper class distributions emerged within a chronological framework spanning nearly 400 years, interpretive guidelines for examining
the results were sought; some have been suggested; and
numerous questions have been asked (Warren 1977b).
Local manufacture of pottery at a site or in the general
area might be inferred if the rock used for temper could be
found in geologic outcrops nearby, and when high frequencies of pottery with that temper type were present on that
site or sites within the immediate area of the temper source.
Exceptions to this guideline will occur and may require
additional data for explanation.
Trade ware is suggested by lower frequencies of a par.
ticular ware and temper class, but exceptions to this guideline must be noted. If a village did not produce any of its
own pottery, it might be obtaining nearly all its vessels
from one production center. Or, a very small percentage of
culinary needs may be met with local production while the
rest of vessels used could come from one or numerous
suppliers. Special problems can be best interpreted if area
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Perhaps the most provocative of archeological problems that we might hope to consider with data obtained
from various research methods, including the source area
studies, is that of mobility among prehistoric populations
(people moving for trade, hunting, special use sites as w.ell
as residence). Others include identification of multiple
occupations at a site, or brief abandonment of a village. If
problems of cultural evolution are to be considered, pottery
must be explained in terms of producer and user before
changes within a culture can be identified or traced. Inferences concerning these and other problems have been made:
their validity may increase or decrease in time as more and
diverse information is gathered.
ORIGINS OF THE RIO GRANDE GLAZES
In discussing tile possible origins of the Rio Grande
glaze paint traditions, several writers have suggested that
tile technique was derived from the western glaze decorated
pottery of the Little Colorado and Zuni regions (Mera
1935; Shepard 1912: Wendorf and Reed 1955 . The migration of people has been considered as the means of bringing
the new traditions to the Rio Grande: on the other hand.
transmittal of techniques by a small number of potters
has also been visualized.
More recently, l)iPeso et al. (19741) and Ellis (1975)
have discussed the appearance of new cultural traditions
in the American Southwest during early Pueblo IV times.
although they do not deal directly with the origins of the
Rio Grande glazes. The appearance of the aimnyu , or the
plumed serpent. on both iiscuit and glaze wares has been
noted (Kidder 1936). Ellis (19751 traces the appearance of
the two horned snake in northern New Mexico to the
Huichol of Nayarit in western Mexico, during (his time
period. Paired birds and the human hand art, other motifs
that first appear in the early glaze period.
Rectangular kivas with ritual wall paintings are considered a new trait during Glaze A time (Lambert 1954). Vessel forms that are common for the first time include stirrup
jars, rectangular bowls, and cylindrical vessels reminiscent
of an inkwell. Pottery molds or utikis are technological
innovations at Glaze A and biscuitware sites. Spiral grooved
axes are also considered to be a new trait (Wendorf and
Reed 1955).
Rock terracing of agricultural fields appears to have
been introduced in the early glaze period on the Pajarito
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and %ea Negra. One excavated site in White Rock Canyon,
LA 13292,. had a set of terraced alignments and was associated with Glaze A red sherds. The rock terracing may
cross small arroyos, but at least one hill top on Mesa Negra
was completely ringed by rock terraces in an effort to
capture overland flowing during a rain.

Cerrillos district (Warren 1974a). Although no archeological
evidence has been reported from other mines, lead ore was
probably mined in numerous districts.

Although a variety of new cultural traditions in an area
may be interpreted as evidence of migration, the source of
the glaze paint technique remains in question. Shepard
(1954) argues that the technique of glaze paint is highly
complex and is not likely to be accidently acquired or
copied without instruction. Her conclusion is supported by
ethnographic studies of ceramic technology and learning
processes (Foster 1948; Stanislawski 1975). The western
glaze decorated potter. first became common about A.D.
1290, while the Rio Grande glazes appeared shortly after
A.D. 1300. Ceramic trait studies as well as chronological
refinements may be needed before the origins of the glaze
pottery or its makers can be guessed.

By A.D. 1300, or shortly thereafter, villages within and
peripheral to the Cochiti Study area were beginning to produce glaze paint decorated redware vessels, forerunners of
the Rio Grande glaze paint wares. Mera (1935) recognized
a glaze paint ware transitional between the western glazes
of the Little Colorado and Zuni areas and the Rio Grande
glaze wares and named the varieties collectively, Los
Padillas Glazc-Polychromc, a time designation, rather than
descriptive term.

GLAZE PAINTS OF THE
PREHISTORIC SOUTHWEST
The technological knowledge for production of glaze
paints was present from the beginning of pottery, making
in the Southwest. During Basketmaker Ill times, ca. A.D.
450 to 750, lead glaze paints were used to decorate pottery
in the Four Corners area (Shepard 1939). However, these
were short-lived. Black glaze paints on whiteware pots
appeared frequently throughout northwestern New Mexico
and northeastern Arizona, until about A.D. 1300. These
may be of similar composition as the iron-silica glaze paint
described by Shepard (1954:187.188) in the La Plata
District of the Four Corners region. Black glaze paints
also appear on Basketmaker III vessels, including San
Marcial Black-on-white, which dates between A.D. 500 to
ca. A.D. 850 (Frisbie 1967: Warren 1976).
As noted above, glaze paints were used in the Little
Colorado area beginning about A.0J. 1290, appearing on
Pinedale Glaze-on-red and on St. John's Polychrome vessels.
These western glaze paints have a much higher copper
content than the lead paints of the Rio Grande (Shepard
1942).
Glaze decorated wares also occur in northern and
western Mexico and were contemporary with those produced in the American Southwest (Weigand 1975). Both
iron and copper-lead glaze paints have been reported from
the Casas Grandes area from the Medio Period, A.D. 1060
to 1340 (DiPeso, Rinaldo and Fenner 1974:93).
Numerous deposits of lead ore in the Middle Rio
Grande undoubtedly played an essential part in the florescence of lead glaze-paint ceramics after A.D. 1300. At this
time, it seems most likely that potters with the technological skills for making glaze paint, moved into the Rio Grande,
from either the west or the south, and soon began using
galena and associated lead minerals to produce their glazes.
These minerals are found in several mining districts, including Cerrillos, Placitas, New Placers, Cochiti, Willow Creek
north of Pecos Pueblo, and Magdalena in Socorro County.
Extensive prehistoric lead mining has been reported in the
189

THE LOS PADILLAS PERIOD

(A.D. 1300-1350)

Locally made copies of western glaze types were recognized at two pre-Group A sites in the upper Middle Rio
Grande, Pueblo Camada (LA 8943), a village west of
Cochiti Pueblo on the Pajarito Plateau, and a Galisteo
Phase site at Chackam (LA 375) in the Jemez River Valley
(Warren 1977c). Galisteo Black-on-white is predominant
at both of these sites, while Santa Fe Black-on-wi,.te is
accessory. Intrusive redwares from Zuni and th- Little
Colorado are present at both sites.
No Los Padillas ceramics were recovered within the
Cochiti Reservoir Project area, but a variety of early preGlaze A pottery has been reported from Cochiti Dam sites.
including the Alfred Herrera Site (LA 6455) and Pueblo
del Encierro (LA 70). Sherds from these early Los Padillas
G-P vessels which have been examined were found to contain the same types of crushed rock as the later Group A
redware pottery (Warren 1974al. The Los Padillas ware is
not well dated, but is found with Galisteo B W, Santa Fe
B W, St. John's Polychrome and Heshotauthla Polychrome,
placing it within the early decades of the 14th century. Los
Padillas Polvchrome vessels were probably produced well
into the early Group A period as there is a continuity in
temper preferences from the earlier to the later period.

THE GLAZE-ON-RED PERIOD
(A.D. 1315-1425, Group A)
The pottery types included in the Glaze A red period
are Agua Fria Glaze-on-red, San Clemente Glaze-polychrome,
and Arenal Glaze-polychrome. These types are. for the
most part, contemporary with Cieneguilla Glaze-on-yellow
and Cieneguilla Glaze-polychrome, two other Group A
types. However, the patterns of temper usage suggest that
the three red slipped types were made within a similar
ceramic tradition, while the yellow wares evidence separate
temper traditions, although exceptions do occur.
The 14th century was a period of population movement, settlement, and building in the Middle Rio Grande
region. Numerous villages, whose potters made glazedecorated redwares, were built within the Cochiti Study
area, including Kuapa (LA 3444), Tuvuoni (LA 82), Pueblo
del Encierro (LA 70), and aja del 4io Pueblo (LA 5137).
Potters may have found suitable clay deposits in the axial
river gravel of the ancestral Rio Grande. Red clays were
available in the Galisteo Formation near La Bajada. Lead
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ore to produce glaze paint was available close by in the
Cochiti or the Cerrillos Mining Districts. Tempering materials were varied, but red basalt scoria (3431), fine-grained
basalt (3405) and andesite (3821) from the Jemez and
Cerros del Rio volcanic rocks were preferred. Centers of
production for the scoria tempered glaze wares were probably at Caja del Rio and Tuyuoni Pueblos which are characterized by high percentages of sherds with scoria temper.
These wares appear outside the Cochiti sudy area, but

between the Glaze A red and the Glaze A yellow wares.
Small rectangular vessels were found only in the Glaze-onyellow wares, usually associated with burials. Stirrup jar
fragments had mainly red surfaces. Glaze-on-red ollas or
jars were common while Glaze-on-yellow jars of the Gatisteo Basin tradition were quite rare.

never in large quantity, indicating that some degree of
vessel exchange existed.

ing material traits differing slightly from those of the
indigenous Glaze A red inhabitants. Some of the redware
sites may already have been abandoned, for by AlD. 1450.
much of the southern part of the region was unoccupied.
La Bajada (LA 7t, Taskatze (LA 249i,I1a'atse (LA 370 1,
and the Ojito de Canoncito (LA 9455) villages were never
lived in again during prehistoric time.

It seems possible, on the basis of ceramic evidence,
that a new group of people had moved into the area, bring-

Many of the small sites located within the Cochiti
Reservoir study area date to the Glaze A red period. Vessel
fragments found at the sites were tempered mainly with
crushed scoria (3431) and may have been associated with
the nearby Caja del Rio Pueblo (LA 5137) on Mesa Negra.
The presence of sherds from later glaze groups indicates
that continued or intermittent occupation of a small
site is common. The glaze decorated types from these sites
generally follow the production and distribution patterns
for ceramics that were established during earlier temper
studies.

The production of Glaze-on-yellow pottery never
reached the heights of the Glaze A red wares and by A.D.
1450, other glaze types began to appear to replace the
Group A and B glazes. In the southern part of the area.
the frequency of scoria tempered pottery dropped sharply.
although no decline has been noted in the northern pueblos
of Tuyuoni and Rainbow Iouse in Frijoles Canyon.

THE GLAZE-ON-YELLOW PERIOD
(A.D. 1325-1450, Group A and B)

THE INTERMEDIATE GLAZE PERIOD
(A.D. 1450-1600; Groups C,D, and Early E)

Before the end of the 14th cenitury, glaze painted vessels with white, cream, yellow, or pink slips were being
made at sites within the Cochiti study area, including
Cieneguilla Glaze-on-yellow, Cieneguilld Glaze-polychrome,
Largo G1 Y and Largo G-P. 'Free-ring di -s associated with
these types at Pueblo del Encierro kLA 7(0) suggest that the
yellow ware tradition may have appeared as late as the A.D.
1420s at that village (Robinson et al. 1972: Warren 1974a).

During the late 1400s, as many of the southernvillages
were abandoned and trade from the Galisteo Basin declined.
pottery from another ceramic center at Tonque Pueblo
(LA 240) was taking over the trade industry. The potters
at Tonque tempered their pots with the Espinaso Volcanics
which crop out north of the pueblo (Warren 19701. The
Tonque Pueblo wares were traded in large quantities to
neighboring villages, while exports from other villages
throughout the upper Middle Rio Grande virtually ceased.
Many of (he Rio Grande villages continued to produce
glaze paint pottery for home consumption, including Zia
villages, San Marcos, and Kuaua. while others, including
La Vega Pueblo, Pueblo del Encierro. Gipuy. and Katishtya
obtained most of their decorated wares from lonque
Pueblo.

Glaze-on-yellow wares were first made in the Galisteo
Basin during the early decades of the 1-Ith century and
were soon widely traded throughout the Rio Grande Valley
and the eastern plains. Several villages in the Galisteo were
probably producing pots at this time. but the main ceramic
industry was at San Marcos Pueblo (LA 98). which was
strategically located near extensive clay deposits and
within two miles of the Cerrillos lead mines. tne distinctive
tempering material. auigite latite (3260) from the Espinaso
Volcanics, was quarried nearby. Distribution patterns of
the San Marcos wares are indicated in Figs. 17.10-17.12.
Although trade from the pueblo declined in the late 1400s,
pottery was produced at the village almost continuously
until the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. Augite latite temper in
both the Cieneguilla and Largo vessels at Pueblo del Encierro, in the Cochiti area, indicates that these are intrusive
from the Galisteo Basin. Possibly these vessels were brought
by new arrivals or may be an indication of continuous
trade through time. In any case, potters of the Cochiti
study area were making white-slipped wares and were gathering local rocks for temper by A.I). 1380-1400. Sonic used
crushed scoria (3431), similar to that found in the Glaze A
red pottery, but others preferred the lighter colored welded
tuffs of intermediate composition. Villages producing the
yellow wares probably included Pueblo del Encierro (LA
70), the Caja del Rio Pueblo (LA 5137), Yaposhi (LA 250),
and Cieneguilla (LA 16) oil the Santa Fe River. Numerous
trait differences were noted at Pueblo del Encierro (LA 70)

Biscuit ware that was produced in the Tewa villages
on the northern Pajarito appears as trade at Intermediate
Glaze Period sites in the Cochiti study area. In turn, glaze
paint wares of this period are found at Tewa sites. Mera
(1934:19) noted that this trade exchange was confined to
the Pajarito and (lid not occur at villages to tte east.
Occupation at Puelo del Encierro and its neighboring
pueblo across the river, the Alfred lerrera site, did not
last long. The kiva at Encierro burnedand bothsites were
probably abandoned around A.). 1525. Only Kuapa
(LA 3.144). along the Rio Chiquito, was still occupied in
the southern Pajarito Plateau, while in the north population concentrated at Tuyuoni. KuaVa had never been a
ceramic center but had imported most of its pottery from
known centers throughout its occupation. However, it
seems probable that Tuyuoni continued to produce Glaze E
pottery with rhyolite tuff temper and possibly lRainbo\
liuse (LA 217) (lid so as well, as no other sites with this
particular ware are known on tie Pajarito Plateau.
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Toward the end of the 16th century, there was a movement of people to sites in the northern Pajarito Plateau. For
the first time, glaze wares were made in villages in that area,
also with rhyolite tuff temper but with distinctively different clays. Glaze wares were probably made at Puye (LA 47)
and at Yunque (LA 59) in the Espanola Valley. At the same
time Tuyuoni, Rainbow House, and Intermediate Period
sites in the Santo Domingo Valley north of the present day
San Felipe Pueblo were left unoccupied. Pottery making at
the ceramic center of Tonque ceased, but may have been
transferred to the San Felipe area, for the manufacture of
vessels with hornblende latite temper from the Tonque
source continued through the following century.

ceramic industries of the Puebloan Indians. Glaze paint
ware continued to be made for another 125 or 150 years,
but numerous changes occurred during that time in pottery
form, decoration, and areas of production.
Flange bowls or soup plates appear in the glazes for
the first time. Shouldered and hemispherical bowls were
made at some villages. The glaze paints became increasingly
runny, a characteristic of Group F vessels. Many undecorated vessels were produced, mainly for use by the Spanish
colonists. These were named Salinas 1Red by Toulouse
(1949). Production centers became dispersed and were
often short lived. Pottery making decreased after the
Pueblo Revolt of 1680, and was revived after the Reconquest in 1692-3. Galisteo Pueblo may have been the main
producer in the early decades of the 18th century, but the
use of glaze paint ceased completely, probably around
A.D. 1750.

The first contact with the Spanish explorers came
toward the end of the Intermediate Period, as several
expeditions arrived from Mexico between A.D. 1540 and
1598. Cochiti was one of the seven Keres towns listed by
the Spanish during this period, which poses a problem
concerning the location of Cochiti at that time. Early
during the current study, several visits were made to the
modern pueblo of Cochiti but no glaze paint sherds of the
late 16th century could be found, although earlier and
later glaze wares were present in fair quantity. Possibly
the village visited by the Spanish was at another location
during the late 16th century and has since been washed
away by floods. Cochiti legend indicates that there was a
village on the east side of the river prior to and immediately after the Pueblo Revolt (Benedict 1931). There is
also a possibility that the Cochiti Pueblo was farther
south along the Rio Grande, but there is no evidence of
such a location.

A major factor in the disappearance of the glaze paint
tradition may have been the loss of lead mines as Spanish
colonists increased their mining activities in the early
18th century. At first the Spanish sought gold and silver.
A few of the more practical mined lead ore for bullets.
Although evidence of pre-Revolt mining by the Spanish has
been found both at Cerrillos and the New Placers Districts,
official mining grants were not made until the early 18th
century. The first registration of a mine was at Los Cerrillos, by General Juan de Uribarri, in 1709 (Twitchell
n.d.).
By the time the Spanish began mining at Cerrillos. the
Indian miners had opened veins to unknown depths seeking
potters ore to make lead glaze paint. It has been my impression that most of the accessible ore had already been mined
by ca. A.D. 1700. With increasing depths, lead content of
the ore tends to increase which might account for the 17th
century runny glazes caused by high lead content. In any
case, the increased mining activities of the Spanish colonists
undoubtedly made lead ore virtually inaccessible to the
glaze paint potters.

About the time that Spanish colonists arrived in
A.D. 1598, and settled in the Espanola Valley near the
present San Juan Pueblo, then called Yunque, a similar
contraction of biscuitware villages in the northern Rio
Grande has occurred (Mera 1934:19). All sites in the
Chiama Valley and the upper Rio Grande were abandoned,
and popilation apparently concentrated in the villages
along the river in the Espanola, Nambe, and Tesuque
valleys.

The occurrence of a specimen of litharge and massicot
(lead oxides), at the Las Majadas sites i LA 591 ) near Pueblo
del Encierro might be an indication of Spanish Colonial
metallurgical activities, according to Robert I4. Weber,
New Mexico State Bureau of Mines (letter. 19671. Litharge
has not been reported asa naturally occurring mineral in New
Mexico, but was a common product of early smelting of
lead and lead-silver ores. The site dates to the middle decades of the 17th century. Two vessels of overall green
glaze, in the tradition of tile Mexican green glazes of northern Chihuahua, may have been produced at the site but
petrographic analyses of the sherds were not made.

To the west of the Cochiti study area, new villages
were built on the high mesas of the southern Jemez Mountains, presumably by the Pueblo Indians. Along the foothills of the Ortiz Mountains and the eastern slopes of the
Sandias and Manzanos many villages were reoccupied at
this time, including San Lazaro, Paako, San Antonio, and
Quarai.
Various explanations for the unrest and mobility of
the Pueblo people at this time have been offered. Ellis
(1975:99) suggested that the Tewas moved into the Espanola Basin to take advantage of irrigation waters of the Rio
Grande following a long dry spell in the 1580s. Mera (1934)
listed continued harrassment by nomadic maurauders,
epidemic disease, or serious drought as possible causes for
population withdrawals in tile Northern Rio Grande.

THE KOTYITI PERIOD
(A.D. 1600 1750;late Group E; Group F)

No Pueblo sites contemporary with the Las Majadas
homestead are known in tle Cochiti study area. During
the early decades of the 1600s, the area was virtually
without occupation, of even transitory nature. Late Puaray
G-P, characteristic of this period, was prohably being made
somewhere in the vicinity of the modern C'ochiti Pueblo
but, if so, the site is not known,

The arrival of Spanish colonists in the Rio Grande
Valley in A.D. 1598 had a profound effect upon the

Group F pottery has been found at the Pueblo, and
also at Old Koltyili (LA 2951 on the Potrero VitlO. Since
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Group F pottery was produced between A.D. 1650 and
1700, or later, Cochiti Pueblo (LA 126) might have been
resettled by the middle of the century. After the Pueblo
Revolt of 1680, the people of Cochiti moved up to the
Potrero and built a large pueblo (LA 295) where they
stayed until they were brought back down in 1694, after
the Spanish Reconquest.
After 1680, production of Group F pottery virtually
ceased in the Cochiti area although a few post 1700 glazepaint vessels are tempered with crushed scoria, a temper
material available locally. Intrusive pottery, probably
from Galisteo, has been found in post 1700 sites in White
Rock and Cochiti Canyons associated with early 18th
century carbon polychrome vessels. During the decade or
two following the Pueblo Revolt, there was a return to
small, one or two room dwellings. These were often located
at long abandoned prehistoric villages. None of these has
been noted in White Rock Canyon, although several are
located along the Rio Chiquito. The only reason these are
ssigned to the post Revolt period is that they are located
on lands that were occupied by Spanish colonists prior to
1680. These appear to be special use sites, most likely
field houses. They are found in areas where agricultural
lands were plentiful but, more important, associated Group
F pottery suggest that they are satellite sites of the large
post Revolt pueblo of Old Kotyiti. Located high on a digitate mesa, the residents of Old Koytiti still had to return
to the valley bottoms to plant crops each year, as the
wooded and rocky mesas provided little land for growing
crops for such a large population.
By the turn of the century, the Cochiti people were
settled in their present pueblo and, shortly after A.D. 1700,
Spanish colonists began to build their homes along the Rio
Grande in White Rock Canyon and its western tributary,
Rio Chiquito. Late glaze paint ware found on these early
18th century sites point to economic exchange between
the Spanish colonists and the potters of the resettled Galisteo Pueblo. Similar late Glaze F sherds have been found at
La Cieneguilla (LA 16), an historic site reported to have
been settled by Tanos around A.D. 1700.

IN REVIEW
The glaze decorated wares from the Cochiti study area
present a continuous record from Group A through Group
F, although changing materials and ceramic traits and frequent site abandonments indicate many habitational and
possibly cultural changes through time. The same patterns
of expansion, unrest, and movements of people that Mera
(1934) recognized in the Biscuit Ware area in northern
New Mexico can be noted on the southern Pajarito Plateau,
Mesa Negra, and the Cochiti areas.
The underlying causes for the movements of these
early residents are yet to be defined. Many factors can be
involved in the simple act of moving out of a one room
house and, when entire pueblos are on the move, no simple
answers can be expected. In the study area, ceramic analyses have provided information concerning the mobility of
the area residents. Causes must be sought in other lines of
investigation. Some of the factors that have been suggested
in the past include hostilities and warfare, depletion of nat.
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ural resources, severe droughts, epidemic disease, and
greener pastures elsewhere. We may never know the extent
of concentration of Pueblo Indians that was initiated in
1609 by the Viceroy of Spain in order to facilitate their
administration and promote their welfare, or how many
relocations during this period were effected by this order.
Few controlled studies of factors of population mobility
have been made although the need for such research has
been recognized (Cordell 1975:190).
Mineralogical studies of the tempering materials of
pottery from sites in the upper Middle Rio Grande Valley
have resulted in the recognition of manufacturing centers
for pottery production and have established patterns of
pottery trade or distribution through time. The analytical
system used throughout the ceramic studies in the Cochiti
area includes (1) mineralogical studies of aplastic inclusions
in potsherds in order to determine the nature of the temper
material used; (2) determining how temper classes vary in
space and time within one pottery type in order to establish centers of production and patterns of distribution;
and (3) comparative studies of ceramic attributes within
one production area to determine trait preferences and
evolution through time, or from one production area to
another.
The patterns obtained from statistical data can then
be used as a constant for other comparative studies. For
instance, if the patterns of local and trade ware distributions are similar at contemporary sites within an area, as
in the Cochiti region, any unusual deviation from the general pattern alerts the archeologist to an anomaly that may
need additional study and explanation. An exanple of this
was found at the Torreon site (LA 6178). The Group F
potter' contained rock temper characteristic of the Galisteo Basin; however, most Group F sherds were slipped red,
a trait which is not common in the Galisteo. The few locally made Kotyiti sherds were tempered with red scoria, a
temper type which did not show up in other locally made
Glaze F pottery. None of local rhyolite tuff tempered
Kotyiti G-P, so common at Old Kotyiti and other Glaze F
sites of the late 17th century, were present. In 1967, 1
suggested the perhaps a group of refuges from the Galisteo
Basin had occupied the site (LA 295). However, more
recent studies along the Rio Chiquito, indicate that late
Group F vessels were being made well into the 18th century, presumably at the reoccupied Galisteo Pueblo (LA
26). What was first thought to be a Revolt period occupation at the Torreon site, based upon the late glazes present.
now appears to be part of the early 18th century Spanish
garrison site.
Another unexpected, but welcome outcome of the
mineralogical studies in the Cochiti area has been the
apparent independent technique of identifying multiple
occupation periods. Three distinct occurrences of temper.
ing material could be correlated with three occupations
at the Alfred Herrera site. The components were
identified by both architectural features and tree-ring dates
(Honea 1968). Subsequent analysis of pottery from Pueblo
del Encierro (LA 70) showed an almost identical trichotomy of temper classes (Warren 1974a:Fig. 44). Tree-ring
date dusters correlated with three temper groups, dated
by pottery types, and with the dates obtained from the
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ture of each glaze type or variety. A. V. Kidder (1958) reminded us that, despite their common Towa language,
Jemez and Pecos Pueblos were totally unlike in architecture, social and religious habits, pottery, and economics.
The evolution and diffusion of ceramic traits alone present
an extraordinary problem in prehistoric and historic reconstruction, but one that may help us solve some of the less
tangible developments within prehistoric societies. The
translation of the unwritten records of the past is a very
slow process.

Herrera site. In neither case did the ceramic types suggest
multiple occupation at the site. At this time, the use of
mineralogical studies to identify multiple components at
unexcavated sites seems promising; it is essential that the
mineralogical classes be well understood in regard to
chronological sequence, source area, and related pottery
types.
The completion of the present study of ceramics
from the Cochiti study area leaves many important archeological questions unanswered. The origin of the Rio Grande
glaze paint wares and its early development in the region
will be topics for speculation many years to come. At
least one source of lead ore for glaze paint has been found
in the Cerrillos Mining District. We know now that the prehistoric Indian did extensive underground mining, contrary
to previous beliefs, and we also know something of his
mining tools and techniques (Warren 1974b).
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Table 10.1
Classification of Rio 6rande Glazes
(modified from Mera 1933)

Group

TyoeName

Etimated Date of Manufacture (A.D.

pre-A

Los Padillas G-P

71300 to 1325?

A

Arenal G-P
Agua Fria G/R
San Clemente G-P
Cieneguilla G/Y, G-P

B

Largo G/Y, G-P

1400 to 1450

C

Espinoso G-P
Pottery Mound G-P

1425 to 1500
1400 to 1490

D

San Lazaro G-P

1490 to 1515

E

Puaray G-P (early)

1515 to 1600

E-F

Puaray G-P (late)

1600 to 1650

E and F

Pecos G-P

1600 to 1700

F

Kotyiti G/Y, G/R, G-P

1650 to 1700 (or 1750?)
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Table 10.2

Rio Grande Glaze Paint Sites in the Upper Middle Rio Grande Valley
with Glaze Groups and Major Temper Types Indicated

Site No.

Major Temper Types (codes)

Name of Site

Glaze Groups

LA 7

La Bajada

A-C, F

Sherd; San Marcos latite* (3260)

LA 16

Cieneguilla

A-C, F

Basalt, scoria, San Marcos latite (3260); sandy latite (Galisteo?) (3266)

LA 17

Nambe Pueblo

A, late E, F

Sherd; scoria, San Marcos (3260) latite, sandy hornblende
(3266) latite (Galisteo?)

LA 25

Las Madres

A

LA 26

Galisteo Pueblo

A-F

Sandy hornblende latite; (3260) San Marcos latite

LA 28

Zia Pueblo

A-F

Diabase basalt; Tonque latite (3270)

LA 34

Cochiti Spring

E-F

Rhyolite tuff (3811), Zia diabase (3421) sandstone

LA 35

Pueblo Canada

A-E

Basalt, scoria (3431) San Marcos latite (3260), Tonque latite
(3270)

LA 47

Puye

late E, F

LA 70

Pueblo del Encierro

A-E

Scoria (3431), San Marcos latite (3260). Tonque latite (3270)

LA 80

San Cristobal Pueblo

A-F

San Marcos latite; hornblende (3266) latite (local), sandy latite
(Galisteo?) (3266)

LA 82

Tuyuoni

A-F

Scoria (3421), rhyolite tuff

LA 91

San Lazaro Pueblo
(historic)

A-F

San Marcos latite, Tonque latite, hornblende latite

LA 92

San Lazaro Pueblo

A-D

San Marcos latite, augite latite (local?) (3262)

LA 96

San Diego

late E, F

LA 98

San Marcos Pueblo

A-F

LA 126

Cochiti Pueblo

A-D, F

Scoria, basalt (3400) rhyolite tuff (3811)

LA 169

Otowi

C-late E

Jemnez andesite (3821) rhyolite tuff (3811)

LA 170

Tsirege

A-late E

Rhlyolite (3811), Jemnez andesite. Pecos sandstone

LA 182

Gipuy Pueblo

A-early E

LA 187

Kuaua

A-F

Andesite vitrophyri'

LA 217

Rainbow Hlouse

A-E

Scoria, rhyolite tuff

LA 240

Tonque Pueblo

A-E

Tonque hornblende latite (3270)

Sherd, San Marcos latite (3260)

Rhyolite tuff (3811); vitric tuff (3860)

Zia diabase, sandy latite (3266)
San Marcos augite latite, basalt (3400)

Latite (local?) (3263) San Miarcos latite. Tonque Ia)ile
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Table 10.2 (Continued)

Major Temper Types (codes)

Site No.

Name of Site

Glaze Groups

LA 249

Tashatze

A-C

Scoria, basalt, San Marcos latite

LA 250

Yaposhi

A-D

Jemez andesite tuff (3821) San Marcos latite, Tonque latite

LA 278

Espinaso Ridge

A-D

Tonque latite, San Marcos latite

LA 295

Old Kotyiti

F

LA 326

Puaray

A-F

Andesite vitrophyre (local?) (3710) Tonque latite,rhvolitetutt

LA 370

Ha'atse (San Miguel)

A-C

Scoria, Jemez andesite (37 10) San Marcos latite. Tonque latite

LA 374

Chackam

A-E

Zia diabase (3421) Tonque latite

LA 412

La Vega Pueblo

A-E

Sherd, San Felipe basalt (3405), San Marcos and Tonque latites

LA 591

Las Majadas

late E, F

LA 679

Jemez Mission

A-F

Zia diabase (3421). Tonque latite, rhyolite tuff (3811)

LA 922

Katishtya

A-F

San Felipe basalt (3405), San Marcos and 'ronque latites.
rhyolite tuff

LA 1825

Astialakna

late F, F

Zia diabase (3421), andesite vitrophyre (3710)

LA 2048

No Name

late E, F

Zia diabase, rhyolite tuff

LA 2047

"Old San Felipe"

F

Rhyolite tuft, hornblende latite

LA 2049

Canjilon Pueblo

F

Hlornblende latite, rhyolite tuff

LA 3137

Tamita

A-F

LA 3444

Kuapa

A-F, F

Scoria (34131) rhyolite tuff, andesite tuffs (3821) Tonque latite

LA 4450

Palace of Govern~ors

F

Pecos sandstone (2200), vitric tuff (3860), Galisteo sandy
latite (3266)

LA 5137

Caja del Rio Pueblo

A-D

LA 6178

Torreon

A-E. F

As LA 70; Glaze F; Galisteo (3266) sandy latite. scoria (34 31)

LA 6-155

Alfred Hlerrera Site

A-F

Scoria. andesitic tufts (3821) volcanic sandstone (local) (3470)

LA 6869

Waldo

A

LA 9154

Ojito de Canoncito

A-C

LA 12579

No Name

A%

Rhyolite tuff (local) (3811)

Riiyolite tuff (local) (3811)

San Felipe olivine basalt (3405), Tonque latite(3720)

Scoria, San Marcos latite, Tonque latite

Augite latite (local) (3262) sherd, San Marcos latite
Scoria (3431) basalt (3400) latites (3025)
Basalt (local) (3400), scoria (3431) San Marcos and Tonque
latites

*Proper

nouns refer to pueblo where temper

type

is usedI andl not to a rock name.
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Table 10.3
Percentage of Occurrence of Scoria Basalt Temper
within Glaze Groups at each Site Listed

LA Site
Number
LA-7
-16
-17
-25
-26
-28
-34
-35
-47
-70
-80
-82
-91
-92
-9 6
-9 8
-126

-169
-170
-182
-187
-217
-240
-249
-250
-278
-295
-326
-370
-374
-412
-591
-679
-922
-1825
-2047
-2048
-2049
-3137
-3444

Glaze
B

Glaze A
Yellow

Glaze A
Red

5
8

7

10
7
,-

23
34
19

Percentages
Glaze
Glaze
D
C

5

Glaze
E

.....
.......

--....

-

-....

2

3

-.....
--

--

40

10

-

25

21

5

--

25

13

-

-

53
6
88

1
20

-

14

--

-

2

-

-

39
.-

19

-

-

.........

12
-..........

5
45
-......

..........
.........
40
--

..2
1

--..

5
5
*

*

*
--

73

64

-

--

43
12

33
12

-

-

---

-

4
4

20
6

-

-

*
7
3
2

10
46
22
4
*
,
42
7
3

5
3

15
11
-

.........
-

-

--

.......-.....
.....
-...

2
-.-

....

1

*

15

-..........
-...........
-...........
...4

36

3
12

80

4

6

-

-

-

--

-

56

39

29

18

-

-

--

--

-6178
37
6
39
16

33
...22
17

23

....

11

508
254
148
92
565
192
255
226
143
1,094
899
417
261
222
26
5 86
362
21
24
876
888
176
429
181
342
287
411
337
242
572
285
1.494
155

.......

*

1
-

170
11
142
285
839

-

6

723
226

--

37

Total
Sherds
per Site

93

.

--...

-..-

39

-

-

-...

.......
.....

-

4

-

33

-

-12579

--

-...

69

-9154

.....
-

-

-

24

3

-5137
-6869

-

......-

-4450
-6455

Glaze
F

Glaze
E-F

- .

186
1,413

215

--...

10
7
..-.......

.......

• present in traces
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Table 10.4
Percentage of Occurrence of Crystalline Basalt Temper
within Glaze Groups at each Site Listed

LA Site
Number
LA-7
-16
-17

-25
-26
-28

-34
-35
-47
-70

-80
-82
-91
-92
-96
-98
-126
-169
-170
-182
•187
-217
-240
-249
-250
-278
-295
-326
-370
-374

-412
-591
-679
-922
-1825
-2047

-2048
-2049
-3137
-3444
-4450
-5137
-6178
-6455
-6869
-9154
•12579

Glaze A
Red

Glaze A
Yellow

14
21
5
3

Glaze
B

3
4
-

5
2
......

........
......

2

........
6

-

-

.....

--

-

....

6

-

1

-

14

6
5

..-

-

--

-

........--

3
...

-

--

........

35
...............
..10
1
14
7
*
.-35
-23
9
11
6
20
13

42
11
34

Glaze
F

-....

....

-..........
-

-..-..

Glaze
E-F

......-..

-

4

Glaze
E

..-.......

-.

12
...30
.....20
4
*

Percentages
Glaze
Glaze
C
D

19
......

-

8
4

-

1

....

-..

16

......

-

-.

6
9

--...

3

....

--

24
9
21

-6
-

32
4

....
.......

-..

-......
--...

*

40
-

15

.......

-

............
..........
*

-.......

75
24
-

15
.17
3
27
47

*
2

*
4

-

-.....

2

6

....

-......

.......

--

-......

5

2

.....

*

-........
--

33

.......

• present in traces
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Total
Sherds
per Site
508
254
148
92
565
192
255
226
143
1,094
899
417
260
222
26
586
362
21
2.
876
888
176
429
181
342
287
411
337
242
572
285
1,494
93
155
80
170
1
142
285
839
186
723
226
1,413
215
360
95
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Table 10.5
Percentage of Occurrence of Augite Latite Temper
(San Mareos Latite) within Glaze Groups at each Site Listed

LA Site
Number
LA-7
-16

-17
-25
-26

-28
4
-3
-35
47

-70
-80

-82
-91
,92
-98

-126
-182
-187

Glaze A
Red

Glaze A
Yellow

2
13
10
26
33
--

53
63
33
33
44
20

*

-217
-240
-249

--

--

-250
-278

-295
-326
-370

-374

2
...--

-412

-591
-922
-1825
-2047
-2048
-2049
-3137

-3444
-4450
-5137
-6178
-6455

40
44
45
31
38
59
97
20
59
31

.

-

8
53
17
2

--

-

-

78
-

44
-

33
4

16

-

-

-

26
37

5
17
38
10
16
64
10
11
1

31
9
38

-6869

11

-9154

1

-12579

-

..

60

1

148

6

565
55
2192

-

-

1436

..-8
38
.
54
-..

3
--

38

4
-2

70

---

.
..-

....
......
-

*
40
29
73

4

1

11

23
-.
.-

......

-..

...--.4

.-.
5

-

12

...--.
1
*
.

-..

40
22

29

55
.-...
34

42
4

58
17

6
12
22

...
....

21
48

-1

.

*

10
*

-723

*

• present in traces
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1,094
899
417
261
222
586
362
876
888
176
429
181
342
287
411
337
242
57 2
285
1,494
155
80
170
11
142
285
839
186

226
1,413
3-0

---

92

226

-...

33
27
3

-

..........
..
.........
20
1
17
-1
31
1

20
33
87
44
8

Total
Sherds
per Site
508

-

....
-

Glaze
F

...

20
60
49
.40
60
95
76
17
.--....
5
29
30
14

Glaze
E-F

254
9
-

- .-

-

1
42
10
8
28
65
7

Glaze
E

.......
.....

43
38

56
69
....

- -

Percentages
Glaze
Glaze
C
D

Glaze
B

-
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Table 10.6

Percentage of Occurrence of Hornblende Latite Temper (Tonque Pueblo)
within Glaze Groups at each Site Listed

LA Site
Number
LA-7
-16
-17
-25
-26
-28
-34
-35
-47
-70
-80
-82
-91
-92
-96
-98
-126

-169
-170
-182
-187
-217
-240
-249
-250
-278
-295
-326
-370
-374
-412
-591
-679
-922
-1825
-2047
-2048
-2049
-3137
-3444
-4450
-5137
-6178
-6455
-6869
-9154
-12579

Glaze A
Red

Glaze A
Yellow

3
8
3
2
..-......
1
40
-.
7
7

2

--

-

--

10

14
6
4

-10

---

--

-

49

77

77
1
94
3
59

--

91
7

--

-

3
86

26
70

*

30
37

2
--

74
--56

-14
13
21

-

--

-

*

--

37
-

5
-

11

93
21
.
100

32
98

88

23
.-31
100

-

-

.
88
-

25
58

--

--14

21
24
876
888
176
429
181
342
287
.111

7
-

-

18

8
--

-

137
242
-572

-

-1
--

11

-

20
4

73
47

-

41

-

-.

1

-

4

--

81
26

-

-

65

-

--

-

-

82
61

4

7

52

2
8

-t

37

.9!

97

• pre~ent in traces

199

100
-

70
.10
2
--

285
1,494
93

155
1
36
-

....--

1
2
-9

2
19
-

-

Total
Sherds
per Site
508
254
14 8
92
565
192
255
226
143
1,094
899
417
261
222
26
586
362

1
20
12

-

--

55

-.

31
-

-

79
52
9
100
..
100
95

-

37
40
29
90

-

15
1

Glaze
F

-

9

*
-...
50
57
18
98
17
37
93

-

......

-

12
12

63
5
14
25
17

-

-1
5

Glaze
E-F

-

3
-20
..-....
..
-9
4
11
...-79
33
1
8
22
50
.18
-

-.

3
43

-

4

Glaze
E

.....
..

---

6

-

52
-

-

1

Percentages
Glaze
Glaze
D
C

Glaze
B

80
170
11
142
285
139
186
723
226
1,411
215
360
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Table 10.7
Percentage of Occurrence of Rhyolite Tuff (Bandelier) Temper
within Glaze Groups at each Site Listed

LA Site
Number
LA-7
-16
-17
-26
-28
-34
-35
-47
-70
-80
-82
-91
-92
-96
-98
-126
-169

-170

Glaze A
Red

Glaze A
Yellow

3
4
5

Glaze
B

2

70
-

33

........
8
9

-

......
.........
.....-.
2
.......
1

-

1
--.-

........-.......-....
.......--

5
1

-

10

4
-

1
8
23

2
30
58

...........

-5137
-6178
-6455

............
..........
4
........
2

-

--

1

2

-

-

--

-

...2
-..-

8
-24

2
57
-

-

36
-

-

--

3

....
-

-

..

...-.10

-

--

15
2
3

6

16

--

-

5

2

-

-

-

...--

..-2

-

8

-

.-....
.....-

15
35
11

.-

-

-

25

--

38
-

-

.........-6
19

- .-

-

65
43

-

57
2
11

-

6

--

-

6
40
-

4
-

-40
9
2

-.........

200

Total
Sherds
per Site
508
254
148
565
192
255
226
143
1,094
899
417
261
222
26
586
362
21

-24

--.

--

-

-..

2

--

..-....

-

-

63
1
47

56

-

-

-

8
1
50

-

-....

2

Glaze
F

Glaze
E-F

...-

--

-9154
-12579

Glaze
E

.......

-

-182
-187
-217
-240
-249
-250
-278
-295
-326
-370
-374
-412
-591
-679
-922
-1825
-2047
-2048 ..-2049
-3137
-3444

-4450

Percentages
Glaze
Glaze
D
C

876
888
176
429
181
342
287
411
337
242
572
285

1,494
93
155
80
170
11
142
285
839
186
723
226
1,413
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Chapter 11
TIlE EVOLUTION OF A FRONTIIR:
AN IISTORI:CAL INTERPRETATION OF ARCII [OLO;ICAL SITES
Cordelia Thomas Snou,

INTRODUCTION

traditions persisted

I first became acquainted with the historic sites in the
Cochiti Reservoir District as the result of the excavations
undertaken by the Laboratory of Anthropology of the Museum of New Mexico at LA 34. 70, 591, and 6178. As will
Oe seen in the following discussion, however, these four sites
represent only a portion of the historic spectrum in the Coihiti area, and as such, when considered as representative of
tie whole, skew any interpretation that might be attempted
of the historic period. It was not until the Office of Contract Archeology of the University of New Mexico had the
opportunity to excavate another series of historic sites in
the area that the very unintentional bias intoduced by the
Museum was alleviated in large part, and more accurate
assessment made possible of the archeological record,
Admittedly, gaps remain in our knowledge and understanding of the historic period in the Cochiti area. It would
aid immeasurably, for example, if one or more of the 18th
century ranchos in the Canada de Cochiti Grant along the
Rio Chiquito could be excavated and the results published
for comparative purposes. Moreover, intensive survey of
the entire Santa Cruz Tract is of the utmost importance if
the identification of sites and their occupants is to be
attempted on anything other than a speculative basis.
Finally. consideration must be given to the problem of
tle Navajo who are documented as having been active in
the area but of whom little else is known.

until well into the 20th centur).

Far more than a geographic frontier, New Mexico
functioned as an economic frontier. Until shown to have
potential for more than the most minor input into the
larger system (whether Spanish, Mexican or Anglo), the
subsystem was, to all intents and purposes. prevented from
all but the most inconsequential change.
As a result, it is possible to view the historic occupation of the Cochiti area on the level of a micro-frontier
in which tle initial attempts by the Spanish at change were
unsuccessful. Once the responses were altered, even only
slightly by the elimination of the encomienda among
others, a new system evolved. Thus. in the discussion which
follows, I have briefly described each of the sites excavated,
in addition to a brief review of the survey data. in order to
emphasize the temporal and spatial patterns found in the
Cochiti Reservoir area. Following each group of site discussions is a review of a portion of the available historic
documentation of the area during which the sites were
occupied. Included in this section are occasional suggestions
for alternative interpretations of several of the sites under
consideration. Such alternatives, for whicl" I assume full
responsibility, are based, for the most part. on data not
available at the time the sites were excavated and the results
analyzed and reported upon. They are in no way intended
to reflect adversely upon the quality of the original work.
In the concluding section, I have attempted to bring
the whole together in such a way as to provide a basis for
future work, not only in New Mexico, but in other areas
where similar adaptive responses may be found. The success
or failure of my attempts, and any errors or omissions in the
text are my own, and certainly not tne fault of any one of
the numerous individuals who have worked in the Cochiti
Reservoir area. All of those individuals, however, are to be
thanked for the wealth of information they gathered and so
readily shared, and for allowing me the opportunity to
present my views.

Gaps notwithstanding, it has been my opinion for
some time that the historic sites in the Cochiti Reservoir
area reflect primarily the development and growth of a
herding--sheep, goat, and cattle--economy: an adaptive
response no longer operative in the area-in large part,
as the result of Anglo technology and intervention. During
most of the historic period, New Mexico has existed as a
frontier-first to Spain and Mexico, and since 1846, to the
United States. In fact it might be said that, the train and
improvements in communication notwithstanding, New
Mexico did not lose its frontier status until the impact of
World War 11 and the subsequent energy boom were felt
throughout the state.

SEVENTEENTH

CENTURY SITES

Only three of the historic period sites excavated as the
result of the cons'.uction of Cochiti Dam date to the 17th
century; however, the actual period of occupation of one
of those is doubtful because of the almost complete lack of
cultural remains found in it. These early historic sites varied
in size from one to more than 12 rooms, and show evidence
of degrees of utilization that range from temporary and
seasonal, to permanent. year-round habitations. Two of the
17th century sites were definitely constructed for use by
the Spanish who settled the area, while the occupants of
third site cannot be determined. The two definite Spanish
sites were located on the east bank of the Rio Grande and
the indeterminant site on the west bank of the river.

In such a frontier situation, adaptive responses are as
frequently effected by the indigenous cultures in the area
as by the newly arrived groups. This often produces a
frontier culture that is a combination of both parent
groups but which develops on its own. Such a situation
is found in the Cochiti Reservoir area, in the combination
of Spanish-European and Indian traditions. By the last
half of the 18th century, sites that were neither wholly
Spanish nor Indian had developed in response to the conditions imposed by the frontier. Once developed the
frontier culture remained homeostatic even after New
Mexico gained territorial status (and thus, static economic
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Three additional sites of possible 17th century date
were located in White Rock Canyon during the archeological surveys of the area; two on the east side of the Rio
Grande, and the other on the west side. While one of those
sites consisted of only an artifact scatter, the others contained architectural components-one a single room and the
other, two contiguous rooms. However, any determination
of affiliation or the actual dates of occupation must remain
uncertain because of the lack of otherwise identifying
cultural material.
Although one-half of the 17th century sites located
within the survey area were excavated, the sample must
still be viewed as biased because of the nature of two of
those sites, in that they represent some of the earliest
strictly nonreligious and/or administrative Spanish remains
in New Mexico. This bias is not without its own impact,
however. While the individuals who occupied those sites
almost certainly were involved with the encomienda (and
thus, were admittedly more closely associated with the
State than the Church), the sites were totally domestic in
nature. As such, they are of considerable importance to an
understanding of the socioeconomic development of the
New Mexican colony. Perhaps of even greater importance,
however, is the fact that all three of the sites excavated
contained either features and/or cultural remains which
indicated that the process of acculturation was already
well underway at the time of their construction and occupation.

LA 34

- The Cochiti Springs Site partially excavated
by the Museum of New Mexico (Snow 1971). The site is
situated on the west bank of the Santa Fe River on a knoll
overlooking Cochiti Springs. The largest of all the historic
sites excavated in the area, the structure is rectangular in
plan and consists of from 12 to 18 rooms arranged around
a central plaza. Corrals, constructed of basalt boulders, are
located immediately below the site on the flood plain of
the river. The dwelling was apparently constructed entirely
of adobe bricks laid on adobe and cobble foundations,
and many of the interior wall remnants retained traces of
white wash over layers of adobe plaster. A corner fireplace
with a raised hearth was uncovered in one room, while firepits located near room corners were found in two other
rooms. In addition to a basalt metate, a comal was found
in association with the corner fireplace. While native wares
accounted for the majority of the ceramics recovered from
the site, 20 sherds representing four different types of
Mexican Majolica were also found.
Although not completely excavated, and only a portion of the cultural remains returned to the Museum of
New Mexico for analysis, it would seem that the Cochiti
Springs Site had been constructed for occupation on a
permanent rather than srasonal basis. Moreover, the size
and the plan of tne site suggests occupation either by an
extended family whose members occupied separate areas
within the structure, or perhaps by several discrete but unrelated groups. Finally, while the site was apparently intentionaly abandoned prior to the Pueblo Revolt in 1680,
portions of it were later reused for herding activities.

LA 591 - The Las Majadas Site excavated by the
Museum of New Mexico (Snow 1973a). This site was located on the east bank of the Rio Grande near the mouth
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of White Rock Canyon. The main structure consisted of
five rooms arranged in an L shape. An extensive corral and
a three room outbuilding were definitely associated with
the larger structure. Although not found in place on the
wall foundations, the fact that some adobe bricks were recovered during the excavation indicates their use in construction. A bilevel, adobe lined fireplace located in the
northwest corner of one room was connected by a channel
to an unusual raised, possibly once covered, firebox in
the adjacent room. A third room contained an adobe rimmed firepit in the southwest corner in addition to an oval
firepit near the center of the floor. A broken comal and a
set of three stone andirons were found in association with
the bilevel fireplace discussed above. In addition, a mealing
bin was located along the south wall of the same room. A
cubicle, possibly intended for storage purposes, was found
in another room.
The three room outbuilding was apparently constructed entirely of adobe bricks. Also arranged in an L shape,
the long east wall of the structure adjoined the corrals. A
single firepit was found in the center of one room. Two
additional hearths were located in the exterior work area
formed by the L. The corral, which measured 40 x 70 m,
was constructed of large cobbles. The same materials were
used to divide it into three units. A gap in the wall adjacent
to the outbuilding may indicate the former location of a
gate opening into the corral.
Like LA 34, the majority of the ceramics recovered
from LA 591 were of pueblo manufacture. Both those and
the two types of Mexican Majolica found indicate that the
site was occupied during the mid 17th century. Fragments
of chain mail, a straight pin, several varieties of forged
nails, and other tools attest to predominantly Spanish
rather than Indian occupation of the site.
The faunal remains recovered from LA 591 show an
unusually high dependence upon the use of domesticates
rather than nondomesticates. Only one deer, a minimum
of two rabbits, and a fish were identified as compared to
the remains of five Equus, 14 Bos/Bison and 23 sheep goat
(Ovis/lCapra).
Because of the plan of the main dwelling at LA 591,
Snow (1973a) suggested that it had been occupied by
either an extended family or by a single family with servants or slaves. If the outbuilding had been used as a dwelling -the firepits would indicate at least some use as a
habitation-a minimum of two, and perhaps more, groups
may have occupied the site. In any case, like LA 34. the
Las Majadas Site was also apparently purposefully abandoned by its occupants prior to the Pueblo Revolt. The
outbuildings, however, were reused at a later date.

LA 5013 -- Excavated by New Mexico State University
(Laumbach et al. 1977). The site was located on the west
bank of the Rio Grande above the mouth of Medio Canyon.
The site consisted of a single, more or less rectangular
room, and was constructed of locally available basalt. An
adobe lined fireplace was located in the southwest corner
of the room. Four andirons or pot-supports were found
in association with the fireplace.
While some lithic debitage was found at the site, no
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tools were recovered. In fact, the only other artifact found
was a sherd of Tewa Polychrone. It is because of the
paucity of cultural remains associated with LA 5013, that
its inclusion with the other definite 17th century sites in
the Cochiti Reservoir area may be in error. That the site
was not occupied for any appreciable length of time seems
certain in any case.

Discussion
Aside from the priests and other religious personnel
who were responsible for the Mission of San Buenaventura
at Co-hiti Pueblo, there are few references to Spaniards
living in the area prior to 1650. Further, there are even
fewer data concerning who may have actually occupied any
of the 17th century sites discussed above. However, the
following individuals are known to have either had connections with, or lived on or close to, Cochiti lands during
this century.
Scholes (1937a:94) lists Francisco Lujan as Tenienlc
of Cochiti Pueblo in 1643. In this capacity Lujan would
have acted, more or less, as an assistant to the Alcalde
Mayor of the Pueblo. While Lujan is known to have died
before 1663 (Chavez 1973:63), his house was described
as being one half league east of the Rio Grande and without
a roof (Snow 1968). As a result tile location makes LA 34
a possible candidate for Lujan's house, but none of the
other sites described above,
By 1661, Jose Telles Jiron held the enconiendas of
Cochiti and San Felipe (Chavez 1973:106). It may be that
he never did more than to visit the area, as cncomenderos
were forbidden by law to live in the pueblos where they
received tribute (Scholes 1937b:388). More importantly,
however, in the same year (1661) the Alcalde Mayor Juan
Varela de Losada was described as the only Spanish person
at Cochili (Chavez 1973:111). Since LA 3.4 and 591 are
ooth within the old Cochiti league. Varela de lxosada could
have been living at either. In view of the fact that it was
the duty of the Alcalde Mayor to collect the tribute (mantas, hides, pinyons, etc.) owed the encomendero (Scholes
1937b:390), it is not impossible that Varela de Losada
had quarters in tile Pueblo.
Within two years, Cristobal Fontes held the position
of Ahalde Mayor. In addition. he owned the La Majada
Grant on the east side of the Rio (;rande across from the
Pueblo. and is further documented as having borrowed
land from Cochiti for cultivation (Brayer 1939:112; Twitchell n.d.:No. 822). In short, Fontes almost certainly lived
in the area. Further, Chavez (1973:30) lists Fontes' wife
as Maria R/amos 'alias' Varela, Ivenly-two years old and a
natic of New Mexico. Whether Maria Ramos aka Varela
was, in fact, Varela de Losada's daughter is not known:
however, such a familiar tie might explain how a relative
newcomer to tile area could be given not only the La
Majada (;rant but also borrow land from the Pueblo.
While the foregoing does not answer the question of
who occupied either LA 3-1 or 591, the fact that Fontes
borrowed land from Cochiti for cultivation Ls of no little
importance. Neither of the two major 17th century sites
in tile area was located where irrigation agriculture was
feasible except on tile flood plains below tie respectivi
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sites, and, in both cases, that land was in limited supply.
Further, since runoff from snow-melt at the higher elevations often lasted (without the aid of modern dams) until
mid or even late June (Dominquez in Adams and Chavez
1956:7-8), the use of the flood plain for agricultural purposes could not always be assured. Moreover, if planting
were delayed by high runoff, there was always the possibility that crops would be killed before maturation by
late summer frosts.
Dry farming, on the other hand, would be of equal
risk if summer rains did not occur at the proper times for
plant growth. Even the use of such water control devices
as terraces would not ensure crop growth and maturation
without adequate water. Furthermore, while terraces,
checkdams and the like are found in some abundance in
tile area, particularly on the east side of White Rock Canyon, there is no indication whatsoever that such water
control devices were used by the Spanish settlers at this
or any other time.
Since Cochiti Pueblo owned virtually all of tile irrigable
land in the area, Spanish settlers were limited then either
to borrowing land in order to ensure the desired crop production or, alternatively, to relying upon other means of
support whereby goods produced could be used for sale or
trade. For the most part. the Spanish chose the latter alternative and thus instituted what was to become the major
source of economic support in the Cochiti area during the
18th and 19th centuries-herding.
The raising of livestock was also fostered by the institution of the enconienda system whereby, in addition to the
tribute owed tile encomendero in return for military protection, a labor force was available for those in charge.
While theoretically paid for their work, the Indians were,
in many cases, little more than slaves (cf. Scholes 1937b:
393-396). Shepherds and herdsmen were, of course, an
important part of this labor force (SCholes 1937b:399-400).
The corrals and faunal remains found at LA 3-4 and
591 leave no doubt that herding was among the activities
undertaken by those Spanish who occupied the sites. Further, that the occupants of the two sites were involved with
the encomienda is suggested by the recovery during excavation of such items as Mexican Majolica and glasswarematerial requiring importation and, thus, sufficient means
for payment.
Within the subsystem, however. LA 3.1 and 591 functioned on a level only slightly above that of the mucth
smaller, and admittedly less complex site, LA 5013 that
is, on the level of the individual. Far removed from Santa
Fe, they could be described as representative of a microfrontier with tie two major sites analogous to frontier
towns (ef, Lewis 1977:151-2011, but on a far smaller
scale. living in close association with Cochiti Pueblo. the
17th century Spanish settlers in the area were forced to
rely itther upon themselves and or tlie nativ's in selecting
the proper responses to their particular situations,
If a loss of cultural cotnplexit\ oi the part of the
intrusive group (Lewis 1977:155) is combined with an
even less complex sociocultural organi/ation on the part of
the indigenous group (Iewis 1977:163). the dvetlotpiviin
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Table 11.1
Seventeenth Century Sites

LA Number

Type of Site

Location

Sites Located on the East Side of the Rio Grande:
34*
Santa Fe River
Rio Grande below White Rock Canyon
591*
White Rock Canyon
12452?
13300?

White Rock Canyon

Sites Located on the West Side of the Rio Grande:
5013*
White Rock Canyon
5017
White Rock Canyon

Rancho. 12-18 rooms, corrals.
Rancho. 5 rooms; corrals with 3-room outbuilding
2-4 contiguous rooms; artifact scatter; actual date of occupation uncertain.
Artifact scatter. Actual date uncertain.
Single room with corner fireplace.
Single room.

*excavated or tested
of a frontier may proceed. If, however, given the microlevel of the Cochiti area (and others at the same time), the
sociocultural organization of the indigenous group was
more complex (in this case an entire pueblo) and much
less extenuated than the tiny fragment of the system rep.
resented by the Spanish settlers in the same area, the subsystem might be expected to become unbalanced and
eventually cease to operate.
Both LA 34 and 591 were abandoned, apparently
peacefully, and as such, the micro-frontier ceased to exist
in the Cochiti Reservoir District. Concomitant with the
abandonment of this and other micro-frontiers in New
Mexico were a series of droughts and an increase in raids
on settlements by the Apaches and others; the result of
which was the collapse of the entire system with the
Pueblo Revolt of 1680. On the other hand, however, unsuccessful as the development of the frontier may have been
during the 17th centur, the impacts were such that, with
the elimination of such intrusive features as the encomienda
and the substitution of the Partidario, the frontier was permitted to redevelop during the 18th century.
LA 5017, 12452 and 13300 (the possible 17th century
sites located during survey but not excavated) and LA 5013
(discussed above) become lost with the scope of the microfrontier, however. As relatively uncomplex architectural
manifestations and an artifact scatter, the sites are representative of an unknown aspect of Spanish frontier culture,
The reason for the scatter or the construction of the sites-whether to provide shelter for farming, herding or other
activities--and the identification of the occupants-whether
Spanish or Indian or both-simply cannot be determined
from the data at hand. As such, however, the sites are of no
little importance. Until that portion of the subsystem they
represent is identified, explanation is not possible and the
ramifications of the 17th century frontier remain unclear,
EIGHTEENTH
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on the west side of the Rio Grande-a reversal of the 17th
century pattern where the majority of the sites were located on the east side of tile river. Three of the four excavated sites located on the east side of the Rio Grande are
within the old Cochiti league, and one of those is a reoccupation of another site.
The character of the sites changed radically during the
18th century. Instead of relatively compact homesteads like
LA 34 and LA 591, the architectural manifestations have
fewer units, are considerably smaller, and are more widely
dispersed throughout the area. Corrals, stock pens and the
like were found in association with several of the sites that
were occupied during this time. Finally. the cultural inventory, with a few exceptions, becomes smaller and less varied
than in the sites occupied during the 17th century. Whether
the decrease in variability is the result of task specialization
or due to the lack of the availability of certain items is not
certain; however, in view of the available historical documentation, the former seems to be the more p!ausible of
the two explanations.
LA 70 - Pueblo del Encierro, excavated by the Museum of New Mexico (Snow 1976). This prominent site
was located on the east s'de of the Rio Grande less than
one mile downstream from LA 591. Although primarily a
prehistoric pueblo, three noncontiguous groups of rooms
were remodeled and occupied sometime during the last
half of the 18th century. Group A consisted of four rooms.
one of which had a fireplace in the southwest corner, and
another which had an adobe rimmed D-shaped firepit
centered along the north wall. Doorways had been constructed and provided access to all rooms in the group.
Two rooms made up the group B component. Connected
by a door, the rooms had corner fireplaces which had been
placed back to back. In addition, one of the rooms had a
storage bin.
Group C also consisted of two rooms. In both, the
original floors had been removed and new floors prepared
below the level of prehistoric occupation. Corner fireplaces
with adobe rims enclosing the hearth area were found in
both rooms. A doorway which had once connected the

The bulk of the historic sites excavated in the Cochiti
area are 18th century in date. Of the 18 such sites located
during survey, five of the nine excavated sites are located
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rooms was found sealed with cobbles. The reason the door
wassealed,andwhen thatmighthavebeendone,isunknown.
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was located near the west end of one of those rooms. No
hearths, firepits, or fireplaces could be identified for the
initial phase of construction at the site.

The artifacts associated with the historic occupation of
Pueblo del Encierro included fragments of metates and
manos, although no mealing bins were found in situ.
Worked selenite was recovered, indicating the presence at
one time of windows in several of the rooms. Other artifacts included hammerstones and other stone tools; native
ceramics, including locally made wares from Cochiti Pueblo,
and Mexican Majolica; and fragments of glass and metal.

To compound the confusion that existed at LA 6178,
the site lay downslope from Pueblo del Encierro and there
had been considerable wash from that site. As a result, the
lithic assemblage at the Torreon Site could not be distinguished from material which may have conic from the
pueblo. However, since virtually all of the bone recovered
from the trash deposits at LA 6178, both within the quadrangle and from the arroyo, had been butchered with metal
rather than stone tools, it may be that the use of stone had
been of minor importance to those who had occupied the
site, and therefore, the lithic assemblage was originalli
quite small.

Because of the extensive prehistoric occupation of LA
70, it was difficult to differentiate between the prehistoric
and historic faunal remains. As a result, only the domesticates and those remains found in direct association with the
historic rooms, were considered to have been related to the
18th century reoccupation of the site. When compared to
the other historic sites in the area. it is interesting to note
that the only domesticates recovered were either Bos/Bison
or Ovis/Capra. On the other hand, the remains of fish were
recovered in both prehistoric and historic contexts.
While it is difficult to assess the nature of the historic
occupation at LA 70, the extensive remodeling of the prehistoric rooms, the presence of multiple fireplaces, metates
and the like suggest that the occupation was intended to be
a relatively permanent one. Further, the presence of Mexican Majolica, glass, and metal indicate the means available
to obtain such imports and suggest that the occupants may
have been Spanish rather than Indian. Because the reoccupied rooms were not contiguous, it is possible that three
separate groups may have lived at the site.

LA 6178 -- The Torreon Site excavated by the Museum of New Mexico (Snow 1973b). The site was situated
on the east bank of the Rio Grande approximately 100
meters west of LA 70. A multicomponent site originally
believed to have been first occupied during the late 17th
century (Snow 1973b), new data (Warren, this volume)
suggest that the site was probably occupied wholly during
the 18th century. In either case, severe erosion and the subsequent mining of the site during the 20th century by CCC
crews prevented disclosure of the full architectural, and
hence occupational, sequence of the site. As a result, it is
uncertain whether the remains uncovered represent a con-

The ceramics, while equally mixed bN erosion, could
be differentiated. Since there was no identifiable prehistoric
component at LA 6178, those sherds were eliminated from
the final analysis as having originated from LA 70. Further,
it was found that the ceramic assemblages themselves differed between the historic occupations of the two sites: for
example, Ogapoge Polychrome was the predominant decorated ware recovered from the Torreon Site while locally
manufactured copies of Tewa and Zia ceramics were found
in greater abundance at LA 70. Other items of material
culture found at the site were five different types of Mexican Majolica, Chinese porcelain, glass, and metal.
As at the 17th century sit, of LA 591. the faunal remains recovered from the Torreon Site were primarily
domesticates, including a minimum number of 61 Bos.
58 Ocis!Capra, eight Equus, and two domestic pigs. Nondomesticates included one rabbit, one deer (represented by
an antler fragment onlyL, and possibly sone antelope.
The defensive nature of the Torreon Site combined
with the unusually large number of butchered domesticates
and early 18th century ceramics strongly suggest that this
site was the quarters for the Cochiti garrison ordered into
the area by Governor Cuervo y. Vaides during the first years
of the century. While the troops were stationed in the area
as a result of the tremendous increase in Navajo raids after
the reconquest of New Mexico by the Spanish in 1696,
they were returned to Santa Fe within two years (Bancroft

tinuous occupation of the area or two discrete occupations
-one early in the century and one later,
Problems aside, LA 6178 was intensively occupied
during its existence. Rectangular in plan, the site-with the
exception of an associated trash deposit located in a nearby
arroyo-was completely enclosed by walls constructed of
locally available basalt. Whether those enclosing walls were
associated with the earliest architectural remains found at
the site-that is, two rooms associated with stock pens or
enclosures--is not clear; although the historical documentation discussed below suggests tnat possibility. In any
case, defensive towers (torreones) were located in the
southwest and northeast corners of the enclosure. While
the towers were large enough to have been divided into
rooms, the site had been eroded to the point that no such
indications remained-if they ever had existed. Small, rectangular rooms were found located in the remaining corners
of the quadrangle, however. What may have been a firepit
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1889:227-229i. That the site continued to be occupied is
shown by the later ceramics recovered during excavation.
but it may be that the site was only used during times of
unrest as a place of refuge.
LA 9138 - excavated by the Office of Contract
Archeology. University of New Mexico (Chapman et al.
1977). The site was situated on the west side of the Rio
Grande. A multicomponent site, two rooms had been
occupied prehistorically while the remainder were occupied
during the 18th century. The historic portion of the site
consisted of four noncontiguous roomblocks with a total
of seven rooms arranged in no discernible pattern, and an
extensive network of low walls constructed of basalt. While
the majority of the rooms were rectangular in plani one was
oval and another circular inoutline. At least ov, room in
each group had a corner fireplace and, although most had
been constructed of slabs and adobe, one had been made
using adobe bricks in part. Several of the structures at LA
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9138 showed evidence of short-term abandonment and
reoccupation.
While a wide variety of ceramics were recovered from
the site, ollas far outnumbered bowls (63 ollas represented
versus 30 bowls represented). The preponderance of the
ollas suggests an unusually high dependence upon, or need
for, temporary storage. In view of the lack of such food
processing items as metates or mealing slabs, it would seem
that the occupants relied heavily on readily available foods
or upon those which could be transported and stored
easily-such as previously prepared grains and the like.
And, while extremely limited in quantity, the vegetal remains (pinyons, unidentified nut shell fragments and
peach pits) recovered from the site tend to substantiate
portability.
Expediency is visible in the faunal remains recovered
from LA 9138 in that nondomesticates were apparently
consumed as readily as domesticates. Further, the fact
that fish vertebrae were recovered may conclusively identify the occupants of the site as Spanish rather than Indian.
Although as noted above, fish were recovered from prehistoric contexts at LA 70, their use appears to have increased during the historic period, perhaps as the result of
precedent set by the Spanish. That the Spanish made intensive labor investments using dragnets and as many as 30
individuals at a time to procure fish, particularly during
March and after heavy summer rains, is certain (Adams
and Chavez 1956:7).
The lithic assemblage at LA 9138 possibly substantiates the above speculation concerning the identity of the
occupants of the site, in that it has been described by Chapman et al. (1977:157) as reflecting the technological
behavior of individuals who are relatively unfamiliar with
manufacture or usage of stone tools but .. .who had no
access to metal implements,
While somewhat more extensive than the majority of
the 18th century sites under discussion, LA 9138 appears
to have been intended for periodic, seasonal occupation by
individuals almost certainly involved with the raising of
livestock. Because the site contained several discrete units,
it may be that the site represented a gathering place for
herds prior to sale or movement elsewhere,

LA 9139 - partially excavated by the Museum of New
Mexico (Snow 1976); reexcavated by the Office of Contract Archeology, University of New Mexico (Chapman
et al. 1977). Located on the east side of the Rio Grande
200 meters west of LA 70, the site consisted of a single
rectangular room. A raised adobe hearth was found in
the southeast corner of the structure. In addition, what
may have been a slab-lined firepit was found in the west
central portion of the room.

personnel, while Chapman and others reported a scapula
fragment from an otherwise unidentified artiodactyla.
A fragment of a peach pit constituted the total vegetal
remains from the site.
Tree-ring dates obtained by the Museum of New
Mexico indicate that the occupation of the site was contemporaneous with that of the historic occupation at
nearby LA 70 and, therefore, Snow suggested that LA 9139
may have been an isolated component of the larger site.
LA 10110 - partially excavated by the Office of Contract Archeology, University of New Mexico (Chapman
et al. 1977). This site was situated on the west si 'P of the
Rio Grande slightly more than 1 km below -, 9138.
A multicomponent site with basalt walls, modern hearths
and scatters of lithics, glass, and metal artifacts, only the
purported structure was tested. Whether a dwelling or habitation unit ever existed at this site is not known. However.
the suggestion that the walls found on the site were extensions of those found at LA 9138, and in my opinion
LA 10110 as well, seems plausible in view of the lack of
any data to the contrary. That the site was not intended
for more than periodic use is obvious.
LA 10111 - partially excavated by the Office of
Contract Archeology, University of New Mexico i(Chapinan
et al. 1977). This site was situated on the west bank of the
Rio Grande just upstream from LA 10110. Also a multicomponent site, LA 10111 consisted of corrals, a lithic
scatter and probably associated rock art: no dwellings
were located, however. All of the corral walls were constructed of locally available basalt. Although no cultural
remains were recovered from the area tested, the site was
determined to be possibly 18th century because of the
similarity of the walls to those at LA 9138. There seems
to be little doubt that the site was not intended for use on
other than a temporary, periodic basis.

LA 12161 - excavated by the Office of Contract
Archeology, University of New Mexico (Chapman et al.
1977). Also situated on the west bank of the Rio Grande.
LA 12161 was located north of the mouth of Medio Canyon. The site consisted of a single room and an associated
trash deposit. A hearth, constructed of adobe and basalt.
was located near the northeast corner of the room. A small.
circular subfloor cist was uncovered to the west of the
hearth.
Although extremely small in size, a wealth of cultural
remains was recovered from LA 12161. As such, the site
presents something of an anomaly for the majority of the
18th century excavated sites in the Cochiti area: for example, that as many as 107 ceramic vessels, including
several bisque or unfired pieces, were represented in the
midden alone, is awesome. However, for the site as a
whole, as at LA 9138. olla or jar forms were found in
greater numbers than bowls; again suggesting a need on the,
part of the occupants for temporary storage. Unlike LA
9138, on the other hand, fragments of ceramic comales
and soup plates were recovered in greater frequenc%. It
should be noted, that the comal fragments were the oniy
item that related to the preparation of food, other than
meat, that were recovered.

Two sherds of Mexican Majolica were the only imported ceramics found in an otherwise almost completely
locally made ceramic assemblage. No lithics were found in
either excavation.
Snow reported the recovery of ()vis/Capra and Bos/
Bison bones from the excavations carried out by Museum
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Also, unlike LA 9138, the lithic assemblage showed
evidence of familiarity both with the natural resources
in the area and the manufacture and use of stone tools,
Similar specialization is evident in the variety of bone
tools recovered from the site. That as many as four activities were represented by the bone implements (skinning,
hide preparation, cutting or punching, and sewing), suggest that either repair was undertaken and/or that complete items were being manufactured. Since the majority
of the tools were found in the midden, the completion
of tasks with subsequent purposeful disposal of the tools,
evidently regardless of their condition, is suggested. If,
on the other hand, the activities for which the tools were
used had been undertaken frequently, or were of long
duration, tool curation should have been evident.
The recovery of 13 whole or fragmentary spindle
whorls and 14 circular, undrilled ceramic discs (presumably spindle whorl blanks) suggest that either spinning
took place at the site, or that those items were being
manufactured for use elsewhere. Although spinning is
frequently considered a woman's activity, there is good
evidence that Spanish males were equally involved in this
task (cf. Bloom 1927:233-238; Boyd 1974:200, 218).

In other words, although the data art admittedly
ambiguous, women need not have been present during
the occupation of LA 12161. The range of activities,
encountered via the cultural remains recovered from the
site, could have been carried out solely by men. In any
case, however, the size of the structure (6.7 m 2 of floorspace) precludes the presence of more than two or three
individuals (at the very most) if required for shelter for
any length of time. Therefore, although intensively occupied, it is my opinion that the site was not intended for
permanent habitation, but was used periodically.

LA 12438 - excavated by the Office of Contract
Archeology, University of New Mexico (Chapman et al.
1977). The site was located on the east side of the Rio
Grande below the mouth of White Rock Canyon. Although
surface remains indicated the presence of two rooms, excavation failed to yield further evidence of architecture.
There were two occupations of the area, however, one
prehistoric and the other 18th century.
All of the ceramics found at LA 12438 were of native
manufacture, and neither metal nor glass was recovered.
Although no bone artifacts were found, the faunal remains

Table 11.2
Eighteenth Century Sites
LA Number

Location

Type of Site

Sites Located on the East Side of the Rio Grande:
70*
Rio Grande below White Rock Canyon
6178*

Rio Grande below White Rock Canyon

9139*
12438*
12452
12466

Rio Grande below White Rock Canyon
Rio Grande below White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
Basin No. 6

12469
13391

Basin No. 3
White Rock Canyon

Sites Located on the West Side of the Rio Grande:
9138*
White Rock Canyon
10110*

White Rock Canyon

10111*

White Rock Canyon

12160
12161*
12162
12472
12507*
13055?

White
White
White
White
White
White

13381

White Rock Canyon
or tested

Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock
Rock

Three noncontiguous groups of rooms remodeled
within confines of prehistoric pueblo. Rancho?
Rectangular enclosed structure with two torreones
in opposing corners.
Single room; corner fireplace
Two occupations--one prehistoric. Two rooms?
Two to four contiguous rooms.
One masonry room in addition to indeterminant
number of possible rooms.
Single masonry room.
One to two possible habitation units- seven to nine
small storage structures: isolated wall.
Two occupations-one prehistoric. Seven structures
and extensive network of basalt walls.
Multicomponent. One to two indefinite rooms;
extensive walls.
Multicomponent. One possible room, extensive
corrals.
One masonry room.
Single masonry room, associated trash.
One room (?), possible corral.
Multicomponent. Campsites, scatters and walls.
Single masonry room.
Multicomponent; one to three masonrn rooms, terraces, rock art. Date of occupation uncertain.
Two contiguous rooms.

Canyon
Canyon
Canyon
Canyon
Canyon
Canyon

2excavated
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indicated consumption on the site of a minimum of two
sheep/goat, as well as a possible Bos among two other
individuals,

located LA 70, LA 6178, and LA 9139-the southern
portion of which lay within the bounds of the old Cochiti
league, and thus could not be legally owned by the Spanish.

The recovery of four cores of various local materials
suggest that some manufacturing of stone tools was done at
the site. Additional intrasite activity is indicated by the
utilization of some of the debitage found during the excavation. In any case, it is clear that the site was not occupied
for more than short periods of time.

After passing through a series of owners, who may or
may not have occupied the land (Twitchell No. 822),
Diego Gallegos, Alcalde Mayor or Cochiti (Twitchell No.
185), who is also known to have borrowed land from the
Pueblo, petitioned for land at Santa Cruz in 1731. The
boundaries of the tract requested by Gallegos were, a
small stone house on the north, the mesa on the east,
Cochiti lands on the south, and the Rio Grande on the
west. According to the petition, the land had been abandoned since 1680 (Twitchell No. 319). While it is tempting
to equate one of the sites discussed above with the small
stone house noted in Gallegos' petition, such one room
structures as that at LA 9139 would be too close to the Rio
Grande to fit the description. In any case, the petition was
denied.

LA 12507 - excavated by the Office of Contract
Archeology, University of New Mexico (Chapman et al.
1977). The site was situated on the west bank of the Rio
Grande downstream from the mouth of Bland Canyon. This
site consisted of a single rectangular room and associated
sheet trash. A slab-lined hearth was located in the northeast
corner of the room. Constructed of basalt clasts, the room
had 10.5 m 2 of floor space,
Unlike LA 12161, LA 12507 contained relatively little
in the way of cultural remains. A minimum of six ceramic
vessels of native manufacture was recovered with bowls and
ollas equally represented. Only one bone artifact -a possible
flesher--and five lithic artifacts were recovered-all of which
suggest that minimal amounts of time had been spent at the
site by those who used it.
The faunal remains, also few in number, included one
sheep/goat, a small mammal, and one fish of unidentified
species. No manos, metates, or comales were found to indicate on site preparation of any foodstuffs other than meats,
The paucity of cultural remains at LA 12507 indicate
that the occupation of the site was temporary in nature.
Since the sheep/goat remains were immature, they may
indicate that the site was occupied primarily after the
spring lambing season. Certainly, the presence of the corrallike structures approximately 140 m southwest of the main
portion of the site suggest that herding was among the
activities that took place at LA 12507.

By 1744, Lt. Juan Jose Moreno petitioned for the area
around Santa Cruz that Gallegos had once requested and,
in his petition, stated that his activities would not disturb
the grazing of the royal horse herd then in the area (Twitchell No. 733). To compound the matter, however, Moreno
received his request within weeks after a portion of the
Santa Cruz had been sold back to Cochiti. Whether Moreno
lived in the area on either a temporary or permanent basis
is not certain, but in 1755 when the land was given to
Moreno's brother-in-law, Santiago Roybal, a house and
corrals were included. It was further noted that the land
was then being used for pasturage for cattle and horses
(Twitchell No. 773).
Meanwhile on the opposite side of the Rio (;rande,
Antonio Lucero had petitioned in 1728 for lands that were
bounded on the north by the old Pueblo of Cochiti (i.e.,
Kotyiti, LA 295), east by the Rio Grande, south by Cochiti.
and on the west by the Jemez Mountains (United States
Government 1884). This was the Canada de C(ochiti (;rant,
and by 1765, forty settlers were in residence (TAwitchell
No. 1352). In 1776, however, l)ominquez (Adams and
Chavez 1956:159) reported the presence of 52 families
with 307 individuals in residence.

Discussion
With the initial reconquest of New Mexico by the
Spanish in 1692-93, and then final reconquest of 1696, the
northernmost frontier of Mexico was permitted to redevelop. Among the differences that marked the 17th and
18th century occupations was a rapid increase in the number of Spaniards who wished to settle in the colony and, as
a result, much of New Mexico, including the Cochiti area,
became involved with disputes concerning land ownership,
While the documentation for this area is not complete,
enough is available to provide some insight into the activities of those living there.
In 1695, the La Majada Grant, which had been owned
by Cristobal Fontes prior to the Pueblo Revolt, was given
by Vargas to a Captain Jacinto Pelaez (Brayer 1939:119).
Although revalidated several times, the fact that the southern boundary of the grant was given as the northern boundary of Santo Domingo immediately placed the owners in

One of these settlers, Miguel Romero, had died at his
home in the settlement of Our Lady of (;uadalupe in 1771
(Twitchell No. 792). Although apparently a trader and
obviously wealthy, Romero's will dispells in part the myth
that virtually no metal of any sort was available in New
Mexico at this time: for example, two lances, two swords,
four old hoes, one ax, one addice and one chisel were listed
in addition to one branding iron and 33 knives (Twitchell
No, 792). While admittedly the foregoing does not indicate
tremendous quantities of metal, in another case. that of the
will of a Coyota (half-breed) woman from ('ochiti Pueblo,
were listed among other items: six axes, four plowshares or
points, an adze, two spades and two swords (Twitchell
No. 185). In short, while metal tools were avai!ible, they
were highly curated and as a result probably should not be
expected to be found in any quantity in archeological sites
-and certainly not in structures intended primarily for teni-

conflict with lands owned by Cochiti Pueblo. Within the La

porary occupation.

Majada Grant was a tract of land known as El Ojo de Santa
Cruz (Brayer 1939:121). This was the area in which were

Romero's will is also of interest because of his involve-
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ment with the system of partidario whereby an individual,
Indian or Spanish, held the right to work out an agreement
with a stockowner to care for a specified number of livestock for a stated length of time at a reasonable rate of
return for both parties. Prior to his death, Romero had
given a partito of 24 cows and calves and three bulls to one
Antonio Gallegos. At the end of five years, Gallegos was to
return 40 cows and five bulls (Twitchell No. 792). Any
surplus, of course, would belong to Gallegos. The result of
such arrangements kept the annual caravan from New
Mexico to Chihuahua, and eventually Mexico City, well
supplied with livestock both on the hoof and in the form
of hides, fleeces and some woven goods throughout the
18th and 19th centuries.
So great was the need for trade with Mexico, however, that the partidario system was frequently abused. By
1777, the situation was such that so many head of cattle
and sheep were being exported that the economy suffered,
As a result, Governor Mendinueta prohibited not only the
export of livestock but also of raw wool and, at the same
time, stated that the partidario was contrary to the public
good (in Bloom 1927:230-231).
Whether the edict had much effect on the populace is
uncertain-the partidario did not cease in any case. For
example, less than ten years later when Don Juan Fernandez, then owner of the La Majada Grant, died, apparently
while in Chihuahua on business, he had ten cows on partito
to an Indian at Santo )omingo (Twitchell No. 280). When
Fernandez' lnerds were counted after his death, his shepherd, Miguel Ortiz, reported a total of 552 sheep including
'goats,' wethers, ewes, and lambs on the La Majada. A recount decreased the number of sheep to 500 because the
lambing season was not yet finished, but added 20 cows,
15 calves and heifers, four oxen and one bull to the livestock on the Grant (Twitchell No. 280).
In view of the above, then, there seems to be no
question that among the Spanish population of the Cochiti
area the raising of livestock was of significantly greater importance economically than other pursuits. The 18th century sites excavated, in addition to those located during
survey but not excavated, reflect that bias. Because the
landowners were frequently not in residence, little substantial architecture was necessary so long a. shelter was provided for the shepherds and herders as they cared for the
livestock. Since the flocks and herds moved continuously
in search of graze and water, such shelters would be used on
a temporary basis only. Tnose sites in the area with clearly
associated stock pens and/or corrals may represent, on the
other hand, special use sites for lambing or shearing activities; times when some separation of the herds is desirable.
In view of the fact that as late as the 1880's, Zuni shearing
corrals consisted only of small poles fastened with rawhide
(Bourke in Bloom 1936:120), walls constructed of locally
available basalt, such as found in the Cochiti area, appear
considerably more practical if for no other reason than that
they would require less maintenance and, therefore, a sinailer investment of labor over the long run.
This is not to say, however, that agriculture was not
practiced using either limited irrigation or dry farming techniques; it clearly was. In fact, in the late 19th century,
Bandelier (Lange and Riley 1966:147, 156-157) noted
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what appeared to be irrigation ditches on the north side of
the Canada de Cochiti (Rio Chiquito) and on the flood
plain of the Rio Grande below LA 70 and LA 6178. Although in ruins at the time Bandelier saw them, they
could have easily been constructed and used during the
18th century. As noted for the 17th century sites discussed above, agricultural endeavors apparently were limited
and Dominquez' description of such attempts at Canada
de Cochiti in 1776 should suffice as an indication of its
success:
It [Canada de Cochiti I is a settlement of ranchos
throughout the canyon, with lands of good
quality by nature, but since the very small river
that runs through the middle of the said can yon
. . . always fails at the best season, as a result the
farming is usually in vain. This leads to scanty
crops, and the people are obliged to seek grain
elsewhere...
(Adams and Chavez 1956:1591
Although unlikely in my opinion, it is not
that a site such as LA 9139, located above
of the Rio Grande, could represent a field
primarily for shelter for agriculturalists
shelter for shepherds or herders.

impossible then
the flood plain
house intended
rather than as

While the majority of all the 18th century sites in the
Cochiti Reservoir area would fit into the parameters outlined for temporary habitations, several sites such as LA 70.
LA 6178 and LA 12161 fall outside that range of variability. Although it is not inconceivable that the 18th
century reoccupation of LA 70 functioned as a headquarters for one or another absentee landowner of the La
Majada Grant or Santa Cruz Tract, there are too few data
to warrant more than speculation about whom those
individuals may have been. Certainly, the occupation was
more extensive, and apparently intensive, than at most of
the sites in the area.
The Torreon Site, LA 6178, stands out from the
remainder of the 18th century sites simply by virtue of its
obviously defensive construction. Probably occupied by
the Cochiti garrison during tle first decade of the century
the site was apparently periodically reoccupied until about
the middle of the century. As such, it is possible that it
functioned as a blockhouse or place of temporary refuge
for settlers in the area. The lack of interior features, erosion
notwithstanding, argues against the use of the site on an
extended basis.
While LA 12161 possibly should remain anomalous,
in my opinion, 'he obvious concentration of the occupation
represents not a dwelling occupied on a year-round basis,
but a structure which was instead occupied recurrently on
a seasonal basis over an extended period of time. Admittedly, a portion of my bias is the result of the singularly
small size of the structure. Moreover, the lack of such
items as metates combined with a seeming overabundance
of ceramics, specifically ollas, and certain types of tools
such as the bone artifacts and spindle whorls, leaves an
impression of preoccupation on the part of the inhabitants
with certain tasks only, and not the result of continual,
daily routine over the period of a full year.
While il appears highly probable that
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LA 10110, LA 10111, LA 12161 and LA 12507 were
utilized by the owners or employees of the ranchos at
Canada de Cochiti, and not necessarily by individuals
living on either the La Majada Grant or on the Santa Cruz
Tract (simply because of proximity), any attempts to relate
known settlers in the area with the sites would be pure
speculation and, as a result, of little value to this study.

In any case, the lithic assemblage was varied and contained a mano and milling slab in addition to five cores and
two complete unifaces and incomplete bifaces. With the exception of one core, all of the larger artifacts were recovered from the area outside the structure indicating an exterior work area and either intentional disposal or loss during
periodic cleaning.

Finally, the nine 18th century sites located during
survey, which were not excavated, were evenly divided
between the east and west sides of the Rio Grande. Of
those sites, only two were not located in White Rock Canlyon. Ranging in size and composition from scatters and
campsites to sites of one to two rooms (in one case, perhaps
as many as four rooms), the unexcavated sites are virtually
identical to those discussed above. Taken as a whole then,
the 18th century sites in the Cochiti Reservoir District
reflect the successful redevelopment and stabilization of
the Spanish frontier and its eventual extension via herding
activities, into areas not known to have been utilized by
the Spanish during the previous century.

The faunal remains recovered from exterior test
trenches suggest. along with the prehistoric ceramics, that
there had been an earlier occupation of the site. In addition
to the remains of the three sheep goat found at the site,
large to small artiodactyla and other mammals were also recovered. All were apparently butchered and consumed on
the site. Thirteen bone tools included in the faunal remains
found at LA 10114 suggest that skinning, hide preparation
and sewing were among the activities carried out by the
occupants.

NINETEENTH CENTURY SITES
Four of the sites excavated as the result of mitigation
required for the construction and filling of Cochiti 1am
have been identified as 19th century in date. Similar in
many respects to the majority of the 18th century sites
discussed above, the site elements are just as small and as
frequently dispersed. All of the sites were apparently used
for a continuation of the herding activities initiated during
the 18th century. The fact that more of the 19th century
sites located during the archeological surveys of the area
were found on the east side of the Rio Grande (ten sites on
the east side versus seven on the west), may reflect the fact
that, while the Navajo continued to raid the area until midcentuy at least, new settlements such as Pena Blanca may
have provided an increase in protection for thosc not living
in the rough terrain of the foothills of the Jemez Mountains. It is also just as possible that the difference in location of the sites reflects a seasonal use of the area not read.
ily visible in the archeological record, with the east side
being preferred for winter grazing.
LA 10114 - excavated by the Office of Contract
Archeology, University of New Mexico (Ilunter-Anderson,
Enloe and Binford 1979). This site was situated on the
west side of the Rio Grande between Medio and Sanchez
Canyons. A multicomponent site. LA 10114 consisted of
a single room, isolated wall fragments, and a series of petro.
glyphs, some of which were definitelv historic. The room
was subrectangular in plan and a probable firepit was located along the west wall. An ash deposit over tile floxr
suggests that the structure had burned. An exterior hearth
and possiblh storage units were found in thi- talus around
the site.
Whilh prehistoric ceramics found at the site indicate
probable prior usage of the area, the primarx ocupation

occurred during tie historic period. In fact. because of the
preponderanc, of ()gaploge and Punan-e Ptlycirons
(seven atid three vessels represented, resp-etiveI y: typ-s
usually considered not to appreiabl\ post-date I O0
(Warren 1977a:100) LA lt0l 1.1 is, in my opinitn. probably
18th century in datie rather t han 19t I itnt ur,
22t6

In short, except for the quantity of the cultural remains recovered, LA 10114 and LA 12161 are similar in
most respects and possibly represent identical roles within
the sphere of the Spanish frontier in the Cochiti area.

LA 12449 - excavated by the Office of (ontract
Archeology, University of New Mexico (Chapman et at.
1977). The site was located on the east side of the Rio
Grande approximately 1.5 kilometers north of Medio
Canyon. This site consisted of a single structure (in an
excellent state of preservation , a trash deposit, and associated corrals.
A beehive-shaped fireplace was located in the soutlwest corner of the room. Shelves were found in til, northwest and southwest corners of the structure while a cupboard (made of a packing box) was hung along the north
wall of the room. In addition, several nails with wire or
leather oii them were found in the bond beams. Ihus indicating further storage.
Virtually all of the historic artifacts found at the site
indicate occupation from the last decades of the 19th
century to as recently as the first decade of the 20th
century. Included in the inventory were square, wire.
and cut nails: one tobacco can: a cartridge case and percussion caps: fragments of leather including footgear: a lard
bucket: pocket knives: and sheepshears. The faunal remains included sheep goat and possibly antelope bones.
All butchering had been done using metal tools.
No food processing items were recovered and, in view
of the cans found, probably were not required by the orcupant(s). That the site was intended for periodic ocCUipation, probably by a shephi-rd, seems certain.
LA 12465 - partially excasaled by the Office of ('illtract Arclioigy , tniversity of Ni,w Mexico (iapnian
et al. 19771. It- site was situated on the ast bank tf tie
Rio ;rande downstream from the mouth iif ,land (anvon.
A Il itlt iitllPtiit
site Aiti possiblI associated corrallikei structurs. lt, priilari i.'
halitation int %as toill
strucled to utilize a natural i-rliang. Nit interitr ftatu.rv
\&-rt-fiund in tlit sielter
,ii

Ow
hi-

ma(rtin to

thi- iv-ramts ri--t'i-rid w\-ri-
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historic, fragments of two prehistoric ollas and one bowl
were also found. Of the nine fragmentary historic ollas,
all date to the 18th century. Other cultural remains included a Spencer Carbine Winchester cartridge, a fourhole metal button, a four-hole button made of milk glass,
a domed copper button, what may have been a spring
from a flintlock rifle, and fragments of an amber beer
bottle. The faunal remains were scanty but included Bos/
Bison, sheep/goat or antelope, and woodrat. The latter,
of course, need not have been directly related to the
human occupancy of the site.

The ceramics recovered from the site represented a
minimum of 43 vessels although only 195 sherds were
found. The sherds included types in use in the area from
ca. 1325 to 1920, with the majority being late 18th early
19th century in date. Jars were more numerous than bowls.

While LA 12449 and 12465 are potentially at least
partially contemporary, the cultural remains recovered
from the two sites varied considerably which suggests
that the activities that took place within the sites also
may have differed considerably. Certainly LA 12465
appears to have been occupied less frequently and
for shorter periods of time than the more substantial
structure. The specific difference in the activities
which may have occurred at either is not certain, however.

The faunal remains consisted of more than 700 bones
primarily representative of medium to large mammals in
addition to small rodents and rabbits. A minimum of three
deer was also found. The domesticates consisted of a minimum of three Bos/Bison and four sheep/'goat. Butchering
marks indicated that both stone and metal tools had been
used at the site. Included in the faunal assemblage were seven
bone tools, types which suggest that skinning, hide preparation and sewing were among the activities which had taken
place at the site.

LA 13291 -- excavated by the Office of Contract
Archeology, University of New Mexico (Schutt 1979c).
The site was located on the east side of the Rio Grande
east and slightly south of LA 12449. The site consisted
of four noncontiguous rooms and a series of short walls,
All of the rooms had been constructed to utilize the
available overhang provided by a number of large boulders - a situation similar to that found at LA 12465.
Firepits were found in two of the rooms, but not in the
others. Rodent activity was encountered throughout
the area.

Flotation samples taken from the two rooms contained
Portulaca, Amaranthus, Chenopodium, Euphorbia and
Opuntia seeds in some quantity. However, because of the
rodent activity at the site, in my opinion, the sample may
not actually reflect the foods consumed by the human occupants of the site.

The lithic assemblage included two manos and one unshaped mano fragment; however, no metates or milling
slabs were recovered. Two hammerstones, an abrader, four
cores and seven facially retouched tools, including three
bifaces, were recovered in addition.

LA 13291, is, then, not dissimilar to many of the late
18th/early 19th century sites excavated in the area and, as
such, probably represents a continuation of the earlier
18th century herding activities in the area.

Table 11.3
Nineteenth Century Sites
LA Number
Sites Located
12433
12449*
12453
12458
12465*
13291*
13304
13309
13320
13360

Location
on the
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

Type of Site

East Side of the Rio Grande:
Rock Canyon
Artifact scatter: some material 20th century.
Rock Canyon
Single room. Continued use in early 20th century.
Rock Canyon
Single room possibly used in 20th century.
Rock Canyon
Artifact scatter, some 20th century material.
Rock Canyon
Seven masonry structures: corral.
Rock Canyon
Four noncontiguous rooms, short walls, probably primary occupation in
late 18th century.
Rock Canyon
Two corrals constructed of masonry, juniper and wire: hearth.
Rock Canyon
Single masonry room: corral: occupation continued into 20th century.
Rock Canyon
Corral.
Rock Canyon
Corral constructed of masonry, barbed wire.

Sites Located on the West Side of the Rio Grande:
10114*
White Rock Canyon
Single room, isolated wall fragments. Probably occupied during the 18th
century.
12485
White Rock Canyon
Sheep pen, artifact scatter.
12489
White Rock Canyon
Masonry structure.
13046
White Rock Canyon
Masonry corral.
13367
Ancho Canyon
Masonry room: corral.
13369
Ancho Canyon
Masonry room.
13377
White Rock Canyon
Artifact scatter.
* excavated or tested
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Discussion
During the 19th century, the Cochiti area was tile
scene of considerable activity, particularly so after New
Mexico gained territorial status in 1846. What is more interesting, however, is that the sites excavated reflect relatively
little of that activity. Throughout most of the century,
herding was to retain its position as the leading industry of
the area even though new pursuits were eventually introduced.
In April of 1800, Paulo Montoya, then owner of a portion of the La Majada Grant, filed suit against Miguel and
Manuel Ortiz for the destruction of his property and the
exhaustion of springs by having too many head of live.
stock in the area (Twitchell No. 603). The Ortiz's replied
that their sheep were not under their control but on partito
and, as a result, their care was the concern of the herders.
In this case, the Governor found in favor of Montoya stating that, since only 1400 varas of land were under discussion, the large number of livestock pastured there could not
help but cause damage (Twitchell No. 603).
Miguel Ortiz had purchased his portion of the La
Majada in 1785 from the heirs of his old employer, Don
Juan Antonio Fernandez (Twitchell No. 663). His parcel
contained 200 varas of cultivated land and 500 varas of uncultivated land and was located on the banks of the Santa
Fe River as it left the mouth of the canyon near La Bajada.
As the result of the location of the Ortiz tract, it is tempting to speculate that either Ortiz or one of his shepherds
was responsible for the reuse of the 17th century site of
LA 34 as a corral. However, because of that site's proximity
to the 19th century town of Pena Blanca and herders there,
any such speculation would be just that.
In 1803, the Governor of New Mexico received a royal
order from Mexico City stating that, because too many
sheep were being exported (between 25,000 and 26,000
per annum), other pursuits were being neglected. As a resuit, master weavers were sent to New Mexico with modern
looms and other implements in order to promote that
industry (Bloom 1927:234). Whatever the impact these
master weavers may have had-Boyd (1974:200) suggested
that it was probably minimal--the industry was to change
anyway with the opening of the Santa Fe Trail in 1821.
The first major opportunity for change in over a century came with the opening of the Santa Fe Trail when
New Mexico became exposed to the effects of the industrial
revolution via the goods offered for sale by Anglo traders.
While this force had immediate, tremendous impact on one
level-that is, within the towns of Santa Fe and Albuquerque-drastic change was not to be felt in the more rural
areas for decades. At least initially such items as bleached
and unbleached cotton yard goods enjoyed the greatest
sale (Carrol and Haggard 1942:119, Quaife 1926:105-106).
The increasingly widespread availability of cotton fabric,
of course, lessened the demand for locally produced woolen
goods. While the large scale raising of sheep by private
entrepreneurs for meat and export continued well into the
20th century, the long range effect of the Santa Fe Trail
was to cut the size of the local herds and eventually alter a
major portion of the rural economy. This reduction was to
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lag in such regions as the Cochiti Reservoir area. howi-er.
because of an apparent lack of alternative economic stratcgies.
Of even greater importance, however, was the change
in ownership status of many lands which occurred as a
consequence of the ratification of the Treaty of Guadalupe
lidalgo in 1848. This treaty formally transferred governmental jurisdiction of tile area from Mexico to the United
States with the consequence that many lands formerly
available for grazing were withdrawn from public or private
use and placed under the control of the Territorial gover-ment. In some cases, such lands were transferred to corporate control as well, such as ownership by the Santa Fe
Railroad (cf. Brayer 1939:20-31: Swadesh 1974:68-72:
Weigle 1975:213).
A major result of these jurisdictional changes was the
effective loss of grazing land which played a fundamental
role in producing economic change, particularly in rural
areas such as tle Cochiti Reservoir region.
In addition, those newcomers to New Mexico introduced new strategies: for example, during the latter part of
the 19th century, a portion of the Santa Cruz Tract along
the Rio Grande became known as the Boom where, during
the summer, logging activities took place (Harrington 1916:
441). Also, about the same time. there was a renewA.l of
interest in mining which had resulted in large part from
technological advances offered by the Anglos. The results
of such interest can be seen in the development of such
short-lived communities as Bland and Abermarle located
in the Jemez Mountains north and west of (Cochiti Pueblo.
Finally, the extension of the railroad into New Mexico provided not only a tremendous improvement in communication, but also the impetus for al increase and diversification
in merchantilism and other forms of economic specialization.
It must be noted however, that all of the above potential was not only introduced by representatives of the neu
government, but also was controlled by them. Thus, the
indigenous population of the Territory, which now ineluded the Spanish. was forced to adopt a new role -in
essence, that formerly held solely by the Indians during
the previous effort at colonization. The result was to renew
the evolution of the frontier. Therefore, the fact that the
majority of the 19th century sites found in the Cochiti
Reservoir area exhibited virtually none of the impacts or
change briefly discussed above is not without precedent.
Until the indigenous populations became integrated into
the sociocultural milieu of the newly intrusive group.
major change would not be evident in those sites occupied
ov members of the former group, particularly if they had
relatively little to offer on an economic basis.
Were it not for the fact that the (Cochiti area became
part of a new frontier, the area may have remained culturally stable indefinitely. With the exception of the few
recent artifacts recovered from LA 12449 and 13291, the
19th century sites are virtually identical to those occoupied
during the 18th century. Moreover, except for the quantitative differences in the ciltural remains found, the sites
continue to reflect activities primarily related to herding.

JI~I~L'.'7 t'I.tJL l.V+I'ElPI'EA' 'IftV
From survey documentation, the unexcavated 19th
centur' sites appear to be identical in most respects to
those sites selected for excavation. Although it cannot be
absolutely determined in all cases whether the unexcavated
sites represent the herding subsystem, their content and location leads to speculation that they reflect such seasonal
use of the area.

.VIVFTFEENTJI 'E.VI "IL SITES
statements are possible, some observations about them ma.>
be of interest.

Admittedly, the sample is biased by the constraints
imposed by the boundaries of the survey area. Because all
but two of the sites were found in White Rock Canyon,
however, suggests that their location was not fortuitous.
'Fhe fact that corrals were found in association with several
of the sites--both excavated and unexcavated -leads to
further speculation that they were sites intended for special
uses. That more corrals were found on the east side of tile
Rio Grande than on the west side may reflect topographic
or other considerations, such as the Navajo who were
known to frequent the area. While the data at hand do not
allow more than speculation, these and other such questions should be considered for future work in the area or
for work done in similar situations,

There appears to be a definite difference between the
types of sites located on tile east and west sides of the Rio
Grande. Of the fourteen 20th century sites found on the
west sides of the survey area, eight, and possibly nine, represent canpsites. Only one such site was located on the east
side of the river. The difference can almost certainly be
attributed to (1) the presence of Bandelier National Monument and recreational facilities provided by the National
Park Service. and (2) the very obvious environmental differences between the two sides of the river. The location of
Bandelier can probably also be used to explain a cairn and
trail found in White Rock Canyon.
The fact that fewer 20th century sites (a total of eight
were found on the east side of the Rio Grande, and the fact
that they tended to be somewhat earlier in date, can probably be attributed to numerous boundary disputes that
have occurred in the area (cf. Brayer 1939:118-122), and
the fact that much of the east side of the river is now administered by the United States Forest Service.

TWENTIETH CENTURY SITES
Although two of the 19th century sites which were
excavated during the Cochiti Reservoir Project contained
materials of 20th century manufacture, no sites that were
purely 20th century in date were dug. However, 22 such
sites were located during survey and, while few definitive

While it is possible that the number of sites on tile east
side of the Rio Grande will increase in the future as the resuit of recreational use of Cochiti Lake. in my opinion, the
predominant use of the west side of the river will continue
-simply because of the scenery and recreational potential
offered by Bandelier National Monument.

Table 11.4

Twentieth Century Sites
LA Number

Location

Type of Site

Sites Located on the East Side of the Rio Grande:
12435
12437
13011
13059
13306
13357
13359
13451

Rio Grande below White Rock Canyon
Rio Grande below White Rock Canyon
Santa Cruz
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon

Campsite --- 1950-1975.
Leanto - 1950-1975.
Artifact scatter 'Boom?
Cave site with masonry dividing wall.
Semisubterranean room: ovens - 1900-1915.
Possible corral.
Five hearths, corral - 1950+.
A-frame; leanto: corral -- 1950+.

Sites Located on the West Side of the Rio Grande:
12172
12473
12474
12475
12476
12477
12484
12487
12488
12493
12500
13289
13366
13458

White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
Bland Canyon
White Rock Canyon
Sanchez Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
Ancho Canyon
Capulin

Multicomponent. Campsites, scatters, isolated wall,
Campsite - 1950-1975.
Isolated wall.
Campsite - 1950-1975.
Campsite -- 1950-1975.
Campsites.
Campsite.
Campsite.
Structure, masonry.
Campsite.
Artifact scatter; fire-cracked rock.
Cairn, trail - 20th century.
Artifact scatters.
Juniper and barbed wire corral.
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MISCELLANEOUS SITES

locally available basalt boulders and clasts. Although
interior features were not found in the majority of the
rooms, a burned area was present in the corner of one unit.

Twenty sites were located durink the archeological
survey of the Cochiti Reservoir District which, while probably historic in date, must be placed into an indeterminate
category because of the lack of any otherwise positively
identifying characteristics. One of those sites was excavated.

No ceramics or bone artifacts were recovered during
the excavation, and the lithic assemblage consisted of a
total of three pieces of unutilized debitage. The faunal
remains were limited to a small mammal, one sheep goat
and one positive goat-the first such identified in the
Cochiti Reservoir area. The presence of the latter two individuals are responsible, for the most part, for the determination of the period of occupancy of the site.

LA 12524 - excavated by the Office of Contract
Archeology, University of New Mexico (Chapman et al.
1977). The site was situated on the west side of the Rio
Grande north of the mouth of White Rock Canyon. The
architectural remains at the site consisted of five noncontiguous, essentially circular structures constructed of

While Chapman et al. speculated (1977:359) that "the
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Table 11.5
Sites of Indeterminant Date

LA Number

Location

Sites Located on the East Side of the Rio Grande:
12459
White Rock Canyon
12467
Basin No. 4
12471
Basin No. 3
13058
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
13363
White Rock Canyon
13448
Site Located on the West Side of the Rio Grande:
12504
White Rock Canyon
12505
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
12506
12508
White Rock Canyon
12523
White Rock Canyon
12524*
White Rock Canyon
12525
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
13033
13034
White Rock Canyon
White Rock Canyon
13045
13069
White Rock Canyon
13083
Cpulin
13409
Ancho Canyon
13453
Water Canyon
* excavated or tested

Type of Site

Brush corral.
Semicircular walls.
Two contiguous masonry rooms.
One room; hearth.
Masonry and brush corrals.
Corral; two noncontiguous structures: one subterranean structure.
Corrals.
Masonry structure.
Wall - 40 m in length.
Single room, two corrals.
Corral.
Five noncontiguous structures.
Two contiguous rooms, walls.
One room; two ovens (?).
Two rooms.
One structure; wall.
Isolated wall.
Masonry structure.
Single room.
Two contiguous rooms; one isolated room; terraces.

shape and construction of the features are suggestive of
"Navajo' structures documented elsewhere in northern
New Mexico'" that must remain conjectural. There is no
doubt that the Navajo were active in the area as late as
the mid 19th century (Lange and Riley 1966:139,158,
165-166) but, evidently, most of their time was spent
raiding, and not herding or practicing agriculture as other
groups of Navajo were doing elsewhere at the same time.
In fact, the raids were such that they caused the La Majada
Grant to be temporarily abandoned after 1818 (Brayer
1939:118).
While the appearance of a camp designed for activities
preparatory for, or used as the result of, a raid upon a
pueblo or other settlement is not well documented, structures appear, to me, to be unnecessary. In fact, unless previously abandoned structures were used, the act of constructing anything more than the most rudimentary shelter
appears too time consuming in view of the desired results of
the planned activity-that is, to get into and out of an area
as quickly as possible in order to avoid detection and perhaps failure of the raid.
OTHER SITES - The majority of other miscellaneous
sites assigned to the Historic period are represented by a
range of isolated corrals, isolated structures which may have
been used for temporary habitations or camps, and occasional locales characterized by both corral features and
possible habitation structures. While it is obvious that the
corrals represent special use sites, much less can be said
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of the isolated structures which do not occur in conjunc.
tion with corrals. Whether they were used by herders,
agriculturalists, Navajo raiders, or for some entirely different purpose simply cannot be determined at this time.
REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
To review briefly, of the 83 historic sites located within
the Cochiti Reservoir District, two were definitely occupied
during the 17th century while four other sites may have
been utilized during that time. Eighteen sites, on the other
hand, were inhabited or used during the 18th century. Of
the four excavated sites occupied during the 19th century.
three represent continued use from the late 18th century.
Thirteen additional 19th century sites were located during
the archeological survey of the area. Twenty-two sites were
determined to be 20th century in date. Finally, 20 sites
exhibit evidence of construction andor possible use during
the historic period but must remain indeterminate as the
result of their lack of otherwise identifying features or
remains.
Of the total of the seventeen sites excavated, dwellings
ranged from single room structures with no hearths to a
homestead of from 12 to 18 rooms with multiple hearths.
Other interior architectural features included, in some but
not in all cases, mealing bins, storage bins and cists, shelves
and a cupboard. Exterior architectural features consisted of
occasional hearths and associated activity areas. stockpens
and/or corrals-in two cases with associated structures--and
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occasional isolated walls,
The cultural remains consisted largely of ceramics
where, in the majority of cases, ollas outnumbered bowls.
Lithic assemblages varied in both quantity and content
and showed evidence of a range of degree of familiarity
with the natural resources of the area. The two definite
17th century and one late 19th century site which were
excavated exhibited the widest variety in their cultural
inventories, while the 18th century sites, for the most
part, showed the least variety in the items recovered.
Faunal remains consisted of both domesticates and nondomesticates, the majority of which evidently had been
butchered and consumed on the sites. While both stone
and metal tools had been used for butchering, only two
sites, one 18th century the other other 19th century,
showed evidence of almost total dependence upon the
use of metal tools for that task.
With the exception of three sites, two of them 17th
century and the other 18th century, obviously constructed with the intention of permanent, year-round occupancy, the excavated sites appear to have been intended
for temporary habitation. Only one site in the Cochiti
Reservoir area evidently was constructed for purely defensive purposes.
It is when the sites are considered in relation to the
known historical documentation for the area that an
adaptive response of a culture to the environment becomes most readily apparent, however. As noted above,
land suited primarily for agricultural pursuits was not to
be had in the area under consideration. Located well south
of the mouth of White Rock Canyon, Cochiti Pueblo held
virtually the only (and certainly the best) arable lands in
the vicinity. In fact, even today Cochiti maintains its
fields, for the most part, south and east of the Pueblo, and
while irrigation ditches were noted by Bandelier on the
north side of the Canada de Cochiti Grant and in the vicinity of LA 70 and 6178, in both cases they were situated on
the respective flood plains rather than on terraces above
the streams. In short, while agricultural pursuits were certainly undertaken by the Spanish, they could not be a
primary means of support, particularly for those sites
situated above the flood plain and away from permanent
water. As a result, herding and associated activities became
the leading in an otherwise limited choice of activities.
The problem then becomes one of the definition of
the parameters of a herding economy in a frontier situation
over three centuries. During the 17th century, there is
evidence that some landowners and administrators maintained residences on their holding or close to the pueblos
where they held positions. As a result, their homesteads,
while they varied in size, were compact, more or less self-
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contained units frequently with corrals in direct association. Had the Pueblo Revolt not occurred and the ,nconiienda been allowed to continue, such homesteads would
probably have formed the nucleus of haciendas and an
extension of the system of peonage found in Mexico. lhowever, because the level of the frontier culture at Cochiti
-and in similar areas throughout the colony -was less
complex than that found within the Pueblo, a true frontier
could not develop and the system eventually collapsed.
With the Pueblo Revolt and the subsequent reconquests of New Mexico by the Spanish, the cnconicnda
ceased to exist and a land grant, and somewhat more
equitable partidario system, took its place. At the same
time, raids by the Navajo, Apache, Utes and others increased throughout the colonN and, as a result, the character of the settlement pattern changed. Instead of more or
less isolated, self-contained ranchos, habitations were frequently clustered--such as the settlement along the Canada
de Cochiti-for defensive purposes. With a more equitable
system, an increase in the number of settlers, and a cornmon enemy, a new frontier began to develop.
Ilerds cannot be contained, however. and an adjunctive
pattern emerged in the special use sites required for the
protection and shelter of the shepherds and herders as they
cared for the livestock in their charge. Multiroom dwellings
were unnecessary as the herds and flocks were under the
care of individuals, not family groups. Because the structures were not intended for permanent occupation, only
the bare necessities of shelter and warmth were required.
On the other hand, because of the movement required by
the livestock, the number of such temporary structures
proliferated, in part, in response to the increase in herd size
and number of individuals required to care for the flocks.
With the development of the second frontier, the
economy, while it did not exactly prosper. began to stabilize; that is, until the opening of the Santa Fe Trail and
subsequent territorialization of New Mexico. With the nes
political subordination, a third frontier began to develop.
Because the resource base of the Territory was seemingly
limited, the evolution of this frontier was delayed until
modern technological advances permitted the culminationi
of the process of colonization.
The herding economy of the territor\ state began
slowly to assume less and less importance as the third
frontier developed until it was almost cormptely replaced
by an agrarian economy. As a result areas like the (ochitn
Reservoir District were more or less abandoned until ne\
uses could be found for them. While no longer a part of a
frontier, one wonders, with the increased emphasis on recreation in the area, what will happen to the Cochiti area in
the future.
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INTRODUCTION
New ceramic traditions have been noted in historic
pottery from archeological sites in the Cochiti Dam and
Reservoir areas during the past decade. Pottery from the
17th, 18th, and 19th centuries were recovered during surveys and excavation of numerous historic sites in thle
region. Fieldwor iwas conducted by the Museum of New
Mlexico, within the dam site between 1962 and 1966, anid
by thle Office of Contract Archeology, University' of New
MNexico from 1975 to 1977, in the reservoir are'a, mainl\
within White Hock Canyon. Archeological investigations
were tinder the supervision of the National Park Service,
Th'le innovations in historic ceramic traits included
pottery comiales. flange
bowls, ring-base vessels, fiber
tempered pottery, mold-made vessels, mica slipped utility
wares, as well as new vessel forms and decorative styles.
The pottery was recovered from archeological sites believed
to have been built and occupie d by Spanish colonists
according to historic records and archeological evidence.
Analysis of the historic pottery of the Cochiti study area
during thle past tenl years suggests that Spanish settlers
introduced varied ceramic traits showing Mesoamerican
influences and produced pottery for a period of almost
300 years.
Altnough Mesoamerican influences on thet pottery of
the historic Southwest have long been surmised. thle nature
of diffusion of new traits and their impact upon Puebloan
pottery making in the Rio Grande have not been traced,
Many questions remain to be answered concerning the
historic pottery of the Cochiti study area. In this report,
anl initial chronological framework is suggested, based in
part upon assemblage seriation and associations with dated
pottery. A review of earlier work anid a discussion of thet
possible importance of thle archeological data is included,
in hope of establishing background inforinat ion for future
research in this field.

PREVIOUS STUD IES OF

HISTORIC POTTERY IN THE RIO GRANDE
In the centuries since Al). 1in-Il, there have been
written accounts oif the Pueblo peonples and their cultures,
of the entradas and settlements of thet Spanish explorers
anid colonists from the south, and more rei'entlY of the
conq uest of thet American Sou thiwest by' the Unlited Stat es.
There hnave been many gaps in our knowledge of day to day
activities of those years arid , for over a (-e'lturyf, hiistoriains,
et hnograpliers, and archeologists hlave, been stud.yin g existin g and former ('illuhres (If the Soth1w est . 'I', h ceramInic
r'co rd (If former inhlablitIants oIf t he Ri GI(rand e regio n is
rich anid a goodI~deal (If attentioln has beetn given tot tilt,
forms, thet decorative styles, and the chronological se'q uencm's of the prt'historic polttery tf thie a rea.

In 1916, N. C. Nelson described modern paintecd war,
that had been found onl arceological sites dating in the
17th and 18th centuries, lie recognized that the pottery
was replacing the degenerative glaze decorated ware of that
period. In the Cochiti area, lie found it in considerable
abundance at Pue-blo Kotyiti (LA 2951. which he exca~atud
in 1912, and at thle nearby ruins of Kuapa (LA 3-1-41 along
thle Rio Chiquito.
The Modern painted ware, at Pecos Pueblo %%as discussed in detail by A. 'V. Kidder (19:31. [lhe historic paintedl
vess were never common at Pecos. but contemiporary
bowls and jars of Polished red, l'oljslied black. and Plain
gra.\ were plentiful.
In the 1930s, IL .P Mera named and descrihed thli
miatte paint (Modern painted) historic potter\ of thle Midoile and Upper Rtio Grande regions. Pottery, made before
the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 included Sankawi lilack-oticream, PotsuwiiIncised, and Tewa Polychroine iMura
1932. 1931. 1939). Pottery types produced after 168(1 ineluded (Igapoge Polychronie, Posuge Red. Pojoaque Polychromec. Kapo Black, and Puuaiam Polvelironit. Ilisi one
glaze paint wares described by Mera (1933) included late
Puaray Polychrome, Kotyiti Polv cli rome., Cic e PolIschrome, and San Ma rcos Polychromec. Slierds and complete
vessels from sites with tree-ring dates in the 17th and 18t h
centuries were studied and a chronology established for thet
various historic classes tMera 1939). Mera found that lw
Polvchrome was primarily a 1 7th century %karv,hut that it
did continue into the early 18th century. (Igapoge Polychromec appeared in the earlsv8th
i
cent urs and occasionall\
included red mnatte paint in thet designs. BothIi wre p~roduced in the northiernl Tewa vilages. Punamec Pol~ chromec.
a mineral paint wane, was lIroduced in the Zia villages from
tihe 17th century into modern timle.
More recently
1\,
. 11. 1Ilarloxw has detscribied in gredieur
dletail the macroscopic chiaracteiris tics of tne Ihis)toric piot
tery of the Rio Grande Pueblos and has estabilished sveral
nlew, classes, including Kiua Polychrome., a carbon paint
polychromec of the (slchiti area made betwen .1A). I 7,(I
and 19(110
lfarlow 197(0. 1973: I-rank and I
1alwI97
1).
All the historic wares discussed hv Nelson. Kidder, \lera,
and I larlow wecre believed to have* been mnade b\ Inianis
oIf the RIio G rande Pueblos.
Pottery miade iii thne Spanii sh colon iall vilIIages oIf thlt
Hio G ra nde wvas stud(1ied andr d escri bedl 1\ Huirt aid Owl,.
(116)(,
a 11( later renal md by D icik (19 8.liie
Inclu
ided
Pt whonge Pt lveb roi m, ( asitas Iti'd i in-b r ain . ( arn e P'lain
lxnip0 ilack . anmd FA Rito( lIl-act 'IIll SIhil.
-elicl
of t[hc hisi'trx (if thct M~iddh-let
1(
ranll
.D . Fi lt to (irusnt ha' blit'i \nit tin b\ Alihimk
ailid 8 iii 11977 1 anld prt (id es
clt
i-d
a ;in eco11111111
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Grande. Many refugees joined the Navajos in the north. The
Tanos of the Gaiisteo resettled at Santa Fe. The Coehiti
moved up to Old Kotyiti (LA 295) on Potrero Viejo, where
they were joined by other Pueblo Indians of the Galisteo.
The ceramics of this period include tile Group F glaze paint
vessels, Salinas plainwares, and some Tewa polychrome.

framework for the discussion of the historic events of the
Cochiti study area. At least four unpublished manuscripts
dealing with the historic pottery of the Cochiti study area
were prepared and are on file at the Museum of New
Mexico (Warren 1967a, 1967b, 1968, 1974a),and a summary of previous findings appeared in Pottery Southwest
(1977d).

Following tile Reconquest, Spanish colonists settled in
the Rio Grande region under a new land use system for
New Mexico (Abbink and Stein 1977). Colonists include
Mexican Indian families who emigrated from Mexico.
Lands east and north of Cochiti Pueblo were settled shortly
after A.D. 1700, on five separate land grants, including tie
Canada de Cochiti Grant on the Rio Chiquito. By A.D.
1750, there were at least six Spanish households in the area.
and 40 families by 1760 (Adams 1954). The Cochiti had
moved from their home on Potrero Viejo to the Rio Grande
valley by 1696. Legend relates that they first settled on tle
east side of the river at Tipute and later obtained permission to move to the west side away from the flood danger
(Benedict 1931).

REGIONAL SETTING
The Rio Grande flows through White Rock Canyon, a
gorge cut in high plateau country on the eastern edge of the
Jemez Mountains; for 14 miles its channel has cut canyons
from a few hundred to nearly a thousand feet deep, separating the rhyolitic rocks of the Pajarito Plateau on the west
from the basalt mesas of Cerros del Rio on the east. Along
the river and its western tributaries, narrow valleys edge tle
channels. The general aspect is one of desolate and inhospitable country. Only at the mouth of White Rock Canyon,
near the modern pueblo of Cochiti and along the Rio
Chiquito below Canada, are there tree-lined floodplains,
agricultural fields, and gentle grassy slopes.

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

In this rugged country, the prehistoric and historic
inhabitants built their homes and lived for many centuries.
Foot trails, that are still used today, were built throughout
the area, crossing mesas and contouring narrow canyons.
Trade wares found at the ruins in the area attest to frequent
contact with the peoples to the north and south, while local
potters made their wares for domestic use.

Historic pottery from sites in three geographic divisions
of the Cochiti study area was examined. Three historic sites
were ori the La Majada Mesa, the open plains area south of
Mesa Negra and east of the Rio Grande, five sites were in
lower White Rock Canyon: and eight sites were along Rio
Chiquito. Pottery from several historic Puebloan sites in the
upper Middle Rio Grande have also been examined for
ceramic types present, place of manufacture, vessel form
and other attributes.

The arrival of the first Spanish expeditions dnng the
16th century had very little impact upon the Cociti study
area. As far as we know, Kuapa (LA 3444), on the Rio
Chiquito, and Tuyuoni (LA 82) on Rito de los Frijoles,
were the only villages occupied during the early entradas,
according to ceramic evidence available. The location of
Cochiti Pueblo, which is listed by Onate as one of the Rio
Grande pueblos in A.D. 1598 (Hammond and Rey 1953)
is uncertain, for no pottery dating to this time period has
been found at the modern site of Cochiti Pueblo. '[here is
historic evidence that some of the Mexican Indians, who
accompanied the Spanish expeditions remained behind in
the Rio Grande area (Reilly 1974), but what cultural effect
these had upon the Pueblos is subject to speculation only.

'[he ceramic assemblages came from excavated sites
and t1,)m ,urface collections, and with one or two exceptions, all available material was analyzed. The analyses were
by no means complete or comprehensive, being limited by
tle archoological data present. The 16 sites spanned a 200
year period, and individual sites often had unique features
that were not evident at other sites. Since the ceramics
from excavated sites have been discussed in detail elsewhere
(Warren 1967a, 1967b. 1974a, 1977d),the present discussion will concentrate on tile highlights of the studies.

Typology
Colonization of the Rio Grande in 1598 was to bring
numerous changes in the pottery of Middle and Upper Rio
Grande region during the next 80 years. Glaze paint potters
of the Middle Rio Grande began to make Salinas Redware,
basically an undecorated glaze paint vessel (Toulouse 19491.
Many of these vessels were used in Spanish colonial homes
and missions. The glaze paints became increasingly runny, a
characteristic of the Group F pottery of the second half of

During the initial studies of the historic pottery from
the Cochiti study area, it soon became apparent that the
existing classification for historic pottery of the Rio Grande
would not provide an adequate framework in all cases: it
has been necessary to use tentative descriptive categories
during the analysis and interpretation of the sherd lots.
Existing type names were used where applicable, and pos-

the 17th century. In the northern Tewa villages, potters

sible synonyms are noted: in other cases tentative groups or

began to produce polychrome and smudged wares, as well
as plain redwares. Rare mineral painted polychrome vessels
were being made in the Middle Rio Grande. In the Cochiti
area, the ceramic assemblages of two Spanish homesteads
dating to the mid 17th century, Las Majadas ILA 591 ) and
Cochiti Springs (LA 34), reflected most of the innovations
of this period.

type varieties are used, until such time that ceramic, cultural, or chronological data is adequate to place the groups
into a more formal typological framework (Table 12.1).

Temper Classes
Temper classes first established during the initial
studies in 1967 have been used for subsequent studies, with
new classes added as needed from time to tim(. The vol
canie rocks of the Jemez Mountains provided a wide variety

During the Pueblo Revolt period (1680-1696), many'
changes in population distribution occurred within the Rio
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Table 12.1
Formal Types of Historic Pottery

Tye Name

Description

Est. Dates
Glazewares

Kotyiti G/Y, G/R, G-P (Glaze F)

Duochromes more common than polychromes; long,

1650-1700+

parallel sided rims with exterior carina;, ollas with
sharply everted rims; shouldered bowls; soup plate
forms; glaze paint runny; slips streaky.
Carbon Painted Wares
Tewa Polychrome

Posuge Red

Fine line designs on polished white slips; red underbody; carinated bowls; vitric tuff temper, also crystal
pumice.

1675-1720

No designs; wpll-polished;
sandstone.

?1675-?

vitric tuff temper, also

Tewa Black-on-red

1680-?

Black carbon paint on red or pink surfaces: forms like
associated historic wares; temper varied.

Kapo Black

?1650-?

Polished gray or black surfaces; vtric tuff or sandstone
temper; if red slipped, then smudged.

Potsui'i Incised

?1450-1550

Geometric fine line incised designs, on smoothed tan
surfaces; may have mica slip; vitric tuff temper.

Ogapoge Polychrome

1720-1800+

tuff,
Carinated bowls, ollas: red matte designs; vitric
crystal pumice tempers.

Mineral Painted Wares
Puname Polychrome

1680-1780+

Carinated bowls; jars; red, black paint: basalt. crystal
pumice temper; rounded forms
post 1780.

Casitas Red-on-buff

1740-1900?

Broad red line designs on polished buff surfaces: temper crystal pumice, sandstone, etc. -coarse-grained.

2) Sherd lots, regardless of size, were considered to
be random samples of a total original sherd or vessel population; no selective measures were used and sherd populations included either (a) all sherds from an excavated site,
or (b) all surface sherds, with two exceptions which will be
noted.
3) Similar measurements of attributes were ( btained
for each sherd within a class and frequencies of a' ributes
determined.
4) Inferences concerning the distribution patterns
of the ceramic attributes were made from the resultant
data.

of suitable tempering materials. Intrusive wares from
outside the study area added to the variety of temper
types present. Usually, the temper groups were based upon
mineral or rock identification using a stereomicroscope.
Petrographic descriptions of slides were completed on
numerous major historic temper types.

Analytical Methods
The steps undertaken during the analyses of the various
sherd assemblages had four procedures in common:
1) Through use of mineral or petrographic analyses,
observations concerning temper inclusions for each ceramic
classification were made. Other pertinent attributes of each
sherd or vessel were also monitored, including form, design,
surface treatment, etc., depending upon the nature of the
specimen.

Subsequent research included literature searchesN which
provided additional explanatory data. All archeological inferences are based upon the results of the current studies
and upon previous archeological, historical, and ethno.
graphic information available at this time.
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HISTORIC POTTERY OF
THE EXPLORATION AND
COLONIZATION PHASES

Flange bowls, or soup plates, were common culina
vessels at Las Majadas. Made with the same clay and temper

Little is known of the pottery of the earlier Exploration Period (A.D. 1540-1598) in the Cochiti study area.
The diagnostic pottery of this time period was Puaray
Glaze-polychrome (Group E) which changed very little
in appearance throughout the 16th century. However, the
relatively low frequencies of this type at sites in the southern part of the area suggests that the Pueblo Indians there
had left their homes, perhaps moving to sites on the northern Pajarito Plateau. This may have been part of a region
wide exodus of the Pueblos from the upper Middle Rio
Grande to villages at higher locations on the Pajarito, in the
Jeme:: Mountains to the west, and the foothills of the
Sandia Mountains to the east, during the late 1500s and
early 1600s.

1949:14-16). Some archeologists have thought the form to
be of European or Spanish inspiration, but the flange bowl
also occurs prehistorically in Mesoamerica (Rattray 1966)
and could be a Mesoamerican Indian tradition. Flange
bowls were also made with white slips, as at Pecos Pueblo,
or with polished, smudged surfaces. Some were decorated
with glaze paint, others with matte paints in the Tewa
tradition.

material as the Glaze F pots, these were named Salinas Red,
and are believed to be made by Pueblo potters (Toulouse

Ring base or footed Lessels. Fragments of two ringbase vessels were recovered at Las Majadas. One of these
was decorated with carbon paint, similar to Sankawi
Black-on-cream, and the other had an overall green glaze.
Toulouse (1949:19) described a footed vessel from the
17th century mission at Abo. The cup or chalice had a
mineral paint design on a white background and was classifled as Tabira Black-on-white. Ring-base vessels appeared in
Preclassic time in Mesoamerica and are a common bowl
form in the Coyotlatelco pottery of the Classic period.
A.D. 300-900, in the Valley of Mexico (Rattray 1966ii:117).
The form is also characteristic of Thin Orange. a wart- from
Mixteca, and has been found in burnished monochrome at
Amantla of Classic time, and been reported from the middie Archaic (Tolstoy 1958:25). The earliest reported occurrence of ring-base vessels is on the coast of Equador ca.
1500 B.C. (Ford 1969:117).

ilistoric records list Cochiti Pueblo as one of the
Keresan Pueblos in 1598 (hlammond and Rey 1953), but
no pottery of this period could be found either at the
modern Cochiti Pueblo (LA 126) or at other Cochiti area
sites. The Puaray Glaze.polychrome (G-P) pottery at
Pueblo del Encierro (LA 70) is associated with tree-ring
dates clustering around A.D. 1515-1520. Only Kuapa
(LA 34.14), located on the Rio Chiquito, appears to have
glaze paint wares which might date to the turn of the 17th
century; but to my knowledge, there are no Pueblo village
ruins in the study which have produced late Puaray G-P
(late Glaze E) pottery of the early decades of the 17th
century except the Spanish homestead, Las Majadas, and
possibly the Cochiti Springs settlement.
The absence of late Puaray G-P in the study area is
curious, when we cons ler that the small Spanish hinesteads on the east side of the Rio Grande may have been
obtaining pottery made at a nearby Pueblo village during
this period,

The Sankawi BiC ring-base vessel was tempered with
crystal pumice, a frothy volcanic glass common in the
Jemez Mountains, and was probably made in the Cochiti
area. The green glazed vessel was tempered with rhyolite
tuff which might be of local origin: however, rhyolite tuff
was also used as temper by potters making Mexican green
glaze in Chihuahua, and no petrographic slides were made
to distinguish mineralogical varieties.

The Pottery of Las Majadas

from an overall green glaze pitcher were found at Las

In addition to the ring-base green glaze vessel, sherds
One of the 16 historic sites in the (ochiti studv area
was occupied during the Colonization phase (Al). 15981680). Las Majadas (LA 591), a Spanish homestead, dates
to ca. A.D. 1620 to 1680. It was located on the east side
of the Rio Grande, across from the present day Cochiti
Pueblo. Las Majadas was excavated by the Museum of New
Mexico in 1966. In the autumn of 1967, I began an analysis
of the sherds recovered during the excavation. This was my
first look at historic pottery in the Cochiti area although I
had just completed analysis of the glaze paint wares of tle
Alfred lerrera site, a prehistoric site west of the river
(Warren 1968).
The Las Majadas Site (LA 591) had a high percentage
of 17th century glaze paint pottery, undecorated polished
wares, and plain surfaced utility wares with polished interiors. A variety of exotic tradewares were also present. But
of main concern here were a number of new or unusual ceramic forms, forerunners perhaps of the wares that were to
become popular in the Rio Grande Valley after A.). 1700.
and other pottery types that were to appear only briefly.
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Majadas. This was also tempered with rhyolite tuff. so its
origin is uncertain. Green glaze vessels were common in
Northern Mexico from about A.). 1680 to the mid 1800s.
Gerald t1 9 68) reports that the glazes were made locally at
many presidios in the border region.
Plain polished redwares, including locally made Salinas
Red carinated bowls, soup plates, jars, and pitchers, first
appeared in the Middle and Upper Rio Grande in the
1600s. The undecorated redwares are found to be most
common at Spanish Colonial homes or missions in the Middie Rio Grande, but may have been made by Pueblo potters. It is possible that potters among the Spanish settlers
used local clays and temper, however.
Other redwarts intrusive to the Cochiti area included
a small olla or jar from the Atima area. The well p)lished
red vessels from the Acona area have occasionally been
mistaken for the intrusive redwares of the Valley of Mexico. Also present were Posuge Red and San Juan Tan-on-red
vtssels, which were made in th. Tewa country during the
17th century.

tHS'ITORIC POTTER Y
Several vessels of Sankawi Black-on-cream, an historic
Tewa ware, had been present at the site. At least two had
crystal pumice temper and were probably made locally,
Other 17th century Tewa wares included a possible Tewa
Polychrome olla and Kapo Gray vessels,

south continued, some of 'he Pueblos fled to the northvst
and joined tileNavajo Apache. A few rooms in ruined
pueblos that had been unoccupied for 100 or more .ears
were renovated, perhaps as field houses, for crops had to he
planted and tended in the valleys below. No sites of this
period were found in White Rock Canyon, but several were
occupied along tileRio Chiquito and on La Majada Mesa.

Exotic forms included a soup plate from Hopi and a
black-on-red vessel from the Valley of Mexico.

The Puebloan pottery of the Revolt and Reconquest
period was varied. At Kotyiti Pueblo (LA 295) on the
Potrero Viejo, Glaze F vessels, mainly of local production,
constituted almost one-half of the ceramic assemblage.
Nearly as many were undecorated Salinas Redware, indicating that glaze paint was falling into disuse. Some intrusive
wares from the Zia, Galisteo Basin and Pecos pueblos were
present; possibly some had been brought by refugees from
the Galisteo villages who joined the Cochiti on the Potrero
after the Revolt. Sherds of Tewa Polychrome, Tewa Red,
and Kapo Black were also present at Kotyiti, suggesting
contact with the Pueblos to the north. According to historic record, the site was abandoned in 1693, after hasing
been burned by De Vargas, and its occupants returning to
their former home along the Rio Grande.

The utility wares of the Rio Grande also saw changes
in style and technology during the Colonization Period.
Interiors of jars were polished, sometimes slipped or smudged. Exteriors were occasionally striated, as those described
by Kidder (1936) at Pecos. About 10"' were mica slipped.
Haves (in press) described the development of plain utility
wares at Gran Quivira and named it Corona Plain. Temper
changes from earlier corrugated utility wares were also
noted. Except for the presence of mica slips on some
vessels, the utility wares of Las Majadas are indistinguishable from the Corona Plain vessels at Gran Quivira, a contemporary village abandoned in the 1670s. The plain and
striated utility wares at Las Majadas are tempered mainly
with andesite vitrophyre but the mica slipped wares are
usually tempered with fine-grained metamorphic rock,
although a small percent contain local andesite temper.

Basalt Point Mesa (LA 2047) at San Felipe was built
ca. 1693, and was abandoned shortly after A.). 1700. The
plain polished wares at the site predominated over the glaze
wares. Glaze F from Pecos, Cochiti, and the Galisteo. and
Tewa Polychrome and Kapo Black were the main intrusives.
Plain and mica slipped utility wares were locally made. An
occasional soup plate form was noted.

The presence of numerous pottery spindle whorls at
Las Majadas is one more indicator of innovation in the
Rio Grande during the 17th century Colonization Period.
Approximately 10.000 potsherds were recovered during excavation of the Las Majadas site; of these, over
1,500 rim sherds were examined and classified by pottery
and temper types. The frequencies of pottery types within
the rim counts differed slightly from a traditional count
of all sherds from the site; in particular, there was a higher
percent of utility sherds in the total assemblage, with a
concomitant decrease in frequency of sherds of polished
plainware. It is possible that the rim counts give a more
accurate estimate of vessel ratios, while total sherd counts
reflect total vessel capacity. Since glaze classification and
chronological refinements art based primarily upon rims.
analysis of rims only was selected as a sampling method.

The Canjilon Pueblo (IA 20491. reported to be an
ancestral home of the Santa Ana, was probably conte.mporary with Basalt Point Mesa. Plain polished sherds from
bowls and ollas predominated. Glaze sherds present were all
from intrusive vessels from the Cochiti. San l-elipe (?), and
Galisteo Pueblos. Plainwares were probahly made locally
and contained a very fine-grained, light to medium grained
basalt temper.
Production and use of glaze paint potttery cont intwd
throughout the Revolt period in the Cochiti study area. but
had probably ceased around the turn of tli century. B\ the
time Spanish settlers had moved into the area siortll.
after
1700, local production of glaze paint pottery had ceased,

In summary, the (Colonization Phase brought new
ceramic traditions to the Rio (;rande region. many-of which
were to continue into the next century or two of pottery
making in the Southwest. These included (1)soup plates

HISTORIC POTTERY OF THE COLONIAL,
MEXICAN, AND TERRITORIAL PHASES

or flange bowls; (2) ring-base bowls and cups, (3) carbon

paint and mineral paint polychrome vessels; (4) polishing
of utility vessel interiors and occasional exterior mica
slips; (5) smudged wares; (6) undecorated polished plainwares- and (7) numerous form changes. On the other side
of the cal, the technique of decorating pottery with lead
glaze paint was about to disappear from the ceramic traditions of the area after nearly .10( years of production.

)uring the early decades of the l8th ei ur . Spanish
colonists settled along the Rio Grande in W\hitt Rock ('an
yon and along the Rio (hiquito ill the Canada de ('o-hili
settlt'ment. By 1760, there were at least 10 households
totaling 140 Spanish citizens in the area north of 'ucliti
Puehlo (Adams 195.1:651. Bishop Tamaron. who visited the
it)Who
area in that y ear, speaks of I'.'urolwih-iZ'd 111nrs
lived on the west side of (lit' Rio (rande.

HISTORIC POTTERY OF THE

PUEBLO REVOLT AND RECONDUEST PHASE

These settl trs brought with theim ntw and varitd pot.
tery traditions that were to continue in the area for iearl
210 years. Temper studies of the potter' from historic "ites
in the ('ochiti study area have revealed tiat potter\ related
to the Tewa ceramic tradil ions of the nor trn Pueblos and
the Zia ceramit' traditions in the ,i' nez Ri\cr \allis \ as

The Pueblo Revolt of 1680 resulted in the complete
abandonment of many of tle Rio Grande towns. Some of
the Pueblos, like the Cochiti, built homes on high plateaus,
in defensive positions. As the attacks of unfriendly nomads
and repeated punitive expeditions of the Spanish from t he
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IIISTORW POTTER Y
being produced using local cla-s and rock temper. Sherd
assemblages from 15 sites dating between A.D. 1700 and
1900 have been studied; two of the sites ol La Majada Mesa
and five in White Rock Canyon were excavated. The results
of the analyses are summarized in Table 12.2.

mica, in the same tradition as Vadito Micaceous Slip, a
type described by Dick at Picuris (1968:84).
Tr., -ring dates from an historic room at Pueblo del
Encierro were mainly from the period between 1766 and
1790, all noncutting dates (Robinson et al. 1972). Dates
suggesting an early 18th century occupation were also
obtained, but these may have come from reused timbers at
the nearby Torreon Site. Encierro may have been the home
visited by Bishop 'l'aneron in 1760. On June 20, he visited
"a large house belonging to a settler opposite the pueblo
[Cochiti I on the east side of tit river..." (Adams 1954:
65). Only one other historic building, LA 6170, is recorded
in this area. but no data on the pottery is available.

18th Century Sites
of La Majada Mesa
The Torreon Site (LA 6178) was separated from
Pueblo del Encierro (LA 70) by about 100 meters, but
the differences in the pottery assemblages indicate that
they were not occupied at the same time. The Torreon
Site was a fortified structure believed to have been occupied during the early decades of the 18th century (Snow
1973b). Eight rooms of the prehistoric pueblo, Pueblo del
Encierro. had been reconstructed and occupied probably
during the second half of that century.

The carbon paint polychrone vessels from Encierro
tend to have heavy, solid black design elements, fitting the
description of Powhoge Polychrome (Dick 1968): however,
red matte may occur in the designs, as in the earlier Ogapoge Polychrome. More pottery was made locally than at
the Torreon Site, probably more than 30';. Red-surfaced
vessels with carbon paint designs made tip V ' of the historic wares. The majority of these were made locally.

At the time the historic pottery of the Torreon Site
was analyzed, in 1967, it was thought that the Glaze F
sherds present dated to the late 17th century. More recent
studies of historic pottery from Rio Chiquito and White
Rock Canyon sites indicate that late glaze wares were still
being produced during the early decades of the 18th
century. Tempering material in these 18th century vessels
is mainly a sandy hornblende latite, believed to have been
used by potters at the Galisteo Pueblo. ?erbaps after reoccupation of that village in 1706. However, about 10% of
the Glaze F sherds contained rock temper indigenous to
the Cochiti area, and more than 70r of the associated
Salinas Red pottery was locally made.

Mineral painted polychrome bowls at Encierro had
been produced in the Cochiti area. Most had an exterior
carina and designs painted on an exterior white slip above
the angle. Designs included framed triangles, chevrons, zigzags, and framed dots or Xs. Mineral paints are red, brown.
and black, with a preference for reddish brown. lines of
equal width are often used to create the design elements.
No sherds of this type were found at the Torreon Site.

The decorated wares were mainly Ogapoge Polychrome
intrusive from the Tewa area in the Upper Rio Grande,
with only a small percentage made locally or imported
from the Zia villages. Tewa Polychrome, dating to the late
17th and early 18th century, was also present.

Plain red, plain black, and red-on-buff wares were of
local origin. Tile red-on-buff vessels are similar to those
described by Dick (1968:80) as Casitas Red-on-brown:
however, the bowls with everted rims are deeper than the
soup plate or flange plates. White slipped bases appeared on
two vessels. Only two soup plates were noted. No Kapo
Black was recognized, although some vessels may have been
smudged in part.

Hemispherical bowls were the most common vessel of
the decorated wares, a form which appears to be an 18th
century innovation. Soup plate and carinated bowl forms
were also common in the carbon paint polychromes.

Fiber temper was noted in 12', of the plainware sherds
from Encierro. Coarse-grained volcanic sandstone occurrtc
in 44%' and crystal pumice in 23'.

Several aberrant or unusual vessels were noted at the
Torreon Site. A locally made olla had a carbon paint design
on a red slip. A hemispherical bowl had a deep pink slip.
A fragmentary Pojoaque Polychrome olla was decorated
with red matte outlined in black, in the tradition of Ogapoge Polychrome, and was apparently locally made.

Forms of the historic plainwares included Iemispherical, carinated or everted rim bowls, flared bowls, ollas or
jars, soup plates, and possibly pitchers. Fiber temper occurred only in bowl sherds.

Kapo Black vessels, which had underlying slips, are the
earliest known occurrence of the ware in the area. About
20 of the Kapo sherds contained local tempering material,

The rim of a ceramic comal was found in one of tile
rooms at Encierro. This was tempered with pumice and is
presumably made locally. (komales art,
common in Mexico,
prehistorically and historically, but the fragment found at
Encierro may be the first reported occurrence in the Rio
Grande.

Culinary vessels with coarse grained volcanic sand temper and polished or smudged interiors are also new to the
area. Some of the utility vessels are similar to the 17th
century Corona Plain, which was common at the 17th
century Spanish homestead of Las Majadas. The surface
colors of the sandstone tempered utility sherds tend more
to reds or tan, in contrast to the blackened utility sherds
of the 17th century. The sandstone tempered utility wares
may be classed as Carnue Plain, a type described by l)ick
(1968). Nearly half of the utility sherds were slipped with

Several methods of pottery making noted at Encierro
have not been reported previously in the Rio Grande. 'lhe
fiber tempered vessels had a laminated appearance and were
probably molded from a pancake of plastic clay. Some of
the larger vessels which contained coarse sandstone temper
were also mold made, although others were coil construeted. In a few sherds there was evidence that a broad fillet of
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clay may have been added to form a rim by doubling it
over and fastening it to both the interior and exterior of
tile
bowl,
Large globular utility vessels may have been formed by
two-piece vertical molds, as no weld marks or coiling were
obvious. This method of mold construction has been described by Foster (1948:356) as a modern pottery-making
technique in Michoacan, Meexico.
The base of one olla or pitcher had been constructed
by pressing a small pancake of clay on another and welding
them together with finger pressure.
In summar, the two 18th century sites near t'ochiti
Pueblo appear to be of two time periods and to have distinct ceramic traditions. Some of the traits that first appeared in the 17th century (such as flange plates, mica
slipped utility, and smudged wares) carried over into the
18th century but after 1700 many new traits appeared
as well.

LA 13291 to the last two decades of the 19th centurv
(C. Snow, personal communication). Carbon paint pottery
made in the Cochiti area is predominant. At least two
utility vessels might be classed as brickware and are red.
thick-walled, and heavily tempered with sandstone grains.
Puname Polychrome, Kapo ilack. and red and tan plainwares complete the assemblage.
LA 10114, a one room site, had a ceramic assemblage
similar to LA 12161 and 12438. but with a few trait differences that indicate a slightly later occupation. Late
Glaze F, cornales, and spindle whorls art absent at LA
1011-t. A carbon paint polychrome vessel with a black rim
and Kapo Black ironstone sherds are believed to be characteristic of the 19th century. A high percentage of local
crystal pumice temper in the carbon paint polychromes
is also suggestive of a post 1880 date. Solid black triangle
design motifs on carbon painted wares are consistent with
pumice tempered vessels. In all probability, this sit was
occupied in the late 19th or early 20th century .
Pottery of Rio Chiquito Sites,
Canada de Cochiti

Historic Pottery
of White Rock Canyon
Fise historic sites in White Rock Canyon (LA 9138,
LA 1011-I, LA 12161, LA 12-438, and LA 13291) all
appear to have been Spanish Colonial occupations. All,
except LA 13291. can be dated to the late 18th and possibly early 19th century. Associated ironstone sherds indicate that LA 13291 was occupied during the late 19th
centurv.
T'o of the earlier sites, LA 12161 and LA 12438, had
similar pottery assemblages including carbon paint polychromes, Carnue Plain, mica slipped utility ware, and-late
Glaze F. Also present were Kapo Black, Puname Pol\ chrome and bisque ware,. Comal fragments, carbon paint
red ware, soup plate forms, and a ring-base Kapo Black
bowl fragment were found at LA 12161. At least one vessel
of Casitas Red-on-brown was present at LA 12-138. The
pottery types and traditions are commtnly found at sites
with high frequency of carbon paint poly chrome wares and
are particularly reminiscent of the historic ceramics of
Pueblo del Encierro (LA 70). Both assemblages included
small percentages of late Glaze I, which was not present
at Encierro.
Puname Polychromte was the predominant decorated
ware at LA 91"38, constituting 17" of all sherds recovered,
Almost all of the mineral paint vessels were jars or ollas
and were produced in the Zia area, although at least a few
Puname vessels with crystal pumice temper had been made
locally. The Puname Polychrome vessels were characterized
by white slips, thin walls (ca. 5 mn), and red painted rims
suggestive of 18th century production. Carnue Plain was
the predominant utility wart at LA 9118. Carbon paint
polychrome sherds constituted 15', of tht assemblagt,;
ae('ssory were Kapo Black, late Glaze F, and mica slipped
utility. Absent were the miscellaneous pottery types and
forms characteristic of contemporary carbon paint assemblages,
Fragments of transfer print ironstone and a v-Itflow
ironstone mixing bowl dates the historic ot-rupat ion of
212

Analysis of surface collection of sherds from tight sites
along Rio Chiquito indicates a similar dichotom\ in ceramic
traits as noted in the White Rock ('anyon sites. Sites with
higher frequencies of carbon paint polychromes included
LA 12210, LA 9818, and LA 9880. LA 122101 has ont, of
the highest ratios of late Glaze F in the area and ma) he
one of the earliest sites in the study area. tine of thl
Puname Polychromc jars had a black rim, but three others
had red rims. One unusual sherd found was from a red-tnbuff bowl. Fine red lines, less than 2 mm wide, framed a
series of solid red scallops. The crystal pumice temper indicates that the vessel was locally made.
Both LA 9818 and LA 9880 have higher percentages
of locally produced carbon paint wares and may hav been
occupied in the late 19th or even into tihe early 20th century. olwever, the presence of Ocate Micaceous at LA
9880. a thin walled micacvous utilit\ ware, and a widk,
variety of other ceramic traits, such as soup plate fornls,
arhon-on-red pottery, and Casitas Red-on-buff sherds,
suggest a middle to late 18th century occupation. ;unnerson (1969) estimated the dates for t)cate Micatcous
between A.). 1550 and 1750. lHowever. the war( has not
been noted in the Rio Grande area prior to 1680. Ocate
is characterized by thin walls, 3-5 mm. and inclusions of
mica in the clay body, generally giving a laminated appearance parallel to the walls.
Five other sites along Rio ('hiquito had frequt-ncies tf
mineral paint historic pottery equal to or greater than thcarbon paint pottery. Two sites, LA 9819 and LA 9878.
included late Glaze F sherds and probably date in the 18th
century, whilt three other sites (LA 9836, LA 3.152, and
LA 3.1,1) are dated in the 19th century, A fragment of
('hinese porcelain, probably predating 1870, was found at
ILA 9836. The late historit octupation at Kuapa (ILA :311 1
produced carbon paint vtsst'ls with black rims, altlhouh
one Punamte Ptlychronie sl'rd had a red painted rim. A
sierd of while china found here probabl dates post 1884
Intrusive wart's from the Tewa ar-a t

th

north had
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decreased in frequency at the 19th century sites, probably
making tip no more than 10"I"of the ceramic assemblages.
Both carbon and ineral painted wares continued to be
made locally with crystal pumice temper, probably until
1900. The slips of the Puname vessels had a definite yellowish cast in contrast to the white slips of the 18th century
vessels. Plainwares, both red and black, often took on high
luster and slips sometimes looked glazed, taking on the
appearance of commercial ironstone. Overall slipping of
redware was noted at one site (LA 9836).
There was a general trend toward uniformity in the
19th century and a decrease in decorated vessels. Miscel.
laneous or aberrant vessels of the 18th century were generally absent at the 19th century sites.

POTTERY CLASSIFICATIONS OF THE
COCHITI STUDY AREA: SUMMARY
Carbon Painted
Polychrome Wares
Carbon painted polychrome vessels were the predominant decorated ware at the majority of site assemblages examined. Ollas were the predominant vessel form, but hemispherical bowls, carinated bowls, and flange bowls or soup
plates were common. Three major source areas for the carbon paint pottery were identified through temper analysis
and included the eastern Tewa villages along the Nambe and
Tesuque Rivers, the western Tewa villages in the Espanola
Valley, and the Cochiti study area. The frequency of
carbon paint pottery made in the Cochiti area increased
through time and toward the close of the 19th century,
trade from the Tewa country had apparently ceased,
Pottery from the eastern Tewa was tempered with vittic tuff. Designs include fine line elements: cream colored
slips are usually finely crazed: flakes of white and gold
colored mica may be noticeable on the vessel surfaces.

Powhoge Polychrome is characterized by solid black
design elements, usually in exclusion of fine line design.
Almost all of the locally produced pottery would be classed as Powhoge. However, the named varieties of the
carbon paint polychromes were not used for omparative
analysis of the ceramic assemblages due to the fragmentary
nature of most of the sherds.

Carbon-on-Red Wares
The carbon-on-red tradition was present at six of the
16 sites. This ware first made its appearance at the Torreon
site (LA 6178) dating to the early 1700s. The carbon-onblack pottery appeared at several other 18th century
Spanish sites in low frequencies. Forms usually were the
same as contemporary carbon paint wares and included
both ollas and hemispherical bowls. Occasionally a polychrome effect was achieved by using both pink and red
slips with black carbon paint designs. The carbon-on-red
tradition did appear in the Tewa country about the same
time as in the Cochiti study area, according to temper
studies: most of the Tewa vessels were produced in the
Espanola Valley. The tradition persisted into the 20th
century at the pueblos of San Ildefonso and Santo Domingo according to Chapman (1970).

Mineral Paint
Polychrome Wares
Several different mineral paint traditions were noted
in the study area, including both the early white slipped
Puname Polychrome and a 19th century cream-to-buff
slipped ware. The majority of the mineral paint vessels in
the Cochiti study area were intrusive from the Zia villages
to the south, but local production utilizing crushed crystal
pumice temper was noted at sites dating from the mid
1600s to the end of the 19th century.
White slips were used during the 18th century but
some time after A.). 1800, cream to tan slips became more
common. Both red and black painted rims were presen,
during the 18th century, with red predominant: black
painted rims were more common in the 19th century.
Puname Polychrome became a major trade ware during
the latter part of the 19th century in the Rio Grande
region. The ware was present at all the 16 sites included in
this analysis and was predominant in three or four. Ollas
were the predominant form in the mineral paint polychromes in the Puname tradition. However, carinated bowl
forms were o ninon at Pueblo del Encierro: designs were
tusually in a reddish brown paint on a white slip. At least
one soup plate form was found at Pueblo del Encierro and
a ring-base bowl sherd was noted at a site in the Canada
de Cochiti Grant.

Trade vessels from the Espanola Valley were tempered
with vitric tuff containing black glass sherds: in addition to
the fine line designs, heavier solid black triangles and broad
lines were also present: white slips were crazed.
Locally made carbon paint polychromes were tempered with crushed crystal pumice fragments containing
clear quartz phenocrysts: solid black designs predominate:
the slips are smooth, white or cream, and glossy: red matte
paint appeared occasionally in all three carbon paint types.
Tewa Polychrome sherds were mainly found at a Revolt Period site, Oki Kotvii, and at the Torreon site. An
early Tewa jar was found at the pre-Revolt site of Las
Majadas. Production of Tewa Polychrome probably ceased
early in the 18th century.

One unusual red-on-buff vessel of local manufact ure
was found at LA 12210, a Canada site. The interior of the
hemispherical howl was well polished and was decorated
with red matte paint in a framed scallop design. The site
probably dates to the early 1700s.

Ogapoge Polychrome, which dates to the early and mid
18th century. is characterized by tile presence of red matte
paint in the designs, although duochromes are predominant,
Ogapoge Polychrome was common at the Torreon site but
not at sites post-dating A.D. 1750. Most of the (gapoge
Polychrome was intrusive from the Tewa country. although
red matte did appear rarely on local carbon paint polychrome.

Red-on-Buff and
Polished Plain Wares
Polished plain wares were common at some of the sites
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in the study area, particularly during the 18th century.
Various ceramic traditions were undoubtedly present,
One centered around hemispherical bowls with red slips
and vitric tuff temper. Bands of red slip paint were often
used to decorate buff colored surfaces. Two or more
ceramic traditions might be included here. One developed
in tile Tewa country to the north during the 17th century
and usually includes hemispherical bowls. The other ware
has been named Casitas Red-on-buff (Dick 1968) and
includes flange bowls. It is not known at this time if there is
a cultural tie between the two wares.

'X
had an overall glazed interior, undecorated exterior, and a
ring base.

The post 1700 glaze wares are generally tempered with
a sandy hornblende latite and are believed to ha%e been
made at the Galisteo Pueblo (LA 26). Bowls usually have
typical Glaze F rims with an exterior carina, although one
hemispherical bowl might be represented. Jar sherds were
also noted. One sherd of undecorated Salinas Rcd bowl,
also from the Galisteo, was found at LA 12161.
The Historic Utility Wares

Another division is indicated at Pueblo del Encierro
(LA 70), where hemispherical bowls are absent in crystal pumice tempered plain wares, but common in the
sandstone tempered pottery. Olla forms rarely occur
with sandstone temper, and fiber temper was found mostly
in bowl forms. This type of division within the plainwares
suggests that either individual potters are making only
certain forms, or that different temper is used for different
forms.

Kapo Black and
"Ironstone" Ware
Polished, smudged black wares werv found at all sites
except one er two of tile 16, and included locally made and
trade wares front the Tewa area. At LA 12161 fragments of
a ring-base or footed vessel, which was apparently intrusive
from the Tewa area, were found. The smudged black wares
have collectively been designated as Kapo Black although
made in different areas. Both bowl and olla forms may
occur.
During the 19th century, a ware resembling Kapo
Black appeared as late as the 1880s or 1890s. The reddish
brown to black surfaces of these were fired to a subglaze.
much resembling commercial ironstone of similar color.
These contained crystal pumice temper and were probably
made in the study area.
"Bisque" Wares
A group of plain polished wares that contain varying
amounts of fiber temper and fine to coarse grains of sandstone have been designated as bisque ware. Workmanship is
generally poor, walls are friable and sandy giving the appearance of bisque or unfinished pottery. With one exception, only bowl forms were present. The laminated appearance of vessel walls indicates construction over or in a
mold. One miniature jar or ollita was probably finger modeled from two pancakes of clay. The fiber tempered wares
appear to grade into sandstone tempered wares, but the
sample was small. Possibly two ceramic traditions are represented.

Glaze Paint Wares

New trends in the utility wares included interior polishing and smudging, which appeared first in the 17th
century: mica slips and exterior scoring. The 18th century utility wares were tempered mainly with coarse
volcanic sandstone or crushed pumice, materials not used
by 17th century or earlier potters. taminated walls and
absence of coil junctures in some of the partially restorable
vessels of Pueblo dt I Encierro suggest man ufact ure by twopiece vertical molds, of some of the utility wares. ('oil
construction was also evident. Occasionally a utility jar
would have some polishing on tile exterior of the vessel:
others had application of mica flakes on the exterior. One
sherd of Ocate Micaceous(?) in the tradition of the Iicarilla
Apache ware was found at LA 9880.
Smudging of the interior of utility vessels was a conmon trait in the Mogollon utility wares dating back into
preColumbian time, and was not uncommon in the Middle
and Upper Rio Grande in association with Rio Grande
glaze paint wares. A possible cause of smudging in historic
wares is suggested by Bandelier, who described chimneys
made of large jars at Cochiti. and noted "smoked potterN
indicating chimneys'" at Mexican ruins on the road to La
Bajada (Lange and Riley 1966:208).
Pottery Comales
Comal fragments were recovered from at least three
18th century sites in the study area. All sherd fragments
were tempered with coarse volcanic sandstone (2475) and
were produced locally. The comales have slightly upturned
rims, a roughened base, and appear to be circular in form.
One large rim fragment from LA 12161 indicates a circular
form ca. 30 cm in diameter. Its base was encrusted with
coarse sand grains, probably for insulation. Another fragment had a central weld line, suggesting construction with
pancakes of clay. In general, the comales resemble those
reported from prehistoric and historic sites in Mexico
(Tolstory 1958:39). Pottery comales are rare in the Rio
Grande region, and in the Cochiti study area, did not appear at any 19th centur' sites. Fragments of a cont that
may have been made at Zuni Pueblo were found at a site
near Peach Springs, on the Navajo Reservation, but is of

unknown date.

Post 1700 glaze paint wares were present at eight of
the historic sites, and 17th century late Group E and Group
F pottery was found at Las Majadas (LA 591). The occurrence ;f overall green glaze vessels at the latter site may be
one of the earliest in the Rio Grande. The sherds were tempered with rhyolite tuff, but the source of manufacture was
not determined. An unusual pitcher made at Pecos Pueblo
244

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
IN RIO GRANDE HISTORIC

POTTERY: DISCUSSION
During the 17th century, numerous changes in the
pottery of the ('ochiti Reservoir District reflect influence
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of Spanish colonists, including Mesoamerican Indians who
were often members of Spanish households. Flange and
ring-base bowls made in the .ochiti area are reminiscent of
prehistoric pottery traditions that date back to 1500 B.C.
Mica lips appeared at tile mid 17th century Spanish homestead of Las Majadas, as a new trait in utility wares; mica
slips also occurred in the 16th century on Posui'i Incised
and Kapo Gray vessels produced in the Tewa area to the
north.
Other new ceramic traditions to appear during the preRebellion period include carbon and mineral paint polychrome vessels: carbon paint redware; smudged wares,
plain polished ware (Salinas Red), spindle whorls, and
various form changes.
Following the Reconquest in the iate 17th century., a
number af Mexican families moved into the area east and
north of Cochiti Pueblo. In 1760, Bishop Tamaron referred
to these Spanish colonists as "Europeanizcd inixtures"
(Adams 1951). The settlers were soon making pottery in
the area but were selecting tempering materials that differed from those that had been in use in the previous century. Earlier traditions that did carry over from the 17th
century included mica slips, smudging, ring bases, flange
plates, and spindle whorls. For the first time, ceramic
comales with upturned rims and roughened bases were
produced. Carbon and mineral painted pottery made in the
area soon replaced the 17th century glaze paint wares.

245

Polished redware decorated with black carbon paint continued to be made in small quantity, but with slightly
different vessel form from the 17th century pots. Broadline red-on-buff bowls were produced in the Cochiti area
for the first time. Hemispherical bowl forms became popular, replacing to some extent the earlier carinated bowls of
the 17th century.
Mold-made pottery was a new method of construction
introduced after A.D. 1700, and included pancake molding
and two piece vertical molds, both traits suggesting Mesoamerican techniques. The presence of fiber temper in some
of the mold-made vessels is suggestive of a long-lived prehistoric tradition of pottery making in Mexico.
Two or more separate ceramic traditions may have
been present in the Cochiti Reservoir District during the
18th century. Subsequent changes within these ceramic
assemblages and adoption of many traits by the Pueblo
potters of the Cochiti and Tewa area need additional
studies before the various factors influencing the adoption
and development of new pottery tradition in the upper
Middle Rio Grande can be traced or understood. Much of
the new data obtained in the Cochiti area were a direct
outgrowth of the mineralogical studies. Perhaps in the
future additional studies in the Cochiti and other areas in
the Southwest will help resolve some of the unanswered
problems pertaining to the diffusion of cermic traits into
New Mexico during historic time.
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Chapter 13
SPATIAL PATTERNING ANI) CONTENT VARIABILITY
IN FOUR HISTORIC FAUNAL ASSEMBLAGES
Martha R. Bin ford
was excavated (8.6% of the estimated site extent). There
appears to have been only one occupation of LA 12161.
Large quantities of cultural material were recovered from
the site including ceramics, lithics, bone, metal, and glass.
Ceramic artifacts indicate a minimum of 102 vessels represented at the site. Many ceramic spindle whorls, spindle
whorl blanks and disks were also recovered. Faunal remains
consisted of 663 bones, most of which (52',) were tecovered from the midden area. Despite the apparent small time
investment in construction of the room, artifactual debris
suggest a prolonged occupation with considerable diversity
of activities.

INTRODUCTION
Faunal remains have traditionally been treated superficially, often to the extent of only listing species present.
This trend has been changing as archeologists become increasingly aware of the potential information carried in
faunal remains. The problem now, however, is one of
interpretation. Accurate interpretation of faunal remains
requires an understanding of the variables and processes
which condition the formation of faunal assemblages.
At this time, we are ignorant of both, making accurate
interpretation extremely difficult. We cannot expect to
gain any understanding until we become aware of the
variability we are actually dealing with, raise questions
about the observed variability, and seek answers to these
questions. As archeologists, we should be more concerned
with realizing the extent of what we do and do not know,
rather than attempting explanations based upon unjustified
assumptions,

LA 9138 (A.D. 1750-1800)
LA 9138 is located on the west side of the Rio Grande
River, approximately 3.5 km above the mouth of White
Rock Canyon, at the base of a talus slope. The site is composed of an Anasazi period component (which will not be
discussed) and a Historic period component. The Historic
component consists of four noncontiguous structures, trash
scatters, and a wall network enclosing the entire site. The
structural units include three freestanding roomblocks of
two rooms each (Rooms 1 and 2, Rooms 3 and 4. Rooms 8
and 9) and one freestanding isolated structure (Room 5.
The surface area collected totaled 1155 m 2 . Excavated
areas included the interiors of the seven rooms and grids
outside and contiguous to each room, totaling about
191.7 m2 (16.6% of the estimated site extent).

The goal of this paper is simply to document variability
in faunal assemblages from four 18th and 19th century
sites, and to raise questions about them as they reflect
human behavior,
Faunal assemblages from four Historic period sites
(LA 12161, LA 9138, LA 10114, LA 13291) in the Cochiti
Reservoir area will be examined in regard to spatial organization and content variability. These sites were chosen because: (1) they have been posited to represent the same
basic adaptation (see Snow, this volume); (2) they are
located in the same area, and (3) they have relatively large
faunal assemblages. All four sites are located in the Cochiti
study area where similar faunal resources are available. Although their combined occupation spans a 200 year time
period, all indicate a reliance on domestic sheep or goat. It
was felt, due to these similarities, that variability in faunal
remains would reflect behavioral rather than faunal resource differences. A brief description of the sites follows,
For a detailed summary of each site see Chapman et al.
(1977:119-159, 167-192), Hunter-Anderson et al.(1979),
and Schutt (1979).

There appears to have been at least two historic occupations represented at LA 9138. The first occupation is
marked by the construction and habitation of Rooms 1. 3.
4, 5, 8, and 9. The second occupation is marked by the construction of Room 2 and the reuse of Rooms 1,3, and 4 as
corrals. Corner fireplaces were located in Rooms 1,3, .1,
and 8. Rooms 2. 5, and 9 did not have formal hearth features: Room 5, however, contained a large charcoal stained
area.
Faunal remains consisted of 104 bones, the majority of
which (66';) were recovered from Rooms 1. 2,8 and 9.
Room 1 contained the greatest amount of bone within a
single room. There appears to be little difference, in terms
of faunal remains, between the two historic occupations.
Despite the relatively large labor investment in (nstruction
of Rooms 1,3, 4, and 5,the artifactual debris recovered
from this site suggests a relatively short occupation.

SITE DESCRIPTIONS
LA 12161 (A.D. 1700-1750)
LA 12161 is located north of Medio Canyon on an
alluvial bench on the west side of the Rio Grande River,
in White Rock Canyon. The site is composed of a single
rectangular surface structure with a corner hearth and subfloor cist and an associated trash midden. LA 12161 is the
only site where an intact midden was recovered. An area of
206 m2 was surface collected. Excavation occurred within
the room and midden, in grids contiguous to these features,2
and in four test areas. A total of approximately 17.7 m

LA 10114 (A.D. 1800-1850)
LA 10114 is located between Medio and Sanchez
Canyons in While Rock Canvon. The site is located at the
base of a talus slope on the west side of the Rio Grande.
LA 1011.1 consists of one, room, two small storage- structures, and a number of wall fragments enclosing an area al
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the base of the talus. Room 1 includes an interior hearth.
An ash stain, hearth and two storage structures are located
in the excavated area outside the room. An area of 372 yi 2
was surface collected. Excavated areas include Room 1,
approximately 23 m 2 north of and surrounding the room,
2
and two test areas south of the room (about 56 m ,15"'
of the surface collected area). One historic occupation is
indicated at the site; however, ceramics recovered from test
areas 1 and 2 indicate a possible prehistoric component.
Ceramic artifacts represent a minimum of 39 vessels. Faunal
remains from the site (629 bones) were recovred primarily
from the room and within grids contiguous to the room.
Little time was apparently invested in the construction of
the room, but artifactual debris was prevalent.

LA 13291 (A.D. 1850-1900)
LA 13291 is located at the base of a talus slope north
of Medio Canyon on the east side of the Rio Grande. The
site is composed of four noncontiguous rooms. An area of
632 in 2 was surface collected. Excavated areas include the
interior of all rooms and grids outside and contiguous to
these rooms (totaling approximately 53 m2 or 8% of the
site's estimated area). The occupations of the rooms were
probably contemporaneous, with the exception of an earlier,
less extensive, occupation of Room 1. Room 1 included two interior features: a burned hearth area and an
ash area. The ash area was probably a dump for material
accumulating in the hearth. Exterior features around Room
1 include three ash areas outside the south wall. A burned
area within the room is the only evidence of an occupation
level. Room 4 contained no interior features. Ceramic
artifacts from LA 13291 represent a minimum of 43 yessels, the majority of which are historic in time period,

At this time, it is helpful to present some general limitations of the data to be discussed. First, the descriptions of
these assemblages are based on extremely fragmentary sampies. Second, evidence of attrition is great. Many of the
breaks documented for the assemblages are of post-occupational origin. Third, rodent disturbed areas are common
and some bone fragments have been nearly destroyed by
rodent gnawing.
Another limitation of this data is the reliability of the
sample. All areas within the estimated site boundary were
surface collected. Although the intensity of some artifact
classes is often greater on the surface than subsurface (providing a fairly reliable sample from surface collection),
this is not the case for faunal remains. In the study area,
bone is generally recovered in larger quantities below the
surface. For example, only 0.16% of the bone from LA
10114 was recovered from the surface. Thus, surface collection alone is not a very reliable sample of faunal remains. Unfortunately, excavation of the four sites was
generally limited to features and grids contiguous to features. The average excavated area at the four sites was
only 12"' of tileestimated site extent. We have no way
of assessing the reliability of these samples. Without knowledge of what our sample is (representative or biased), we
can only speculate about the behaviors and activities the
sample may reflect. Speculation, not supposed explanation, will be presented in this paper.

The faunal remains (765 bones) were recovered primarily in the upper strata of Room 1, representing the second
occupation of the room, although comtemporaneous with
the main occupation of the site. All rooms at the site show
little labor investment in construction; however, artifactual
debris recovered from the site suggests a fairly long occupation with a variety of subsistence activities occurring at the
site.

The identification of bone to species and element was
conducted by Arthur I. Harris. Broad nontaxonomic
categories were created by Harris to identify bones when
classification to species was impossible. For example. the
term medium-large mammal is defined as any mammal
ranging in size from a cottontail rabbit to a bison. Obiously, use of these classes limits any behavioral interpretation. These categories do, however, carry general information about the body size of the species exploited. Due
to the fragmentary nature of these faunal assemblages.
these categories were prevalent in llarris' classification of
these remains, with the majority of the bones classified
into the following categories:
Large Mammal: Any mammal ranging in size from a
domestic sheep to bison.

CONTENT VARIABILITY

Introduction

Medium-large Mammal: Any mammal ranging in size
from a cottontail rabbit to a bison.

The examination of variability within faunal assemi)lages is critical in determining subsistence activities at
archeological sites. Information regarding tWe species exploited, butchering practices, and the processing and consumption of faunal resources can only be obtained through
the analysis of faunal assemblage content. Analysis of this
type provides valuable data which can be used to infer
broader aspcts of culture. For example, inferences can be
made about the domestication of animals, trade behavior,
and the production of exportable goods (wool for instance).
In this chapter, faunal assemblages are discussed asthev
reflect the species exploited and the processing and consumption of faunal resources. Through focusing on these
topics, it is felt the study provides a substantial amount of
information about human activities at four historic sites,

2,18

Medium Mammal: Includes mammals ranging in size
from a cottontail to ('anis sp.
Small-nedium Mammal: Any mammal ranging in size
from a rodent to ('anis sp.
Small Mammals: Primarily rodents.
Artiodactyla: Any artiodactyla.
Large
rtiodactyla: Any artiodactyla ranging in size
from an elk to a bison.
Medium Artiodaetyla: Any artiodactyla
size from a pronghorn to a deer.

ranging in
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Small Artiodactyla:
size range.

The domestic sheep

or goat

mates of the minimum number of individuals (MNI) represented per species or taxon. The MNI is calculated by
utilizing not only species and element counts, but also
age estimation. For example, one left femur from an
adult sheep and one right femur from an immature sheep
is calculated as two individuals on the basis of age. The
MNI is a true minimum in the sense that they represent
a minimum for the site as a whole. Calculations based
upon either vertical or horizontal provenience would
inflate the estimate. Any other method could not be
justified due to the disturbed stratigraphic sequence of
the sites and the lack of clearly defined occupation
levels.

Mammal: Any mammal of any size.
Although the bones in these categories could not be used
in the determination of minimum number of individuals or species exploited, they were used in the discussion of body size (see Table 13.1). Body size data can
be used in the interpretation of subsistence strategies.
It should be noted that the speculations offered
in this paper are based upon element counts and esti-

Table 13.1
Body Size Data

LA 12161

Site Number
LA 9138

LA10114

LA 13291

Total number of Bones

663

104

629

765

Total Number of Bones
with Body Size Data

654

94

591

700

No.
Large
Medium - Large
Medium
Small - Medium
Small

564
85
2
0
3

(86%)
(13%)
(.3%)
(.4%)

No.

%

50
21
6
0
17

(53'i)
(22";)
(6%z
)
(18%)

No.
147
341
71
21
11

1;
(25%)
(58% )
(12'%)
(3%)
(2 )

No.
465
177
19
22
17

(66")
(25';)
(3";)
(3')
(2")

(Includes nonmammals)
The following section examines faunal assemblage
content as it relates to the species exploited. Emphasis is
placed upon comparing strategies of exploitation represented among the four sites,

bones, representing two individuals, were recoxered. It
should be noted that 85 bones are classified into the
medium-large mammal category. Although these hones
have not been examined by the author, reexamination of
medium-large mammal bones from LA 10114 indicate
that, at least for this site, the vast majority of the bones
lumped into this category are actually large mammal
forms (all medium-large mammal bones from LA 1011.
have been reexamined by L. R. Binford). Despite these
medium-large mammal bones, it is clear that the faunal
remains at LA 12161 are almost exclusively large mammal
species.

Species Exploited
The range of species exploited by the inhabitants of
LA 12161, LA 9138, LA 10114, and LA 13291 is very
similar. Although a total of 25 species (or taxa) were exploited at the four sites, the number of species exploited
at each individual site ranges from 9 to 10. Both domestic
and nondomestic species are represented at each site. A
comparative summary of the species represented at each
site, with accompanying MNI figures, is presented in
Table 13.2.

The variety of both domestic and nondomestic species
is greater at LA 12161 than at any of the other historic
sites. Seven individuals representing five different species
of large mammals are evident from the faunal remains.
LA 12161 also exhibited the greatest variety of domesti.
cate forms. Three domesticated species represented b. five
individuals are indicated by the minimum number of individuals. The fauna from this site included not only domes.
tic sheep or goat (which is indicated at all four sites) but
also domestic cow and burro. The possibility of domestic
dog is also likely. One (onis sp. is represented at the site,
and numerous canine gnawed bones were recovered from
the midden. Although we cannot be sure that the Canis
species is a domesticated form, the presence of canine
gnawed bones in the midden lends support to this suggestion. It seems unlikely that nondomesticated dogs

LA 12161 - The faunal assemblage from LA 12161
indicates a subsistence strategy which focused upon large
mammal species. The heavy reliance placed upon these
species is supported by both the MNI and bone count percentages. Of the eleven individuals represented at the site,
seven (67%) are large mammal species; of the 663 bones
recovered from the site, 86"; are from large mammal forms
(see Table 13.1). These percentages are higher than any
other site analyzed. Of the 654 bones for which size could
be determined, only two fragments representing two individuals are from the medium body size range and no bones
are from the small mammal size range. However, three bird
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Table 13.2

Minimum Number of Individuals
LA
12161

Large Mammals:

Medium Mammals:

Small Mammals:

Birds:

LA
9138

LA
10114

LA
13291

1

3

Bos/Bison
1

Bos/Bison/Cervus/Equus
Deer
Antelope
Cow
Burro
Sheep/Goat
Total Large Mammal Species

1
1
1
1
3
5

2
2

2

.4
3

MNI

7

3

4

9

Canis
Beaver
Cottontail Rabbit
Jackrabbit
Total Medium Mammal Species

1
1

2

1
1
2

MNI

2

2

Mouse
Woodrat
Rock squirrel
Gopher
Abert's squirrel
Total Small Mammal Species
IlNI

1

1
1

0
0

I
3
3

1
2
2

3

1

1

3
1
1

23
2

5

1

Raven
Perching or song bird
Duck
Anseriformes
Bird (Mallard size)
Mourning dove
Bird
Total Bird Species
MNI

1
1
3
3

1
1
1

I
1

1
2
2

2
2

2
2

1
1

Fish
Total Fish Species and MNI

0

I
1

0

0

Spade foot toad
Total Species and MNI

0

0

0

............ I1
1

Total Domesticates: Species
MN

3
5

1
2

1
3

1
.1

Site Totals:

9
11

10
11

9
11

10
19

Fish:

Amphibian:

Species
MNI
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would gnaw bones that were already in the midden, due to
the close proximity of the midden to the living area. In
general, wild dogs tend to stay away from people. It is
possible that the presence of these bones in the midden
represents a cleaning episode in which bones that had been
gnawed by dogs at the site during the occupation were
deposited into the midden. At this point, however, this is
entirely speculation.

of all four assemblages. However, the author believes that
the majority of these bones are in fact large body size
species. Although the MNI's and the fragment counts
indicate differing degrees of reliance on medium and small
mammals, as well as other fauna, both support the suggestion that reliance upon large mammal species was great, and
that smaller body size animals only supplemented the diet
of the occupants of LA 10114. It appears that as body size
decreases, the reliance on species with smaller body size
also decreases.

These data suggest a very selective hunting strategy
and a reliance upon a variety of domesticated forms by
the inhabitants of LA 12161. The selectiveness evident at
the site suggests an ability to choose what meat sources to
exploit, a luxury not evident at some of the other sites
studied. It is interesting to note that LA 12161, is the
earliest of the four historic sites studied, and that this
pattern of heavy reliance on a variety of large mammal
forms (including more than one domestic species) is not
continued through time.

Evidence of the domestication of animals is limited to
three domestic sheep or goat individuals, represented by
41 bones. Although these counts may appear small, these
three individuals represent 75'; of the large body size
species and 27% of the total MNI's for LA 10114. Also,
L. R. Binford (personal communication) suggested that the
majority of medium-large mammal bones are "alnost
certainly sheep or goa". It is likely that domestic sheep or
goat played an important role in the subsistence activities
at this site.

LA 9138 - The species exploited at LA 9138, unlike
LA 12161, indicate a much less selective utilization of
faunal resources. A wide range of different body sizes are
represented at this site (refer to Tables 13.1 and 13.2).
No other site discussed in this paper had such high percentages of smaller body size animals. This suggests a
greater emphasis on exploitation of small, readily available
animals. Aquatic resource utilization is also evident at
LA 9138. Although fish bone tends to preserve poorly,
one fish is represented in the MNI. This individual constitutes the only fish represented at any of the sites studied
in this chapter, although fish have been recovered at other
Spanish Colonial sites (see Snow, this volume).

These data suggest that the inhabitants of LA 10114
were more selective in their faunal subsistence strategies
than the inhabitants of LA 9138. They were not, however,
as exclusive in their exploitation of large body size species
as were the inhabitants of LA 12161. The occupants of
LA 10114 probably relied primarily on domestic sheep or
goat for their subsistence, but supplemented their diet with
eight other species of various body sizes that were all
readily available to them.

LA 13291 -- The faunal assemblage at LA 13291 is
similar to LA 10114 in the apparent dependence placed on
large body size animals, with supplementary additions to
their diet. However, major differences, in both variety and
numbers of individuals, exist between these two sites. As
with the other sites, support comes from both the MNI's
and bone counts (see Tables 13.1 and 13.2t. Large mainmals are represented by a greater number of individuals and
a greater number of bones than any other body size range.
Medium and small body size animals are represented. but
it is evident that large mammal species were exploited more
heavily than these small forms.

In comparison to other sites, LA 9138 has little evidence for domestic sheep or goat. Although two domestic
sheep or goat individuals are represented by the MNI, these
individuals are only represented by six bone fragments,
All of these data suggest that the inhabitants of LA
9138 practiced a broader, less selective subsistence strategy,
exploiting a wide range of faunal types (both species and
body sizes). Rodents, birds, fish, beaver and both large
domesticates and nondomesticates were exploited. It
appears that the inhabitants of this site exploited whatever
animals were readily available, applying few selective
criteria in their hunting strategy. Unlike the inhabitants
of LA 12161, they apparently could not afford the luxury
of being able to choose a preferred type of animal to
exploit. LA 9138 illustrates the least selective strategy of
any of the historic sites studied,

A variety of species were exploited in each body size
range. Although LA 13291 did not have as many different
large species as did LA 12161, the site did have more than
LA 10114 and LA 9138 (see Table 13.2). As for small
mammal species, only LA 9138 equalled the variety of
small mammals represented at LA 13291. Also, this site
has the only evidence, although extremely limited, for the
exploitation of amphibians. One spade foot toad is represented by the MNI's Isee Table 13.2).

LA 10114 - The faunal assemblage at LA 10114
indicates an exploitation of large species, supplemented
by exploitation of a variety of medium and small body
size animals. This suggestion is supported by both the MNI
and bone counts (see Tables 13.1 and 13.2). As indicated
in Table 13.1, only 25,, of the assemblage is representative
of large species. This is misleading. The majority of the 629
bones recovered from LA 10114 have been classified as
medium-large mammals. Most of these bones have been reclassified by L. R. Binford as large mammal species (primarily sheep or goat). This inflates the large mammal category considerably. For the sake of consistency, the original
classification of species and element are used in the analysis

Summary
In conclusion, the species exploited at these sites arsimilar in type but vary in variety and body size. LA 12161
stands out from the other historic sites in that it indicates
an almost exclusive exploitation of large body size animals.
These include nondomestic species as well as the most
diverse range of domestic species represvented at any of t11four sites. LA 9138 is at the opposite end of the subsistence
scale. This site is characterized by a very broad, less selective
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strategy of exploitation with almost equal emphasis on large
mammals, medium mammals, small mammals, birds and fish.
LA 10114 and LA 13291 fall in between these two extremes.
Both of these sites indicate reliance on large mammals with
supplements of other body size ranges. LA 10114 indicates
a much greater reliance on domestic sheep or goat than evident at LA 13291. LA 13291 indicates a more diverse exploitation of large body size animals with less emphasis

placed on domestic animals. The pattern for these two sites is,
in general, one of decreasing reliance on smaller body size
animals. Despite similarities in location and time period, it is
evident that a variety of species were exploited, and to different degrees, by the inhabitants of these four historic sites.
Tables 13.3 and 13.4 presei..
may be relevant to the proces.,

data and data which
of faunal resources.

Table 13.3
Age Structure by Species*
Species

Site

Sheep/Goat

12161
9138
10114
13291
12161
13291

1
(8%)
0
1
(6%)
2
(4%)
1 (100%)
0

7
(54%)
2 (100%)
7 (44%)
7 (13%)
0
3 (50%)

Deer

13291

1

1

Beaver

13291

0

Jackrabbit

9138
10114
9138
13291
9138
13291

0
0
0
0
0
2

10114
13291

Bos/Bison

Cottontail rabbit
Woodrat
Gopher
Abert's squirrel

Very Young

Immature/Young

Adult

Old

5
0
8
42
0
3

(38%)

(50%)

0
0
0
1
0
0

1

(33%)

0

0

1 (100%)

0

1 (50%)
1 (100%)
1 (50%)
1 (33%)
1 (50%)
1 (25%)

1
0
1
2
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

1 (100%)
1 (100%)

0
0

0
0

(33%)

(50%)

(33%)

(50%)
(81%)

(50%)
(50%)
(67%)
(50%)
(25%)

9138

0

0

1 (100%)

0

Rock squirrel

13291

0

0

:' (100%)

0

Raven

10114

0

0

1 (100%)

0

9138

0

0

1 (100%)

0

Sheep/Goat/Pronghorn

12161

0

5

1

Cervid

13291

0

0

Artiodactyla

12161
9138
10114
13291

Medium artiodactyla

13291

0

Small artiodactyla

13291

0

Large Mammal

12161
13291

2
1

Passiformes

Medium-large mammal

12161
9138
10114
13291

29 (74%)
2 (28.5%)
2 (100%)
8 (32%)

(33%)
(8%)

14
(78%)
2 (33%)
0
4 (12.5V)

(83%)

(17%)

0

1 (100%)

0

0
2 (28.5%)
0
5 (20%)

0
0
0
1

1 (100%)

0

0

0

4 (100%)

0

0
4

0
0

10
3
0
11

4
8

(26%)
(43%)
(44%)

(67%)
(61%)

(31%)

4
(22%)
4 (67-)
1 (100%)
28 (87.57)

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Medium mammal

13291

0

1 (100%)

0

0

Small-medium mammal

10114
13291
9138
13291
13291

1 (50%)
0
6 (100')
1 (50%)
0

1 (50%)
2 (100%)
0
1 (50%)
0

0
0
0
0
1 (100%)

0
0
0
0
0

Mammal
Small vertebrae

*The percentages refer to total number of aged bones.
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Table 13.4

Additional Data
Unidentified Fragments

Complete Bones
LA 12161
LA 9138
LA 10114
LA 13291

: 62
: 17
: 8
: 30

(9%)
(18%)
(1%)
(4%)

LA 12161
11 (2"i)
5 (5 i)
LA 9138
LA 10114 207 (33';)
LA 13291 :173 (23';)
Long Bone Fragments*

Long Bone Shaft Fragments*
LA 12161
LA 9138
LA 10114
LA 13291

: 169
: 19
:125
:142

(25%)
(18%)
(20%)
(18.5%)

LA 12161
LA 9138
LA 10114
LA 13291

:15
: 1
:95
: 29

(2% )
(V)
(15 )
(4 )

Articulator Ends of Long Bones*
LA 12161 :5 (less than 1%) all are distal (3 tibia, 1 ulna, 1 humerus)
LA 9138 :0
LA 10114: 3 (less than lr') 2 are distal (tibia, metapodial): 1 is proximal (metapodial)
LA 13291 :4 (less than 1%) all are distal (2 ulna, 1 radius, 1 tibia)
*These values include only mammal bones in the large and medium-large body size range.
Percentages are the percent of the total number of bones from the site.

SPATIAL PATTERNING:
ISOLATING FAUNAL ACTIVITY AREAS

also as portions of 1 x 1 meter grid squares. This permitted
isolation of distributional variability within features, making delineation of activity areas possible.

Isolation of fauna) activity areas can be extremely
va. ' , in the reconstruction of subsistence behaviors.
Spatia' .,alysis can provide information about the processing antu onsumption of faunal resources as well as
numerous t Iier factors. For example, a man sitting around
a hearth cracking marrow bones will leave long bone
shaft fragments as the debris from this activity. If this area
is not later disturbed, this debris can provide valuable
information. Spatial analysis will delineate this area and
may clue the archeologist to the activity performed, the
processing of faunal resources, and the man's use of space,
Unfortunately, spatial analysis has often been dismissed by
the analyst. Although limited sample sizes and disturbed
sites make isolation of activity areas difficult, I hope that
this paper will illustrate that valuable information can be
gained from spatial analysis despite these problems.
Obviously, the most reliable spatial information is
obtained when cultural material is piece-plotted, locating
the artifact exactly in both horizontal and vertical space,
Collection by grid always obscures the spatial patterning
to some extent. The degree of distortion is influenced by
both the size of the collection unit and the size of the
activity area within the grid system. Collection by feature
alone can obscure the patterning further. At LA 12161
and LA 9138, features were collected as units and exterior
areas were collected by 2 x 2 meter grid squares. This
made isolation of activity areas within the rooms impossible. Later excavation procedures at LA 10114 and LA
13291 facilitated a more extensive spatial analysis of faunal
assemblages. Features were collected not only as units, but
253

Three activities are discussed in this section: marrow
extraction, soup making, and skull processing. All three
activities are evidenced by fragments of particular elements.
Density contour lines were employed in an effort to
isolate concentrations which would delineate faunal activity
areas. The raw counts of the variable to be monitored (long
bone shaft fragments, for example) were calculated for each
1 x 1 meter grid square. The center point of the grid square
was then assigned that value, and density contour intervals
were calculated. Contour intervals were calculated using the
mean and standard deviation. No zero values were used in
the calculation of contour intervals. Contour lines were
then drawn. For a full description of this method see
Spear (this volume).
Only two of the four historic sites (LA 13291 and
LA 10114) were collected in a way which facilitated the
use of this method. The site to be analyzed must have
equal units of measure, which LA 12161 and LA 9138 did
not. However, a number of density contour maps were
generated for LA 10114 and LA 13291 (Figs. 13.1 13.12).
Due to the large concentrations of bone within the rooms,
and the small number of bones outside of the rooms, few
discrete activity areas were isolated.
One problem with the application of this method to
these sites was the problem of delineating structures Since
the 1 x 1 meter collection units occasionally overlapped
interior and exterior portions of structural features, density
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contours often appeared to flow through walls, which
distorted tile picture of the site.
Marrow Cracking
The presence of long bone shaft fragments in substantial numbers at a site has been suggested as evidence of marrow extraction (Gilbert 1969:290). It is suggested by the
author that the spatial isolation of long bone shaft fragments, from medium-large and large mammals, may indicate either an area where marrow cracking occurred or a
dump area from cleanup of the original activity location,
Spatial isolation of long bone shaft fragments occurred at
LA 12161, LA 10114 and LA 13291.

LA 12161 - Although density contour maps were not
generated for LA 12161. examination of tile distribution
of long bone shaft fragments proved valuable. As might be
expected, the majority (54') of the 171 long bone shaft
fragments from medium-large and large mammals recovered
from the site, were recovered from the midden. A substantial number (30"r) of shaft fragments were recovered from
the room. Of these shaft fragments, 84'; were recovered
from the occupation level (33'; from stratum 3, and 51'(
from the subfloor cist). Long bone shaft fragments from
exterior grids comprised only 16' of the total, the majority
of which were recovered from just south of the southwest
corner of the room.
These data suggest a number of possibilities. It is
possible that the primary- center of marrow extraction was
within Room 1. This area has the greatest number of shaft
fragments, with the exception of the midden. Marrow
extraction may also have occurred outside of the room by
the southwest corner. However, evidence is limited in this
and all exterior areas. The large quantities of long bone
shaft fragments in the midden are probably not evidence of
marrow cracking in that area. It is more likely that these
fragments represent debris from marrow extraction elsewhere which was transported into tile midden during
cleaning episodes.

adequately explain the high percentages of burned bone.
If this burning accounted for most of tile burned bone in
the area, we would expect fairly high percentages of burned
bone throughout this area. This is not the case, in that
other areas within stratum 2 do not have such high percentages of burned bone. We can speculate how this variability occurred. Marrow extraction may have occurred
within Room 1. centered in the area of Concentration
No. 2. As the long bone shaft fragments accumulated, they
may have been dumped into the hearth during cleanup
episodes. In my opinion, some cleanup is likely to have
occurred if only because of the sharp nature of these bones.
Later, as the formal hearth accumulated ash and bone,
the hearth area may have been cleaned. If this were the
case, w'e would expect a concentration of ash and burned
bone in a dump area outside the room. As illustrated in
Fig. 13.5, there is indeed an exterior concentration of
burned bone in the area of Concentration No. 1, but there
is no good indication that this concentration is associated
with a localized ash deposit.
Because stratum 2, where most of thie burned bone
occurred, is comprised largely of ash and charcoal throughout, evidence of localized ash concentrations within the
stratum could not be defined. It is possible, therefore, that
the long bone shaft fragments in Concentration No. 1 are
located in a dump area from the hearth in Room 1. The
speculation that the marrow cracking occurred in Room 1
and the accumulation of long bone shaft fragments were
deposited in the hearth and later into the dump area. is a
possibility.
It is felt that the spatial distribution of long bone shaft
fragments both inside and outside the room may well
reflect marrow cracking by the inhabitants, and that marrow extracting occurred within, rather than outside tile
room. The possibility that the exterior concentration of
long bone shaft fragments represents the end result of
cleanup activities within the room has been raised, but
cannot be fully resolved because of the general nature of
fill comprising stratum 2 where the exterior concentration
was located.

LA 10114 - Figure 13.2 illustrates the density of
the 125 long bone shaft fragments at LA 10114. It is
evident Lhat two loci of long bone shaft fragments occur.
One high density epicenter (Concentration No. 1) is located
immediately outside the east wall of the room.

LA 13291 -- Evidence of marrow cracking at LA
13291 comes from two distinct areas: within and around
Room 1 and within Room 2. The Room I area included
121 or 85% of the total long bone shaft fragments while
Room 2 included only 21 or 15'f'.

The other high density epicenter (Concentration No. 2)
is located within the room. These concentrations suggest
that marrow cracking occurred within the room and possibly just outside the east wall.

Room 1: Figure 13.9 illustrates the density of
long bone shaft fragments within, and in grids contiguous
to Room 1. With only one exception, all shaft fragments
were recovered from the second, more extensive occupation
of Room 1. Although this area was disturbed by both
rodent and water action, a concentration was located just
north of the hearth within Room 1 (contour lines 18.5
and 27). Included in the -0 contour line are shaft fragments
from the hearth and the ash area west of the hearth. Eleven
burned long bone shaft fragments were recovered from the
ash area.

On further _xamination of the long bone shaft fragments from Concentration No. 1, it is evident that more is
happening than the spatial analysis revealed. Concentration
No. I is 95'; burned shaft fragments (67.5'; from stratum 2
and 27.5'; from stratum 1 ). Concentration No. 2 is only
16'; burned (12'; from stratum 2 and 2' each from
stratum 1 and 3). lhe high percentage of burried bone from
(ncentration
No. I suggest that this area is not where the
original activity of marrow extraction was located. Some of
the burned shaft fragments can be accounted for by the
nature of stratum 2. Burning is evidenced by a grey ash
and charcoal layer (stratum 21. Ilowever, this does not

It has been suggested (Schutt 1979) that this area
was a dump for material accumulating in the hearth.
Faunal remains from this ash area tend to support this
suggestion. Of the 123 bone fragments located within
25-1
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this ash area, only 37 (30'r) were burned. These data
suggest that this ash area was not a hearth and that the
burned bone located in this area was probably dumped
there.
Through this spatial analysis, we begin to get an
image of what may have occurred in the Room 1 area. It
seems that the primary center of marrow cracking was
located within the room, just north and contiguous to the
hearth. The debris from this activity (long bone shaft
fragments) fell to the ground and was preserved archeologically. Some of the fragments were probably deposited
into the hearth and then later, during a hearth cleaning
episode, were deposited into the ash dump. It is also
possible that long bone fragments were pushed aside
into this already established dump area. It is interesting
to note that, although this dump area was located within
the room, it was in a fairly out of the way place-in the
corner where the west wall and numerous boulders meet.
In summary, it appears that marrow cracking occurred
within Room 1, and debris from this activity was transferred into the ash dump when accumulations of these
fragments became a problem.

Room

2: Evidence for marrow cracking in Room
2 was considerably less tangible when compared to Room
1. A total of only 21 long bone shaft fragments, located
in and around the burned area within Room 2, was recovered. All of the shaft fragments within the charcoal stained
area were burned. On the basis of such a small and rodent
disturbed sample, it is difficult to determine the extent of
marrow cracking in Room 2. It can be suggested from these
data, however, that some degree of marrow extraction did
occur within Room 2. The burned shaft fragments located
within the charcoal stained area may indicate that the
debris from this activity either fell into this burned area,
during its use, or were deposited there by the inhabitants
of Room 2.
In conclusion, marrow cracking, as evidenced by long
bone shaft fragments, occurred at LA 13291. The center
of this activity was located within Room 1, immediately
north of the hearth. A limited degree of marrow cracking
may have occurred within Room 2, but this concentration
by no means compares with the large concentration within
Room 1.

Soup Making
Soup making, as I use the term, consists of the processing and boiling of bone in order to render a broth. Bones
which are high in grease content will yield the richest
broth, especially if these bones are smashed so that the
majority of grease can be released. The' result of this smashing is usually a large number of unidentifiable fragments,
White (1953:162) has suggested that bone parts art' actually
destroyed beyond recognition as a result of smashing bones
for bone grease.
Among the Nunamiut Eskimos. long bone articulat ,r
ends of caribou are selected for white grease rendering
because of certain morphological propertit's inherent in
the bones themselves. For example, bont' density, grease
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quantity, and bone size condition selection of bones for
grease among the Nunamiut (Binford 1978b:32).
It is assumed that these general properties of bone
will be similar not only between sheep and caribou (see
Binford 1978b:34) but also between other artiodactyla.
We would expect long bone articulator ends of artiodactyla
to be selected for soup making because morphological
properties of these bones make them better for grease
rendering than other anatomical parts. We would also
expect these articulator ends to be smashed to release a
greater quantity of grease.
It is suggested that spatial association of unidentified
fragments and long bone fragments from articulator ends
might represent the area where debris from soup making was
dumped. We would expect these elements to be associated
because: (1) smashing bones in the soup making process
will produce unidentifiable fragments, and 12l long bone
articulator ends would be more likely selected for soup niaking because of their high grease content. Spatial association
of these fragments occurred at LA 10114 and L.\ 13291.

LA 10114 - Although spatial association of long bone
fragments and unidentified fragments did occur at this site.
there are some problems with the application of the above
suggestion to these data. Figures 13.3 and 13.4 illustrate
the density of both types of fragments at LA 10114. The
centers of highest concentration overlap but are not spatially identical. Although it is possible that this concentration within Room 1 represents the dumping of smashed
bone after the soup was stored or consumed, this does not
seem likely. It is hard to imagine the occupants of this site
dumping the dthris from the soup making proct'ss wkithin
the room when it would appear to be more convenient to
dispose of these fragments directly outside, or in an established dump area.
On further examination of long bone fragncnt s and
unidentified fragments, it is clear that a greater spatial
association exists between burned fragments of these types
(see Figs. 13.6 and 13.7). It is evident that the high cotilltration for burned bones of these types is located outside'
the east wall, just south of th' concentration of' hurntd
long bone shaft fragments (set'e MarroA t'rackmg. I.A
1011.1).
It is possibI' that these' burned fragmt nt, re'preseit li t'
debris from soup making. It was suggested in the Mlarros
Cracking section that this arta was a dunp for matetrial
accumulating in the hearth. If this is in fact tli cast' the
burned fragments in this art'a may hav originall ' t'll
dumped into tit' interior ht'arth and later, during a hearth
cleaning episode, dumpt'd on th' opposite sidet of tilt' wall
outsidt' the room. IloNevt'r. tli re'asoning whi'h ould re
suit in dumping waste hone within th rion still t'st'alits
me. These fragmetnts would have alrt'ad3 ht'iee ttlh't'tt'd In
the soup pot for (,s\ disptt il. ont'' the soup was ton
sumed. It nav tIbe
that th reasoni ing est'cales nu siinpl*\ bt'cause of iy personal late 20th e''ntur,\ standards of c'an.
liness. In any cast', tintI w' ha\qe a t'att'r understa(ding tof
tht' prot't'sst's whi'h %ill prodiuct- this kind of pattrnin. %,
cannot lt sur' \%hat hlhaviors art' retlt'tcted h\ thest'
observations.
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LA 13291 - Figures 13.10 and 13.11 illustrate the
densities of long bone fragments and unidentified fragments
in the Room 1 area of LA 13291. All of the long bone fragments and 97% of the unidentified fragments were recovered from this area. The high concentrations for both
types of fragments are locattd in and around the ash area
discussed in the marrow cracking section. It is easy to
conceive of waste bone, from soup consumption, being
dumped into this already established dump area. Of these
fragments located within the ash area, 67% were not
burned. This suggests that these fragments were dumped
directly into this dump area and not into the hearth previously.
These data suggest that a limited degree of soup making may have occurred at LA 13291. The center of this
activity was within Room 1. Bone fragments remaining
after the soup was consumed were deposited in the established interior dump (ash area), a conveniently out of the
way location.
Skull Processing
The consumption of skull contents has been documented both ethnographically (Brain 1969:15; Binford
and Bertrum 1977:94) and archeologically (Kehoe 1967:
69). The spatial isolation of skull fragments may not, however, reflect the consumption of brains. In order to determine if consumption of large mammal skull contents did
occur, we must make certain assumptions about the use of
space. The following assumptions were used in formulating
logical speculations:
(1) Skulls would be transported from the butchering
location into the living area only if use for them
was anticipated.
(2) Skulls, due to their size, would not be stored in
a habitation structure because this would limit the
performance of other activities.
(3) Skulls would be brought into a habitation structure only if their use was not exhausted.
If we accept the above assumptions, spatial isolation
of skull fragments within a habitation structure would
most likely reflect the use of the skull within the room.
Skull fragments would be the result of deliberate breakage
since whole skulls would not be stored within the room
for any length of time (thus eliminating the possibility
of breakage of natural processes). It is suggested that spatial
isolation of skull fragments within a room reflect consump-
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tion of skull contents. Spatial isolation of skull fragments
occurred at LA 13291.
Figure 13.12 illustrates the density of skull fragments
in the Room 1 area of LA 13291. This area contained 98'r
of all the skull fragments (240) recovered from the site. It
is evident from the figure that a high concentration of skull
fragments is located in and around the ash area (discussed
in both the marrow cracking and soup making sections).
This suggests that skulls were brought into the room after
they had been roasted (there is no evidence of a roasting
pit within Room 1) or were boiled in the room and consumed there. As with the long bone shaft fragments and the
debris from soup making, the skull fragments left after the
brains were consumed were pushed aside into the existing
dump area (ash area). In support of these speculations is the
degree to which skull fragments in this area were burned.
The majority (76%) of the skull fragments in this ash area
were unburned, suggesting that these fragments were deposited directly in the ash area and not into the hearth first.
In summary, it appears that consumption of brains
occurred within Room 1 at LA 13291. Debris from cracking the skulls was pushed aside into the ash dump area.
Although we cannot be sure that these speculations are
correct, they do fit with the data.
Summary
This section has presented a number of speculations
concerning the spatial structure of faunal remains. Although these speculations have been based on disturbed
and limited samples, some interesting possibilities have been
raised concerning the use of faunal resources. I hope that
this section has shown that despite these problems, examination of spatial patterning is both informative and valuable. Continued spatial analysis is critical not only in
determining activity areas, but also in increasing our understanding of the knowledge we must gain in order to accurately give meaning to the archeological record.
CONCLUSION
This paper documented the faunal assemblages of four
historic sites in the Cochiti area. It also presented some speculations about behaviors which may be reflected by the data.
hlowever, the value of this paper is that it demonstrates, despite limited sample size, disturbed sites, and the
fragmentary nature of the assemblages, that valuable inforination can be gained through faunal analysis of both
assemblage content and spatial distribution of bone.

Chapter 14
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ARCIlAIC, ANASAZI AND
SPANISII COLONIAL SUBSISTENCE ACTIVITIES IN CO(:HITI RESERVOIR
Meade Kemrer and Sandra Kemrer
INTRODUCTION
The archeological survey and excavation phases of the
Cochiti Reservoir project were performed in the context of
the methodological and theoretical biases established by
White (1959), Binford (1964, 1968), and Flannery (1968).
Consistent with this orientation, the major purpose of this
study is to delineate aspects of the adaptive nature of the
prehistoric and early historic cultural systems which operated within the Cochiti Reservoir study area. Answers to
the following questions provided the framework for research:
1) How did the various human groups who occupied
the Cochiti Reservoir study area articulate with
the environment?
2) Did their adaptive systems exhibit different
structural/organizational characteristics?
3) How can the outcomes of the systems be described in human behavioral terms?
In the process of reconstructing human adaptive systems, archeologists frequently deal with evidence which
provides only indirect proof concerning their operation.
In this paper, a number of human behavioral outcomes
deemed important for the operation of energy procure.
ment and transformation systems are examined. First, the
types of stone resources selected by various cultural groups
from the Cochiti study area for tool manufacturing purposes are analyzed. Relationships are sought between tool
manufacturing properties and the kinds of tools that were
made and used. Second, variability in flaked tool types
within and between the cultural periods are examined
to determine patterns in diversity of procurement and
processing activities that may have taken place. A similar
analysis is performed in terms of tools utilized for food
grinding activities. Third, an examination of site settings
and the activities performed in the various site contexts
is conducted to evaluate past human articulations with
their environment within the study area. Finally, a comparative analysis of plant and animal food remains, tool
use, and environmental settings is performed to specify
various elements in the adaptive systems which operated
in the Cochiti Reservoir area through time.
THE DATA SAMPLE
The set of sites analyzed were excavated during the
1975-1977 field seasons (Chapman et al. 1977 ;Biella 1979).
Not all of the excavated sites were utilized. Several conditions which could potentially skew or obliterate human
behavioral patterns obtained at several sites. Some were
eliminated on the basis of post-occupational disturbance.
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Sites which could not be assigned satisfactorily to a tim
period or to a particular cultural group were also eliminated
from examination. A total of 27 sites or proveniences of
sites was considered to be suitable for analysis and are listed
in Table 14.1.
The cultural designation terminology used in the report
requires explication. The term 4rchaic refers to the set of
sites in the sample that were occupied by human groups
who did not use ceramics. Obsidian hydration studies, and
in a few cases, temporally diagnostic projectile points indicate that these sites predate the Puebloan period (llaecker
1977:111-114). The age of the Archaic sites may range
between 5500 B.C. and ca. A.D. 400, or Basketmaker II
(cf. Irwin-Williams 1973). The justification for enclosing
these sites within one analytical unit is based upon the
premise that the acquisition of nonagricultural food resources was of primary adaptive significance to human
groups living in the Cochiti Reservoir study area within this
time range. Six sites dating to the Archaic period were
included in the study (see Table 14.1).
The term Pucbloan refers, for the most part, to the
Anasazi P-IV period (A.D. 1325-1600). Exceptions include
the late P-Ill component at LA 9138A and LA 5011.
Seventeen sites are included in this analytic unit (set,
Table 14.1).
The four sites labeled Spanish ('olonial were occupied
during the 18th century. The sites designated Spanish
Colonial all contain features which are characteristic of
Spanish culture, such as corner hearths and ceramic griddles
(cornalcs), contrasting wth Southwestern Pueblo Indian
culture.

DATA ANALYSIS
Patterns in the
Selection of Lithic Materials
Materials extracted from the environment as a part of
procurement and processing systems are likely to reflect the
relationship between specific tasks to be performed and
certain qualities of the material sel'-cted The lithic resources within the Cochiti region exhibit a wide range of
variability in those properties most likely to have been
considered important by thonprehistoric and historic inhahitants of the region. Variation in the physical properties of
the lithics found at the sites selected for study had a
demonstrable impact on the tools manufactured.
The size of raw mater Jls varies with material type.
Basalt is available in sizes ranging up to massive blocks and
outcrops. Chalcedony o(curs in nodules derived from the
Totavi Lentil and exhibits a size range smaller than that of
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Table 14.1
Site Sample Listed by Major Cultural Periods
LA Site No.

Cultural Affiliation

Brief Description

ARCHAIC
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

12442
12456
12463
12494
12495
12496

Archaic/BM-I
Late Archaic/Early BM
Late Archaic/Early BM
Late Archaic
Late Archaic/BM
Late Archaic

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Campsite
Campsite
Campsite
Campsite
Campsite
Campsite

PUEBLOAN
LA 5011
LA 9138A
LA 12443
LA 12447
LA 12449
LA 12454
LA 12483
LA 12486
LA 12517
LA 12518
LA 12519
LA 13049
LA 13050
LA 13054
LA 13076
LA 13084
LA 13329

Anasazi, P-III/P-IV
Anasazi, P-II1/P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-V
Anasazi, P-IV
Anasazi, P-IV

one room
2 noncontiguous rooms (6 and 7)
one room?
one room?
one room?
2 rooms
Open Campsite
Open Campsite
one room
2 rooms
2 rooms
one room
one room
2 noncontiguous rooms
2 noncontiguous rooms
5 noncontiguous rooms
one room

SPANISH COLONIAL
LA 9138B
LA 12161
LA 12438
LA 12507

18th Century
18th Century
18th Century and Anasazi, P-lV
18th Century

basalt and greater than chert and obsidian (see Warren, this
volume). Obsidian nodules, locally available and derived
from Jemez volcanics, generally occupy the smallest size
range. By virtue of the fact that stone tool manufacturing is
a subtractive process, the size of the raw materials will frequently have an effect upon tool size. This relationship is
reflected in the size range of whole flakes derived from the
major material types (Table 14.2). Basalt flakes exhibit the
greatest range of size variation, with chalcedony, chert, and
obsidian showing progressively narrower size ranges.

2 noncontiguous rooms (8 and 9)
one room
2 or 3? rooms
one room

so on. Sites sharing the same ranking order are shown as
clusters in Table 14.4.

Further analyses were carried out to determine more
specifically the nature of lithic selection patterns at the 27
sites. A tabulation of the raw and proportionate frequencies
of each lithic material genus shows that considerable diver,
sity obtains among the sites (Table 14.3).

General lithic material preferences characterize each
cultural period. Archaic groups (clusters 6, 9 and 10)
tended to select either basalt or obsidian with chalcedony
assuming a secondary or tertiary role. In contrast, P-111
and P-IV groups (clusters 1-8) exhibit a wider range of
preferences, with basalt or chalcedony tending to be selected over obsidian. During the 18th century Spanish
Colonial period (clusters 11 and 12), the finer-grained
materials such as obsidian or chalcedony were preferred
over basalt. In all time periods quartzite, jasper, silicified
wood, rhyolite, and andesite (grouped together in the
material category other) tended to be the least preferred
class of materials.

The frequencies of lithic artifacts derived from the data
from Table 14.3 were then ranked by material generic type
within each site. The highest incidenc, of flaked materiais
of a given class of stone was assigned a rank value of 1, and

Another question posed was whether preferences existed regarding lithic taxa. To investigate this possibility, the
relationship between the number of flakes versus the number of taxa represented at each site was analyzed by calcu-
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Table 14.2
Size Variability in Whole Flakes*

Material Type 0-10
Basalt
Chalcedony
Chert
Obsidian

141
90
6
112

11-20

21-30

31-40

447
435
12
411

407
320
3
259

245
179
4
81

Flake Size in Millimeters
61-70
51-60
41-50
108
30
2
5

195
90
3
15

71-80

81-90

91-100

69
10
5

48
3

9
-

1

.

23
..
...

-.

100
7
-

set of sites
* Data from only the first 20 sites analyzed are represented in Table 14.2. A visual inspection of the second
showed the same pattern. Due to time limitations, these data were not compiled.

Table 14.3
Distribution of Flakes and Tools by Material Generic Type

LA Site No.

Period

LA 5011
LA 9138A
LA9138B
LA 12161
LA 12438
LA 12442
LA 12443
LA 12447
LA 12449
LA 12454
LA 12456
LA 12463
LA 12483
LA 12486
LA 12494
LA 12495
LA 12496
LA 12507
LA 12517
LA 12518
LA 12519
LA 13049
LA 13050
LA 13054
LA 13076
LA 13084
LA 13329

P-II/V
P-IIIIIV
Spanish Colonial
Spanish Colonial
P-IV + Span. Colonial
Archaic
P-IV
P-IV
P-IV
P-IV
Archaic
Archaic
P-IV
P-IV
Archaic
Archaic
Archaic
Spanish Colonial
P-IV
P-IV
P-IV
P-tV
P-IV
P.IV
P-IV
P.IV
P-IV

Basalt
87
272
71
148
11
349
158
187
107
175
654
177
62
543
1046
262
156
144
137
19
346
210
150
1301
2565
25

(39%)
(66%)
(17%)
(13%)
(25%)
(29%)
(61%)
(68%)
(73% )
(73%)
(67%)
(53%)
(33%)
(63%)
(46%)
(54%)
(39")
(0%)
(28%1,)
(19%)
(39%)
(34%)
(41%)
(12%)
(94%)
(98%)
(86;)

Obsidian
63
4
34
448
6
719
36
9
11
12
118
85
45
83
358
49
173
14
82
4
155
94
120
21
5
1

(28%)
(1%)
(8%)
(39%)
(14%r)
(59')
(14-)
(3%')
(7%)
(6(i)
(12%)
(25% )
(24%)
(10%)
(15-1)
(10%)
(44%)
(0%)
(3(")
(11;)
(8% )
(15%)
(18%)
(i9%)
(V;
(2%C)
(3(%)
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Chalcedony
41
98
204
320
11
90
28
57
22
12
156
55
59
100
661
124
46
4
212
388
17
389
163
744
63
28
3

(18%)
(24";)
(50%i)
(28%)
(25%i)
(7%)
(11 )
(2 1)
(15 )
(6%)
(16%r)
(16%)
(32%)
(12-)
(29%)
(25%)
(11%c)
(80')
(42')
(53r.)
(35%)
(38%)
(32%)
(62";)
(4")
(1-;)
(10%")

Chert
21
36
84
174
9
37
33
14
2
6
26
17
3
55
137
35
12
1
50
89
9
92
18
53
1
-

(9%')
(9%(
(21"i)
(15"%)
(21"1)
(3%C)
(13c)
(5'-)
(10
(3 0
(3'-)
(5'%)
(2'%)
(6;)
(6-1)
(7
(3)
(20"'
(101'4
(12")
(18"')
(9%)
(31,)
(4%)
(.01,)
(01)
(0,I)

Otiler
12 (2%)
- (0
16 (5")
47 (4%)
6(14')
12 (1 I1
5 (2r,,
8 (3')
4 (3
- (01)4
15 (2'-%
3 (1',)
16 (9,)
82(10',)
70 (3';
16 (3
10 (2',
- (0",
89(17' (
30 (1")
,
-- 0
36 (3'
,
25 (5 )
137(12%
33 ((
4 (2'
- (0 )

Totals
222
410
409
1137
43
1207
260
275
1-46
205
q69
337
185
863
2272
486
397
5
509
726
49
1018
510
120.1
1389
2602
29
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Table 14.4

Ranked Incidence of Flaked Lithics by Material Generic Type
Cluster No.

Cultural Period

1

P-IV
P-tV
P-IV
P-IV
P-IV
P-tV

2

LA Site No.
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

Basalt

Obsidian Chalcedony

Chert

Other

12449
12483
13050
13084
13329
12486

1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3.5

2
2
2
2
2
2

5
5
5
5
4.5
5

4
4
4
4
4.5
3.5

P-1111/V
P-tV
P-IV

LA 9138A
LA 12447
LA 12519

1
1
1

4
4
4

3
3
3

2
2
2

5
5
5

3

P-IV
P-IV + Span. Colonial

LA 12518
LA 12438

2
1.5

4
4.5

1
1.5

3
3

5
4.5

4

P-tV

LA 12517

2

5

1

4

3

5

P-IV

LA 12443

1

2

4

3

5

6

P-HI/IV
Archaic

LA 5C1
LA 12463

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

7

1'\-V

LA 13054

2

4

1

5

3

8

P-IV
P-IV
P-tV

LA 13049
LA 13076
LA 12454

2
1
1

3
3
1.5

1
2
1.5

4
4
4

5
5
5

9

Archaic
Archaic
Archaic

LA 12456
LA 12494
LA 12495

1
1
1

3
3
3

2
2
2

4
4
4

5
5
5

10

Archaic
Archaic

LA 12442
LA 12496

2
2

1
1

3
3

4
4

5
5

11

Spanish Colonial

LA 12161

4

1

2

3

5

12

Spanish Colonial
Spanish Colonial

LA 9138B
LA 12507

3
4

4
4

1
1

2
2

5
4

lating a Pearson's r correlation coefficient. The -r coefficient
value obtained was 0.82, indicating that a positive and significant relationship exists between these two variables,
This probably means that the need for a specific tool
could oe met by more than one taxon and that there was
little discrimination being made at the taxon level. Further.
more, a visual inspection of the data array reflected no
clustering by cultural period. Rather, as the number of
flakes increased the number of taxa increased in a roughly
linear relationship consistent with the T coirelation coeffi-

large angular debris and utilized cores, whereas obsidian.
chalcedony and chert, which occur in smaller nodules.
were preferred for the manufacture of facially retouched
tools. Utilized debitage and utilized small angular debris
reflect no material selection bias, for the proportional
incidence of tools in each material classifrcation is similar
to their total proportional frequencies. The actual and
proportional frequencies of (he major tool types are listed
by lithic material in Table 14.5.

cient value.

Tool Utilization

Cross-cutting cultural preferences was the relationship
between material selection and type of tool to be manufactured and used. Specific genera correlated with different
classes of tools. Massive material such as basalt, quartzite,
rhyolite and andesite dominated the categories of utilized

A general question important in isolating tool utilization patterns is whether the intensity of tool utilization is
a function of the total amount of flaking activities at a site.
Tools were defined as facially retouched artifacts, utilized
large and small angular debris, utilized flakes, and utilized
272
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Table 14.5
Tool Type Distributions by Material Type

Tool Type
Facially Retouched
Utilized Cores
Utilized LAD
Utilized Deb. + SAD
TOTALS

Basalt

Lithic Material Type
Chalcedony

Obsidian

(6%)

1 (1%)
4 (11%)
4 (10%)
22 (2%)

79
35
41
1187

(6%)

31

1342

10
26
32
567

(13%)
(74%)
(78%)
(48%)

42
1
0
357

(53%)
(3%)
(0%)
(30%)

13
3
4
171

(16%)
(9%)
(10%)
(14%)

13 (16%)
1 (3%)
70

635

(47%)

400

(30%)

191

(14%)

85

cores. Retouch and resharpening flakes from material taxa
not represented among the facially retouched artifacts
recovered from each site were also included, for it was considered likely that the actual tool from which these flakes
were removed was modified at the site.
A Pearson's " correlation was calculated between the
number of tools and the total amount of flaked lithics recovered from each site. The 7"coefficient value obtained
was 0.68. Although this is a positive and significant correlation, the r value indicated that a wide range of dispersal
existed around the line of the estimating equation. The
values for each site were therefore plotted and are presented in Fig. 14.1. Lines defining the boundaries of the
tools versus lithics variability for each major cultural
period are also drawn on Fig. 14.1.
Each time period is represented by a unique configuration of points. Archaic site lithic contents exhibit a greater
range of variation than those found on Puebloan and
Spanish Colonial period sites. Also, Archaic sites which
contain fewer lithics tend to have a proportionately higher
incidence of tools compared with the P-IV sites. The single
P-IV site which falls within the Archaic range of variability
(LA 12486) is a nonarchitectural manifestation where the
procurement/processing activities may have been similar
to those performed during the Archaic period. The Spanish
Colonial sites form a discrete class with consistently higher
numbers of tools per volume of lithics than either the P-IV
or Archaic site categories.
Variation in tool manufacture and use also exists within each cultural period. Table 14.6 illustrates this by listing
the ratio of the number of tools to the total number of
lithics at each site. The Puebloan and Archaic values vary
widely and overlap with each other. The Spanish Colonial
ratios range consistently high compared with those derived
from prehistoric sites. This pattern may indicate that the
Spanish Colonial inhabitants of the Cochiti Reservoir Basin
performed lithic manufacturing and use tasks on more of
an ad hoc basis than the prehistoric groups.
The positive correlation between number of tools and
total amount of flakes generated other relevant analyses.
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Totals

Other

Chert

-

(2%)

Table 14.6
Flaked Tools and Lithic Distributions
by Cultural Period

LA Site No.

Total No.
Tools

Total No.
Lithics

Tot. Tools
Tot.Lithics

ARCHAIC
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

12456
12463
12494
12495
12496
12442

119
49
106
30
32
32

969
337
2,272
486
397
1,207

0.12
0.14
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.03

PUEBLOAN
LA 5011
LA 9138A
LA 12443
LA 12447
LA 12449
LA 12454
LA 12483
LA 12486
LA 12517
LA 12518
LA 12519
LA 13049
LA 13050
LA 13054
LA 13076
LA 13084
LA 13329

14
8
37
6
0
29
3
43
30
4
5
121
20
125
71
189
14

226
410
260
275
146
205
185
863
509
726
49
1,048
528
1,204
1,408
2,665
30

0.06
0.02
0.14
0.02
0.00
0.14
0.02
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.10
0.11
0.04
0.10
0.05
0.07
0.47

SPANISH COLONIAL
LA 9138B
LA 12161
LA 12438
LA 12507

54
182
13
1

409
1,137
43
5

0.12
0.16
0.30
0.20
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which firecracked rock was produced at each site was generally constant.

The relationships among occupational intensity, tool manufacturing and tool use activities were compared in all cultural periods. The term occupational intensity is defined as
a combination of behavioral outcomes which reflect the
length of time or the number of times a site was occupied,
and the number of individuals who may have occupied the
site. This broad definition is necessary given the fact that
group size, number of reoccupations, and occupational
duration were generally indistinguishable.

Ceramic breakage at each Spanish Colonial or Puebloan
site was measured in terms of the minimum number of
broken vessels. Sherds from the same ceramic type (e.g.
Santa Fe B/W), sharing the same vessel form (e.g. bowl),
and composed of the same tempering material (e.g. vitric
tuff) were considered to be from the same vessel regardless
of the number of proveniences from which the sherds were
recovered.

Occupational intensity was measured by the amount of
ceramic breakage that occurred at each of the Puebloan and
Spanish Colonial sites. The assumptions made are 1) that
ceramic vessels were employed in routine, repetitious tasks
such as food and water storage, preparation and consumption, and 2) that vessel breakage rates during the performance of these activities was generally constant. For the
nonceramic Archaic occupants of the Cochiti region, the
amount of firecracked rock on each site was used to measure occupational intensity. Again, the assumptions are
made that the accretion of firecracked rock is associated
with repetitious food preparation activities, and the rate at

Firecracked rock volume was measured by combining
the weight of all firecracked rock at each site.
All 20 components could not be included in these
analyses. Postoccupational erosion or disturbance precluded the use of Puebloan sites LA 9138A, LA 12449,
and LA 12483. The Archaic site, LA 12442, is a unique
type of occupation in that hearths were not present.
The data assembled for these evaluations are presented in
Table 14.7.

Table 14.7
Firecracked Rock or Ceramics Versus Flaked Tools and Unutilized Lithics

LA Site No.

FCR (in Kg)

Min. No. Vessels

No. Tools

No. Unutilized Lithics

ARCHAIC PERIOD
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

12456
12463
12494
12495
12496

-

365.7
97.2
770.2
254.6
42.5

119
49
106
30
32

850
612
2,166
456
365

12
37
6
29
43
30
22
5
118
20
107
70
182
1

208
223
269
176
820
479
704
44
887
490
1,088
1,338
2,411
28

54
182
13
0

355
955
30
5

PUEBLOAN PERIOD
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

5011
12443
12447
12454
12486
12517
12518
12519
13049
13050
13054
13076
13084
13329

-

21
23
10
13
13
1
10
5
15
25
18
15
8
3
SPANISH COLONIAL PERIOD

LA 9138B
LA 12161
LA 12438
LA 12507

-

51
124
21
6
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A series of Pearson's T correlation coefficients was
obtained between occupational intensity and tool manufacturing/use intensity. The results of these evaluations
are presented in Table 14.8.

Flaked artifacts not exhibiting use attributes were
assumed to be the outcomes of lithic reduction behaviors.
Flaked artifacts showing shaping or use attributes were regarded as tools.

Table 14.8
Occupational and Lithic Intensity Covariation

Tool use became sharply differentiated from tool manufacture in these analyses. During the Archaic period, a
high correlation coefficient was obtained between occupational intensity and tool manufacturing episodes. Conversely, a lower coefficient was obtained with tool use, indicating that tool utilization varies more independently of
occupational intensity than tool manufacturing. These
conclusions are supported by the wide range of variability
in all lithics versus tools illustrated in Fig. 14.1. One implication of this would be that certain exploitive and processing activities requiring tools were routinely performed in
the context of firecracked rock production and, in other
instances, tool using activities took place predominantly
outside the site boundaries.

R

N

Description of Variables
Archaic FCR vs. Tools
P-IV Vessels vs. Tools
Spanish Colonial Vessels vs. Tools
P-IV + S.C. Vessels vs. Tools
Archaic FCR vs. Unut. Lithics
P-IV Vessels vs. Unut. Lithics
S.C. Vessels vs. Unut. Lithics
P-IV + S.C. Vessels vs. Unut. Lithics

5
14
4
16
5
14
4
16

0.74
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.95
0.00
1.00
0.00

ISO
/

160

----

/

/

,'--./

.

140

120

100
I-I

0

0
0

0

80

A

/P

.0o

E 60
z
40.
L--

Spanish Colonial

20

A
0

-

0

250

A

A
=r--

500

1

750

i
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1250

1500

1750

2000

Number of Lithics
Fig. 14.1

Tools versus total lithics from sampled sites.
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Table 14.9
Distributions of Major Tool Types by Cultural Period

LA Site No.

Debitage and Small
Angular Debris

Utilized Large
Angular Debris

Utilized Cores

Facially Retouched

TOTALS

ARCHAIC PERIOD
LA 12442

30

(94%)

-

LA 12456
LA 12463
LA 12494

92
42
96

(77%)
(86%)
(91%)

15
-

LA 12495
LA 12496

29
25

(97%)
(78%)

-

314

(85%)

15

TOTALS

(0%)

(13%)
(0%)
(0%)

-

(0%)

2

(6%)

32

2
4
5

(2%)
(8%)
(5%)

10
3
5

(8%)
(6%)
(5%)

119
49
106

(0%)
(0%)

1
-

(3%)
(0%)

7

(0%)
(22%)

30
32

(4%)

12

(3%)

27

(7%)

368

(0%)
(0%)

2

(14%)

--

14
8

PUEBLOAN PERIOD
LA 5011
LA 9138A

12
6

(86%)
(75%)

LA 12443

32

LA 12447
LA 12449

2
-

LA 12454

25

LA 12483

3

(100%)

LA 12486

34

(79%)

LA 12517

30

(100%)

LA 12518

20

(90%)

LA 12519

5

(100%)

LA 13049

118

(90%)

LA 13050

20

(100%)

LA 13054
LA 13084

107
182

(92%)
(96%)

LA 13076
LA 13329

70
14

(99%)
(100%)

TOTALS

-

-

2

(0%)
(25%)

(86%)

2

(5%)

2

(5%)

(33%)
(0%)

-

(0%)
(0%)

4
-

(67%)
(0%)

1

(3%)

2

(0%)

-

(2%)

-

-

1

(0)
(3%)

-

(0%)
(0w)

6
0

(7%)

1

(3%)

29

(0%)

-

(0 )

2

(5%)

6

(0%)

-

(0%)

-

(0%)

30

(0%)

1

(5%)

1

(5%)

22

-

(0%)

-

(0%)

-

(0%)

5

8

(6%)

-

(0%)

5

(4%)

131

-

(0%)

-

(0%)

-

(0%)

20

4
6

(3%)
(3%)

-

(0%)
(0%)

5
1

116
189

-

(0%)
(0%)

-

(0%)
(0%)

1
-

(5%)
(1%)
(1%)

(86%)

511

-

1

18

0

(14%)

(0%)

12

37

3

43

71
14

541

SPANISH COLONIAL PERIOD
LA 9138B
LA 12161
LA 12438

45
157
9

LA 12507

-

TOTALS

211

(83%)
(86%)
(69%)

-

(0%)
(0%)
(0%)

5
4
1

(5%)
(2%)
(8%)

4
21
3

(7%)
(127)
(23%)

54
182
13

(0%)

-

(0%)

-

(0%)

1

(100%)

1

(85%)

-

90%)

10

(4%)

29

(11%)

250

The P-IV sites exhibit a different pattern. The correlation between occupational intensity and tool manufacturing is not significant, and tool use is weakly correlated with
occupational intensity. Both correlations imply a wide
range of diversity in the loci of tool manufacturing and the
exploitive and processing behaviors.

ported by the nearly perfect straight-line relationship between tools and lithics for Spanish Colonial sites shown in
Fig. 14.1.
The significance of the high T coefficient values required additional evaluation since the number of Spanish
Colonial sites was low (N-4). In order to raise the total
number of cases to eleven, the P-IV sites were added to the
Spanish Colonial sites. Additional correlations were cornputed to evaluate the impact of the Spanish Colonial site
data on the entire array. Occupational intensity versus
both tool manufacturing and use yielded positive and

In the Spanish Colonial period sites, high T coefficients
are obtained in both cases. These results are interpreted to
mean that manufacturing and use activities were routinely
and repeatedly conducted at each site and vary directly
with occupational intensity. This interpretation is sup-
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significant -r values. The impact of the Spanish Colonial
data on these relationships was obviously significant
(Young and Veldman 1965:420).
The types of tools utilized are highly diversified both
within and between the three major cultural periods. The
porportional and raw frequencies of the four major tool
types for each site are listed in Table 14.9.
Despite the diversity of tools, each cultural period
exhibits unique characteristics. The Spanish Colonial
period sites do not contain more than 86% utilized debitage and small angular debris, whereas this class of tools
can range up to 97-100% on both Archaic and Puebloan
sites. Utilized large angular debris are absent in Spanish
Colonial sites, found on only one Archaic site (LA 12456),
but were recovered from seven of the ten Puebloan sites,
The proportion of facially retouched tools can range
higher in Archaic sites than Puebloan, but are found in
proportionately highest frequencies on Spanish Colonial
sites.
Archaic sites cluster into sets possessing similar proportions of associated tool types. Sites LA 12496, LA 13352,
and LA 13353 are similar in that they contain only utilized
debitage, small angular debris, and facially retouched artifacts. Finally, LA 12456 is unique in that it contained the
only utilized large angular debris from Archaic period sites
excavated in the 1975 season.
Clustering can also be observed among the Puebloan
sites. Utilized debitage and small angular debris are the only
tool types recovered from five sites, LA 12483, LA 12517,
LA 12519, LA 13050, and LA 13329. Facially retouched
artifacts occur on Puebloan sites only when the total tool
frequencies are relatively high. Intersite variability, however, appears to be highest among the Puebloan sites,
Spanish Colonial period sites exhibit the least amount
of diversity in tool types. In effect, all four sites form a
single cluster.
Asuming that the amount of variability in tool types is
related to diversity in food procurement and subsistencerelated activities, each cultural period has distinctive characteristics. The Puebloan adaptive system(s) exhibits the
most variation, and the Spanish Colonial, the least. The
Archaic would fall between the others in terms of food
processing and procurement complexity. This interpretation is consistent with the analyses of lithic material selection and tool use described above, and will be further
supported by the studies which follow,

Grinding Activities
Grinding activities, presumably associated with the processing of vegetal materials, occurred in all cultural periods,
Close inspection of the grinding implement data and other
activity-related features (Table 14.10) revealed patterns
that may be significant in reconstructing settlement and
food procurement systems that operated within the Cochiti
Reservoir area.
Grinding tools were found in all of the Archaic sites. In
addition, the quantity of manos and/or metates covaries
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with the number of activities represented on each site. This
association is also illustrated in the site maps (Chapman
et al. 1977) which show that grinding implements, particularly metates, are usually located near hearths or heavy
concentrations of firecracked rock.
Different sets of patterns obtain on Puebloan and
Spanish Colonial sites. Grinding artifacts are not present on
all sites in either period (Table 14.10). Nevertheless, grinding activities may well have occurred at all sites in both the
Puebloan and Spanish Colonial periods. Specifically, what
is postulated is that grinding artifacts, particularly metates,
were purposely removed by site occupants and constitute
site abandonment-related behavior.
A number of patterns in the evidence supports this
hypothesis. First, the presence of only manos at the Pueblo
sites LA 12454, LA 12518, LA 13084, and the Spanish
Colonial sites LA 9138B, LA 12161,and LA 12438,would
suggest that their metate counterparts were removed.
Second, a bin which may have held a metate was found at
the Puebloan site LA 12454 (Chapman et al, 1977:244-5.
Third, metates found at four Puebloan sites, LA 12486,
LA 12519, LA 13054 and LA 13329 were actually metate
fragments. This would suggest that intact metates are preferentially absent and were removed from the sites. Fourth,
manos are more likely to occur on Puebloan and Spanish
Colonial sites that may have been occupied or reoccupied
for comparatively longer periods of time (see Tables 14.714.9). The inhabitants of the sites which possess few
activity areas or where few tools were discarded, may have
been performing milling activities, failed to break or wear
out manos or metates, and thus removed them when they
abandoned their sites.
The possibility of post-abandonment removal of
grinding implements is unlikely. If such were the case,
manos and metates should have been removed from Archaic
period sites as well. Post-abandonment human visitation
did occur at Archaic sites, for prehistoric and historic
sherds and other artifacts were found at virtually all of the
Archaic sites, yet intact metates and manos remained in
place (Chapman et al. 1977).
The removal or nonremoval of manos and metates
specified different types of settlement systems in operation
through time. Archaic groups were mobile hunters-gatherers.
In the context of such a settlement system, it would be less
likely that heavy grinding equipment would have been
transported, particularly if the distances between use areas
were considerable. Manos and metates were abandoned,
and the former Archaic occupants were willing to invest
energy in remanufacturing these items.
The Puebloan groups, particularly the P-IV occupants
of the Cochiti area, participated in a settlement system
composed of a proportionately large number of 1-2 room
sites, and a few large sites containing 30 to over 100 rooms
(Biella and Chapman 1977b:305-9). None of the small
sites examined in this sample show any evidence of longterm occupation. The inhabitants probably periodically
shifted residence to nearby population aggregates. Viewed
in the context of this type of settlement system, the removal of grinding equipment is not an unreasonable expenditure of energy.
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Table 14.10
Distributions of Grinding Implements and Activity Areas by Cultural Period
LA Site No

N

Manoa

Activity Areas

No- Metates
ARCHAIC PERIOD

LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

12442
12456
12463
12494
12495
12496

1
10
3
14
6
11

-

1
1
22
5
3

1 Lithic Concentration
6 or 7 Hearth Areas
2 or 3 Hearth Areas
7 or 8 Hearth Areas
3 Hearth Areas
7 or 8 Hearth Areas

PUEBLOAN PERIOD
LA 5011
LA 9138A
LA 12443
LA 12447
LA 12449
LA 12454
LA 12483
LA 12486
LA 12517
LA 12518
LA 12519
LA 13049
LA 13050
LA 13054
LA 13076
LA 13084
LA 13329

2
3
2
2
-

2
-

1
2
2
-

-

1
1
-

-

1

1 Room, Scattered Trash
2 Rooms, Scattered Trash
1 Room, Scattered Trash
1 Room?, Scattered Trash
1 Room?, Scattered Trash
2 Rooms, Scattered Trash
1 or 2 Hearth Areas
3 or 4 Hearth Areas
1 Room, Scattered Trash
2 Rooms, Scattered Trash
2 Rooms, Scattered Trash
1 Room
2 Rooms
2 Rooms
2 Rooms
Rooms
1 Room

SPANISH COLONIAL PERIOD
LA
LA
LA
LA

9138B
12161
12438
12507

-

1
3
5
-

2
1
1
1

Rooms, Scattered Trash
Room, Midden Area
Room, Scattered Trash
Room, Scattered Trash

A listing of those environmental setting characteristics
that may be more meaningful in terms of the locational
criteria perceived and utilized by human groups occupying
the area is presented in Table 14.11. The data were compiled from Biella and Chapman (1977a:209-23).

The Spanish Colonial groups occupying the Cochiti
Reservoir area may have occupied their sites for longer
periods of time. One site, LA 12161, shows evidence of
protracted occupational usage. Access to animal-drawn
transportation may be the significant factor pertaining
to the removal of grinding tools by Spanish Colonial
groups.

Alluvial benches were utilized in all cultural periods.
Archaic groups frequently located their sites in sand dunes.
All of the Spanish Colonial sites are located in elevated
settings. Consistent with the prevous analyses, the Puebloan
sites exhibit the greatest range of variability in physiographic setting.

Site Location Patterns
The sites examined constitute an excavation sample
within a survey sample. The sites selected for excavation
necessarily share certain locational and topographic attributes, for they were endangered by the flooding of thi'
reservoir basin. All of the sites are located in the Upper
Sonoran-Juniper vegetative zone. Similarly, all are located
immediately adjacent to the Rio Grande in White Rock
Canyon. The sites range in altitude from 5280 to 5460 feet
above mean sea level (Biella and Chapman 1977a:209-23).

All of the Archaic sites are located on southerly exposures. This may well have been a significant criterion for
site location. Southern exposures receive more solar radiant
heat and thus provide more comfort to the occupants. This
would be particularly true for those groups living in open
campsites. Note that the two Puebloan open sites are
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Table 14.11
Site Environmental Settings by Cultural Period
Ph siographic
LA Site No.

Situation

Side of
Exposure

Rio Grande

Distance to
Rio Grande (m)

Site
Characteristics

ARCHAIC PERIOD
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

12442
12456
12463
12494
12495
12496

Alluvial Bench
Sand Dune
Sand Dune
Sand Dune
Sand Dune
Alluvial Bench

SW
SW
S
SW
SW
SW

E
E
E
W
W
W

60
20
40
100
100
100

W
W
E
E
E
E
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
E
E
E

70
80
160
20
40
120
20
40
40
120
40
60
140
100
60
100
6800

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

PUEBLOAN PERIOD
LA 5011
LA 9138A
LA 12443
LA 12447
LA 12449
LA 12454
LA 12483
LA 12486
LA 12517
LA 12518
LA 12519
LA 13049
LA 13050
LA 13054
LA 13076
LA 13084
LA 13329

Sand Dune
Gravel Terrace
Alluvial Bench
Alluvial Bench
Alluvial Bench
Alluvial Bench
Sand Dune
Sand Dune
Basalt Ridge
Base of Talus
Talus & Bench Interface
Ridge Top; Basalt Talus
Sandy Bench
Gravel Ridge Top
Basalt Talus
Boulder Field
Gravel Terrace

E
SW
W
NE
W
SW
SE
S
Open
SE
NW
S
NW
Open
n.d.
n.d.
Open

1 Room
2 Rooms
1 Room
1 Room?
1 Room?
2 Rooms
Open
Open
1 Room
2 Rooms
2 Rooms
1 Room
2 Rooms
2 Rooms
2 Rooms
5 Rooms
1 Room

SPAINISH COLONIAL PERIOD
LA
LA
LA
LA

9138B
12161
12438
12507

Gravel Terrace
Alluvial Bench; Talus Base
Alluvial Bench
Alluvial Bench

SW
S
SW
W

W
W
E
W

also located on southern exposures.

80
120
180
20

2
1
1
1

Rooms
Room
Room
Room

sponsible for the absence of these artifacts. A site may have
been occupied for such a short period of time that projectile point manufacture, repair, or disposal did not take
place; or projectile point disposal behavior may have
occurred outside of the immediate environs of the occupational zone; or different hunting methods may have been
employed.

Environmental
Exploitation Patterns
Floral and faunal remains recovered from each site
that provide direct evidence of environmental exploitation
are compiled in Table 14.12. Artifacts that are indirect
indicators of procurement/processing activities are also
listed in Table 14.12. Projectile points are assumed to reflect the presence of hunting activities, and grinding implements (manos and metates) are asuumed to be associated
with plant food processing.

Despite potential difficulties in interpreting the evidence, the following observations can be made. When prehistoric sites do contain projectile points, animal bone is
always present. When the same site yields identifiable
faunal remains, the inventory in six out of seven cases
includes large game animals. The presence of exclusively
small animal bone at several Puebloan sites (LA 9138A,
LA 12518, LA 12519) is associated with an absence of
projectile points, indicating that other procurement meth.
ods, such as handcapture, clubs, or nets may also have been
employed to acquire these species.

A comparison of projectile point distribution with that
of faunal materials does not yield sharply defined patterns.
However, the absence of projectile points does not necessarily mean that hunting activities or projectile point usage
did not occur at a given site. Other conditions may be re-
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Table 14.12
Distributions of Floral and Faunal Remains by Cultural Period

LA Site No.

Floral and Faunal Remains Recovered

Projectile

Grinding

Points

Implements

Activity Areas

+
+

+
+
+
+

1 Lithic Concentration
6/7 Hearths
2/3 Hearths
7/8 Hearths

-

+
+

3 Hearths
7/8 Hearths

ARCHAIC PERIOD
LA
LA
LA
LA

12442
12456
12463
12494

LA 12495
LA 12496

Unidentified bone fragment
Seed, large game, terrestrial snail
Unidentified bone fragment
Seeds, rabbit, deer, mollusk

-

+

n.d.
n.d.

-

PUEBLOAN PERIOD
LA 5011

Seed, woodrats, large game, small game

+

-

1 Room

LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

Fish, rabbit, frog
n.d.

-

+

9138A
12443
12447
12449
12454
12483

--

2 Rooms
1 Room
1 Room?
1 Room?
2 Rooms
1/2 Hearths

LA 12486

Deer, antelope?, rodent, egg

+

+

3/4 Hearths

LA
LA
LA
LA

n.d.
Rabbit, lizard
Rabbit?, woodrat
Seeds, small game

-

-

-

+
+

+

-

Room
2 Rooms
2 Rooms
1 Room

-

-

2 Rooms

LA 13054

Woodrat, gopher, mouse, landsnail, turtle,
small game, large game
Seed, small game, large game, fish(?)

+

+

2 Rooms

LA 13076

None

-

-

2 Rooms

LA 13084

Seeds, woodrat, lizard

-

+

5 Rooms

LA 13329

None

-

+

1 Room

-

+

2 Rooms

-

+

1 Room

-

+
-

1 Room
1 Room

12517
12518
12519
13049

LA 13050

n.d.
n.d.
Seeds, large game
Unidentified bone fragment

--

SPANISH COLONIAL PERIOD
LA 9138B
LA 12161
LA 12438
LA 12507

Sheep/goat, deer/antelope, peach pits, cattle/bison,
bird, jackrabbit, egg
Sheep/goat, deer/antelope?, burro, cattle/bison,
bird, goose, dog/wolf, beaver
Sheep/goat, cattle/bison, deer/antelope
Sheep/goat, deer/antelope, rabbit, fish

Direct evidence for large game hunting is present in
all but two of the Archaic sites. However, faunal inventories
in only four out of seventeen Puebloan sites include large
mammals. This could mean that large game hunting was a
habitual mode of environmental exploitation during the
Archaic period, and less significant during the Puebloan
period,

and frog remains were found at the Puebloan site LA
9138A, and a possible fish vertebra at LA 13054. During
the Spanish Colonial period, aquatic birds and fish were
part of the procurement systems. Whether or not faunal
type differences between the cultural periods specify
differential riverine resource usage patterns is difficult to
determine, for the amount of faunal materials from any
single site is extremely low.

Large game %..- also procured during the Spanish
Colonial period. Later Cochiti basin occupants may have
used firearms exclusively. Evidence supporting this contention exists in the presence of gunflints and a gun fragment found at LA 12161 (Chapman et al. 1977:179-81).
The data from Table 14.12 show that riverine resources
were exploited in all cultural periods. A freshwater mollusk
was recovered from the Archaic site LA 12494. Fish bone
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SUMMARY: ARCHAIC
Grinding activities, as previously mentioned, took place
in all cultural periods. The fact that manos and metates
were found in all of the Archaic sites indicates that vegetal
food processing and presumably nondomestic plant seed
procurement are activities that were habitually performed
by Archaic occupants of the area.

ARCHAIC, ANASAZI AND SPANISH COLONIAL SUBSISTENCE ACTIVITIES
Seed gathering, processing (grinding), preparation,
and consumption was one identifiable activity sequence
that took place at Archaic sites. Small game and molluscan!
gastropod collection, processing, preparation and consumption constitute two additional activity sets. Large game
hunting, processing, preparation and consumption constitute a fourth behavioral sequence which characterizes the
Archaic occupations.

one or two-room sites are farmhouses is too simplistic.
If this class of sites served one and only one purpose,
then the activity patterns at all of the sites should be
similar. As discussed throughout this paper, such is clearly
not the case. Lithic resource types and tool types vary
considerably between sites (Tables 14.4, 14.5, and 14.9).
The site settings vary widely (Table 14.11). Finally, nondomestic biotic materials were exploited by the occupants
of the architectural sites (Table 14.12).

The analyses performed in this study provide more
specific information pertaining to Archaic adaptations
within the Cochiti basin. The activities performed at
LA 12442 and LA 12496 appear to have been similar,
Both sites are located on alluvial benches and contrast
with the others which are located in sand dunes (see Table
14.11). The occupations of both sites differ from the remainder of the Archaic sites in terms of lithic material and
tool preferences. The inhabitants of LA 12442 and LA
12496 preferred obsidian (see Tables 14.4 and 14.5), and
used only small angular debris, debitage and facially retouched tools (see Table 14.9).

What, then, is the evidence to support the performance of farming activities? The facts provide indirect
proof. All of the sites are located adjacent to the Rio
Grande where agricultural acitivites during the Puebloan
period could be performed. The location of sites LA
12447 and LA 12519 on northern exposures, and LA
12517 exposed to the elements from all sides (Table
14.11), would indicate that these sites were occupied
on a temporary basis, probably during the warmer months
of the year.

If the interpretations pertaining to resource acquisition and processing are correct, then the primary subsistence-related activities that took place at the first group
of sites was large game hunting and processing, and seed
procurement and processing. In contrast, wider ranges
of resource acquisition are implied by the greater diversity of tool types and floral and faunal remains from
the other Archaic sites, LA 12456, LA 12463, LA 12494,
and LA 12495 (see Tables 14.3, 14.4 and 14.12).

Architectural features also provide indirect evidence
for agricultural activities. The two-room site LA 12519
appears to be composed of a single habitation structure
with an attached granary or storage chamber (Chapman
et al. 1977:346-51). The habitation space contains a hearth
which is absent from the adjoining structure. Other evidence supporting the notion of a storage unit is the fact
that the structure is semisubterranean and the sides are
slab-lined. This room may have served as a temporary
storage place for crops being harvested from the alluvial
flats below the site.

SUMMARY: PUEBLO
Puebloan environmental exploitation strategies appear
to differ markedly from those practiced during the earlier
Archaic period. Consistent with previous lines of evidence,
the Puebloan period is characterized by high diversification
in resource usage patterns,
None of the sites show evidence of prolonged periods
of occupation or of intensive seasonal reoccupation. Consequently, the amount of organic remains recovered from
Puebloan sites is low and reduces the degree to which
exploitation-related behaviors can be accurately specified.
One characteristic of the P-IV adaptive system, however,
is periodic short-term and diversified resource utilization

As discussed previously, the small Puebloan groups
occupying the Cochiti area were participants in larger
social and settlement systems. They were also participants
in a regional system of exchange which undoubtedly is of
adaptive significance. Evidence for the existence of the
latter system is available in the ceramic inventories. Ceramics
manufactured at various pueblo communities throughout
the middle and northern Rio Grande basin were found in
association with these sites (Warren 1977:362-74). The
adaptive importance of the regional exchange was not
pursued in this report, but reki.dns a problem well worth
investigating if we are to understand the cultural ecology
of the Anasazi P-IV period.

SUMMARY: SPANISH COLONIAL

within the area.
Nonagricultural resource acquisition appears to have
been the primary activity conducted at the open campsites
LA 12483 and LA 12486 (Table 14.12). Large and small
game resources are represented among the biotic remains,
The presence of mano and metate fragments would suggest
that seed gathering activities took place. Although faunal
and floral remains are represented by only one unidentified
bone fragment at LA 12483, the proportion of tools to
total lithics (Figure 14.1) falls within the range of variability for the Archaic period,
The paucity oforganic remains from the Puebloan sites
which contain architecture may well mean that the environmental exploitation activities included domestic plant
maintenance and harvesting. However, the notion that all
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Human environmental usage during the Spanish Colonial phase appears to be similar between all sites in the
sample. Interpretation is facilitated by the relative abundance of organic remains from each of the sites.
The use of pasturage resources for herding domestic
animals is implied by the presence of sheep/goat remains
at all of the sites (Table 14.12). Other domestic herbivores
were also maintained. Cattle, horse and burro remains
were also recovered from Spanish Colonial sites. The fact
that sheep and goat bones possess butchering marks indicates that these species provided a source of meat for the
occupants. This would contrast with other pastoralist
strategies where only domestic animal products such as
milk or blood are consumed.
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range of indigenous biotic resources. Similarly, Anasazi
P-IV groups utilized native plants and animals perhaps in
conjunction with farming activities. Both domestic and
nondomestic animals provided an important aspect of the
subsistence base for Spanish Colonial groups.

Exchange for items related to energy capturing and
transformation is an important feature in the Spanish Colonial adaptive system. All of the sites contain ceramics manufactured by Indian groups throughout the region. Evidence of guns and other metal trade items were recovered
from the Spanish Colonial sites (Chapman ct al. 1977).

There is neither a trend towards increasing specialization nor generalization of resource usage through time.
Behavioral diversity associated with subsistence as measured in these analyses is greatest within the Puebloan
period and less so in the earlier Archaic and the .- ter
Spanish Colonial periods.

Nondomestic animal resources were also exploited.
All of the sites contain the remains of deer antelope. The
preference for large game species as a dietary constituent
may indicate that these native species served as an alternative to sheep/goat in Spanish Colonial cuisine.

CONCLUSIONS

Many of the inferences pertaining to the various
adaptive modes examined here must be regarded as tentative, given the small sample of sites available and suitable
for analysis. Nonetheless, these results should be of heuristic value in explicating the prehistoric and historic adaptive
systems which operdted within the region.

The results of these anlayses underscore the notion
that there can be virtually limitless ways of surviving
within any given environmental setting. Archaic or Basketmaker groups occupying the Cohciti area extracted a wide
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Chapter 15
THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES:
A CLUE TO SUBSISTENCE BEHAVIOR
Alan Rogers and W. J. Chasko, Jr.

INTRODUCTION
Human populations depend for their survival upon
resources which are dispersed in space, and generally
exploit areas considerably larger than individual archeological sites. The subsistence activities conducted within an
area may produce a variety of different kinds of archeological sites, including villages, temporary residential sites,
field houses near agricultural land, and facilities for processing wild foods before carrying them home. The interaction
of any human group with its environment is likely to be
reflected in a variety of kinds of sites within the area
exploited by that group.
These considerations suggest that archeological investigations of human ecology should deal with regions rather
than single sites, and with all site types present rather than
just a few. As Plog and Hill observe, however,
Through the history of archaeology, most surveys
have focused on sites on uhich habitation structures were located, and often only the largest of
these. But, prehistoric, and modern, settlement
systems consisted of more than large habitation
sites. There were both large and small habitation
sites or settlements as well as sites where activities
other than habitation took place.
(Plog and Hill 1971:8)
A variety of reasons could undoubtedly be adduced
for this neglect of nonresidential sites in favor of larger,
residential locations, but central among these is the problem of temporal control. The archeological record is the
accumulated by-product of thousands of years of human
activity. This time depth is at once the promise of and the
problem with archeological data. When contemporaneous
remains can be recognized and distinguished from material
of different ages, archeological research can elucidate
changes in patterns of human subsistence over long spans
of time (Flannery 1968; MacNeish 1971). When such
distinctions cannot be made, however, substantial portions
of the archeological record must be ignored.
Conclusions concerning patterns of prehistoric subsistence behavior are generally based on a biased sample of
the archeological record. Such conclusions should be
viewed with a certain amount of scepticism. Flannery
(1968) for example, bases inferences concerning changing
patterns of adaptation in the Southern Highlands of Mexico
solely on cave deposits. It is easy to imagine changes in
subsistence patterns which would affect the number of
caves used without affecting the contents of utilized caves.
Such changes would be invisible to an archeologist who
restricted his attention to caves.
The value of the enormous spans of time represented in
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the archeological record ,as been emphasized frequently.
But the value of this time depth is somewhat limited unless
contemporaneous sites can be recognized, and differentiated from those of different ages. Archeologists have
relied heavily on formal similarities between assemblages
in recognizing association between sites. This approach has
led to a number of problems.
Many sites, for example, lack diagnostic artifacts. The
archeological evidence produced during hunting, gathering
and processing of wild foods is often meager and is likely
not to include the items generally used in assigning sites to
particular horizons. Although such sites may contain abundant information concerning the activities which produced
them (Goodyear 1975), they are often difficult to relate to
residential sites in the same region. Investigations of change
through time in adaptive systems are generally restricted to
those portions of the archeological record which can be
reliably dated, and this restriction frequently excludes all
but large residential sites.
In addition to their inability to recognize associations
between related sites, traditional methods may be criticized
for their tendency to make spurious distinctions. Contemporaneous sites which reflect different aspects of the adaptation of a single human group may have extremely dissimilar assemblages. When sites with dissimilar assemblages
are assumed to represent different cultures it is impossible
to recognize association between the diverse sites which
may be produced by a single group. Binford (1972) has
argued that such assumptions have led to erroneous interpretations of archeological sequences in Europe and Africa.
In summary, current archeological methods do not
allow reliable inferences to be drawn concerning change in
the structure of prehistoric adaptive systems. Studies of
change in subsistence behavior involve comparison of
materials of different ages. This would seem to require the
ability to recognize contemporaneous sites and distinguish
between sites of different ages. Such distinctions are often
difficult to make in the case of small, nonresidential sites.
making it necessary to rely primarily on data from residential sites. This emphasis on a single kind of site is unfortunate since the interaction of any human group with its
environment is likely to be reflected in a variety of kinds
of sites-residential as well as nonresidential. This study
attempts to develop a different approach to the investigation of subsistence strategies.
THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS IN
STUDYING ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES
An ideal solution to the problem considered above
would allow recognition of associations between each residential site and the nonresidential sites ancillar- to it.

ALAN ROGERS and W. J. CHASKO, JR.
This is an extremely difficult task. Fortunately, it is possible to learn a great deal about the adaptive strategies
which characterized a region without recognizing relationships between individual sites.

words, we assume that the probability that B will be placed
at this location is

Archeologists commonly divide the sites in a region
into several categories thought to represent differences in
age or function. Measurement of association between the
spatial distributions of such site types is a much easier
problem than the recognition of relationships between
individual sites. We will argue that a measurable association
should exist between the spatial distributions of residential
and ancillary nonresidential sites. Analysis of such associations may be of great value in the investigation of adaptive
strategies.

where p(r, 0) is a two dimensional probability density function. It will be convenient to represent distance and direction
by a single letter so that the expression above can be written

For example, assume that the residential sites in some
region have been divided into a set of temporal classes, and
that nonresidential sites in this area are divided into a set of
functional classes. A particular class of nonresidential site
might reflect the exploitation of some resource. If this resource was important during only one of the time periods
represented, we could expect the distribution of this site
type to be strongly associated only with the distribution of
residential sites on that period. The changing importance of
a resource should be reflected in the association between
the spatial distributions of sites reflecting its exploitation
and residential sites of different ages. Thus, changing
patterns of resource use may be discernible in the patterns
of association between the spatial distributions of different
kinds of sites.

where s is a two dimensional vector.
If the inhabitants of A produce n sites of the same
type as B, the probability that one will be produced at the
distance and direction from .4 represented by the vector s is
np(s)ds + o((ds) 2 ) = np(s)ds
in the limit as ds approaches zero, assuming that the location of each nonresidential site is an independent random
variable with probability density p(s).
This model can be summarized as follows:
1.
2.

Each residential site produces n nonresidential
sites.
The vectors connecting each parent residential
site with each of its offspring nonresidential sites
are independent random variables with probability
density function p(s).

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Since this model is a simplification of reality, there is
little hope that it will yield a complete description of the
relationships between spatial distributions of archeological
sites. It may, however, adequately describe some aspects of
those relationsnips. We will argue that, while the model
presented here does not describe patterning in archeological
site distributions on the scale of small distances, it is a good
model of relationships on the scale of large distances. To
study such relationships it will be necessary to separate
patterning on different scales of distance.

MODELING NONRESIDENTIAL
SITE DISTRIBUTIONS
Spatial distributions of sites are modeled here as
stochastic point processes in two dimensions. It is reasonable to specify that not more than one site can be located
in the same place. In mathematical terms this means that
(number of sites in an area of size As) > 1)

p(s)ds

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF

The resolution of such an approach will be limited by
our ability to date residential sites and to recognize func.
tional categories of nonresidential sites. Although these are
not trivial problems, they will not be dealt with in this
paper. Our concerns here are: (1) how spatial distributions
of residential and ancillary nonresidential sites can be
expected to be associated, and (2) how such associations
can be measured.

prob

p(r, Olds

The appropriate tool for this task is spectral analysis.
which partitions variance or covariance in site density
according to frequency and direction, where

= o(As)

frequency

1
distance

Points on a two dimensional surface will be referred to by
their Cartesian coordinates, an ordered pair of numbers representing the east and north dimensions.
Consider an imaginary residential site, A, whose inhabitants are about to engage in activities which will produce a
nonresidential site, B. A variety of factors will undoubtedly
condition their decision concerning the distance and direction from A they will travel to perform these activities. It
will be useful to consider a simple case in which all variables
other than distance and direction are held constant. We
assume, therefore, that the probability that B will be located somewhere in an area of size ds at a distance r in a
direction Q from A is a function only of r and 0. In other
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High and low frequencies correspond to the scales of small
and large distances respectively. A measure of the relationship between two distributions is the squared coherence
spectrum. Squared coherence measures the proportion of
variance in density at a particular frequency and direction
in one distribution which can be explained by a model of
f the form
Input
Distribution
_L.

Linear
Operation]

D

Oup
istribution
...

SPA '1.-IL

)ISTR B L'TION OF AICIEOLO(;ICA.

Coherence, as used in this paper, is somewhat different
than coherence as defined for point processes by (ox and
Lewis (1972:421). The approach used here is justified in
the appendix to this paper.
Analysis of the model outlined above (see appendix)
indicates that squared coherence equals I when frequency
equals zero, and approaches zero as frequency approaches
infinity. This means that, if the assumptions of the model
were correct, a linear relationship would exist between
distributions of residential and ancillary nonresidential
sites at low frequencies (large distances) but not at high
frequencies (small distances). This linear relationship would
be reflected in values of squared coherence near 1 at low
frequencies. Before empirical squared coherence spectra
can be meaningfully interpreted it will be necessary to
evaluate the effects of these assumptions.

INDEPENDENCE OF SITE LOCATIONS
We have assumed that the vectors connecting each
parent residential site with each of its offspring nonresidential sites are independent random variables. In behavioral terms, this means that decisions concerning the placement of nonresidential sites of a given type do not depend
on the locations of other sites of that type. This assumption is a concession to convenience and may not be accurate. If residential site distributions were being modeled it
would almost certainly be in error since there is evidence
that a minimum distance is maintained between %illages
(Reynolds 1976).
This assumption is probably justified for many types
of nonresidential sites, but may be inaccurate for others.
It is conceivable, for example, that a minimum distance
might be maintained between some types of nonresidential
sites. Such inhibitor effects are conveniently studied
through spectral analysis.
Spectral density is a measure of variance in the density
of a distribution at a particular frequency and direction.
Let us examine the relationship between spectral density
and frequency in several site distributions from the Cochiti
Reservoir. Five types of site are considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lithic unknown: scatters of lithic debris of unknown cultural or temporal affiliation;
Small P-Ill: Pueblo IIIsites with 1-10 rooms:
Large P-Ill: Pueblo III sites with more than
10 rooms;
Small P-IV: Pueblo IV sites with 1-10 rooms;
Large P-IV: Pueblo IV sites with more than
10 rooms.

In each of Figs. 15.1-15.5, the spectral density of one
type of site is plotted against frequency. At most frequencies a number of points are plotted representing spectral
density in different directions. An 'A' represents a single
value, a 'B'two superimposed values, and so on. For a
purely random distribution the expected value of the
spectrum is 0.3 for all frequencies and directions. The
horizontal lines on each graph define a 99% confidence
interval around this value. If the distributions were random,
approximately 99% of the points should fall between these
lines,
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We have assumed that decisions concerning the plac(ment of nonresidential archeological sites of a given t%pe do
not depend on the locations of other sites of that t\ype.
This assumption is likely to be false for some nonresidential
site distributions and many residential site distributions:
the presence of a site at one location ma\ decrease the
likelihood that another will occur nearby. Such phenomena
Lend to depress the spectrum (Bartlett 1975:111. and this
effect is evident in the spectra of all site types considered.
The spectrum of large P-IV sites, for example, has \ery low
values at frequencies 0.5. 1.1, 1.3, 1.8. and 2.5. These low
values indicate that an inhibitory effect exists between
large P-IV sites at frequencies greater than 0.5. which
correspond to distances less than 1 0.5 = 2.0 ki. Th(.
spectrum of large P-111 sites is similar, but the loss frequenc\ portions of the spectra of other site types are
somewhat different. The spectra of small P-111 and PAV
sites reach low values at frequencies greater than 0.9.
suggesting an inhibitory effect between small sites at distances less than 1 0.9 - 1.1 km. At frequencies less than
0.6, however, all values are above the iLw-r confidence
limit. Inhibitory effects between these sites do not seem to
affect the spectrum at frequencies below 0.6. suggesting
that no such effects exist at distances greater than 1 0.6 1.7 ki.
This situation is even more pronounced in the spectrum of nonstructural lithic sites. Low values do not occur
at frequencies much less than 1, suggesting that no ii:hibitor. effects exist at distances greater than 1 ki. At f'requencies less than 0.9 the spectrum is well above the lower confidence limit. Inhibitory effects between lithic sites do
not seem to affect the spectrum at frequencies below 0.° .
These results might well have been predicted. Thle
maintenance of a minimum distance between actiitv loci
will affect patterning on the scale of small distances: the
presence of a site at one location decreases the likelihood
that another will occur nearby. At more distant locations.
however, the presence of the first site is unlikely to affect
the probability that anothei will occur. Thus. variation
on the scale of large distances (which correspond to low
frequencies) is unaffected by the maintenance of a minimum distance between activity loci, Although inhibitory
effects between sites should be considered in any model
of high frequency aspects of archeological site distributions, they may be ignored in models of low frequency
phenomena. This, at least in part, justifies our assumption that the placement of nonresidential sites is independent of the locations of other sites of the same type.
We can expect coherence at low frequencies to be unaffected by inhibitory effects between sites.
THE EFFECT OF

RESOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS
Our model also assumes that the location of residential sites is the only factor affecting the distribution of
nonresidential sites. Since other factors, such as the disLributions of resources, are likely to be involved, it will
be necessary to investigate their effect. In Fig. 15.6 two
examples of site and resource distributions are illustrated.
In both examples the distribution of nonresidential
sites closely reflects the distribution of resources; clusters
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B

A

A
*

residential site
non-residential site
resource

Fig. 15.6

Two examples concerning the distribution of resources and archeological sites
proved. Instead, we present an informal argument that it
is plausible.

of sites occur near each resource location. But the coherence spectra of residential and nonresidential sites would be
quite different in the two examples. In example A the
effect of the resource distribution is the same for residential
and nonresidential sites. Variance is not introduced into
one distribution independently of the other. In this situation the distribution of resources would not tend to decrease the coherence of residential and nonresidential site
distributions.

It is reasonable to assume that there is some distance.
K., beyond which the occupants of a given residential site
will not go to perform the activities which produce sites of
type i. If site type 1 is an agave processing facility for
example, and it is unprofitable to collect agave from locations more distant than 10 kin, then sites of type 1 should
be absent from locations farther than 10 km from residen=
10 km. In terms of our model
tial sites. In this case, K i
0.
this assumption means that for jcv> K 1 , p (L')

In example B on the other hand, nonresidential sites
are associated with all resource patches while residential
sites are associated with only two: the distribution of
resources is more accurately reflected by nonresidential
sites than by residential sites. Variance is introduced into
the nonresidential site distribution independently of the
distribution of residential sites. This will lower some
portions of the squared coherence spectrum. In particular,
since spacing between resources on the scale of small distances is reflected in the distribution of nonresidential
sites but not of residential sites, squared coherence at high
frequencies (which correspond to small distances) will be
decreased. Conversely, since spacing between resources on
the scale of large distances is reflected in both residential
and nonresidential site distributions, low frequency coherence will not be decreased. In general, squared coherence
will be decreased only at those frequencies at which variance in the density of resources is reflected in one but not
both of the site distributions,

Suppose that sites of type i reflect the exploitation of
some resource. Variance in the resource distribution at frequencies less than 1(2K) indicates that there is some
tendency for concentrations of that resource to be spaced
farther apart than 2K i. km. In the example above this would
mean that concentrations of agave are sometimes more than
20 km apart. Since it would be impossible for a single residential site to be within 10 km of two such concentrations,
both would not be exploited from a single residential site.
Both could be exploited only if there were residential as
well as nonresidential sites in the vicinity of each concentration of agave. In other words, both resource concentrations
could be exploited only if the spacing in the resource distribution were reflected in the distribution of residential as
well as nonresidential sites. Thus, variance at frequencies
less than 1/(2K.) cannot affect the distribution of nonresidential sites without also affecting the distribution of
residential sites. The distribution of nonresidential sites
should not vary independently from the distribution of
residential sites at low frequencies. The effects of resource
distributions will not decrease the low frequency portion
of the coherence spectrum.

We claim that while high frequency variance in resource distributions may be reflected in the distributions of
nonresidential sites but not in the distribution of residential
sites, low frequency variance will affect the distributions of
all site types. Thus, the effects of resource distributions will
not tend to reduce coherence at low frequencies. From the
argument presented above it is clear that the effects of
resource distributions may decrease coherence at high frequencies. To substantiate our claim it is only necessary to
show that resource distributions cannot have this effect at
low frequencies. This contention will not be rigorously

CONCLUSIONS
The effects of resource distributions and of inhibitory
effects between sites seem to be restricted to high frequencies (i.e., to the scale of small distances). Thus, it is
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possible to use a simple model which ignores these factors
in deducing expectations for low frequency aspects of
relationships between site distributions. The model developed here leads us to expect high coherence at low frequencies between the distributions of residential and
ancillary nonresidential sites.

area, Biella and Chapman (1977c:295-309) suggest that a
major change in the organization of subsistence behavior occurred between the P-Il and P-IV phases. Relying primarily
upon the evidence from excavations and the number and distribution of room counts for the two phases, they infer that:
1.

These results should be useful in the interpretation of
empirical coherence spectra, although some caution is
necessary. High coherence at low frequencies may result
from a variety of causes, of which we have considered only
one. It would be unjustified to conclude that, since a pair
of distribinons are coherent, the) must consist of residential and ancillary nonresidential sites.

2.

3.

Interpretation of low coherence at low frequencies is
also somewhat ambiguous. Low frequencies correspond to
large distances, but the largest distances in the present
study are certainly no greater than the diameter of the survey area or 8.5 km. From low coherence at low frequencies
we are justified in concluding that either (1) the distributions in question are not comprised of residential and
ancillary nonresidential sites, or (2) the survey area is too
small to exhibit the expected relationship. Analysis of low
frequency coherence spectra will be most useful when the
area surveyed can be assumed to be larger than the day
range of its prehistoric inhabitants (perhaps a maximum of
12 km; see Chapman, this volume),

If the small P-IV structural sites represent locations
where agricultural activities were conducted and also
served as bases for the procurement of wild foods, we might
expect to find associated lithic and ceramic scatters representing the remains of procurement activities conducted in
the neighborhood of small P-IV structural sites.
Most of the scatters found were lithic scatters and contained no diagnostic artifacts; consequently, it was not possible to assign the scatters to any temporal phase. Two
dimensional spectral analysis has been employed to resolve
this difficulty. It allows us to pose the question "Does the
distribution of lithic scatters allow us to reject the assertion
that they were associated with the small sites of the P-IV
phase?" If the scenario outlined by Biella and Chapman is
correct, we would expect to find high coherence at low frequencies between the distributions of the small P-IV sites
and the lithic unknown sites.

Archeologists often attempt to divide the residential
sites in a region into temporal classes, and sometimes to
divide nonresidential sites into functional classes. We have
suggested that a great deal may be learned from studying
spatial relationships between such categories. Change
through time in the importance of some activity, for exampIe, may be reflected in the association of the spatial distribution of a functional category of site with thedistributions
of residential sites of different ages. Thus, the spatial distributions of nonresidential sites may provide information
about changing adaptive patterns even when none of those
sites can be dated.

To perform the analysis we stratified those structural
proveniences assignable to the P-Ill and P-IV phases into
four categories based on the total room count and the
presence of diagnostic ceramic materials. They were: P-Ill
with 1 to 10 rooms; P-Ill with 11 or more rooms; P-IV with
1 to 10 rooms; and P-IV with 11 or more rooms. We then
computed coherence between the distributions of sites in
these categories and the distribution of sites in the lithic
unknown category.

AN APPLICATION TO A PROBLEM
FROM THE COCHITI STUDY AREA
Based on data collected during the Cochiti Reservoir
surveys and other information from previous research in the
U
=

1.0

?

0.5-

the human population increased slowly during the
P-Ill phase and experienced a decline during the
P-IV phase;
the settlement pattern was more dispersed and
variable during the P-Ill phase than during the
P-IV phase;
the P-IV phase exhibited a more aggregated settlement pattern, with a seasonal dispersion of population in very small units to production and procurement locales away from the large settlements.

An inspection of Fig. 15.7 reveals that the analysis sup-

tI

P-Ill

V,)

0.0
1-10 Rooms
Fig. 15.7

10 Rooms

Maximum squared coherence between ]ithic and residential site distributions for frequencies
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APPENDIX - A MODEL OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TWO DILMENSIONA L POINT PROCESSES
ports our expectations. In the frequency range from 0 to
.25 cycles per kin, we observe high values for squared coherence between the P-IV small category and the lithic
unknown category. We do not observe high values for
squared coherence between the lithic unknown category
and any of the other three categories in this frequency
range. We are thus not able to reject the assertion that the
lithic unknown scatters are associated with the small sites
of the P-IV phase.
We must add a caveat here: as is the case with correla,
tion analysis, we cannot imply a causal relation between
two distributions we have identified as associated. It is
possible that some underlying variable conditions the distribution of both the lithic unknown sites and the P-IV
small sites. A likely alternative explanation is that both
P-IV small sites and the lithic unknown sites reflect the
distribution of a particular resource or array of resources.
We may speculate that the lithic unknown sites reflect an
aspect of earlier Archaic adaptations and the P-IV sites
are positioned to exploit the same resources as were being
exploited by the makers of the lithic unknown sites. The

results of our analysis would be consistent with such a
scenario. We emphasize that both interpretations are consistent with the larger interpretation that the occupants of
the study area during the P-IV phase reverted to iacrtased
dependence upon procured resources.
The methodology developed here was successfully
applied and was able to detect and quantify relationships
between several defined categories of Anasazi sites and the
lithic scatters. It provided evidence supporting an interpretation of these data in the absence of any temporal information concerning the lithic scatters.
Any method which aids in the recognition of sites
which functioned as parts of the same adaptation should
be of great value to studies of human subsistence strategies. When the sites in a region can be divided into several
functional categories, but the relationships between these
categories are unclear, cross spectral analysis may succeed
in elucidating these relationships. It is capable of dealing
with a wide variety of models, and of recognizing relationships which are much too complex for other techniques.

Appendix
A MODEL OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TWO DIMENSIONAL

I.

DEFINITIONS

Where

The integral
Let R denote real, Euclidian, 2-space.
operator will represent integration over this entire space.

1

POINT PROCESSES

FEdNJ(r)j dN J(0) = 1_
ds

(
()

2

Define a counting process, N
NJ (A)

=

J

(.),
by

and second order stationarity is assumed. Notice that
h) (0) J- which can be interpreted as a two dimensonal Dirac delta function. The cross covariance density
between two processes, dN j() and dN

the number of points of type j in the set A.

The differential of this process is itself a stochastic process
dN

J

(4

f dN j

(s) = N J (ds), where s is an element of R 2

d

i (ds)
(ds)'-

MJk(T)

- X/ h k)j(T) -

k

is

+

4

XXk

(5)

We assume that
prob-dN J(s)> 1 = o(ds)

(1)

where

h(k)

EfdNkfr)dNi0)=16

1

The density of dN (s) is

ds

E dNJ (s)

(2)

J

and the joint process is stationar'.

ds
Spectral and cross-spectral densities are defined by

Covariance density is defined by
1

P..(r)

K dNJ s)
s,
T
elem
)a its ds R'
s, r"are elements of R2

(dN

E [dNJ(s)dNJ(s+
(ds)2z
h

(T)

-

(%I)2

)

j

(s+)

(-i<o

2
>) dr. ci is an element of R (7)

f J(W)

=.jj/w)exp

f k()

=fIlylk(W)exp (-Ki< T>)dr, w is an element of R'

(8

11. THE MODEL

(.)2

(3)
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Let each member of a parent distribution, dN a(-),
produce n offspring to form another distribution, dN b(. .

ALAN ROGERS and W.J. CHASKO, JR.
n I p(-u)p(T-u)du

In archeological terms, parents represent residential sites
and offspring are ancillary nonresidential sites. The vectors
connecting parents with offspring are independent, identically distributed random variables with probability density
function p(v). A similar model is discussed by Cox and
Lewis (1972:419422). Their model differs in that it is one
dimensional and in that each parent produces only a
single offspring.

This integral should be multiplied by (n-1), as in (11),
rather than by n. This discrepancy is corrected by subtracting so that
hba)(T)-

We begin by investigating the conditional expectation
density, h() (T). Because of (1), the conditional expectation of di b(7") is equal to the conditional probability that
dN b(r) = 1. The probability density of a type b event at
r is equal to the sum over all V's of the density of a type
a event at P times the density of an offspring occurring at
(T- v) from its parent.
Thus

h(b)()=

'(h(a)(v))(nP(r

aa

-

(a) 'p

n

v) dv

1 -

(9)

Pab( ) = n a.1
= n.

h(a)(v)p(T

-

Using (3) and (7) it can be shown that
fbb(cw) = n2 I0(w)I2 fan(c)

nI¢(co)i2

-

=n' 10(w)i 2 (faa(L) -

fbb(o

v) d - n( a)

+n

+fln

n

(13)

- n' I¢(c)l 2 faa(o)

)

III. COHERENCE
We define squared coherence by
p 2 ( co)

Fourier transformation as in (8) gives

n 2 1(o)l

1fab(_)

=

(14)

faa()

faa(W)fbb(W)

f

(10)

fab(W) = n 0 (w) /aa()

It is convenient to rewrite (13) as

)

where 0(o) is the fourier transform of p(').

is

b

"
The spectrum of dN (s) depends on h )(7). htb)(
h
) is
conditioned on the existence of a type b point at the origin.
The probability density that its parent is located at u is
p(-u). Given that the parent is so located the probability
density that it will2 produce an offspring at r is (n - 1)
p(T - u) + o((d") ), since we know that one of its n offsprings is located at the origin. Thus if only one parent
existed we could integrate over all u's to get (ignoring
higher order terms)

hb() = (n - 1)

a

where O(w) is the fourier transform of p(T).

nXa, and

yaa ( r ) p(T - v) dv

b

(G2)

For n = 1 (13) is equivalent to Cox and Miller's (1965:
366) equation 87 and to Lewis and Cox's (1972:422)
equation 3.38. Cox and Miller point out that if the original
process is a poisson process, faa("') = Na, so that fbb(-) =
Xb, and the offspring process is also poisson. It is interesting
to note that this is not so for n> 1. For large n,

Because of the delta function in tja)(v), the contribution at
v = 0 is np(T). (9) is analogous to Cox and Lewis's (1972:
419) equation 3.26 except that they include the contribution for v = 0 as a separate term.
Since each parent produces n offspring, Xb

I p(-u)p(T-u)du + 6(T)

-

2
V) + o((dv) )) dv

-

n /h()(v)p(-u)p(-u-P)dudv

p(-u)p(r- u) du + 6

(T)

(

+

1
______

n

)
-)

I)i
( 1)

This allows (14) to be written as
2

P,

1 +

_

1

(15)

nf
( o(w)l
aa
When the second term in the denominator is large,
p 2 (w)
0. When this term is small, p 2 (W) - 1. The second
term will be small when n is large, faa(co) is much larger
than A , or lo(W)l2 - 1. It is clear from computed spectra
that faa(w-) tends to have large values near w, - 0. Since
O(wO) is the characteristic function (fourier transform)
of a probability distribution, (o)j2
1 for all c. This
insures that the second term in the denominator of (15)
is always positive. Moreover, since O(w) - 1 when w - 0,
and O(w) -* 0 as w , p 2 (w) must equal I when cw- 0,
and approach 0 as w -*
(see Feller 1971:498-530).

(11)

The delta function reflects the fact that, for T = 0, h(g)(r)
1Ids.

fb(w) =

=

For an unknown number of parents
b
*
(a)
hb(r) -n I I h()P(-u)P(T-u-v)dudv+ 6(r)
This is only an approximation because, for v - 0, the contribution is
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Chapter 16
AN EVALUATION OF SURVEY STRATEGIES
David C. Eck

INTRODUCTION

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

This evaluation represents an attempt to assess the
reliability of archeological survey data. Such an assessment
is called for because of the use of survey data in mitigative
planning, and because presentations of survey data are increasingly becoming the de facto final report for many site
locations subsequently destroyed without further investigation. The results of this evaluation will be useful for planning of data collection policy for future surveys so as to
allow more precise determination of the true nature of
archeological remains, thereby minimizing potential information loss.
The accumulation of tremendous quantities of detailed
archeological survey data is a rather recent development,
Modern archeologists are conducting large-scale surveys and
publishing extensive analyses of the resultant data sets at
a rate surpassing that seen in any period of the past. Current emphasis in grant-supported research conducted by
academically based archeologists on broad, regional studies
often necessitates extensive surveys. The very nature of
archeological contract work frequently requires coverage
of extremely large areas, resulting in the production of
extersive collections of survey data. This proliferation of
survey data, and the wide usage made of such data, dictate
the development of some sort of means by which to evaluate their reliability,
The Cochiti survey was typical of those surveys resulting from contract archeological investigations. The data
generated were intended to be used in planning the mitigation program within the reservoir, and also to serve as
usable data providing information about the operation of
cultural adaptive systems within the project area (Chapman
and Enloe 1977). The entire visible populations of cer.
amics, structures, features, etc. were documented, but the
quantities of lithic artifacts present dictated a sampling
procedure. The no collection policy sampling strategy
for documenting lithic artifact variability as outlined in
Chapman and Enloe (1977) was implemented as an experimental technique, and underwent modification in the field
when obvious problems were encountered. However, "The
degree to which it provided information representative of
artifact taxon or attribute variability within provenience
locales is difficult to assess in the absence of controlled
comparison between sample documentation and whole
provenience documentation" (Chapman and Enloe 1977:
177). Since the completion of the mitigation program at
Cochiti has provided whole provenience documentation, we
are now in a position to evaluate the reliability of the survey technique relative to documentation of lithic artifact
variability. This paper, then, represents a partial evaluation
of general survey strategies, and a detailed evaluation of
the no collection policy sampling strategy in particular.

SURFACE/SUBSURFACE CORRESPONDENCE
The general question of the utility of information
derived from the surface distributions of artifacts has often
been considered. Since a number of inferences about the
character of the entire assemblage are frequently made
from the character of the surface sample, it has long been a
serious concern for the archeologist. One of the first rigorous treatments of the question can be found in Binford
et al. (1970), as part of their analysis of Hatchery West.
They found that a controlled surface collection (a total
collection) will permit a preliminary definition of the area
of the site. Within the area so defined, variable densities
and combinations of artifact classes can be used to define
various subareas of the site. While these are useful applications of surface data, the authors emphatically state that
densities of surface items cannot be used as guides to planning entire excavations, since at least two classes of dataartifactual items and archeological features-were found to
be independently distributed at Hatchery West. They
explicitly state that separate and specific sampling designs
must be outlined for the excavation of each class of information that varies independently.
Redman and Watson (1970) conducted studies similar
to those at Hatchery West and found that surface and subsurface artifact distributions are related in such a way that
a description of the former allows prediction of the latter.
In opposition to Redman and Watson's results, Schiffer
and Rathje (1973) found no direct correspondence bctween surface material densities or distributions and subsurface artifact densities or distributions. Their article considers the effects of cultural (c-transforms) and noncultural
(n-transforms) formation processes on the distribution of
surface and subsurface assemblages, as does Binford (1964).
though in more abstract language. In the particular case
Schiffer and Rathje discuss, the Joint site. a single component site-they attribute the lack of surface/subsurface
correspondence to aeolian deposition and downslope movement. This position implies, however, a demonstrated
reason for expecting the two assemblages to correspond,
in the absence of the n-transforms mentioned. Such an
argument is not offered, and to my knowledge, none exists
in the literature.

SAMPLING FOR DISTRIBUTIONS
Redman and Watson (1970) also experimented with
sampling of surface distributions in order to look for patterns which were previously defined. Their first attempt
utilized a 10cr simple random sample, while a 10" stratifled, unaligned, systematic sample was used in the second
experiment. They concluded that the stratified, unaligned
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sample yielded somewhat better results. [Note that the use
of probabilistic sampling for generating distribution maps is
not in keeping with rigorous application of probabilistic
sampling (Asch 1975), because it does not involve inferences about the characteristics of populations.) Furthermore, they assumed a 10'; sample was adequate, leaving
us with no basis upon which to further evaluate their conclusions.
Research similar to Redman and Watson has been conducted by Southern Methodist University at Cooper Lake,
Texas (Hyatt et al. 1974; Hyatt and Doehner 1975). Since
these investigators could not determine the size of an
adequate sample, they opted for a total collection strategy.
Analysis of the surface collections was not completed until
after the excavation season, and did not constitute a part of
the planning for excavation. In order to derive experimentally an adequate sampling strategy for collection and excavation, they conducted a sort of post-mortem on one of the
excavated sites. Known surface distributions were recorded
on maps to be used as standards of comparison. Three types
of area sampling procedures were then implemented: simple
random, stratified random, and systematic unaligned. The
initial samples were drawn so as to comprise 10"C of the
total area, and subsequent samples were incremented at
10"i intervals. Sampling continued until maps generated
from the sample data approximated the distribution maps
for the population. A minimum of 60 of the total area
had to be sampled for an adequate approximation via simpIe and stratified random samples, while 50% was adequate
for the systematic unaligned procedure (see the comment
above concerning sampling and mapping). The authors
argue that these percentages are required in order to say
that an adequate surface sample has been taken, and in
order to use it as a guide to excavation. They do not, however, offer any precise definition of what adequacy actually
is. In a second part of their study, they determined that
surface and subsurface density patterns generally correspond, but that surface densities and subsurface features
are unrelated, which agrees with Binford et al. (1970),
effectively preventing their use as a general guide to excavation.
Recently, spatial analysis of archeological sites has
enjoyed significant advances (Hietala and Stevens 1977, for
example), and some information relevant to the problem
with which this paper deals should be forthcoming. For the
present, however, spatial studies are confined to developing
and applying means of quantifying and delineating patterning on a predominantly horizontal plane. They are not concerned with assessments of the correspondence of patterns
in vertical dimensions, or with the reliability of sample or
survey observations.

SAMPLING FOR CONTENT
This is the area with which this paper is specifically
concerned, and it is also the area about which the least is
known. Few archeologists have dealt with the problem of
sampling to derive estimates of assemblage character and
content. Since it is the content of the assemblage that
affects our interpretation of function, it is vital that we
have some degree of confidence in our data. One of the first
archeologists to recognize the problem inherent in sampling
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(Binford 196-1 pointed out that the sample size should be
"'snall enough to avoid uneccssary expense and large
enough to avoid excessive error", and noted that adequate
sample size was related to the relative homogeneity of the
population. ie even went so far as to enumerate and describe sources of error in sampling various archeological
populations and recommends systematic sampling designs,
but failed to follow through in his hypothetical research
design in which he assumes a 20' areal sample to be adequate. Brockington (1976) repeated the analysis of sources
of error and bias in archeological samples, and also recommends systematic sampling procedures. lie goes on to note
that "'snzall-sample surface collections tend to confirm previously-held notions of artifact distributions" ol the surface, and thus recommends maxinuin samples. lHe also
points out that the variance and correlation coefficient of
the assemblage (with the entire population) are both reduced as sample size is reduced, indicating a loss of variability (information) and goodness of fit (reliability) with
the total population.
Asch (1975) goes one step further in saying that archeological populations are largely nonnormally distributed.
and are thus in direct conflict with the Central Limit
Theorem, upon which probability and much of statistics
are based. lie does, however, make a case for the use of
statistics in archeology, in spite of this discrepancy, and
agrees with Brockington in stating that larger samples are
needed for documentation of the diversity of cultural
materials than for determination of central tendencies.
(Note once again that using sampling as a tool for searching
out the range of diversity within a population is also perhaps in conflict with the rigorous application of probabilistic sampling.)
What, then, constitutes an adequate sample, and what
is the best procedure for choosing that sample'? Mueller
(1974) would have us believe that simple nested cluster
sampling is the best strategy, and that 0.4 is the best sampling fraction, defined on the basis of economy and fewest
significant variables. Thomas (1978) attacks Mueller on
conceptual grounds, involving his measurements of econony and their use in choosing the sampling design. Plog
(1978) presents serious criticism of Mueller's statistics,
leading one to suspect that Mueller knows little about
what his statistics actually do. Mueller (1978) acknowledge,.
the validity of some of the points raised by these crities
but steadfastly maintains his position on sampling proce.
dure, although qualifying it to some extent by retreating
within the confines of his study area and research problem.
One additional criticism should be made: that there is no
such thing as an optimum sampling fraction (from a statistical point of view) as Mueller would have us believe:
rather, it is the absolute size of the sample that is of paramount importance (Cowgill 1975, Thomas 19781. The
sampling fraction is defined post hoc as the relationship
of the sample size to tile
population size. and that ratio has
no direct bearing on statistical procedures or on reliability.

SAMPLING AND SAMPLE SIZE
Before proceeding to the present study, it is necessary
to clarify certain issues raised in thle short review of pr,vious research presented above. First, let us consider the
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question of the proper applications of sampling. It was
noted eirlier in a parenthetical comment that probabilistic
sampling ased to generate maps of densities is not in keeping with rigorous application of sampling. Since mapping
does not involve infereoces about the characteristics of
populations (Asch 1975), the use of probabilistic sampling
designs is not justified, More simply stated, sampling is
not intended to be used as a search procedure, but as
means of gathering information. The use of sampling to
estimate the content of assemblages is justified because it
does involve inferences about population characteristics.
It is such an application of sampling with which this paper
will deal,
Second, we are faced with tile question of determining an adequate sample size. The researchers mentioned
above have done everything from assuming that a 10';
sample is adequate to claiming that nothing short of total
collection is sufficient. The fact that the sampling fraction
has no bearing on a statistical definition of adequacy is
one of tile statistical mysteries that few archeologists have
seen fit to attempt understanding. We would, of course,
like to be able to inventory absolutely every member of
tile population under study, for then the reliability of our
conclusions is maximized. Tile real world presents us with
a problem, however: tile vast majority of populations are
so large that it is impossible to make a total inventory,
given the time and cost constraints involved. The only
acceptable compromise, then, is a sample of sufficient
size to meet certain minimum standards of adequacy,
flow, then, are archeologists to know whether or not
their samples are of adequate size'? Statisticians have long
been familiar with this problem, and with its solution,
Cornfield (1951) and others have dealt with this question
and have developed formulae for estimation of adequate
sample size, but nowhere is the problem dealt with more
clearly than in Sampling Te-hniqtus (Cochran 1977).
Specifying the acceptable range of error, the acceptable
probability of having our estimate fall outside that range,
and making an estimate of the proportion of the total
population made up by that class of things that is of inter,
est, the proper minimum sample size is defined as follows:

n

If the ratio no N is negligible (less than 0.05 . then n, is a
satisfactory estimate of n. If not, then n can be found from:
no
I + (no - 1) N
which formula is knowni as the finite population correCtion
(fpc).
Since the value of pq increases to a inaximurn whunp - 0.5, we are safest in making an estimation of the proportion of tile population made up by tie class of interest
(P) that lies relatively nearer to 0.5. To be quite certain, Ae
might estimate that the proportion is in fact 0.5. and thereby maximize the size of the sample and our confidence in
our accuracy.
One further note: since these equations require sone
knowledge of the population size (N) and since we seldom
know tile actual size of archeological populations. it is
obvious that some sort of estimate of population size is
required. If such an estimate is not acailable. we can still
be safe by assuming an infinite population which will
effectively eliminate the population size as a relevant vanable. If we were to do this as a matter of policy. no would
always be the best estimate of n: no would, in fact, equal n
for all intents and purposes: and we would find ourselves
with a minimum sample size far larger than some of our
archeological populations. It then becomes obvious that in
some cases a total sample is called for since little time can
be saved by applying the finite population correction (fpci
and arriving at a best estimate of n. It is also obvious in
such a case that taking a total sample is a better estimate
of the proportions within a population than any sample
size derived by using the fpc. Each study, then .will have a
uniquely defined sample size that will meet the requirements of the research design, and a threshold beyond which
it is not economical in any sense of the word to continut,
sampling, when much more accurate estimates of proportion are available from recovery of the total population.

IEVALUATION
N(d2

t pq
-

OF COCHITI

RESERVOIR SAMPLING PROCEDURES

1)

is the sample size
is the population size
is the range of error (+ or -- )
is the tabular value corresponding to tile probability of a wrong estimate (from any t-table)
is the proportion of the population made up by
one class
is the proportion of the population made up by
all other classes

Let us now turn to a specific case the (ochiti Project
-- for an evaluation of survey strategy and illustration of
several of the points raised above. One of the first considerations is, of course, how to go about evaluating something
so complex as an entire survey. Binford (1975 has pointed
out that a sampling strategy must be evaluated with regard
to the character of the target population to be sampled,
and not in any sort of absolute terms. 'his implies that we
have knowledge of the target population over and above
that gained by the survey sample. The ('ochiti Project presents us with just such a situation where quite a large numher of sites are known from both survey and excavation
observalions.

when we are sampling for proportions of the population in
question. In practice, we make an advance estimate of
n (no) from an estimate of P (p):

Sample units at Cochiti were originally intended to be
single quadrats placed within recognizable proveniences*,
but transect sampling was initiated to compensate for the

-

Where:
n
N
d
t
P
Q

*Proveniences were defined as spatial locales within site boundaries (see Chaptmnn and Enloe 1977 1
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observed erosional sorting and downslope movement,
Transects were oriented normal to the contours of the proveniences to control for variability due to these factors,
and were oriented through the long axis of a provenience if
it was on a level area, It was determined in the field that
transect samples provided a more reliable estimate of artifact size variability than did quadrats, but whether the estimates of artifact taxon variability were better "is a more
difficult problem which can only be approached through
analysis of completely collected or excavated locations"
(Chapman and Enloe 1977). Time, cost, and data limita-

which we subsequently gained more detailed knowledge.
The situation can be conceptualized in two ways: first,
we might wish to treat the excavation observations (still
in fact a sample) as representative of reality-i.e. the excavation is the population targeted; or second, we could treat
the excavation sample and the survey sample simply as two
independent samples derived from the same unknown population. The first situation would best be tested using some
statistical measure of the goodness of fit of the sample estimates to the target population itself, while the second case
would call for some form of heterogeneity test intended to

tions prevent an evaluation of this question at this time,

assess the probability that the two samples were indeed
drawn from the same population.

Field personnel al , noted that certain low-count artifact taxa were often not accounted for by either quadrats
or transect sample units. In view of the discussion above
concerning the proper use of sampling, this is not a surprising observation. In order to recover information about
low-count items 'such as manos, projectile points, etc.),
it is necessary to construct sampling procedures specifically
intended to do so, and this is exactly the solution implemented at Cochiti: in fact, all visible items in such categories were monitored.

A workable compromise might be the use of a statistical test that could fill both needs simultaneously. ChiSquare is one such test, but it suffers from some serious
drawbacks that make its use in many archeological situations highly unreliable. For example, if the expected values
are small, the Chi-Square calculated from them is biased in
that the value of the statistic will be inflated artificially.
and we will tend to obtain results which will lead us to consistently observe a poorer fit or greater heterogeneity than
actually exists. The limitations typically imposed on ChiSquare are as follows: no expected frequency should be less
than 1.0 and no more than 20%- of the expected frequencies
should be less than 5.0 (Zar 1974). There are two ways out
of the dilemma that archeological data puts the statistician
into: one can arbitrarily eliminate all those categories of
information that typically result in low frequencies and
proceed with the analysis using Chi-Square, or one can
choose another statistic that suffers relatively less from
these sources of bias.

The determination of a proper sample unit size was a
basic problem at Cochiti, as it is in most studies. "A,-primary objective of sampling us to obtain a 'representative'
description of artifact variability within the provenience
locale, and a major problem resided in determining how
large a sample would be documented" (Chapman and Enloe
1977). Two solutions were proposed: sampling at a standard fraction of the total number of artifacts, and sampling
at a standard fraction of the total provenience area. The
first proved unfeasible because of unreliable estimates of
the population size (see the discussion on sampling and the
conclusions). The alternative was workable, since estimates
of total provenience area were readily available, but fell
short of the proposed 20% area sample due to time and cost
parameters. In actual practice, the sample was as little as
5% of the area (which commonly yielded a less than 5'
sample of the population of lithic artifacts--a serious problem when one considers the typically small populations
observed at Cochiti).

In this study, it was felt that elimination of low frequency categories was undesirable because the loss of
information that would result would be tremendous. The
alternative strategy was adopted, in the form of the loglikelihood ratio. This statistic has a'
ages ant ,'
-ivantages, as follows: its theoreti ,-, ,.. :ibution , -,:rl.
known but twice the quantity apps ..ximats the !hi-Square
distribution, and is applicable for goodrcss of fit and
heterogeneity testing (Zar 1974). This statistic makes use of
the logarithms of the actual frequencies and thereby eliminates a certain amou,-t of the bias that low frequency data
introduces into Chi-Square analysis. It tends to damp the
distorting effects of low expected frequencies in such a way
as to again approximate an unbiased Chi-Square distribution. Further, it is an easy statistic to compute, and makes
use of the same table of degrees of freedom and significanct'
levels as Chi-Square. It is derived as foilows:
f.
fi
G = 2!f i In - = 4.60517f.log . F
i
Fi

The no collection policy was adopted in order to avoid
impact on artifactual assemblages (since selective removal
of certain taxa adversely affects the later research potential),
and in order to save time in the logistics of transport and
analysis. It was instigated as an experiment; an attempt to
delineate research problems in such a way as to allow specification of relevant attribute variability and monitor it
in the field. The data generated were intended to be useful
for studying strategies of material selection, tool manufacture, and tool use within each provenience. A complete discussion of the study of these strategies can be found in
Chapman and Schutt (1977), together with the definitions
of attributes monitored and rationale for their selection.

G = 4.60517(ifilog t fi - ifIlog IFo)
where:

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

fi

During the excavation phase of the Cochiti Reservoir
Project, a number of the sites were found to be almost
entirely surficial, a situation that made the survey observa.
tions representative of a sample from a population for

Fi
In
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is the observed frequency (or survey observationj
for category i
is the expected frequency (or excavation observation) for i
is the natural logarithm
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is a symbol for the summation of values for all
observations
log) 0
is the logarithm to the base 10
4.60517 is a constant
1

In brief, the statistic computes the summation of the products of the observed frequencies and their logarithms,
subtracts from that total the summation of the products
of the observed frequencies and the logarithms of the
expected frequencies for each observation, and multiplies
the remainder by the constant. The number of degrees of
freedom is computed by counting the number of categories involved, then subtracting one. If the statistical
value is greater than that specified in a table of Chi-Square
for that number of degrees of freedom, then the probability
of obtaining the observed frequencies purely by chance is
less than the corresponding probability presented in the
table. This gives us some measure of the accuracy of the
estimated artifact variability, and some idea of the source
of the bias, if any, from simple inspection of the observed
and expected frequencies for each category of artifact.
Expected frequencies were derived from the ratio of
total survey assemblage to total excavation (or provenience)
assemblage times the observed frequency within each data
class for the excavation assemblage. In this manner, excavation assemblages were expressed in terms of an assemblage
identical in size to the survey sample, making the two comparable statistically. The actual computations were carried
out on an I1P-25 programmable calculator, computed at
least twice as a check on accuracy, and each step in the calculations was recorded to minimize error,

and information relative to whole site (ws)or corresponding provenience (cp) assemblage data used in computations,
and whether material taxa or types were used. The second
column presents the actual size of the survey sample while
the third column indicates the sampling fraction as computed from the ratio of column two to column four, which
shows the size of excavation assemblage involved. The fifth
column presents the sample sizes computed using the formula presented above, and the sixth shows what the sampling fraction would be. The sampling fraction is included
in the table to illustrate that the fraction varies independently of statistical concerns. The next three columns present the statistical values computed for each group of data
classes (including morphology classes, material types and all
data classes). A single asterisk means that the probability of
that outcome is less than 0.05; two asterisks mean the probability is less than 0.01; and three asterisks mean that the
probability is less than 0.001. The designation n.s. means
that the probability is greater than 0.05, and is therefore
possibly due to chance. The comments column calls attention to the subset of data classes responsible for most of the
statistical value, changes in value in different circumstances
of comparison (i.e. whole site comparison versus corresponding proveniences comparison). and cases where the
value is not significant (!). The parenthetical numbers refer
to the associated degrees of freedom in each situation.
The sample sizes presented in column five were derived
from the formula for sample size presented above, according to the following parameters: 1) ± 10"' error is acceptable: 2) we are willing to get a wrong estimate (i.e. outside
the ± 10" range of error) one in ten times; and 3) tie worst
possible situation holds, and the proportion of the population made up by a single data class is,in fact. 0.5. This
yields an no of 68 (i.e. we must make 68 observations to
have the reliability specified aboce), if we have very large
populations (in this case. greater than 1,3621 or, if we
assume infinite populations. If no N was greater than 0.05.
the value presented in the tables under the heading sample
size## represents a revised estimate of n based on the fpc.
It is easy to see by simple inspection that the sample size
actually taken was adequate (within the above parametersi
in only three cases, with most sample sizes falling far short
of the requisite number. It is also obvious by inspection
that the sampling fraction has no meaning-it freely varies
from 0.02 to 0.67 in the examples presented in the tables.

Tables 16.1 and 16.2 present the statistical values
computed for the surveys of the permanent and flood
control pools, Surveys 1 and 2, respectively. The computations for each site are broken down into three categories:
all data classes; that subset of classes informative about
morphological observations; and that subset concerned
with material types. For Survey 1, material types were
obsidian, basalt, chert. chalcedony, and other. Morphological attributes include retouched, unretouched, cortical,
noncortical, prepared platform, unprepared platform, and
no platform. Computations for Survey 1 were performed
using survey observations versus entire site observations
(ws) for all sites and, in those cases where it was possible
to establish correspondence in space, between survey
observations and specific excavation proveniences. Such
cases carry the designation cp under the site number in
Table 16.1. For Survey 2. the designations taxva and types
appear under the site number. If taxa is indicated, the
material types were specific numerical taxon designations
which refer to specific materials with known source areas
(e.g. 3520-Jemez obsidian), while the types designation
indicates that only gross categories of material were used,
the same gross categories as Survey 1. It was not possible
to establish corresponding proveniences for Survey 2,
hence the different designations for Table 16.2. Morphological classes for Survey 2 include five separate size categories; presence or absence of utilization ± cortex; whether
the cortex was waterworn; placement of cortex (platform,
dorsal, platform and dorsal); angular debris; and -of cortex
on angular debris.

Note here that the sampling unit in this case is the individual artifact. It is, of course, possible to have any sort of
sampling unit, but each must be defined specifically for the
class of information that is of interest. Therefore, in this
case, a minimum sample of 68 pieces of debitage would
have been sufficient to satisfy the above criteria. Neither
are the criteria merely intended to serve as examples. Since
the data concerning the proportions contributed by various
classes of lithic artifacts is potentially critical in the characterization of the activities supposed to have taken place at
each site, it becomes clear that error in estimation greater
than 1 10'; can have a devastating effect on the conclusions
reached. The use of 0.5 as an estinmate of the proportion
made up by a single class of data is also justified, since
almost exactly one-half the total population of artifacts at
Cochiti is, in fact, basalt and being wrong more than one in
ten tinies in estimation will surely cripple any analysis made
of the lithic data.

The first column in the tables gives the site number,
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Table 16.1
Statistical Data: Survey of the Permanent Pool (Survey 1)
LA
Number

Sample
Size

5011
ws
9138
ws
12161
ws

11

.05

204

51

.25

22

.02

953

64

.07

20

.02

1126

64

.06

cp

20

.05

366

57

.16

12442
ws
12443
ws
cp

34

.03

1185

64

.06

19

.08

224

52

.23

19

.12

163

48

.30

12444
ws
12447
ws
cp

14

.01

1544

68

.04

17

.06

266

54

.20

17

.07

243

53

.20

12448
ws
cp

28

.49

57

31

.54

28

.56

50

29

.58

12454
ws
cp

25

.13

189

50

.26

25

.15

168

49

.29

12456
ws
cpl

24

.03

858

63

.07

12

.03

385

58

.15

cp2

12

.07

183

50

.27

Sampling
Fraction

PopulationSize

Sample
Size #e

Sampling Morphology
Fraction*# Classes G=

3.25 n.s.
(4)
9.99 n.s.
(7)
20.03 **
(6)
21.60 ***
(5)
50.75 ***
(4)
20.40 **
(5)
22.80 ***
(5)
10.73 ns.
(6)
36.10 ***
(4)
31.55 ***
(5)
14.83 *
(5)
9.62 *
(4)
15.10 **
(5)
12.25 *
(4)
30.21 ***
(7)
7.97 ns.
(5)
15.10 **
(5)

Some additional data presented in Table 1 are the
results of experiments conducted by one of the survey
archeologists, James Enloe. Tliese results are presented
with the evaluation of LA 12463 and are designated by
the prefix exp and a percentage. The purpose of the experiment was to test both the limitations of the surveyors
and their equipment, and to arrive at some estimate of a
reliable sample size. Drawing 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%
areal samples from a known excavation population (LA
12463), he then performed the standard field analysis
on the lithic artifact population. The areal samples were
derived from transects spaced at a fixed interval from
a randomly selected first transect. Inspection of the resuits reveals an interesting pattern: A sample size increases,
the morphology classes contribute relatively more of the
statistical value, perhaps indicating a source of bias in
the observer or his equipment. Since the surveyor made
his observations with a 10x hand lens, and the excava.
tion assemblage was analyzed with the aid of binocular

Mate rial
Types G=

14.73 **
(2)
52.68 ***
(3)
13.12 *
(4)
14.55 **
(4)
3.73 n.s.
(2)
9.21 **
(2)
6.77 n.s.
(3)
57.15 ***
(1)
9.62 **
(2)
6.95 *
(2)
2.44 ns.
(2)
1.01 ns.
(2)
5.57 ns.
(2)
5.57 n.s.
(2)
0.00 n.s.
(3)
0.00 ns.
(2)
1.75 ns.
(3)

All Data
Classes G=

22.05 *
(11)
133.83 ***
(18)
39.51 ***
(16)
40.66 ***
(16)
51.16 ***
(11)
43.56 ***
(10)
39.33 ***
(10)
27.63 **
(10)
61.53 ***
(10)
48.68 ***
(10)
30.03 **
(12)
15.84 n.s.
(12)
24.91 **
(8)
20.54 **
(8)
28.87 ***
(11)
10.59 *
(4)
22.20 **
(8)

Comments

Material
Material
Morphology
Worse!
Morphology
Morphology
Better?
Material
Morphology
Better?
Morphology
Better!
Morphology
Better?
Morphology
Better
Better?

microscopes, the likely source of bias would seem to
be the equipment. Another possible explanation for the
increased statistical value could be the potential spatial
correspondence of the sample transects with certain periodicities of the distribution of artifacts on the surface of
the site, thereby yielding ambiguous results. Inspection
of a density map showing artifact distribution at LA
12463 (Chapman et al. 1977:Fig.9.37) reveals that the
30% and 40% samples included relatively more of the
central area of density of artifacts (10%-transects F
& P; 20%--transects F, K, P, & U; 30%-transects F, I,
L, 0, R, & U; 40%-transects F, G, K, L, P, Q, U, & V).
It is not surprising that the assemblage should vary so
markedly in view of the fact that certain activity areas
were emphasized in various samples.
If we now consider only those sites for which the
sample sizes have been shown to be large enough to be
reliable (as defined above), some support can be given
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Table 16.1 (Continued)
Sampling
Fraction

PopulationSize

Sample
Size**

Sample
Size

12463
wS

16

cp

16

.11

146

47

.32

explO%

15

.05

314

56

.18

exp20'i

63

.20

314

56

.18

exp30";

109

.35

314

56

.18

exp40%

150

.48

314

56

.18

12465
ws
12468
ws
12483
ws
12486
ws
12494
ws
12495
ws
12496
ws
12517
ws
12518
ws
12519
ws

9

.27

33

22

.67

21

.49

43

27

.63

15

.08

180

50

.28

32

.04

724

62

.09

33

.01

2300

68

.03

ws =
cp =
*

=

n.s. =

.05

314

56

Material
Types G=

Sampling Morphology
Fraction* *Classes G =

LA
Number

.18

18

.04

457

59

.13

27

.07

370

58

.16

20

.04

508

60

.12

13

.02

712

62

.09

9

.18

49

29

.59

i2.99 **

2.53 n.s.
(5)
2.86 n.s.
(5)
0.32 n.s.
(4)
6.48 n.s.
(4)
18.47 ***
(5)
6.03 *
(5)
8.15 ns.
(4)
24.45 **
(8)
15.75 **
(4)
29.93 ***
(8)
29.52 ***
(7)
27.72 ***
(7)
22.43 **
(6)
2.12 ns.
(4)
12.11 *
(4)
2.26 n.s.
(4)

whole site
corresponding proveniences
derived from formula-theoretical
minimum requirement for this study
not significant

(4)1

(171

20.45 ***
(3)
13.40 **
(2)
2.07 n.s.
(3)
25.79 ***
(2)
3.36 n.s.
(3)

58.90 ***
1111
73.13 ***
113)
18.56 ns.
(131
74.70 ***
(91
20.35 **
(5)

3.42
1.57
5.56
6.68
6.03
30.49
33.89
13.95

=
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47.11 ***
(101
40.89 ***
I11)
10.15 n.s.
(10)
11.65 n.s.
(10)
30.40 **
113)
27.78 *
(14)
26.4l8 ***
j6)
32.14
11)
81.47 *
18)
118.91
(13)
73.91 ***

5.10

( )=
comments=

to the postulated bias due to equipment. These three sites
(13049, 13086, and 13350) show a consistent pattern:
morphology classes contribute the majority of the statistical value, indeed, in two of the three cases, the only
significant component of the overall statistical value is
the morphological subclass. Further confirmation of
these observations can be found by comparing the observed survey frequencies for specific classes of data across
all sites with the expected frequencies by means of a
t-test. From this analysis it was found that only the morphological class of no platform was significantly biased
for Survey 2. The category no platforms was underestimated while utilization was overestimated. In neither
survey was any specific material type significantly biased.
It is interesting to note, however, that basalt and the
two morphology classes mentioned interact to produce
the two most significantly biased classes in the entire

(21
**
(2)
ns.
(21
n s.
(21
n.s.
(21
n.s.
(2)
*
(21
*
(2)
***
(2)
***
(3)
**

10.73

* =
** =

Al Data
Classes G=

Comment,
Material
Better?
Material
Worse?
Worse'
Morphology
Better?
Maturial
Morphology
Material
.Material
Morphology
Material
Morphology

Material
Material?

probability less than 0.05
probability less than 0.01
probability less than 0.001
degrees of freedom
denotes greatest contributors to statistical
value, etc.

population. Whether this is a chance occurrence, or is
due to some inherent characteristic of basalt which makes
it difficult to recognize those morphological attributes,
is unknown.
While it is likely that there is at least some bias in
the samples due to equipmet limitations in the field,
it is also possible that human bias in the form of preconceptions or lack of training also had an effect. If this
were so, and since we know that additional training of
survey crew members took place between the first and
second survey seasons, we would expect an overall reduction in significance of the statistical value in the second
survey. This is indeed the case, as we can determine by
inspection of the tables. In the first survey, only one
(5'>) of the sites showed a nonsignificant difference between the survey sample and the excavation population;

DA VID C. ECK

Table 16.2
Statistical Data: Survey of the Flood Pool (Survey 2)
LA

Number

Sample

Size

10114
taxa
types

12

13049
taxa
types

79

13050
taxa
types

16

13054
taxa
types

14

13076
taxa
types

65

13084
taxa
types

18

13086
taxa
types

84

13292
taxa
types

43

13350
taxa
types

56

13351
taxa

17

Samplinq Popula-

Sample

Samplinq

Fraction tion Size Size *,* Fraction a#

.04

.12

.06

.02

.04

.01

.02

.16

.20

.26

336

675

280

895

1561

2933

4381

264

280

65

57

62

55

63

68

68

68

54

55

33

.17

.09

.20

.07

.04

.02

.02

.20

.20

.51

types
13352
taxa
types

36

13353
taxa
types

5

ws =
ep =
taxa =
types =
w=

.16

.01

228

750

53

62

whole site
corresponding proveniences
grouped by specific material types
grouped by gross material types
derived from formula-theoretical
minimum requirement for this study

.23

.08

Morpholoav

Material

All Data

Classes G=

Types G=

Classes G=

2.98 ns.
(6)
10.34 ns.
(5)
39.12 ***
(12)
34.90 ***
(12)
36.51 ***
(10)
35.51 ***
(8)
19.07 *
(8)
29.87 ***
(7)
47.10 ***
(11)
49.50 ***
(10)
12.74 n.s.
(9)
12.74 ns.
(9)
25.18 *
(12)
45.39 ***
(13)
26.91 *
(13)
16.17 n.s.
(13)
25.76 *
(14)
24.06 *
(14)
20.61 **
(8)
42.87 ***
(8)
30.96 **
(13)
19.58 ns.
(13)
3.92 n.s.
(6)
6.70 ns.
(7)

0.00 ns.
(3)
6.30 *
(2)
11.26 n.s.
(6)
3.99 ns.
(3)
4.97 n.s.
(5)
9.52 *
(3)
4.19 n.s.
(2)
18.79 ***
(3)
0.00 n.s.
(0)
2.59 ns.
(2)
0.00 n.s.
(0)
0.00 n.s.
(0)
3.10 ns.
(1)
3.98 ns.
(2)
27.90 ***
(1)
13.87 ***
(2)
6.32 *
(2)
1.25 ns.
(1)
0.00 n.s.
(1)
10.73 **
(1)
0.96 n s.
(3)
1.34 *
(1)
0.00 n.s.
(0)
1.39 n.s.
(1)

6.93 ns.
(il)
5.83 n.s.
(6)
72.26 *
(52)
83.74 ***
(35)
2.54 n.s.
(11)
3.57 ns.
(15)
6.02 n.s.
(12)
18.96 n.s.
(11)
47.10 ***
(11)
59.05 ***
(16)
12.74 n.s.
(9)
12.74 n.s.
(9)
25.18 *
(14)
58.74 ***
(21)
2.83 n.s.
(16)
73.39 ***
(23)
41.21 *
(24)
120.02 ***
(22)
25.62 **
(10)
169.78 ***
(9)
11.29 n.s.
(28)
57.87 ***
(22)
0.00 n.s.
(4)
1.39 n.s.
(6)

n.s.

=

* =
**=

=
( )=
comments =
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Comments

Morphology?
Morphology
Worse'

Morphology

Worse
Material
Morphology
Worse

No change
Morphology
Morphology
Worse
!!??
Worse
Material
Morphology
Worse
Morphology
Worse

Worse
Morphology
f

not significant
probability less than 0.0
probability less than 0.01
probability less than 0.001
degrees of freedom
denotes greatest contributors to statistical value, etc.

A.N EVALI'ATION OF SURVEY STRATEGIES
while in the second survey, five (42'') of the sites showed
nonsignificant differences. Note that the figures for types
are used here instead of those for taxa. This is because the
consistent improvement in statistical value for taxa versus
types reflects the loss of information inherent in too finely
subdividing one's categories. As the number of categories
approaches the number of units in the sample, more and
more of the categories will be represented by one or less
items--useless for statistical comparison,
Beyond the postulated personal, training, and equipment-derived biases, it is possible that the physical properties of artifacts and their interactions with natural or
cultural processes may also contribute biases. It has been
shown, for example (Baker 1978), that the probability of
any item being visible on the surface is directly proportiunal to its gross size. Baker argues that this can lead to
later reuse of large artifacts, and a progressive accumulation
of large artifacts on the surface of archeological sites. Given
that utilized artifacts tend to be somewhat larger than their
unutilized counterparts, this could result in just that sort of
pattern observed in the second survey, where utilization
was grossly overestimated. Isaac (1967), Johnson and Hansen (1974), and Cahen and Moeyersons (1977) have investigated a number of natural phenomena that can selectively
sort artifacts according to size, and it was noted that one or
more of these processes affected the surface distributions at
Cochiti (Chapman and Enloe 1977). Rick (1976), Roper
(1976), and Yellen (1977) have also dealt with cultural and
noncultural sources of bias in surface data. One of the more
intriguing such studies is that presented by Lischka (1969),
finding that each material type may have a characteristic
length width ratio. If this is so. and there is a size bias on
the part of the surveyors (due to perceptual limits in the
field), there may be a related bias for material. If utilization
and size are correlated to some extent, and if one considers
that the second survey is biased for these categories, it is
not surprising to find a strong bias for basalt. The first
survey category of io platform (largely small angular
debris- -a hard to detect category), coupled with a slight
bias against basalt (which produces notorious amounts of
small angular debris), would also seem to support this, due
to the fact that no platform is underestimated.

CONCLUSIONS
NO COLLECTION STRATEGY
The strategy fulfilled the expectations which led to
its formulation. Archeological sites were preserved in situ,
with minimal impact on their utility for future research.
Many of the sites would have been effectively destroyed
if surface collections had been made, especially if samples

large enough to be reliable statistically had been taken.
Much time and energy were saved in logistics during the surveys since there was no need to transport large amounts of
artifactual material back to the laboratory for analysis. [he
evaluation presented herein has shown that reliable estimates of assemblage content can be made and, with the
proper training, analysis can be accurately done in thi,
field. The actual analysis used in the (ochiti surveys could
be made better perhaps by minimizing the number of categories involved, in order to insure sufficient frequencies for
accurate estimates. Careful evaluation of human and equipment limitations would allow son sort of compensatory
actions to insure accuracy. This analysis has pointed out
the need to fit the sample unit to the research problem
in this case the sample unit should have been the individual
artifact instead of an areal transect unit that was employed.
The samples actually taken at Cochiti were too small, it.
general, to allow for reliable estimates of the character of
the populations involved. Finally, an awareness of the
natural and cultural processes affecting artifact distributions would allow adjustments to be made in interpretations derived from the analysis, even as it was done at
Cochiti.

GENERAL SURVEY IMPLICATIONS
As a result of this analysis, it is now known that
statistically reliable estimates of population characteristics
are obtainable from sample data. Careful definition of the
target population and the requirements of the research
design in terms of accuracy and reliability of estimates
can be used to determine the minimum sample size necessary to accomplish the task. Much thought should be
devoted to the reasons for sampling and what the resultawn
data are intended to provide information about. An awareness of the sources of error can help in planning and imphementation of research based on survey samples, so that
the return of useable data is maximized. It is hoped that
this paper will provide some guidelines for planning and
evaluating other research projects.

STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS
Lastly, this paper has presented a small aniout of
information whicii should help to clear up the confusion
over sample size and sample fraction that has cropped up
in archeolog,. It is hoped that this paper will serve as al
example so that others can benefit from its discussion of
the determination of proper sample size. It is also hoped
that it will serve as an example of the proper use of statis.tical procedures--not as absolute neasurements. but as
tools to help point out sources of bias, error, and variance
in our attempts to study the patlerns of human behavior.
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Chapter 17
PHIX)LO(;Y IN [ilL Si:RVIC[ OF ARCIllOL)(Y:
SOIl, TLSTIN; AT LA 13086
Stephen Fosberg and John fluser
INTRODUCTION
This chapter is an outgrowth of a more general inquiry
into the possible relationship between prehistoric Anasazi
settlement strategies, agricultural practices, and variation in
soils characterizing the Cochiti region of north-central New
Mexico. In that paper, Fosberg (this volume) suggested
five hypotheses which might account for a perceived
change through time in location of small (1-10 room) sites
from the Pueblo Ill phase (A.D. 1175-1325) throughout
the Pueblo IV phase (A.D. 1325-1500). One hypothesis,
which is the focus of this particular study, offered that
"If settlement pattern shifts over time were due to problents of salinity in the soil, then we would anticipate that
the areas to be abandoned would be those with high clay
contents and poor pernicabililies".
An initial inspection of the patterning within the
Cochiti Reservoir area appeared to bear out this hypothesis.
A shift over time can be noted as an increasing proportion
of small Pueblo IV sites (A.D. 1325-1450) of 10 rooms or
less were based on the more marginal soils east of the Rio
Grande. Soon after these soils supported over 27'> of all
P-IV sites, the area was abandoned. This Apache-SilverRockland association (No. 14) contains soils that are thin
and that have been derived from basalt. The subsoil layers
of stony loam to clay lying above impermeable basalts
have moderate to slow permeability (Maker et al. 1971:27).
Conditions appeared good for salt build-up within these
fine-prained soils.
Such an accumulation could have been caused by a
number of factors. First, if water had ponded up over the
soil, either because of human terrace construction or the
natural morphology of the land, evaporation may have
deposited salts on top of the soil. Second, aeolian deposition may have laid down fine sediments laden with salt.
Third, since the parent rock in the area is a calcium-rich
basalt, the weathering of the parent material and the subsequent transportation of these fines into the field area may
also have brought in abundant soluble cations.
Once the salts became established in the upper layers
of the soil, the downward percolation of rainwater or trapped runoff would have transported them down into the
clayey 13 soil horizon. In a semiarid environment, inadequate drainage of water through the soil horizons would
not have permitted a thorough leaching of these salts
through all the soil layers. Salt deposits would then increase
in concentration in the B horizon until their presence
began to affect adversely crops whose roots penetrated into
this zone. Eventually, crop yields might have declined
until the field would have had to have been abandoned,

was examined. This field lies well within soil association
No. 14 on the east side of the Rio Grande in White Rock
Canyon. It is situated 500 feet to the southeast of the river
and has a northwestern exposure.

METHODOLOGY
Soil Sampling
The site's location within its surrounding physiographv
permitted a relatively easy definition of the boundaries of
the adjacent agricultural field. A landslide occurred, perhaps during the Pleistocene. in which the lip of the basalt
mesa to tilesoutheast collapsed. A bowl-like depression
formed in back of the slide material which then slowly fluled as weathering proceeded and fines either washed in
from the higher slide deplosits surrounding the depre'ssion or
were blown in (Wells, personal communication). lo Ithe east
and south, basalt cliffs come down to the edge of the site
while to the west, a sharp drop off occurs beyond the slide
material down to the river. Vegetation within the filled landslide basin is characterized by dense cholta and snakeweed
stands. A marked relative lushness of cholla cacti has been
noted at other archeological sites in the region (Bliella, personal communication). Thus, because of the dense vegetation and because of the fact that the steep cliffs and slopes
surrounding the site were unsuitable for agricultural usage,
it was felt that the outlines of the field exploited by the
Anasazi could be delineated fairly accurately.
Core hole 0 was located near the center of the field
some 20 m southeast of the P-IV roomblock associated
with Provenience 2, and approximately 18 i northeast
of the P-Ill room in Provenience 3. Hole I lay onl1 5 to
west of the talus boulders at the base of the cliff, 12 in east
of hole 0. This represents a distance of 30 m east-southeast
of Provenience 2. lole 2 was sunk near the southern edge
of the agricultural field. 36 i south of hole 0 and 55 m
south-southeast of Provenience 2. The last core. hole 3. was
taken close to the western periphery of the field. It was
sit uated 22 rn west (if hole I. or 10 m southwest of Pr-o.
venience 2.
The field itself is basically rectangular in shape, some
550 feet northeast -southwest and 200 feet northwestsoutheast. Because of time and fiscal restraints, samplintg
the field was not performed under the formal sampling
designs suggested by Shackley (19751. Rather. the four
areas sampled were deliberately selected in the belief that
their position in the field would adequately reflect tle
variation within the %oil body across its width from talus
edge to the inside lip of the slide deposit. Lateral variability
parallel to tie cliff was not expected to be as great since
conditions 100 feet from the cliff would probably b, the
same for all points 100 feet from the basalt mesa along a
northeast-soulhwest line,

In order to test this senario, an agricultural field adjacent to a small multicomponent P-1ll
P-V site (LA 1:1086)
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Collecting Samples
Soil samples were collected employing an auger equipped with a short extension which permitted sampling to a
depth of approximately 40 inches. Layers that appeared to
have distinct colors or textures were bagged separately in
sterile, resealable plastic sacks. Homogeneous layers thicker
than 6 inches were subdivided because of the restrictions on
the amount of soil that could be withdrawn by the auger at
any given time. In all, some 39 sample units were obtained:
11 from core hole 0, 11 from core hole 1, 8 from core hole
2, and 9 from core hole 3. All samples were sealed in airtight plastic bags in the field, placed in a box, and then
transported back to the laboratory where the following
chemical tests were performed.

ionization interferences, the sample solution was made to
contain 1000 giml cesium when diluted to 100 ml. The Na
and K were analyzed in an air-acetylene flame and the Ca
and Mg in a nitrous oxide-acetylene flame.
The water-soluble phosphorus was analyzed on an
aliquot of the same solution using an adaptation of the
molybdenum blue method (see Chen 1956).
Total nitrogen was ascertained by an adaptation of the
Kjeldahl Method. For details consult Prince (1945).
Organic matter was determined by reduction with potassium dichromate followed by back titration with ferrous
sulfate. Richards (1954) elaborates on this method.

Analytical Techniques

Costs

The soil samples submitted to the laboratory were airdried and screened through a 9 mesh sieve. The weight percentage of (+) 9 mesh and (-) 9 mesh fractions were recorded and analyses were then performed on the (-) 9 mesh
fraction.

Despite the inevitable institutional variations and
increases to be caused by inflation, this section is presented
so that other archeologists can become familiar with the
approximate costs of conducting similar research. As performed by the chemistry facilities at the Departments of
Geology and Biology, University of New Mexico, the following costs were incurred: (1) for drying, screening.
weighing of 39 samples - $22.00: (2) for p11, Na, K. Ca,
Mg, and P,.Os analyses of 39 samples - $78.00 for each
analysis; (3) for organic carbon (C) and N analyses of 39
samples - $97.50 for each analysis. Thus the total amount
spent to analyze the chemical variations throughout the
stratigraphy of four cores from one field was $685.00.

The pH measurements were performed by mixing a
sample of soil with an equal volume of water. The paste was
stirred intermittently for one hour and the pH measured
after stirring the suspension well just prior to inserting the
electrodes. This is the 1:1 (soil:water) ratio method suggested by Welcher (1963).
The water-soluble ions (sodium, potassium, calcium,
and magnesium) were determined by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry. A 10 g sample was stirred intermittently with 50 ml deionized water for one hour. The sample
was gravity-filtered through a Whatman No. 42 filter and
rinsed with 25 ml deionized water. In order to minimize

RESULTS
Tables 17.1-17.5 and Figs. 17.1-17.9 present the
results in tabular and graphic form. An evaluation of
these data is offered in the next section.

Table 17.1
Total Percent Nitrogen (N)

Hole 0
Inches
0-2
2-4.75
4.75-6
6-9
9-11.5
11.5-13
13-17
17-22.5
22.5-25.5
25.5-30
30-35.5

Hole I
% N

Inches

%N

0.0262
0.0624
0.0258
0.0362
0.0252
0.0179
0.0315
0.0182
0.0170
0.0125
0.0104

0-1.5
1.5-4
4-7
7-9
9-12
12-14.5
14.5-17
17-20
20-29.5
29.5--36
36-39.5

0.0367
0.0275
0.0202
0.0199
0.0203
0.0237
0.0227
0.0209
0.0160
0.0182
0.0147

Hole 2
Inches
0-3
3-6
6-9
9-13.5
13.5-24
24--32
32-36.5
36.5-39
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,' N
0.0171
0.0201
0.0143
0.0143
0.0150
0.0145
0.0252
0.0114

lHole 3
Inches
0-4
4-8.5
8.5--14
14-19.5
19.5 -24
24--28
28-31
31 -35.5
35.5-38

';

N

0.0343
0.0231
0.0217
0.0183
0.0185
(0.01165
0.0166
0.0145
0.0130)
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Table 17.2
Percent Orgnic Carbon

Hole 0
Inches
% C
0-2
2-4.75
4.75-6
6-9
9-11.5
11.5-13
13-17
17-22.5
22.5-25.5
25.5-30
30-35.5

Hole I

0.82
0.64
0.59
1.05
0.56
0.49
0.66
0.43
0.35
0.28
0.28

Hole 2

Hole 3

Inches

%C

Inches

% C

Inches

% C

0-1.5
1.5-4
4-7
7-9
9-12
12--14.5
14.5--17
17-20
20-29.5
29.5-36
36-39.5

0.96
0.65
0.53
0.50
0.54
0.53
0.53
0.46
0.42
0.38
0.41

0-3
3-6
6-9
9-13.5
13.5-24
24-32
32-36.5
36.5-39

0.52
0.51
0.47
0.40
0.39
0.36
0.35
0.45

0-4
4-8.5
8.5--14
14-19.5
19.5--24
24-28
28-31
31-35.5
35.5-38

0.71
0.58
0.55
0.51
0.40
0.41
0.36
0.33
0.37
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Table 17.3
Soluble Phosphorus
(PPM)

0-3
3--6
6-9
9-13.5
13.5-24
24-32
32-36.5
36.5-39

6.4
4.8
4.0
5.2
4.7
7.2
7.8
5.7
2.4
2.1
4.0

0-1.5
1.5-4
4-7
7-9
9-12
12-14.5
14.5-17
17-20
20-29.5
29.5--36
36--39.5

6.3
5.3
8.6
8.2
5.4
16.0
5.2
1.0
2.8
2.5
0.7

0-2
2-4.75
4.75-6
6-9
9-11.5
11.5-13
13-17
17-22.5
22.5-25.5
25.5-30
30-35.5

Hole 3
SolubI P206q
Inches

Hole 2
Inches Soluble P205

Hole I
Inches Soluble P20s

Hole 0
Inches Soluble P20s

2.0
2.5
2.0
1.0
1.2
0.4
0.1
2.2
1.5

0-4
4-8.5
8.5--14
14-19.5
19.5-24
24-28
28-31
31-35.5
35.5-38

2.0
2.4
4.3
1.0
1.2
0.2
0.4
0.9
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Table 17.4

PH
Hole 0
Inches

Hole 1
Inches

pH

0-2
2-4.75
4.75-6
6-9
9-11.5
11.5-13
13-17
17-22.5
22.5-25.5
25.5-30
30-35.5

6.83
7.99
7.15
6.91
7.60
7.80
7.38
8.10
8.31
8.38
8.10

Hole 2
Inches

pH

0-1.5
1.5-4
4-7
7-9
9-12
12-14.5
14.5-17
17-20
20-29.5
29.5-36
36-39.5

7.07
7.30
7.42
7.70
7.54
7.61
7.63
7.88
8.05
8.30
8.35

Hole 3
Inches

pH

0-3
3-6
6-9
9-13.5
13.5-24
24-32
32-36.5
36.5-39

6.98
6.99
7.30
8.16
8.20
8.10
8.15
7.80

0-4
4-8.5
8.5-14
14-19.5
19.5-24
24-28
28-31
31-35.5
35.5-38

----.

7.31
7.60
7.66
7.80
8.17
8.25
8.30
8.21
8.19
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Table 17.5

Soluble Cations - (PPM)
Inches

K

Na

Ca

Mg

Na

Inches

Total

K

15
35
23
22
21
130
28
52
230
170
75

41
49
35
50
41
99
48
64
66
83
105

5.6
8.4
7.2
4.8
6.8
9.2
9.5
14
14
22
39

3.1
4.9
6.0
5.4
7.4
43
7.4
5.5
14
13
12

5.6
5.4
10
5.3
7.3
5.5
7.5
11
11
12
17

0-1.5
1.5-4
4-7
7-9
9-12
12-14.5
14.5-17
17-20
20-29.5
29.5-36
36-39.5

65
97
71
82
76
281
93
136
324
288
231

25
21
23
33
31
38
38
32
50
78
92

16
21
17
73
88
68
94
80

44
19
19
37
-16
39
38
30

7.8
12
11
12
19
25
37
21

0-4
4--8.5
8.5-14
14-19.5
19.5-24
24-28
28-31
31-35.5
35.5--38

71
57
51
126
159
139
175
138

3.5
4.8
3.5
4.1
6.0
6.6
6.0
7.4

I

14
16
13
22
12
21
15
700
23
116
800

5.7
8.3
10
11
17
16
19
20
22

15
58
16
11
100
165
73
210
120

13
19
18
20
13
40
37
42
40
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3.1
6.3
3.0
6.5
4.9
2.5
6.5
9,0
18
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49
67
53
71
65
746
90
215
927

2.5
5.5
3.8
2.8
7.5
7.5
5.6
11
7.5

36
91
48
45
168
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135
283
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Soluble calcium (Ca)

DISCUSSION

The data reveal an incipient soil sequence developing
at a depth of approximately 0-6 inches. It is forming
under modern conditions. Beneath this soil, however,
appear two buried paleosols. The first is of primary interest since its vertical thickness from approximately
6 to 16 inches below the surface is assumed to represent
the paleosol exploited by the Anasazi P-III and P-IV farmers.

Chemical trends for each core vary according to
its position within the field. Since the basin behind the
initial landslide deposits dipped inward, moisture conditions would have been greater towards the center and
erosional processes more effective around the periphery
of the field. For these reasons, it is felt that holes 0 and
1, located closest to the middle of the field, have more
accurately preserved the paleosol remains than holes
2 or 3. A glance at the graphs confirms this fact in that
holes 0 and 1 feature the greatest variations throughout
their profiles.

Cultural deposits recovered from the associated field
houses some 200 feet from the field were found at depths
ranging from 0 to 30 cm (11.7 inches) below the surface.
The structures were constructed on the stony rises at the
314
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Soluble potassium (K)

forming under current conditions. Its N and C percentages
in the A horizon are quite high. Second, the lower paleo.
sol occurs at a depth of some three feet below the surface.
The depth is too great for the soil to have been partially
buried, to have had a stable period set in and soil develop
on it, to have been partially buried again, and finally
to have stabilized to the point where another soil could
begin to form all within 500 years after abandonment
by the Anasazi. Third, phosphorus, which might indicate
human disturbance of a soil through the introduction
of bone matter in refuse scattered over the field, reaches
it peak in each of the four cores within the 6 to 16 inch
range.

downhill edge of the slide deposits. Since agrable soils
would have represented a scarce resource for the Anasazi,
it can be assumed that they would have located their
structures off the field on cobbley inferior soils. As a
result, cultural remains on the thin rocky field house
locations are largely surficial.
Although no cultural material was recovered directly
within the field's stratigraphy, and no C-14 dates were
taken from the field, several arguments can be made to
justify the supposition that the upper paleosol represents
the soil the Anasazi exploited. First, the upper six inches
of soil contain chemical evidence to suggest that it is
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Total percent N and percent organic C were measured
as indicators of A soil horizons. Because the A horizon
represents the zone of maximum biological activity, it
is not surprising that organic material should be most
concentrated here.

Soluble phosphorus (P205) is important principally
as an indicator of human disturbance of soil layers in the
past (Arrehenius 1963:126). Since phosphorus might have
been introduced to the soil by the spreading of human
refuse over the field, P20.5 was expected to peak where
human activities disturbed the soil to a maximum extent.

Tests were performed to determine the concentrations
of four soluble cations (Ca, K, Mg, and Na). B soil horizons
accumulate minerals and clays because of the downward
percolation of clays in either a solutional or particulate
form. The presence of leached Fe and Al serves to attract
clays which precipitate out in their presence. Since the
clay layer is relatively impervious to penetration by water,
further downward leaching is inhibited and salts accumulate (Garner 1974:281). As an independent indicator of
B soil horizons, pH was noted through the stratigraphy.
The pH or the negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion
activity should become more concentrated in B horizons
as should most other bases because of leaching from the
layers above.

The results obtained from chemical testing are most
encouraging. Hole 0 reveals three sharp A horizons at
depths of 0-2 inches, 6.5-8.5 inches, and 14-16 inches.
At these depths, total percent N and organic C peak, Just
below these bands, three distinct B horizons can be noted
at depths of 2-4, 8.5-15, and 16-30 inches. In the B
horizons, pH measurements are at their highest. And most
importantly in relation to the hypothesis, the total soluble
cations jump dramatically in these clayey zones.
Hole 1 also produced fairly good results: however,
evidence for the lower paleosol are generally lacking with
this core. A surficial A horizon at 0-4 inches and a buried
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Soluble sodium (Nal

A horizon at 9-16 inches both yield high amounts of
total percent N and organic C. B soil horizons from .1-10
inches and 16--24 inches contain high salt contents and
ptls. Below a depth of 24 inches pit measurements continue to climb and total cations peak at 37.75 inches.
rhis suggests that the lower profile of the older paleosol
survived while the upper section may have been destroyed
by erosion before being buried,

18.75 inches and 34.25 inches while in hole 4 all three
B horizons are evidenced by jumps in the salt contents at
6.25, 26 and 33.25 inches.
Overall, these chemical analyses provide strong evidence to supporl the hypothesis that soils of the ApacheSilver-Hockland association were abandoned because of
salt build-up in their clayey horizons. The total soluble
cations tespeciall. Ca and K) increase geometricall\ in the
dense B horizons. These salts become so concentrated that
their presence may well have adversely affected crop yields.

IHoles 2 and 3, lying close to the periphery of the basin,
yield profiles that are not as well differentiated. This is not
surprising since erosion would be expected to be greatest
along the higher rim of the slight depression. Except for a
surficial A horizon, total percent N and organic carbon are
negligible throughout the cores. Evidence for B soil horizons is only slightly better represented. pil for hole 2
climbs sharply from 7.5 to 11 inches as would be expecled,
but then remains at a high plateau for the remainder of the
core. In hole 3, the p1l increases steadily until diminishing
slightly at the bottom. Soluble cations in hole 3 peak at

CONCLUSIONS
This essay has attempted to familiarize those archeologists inexperienced in pedology with some of the basic
procedures and costs involved in conducting research dependent upon detailed soil information. From the data presented above, it can be discerned that the cost of providing
such precise descriptions of soil stratigraphv is high. 'l'li'
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authors would maintain, however, that such an expense is
justified since specific hypotheses, such as the one tested
above, can be critically evaluated. Almost no predictions
can be assessed using such traditionally pithy descriptions
of soils as brown loamy silt or reddish-brown clay.

need that future research must attempt to solve is a determination under field conditions of the precise levels at
which particular cations within the soils of north-central
New Mexico become toxic to plants. To date, several
laboratory studies have been conducted but their conclusions are of little use because the specific cations tested
and soil medium employed do not replicate the conditions
present in the Cochiti area (Gauch and Wadleigh 1943;
Haywood and Berstein 19581.

It obviously cannot be concluded that the hypothesis
is conclusively proven by either the patterning noted earlier
by Fosberg (this volume) or the results of the chemical
analyses from the soils of one site. Nevertheless, the results
are encouraging since the jump in salts in B horizons is so
massive.

As archeologists become more knowledgeable in the
fields of geology and pedology, they will be able to ask
increasingly sophisticated questions concerning the dynamic relationships that existed between prehistoric farmers and the soils they exploited. The answers to many of
the dilemmas concerning Anasazi settlement pattern
shifts may well lie within the soils that most archeologists
continue to dig through to get to the real artifacts.

Hopefully, other workers in the region will begin to
collect and analyze soil samples from their sites in comparable detail. Eventually enough sites will have been investigated to permit a statistical test on the significance of
abandoned field house sites on saline fields. Another glaring
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Chapter 18
TIlL AlIPL:ICABLITY OF STA'ISTI(:A. MAPPIN; AS AN INITIAL S'FII
IN THI: SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF Al(:ELOLO ICAL I)ISTlIRILUiIONS
Laurence Al. Spear
INTRODUCTION
Research concerned with identification and analysis
of spatial phenomena on archeological sites, in particular
patterning in the distribution of artifact debris, has become an increasing focus of many contemporary studies.
Much of this research, while primarily theoretically oriented, has experimented with quantitative methodologies
often derived from other disciplines such as geography,
meteorology or ecology. The nature of archeological data
are such, however, that problems may be encountered when
derivative spatial methodologies are employed. These problems are related to aspects of scale, numerical properties
of measurement, and methods of data collection. The
extent to which these types of bias are recognized and
addressed by the archeologist profoundly influences the
outcome and reliability of spatially oriented studies.
The development of methodologies which can be realistically employed in abstraction and analysis of archeological distributions should be a primary concern of initial
research. Since a considerable body of literature in geography concerns the theoretical and methodological implications of different spatial techniques and analyses, an
examination of the content of some of this work from a
methodological point of view may prove useful in developing procedures appropriate for archeological studies.
As the validity of spatially oriented research depends
heavily upon the initial measurement and abstraction of
distributional phenomena, this paper will primarily focus
upon certain of these important methodological steps
which comprise the foundation of spatial analysis. Although an adequate understanding of the theoretical and
conceptual environments from which these methodologies
are derived is essential for critical examination and further
application, the scope of this paper precludes a detailed
review. The serious reader is encouraged to obtain Bunge
(1962), Harvey (1969), and Amedeo and Golledge (1975),
for a more in depth discussion.
A detailed examination of statistical mapping will
comprise the main body of this chapter. Particular emphasis
will be placed upon description of how these methods are
employed, in conjunction with a critical review of their
properties in terms of further applicability to archeological
studies. The ability of these techniques to abstract, measure
and present distributions in a format suitable for facilitating
empirical conclusions will be a primary concern. Also some
discussion of the suitability of these methods for providing
numerical measurements amenable for use by more rigorous
analytical techniques will be included.

with studying the distribution of phenomena in space is
the choice of a conceptual framework in which to describe
the relationships that are encountered. The most rigorously developed frameworks for depicting spatial relationships have been constructed by mathematicians. In essence,
these formal languages, or geometries, specify sets of relationships between points, lines, surfaces and angles. The
development of coordinate systems and analytic algebra
has allowed comparisons or transformations of different
concepts of space, as well as an extension of these relationships beyond the confines of two-dimensional relations.
Harvey (1969) discusses the importance of linking
these well developed mathematical concepts of space with
geographically oriented research. The advantage of such a
linkage is tileemployment of a spatial language with the
ability to measure relevant properties of distributions, to
aid in the isolation of significant patterning and to facilitate
tileformulation of processual laws which govern distributions.
Filemost important aspects of geometries which make
them a uniquely suitable tool for measuring distributions is
the existence of a coordinate system governed by formal
rules of relationships which can be expressed by means of
analytic algebra. This allows the measurement of pertinent
elements of a distribution to be put in terms of an abstract
language that has the capability for further comparative
or analytic procedures. In essence, this represents a formal
spatial language because the relationships which comprise
a particular distribution are summarized in a formal which
facilitates further analytic discussion.
In a geographic context, three general forms of geometries have been applied to a broad spectrum of problems.
They are topology, projective geometry, and euclidean
geometry. Each of these has a particular type of coordinate
system governed by rules which specify relationships and
allowable transformations.
This paper will only be concerned with methodologies
of a euclidean nature. It is a simple, well developed geometry characterized by algebraic and trigonometric relations based on a cartesian coordinate system. Ability to
assign phenomena a relative location in two-dimensional
space by means of x and y coordinatt serves as the basic
measurement from which other relationships can be deter,
mined. Distance and direction are easily derived within a
two-dimensional framework. The ability of analytic algebra
to extend these relations into other dimensions allows tilt
generation of a - coordinate tfor frequency or volume).
Euclidean geometry will serve as tileframework for
assessing various methods of initial measurement or cato.
graphic depiction. Cartographic depiction (analogue model.
ing) is suitable not only for solving pr()l)hins hy the direct

FUNDAMENTAL SPATIAL CONCEPTS
An important decision faced by a researcher concerned
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(empirical) approach but is also suitble as initial translations or abstractions (symbolic modeling) that will facilitate a deductive approach. Tile degree of which statistical
mapping edheres to euclidean relationships, along with its
overall ability to measure and aid in pattern recognition
and processual hypothesis formulation, will be the critical
factors in judging the suitability of the following methodologies for archeological research,

. SPlEAR
variations in frequency or volume over area (Jenks 19631.
Different levels of gray tones are used to depict a continuum of classes, ranging frow low value (light) to high value
idark i. Fig. 18.3 is all example of a standard cliorpleth
map.
Cartographic generalizations of this type are important
to enable the reader to gain a clearer understanding of the
statistical information distributed in space than a tabular
listing of the data would allow (Jenks and Coulson 1963).
The ability to manipulate resolution by adjusting the number of classes and range of intervals contributes to the versatility of this method as a means of graphic depiction.
Choice of classes and intervals are the most important consideration in the formulation of these maps since variability
and number of class intervals directly affects visibilit\.
accuracy, legibility and attractiveness of choropleth maps
(Mackay 1955).

THE STATISTICAL SURFACE
Understanding the concept of a statistical surface is
essential in cartographic depiction. The statistical surface
is composed of a three dimensional coordinate system that
measures properties of certain phenomena in cartesian
space, and simultaneously permits depiction of volume or
frequency information. Certain initial considerations
concerning the choice of a collective system (discrete or
continuous) must be made. Since tile collection system
influences levels of generalization, it is best to employ a
method offering the finest resolution whenever possible.

Many methods have been devised for deteriniing
numbers and intervals of classes. In general, the object of
these techniques is to determine which manner of arranging
the statistics will portray the most variability. Particular
emphasis is placed upon the numerical rnage of the data.
It is tile application of these various techniques to the range
which indicates tile most suitable divisions.

Tile benefits of discrete or continuous systems must
be weighed against the initial empirical results that each
offer and the ease of using their measurements in subsequent analytical studies. Basically, continuous collection
systems offer finer resolution in terms of location and
portray a better sense of gradient and form. Accuracy may
be sacrificed, however, if a proper system of control points,
total collection or actual continuous collection is not
employed. Also, subsequent analytical procedures require
complicated computations (Norcliffe 1969). Conversely,
discrete measurement systems represent more generalization in original neasurement and generally exhibit more
limited empirical usages. On the other hand, they have the
added ability to be used by more simple and better developed analytical techniques. These limitations and applications will be discussed in greater detail as appropriate,

Prior to the application of these techniques, a decision
regarding the number of classes to be used is made. Since
tile goal is to elucidate the greatest variabilits , the largest
possible number of classes is desirable. Seven classes is generally tile maximum amount allowable, due to the difficulty in discerning more than that number of gra tones
(Jenks and (oulson 19631.
After the number of classes to be used is selcted. t tie
following techniques can be introduced to dternne the
best choice of intervals. The results of the techniques can
be graphically portrayed by means of frequency histograms.
Unlike a gausian bell-shaped curve, the closur a rectangular
distribution is approximated, the more variabilit\ that %%ill
be portrayed.

The choice of a desired measurement or collection
system results in the selection of one of two possible types
of cartographic depiction: choropleths and isopleths
(Robinson and Sale 1969). If the data are collected in a
discrete manner (by means of quadrats of enumeration
districts), the best reprsentation is a choropleth map.
Conversely, continuous recording of data by control points
or total sampling will allow the generation of isopleth maps.
Both of these techniques, if properly employed, can be
used as empirical approaches for solving research problems,
or for the generation of hypotheses that use these nunerical measurements as variables,

There are six basic techniques coinonly used to deter
mine class intervals .lacka\ 1955: ,enks and (Coulso
1963):
(1) In the septiles mcthod tlie salues per unit area are
first ordered consecutively. 'hen tit sum oif tie unit areas
is divided by seven. This will yield the number of untit areas
in each class. Then by referring back to the ordered ranking
of values, assignments are made to a particular class.

Choropleth Mappingt

uit aar-ass
Se ptihs ..... i I --mf

If til, data are collcted by means of discrete units tas
in the Cochiti Reservoir project), a two-dimensional display
will resemble that of Fig. 18.2. The original data art dis.
played within thew cartesian coordinates (.5 and %I of it's
enumeration unit. The next step is to assign it third dinten
sional (:) coordinate to the data value (such as frequenc\ of
artifacts per grid). One graphic technique which displays
distributional srariability in multidintsional space is tie
choropheth nithtd. Essentially , a chtrophIth malp reprinsents the ,si, of ain area shading technique to exlihit

)rd ired dat a are
then assigned
to a particular etassi

(2 The equal step mctIod is based on obtaining tlt,
range of the data and dividing by the nnilbwr (if classes
desired.
Equal step

:121

Iange of data
o=f c. . d tsired

THE APPLICABILITY OF STATISTICAL MAPPING
(3) Arithmetic class limits are determined by a formula that compensates for the range of the data, and the
number of classes desired,
A + X + 2X

. .

. + NX = B

A is the lowest value, B is the greatest value, and X
represents the classes. If 7 classes are desired, the summation of classes would be 28. Hence the formula
would read:
A + 28X = B
28X = B - A
X =B - A
28
(Once substitution of the range values are completed, X will be the range of each class limit.)
(4) The geometric method is characterized by the
isformation of raw data into logarithmic values. The
ditterence of the logs (common) for the low (Y) and
high (X) values are divided by the number of classes desired
in order to determine the class range.
L

Class range = Log, 0 X - Iog' 0Y
# of classes desired

A modified equal step procedure consists of compiling
a series of histograms based on class intervals designed to
span the portion of the distribution (as shown in the initial
clinograph) having the greatest percentage of occurrence.
This results in the final class of the histogram having all
occurrences greater than a particular value. As the distribution consists primarily of relatively lower values per grid,
this technique will exhibit maximum variability in the
lower ranges while sacrificing resolution in the higher value
grids. A technique of this type can easily be reversed or
modified to exhibit variability in any area of the distribution. The skew of the distribution and the way in which the
values are abruptly distributed makes this method a logical
choice if a standard numerical system is to be retained.
Figure 18.2 illustrates the initial statistical surface,
with the original raw counts for the total distribution of
lithics. Figures 18.3-18.5 illustrate the application of the
choropleth technique based on a modified equal step procedure with respective intervals of 1, 2, and 3. On each of
the choropleth maps there is a key describing the class
(interval), starting with an integer and ending with a
real number. This is done to ensure the distinctiveness of
each class and to prevent overlaps. A histogram is located
in the lower right hand corner of each map, which illustrates the amount of variability depicted.

(5) Reciprocals can also be used in the same way as
logarithms to determine class intervals.
Class range

Because of the pronounced skew of the distribution
and a concern for illustrating a simple method where the
curve could be transformed to approximate a more rectangular distribution, a modified equal step procedure was
used in setting class ranges. This also allowed the data to
remain in a measurement system more recognizable to the
average observer (rather than logarithms, reciprocals or
standard deviations).

1 _ 1range
X
Y
# of classes desired

X = high values
Y = low values
(6) The final method consists of using a clinographic
curve to spot natural break (nick) points in the data. In
this method volume or frequency values are plotted against
their percentage of occurrence. The chief value of this
method is the indication of sudden changes or breaks in
the distribution (Monkhouse and Wilkinson 1963). and
from this decisions regarding class limits can be made.
In order to describe the compilation of choropleth
maps, one site from the Cochiti Reservoir Project (LA
13054) was chosen as a test case. The raw frequencies
(counts) for certain lithic materials were chosen as the
data base. This information was collected by a discrete
system (1 x 1 meter grids) and, hence, served as a perfect
example for this application. Only the information from
the surface collections was used, as it represented a total
areal sample of the site.
The first step of this procedure consisted of constructing a clinograph of the total number of lithics per grid in
order to depict the distribution and aid in the choice of
class ranges. Prior to this, a choice of seven classes was
made in order to depict maximum variation. This clinograph is illustrated in Fig. 18.1. The v axis depicts the
percentage of occurrence, and the x axis the range of frequencies. Notice the breaks in the continuum of occurrence up to the maximum of 71 flakes per grid.

Comparison of Figs. 18.3-18.5 indicates the variation
of depiction due to different class intervals. When the goal
is to depict maximum variation in the lower frequencies.
the choice of Fig. 18.3 with an interval of 1 is tie best.
based on the closest approximation of a rectangular distribution by its histogram.
Further applications of this method are possible to
depict any element of the distribution required. Specific
material taxa, stages of lithic reduction, or sherd counts are
easily accommodated. The ability to inspect visually variations in distributional characteristics of phenomena in
addition to possibilities for adjusting the resolution, make
this technique suitable for empirical conclusions and the
generation of additional hypotheses. It should be emphasized, however, that the strenglh of these observations can
be weak, due to the subjective nature of the methodologies
and the possibility for differing interpretations by various
observers.
Isopleth Mapping
The employment of a smoothed statistical surface, or
isarithrnic mappin . constitutes the ot her most widely used
mithod of depicting a three-dimensional surface. Isarithm
is a generic name for a wide variety of phenomena mapped
by isolines. Isolines are line, symbols that represent quantities assumed to be constant through the areas they pass
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employed in order to assign a range of values to control
points. This allows a constant equal step series of isopleths
to be constructed encompassing the total range of the
distribution.

(Mackay 1955). A distinction is usually made between
actual isolines (isarithms) and derived isolines lisopleths).
An isarithm can be defined as the intersection of a horizontal plane with an actual statistical surface, such as a landform, and the resultant contour map. Isopleths are derived
values which cannot occur at a particular point. They are
usually derived in terms of a ratio that includes some
measurement of area such as population per square mile.
The data are collected by a discrete collection system and
a particular value is assigned to the whole area in geieral.
Control points (centrally located points which summarize
the value for a particular enumeration area) are set up in
each area, and various methods are used to construct the
isopleths from this data base (Robinson and Sale 1969).

The nature of these transformations in conjunction
with the widely employed linear assumptions used in interpolation of isopleth maps creates certain problems of distortion in gradients, form, and fidelity Htsu and Robinson
1970). Proportional allocation, which assumes a linear
gradient between control points, is the most widely used
method for the construction of isopleth maps because of
the relative ease and simplicity used in computation (Htaggett 1965, Robinson and Sale 19691. Figure 18.6 illustrates
three basic types of gradient which can be assumed. Unless
prior knowledge of the gradient is available, a linear gradient is the most acceptable assumption.

Application of the concept of a smoothed statistical
surface to the mapping of cultural phenomena has been
a source of methodological debate within geography. The
central issue is whether one can regard cultural phenomena,
which tend to be distributed in discrete clusters, as a continuous density surface (Haggett 1966). That is, most cultural phenomena are distributed irregularly over a kind of
hummocky space usually interrupted by discontinuities
(Harvey 1969).
The use of an isopleth mapping technique represents
generalizations in order to overcome problems of initial
data collection and precise mapping of cultural phenomena.
In essence, a derived hypothetical statistical surface is
created in order to depict some sense of form, slope, magnitude and gradient of a particular distribution.

z

N

Generalization is inherent in all aspects of this technique, from the original discrete collection units to mathematical assumptions concerning interpolation of isopleth
locations. However, if one is aware of tile processes of
generalization involved, isopleths can be a useful tool in
the depiction of distributional characteristics.

C

Data collection and the assigning of a location for control points represents the first level of generalization. As
with the choropleth technique, the data are collected by
quadrats or enumeration districts and a particular value per
unit area is assigned. Tnis represents a loss of absolute
locational information which could be recorded by a ,ontinuous method. The placement of a control point (usually
in a central location) represents additional assumptions as
to location, although the ability to filter down a mass of
locational and volume infot.nation into one point location
is essential for the construction of a smoothed statistical
surface,

x

F ig. 18.6

Y

XY2
llvc t\ pes of gradient

-

Prior knowledge of an ,,.stilig gradient is usually
acquired through continuing research on the distributional
characteristics of certain phenomena. The use of a distance
decay function (negative e ponenlialt has shown indications of validity in describing certain marketing distribu.
tions (Berry 1967) and the dispersal and colonizing of
species (MacArthur and Wilson 1967 1. Further research roto
the nature of archeological distributions should lead to the
employment of more realistic functions that can be used in
the construction of gradients.

Further abstractions are necessary in the assignment of
values for control points and the interpolation of isoline
locations. Tile portrayal of the configuration of a statistical
surface (gradient and form) is directly related to the type
of interval used. An equal step interval (isopleths with a
constant spacing of values) is the only method which
allows gradients to be portrayed realistically.

As archeological data are commonly collected by
means of equal size quadrats, proportional allocation of
isopleths can be undertaken with some certainty of comparability of values between quadrats. This equal area quadrat
approach avoids many of the problems encountered when
unequal size enumeration units are, used. However, the

As many cultural distributions are characterized by
skewed distributions with large ranges of values (Mackay
1953), various types of mathematical transformations
(logarithmic, square root, standard deviations, etc.) are
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Contour interpolation

regular spacing of square quadrats and the assigning of a
central location for control points poses particular problems of indeterminacy in locating isopleths (Mackay 1953).

are slope (gradient) and form. Slope can be defined as the
ratio of the vertical interval over the horizontal equivalent
(Monkhouse and Wilkinson 1963).

When a linear gradient is assumed, proportional allocation is relatively simple. The basic procedure takes into
account the value of the desired contour, the two control
point values between which it will lie, and the distance
between these points. The following formula yields the resultant distance from the control point with the greatest
value that the desired contour should be placed:

Form, on the other hand, cannot be defined in as precise a manner. It can generally be thought of as a particular
pattern or spatial configuration of a distribution (Amedeo
and Golledge 1975). As the whole process of isopleth mapping entails successive levels of generalization and abstraction, especially when derived control points are used based
on discrete collection s%stems, the question of maintaining
the slope and form of a distribution is open to serious
criticism. Although, if one accepts the level of abstraction
produced by derived control points, at l2ast a subjective
examination of the effects of transformations on maintaining the characteristics of a distribution may be undertaken.

X- A
X-Y

D

=

L

= greatest control point value
= smallest control point value
= distance between X and Y
= distance from X were desired contour is
to be placed
A = desired contour value
X
Y
D
L

Figure 18.8 consists of a raw statistical surface that will
serve as a hypothetical test case to illustrate the effects of
various transformations upon slope and form. Notice that
the triangular lattice of control points has been constructed
with an arbitrary designation of zero values used for the
control points of the quadrats adjacent to the border. This
allows the isopleths to be interpolated throughout the entire area. As the boundaries of archeological sites are
usually extended until zero values are reached, this seems to
be a realistic method of allowing consistent interpolation.
X-X
In order to gauge the effects of a z-score (z
S
and a logarithmic transformation on slope, a profile (Fig.
18.8) was taken through a segment of the area. The resulting graphs of the profiles are shown in Figs. 18.9-18.11.
All are based on assumptions of a linear gradient between
control points. Additional assumptions were also made concerning the comparability of measurement scales. The x and
y coordinates are comparable because they both represent
the same unit of distance. The . coordinate in isopleth mapping represents values which cannot be strictly related to
distance measurements. For instance, population per area
or temperature cannot be related to horizontal distance in
the same fashion that vertical elevations of landforms can.

In Fig. 18.7 (a and b), two ways of interpolating
contours by this method are illustrated. The location of
contours having a value of 4 is essentially correct in each
case. One method of resolving this problem of indeterminacy is to institute a system of triangular or hexagonal control points. As an initial sampling frame of this type is
somewhat difficult to construct, a system of averaging the
value for a central location between four existing points is
used to create a triangular lattice. By simply adding the z
value for each existing point and dividing by four, the new
central z value is derived. Figure 18.7 (c), shows the proper
solution of the indeterminacy problem by the construction
of a triangular system.
Conversely, problems associated with the transcfrmation of original values in order to maintain equal spacing of
isopleths and encompass the total range of the distribution,
are considerably more intricate. The two most important
attributes of the distribution which should be maintained
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The only realistic statement that can be made in this
situation is a general notion of change per unit area (in
which case you have a choropleth map). Because isopleth
mapping assumes gradients and form, a manner of comparing measurement scales is necessitated. An assumption of
equality in measurement scales for all axes (.x, y, and z) as
in isarithmic maps seems the most logical. lowever, this is
an assumption which addresses the overall validity of isopleth mapping.

as they would appear on the resultant isopleth maps.
Figure 18.12 (b, shows the angle measurements of the
slopes derived from trigonometric relationships. All of the
transformations maintain a situation of no gradient. The
logarithmic transformation also yields no slope when a
change of one occurs and alters proportional relationships
due to the properties of a logarithmic function. The z-score
transformation tends to maintain proportional relationships, as attested by tile
similarities in profile.

Robinson and Sale (1969) infer the lack of utility of
isopleth maps in depicting gradients due to the unrealistic
assumptions made. They suggest the only utility of a
derived statistical surface is in some general depiction of
form but, as many people view isopleths with some notion
of gradient, tileassumption of equality will be used to
gauge the effects of transformations on the inferred slopes
of the statistical surface. This assumption of equality is
not restricted to slopes; a linear gradient is assumed in
proportional allocation, hence, equality of measurement
scales influences the form also.
The profiles in Figs. 18.9-18.11 are based on equality
of measurement scales. A comparison of the profiles indicates the effects of transformations on the z coordinate,
In this specific case, there is no problem fitting the unaltered data into an equal step isopleth format because
the range of the original values can be accounted for.
However, a comparison of the angles of the linear gradients
in each case shows striking differences in the values porfrayed.
Figure 18.12 (a), shows a table where the slopes
(change per unit area) are depicted in terms of these transformed values. Because the raw values were in equality to
distance, the slopes portrayed by the transformed values are

The visual impression of gradients yielded by each of
these transformations art considerably different. Although
the normal (raw score) gradients can be easily derived from
the transformations, the resultant alteration of depiction
must be considered. If the major usage of a series of maps
consists of visual inspection, only one type of transformation should be used to ensure comparability. If analysis is
primarily concerned with studying some representation of
gradient, wherever possible a nontransformed equal step
system (even with large intervals) should be strived for.
In order to examine tile
effects of these same transformations on depicting the form of a distribution, typical
equal step isopleth maps for each case will be generated.
The normal raw scores are usually mapped in intervals of
one; 7-scores are generally mapped by using the negative
and positive whole numbers, and logarithms by some convenient decimal interval (such as .25). In this case, the use of
common intervals for each transformation results in each of
the maps having a different number of isopleths. (enerally
the more isopleths, the better the resolution or fidelity of
the map. Each of the maps may be constructed with as
many isopleths required to attain a desired level of resolution. The only limit is the range of the data and the ability
to fit large numbers of isopleths on a particular scale map.
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Figures 18.13-18.15 show the completed maps for
each case based on a triangular lattice with linear proportional allocation used to interpolate isopleth location. Obviously the raw scores with nine isopleths has better resolution and all of the maps, regardless of the number of isopleths, are capable of discerning the double peaked form of
the statistical surface. However, the logarithmic map is not
capable of adequately discerning between values of zero
and one, which indicates that caution should be undertaken
in the employment of this transformation when the zeroone interface is deemed an important element of the form
of the distribution.
The z-score transformation seems to be the most realistic choice as it tends to maintain the basic form of the distribution (the zero-one interface and low values when
negative scores are mapped). Certain problems may be
encountered when an area of collection is extended, hence,
introducing more zero values into the calculation of the
mean and standard deviation. This results in a general
lowering of the mean and standard deviation which tends
to increase the z-score values,
Although an isopleth map of raw scores with an extended grid system of zero values will be the same as Fig.
18.13, the extended z-score map will be different from
Fig. 18.15. The extended case is shown in Fig. 18.16. The
same general form is still adequately depicted, but when
the same intervals are used there seems to be a tendency for
outward distortion of the form. In this case, when the distribution is generally simple (a well defined and connected
double peak), the distortion is not too great. If a much
more complicated distribution is encountered, one should
at least be aware of the possible distortions.

CONCLUSIONS
A review of the suitability of isopleth and choropleth
mapping should be undertaken in the light of their ability
to measure and portray elements of pattern. They are primarily visual or empirical techniques used for initial pattern
recognition. As such, the analytical strength of conclusions
drawn from these maps are weak and subjective. They can
be used adequately for initial hypothesis formulation, and
for first step sorting of data into a format where more
powerful analytical methodologies can be applied,
The specific advantage of these techniques over other
mapping systems (point and linear) is their ability to portray volume and frequency information. The validity of
certain measurement assumptions and processes of generalization, however, is questionable.
Choropleth mapping, which requires a discrete collection system, automatically sacrifices absolute location
information. Although, if the collection system is relatively
small, the degree of planimetric distortion is held at acceptable levels. Further generalization in terms of absolute frequency is required to accomodate the range of most distri-

butions. The general ease of compilation, coupled with the
ability to vary resolution in specific parts of the range. enhances the versatility of this method.
In cases where archeological data are collected by a
discrete system, choropleth mapping offers a quick, suitable
way to visually portray distributional characteristics. Assumptions as to the equality or relationships of the x and
y scales to the z scale are not made. Only a general and ncnbiased picture of change in frequency over area is depicted.
Also, the quadrats or grids on a choropleth map represent
specific cases (descriptive statistics) which are suitable for
comparative analysis by statistical methods (see Spear
1978).*
For instance, various spatial autocorrelation techniques
may be applied in order to test specific hypotheses. Ther
are also possibilities for deriving second order descriptive
statistics which further measure distributional elements
(such as dispersion and randomness). In all, there is a general abundance of methods which can be applied to test
specific hypotheses based on discrete data collection
systems.
Isopleths, on the other hand, are considerably more
prone to criticism due to the series of assumptions and
abstractions that are made in order to construct a continuous density surface. The ideal collection system for isopleths is a continuous format. lowever, a discrete system
with derived control points is an acceptable assumption
used in most situations, and represents no more generalization than choropleths. Even the second order derivation
of control point to overcome indeterminacy by constructing various geometric lattices represents acceptable generalization if the original quadrats are relatively small.
One should be aware, however, of the implicit nature
of isopleth maps (exhibition of some sense of gradient and
form) which, in conjunction with the assumptions needed
to construct them, tend to somewhat extend the boundaries of realistic depiction. Of primary concern is the underlying assumption of equality between the distance scale and
a particular phenomena scale used b1 proportional allocation to interpolate isopleth locations. This. in combination
with linear or as yet unfounded asstimptions of gradient
tends to produce a seemingly accurate representation of a
surface. In fact, the surface is highly fabricated and is perhaps an unrealistic portrayal of distributional characteristics.
Even if the correct relationship between measurement
scales could be specified and proper gradients could be
accounted for, the alteration of slopes by various transformations in attempts to maintain equal step intervals would
be a considerable problem to overcome and still maintain
comparability. If one is fully aware of the nwthodological
problems of isopleths, and does not expect too realistic a
dtepiction from the final product, a general idea of slope
and gradient may be obtained. The complexity and time
consumptive nature of hand generated isopleths (given that

*An earlier paper by the author treats, in addition to the subject matter ,vered here, the employment of other descriptive
and analytical techniques. Included in that paper is a discussion of centrography, poi.son and nearest neighbor point pattern
analysis and various methods of spatial autocorrelation. A general analytical perspective is also discussed in which these
methodologies can be employed. The paper is entitled Sonic geoigraphi- methods and their applicalion to the analysis of arch.
ological artifact distributions and is on file at the Office of (ontract Archeology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
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accuracy is still the goal in linear or any other type of proDortional allocation), makes them increasingly uncompetiyivewith the ease of choropleth generation.
Other problems are encountered when additional or
subsequent analytical procedures are applied using isopleth
maps as data bases. Trend surface analysis (Chorley and
Haggett 1965; Norcliffe 1969) is the general name for a
series of methodologies employed that seek to express map
patterns in terms of specific mathematical equations. The
development of these techniques is still in its infancy and,
while progress has been made in fitting certain models, they
remain primarily descriptive and, thus, of little theoretical
validity (Harvey 1969).
Most of the progress has been made with actual isarithms in a geological context and, as yet, some serious
methodological problems have to be overcome with derived
isarithms. The possibilities for further usage are promising
if suitable interpolation methodologies can be constructed
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to better approximate cultural surfaces.
In general, the application of isopleths to the analysis
of archeological distributions should be undertaken with
caution. One should be aware of the methodological problems and the limitations for further analytical studies.
Choropleths, which make far fewer assumptions and are
already amenable to further analytical methods, make a
more realistic choice for a visual depiction technique.
Further research should be undertaken into the nature
of archeological distributions to determine the existence of
specific gradients and thus enhance the accuracy of isopleths. Also the development of other methodologies or
the modification of choropleths may be undertaken to
make them more suitable in the depiction of form. Dasymetric mapping (Robinson and Sale 1969), which is based
on more knowledge of the properties of a distribution
(zones of rapid change and certain distinctive forms), also
has some potential.
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Chapter 19
A SU(;;ISTIl) NiiI'l(01) FOR RECOGNIZING
PA'iTTRNING IN LI'I'IIC ARTIFACT I)ISTIIBU'IONS
Eileen Cainilli

INTRODUCTION

tours to be used. The absolute number of contours affects
the graphic representation of variation across a distribution.
If too few contours are chosen to depict a distribution,

The purpose of this paper is to provide a demonstra-

tion of a method for tie illustration of one aspect of site

much of the variation in artifact density across the distri-

structure: the patterning of artifact distributions over

bution may be ignored. When choosing the number of con-

horizontal space. The subject of site structure has become
a recent concern of archeologists. Discussion has focused
upon whether or not different activities tend to be spatially segregated on a site and whether or not some portions of a site are more neavily used than others (Whallon
1974; Yellen 1977; Binford 1978). In order to illustrate
assemblage content and distribution and to present models
of site structure, such studies have employed some form
of graphic display.

tours with which to depict a distribution, the spacing of
control points must be taken into consideration, for a
finely contoured map may only give the impression of
accuracy when control points are widely spaced. The
accuracy of the graphic display may be increased, however.
if the distance between control points is decreased with
the same number of contours. Brooks and Carrutlers
(1953) have argued for a rule in which the number of contours on a map would determine the number of control
points.

MAPPING ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTIONS
Spacing of Contours

Analysis of any phenomenon first begins with a demonstration or recognition of patterning in the relevant data.
In order to investigate the structural patterns of artifact
distributions over the surface of a site, we must begin with
a method which will graphically illustrate these patterns,
The method presented in this chapter involves the use of
an isopleth mapping technique with which the surface of
the map is regarded as a "stalisticalsurface in which height
varies over an area in much the same way as terrain varies
on topographic maps" (flaggett 1966:214). Maps are produced with isopleths or contour lines of constant value
and are, thus, three dimensional representations measured
in an x and y dimension, or horizontal plane, and a z
dimension, or vertical height of the distribution.

Decisions must also be made concerning the spacing of
contours. Robinson (1960) and Haggett (19661 present us
with several choices for determining the spacing of contours. Itis suggested that the distribution to be plotted first
be inspected with the use of a cumulative frequency graph.
Figure 19.1 illustrates such a graph for the artifact assemblage on stie LA 13352. The vertical axis of the graph represents the number of grids imposed over the distribution.
the x and ' dimensions of the distribution, and the horizontal axis represents the artifact count for each grid, the
dimension of the distribution.
One choice for the spacing of contours is to place a
contour at each of the significant breaks in the graph. This
method would insure that local variation in artifact density
over tile
site surface would be illustrated. For site LA
13352, contours might be plotted at values of 4, 6,8. 10.
13.5, 15.5, 17 and 19 (Fig. 19.1).

Control Points
Before this mapping technique is demonstrated with
sites excavated by the Cochiti Reservoir Project, several
aspects of map construction will be addressed. The first
aspect of map construction i.volves the number of control
points on a map. The character of the graphic representation of an artifact distribution is ultimately dependent on
the spacing of control points. For archeologists, the number
of control points with which a site is mapped is dependent
on the grid size used for excavation and collection, since
the center of each grid will be designated as a control
point. Larger grid size results in greater distance between
control points and, thus, fewer control points. Assuming
the same absolute number of contours, a system of relatively large grids would result in a greater number of contours between control points than would one with a smaller
grid size. Cochiti sites have been excavated with a I x I
meter grid system and, thus, the distance between control
points is one meter.

Another choice for contour spacing might involve
placement of contours at arbitrary intervals, at values of
1, 5, 10 and 15 for example. In this case, local variation in
detail might not be detected graphically. Because mean
artifact density varies between sites, graphic displays of the
character of a distribution employing either of the above
choices for contour spacing are not directly comparable
between sites.
An additional choice for contour spacing would be to
divide the z values along the horizontal axis of the graph
into equal divisions. This method was used here in plotting
contours for Cochiti site artifact distributions. Equal divisions of the axis representing grid values were arrived at by
using the mean grid count of artifacts as an initial contour.
Additional contours were then placed above and below the
mean grid contour using the standard deviation of the grid
counts as the spacing interval. (;rids containing no artifacts
which occurred on the perimeter of the distributions were

Number of Contours
A second consideration involves the number of con.
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Location of Control Points

given a count of zero and included in the calculation of
mean and standard deviation values. Since standard deviations exceeded mean grid counts on Cochiti sites described
in this chapter, contours were not placed below the mean
grid values on maps presented here. A closing contour was
placed at the .06 value as a convention enabling graphic
representation of distributions separated by single grids
containing no artifacts,

A final aspect of map construction involves the location of control points. The location of control points determines the level of accuracy of the mapped distribution.
This is because the placement of values for construction of
contour lines is accomplished by assuming a linear gradient
between two points:

This method insures comparability between sites because the structure of the distribution is illustrated using
known statistical relationships. Use of contours spaced at
arbitrary intervals, while providing a consistent method for
calculating spacing intervals between contours on each site
map, does not offer this comparative potential,

5

Unless other information is available it is assumed
that the gradient between two points is linear and
contour lines are geometrically interpolited. Geometric interpolation is merely a matter of proportional allocation: if a 20 percent contour is to be
drawn between control points with values of 16
and 25 percent, respectively, then this contour
would be placed four-ninths of the way along the
line joining the lower and higher control points.
(Haggett 1966:217)
By assuming a linear gradient between two control
points, alternative placement of contours are sometimes
possible when a square grid system is used. This is because
of the longer distance between control points on diagonal
gradients. Placement of a contour using one set of control
points on the diagonal between two grids may result in a
distribution which conflicts dramatically with a contour
produced using the other set of control points on the cross
intersecting diagonal, Fig. 19.2(a) and (b). Haggett (1966:
217) has suggested that we assume a secondary control
point located equidistant from each of the four values with
a value equal to the mean of these values, Fig. 19.2(c). This
problem does not occur with the use of a grid system in a
triangular or hexagonal pattern in which all control points

15

6

20

are equidistant.

a

515

5

15

11.5
0

20

16
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b
Fig. 19.2

6

Placement ot contours using different control points (after Haggett 1966): (a) 5, 6 diagonal control points:
(b) 20, 15 diagonal control points; (c) secondary control point.
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THE COCHITI SITES
The lithic artifact distributions on six sites excavated
by the Cochiti Reservoir Project were mapped. These are
nonstructural sites dating from both Archaic and Anasazi
time periods. Three sites were located on the east and west
sides of the Rio Grande in White Rock Canyon and include
LA 12456, LA 12463 and LA 12486. Site LA 12456 is
characterized by hearth features, firecracked rock scat,,,rs,
lithic artifacts and a few ceramic artifact fragments. The
site dates to the late Archaic period. Site LA 12463 is a late
Archaic site characterized by three hearth features, firecracked rock scatters and lithic artifact scatters. Site
LA 12486 is a P-IV phase Anasazi site characterized by
three hearth features and associated lithic and ceramic
artifacts (more complete descriptions of these sites are
presented in Chapman et al. 1977).
Three additional sites were located along the Canada
de Cochiti Arroyo between the Rio Grande and La Bajada
scarp (LA 13350, LA 13352, LA 13353). Site LA 13350
is a surficial scatter of artifacts of unknown temporal and
cultural affiliation. It is located on a gravel terrace overlooking the Canada de Cochiti. Site LA 13352 is a surficial
lithic scatter with an associated hearth feature. This site is
located north of the Canada de Cochiti 3 km east of the
Rio Grande. Site LA 13353 is a surficial scatter of lithic
material and an associated hearth feature. Both LA 13352
and 13353 are also of unknown cultural and temporal
affiliation. These sites are described in Hunter-Anderson
(1979a, 1979b and 1979c).
Six classes of lithic artifacts were mapped for each
site. These include utilized and unutilized debitage, large
angular debris, cores, facially retouched artifacts and
nmetates. For a description of each artifact class see Chapman and Schutt (1977:83-96). Examples of the mapped
distributions of each artifact class will be presented in the
following section of this paper.
Several of the problems discussed dealing with map
construction from a square grid system exist for these
sites. Because each site has been excavated in a system
of 1 x 1 meter grids, control points were systematically
spaced one meter from each other. Alternative placement
of control points at resolutions below one meter could
not be used. In this analysis, artifact distributions within
each site were mapped with all coliection levels collapsed
although each level could have been mapped separately.
Thus, surface or stripping levels were collapsed with subsurface excavation levels, when the latter occurred, to
arrive at frequency counts for each grid unit.
The extent of excavation was determined by grid
boundaries. Using an isopleth map as an analytical device,
we are able to graphically illustrate a distribution which
may not have been completely recovered. Analysis of
site structure is concerned with a demonstration of patterns of association and distribution on a site surface.
In order to demonstrate these relationships it is profitable
to examine the entire distribution for redundant and
unique types of structure. Confidence as to the real character of the structure revealed can be assured if we can be
reasonably sure the full extent of a distribution has been

3,11

recovered. Using an isopleth map we are able to give a
degree of confidence to interpretations of the character of
the distribution. Figure 19.3 illustrates an example of a
site on which the artifact distribution may not have been
completely recovered. Contour lines which do not close
within established site boundaries on this map indicate that
the ditribution may extend beyond these boundaries.

PATTERNING IN THE DISTRIBUTION
OF ARTIFACT TYPES
Obviously more than a single behavioral dimension as
well as natural formation processes, have contributed to the
patterning in artifact distributions on Cochiti sites. The resource procurement system, the technological organization,
and the kinds of activities carried out on the site are, just
several of the behavioral dimensions which may have conditioned the spatial organization of the artifact assemblages
on the surface of these sites. Different types of food processing activities, as determined by the organization of the
resource procurement system, may result in distinctive distributions of food remains and implements utilized in their
processing. The organization of the technological system,
whether or not tools were carried and maintained between
uses, has implications for the nature of the distribution of
manufacturing debris on a site.
Patterns of artifact distribution on Cochiti sites will be
discussed in terms of a single dimension: that of disposal
mode. Binford (1978) has recognized several manipulative
acts which constitute modes of disposal for items entering
the archeological record These acts include the actions of
dropping, tossing, resting, positioning and dumping. Binford observed that most cases of dropping occurred where
elements were detached from an item held in the hand.
Tossing usually occurred after the completion of an action.
Rcstcd items were set down temporarily due to task interruption or the arraying of tools prior to the performance of
some task. Positioning or purposeful placement of items
resulted from two objectives: purposeful aggregation of
items, and placement of items so as to insure their retrieval
at a future date. Dumping is characterized by the accumulation of dropped or resting items and their removal and
disposal on the periphery of a site. Patterns of artifact distribution on Cochiti sites will be discussed in terms of each
of these actions and examined for structural properties
which may have resulted from a certain act ion.

Unutilized Debitage
Unutilized debitage occurs on every site. This material
is found in distributions of two major kinds. One is relat ively variable in shape and occurs near and around hearths.
The second kind of distribution is relatively dense and circular in shape. The former kind of distribution can be
thought of as a drop zone which results from manufacturing activities carried out around a hearth similar to that
described for Nunimuit hunters (Binford 1978).
The drop zone model is illustrated in Fig. 19.4 for site
LA 13352. A light scatter of unutilized debitage occurs on
three sides of the hearth with one side left open. This pattern has been noted for Nuninuit. Bushman and Magdelenian sites. The low density or open side of the hearth on
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Magdelenian sites has been interpreted by Leroi-Gourhan
and Brezillon (1966) as a sleeping area within a house or
tent, and the high density side of the hearth as an area of
domestic activity.

distributions is also demonstrated in the comparisons:
not only are the relationships between location and density
of artifact types illustrated but the shape of each distribution relative to one another is also available for inspection.
The pattern on LA 12456 (Fig. 19.11) is possibly one resuiting from the tossing of core material away from an
activity area as it occurs on the periphery of the denser por.
tion of the artifact scatter. The important consequences of
this kind of action are the absence of material in areas
where it was used the most and its presence in areas where
it was not used at all.

A similar pattern has also been observed on Bushman
camps (Yellen 1977). Binford (1978) has observed a vacant
side of hearths on Nunimuit hunting camps, and has attributed its position relative to the hearth as dependent on
wind direction.
Dense circular concentrations of debitage occur on

both LA 13352 and LA 13350 (Figs. 19.4 and 19.5).

Facially Retouched Artifacts

These concentrations may also be thought of as drops
possibly resulting from a single activity episode.

Utilized Debitage
This material occurs with unutilized debris in drop
zones around hearths and in localized areas peripheral to
hearths. Relatively dense circular concentrations of utilized
debitage also occur. Distributions on LA 13352, LA 12486
and LA 12463 exhibit these patterns (Figs. 19.6-19.8).
Utilized debitage on LA 13352 occurs along with unutilized debris around the hearth and also in a separate distribution away from the hearth. Localized distributions
such as this one may constitute an activity episode which
interfered with domestic or other activities undertaken
around the hearth because of the generation of additional
debris, or simply because space may have been needed
which was not obtainable around the hearth area.

Facially retouched artifacts occur as isolated drops
usually near hearths. Both broken and unbroken items
occur in this pattern. The artifact distribution on LA 12486
(Fig. 19.12) illustrates this pattern. In the case of broken
artifacts these may have simply been dropped where the
breakage occurred. Whole artifacts utilized in the same
areas may have entered the archeological record as the resuit of loss rather than intentional discard. This presupposes
some form of maintenance or curation of facially retouched
artifacts. In general, facially retouched artifacts occur in
very low frequencies on Cochiti sites.
Metates
Whole metates were observed to occur consistently
near hearths. Metate fragments occur on the periphery of
distributions around hearths. Because of their size, it can be
argued that the disposition of these items on the surface of
a site is the result of intentional placement. Two metates
were found near the hearth on LA 12463 (Fig. 19.13).
Metate fragments were found on the edge of the debitage
drop zone away from the hearth on several sites. These
were perhaps tossed away from the activity area.

Cores and
Large Angular Debris
Patterns of distribution for cores and large angular
debris take several forms. This material occurs in semicircular rings near dense concentrations of unutilized debitage of the same material type. It also occurs on the periphery of dense debitage distributions and in other areas in
low density circles. Low density circles usually contain
only one item.

CONCLUSIONS
The patterns of artifact distribution described above
indicate that most artifact types are distributed across site
surfaces in any one of several different patterns. One behavioral dimension, that of disposal mode, was explored
with suggestions as to which kinds of manipulative actions
may have resulted in the patterned distributions of different artifact types. Understanding differences in the organization of site structure clearly depends on the identification
of all independent behavioral dimensions and natural
formation processes that have contributed to that structure.
Establishment of behavioral and natural deposition context
for Cochiti sites was not the purpose of this paper, although
several possible disposal modes were discussed. Rather, this
paper served as a demonstration of a method with which to
illustrate the structure of lithic artifact distributions on
nonstructural sites. The method demonstrated here is an
initial step in the recognition of patterns of distribution and
association. Recognition of these patterns which enables us
to begin to make some statements about the nature of
spatial relationships will contribute to the construction of
descriptive models and to the development of a body of
theory on the nature of space use.

These two artifact classes have been combined in this
analysis because of similar morphological attributes (see
Chapman and Schutt 1977:92). A major attribute contributing to this decision is size and morphological similarity
with most of this material weighing in excess of 40 grams.
Sites LA 13352 and LA 13350 illustrate the semicircular
U-shape of these items (Figs. 19.9 and 19.10). In each
case, this shape occurs adjacent to a dense concentration
of unutilized and utilized debitage containing similar mater.
ial types. These shapes may indicate drop zones of core
material or possibly areas where core material was placed
or positioned around or near an individual during the manufacturing process, perhaps in anticipation of future use.
Comparison of Figs. 19.4 and 19.9 indicates a circular drop
zone of unutilized debitage surrounded on three sides by
angular debris for site LA 13352. Comparison of Figs. 19.5
and 19.10 indicate a similar pattern for these two artifact
types on LA 13350. This interesting distribution suggests a
single activity episode in which both angular debris and
debitage were generated and discarded. The utility of the
use of contours for illustration of the structure of artifact
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Chapter 20
POST-I)EPOSI'FIONAL LIl)(;
I)AMA(;EL ON LITIlIC ARTIFACTS:
AN EXPLRIMENT IN S(:RIEININ(; AND LAItORATORY lIO(:ESSIN(;
Jeanne-i. Schutt
INTRODUCTION

The existence of two such dianetrically opposed coilclusions suggests that further experimentation is necesar.
These varying conclusions may largely be a function (if
poor experimental design and small sample size. Keeley
(1974:326) suggests that some experimenters have used
nonrepresentative samples and inadequate experimental
controls. Many times critical variables have either been
neglected or not recorded at all. Odell 1975:227) offers
similar criticism. lIe feels that experimental data should
be reported meticulously to facilitate its use by other
researchers and that sufficient data should be published st
that others may replicate the experiment(s). He suggests
three major variables that must be described to make this
possible: (1) exact description of the action performed:
(2) exact description of the material worked: and (31
exact description of the results.

Edge damage on lithic materials can result from both
past use activities and post-depositional activities. If one is
to determine past human activities from wear patterns
found on lithic materials, it is necessary to identify edge
damage produced only during past use activities. The small
amount of research addressing this problem has produced
two opposing conclusions. Some researchers feel that recent scars can be distinguished from those produced in past
use activities where others feel the scars cannot be distinguished from wear patterns. Both conclusions seem pre.
mature without further experimentation. If conclusions
about past tool utilization are to be drawn from wear
pattern analysis, one must first isolate edge damage not
resulting from former use activities,
In order to assess the degree to which certain nonuse
factors are producing edge damage that may be interpreted
as wear patterns, two experiments were undertaken. The
experiments were designed to assess: (1) whether archeological recovery and processing procedures, such as screening, transportation and laboratory processing, result in significant amounts of edge damage: (2) whether edge damage
produced through recovery and processing procedures is
similar to edge damage resulting from tool use: (3) whether
different kinds of lithic materials are differentially susceptible to nonuse edge damage: and (4) whether objective
criteria can be developed that can be used to isolate nonuse
edge damage from that produced in past use activities.

The relative lack of detailed published material which
deals with post-depositional edge damage, coupled with
the lack of scientific or methodological rigor characteristic
of a number of published studies, indicate a need for additional experimentation in this area. The experiments presented in this chapter attempt to correct both ol these
problems.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The following experiments were designed to determine
the degree to which recovery and laboratory processing of
lithic materials are producing edge damage that may be
interpreted as wear patterns. For comparative purposes.
two different experiments were run on two similar populations of flakes. This was done to isolate the kind and
amount of edge damage resulting from transportation and
laboratory processing versus that resulting from screening.
Another objective of these experiments was to determine
if different kinds of edge damage result from each of the
two experimental actions, and whether that resultant edge
damage is similar to edge damage resulting from use. A
variety of lithic materials were included in each experiment
to determine if each experimental action is affecting the
various natural materials differentially. A final objective
was to determine if a set of criteria could be amassed that
would aid in isolating edge damage resulting from nonuse
activities. Several variables were monitored to reach these
ends. The experiments will be outlined aftur all variables
are described.

Although many experiments designed to assess edge
damage produced through recovery and laboratory processing are in progress, little information has been published,
Several individuals have in the past or are currently investigating the effects that excavation technique, screening, and
transportation have on lithic materials, but the results of
many of these experiments are either incomplete or unpublished (Lawrence, personal communication: Muto, personal
communication: Shelly, personal communication: Tringham, personal communication).
Tringham et al. (1974) have published one of the few
articles that addressed the problem of nonuse edge damage.
Two basic experiments are documented; one to evaluate the
effect of trampling, and the other to evaluate the effect of
water, sand and rock action. She concluded that edge damage produced in these contexts could be distinguished from
wear patterns on the basis of inconsistent scar directionality, random placement of scars on a given edge, and differential scar morphology (Tringham et al. 197-4:191-192).
Several investigators support her findings. Other researchers,
however, suggest that there are no differences between
post-depositional edge damage and edge damage produced
through use activities (flayden and Kaminga 1973:4).

VARIABLES
Materials
Five different categories of raw materials were selected
oni the basis of their varied fracturing properties and crystalline structure. Although the raw materials used in the
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experiments were collected from the Cochiti Reservoir area,
it is felt that the range of siliceousness and hardness is representative of a wide range of materials found in lithic
assemblages across the country.
The materials selected for experimentation include
quartzite (4000), basalt vitrophyre (3701), chert (1051),
chalcedony (1215), and obsidian 13520). The reader is
referred to Warren (1977a; this volume) for details concerning the lithology of these taxa. As a general statement,
the materials range from relatively uncompact, less siliceous structure (quartzite, basalt and chert) to relatively
uniform, highly siliceous structure (chalcedony and obsidian).

Scar Patterns
The various scars monitored were based on microscopic observations of lithic assemblages recovered from
the field and laboratory experimentation directed toward
the production of wear patterns. The following definitions
are abstracted from Chapman and Schutt (1977:89-90).
1.

Flake Production
Flakes were manufactured by Janette Elyea. The
technique of manufacture was direct percussion with
a hard hammer. Flake production was aimed at generating two populations of 10 flakes of each material taxon
which fell within a range of morpho*,jgical constraints,
The attributes used for selection of flakes are described
below.
Flake Selection

Two types of feathered scars were monitored, those
with their proximal/distal axes oriented perpendicular to
the edge perimeter, and those with their proximal!distal
axes oriented at varying angles less than 450 to the edge
perimeter.
2.

Flakes were selected on the basis of three morphological attributes: flake size, edge angle, and edge morphology. Flake size was selected to apporoximate the range
of utilized flake size, in each material category, represented in lithic assemblages recovered from sites in the
Cochiti Reservoir locale. Particular edges were selected,
within each size category, to represent a range of variability in edge angles, generally between 18 and 81 degrees.
All edges were formed by the intersection of two noncortical surfaces.

Flake Attributes Monitored
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Material: by taxon
Dimensions:
a. Length: Measured in millimeters along the
proximal/distal axis.
b. Width: Measured in millimeters as the widest
distance between both lateral sides along an
axis at 90 degrees to the proximal/distal axis
of the flake,
c. Thickness: Measured in millimeters.
Weight: To the nearest 1/10 of a gram.
Edge Angle: The angle in degrees that is produced
by the intersection of dorsal and ventral surfaces or what Tringham described as the spineplane angle (Tringham et al. 1974:179).
Edge Outline: The edge outline is the gross outline
shape of the edge perimeter with respect to
the long axis of the edge. Four categories of
edge outline were monitored: concave,
straight, convex and concave/convex. For the
purpose of these experiments, projections
were not used.
Length of Edge: Measured in millimeters to be used
in the quantification of scar patterns produced.
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Feathered Scars: "Feathered scars produced through
usage of an edge perimeter are morphologically
similar to many scars produced through retouch,
in that the distal and lateral portions of the
scars 'feather out' to meet the debitage surface
rather than terminate in abrupt fracture. Such
scars are termed 'scalar scars' by Tringham et al.
(1974:188) and are considerably smaller in overall size and depth than those produced through
retouch."

Step Fracture: "Step fractures are negative scars
originating from an edge perimeter which terminate at their distal end in abrupt steps'or cleavages. . . (which are inorphologically similar to
macroscopically observed hinge features produced occasionally through debitage manufacture.) Step fractures have been well documented
in wear pattern research, and hnve been variously
referred to as 'step flakes' (Ahler 1970), 'step
scars' (Tringham et al. 1974) or 'step fractures'
(Crabtree and Davis 1968)."

Two types of step fractures were recorded: those with
their proximaldistal axes oriented perpendicular to the edge
perimeter, and those with their proximal 'distal axes oriented at varying angles less than 450 to the edge perimeter.
3.

Crescentic Scars: "Crescentic scars are inicroscars
which have resulted in detachment of a portion
of the edge margin and equal portions of both
flake surfaces adjoining thw edge margin. These
scars appear as shallow concave 'scoops' along
the edge margin. The distinguishing characteristic of crescentic scars is that, unlike other microscars, they do not occur on either surface adjoining an edge margin, but rather represent portions
of edge margin which have been completely detached through usage. ""

Odell described these scars as sliced or half moon
(Odell 1975:232).
4.

Nibbling: "Nibbling (for lack of a more elegant
term) is observed as relatively continuous sets of
extremely small feathered scars situated on one
or both surfaces adjoining the edge margin.
'Nibbling' scars are thus morpholu,.icallv similar
to feathered scrs, but significantly smaller in
length, width and depth."
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For the purpose of quantification, schematic drawings
of ventral and dorsal sides of each edge recorded the position, number and consistency of scars before and after each
experiment. Scars above each line illustrate scars that were
present prior to the experiments and those below the line
indicate those resulting from the experiments. To aid
further in quantification, a photograph of one side of each
edge was taken before and after each experiment. Financial
constraints did not permit photographs of both sides of
each edge. Photographs were taken by Martha R. Binford
with a Polaroid MP-3 Copy Camera. Photograpas at lowest
magnification were taken with a 100 mm lense. A 75 mm
lense was used to photograph certain edges at higher magnification. Low grain, 120 Panatomic X Professional Film
was used. (Photographic examples are included as Figs.
20.1--20.3.) Lighting was adjusted for each specimen to
accentuate scar patterns. Further information on photographic procedures can be obtained from the Office of
Contract Archeology.

(occasionally shaking the basket). The flakes were
then placed on a screen drying rack. Once dry, the
flakes were rebagged and the bag was given a laboratory catalogue number. At this time the bag
was placed in an area awaiting individual artifact
labeling. Lithics were again dumped on a table,
sorted by general material taxon, labeled consecutively, and rebagged a final time.
8.

The bag of flakes was emptied a final time for
microscopic analysis. Flakes were again reexamined microscopically and edge damage was described and recorded on schematic drawings. Flakes
were deposited individually in air filled plastic
bags to eliminate additional edge damage.

9.

Photographs were taken of all edges.

10. Both

LABORATORY PROCESSING EXPERIMENT

and

and

post-experimental

schematics were

compared.

SCREENING EXPERIMENT

1.

Fifty flakes (10 of each material taxon) were
selected for specific attributes previously mentioned.

2.

Flakes were numbered and the edge to be studied
labeled with India ink. Edges were labeled so
marks would not interfere with future identification of scar patterns. Edges were also identified
by their location on each flake (right lateral,
proximal, distal, etc.).

3.

All flake and edge attributes were recorded (see
Table 20.1).

4.

Edges were examined microscopically at a magnification between 30x and 70x and pre-experimental edge damage was described and illustrated
on schematic drawings (see Fig. 20.4). At this
point, specimens were wrapped and bagged individually to prevent any added edge damage.

5.

To aid in quantification, pre-experimental photographs of each edge were taken,

6.

The flakes were deposited in a #10 bag and transported for a distance of 200 miles. This 200
miles included 166 miles of paved road and 34
miles of dirt road. The distance of 200 miles was
selected to replicate the average distance traveled
with artifacts, from the time of their excavation
to the time they reach the laboratory, during the
course of the Cochiti Reservoir Project excavation
phases,

7.

pre-experimental

photographs

TRANSPORTATION AND

Upon arrival at the laboratory, the bag of flakes
underwent sorting, washing, labeling and cataloguing procedures standard at the Office of
Contract Archeology. The bag of flakes was first
emptied on a table (sorting of artifacts). The flakes
were then placed in a basket lined with window
screen and submerged in water for 5 minutes
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1.

Fifty flakes (10 of each material taxon) were
selected for specific attributes mentioned earlier.

2.

The flakes were numbered and the edges to be
studied labeled with India ink. Edges were labeled
so marks would not interfere with future identification of scar patterns. Edges were also identified
by their location on each flake (right lateral,
proximal, distal, etc.).

3.

All flake and edge attributes mentioned previously
were recorded (see Table 20.1).

4.

Edges were examined microscopically at a magnification between 30x and 70x and edge damage
was described and illustrated on schematic drawings (see Fig. 20.4). Specimens were wrapped in
cotton and bagged individually to prevent additional edge damage before photographic documentation. The process of wrapping the individual
flakes in cotton was abandoned later because
residue of cotton fibers were sticking to the flakes
and showing up in the photographs.

5.

Photographs were taken of all edges.

6.

The flakes were mixed with 38 liters of sandy soil
and gravel. 3.78 liters of gravel ranged in size from
7.1 cm x 5.1 cm x 2.1 cm to 1.0 cm x .8 cm x
.3 cm. The smaller gravel totaled 4.23 liters and
generally measured .6 cm x .5 cm x .1 cm. Soils in
the Cochiti Reservoir area are generally mixed
with gravel, however, the mixture of gravel and
sand employed in the experiments does not necessarily replicate ratios of gravel to sand found in
that area. The quantification of gravel size, amount and ratio to sand, is merely for the purpose
of controlling for variables affecting edge damage.
This mixture of gravel and sand was placed in a '4
inch mesh, galvanized, two man screen. The flakes
were deposited in the soil and the materials were
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7.

screened until all soil had sifted away. The screening process necessitated 14 shakes of the screen (a
shake representing one forward and backward motion). Trowels were note used to force the soil
through the screen.

8.

The flakes were examined microscopical)% and
edge damage was described and illustrated on
schematic drawings.

9.

Photographs of edges were taken.

Flakes were deposited individually in air filled
plastic bags to prevent further edge damage.

10. Photographs and schematics of pre-experimental
and post-experimental edges were compared.

T~i~i~IITpIC1
I.

a

IIi

b

C
Fig. 20.1

Acute obsidian edge #38: (a) edge before experiment; (b) edge after experiment;
(c) edge after experiment at greater magnification.
------ --
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ETRIC 1

ETRJC 1

II)
t

III

a

Fig. 20.2

b

Obtuse obsidian edge #30: (a) edge before experiment;

(b) edge after experiment.

\AETRIC1

AETR1C 1

a
Fig. 20.3

13.

b
Basalt edge #16. (a) edge before experiment (b) edge after experiment.
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KEY
Scars before the experiments (above the line )
o Perpendicular Feather

v Angular Feather

Small Scoop
-<-

n Perpendicular Step

Large Scoop
Nibbling

A Angular Step

Scars after the experiments ( below the line )
* Perpendicular Feather

W Small Scoop

V Angular Feather

w

a Perpendicular Step
A

Angular Step

Fig. 20.4

Distribution of scars.
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Distribution of Scars
Obsidian: Transportationa&Laboratory Processing
Specimen Edge
Length
No.
34

15mm

21

13mm

38

17mm

31

13mm

27

12 m m

22

14mm

29

15mm

23

12 m m

30

23mm

37

9mm

Ventral

Dorsal

0000......

n09000
-00ec~o..9WL;

?*699

00

*

w, 000 0

_

___

__

_

__

--

_

_

_

_0

_

0

Fig. 20.4

(Continued)
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Obsidian: Screening
No.

Length

36

15mm

24

1Imm

28

9mm

40

18mm

32

15mm

33

18mm

26

15mm

35

20mm

39

24mm

25

8mm

Ventral

Dorsal

,Wq

.

O

.n

...

DO

Fig. 20A

_

(Continued)
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Basalt: Transportation & Laboratory Processing
Specimen Edge
Length
No.

6

16mm

8

17mm

4

20mm

7

18mm

17

13mm

9

7mm

I

12mm

13

20mm

18

20mm

5

31mm
*

Ventral

Dorsal

o0_-_

0

_

0

0

irregular scar
Fig. 20.4

(Continued)
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Basalt: Screening
Specimen Edge
No. Length
12

11 m m__

16

21mm

10

9mm__

14

21mm

20

12mm

11

10mm__

_

___

_

__

_

___

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

**

--

3

32mm

15

18mm

2

11mm__

19

14mm
irreg
lar s

Ventral

Dorsal

ar

Pg. 2U1.4

_

_

_

(Continued)
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Chert: Transportation 8 Laboratory Processing
Specimen Edge
Length
No.

43

13mm

45

16mm

53

15mm

59

17mm

58

28mm

41

12mm

51

22mm

47

10mm

55

l1mm

49

Ventral

Dorsal

_

_

-0.

,.

------------

off***

_

19am
o
irregular scar

Fig. 20.4

(Continued)
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Chert: Screening
Specimen Edge
Length
No.

46

18mm

44

9mm

54

6mm

60

17mm

42

17mm

52

17mm

57

22mm

48

22mm

56

18mm

50

16mm
Sirregular

Ventral

Dorsal

_-_

,.-,

_-__-___--

__-___o

+

_

_

scar

Fig. 20.4

(Continued)
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Chalcedony: Transportation & Laboratory Processing
Specimen Edge
Length
No.
72

12mm

63

12mm

75

mm_
12mm

67

23mm

70

8mm

65

12rm

78

17m m

73

17mm

61

12mm

80

6mm

Dorsal

Ventral

_

,-,_,-

13

A

irregular scar
Fig. 20.4

(Continued)
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Chalcedony: Screening
Specimen Edge
No. Length
64

11mm

76

10mm

74

10mm__

69

9mm

66

21mm

62

7mm

71

5mm0

79

14mm

68

9mmr

77

17mm

Dorsal

Ventral1

____

v____

_

__

__

__

0__

00000______
Fig. 20.4

(Continued)
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Quartzite; Transportation &~Laboratory Processing
Specimen Edge
No. Length

Ventral

Dorsal
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13mm

89

11mm__

_

_

_

_

_

_

___

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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8mm__

84

13mm

97

29mm

__

93

22mm

__

82

15mm__

_

_

___

_

_

_

81

17mm__

_

_

___

_

_

_
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31mm

99

22mm__

_

_

__

0

_

_

_

_

_

_
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_

_

_

v
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_

_

___

sirregular scar
Fig. 20.4

_

(Continued)
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Quartzite: Screening
Specimen Edge
Length
No.

Ventral

Dorsa I

91

12mm

.o

92

17mm

_

87

7mm

100

20mm

85

10mm

96

23mm

94

19mm

_

98

21mm

._,,-

90

13mm

0

86

13mm

0

_

_

0

_

..

0

0

_

# irregular scar
Fig. 20.4

(Continued)
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Table 20.1
Variability in Flake Morphology

Specimen
Number

Edge Angle Length
(degrees)
(rm)

Width
(rm)

Thickness
(rm)

Weight
(grams)

Edge
Curvature

Edge
Length
(mm)

Experiment

Material
Type

34

Transportation

Obsidian

18

27

35

4

2.4

convex

15

21

Transportation

Obsidian

20

19

31

3

1.0

straight

13

38

Transportation

Obsidian

23

31

27

8

5.5

straight

17

31

Transportation

Obsidian

28

28

31

3

1.2

straight

13

27

Transportation

Obsidian

31

15

11

4

0.3

straight

12

22

Transportation

Obsidian

35

15

16

6

0.8

convex

14

29

Transportation

Obsidian

53

30

26

13

8.6

concave

15

23

Transportation

Obsidian

80

19

14

2

0.3

straight

12

30

Transportation

Obsidian

80

30

34

5

3.1

straight

23

37

Transportation

Obsidian

80

35

28

9

6.7

concave

9

36

Screening

Obsidian

20

23

20

2

0.6

straight

15

24

Screening

Obsidian

22

15

13

3

0.5

straight

11

28

Screening

Obsidian

23

15

19

2

0.7

concave

9

40

Screening

Obsidian

27

31

29

6

3.8

concave

18

32

Screening

Obsidian

36

30

21

6

3.4

straight

15

33

Screening

Obsidian

41

22

30

5

2.0

convex

18

26

Screening

Obsidian

50

12

22

2

0.3

straight

15

35

Screening

Obsidian

69

27

17

5

1.4

straight

20

39

Screening

Obsidian

70

33

16

4

2.3

concave

24

25

Screening

Obsidian

81

15

27

2

0.6

straight

8

72

Transportation

Chalcedony

21

26

27

4

1.5

concave

12

63

Transportation

Chalcedony

27

19

16

4

0.9

convex

12

75

Transportation

Chalcedony

31

32

29

4

1.8

straight

12

67

Transportation

Chalcedony

35

27

14

7

1.2

straight

23

70

Transportation

Chalcedony

41

26

22

16

5.8

concave

8

65

Transportation

Chalcedony

46

21

24

7

3.1

straight

12

78

Transportation

Chalcedony

53

38

39

9

10.3

concave

17
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Table 20.1 (Continued)
Variability in Flake Morphology

Edge Angle Length
(mm)
(degrees)

Width
(mm)

Thickness Weight
(grams)
(rm)

Edge
Curvature

Edge
Length
(rm)

Experiment

Material
Type

73

Transportation

Chalcedony

59

28

23

5

3.6

straight

17

61

Transportation

Chalcedony

71

12

14

4

0.6

straight

12

80

Transportation

Chalcedony

72

38

16

13

6.1

straight

6

64

Screening

Chalcedony

25

20

17

3

0.6

straight

11

76

Screening

Chalcedony

28

34

24

4

2.6

straight

10

74

Screening

Chalcedony

30

27

22

5

2.6

straight

10

69

Screening

Chalcedony

35

25

21

3

1.2

straight

9

66

Screening

Chalcedony

45

25

14

4

1.4

straight

21

62

Screening

Chalcedony

46

19

16

5

1.0

straight

7

71

Screening

Chalcedony

50

21

16

5

1.2

straight

5

79

Screening

Chalcedony

63

36

20

10

6.1

straight

14

68

Screening

Chalcedony

65

23

18

3

0.9

straight

9

77

Screening

Chalcedony

68

32

33

12

5.3

straight

17

6

Transportation

Basalt

22

24

17

5

1.6

straight

16

8

Transportation

Basalt

25

30

24

4

2.3

convex

17

4

Transportation

Basalt

30

36

38

5

3.7

conc/cvx

2..

7

Transportation

Basalt

30

25

18

5

1.2

cnnvex

18

17

Transportation

Basalt

36

42

44

4

6.0

straight

13

9

Transportation

Basalt

37

21

14

4

1.1

straight

7

1

Transportation

Basalt

42

19

12

4

1.1

straight

12

13

Transportation

Basalt

49

36

11

5

1.1

convex

20

18

Transportation

Basalt

50

49

38

11

12.4

straight

20

5

Transportation

Basalt

52

53

35

8

9.9

straight

31

12

Screening

Basalt

23

21

28

5

2.6

straight

11

16

Screening

Basalt

28

31

34

5

3.9

convex

21

10

Screening

Basalt

30

26

12

6

1.2

straight

9

14

Screening

Basalt

34

27

26

6

3.2

straight

21

Specimen
Number
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Table 20.1 (Continued)
Varability in filake Morphology

Edge Angle Length
(degrees) (mm)

Width
(mm)

Thickness Weight
(grams)
(mm)

Edge
Curvature

Edge
Length
(mm)

Experiment

Material
Type

20

Screening

Basalt

36

47

44

9

13.3

concave

12

11

Screening

Basalt

39

21

15

7

1.4

straight

10

3

Screening

Basalt

48

56

36

6

10.3

concave

32

15

Screening

Basalt

49

32

29

5

3.2

convex

18

2

Screening

Basalt

50

20

19

5

1.2

straight

11

19

Screening

Basalt

54

44

40

12

12.7

concave

14

43

Transportation

Chert

22

15

17

3

0.8

concave

13

45

Transportation

Chert

24

22

15

3

0.5

straight

16

53

Transportation

Chert

30

22

28

7

3.2

straight

15

59

Transportation

Chert

30

40

39

8

8.4

convex

17

58

Transportation

Chert

39

33

33

11

9.3

straight

28

41

Transportation

Chert

42

17

25

5

2.9

concave

12

51

Transportation

Chert

42

30

16

5

2.0

convex

22

47

Transportation

Chert

49

22

19

3

1.4

straight

10

55

Transportation

Chert

51

40

30

10

5.9

straight

11

49

Transportation

Chert

52

28

10

2

0.4

straight

19

46

Screening

Chert

24

21

11

4

0.5

straight

18

44

Screening

Chert

24

15

20

3

0.3

concave

9

54

Screening

Chert

32

21

26

5

1.5

straight

6

60

Screening

Chert

34

34

16

4

1.4

convex

18

42

Screening

Chert

42

19

19

4

1.6

straight

17

52

Screening

Chert

44

26

12

5

0.9

concave

17

57

Screening

Chert

45

31

13

5

1.9

convex

22

48

Screening

Chert

47

25

17

3

0.9

convex

22

56

Screening

Chert

50

36

20

5

2.4

straight

18

50

Screening

Chert

55

22

12

11

1.7

straight

16

88

Transportation

Quartzite

26

16

11

3

0.3

conc/cvx

13

Specimen
tuber
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Table 20.1 (Continued)
Variability in Flake Morphology

Edge Angle Length
(degrees)
(mm)

Experiment

89

Transportation

Quartzite

28

16

26

7

2.1

straight

11

83

Transportation

Quartzite

36

18

15

6

1.5

straight

8

84

Transportation

Quartzite

51

18

18

4

1.0

convex

13

97

Transportation

Quartzite

55

71

29

12

22.8

straight

29

93

Transportation

Quartzite

60

29

14

8

2.7

straight

22

82

Transportation

Quartzite

70

20

11

8

0.9

straight

15

81

Transportation

Quartzite

74

20

15

7

2.2

straight

17

95

Transportation

Quartzite

75

54

50

12

27.7

straight

31

99

Transportation

Quartzite

76

91

33

26

63.6

straight

22

91

Screening

Quartzite

28

19

16

4

0.7

straight

12

92

Screening

Quartzite

30

19

23

7

1.6

conc/cvx

17

87

Screening

Quartzite

50

16

14

4

0.8

straight

7

100

Screening

Quartzite

55

92

66

45

224.0

convex

20

85

Screening

Quartzite

59

17

12

3

0.6

straight

10

96

Screening

Quartzite

60

60

19

14

16.0

straight

23

94

Screening

Quartzite

63

30

9

12

1.4

convex

19

98

Screening

Quartzite

64

73

66

33

159.5

convex

21

90

Screening

Quartzite

74

19

13

8

1.5

straight

13

86

Screening

Quartzite

77

18

19

6

1.6

straight

13
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Width
(mm)

Thickness Weight
(mm)
(grams)

Edge
Curvature

Edge
Length
(mm)

Material
Type

Specimen
Number
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Table 20.2

Scar Variability

DORSAL

VENTRAL

Classified as
Wear Patterns
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Table 20.2 (Continued)
Scar Variability
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*UThese consistent scar patterns were not produced by the experimental action

but occurred in manufacture-the technician did not know this.
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Table 20.2 (Continued)
Scar Variability

Classified as
Wear Patterns

VENTRAL

DORSAL
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Table 20.2 (Continued)
Scar Variability
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Classified as
Wear Patterns
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Table 20.2 (Continued)
Scar Variability

Classified as
Wear Patterns

VENTRAL
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RESULTS

materials. The only scar type produced on obsidian through
transportation and laboratory processing, which did not
result from screening, were angular step fractures (2 scars).

One primary objective of these experiments was to
determine if edge damage resulting from transportation
processing and screening can be distinguished from edge
damage resulting from former use activities (wear patterns).
Two lithic technicians, trained in wear pattern analysis
at the Office of Contract Archeology, independently analyzed the population of experimental edges and isolated

There was a marked difference, however, in the scar
ges
resulting from transportation /processing versus
1
screening on chalcedony, chert and basalt. All scars resulting from screening chalcedony and chert were perpendicular feathers (chalcedony--8, chert-lo); the majority of
scars produced on basalt were also perpendicular feathers

those specimens with edge damage which would have been

(7 perpendicular feathers, 2 perpendicular step fractures,

identified as wear patterns. The results of both analysts
were remarkably similar (see Table 20.2). Both technicians
agreed that scar morphology (shape and size) and consistency of scarring on six specimens (5 obsidian and 1 chalcedony) meet criteria currently employed to identify
utilized flakes (Specimen #77 in Table 20.2) for its consistent scar patterns. However, all the scars on this edge
were present prior to the experiment,

and 1 irregular break). For these three materials, 25 of 28
total scars resulting from screening were perpendicular
feathers.

The technicians also agreed that none of the edge
damage found on chert, basalt and quartzite would be
misinterpreted as wear patterns. Although scars produced
through these experiments, for the above materials, were
morphologically similar to scars produced through utilization, they did not distribute consistently over any portion of the edge margin. Scars on chert, basalt, and quartzite specimens were random and inconsistent (see Fig. 20.3).
Six scars were identified which were morphologically
unlike scars produced in usage experiments. They included
four step.like fractures, one feathered-like scar, and one
cresentic-like scar. All other scars were similar in shape
and size to scars produced in lithic use experiments at the
Office of Contract Archeology. These initial experimental
results suggest that scar morphology alone cannot be used
as a critical variable to distinguish nonuse edge damage
from wear patterns. The inconsistency in scar placement,
on the other hand, is a very sensitive monitor of nonuse
edge damage (see Fig. 20.4).

It is difficult to discuss differences in scar types produced on quartzite due to the small number of total scars
that occurred. It is interesting to note that the screening
experiment did not produce angular scars (feather or step
scars) on any flakes belonging to the five material categories.
A final objective was to determine if it is possible to
establish a set of criteria to distinguish use from nonuse
edge damage. Obsidian materials received the greatest
amount of edge damage. Five obsidian edges were independently selected by two lithic technicians and edge damage
was classified as wear patterns. Edge damage on four of
these specimens resulted from transportationiprocessiaig,
whereas edge damage on the other obsidian edge was produced in the screening experiment. All five obsidian edges
with scar patterns that were classified as wear patterns had
edge angles between 18 and 31 degrees.
Table 20.2 orders obsidian edges by edge angle. One
can see that the number of total scars per edge falls off
dramatically once edge angles exceed 350 . Edges with
angles greater than 350 did not have edge damage consistent enough to be identified as wear patterns.

A second objective of the experiments was to determine which action, transportation and laboratory processing versus screening produced more edge damage. The
transportation/processing experiment produced the greatest
amount of edge damage on all materials (see Table 20.2).
With the exception of quartzite, transportation and laboratory processing produced 115 total scars on monitored
edges, where screening produced only 60 total scars on
monitored edges. Transportation and laboratory processing produced approximately twice as many scars on
siliceous materials such as obsidian, chalcedony and chert,
than did screening. On less siliceous materials such as
basalt, transportation/processing produced more scars than
did screening, but not twice as many (transportation-15,
screening-10). Quartzite exhibited the fewest number of
scars with 4 of 5 total scars being produced by the screening action.
A third objective of these experiments was to determine if either process produced different types of edge
damage (see Table 20.2). Both processes produced a consierable variety of scar types on obsidian. This may be a
result of the brittle fracturing qualities inherent in obsidian
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These results suggest that consistent scarring on obsidian edges with spine-plane angles greater than 350 is probably not occurring as a result of transportation 'processing
or screening. Edge angles may then be an important criteria
in isolating obsidian edge damage that has resulted from
nonuse recovery procedures.
A single chalcedony edge also exhibited scarring consistent enough to be identified as wear patterns. This specimen had a spine-plane angle of 49 degrees. Further experimentation, with a larger population of flakes manufactured
from chalcedony may provide a criterion, similar to obsidian edge angle, that will aid in isolating edge damage resulting from such nonuse recovery procedures. The experiments conducted thus indicate that obsidian edges are most
subject to damage, through post-depositional recovery and
processing procedure, which might be misinterpreted as
wear patterns.
Tringham et al. (1974) suggest another criteria to isolate scars produced through various activities. She suggests
that "Recent accidentalscarring of the edge of a prehistoric
flake is characterized by a lack of patination on the surface
of the scar (Tringham et al. 1974:192). Fortunately. obsidian hydrates at a relatively rapid rate, making it possible.
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in most cases, to identify recent scars from those produced
in the past. However, the degree to which patina or lack of
)atina can be routinely employed to distinguish recent scars
from older scars on other materials is questionable. Experimentation in this area may prove extremely valuable for
future wear pattern analysis.
Tringham suggests another criteria to distinguish wear
patterns from nonuse edge damage. Her experiments suggest that nonuse scars, resulting from water action and
trampling, occur randomly ". . . along the entireperimeter
of the flake" (Tringham et al. 1974:191). The transportationprocessing and screening experiments support her
findings and indicate that this criterion can prove very productive when used in conjunction with other criteria. However, not only should one look for random scars along the
flake perimeter, but also look for consistent edge damage
around the entire flake perimeter. If consistent, similar
edge damage occurs on all portions of the flake perimeter,
regardless of changes in edge outlines that would not allow
the continuous use of those edges, it is likely that the scars
were produced from some nonuse activity. Therefore,
contrary to Tringham's observations, nonuse activities can
and do result in consistent and localized scarring. And
further, if all portions of a flake perimeter are consistently
scarred, care might be taken in attributing that edge damage
to use alone. Finally, all cases of consistent scarring are
not necessarily produced through usage alone,
In conclusion, it is evident that transportion, laboratory processing and screening are producing edge damage
similar to scar patterns th3t result from use activities (wear
patterns). It is therefore necessary to proceed with caution
and make use of several valuable criteria when attempting
to isolate nonuse edge damage in future wear pattern
analyses. Without these criteria, one is faced with the alter,
native of changing existing archeological recovery and pro.
cessing techniques. Financial and time constraints, in many
cases, will not allow the implementation of these less
damaging techniques.
Although sample size was small, these experiments
have minimally provided some initial criteria that can be
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used to isolate nonuse edge damage; and they have helped
to determine areas in which extensive experimentation is
necessary. Various lithic materials are being affected differentially by transportation, laboratory processing and
screening. Caution should be used in wear pattern identification when fine-grained materials with fracturing qualities
similar to obsidian and chalcedony are encountered.
When analyzing wear patterns on these materials, consistency of scarring must be used as a critical variable.
Hydration or lack of hydration can also provide a means by
which to isolate recent scars. If one is to use, as Tringham
et al. (1974:192) suggest, lack of patina on scar surfaces to
isolate recent scars, it is necessary to develop ways to identify patina or lack of patina on scar surfaces. We must isolate the variables that (1) condition patination on various
lithic materials, (2) determine the degree to which different
materials are affected, and (3) develop techniques to monitor patina within the constraints of present wear pattern
analysis.
These experiments suggest also that observationally,
variation in morphology (size. shape and directionality)
cannot be used as a sole criterion to isolate nonuse edge
damage. Further, these experiments indicate that location
of scars on the entire flake and the consistency with which
they distribute along a give edge are critical variables that
must be employed to differentiate wear patterns from nonuse edge damage. The results of these experiments minimally suggest that extreme caution should be used when
identifying wear patterns on obsidian edges with spineplane angles measuring 35 degrees or less. Generally as
edge angle increases, confidence of wear pattern identification increases. More research in this area may prove
extremely valuable.
It is evident that extensive experimentation is necessary to isolate the nonuse activities that contribute to edge
damage on lithic materials and refine criteria by which this
edge damage can be distinguished from that produced
through intentional use activities. Without this information,
one cannot hope to ascertain from lithic assemblages, use
activities which were performed at a given site in the past.
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Chapter 21
A REVIEW OF RESEARCH RESULTS
Richard C. Chapman and Jan V. Biella

INTRODUCTION

tion were unknown, and extremely little information
about settlement pattern, subsistence or technological
behavior of Archaic populations existed.

The Cochiti Reservoir project has spanned some four
years of archeological survey, excavation, and analysis in
addition to concurrent botanical and geological research
within the White Rock Canyon locality of the southern
Pajarito Plateau. Papers incorporated in this volume, the
fourth and final volume of a series documenting the results
of research within the Cochiti Reservoir locale, constitute,
in many ways, summary research based upon previous
survey and excavation within the southern Pajarito Plateau.
In many other ways, they stand as preliminary statements
outlining directions future research within the region might
profitably be pursued.

Because of this situation, our major objective in
framing questions to guide research conducted during the
course of the project was to address a set of relatively
general properties of hunter-gatherer adaptations such that
the results of research would minimally provide a descriptive documentation of Archaic adaptation within the
project locale and, hopefully, could be employed as an
analytical baseline for future research.
At the outset of our research, we adopted what might
be termed a generalized hunter-gatherermodel derived, in
part, from previous archeological research in the Southwest
and, in part, from ethnographic studies of hunter-gatherer
populations in arid environments. This model, while not
truly explanatory in nature, was felt to be useful. It basically suggested that much variation in structural and
organizational properties of hunter-gatherer adaptation
within arid environments could be accounted for as behavioral responses to the spatial distribution and seasonal
availability of critical food and water resources. Research
questions were thus developed to address different particular aspects of this generalized man-enironment articulation
with one goal of the research to provide a descriptive
picture of the Archaic period within the reservoi'.

Our personal roles throughout the course of the project
have been simultaneously those of research designers,
research coordinators, surveyors, excavators, laboratory
analysis consultants, general research consultants, and
report content editors, copy editors, and upon many
occasions conciliatory shoulders to cry upon at all stages.
Attempting to summar':e the results of the Cochiti
Reservoir project in a single napter, from our perspective,
is a decidedly impossible task. Given consideration of
several different summary strategies in this regard, we have
decided to adopt the following outline,
First, the basic objectives of the project will be re-

Review of Proposal Questions

viewed in a general fashion. Second, results of research

relating to each major period of past human occupation
within the project boundaries will be reviewed in light of
questions which were intially framed in the proposal to
guide directions of research. Third, directions for future
research within the immediate Cochiti Reservoir locale and
the northern Rio Grande region will be outlined for each
major period of adaptation based upon those research
results.

The following research questions concerning the
character of Archaic adaptation within the project locale
and the larger northern Rio Grande Valley were phrased in
the proposal to the present work:
A. The settlement strategy of the Archaic adaptive
system within the project area will be isolated.
Specific research questions which will be asked
about determinants of this settlement strategy
include:

The following chapter will thus address, in sequential
fashion, results of research conducted concerning the
Archaic, Anasazi, and Historic periods of adaptive behavior
within the Cochiti Reservoir locale.

1. To what degree is the settlement strategy
conditioned by differential periodicity and
volume productivity of focal food resource
species (within the project area) at a regional

ARCHAIC PERIOD ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES

level?

Introduction
At the beginning of the Cochiti Reservoir project, practically nothing was known concerning the Archaic period of
adaptation within the project locale, and very little previous
data existed concerning Archaic adaptation within the
entire northern Rio Grande Valley. For example, a relative
chronology of Archaic period phases within the northern
Rio Grande Valley was lacking; absolute dates of occupa-

2. To what degree is the choice of site location
conditioned by diversity and/or volume
productivity of focal resources within the
vicinity of specific site locations?
B. The procurement and consumption strategies of
the Archaic adaptive system within the project
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volume). The only relatively well developed chronology of
Archaic phases within the vicinity of the project locale was
the posited by Irwin-Williams (1973, n.d.) and was based
upon data within the Rio Puerco Valley (of the east). Given
this situation, Irwin-Williams' chronological sequence was
adopted as an initial framework for establishing relative
temporal frames of occupancy for the Cochiti Reservoir
Archaic sites.

area will be isolated. Specific research questions
which will be asked about the determinants of
[these strategies] ... include:
1. To what extent does the operation of procurement and consumption strategies necessitate population dispersal or aggregation at
site locations within the study area?
2. Does food resource procurement and consumption covary at the same site locations,
or are some site locations employed for procurement, and others employed for consumption?

We had intially hoped to employ the Cochiti data set
to evaluate and/or refine the Oshara Tradition sequence but
we were unable to do so. Archaic campsites within the project area were absysmally lacking in charcoal due to their
generally deflated state of preservation; and although several samples of hearth contents were analyzed for radiocarbon dating purposes, none contained enough organic
matter to result in usable dates.

3. To what degree is the technology of manufacture and use of tools and facilities necessary for procurement and consumption
conditioned by the distribution of technological resources across the landscape?

Obsidian hydration analyses of surface samples derived
from the Archaic sites (and other Anasazi and Historic
period sites), however, seemed quite fruitful, and indicated
a late Armijo-En Medio Archaic occupation. The few projectile point fragments which were recovered were consistent with an Armijo-En Medio occupation and morphologically fit into the Oshara Tradition.

C. Through comparison with previously recorded
archeological data, the effective regional boundaries of the Archaic adaptive system . . - will
be isolated (Broilo 1976:5).

luestions A1, 2

The first two questions (A1,2) basically address the
problem of whether the overall settlement strategy engaged
in by Archaic populations seems to be conditioned by variation in the spatial location and seasonal availability of food
resources within the project locale on the one hand and
within the general region on the other,

The first set of questions phrased in the proposal
emphasized investigations into possible determinants of
overall settlement behavior by Archaic populations both
from a regional perspective (Question Al) and from a more
local, site-specific perspective (Question A2). The particular
focus of analysis proposed in the questions was that of
assessing whether variation in the spatial distribution,
amount, and seasonal availability of food resources within
the project area could be demonstrated to condition either
the overall strategy of settlement, or choice of individual
site locations within the project locale.

The second set of questions (B1,2,3) addresses, in more
specific fashion, the degree to which Archaic occupancy of
the project locale itself is characterized by variation in size
of residential groups, variation in performance of subsistencerelated activities among different sites, and whether the
availability of technological raw materials seems to condition to a significant extent strategies of tool manufacture
and usage.

Several lines of descriptive and analytical investigation
were implemented during the course of the project to answer these questions. One set of anlayses was directed
toward defining what kinds of floral and faunal resources
were used by Archaic inhabitants of the prc'.,ct locale
through examining direct evidence of floral and faunal
species consumed at the excavated site locations. These
analyses included description of macroscopic faunal remains occurring at Archaic site locations and microscopic
analysis of both light and heavy flotation residue from
sites. Results of these analyses are documented for each
Archaic site and Archaic provenience of multicomponent
sites in the previous volumes of the Cochiti Reservoir
publication series (see Chapman et al. 1977, Eck 1979:
Hunter-Anderson 1979a, 1979b, 1979c).

The third question was originally phrased simply as a
statement of objectives and might more appropriately be
rephrased as a true question: To what degree can the results
of research into the previous problems be employed to define effective territorial or regional boundaries of Archaic
period local groups within the northern Rio Grande Valley?
Review of Research Results
The following review will summarize research conducted to answer questions phrased in the proposal and, in
addition, will summarize research which addressed some
realms of Archaic period adaptation within the project
locale which, while not explicitly stated as research objectives of the project, can be seen as necessarily implicit to
pursuit of those objectives,

Another set of anlayses was directed toward describing
the potential food resources which may have existed within
the project locale, where those resources occurred, in what
abundance they were represented, and in what seasons of
the year they were available. These analyses necessarily
focused upon the present-day distribution, seasonal availability, and relative abundance of potential floral and faunal
food resource species within the project locale and environs.
Specific papers addressing the food resource potential of

Dating
As noted previously, documentation of Archaic period
site locations within the northern Rio Grande Valley
through prior research was quite ephemeral at the outset of
the Cochiti Reservoir project (see Chapman, Chapter 4, this
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the general Cochiti Reservoir area include an analysis of
vegetative community structure by Drager and Loose
(1977); a description of faunal species occurrence and behavior by Marchiando J1977); and two analyses which
quantify the relative abundances and seasonal availability
of floral food resource species by Tierney (1977; this
volume).
A third kind of analysis directed toward defining
the effective food resource structure for the Archaic
period focused upon indirect evidence ot species processed and consumed by inhabitants of particular sites. Variation in hearth morphology, by-products of cooking practices, milling implements, and stone tool utilization as
evidence of kinds of food resources processed and consumed by Archaic site occupants is reviewed by Chapman
(Chapter 4, this volume).
The following discussion will first review information
gained from archeological investigation of site locations
pertaining to the kinds of food resources which were processed and consumed by their Archaic inhabitants and will
then summarize the results of analysis directed toward
ascertaining the degree to which the distribution, abundance, and seasonal availability of those resources can be
warranted to have conditioned patterns of settlement
within the project area in paricular and the region in
general,
(11 Effective food resources: Direct evidence of floral
and faunal species actually procured, processed, and consumed at Archaic period sites within the project area was
extremely ephemeral. All of the sites were surficial in
nature such that the entire material record of site occupancy occurred upon existing ground surfaces or did not
exceed in most cases 10 cm in depth. As a result of this
situation, the state of preservation of floral and faunal
remains ranged from extremely poor to nonexistent. None
of the very few larger faunal elements recovered from
Archaic sites could be attributed unambiguously to Archaic
occupation of the site locales and no macroscopic evidence
of floral species was recovered,
Microscopic analysis of flotation residue from fill
samples of hearth contents and firecracked rock discard
epicenters did result, however, in a consistent, although
ephemeral, presence of minute bone fragments, some of
which were burned and some of which were unburned,
Although these fragments could not be identified to part
or species, their consistent presence at excavated Archaic
sites indicated that faunal species did comprise routinely
consumed food resources within the project boundaries,
In addition, identifiable fragments of bivalve mollusks were
found at two Archaic site locations in hearth contexts, as
were microscopic shell fragments, indicating consumption
of riverine as well as land species of fauna.
Indirect evidence of foodstuff preparation and consumption among Archaic site locations was considerably
more in evidence as hearth facilities, firecracked rock
discard piles, milling implements, and a variety of other
stone tools.
A redundant pattern of spatial association between
hearth facilities, firecracked rock scatters, and milling
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implements (slab or shallow basin metates and one-hand
manos), in particular, was characteristic of a majority of
Archaic residential sites. This consistent pattern might be
taken to indicate that seed grains (which were milled into
meal or flour) constituted a routinely prepared food resource during occupancy of those sites.
To summarize, analyses of Archaic site locations for
direct and indirect evidence of food resources actually
processed and consumed resulted in definition of general
patterns of behavior which indicated a redundant commonality in subsistence among most Archaic sites. This subsistence pattern clearly involved usage of floral resources in
the form of mature seeds, riverine derived mollusks, and
other as yet unidentified faunal species.
(2) Distribution of food resources: Analysis conducted at the site-specific level to determine what kinds of
food resources were, in fact, processed and consumed by
Archaic populations did not result in definition of particular floral or faunal species which could be posited to have
comprised focal resources. Despite this, the analyses did
suggest that a relatively similar set of food resources were
used throughout the project locale by Archaic populations.
Given this situation a second set of analyses were undertaken to assess whether variation in the overall biotic structure of the project locale might have conditioned patterns
of settlement.
These analyses explicitly examined the proposition
that diversity of potential food resources found within
specified distances from site locations operated as a determinant of occupational intensity, reflected as the size of
sites, number of hearths, density of artifactual debris, etc.
characterizing residential locales (see Chapman, Chapter 5,
this volume).
The diversity measures chosen for these analyses were
based upon ecological descriptions which had been conducted earlier for the general Cochiti Reservoir locale
(Drager and Loose 1977) and represented combinant
indices which weighted both the kinds of food resources
potentially available within specified distances from site
locations (as reflected in the number of different vegetative
communities encompassed within specified radii from
settlement locales), and the relative volume or abundance
of those resources (as reflected in variation in the relative
spatial extent of vegetative communtiies encompassed by
successively larger catchment radii).
These analyses indicated that variation in the diversity
of potential food resources did not condition variation in
Archaic choice of settlement locales or intensity of occupation within those locales in any significant fashion, despite
the fact that considerable variation in food resource diversity measures could be defined for different portions of
the project area.
The results of this set of analyses were surprising,
especially in light of current theoretical models which have
been proposed to account for settlement variation among
hunter-gatherer bands. One major tenet of these models is
that relatively mobile hunter-gatherer groups engaged in a
foraging or mixed hunting and gathering subsistence strategy will tend to locate their seasonal residences in environ-
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mental locales characterized by relatively high diversity of
food resources so as to maximize the probability of acquiring food while minimizing expenditures of effort in that
acquisition.

concerning assumptions of the diversity model itself have
been discussed.
Another implication of the test results concerns the
possible regional scale of landscape which constituted the
effective territory of Archaic groups inhabiting the Cochiti
Reservoir locale. Data derived through excavation of
Archaic site locations indicated fundamental similarities
in cooking practices, kinds of food resources processed
and consumed, tool manufacturing behavior, and overall
residential use of site space which pertained among all sites
within the project locale. The only major differences in the
character of occupation among excavated sites included
evidence indicating some variation in numbers of commensal groups comprising contemporaneous residential groups
during terms of occupancy, and a degree of variation in
relative recurrency of site occupation through time.

This kind of model would predict that residential localities offering access to a relatively higher diversity of food
resources would be selected much more frequently as sites
of habitation over a period of years than would residential
locales which offered access toalowerdiversityof resources.
The fact that Archaic residential occupation within the
project area did not conform to this expectation provides a
point of departure for re-evaluating and refining the model
itself. Two avenues in this regard can be suggested for
future research,
As discussed in Chapter 5, this volume, diversity
models may be predicated implicitly upon an assumption
that ecological zones characterized by greater diversity of
food resources are characterized a,'well by greater overall
abundance or volume of such resources. From a strictly
ecological standpoint, this assumption cannot be warranted.
Empirical studies indicate that as species diversity of a
community increases, the numbers of individuals comprising such species decreases with the result that communities
or zones characterized by higher diversity of species reflect
relatively low abundance of any single species (Margalef
1968; Emlen 1973).

Previously discussed analyses indicated that these variations in occupational intensity were not related to diversity
of food resources accessible within site catchment areas.
From this combined evidence, it can be suggested that
the entire character of Archaic occupation of the Cochiti
Reservoir locale was seasonal in nature, given the degree of
intersite redundancy in food resource processing and consumption activities, and that variation in intensity of occupation reflects an episodic sequence of residential occupation within the entire White Rock Canyon locality over the
long term. Site specific differences in this intensity may
well reflect a variety of more or less stochastic decisionmaking processes essentially unrelated to the structure of
food resources within the project locality itself - determinants of which might include variables of wind, heat, state
of interpersonal relationships, etc. which pertained at the
time of seasonal occupancy.

Translated into human subsistence terms, this would
imply that ecological locales exhibiting higher diversities of
species could be treated as more predictable in occurrence
of food resources but at the same time would be characterized by less abundance of any given food resource species,
Conversely, ecological zones characterized by relatively
lower species diversity might exhibit very high abundances
of particular food resources but given the lower overall
diversity of foodstuffs, predictability of availability among
those few species would be considerably lessened,
At a fundamental level then, it can be argued that
diversity models which attempt to relate variation in food
resource potential to choice of site locations by foraging
hunter-gatherer groups are ultimately dependent upon
assumptions concerning the manner in which decisions are
made by such populations. The basic assumption in this
regard is simply that hunter-gatherer groups in the Southwest made all such decisions as a kind of probability
game, rather than from a truly informed standpoint of
knowledge about relative availability or abundance of food
resources. The degree to which this kind of explanatory
scenario constitutes a useful means of accounting for
settlement behavior is subject to considerable question
from either logic or ethnographic documentation of actual
decision making underlying choice of future residential
locations.
In summary, tests conducted to assess whether the relative diversity of potential food resources available within
different portions of the project locale seemed to condition
variation in occupational intensity on the part of Archaic
populations indicated that resource diversity did not condition settlement strategy. Implications of these test results

From these observations it can be suggested that White
Rock Canyon and its immediate environs constituted only
one seasonally inhabited locality within a much larger
territorial range encompassed by the Archaic population(s)
inhabiting it.

Questions B1, 2, 3
The second set of questions phrased in the proposal
was more descriptive in orientation. Three properties of
intra- and intersite occupancy and activity performance
were outlined as focal points of examination, including
variation in residential group sizes occupying Archaic sites
within the Cochiti Reservoir locale; variation in activity
performance involved in cycling food or technological
resources among those sites; and examination of what, if
any, variation in technology of tool manufacture or usage
was evident among site locations which could be attributed
to differential distribution of stone raw materials within
the locale relative to site placement.
Several avenues of description and analytical investigation were undertaken during the course of the project to
provide information bearing upon these questions. The
strategy of on-site documentation during initial survey
stages of the project was designed, in part, to provide information concerning the kind, density, and spatial patterning
of artifactual debris and hearth epicenters characterizing
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each site (Chapman and Enloe 1977); and these data were
summarized to provide an overview of intersite variation
in this regard (Biella and Chapman 1977b). Additionally,
initial geological description of technological raw materials
found within the reservoir locale were developed by Warren
(1977c) as a baseline for future research,

depositional erosion processes which had occurred after the
site locations were abandoned on the other hand.
Data from excavated Archaic period sites were subjected to a variety of noise-editing analyses in this regard with
the result that the following observations can be suggested
concerning variation in sizes of Archaic residential groups
occupying the Cochiti Reservoir locale. For example, a very
redundant pattern of associative spatial distributions could
be observed to pertain among individual hearth facilities
relative to firecracked rock distributions, milling implements, and densities of lithic manufacturing debris regardless of the number of hearth facilities comprising a particular site location.

A major emphasis of intrasite analysis subsequent to
excavation was that of defining spatial patterning in the
distribution of artifactual debris, hearths, and by-products
of hearth utilization constituting Archaic sites such that
properties of intrasite space utilization reflecting numbers
of commensal groups making up the residential composition of sites, and possible activity areas within sites might
be isolated. The results of these analyses are found in
Chapman et al. (1977), Eck (1979), and Hunter-Anderson
(1979a, 1979b, 1979c). Analytical techniques employed
for these analyses are discussed by Spear (this volume) and
Camilli (this volume), and Camilli's article uses a sample
of the Archaic period sites in the reservoir to illustrate
different kinds of disposal behavior,

This basic pattern of spatial association seems to represent a kind of mini-camp used by a single commensal group
and can be roughly described as a crestentic area of material remains enclosing an area of relatively empty space
measuring 3 to 4 m in diameter. Hearth facilities or epicenters are situated at the apex of the crescent and maximum densities of firecracked rock are located directly
adjacent to the hearth facility. Maximum densities of lithic
debitage may be situated either partially within the firecracked rock distribution, extending in an arc away from
the hearth, or may be located to the other side of the
hearth (opposite the firecracked rock concentration), but
again extending in curvilinear fashion away from the hearth
so as to define a complimentary portion of an arc represented by the firecracked rock and hearth.

Concurrent with these intrasite spatial analyses, geological studies of lithic raw materials within the Cochiti
Reservoir locale were expanded to provide locational
and quantified information of major raw material sources
(see Warren, Chapter 3, this volume),
In the following discussion, results of the above research will be summarized as they inform upon intra-and
intersite variation in residential group sites, subsistencerelated activity performance, and strategies of lithic tool
manufacture and usage evident among Archaic period sites
within the Cochiti Reservoir locale,

Milling implements are commonly found directly adjacent to the hearth facility, when intact, or within the
hearth epicenter, when not intact. Larger by-products of
tool manufacture such as cores and large angular debris
generally occur at greater distances beyond the major density of flakes and small angular debris comprising the debitage concentrations nearby hearths and may represent tos,
zones associated with tool manufacture (see Camilli's
discussion).

(1) Residential group size variation: A more comprehensive analysis concerning variation in the size of residential groups occupying different Archaic period site locations within the reservoir locale has been addressed by
Chapman (Chapter 4, this volume), and this discussion will
summarize the results of that anlaysis.

A basic pattern of commensal group occupation within
Archaic campsites can thus be defined through patterning
in the distribution of firecracked rock concentrations.
lithic debitage concentrations, and placement of milling
implements relative to hearth facilities. Each of these minicamps most probably reflects occupation by a single cornmensal group, and an examination of the structure of most
of the Archaic residential sites indicates an occupation by
one to four such commensal groups.

The primary line of evidence indicating the size and
composition of residential groups who inhabited Archaic
site locations is the number of hearth facilities occurring at
sites, their locational spacing relative to other hearths, and
their placement within the site relative to spatial distributions of other artifactual by-products of site habitation
such as milling implements, stone tools, and by-products
of tool manufacture.
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 4 of this volume, archeological occurrences of hearths can be warranted to reflect
locations where members of a commensal group (or the
minimum number of individuals who share in consumption
of food on a daily basis) have engaged in food consumption. Through a review of ethnographic literature concerning residential behavior of extant hunting-gathering groups,
it seemed possible that some estimation of the size of residential groups (or number of commensal groups occupying
a site contemporaneously) could be made for Archaic period sites, dependent upon the degree of success achieved
in editing out noise introduced by episodes of reoccupation
of particular site locations during the term of the Archaic
period, on the one hand, and noise introduced by post-

Site locations exhibiting larger numbers of commensal
group loci or mini-camps were characterized as well by
significantly greater overall volumes of firecracked rock
and lithic debitage per locus. It is possible that some sites
represent greater recurrence in reoccupational episodes of
habitation over the long term. Comparative analysis of
spacing between commensal group loci at smaller sites,
however, revealed that all sites were characterized by relatively similar spatial distribution among the commensal
loci.
The archeological data thus indicate that some residential localities may have been favored over others as campsites through the long term and that residential group sizes
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occupying those more favored localities during given episodes of occupation may have included as many as eight to
ten commensal groups.

Examination of artifactual debris both within and between residential (hearth) sites resulted in identifying a very
redundant pattern of tool manufacture and utilization
which was recurrently evident among assemblages comprising commensal group mini-camps (see above discussion).
Each commensal group occupational locus was characterized by a relatively similar component of tool manufacturing debris ranging from cortical flakes, noncortical flakes,
larger core and large angular debris by-products distributed
in toss zones beyond concentrations of smaller debitage,
and some evidence of use and resharpening of previously
manufactured bifacial implements, in addition to milling
implements found in association with hearths in most cases.
Wear pattern variation observed on utilized flakes represented a range of relatively hard usages attributable to
scraping and sawing upon resistant materials such as wood
and bone.

No evidence of systematic patterning in the distribution of the commensal group loci comprising these larger
sites is evident, however. This fact stands in contrast to
ethnographic documentation of site layouts for larger residential camps among extant hunter-gatherers (Yellen 1977)
which are characterized by a distinct circular positioning of
commensal group loci when the overall size of the residential group exceeds five or six commensal groups.
In summary, archeological evidence concerning the
character of residential occupation of the Cochiti Reservoir
locale during the Archaic period indicates that residential
groups were relatively small in size, between one and four
commensal groups during any term of occupancy, and that
over the long term some particular site locations have been
selected with more frequency for occupation than others.
Given results of analysis discussed previously, there is
no evidence to indicate that this variation in residential
group size or variation in long term tendencies to relocate
at some locales and riot others is in any way conditioned by
season of year during which sites were occupied or by
abundance or diversity of food resources accessible within
diurnal foraging ranges of different sites.
(2) Variation in activity performance: A common conceptualization presently underlying many archeological
investigations of Archaic period settlement and subsistence
data throughout the Southwest suggests that basic dynamics of Archaic adaptation involve use of base camps and
specialized activity sites. Base camps are generally defined
in this conceptualization as sites exhibiting hearths and/or
relatively greater volumes of artifactual debris as opposed
to specialized activity sites characterized by a lack of
hearths and relatively lower volumes of debris. It has been
assumed that sites exhibiting hearth facilities constituted
the residential locations and that sites characterized solely
by artifactual debris represented loci across the landscape
where food or technological resource procurement was
undertaken by the inhabitants of the residential (base
camp) sites.

Archaic residential sites made up of one or more such
commensal group loci did not exhibit any evidence of spatially discrete activity areas, that is, tool use versus tool
manufacturing loci. Rather, the entire structure of all residential sites consisted of commensal group habitation loci.
Archaic sites characterized by an absence of hearth
facilities were, as noted before, located in relatively close
proximity to sites with hearth facilities. With few exceptions these nonresidential sites were smaller in overall spatial extent and were characterized by relatively restricted
concentrations of lithic manufacturing debris. Some evidence of tool utilization was observed among these sites,
although proportions of utilized flakes to unutilized flakes
was significantly lower than observed at the residential sites.
Nonresidential sites thus differed from residential sites
in the following ways: (1) spatial distribution of artifactual
remains was more or less circular, rather than crescentic.
reflecting deposition as a function of single activity episodes: (2) kinds of artifacts emphasized primary and secondary tool manufacturing activities and some tool use; and
(3) with very few exceptions, milling implements were
absent.
In general, nonresidential sites seemed to reflect initial
stages of tool manufacture from locally available materials.
Wear patterns were routinely observed which may have
indicated that a primary objective of the tool manufacturing episodes was the production of expedient tools for
immediate usage. In most cases, a range of edge outline
shapes and wear patterns were sepresented. Thus there was
no evidence of truly focal activities being performed.

The overall distribution of sites exhibiting hearth
features of by-products of hearth activity, when viewed
against the overall distribution of sites lacking such hearth
facilities, seems to indicate that Archaic period occupation
of the Cochiti Reservoir area reflects a locality-based
strategy of settlement. In this sense, a distinct spatial clustering of Archaic site locations can be observed, each cluster of which encompasses both residential (hearth) sites and
nonresidential (artifactual debris only) sites. The reader is
referred to the discussion in Chapter 5 of this volume for a
more complete explication of this spatial clustering,

In summary, little variation in kinds of activities performed was indicated among Archaic sites within the
Cochiti Reservoir locale beyond evidence that some site
locations served as loci of campsite habitation and others
did not. Campsites were remarkably similar in artifactual
content and although varying somewhat in size of residential groups occupying them, exhibited similar patterns of
artifact distributions relative to hearth facilities and firecracked rock concentrations.

Analysis directed toward isolating differences in kinds
of activities undertaken among both residential and nonresidential sites focused upon variation in artifact classes,
lithic artifact manufacture, and wear patterns evidenced
among artifacts occurring at different site locations. The
following observations can be made as a result of these
analyses.

Nonresidential sites were characterized almost entirely
as distributions of lithic tool manufacturing debris and a
few utilized tools. These sites seemed to reflect expedient
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contexts of tool manufacture from locally available materials, presumably for purposes of food resource procurement activities in the immediate vicinity. A range of wear
patterns and edge shapes was reflected on the utilized
tools at these sites, thus indicating that a range of activities
rather than focal activities were performed.

Given this basic ubiquity of raw material sources, it is
not surprising to note that no obvious patterning in Archaic
settlement could be observed to covary with particular
source areas. As discussed previously, the overall settlement
structure of Archaic residential and nonresidential sites
seems to represent a locality-based strategy of occupation
in which clusters of residential and nonresidential sites
could be observed along both sides of the Rio Grande from
south to north within the reservoir locale. Lithic source
areas existed within the vicinity of all such clusters of sites,
but such source areas existed as well in areas of landscape
which were not occupied by Archaic populations. It thus
seems apparent that the distribution of lithic raw materials
did not play any role, whatsoever, as a determinant of
Archaic settlement behavior within Cochiti Reservoir.

(3) Technological variation: Previous geological and
archeological survey within the Cochiti Reservoir locale had
indicated that a variety of lithic raw materials suitable for
tool manufacture was present in the region (Warren 1977c).
One avenue of investigation framed as a focus of research
concerned the degree to which the distribution and relative
abundance of these different materials conditioned either
choice of site location or variation in technique of tool
manufacture by Archaic inhabitants of the reservoir locale.

A second line of investigation into determinants of
Archaic tool manufacturing behavior concerned identifying
whether certain kinds of materials were preferentially
selected over others for manufacture and whether these
material preferences required certain adjustments in manufacturing behavior from site to site given their relative
availability.

Two basic research strategies were implemented to
answer this question. First, assemblages of lithic tools
and manufacturing by-products were classified taxonomically according to kinds of materials from which they
were manufactured (see Warren, Chapter 3, this volume),
and a variety of morphological attributes related to stage
and technique of reduction were defined for each artifact
(see Chapman and Schutt 1977 for definitions of attributes
monitored). Results of this site-specific assemblage analysis
are presented in each site report (Chapman et al. 1977;
Eck 1979; Hunter-Anderson 1979a, 1979b, 1979c) and in
the appendices to those reports (Chapman and Biella
1977b:378-419; Biella 1979:Appendices Il-VIII). Second, a
geological survey of the reservoir locale was undertaken to
map actual occurrences of different raw materials and
sample plots within these source areas were defined in
order to quantify relative abundance of particular taxa
(Warren, Chapter 3, this volume).

Comparative analysis of intersite assemblages in this
regard indicated that the vast majority of utilized tools
discarded at Archaic sites were unretouched or marginally
retouched flakes manufactured in situ from locally available
parent materials. Larger by-products of manufacture such
as cores and large angular debris were in evidence at all sites
as were considerable numbers of cortical and noncortical
debitage. Predominant techniques employed for manufacture reflected simple core-flake reduction.
A tendency toward preferential selection of basalt
vitrophyre materials was noted throughout all Archaic site
locations when compared with Anasazi and Ilistoric period
assemblages (see Kemrer and Kemrer, Chapter 14. this
volume). Experimental usage studies conducted during the
course of the Cochiti Reservoir project indicated that basalt
vitrophyre was a highly durable and effective material for
a variety of cutting, sawing, and scraping tasks (see Chapman and Schutt 1977) although it did not respond as vell
to pressure retouching in comparison to obsidian and
chalcedony.

Analyses directed toward assessing variation in choice
of materials and techniques of tool manufacture among
different Archaic sites relative to distributions of raw
materials yielded the following observations:
The southern Pajarito Plateau including the Cochiti
Reservoir locale is a region characterized by a relatively
great diversity and abundance of lithic raw materials
suitable for tool manufacture. These materials range from
volcanic obsidians and basalts to a variety of quartzites,
cherts, and chalcedonies found in the axial gravels of the
Totavi Lentil-outcrops of which are exposed throughout
White Rock Canyon. The Cochiti Reservoir locale, in particular, is characterized by a great number of sources of
Pedernal cherts and chalcedonies and outcrops of basalt
vitrophyre (3701, glassy basalt). Although a few sources
of obsidian have been identified in the reservoir locality,
obsidians are much more abundant further north of the
reservoir itself.

Despite this overall preferential tendency for basalt
vitrophyre, intersite comparison of relative abundance of
manufacturing by-products among Archaic sites still indicates that site-specific selection behavior was governed by
immediate availability of basalt vitrophyre in relation to
cherts and chalcedonies in the vicinity of the site locations.
In this sense, Archaic sites located along the eastern side of
White Rock Canyon nearby major outcrop sources of basalt
vitroyvphyre tended to exhibit greater usage of that material
than did sites located along the western side of the canyon
where basalt vitrophyre materials were available in lesser
abundance as waterworn slabs within beach areas adjacent
to the Rio Grande.

Although some variation in distribution of basalt
vitrophyre, relative to distribution of cherts, chalcedonies
and quartzites, has been observed within the reservoir
locale, the overall availability of knappable materials can
be described as almost ubiquitous. In this sense, suitable
lithic raw materials are potentially available within the
immediate vicinity of any given possible site location or,
at worst, no more than 300 to 400 m distant from any site.

An exception to this very localized strategy of lithic
material utilization is evident among nearly all Archaic
residential sites with respect to obsidian tools and manufac
turing by-products. Although obsidian raw materials are
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available throughout the Cochiti Reservoir locale, no highly
abundant resources for obsidian have been discovered (see
Warren, Chapter 3, this volume). The material rather occurs
as isolated water rounded nodules throughout the Totavi
Lentil gravel formation; it also occurs as occasional smaller
nodules deriving from airborne pumice deposits. Major
obsidian flow deposits or talus breakdown from such flows
are located to the west and north of White Rock Canyon.

sal groups who carried with them a basic set of previously
manufactured bifacial implements but who depended, at
the same time, upon local raw materials for manufacture of
most tools used in subsistence related activities within the
reservoir. The character of material selection, manufacture,
and utilization of local raw materials indicates that Archaic
inhabitants were not economizing their production of implements during terms of occupancy of site locations, and
further that they were not attempting to use available
raw materials to manufacture curated tools for exportation
to other localities for future usage.

'Fools and manufacturing by-products of obsidian
found at Archaic sites in the reservoir locale reflect a dual
strategy of utilization with regard to these materials. Evidence of tool manufacture from locally available obsidian is
reflected as cortical and noncortical debitage and unretouched or marginally retouched flake tools. In addition,
fragments of obsidian bifaces, projectile points, and resharpening flakes detached from large bifaces occur at nearly all
residential sites, indicating usage and refurbishing of curated obsidian tools which were used at the site locations
but not manufactured at the locations,

Taken in conjunction with other lines of investigation
concerning the character of Archaic occupation of the Cochiti Reservoir locale, the strategies of lithic resource tool
manufacture and usage seem t, indicate a strictly short
term period of occupancy goert ed by foreknowledge that
the majority of lithic tools necessitated during the term of
occupancy could be expediently manufactured at any site
locale.

The overall pattern of Archaic manufacture and utilization of obsidian materials within the Cochiti Reservoir locale thus seems to indicate that a basic set of previously
manufactured obsidian tools were being imported to site
locations and utilized during terms of site occupancy.
Locally available obsidian raw materials in the vicinity of
sites were basically treated much the same as other kinds
of raw materials in that they were not used to produce
preforms or finished bifacial implements. Local obsidians
were in-.ead used to manufacture simple flake tools.

Question 3
The last research goal outlined in the proposal concerned definition of the effective territorial or regional
boundaries of the Archaic populations who inhabited the
Cochiti Reservoir locale. Although a few observations can
be made with respect to this problem area, such definitions
are more profitably the province of future researchers into
Archaic adaptations in the northern Rio Grande Valley.

In summary, the following basic points can 'be M~ade
concerning characteristics of Archaic technological behavior
within the Cochiti Reservoir locale relative to the kind, distribution, and abundance of locally available lithic raw
materials: (1) the distribution and abundance of lithic
raw materials suitable for tool manufacture within the
reservoir locale can be characterized as almost ubiquitous,
and no evidence exists to indicate that Archaic settlement
strategies within the locale were, in any way, conditioned
by variation in lithic source distributions; (2) with the exception of obsidian materials (which are not highly abundant in the reservoir locale) Archaic material selection and
manufacture of tools reflects a predominant tendency
toward expedient utilization of materials immediately
accessible within the vicinity of particular sites, although
basalt vitrophyre was a preferred material for the manufacture of simple flake tools; (3) previously manufactured implements of obsidian (including large ovate bifaces and
projectile points) were imported to the site locations within
the reservoir locale; and (4) no evidence was found to indicate that stages involved in manufacture of lithic artifacts
were sequentially performed at different site locations-that
is, strategies of material selection, primary and secondary
stages of core reduction, and flake retouch all occurred at
each residential site, and no evidence of nonresidential
quarrying or primary reduction sites was found.

As indicated in the preceding discussions, the entire use
of the Cochiti Rescrvoir locale by Archaic populations was
remarkably similar in both structure and content. The adaptation was one in which general localities (as defined in
Chapter 5) were utilized over a period of years by very
few commensal groups. The use of these localities ineluded nonresidential as well as residential behavior. Although it might be anticipated that a 32 km long transect
(extending from the Santa Fe River in the south up into
White Rock Canyon to ca. Pajarito Springs) would cross cut
the effective territorial usage of more than one Archaic
local group, we were unable to define any territorial boundaries within the reservoir locale. Nor were we able to
elicit any differences in behavior between east and west
sides of the Rio Grande, even though major rivers have
been documented ethnographically to serve as territorial
boundaries.
Any definition of territorial boundaries will of necessity hinge upon research into Archaic adaptations in other
areas adjacent to the reservoir. We hope that future work
will examine site structure as we did in order to discover
whether the small commensal group structure of residence
which was redundantly evident throughout Gochiti Reservoir was characteristic of Archaic adaptation as a wholedo they define a familially based social strategy similar to
that documented by Steward (1938) or do the commensal
groups simply represent a portion of a larger local group
organization which had dispersed into localities such as
Cochiti Reservoir for one procurement season, as is so
commonly assumed in the literature into Archaic adaptations in the Southwest?

The entire character of Archaic technological behavior
within the reservoir locale thus seems to reflect a very expedient utilization of available lithic raw materials. The overall picture of Archaic settlement within the area seems to
be one of transient occupation by individuals and commen-
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We cannot overemphasize the importance of examining the structure of Archaic groups and sizes thereof to
begin to refine models for this generalized hunter-gatherer
adaptation. Unless alternative models such as a familial vs.
band based organization are considered, little new insight
into the overall character of Archaic adaptations will be
forthcoming in the years ahead.

ANASAZI ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES
Introduction
During the initial stages of the Cochiti Reservoir
project, a basic data set concerning known archeological
sites (from both survey and excavation observations) was
compiled for an area of landscape centering upon Cochiti
2
Reservoir itself and encompassing ca. 1325 km . This
study area constituted the primary data from which observations of settlement variation among the Anasazi period
sites (Developmental, Coalition, Classic) were drawn and
about which initial proposal questions were phrased (Biella
and Chapman 1975).
Based upon preliminary analysis of overall settlement
variation among these three major temporal phases of occupation, coupled with preliminary analysis of intensive survey data within Cochiti Reservoir itself and data derived
from excavation of Anasazi period sites in the permanent
pool of the reservoir (Chapman et al. 1977), our initial impressions of change, through time in the character of Anasazi adaptation could ie summarized as the following
scenario.
Well documented evidence of sites representing very
early transitional stages of adaptation from a predominantly huntih.g-gathering subsistence base to a more focal
horticultural or agricultural subsistence base (Basketmaker
II) was lacking within the study area although such evidence was known to exist in other portions of the central
Rio Grande Valley %outhof the study area (Rinehart 1967).
The first evidence of true Anasazi settlement within
the region was reflected as a very few early Developmental
(Basketmaker II, Pueblok I) site locations situated below
the mouth of White "tock Canyon and along the Santa Fe
River drainage. Based upon ceramic data, these sites probably dated in occupation between A.D. 750 and 950.
Pueblo II or late Developmental phase sites were somewhat more frequent in occurrence but again were situated
predominantly below the mouth of White Rock Canyon.
Exceptions to this were noted, but most of these exceptions reflected multicomponent (Pueblo Il/Pueblo 111)
phase occupations and the exact makeup of the Developmental component was uncertain. Pueblo II phase sites
in the study area have been tentatively dated between
A.D. 950 and 1175.
The Basketmaker III and Pueblo I and II phase sites
are generally characterized by isolated residential units,
commonly pithouse depressions, and may or may not be
associated with surface storage units. These residential
complexes apparently represent winter habitation locales
and perhaps annual residences, but any interpretations
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concerning duration of occupancy
sites remains speculative.

for Developmental

The first major and substantial occupation of the study
area north of the mouth of White Rock Canyon begins
during the Coalition or Pueblo III (P-Ill) phase, ca. A.D.
1175, and continues through 1300 or 1350. The P-Ill
settlement of the southern Pajarito Plateau and adjacent
areas represents a truly massive occupation of the region,
and given the extremely ephemeral P-I settlement which
preceded it, clearly indicates a colonization or population
radiation into the southern Pajarito Plateau.
P-Ill residential sites exhibited a diversity in size but
often were characterized by a redundant residential coinplex made up of a series of contiguous surface rooms (with
and without interior features) and one or more kivas.
Although such complexes were as small as 3 to 4 surface
rooms and a single kiva and as large as 20 surface rooms
with 2 to 3 kivas. these larger sites appeared to represent
two or three of the smaller residential complexes built
through accretion. Such sites reflected annual rather than
seasonal occupations as did some small one room sites
documented within the study area (see Biella, Chapter
6).
The Classic or Pueblo IV (P-IV) phase settlement
within the region was characterized by a distinct shift
toward a large site or village-based residential strategy,
concomitant with contemporaneous occupation of small
one and two room sites distributed throughout the landscape. Evidence of construction of agricultural terrace
and checkdam facilities, trails leading between some village
centers, and considerable evidence of inter-village, perhaps
inter-regional exchange systems as indicated by the routine
circulation of ceramic vessels (see Warren, Chapter 10) is
well documented for the P-IV phase. This overall change in
regional adaptive behavior was extremely abrupt, beginning
as early as ca. A.D. 1325 or 1350 and continuing as the
dominant pattern of settlement and land use until ca. 1525.
From our initial observations of the entire Anasazi
period, we felt that the temporal sequence of settlement
changes reflected a long term adaptive process of a quasievolutionary nature similar to that documented in other
regions of the Southwest. As a result, we developed a set
of questions based upon a density-dependent model of
adaptive change to guide future research into Anasazi
adaptive strategies (ef. Boserup 1965). Stated simply, we
felt the earliest Anasazi occupation of the region was quite
ephemeral from ca. A.D. 750 until 1175, at which time
the region was extensively settled by immigrants from
another region. For a period of some 150 years after this
initial colonization the population density in the region
increased finally to the point of exerting considerable
stress upon the food productive capability of the system
with the result that by ca. A.D. 1325 to 1350 a major
change in the strategy of settlement and land use technology was necessitated. This change in adaptation was
reflected as the P-IV village-based strategy and was apparently a successful change in that similar strategy of settlement characterized the entire central Rio Grande Valley
into the late 15OOs--the time of Spanish exploration and
initial settlement.
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pattern of Pueblo III to the aggregation
noted during early Pueblo IV be attributed
to an accommodation of population growth
or to a reorganization of the existing populations? To what extent is the increase in number of agricultural terraces, water control
devices and other evidence of intensification
of land use during the Classic period accounted for by current models of population
growth or pressure? (Broilo 1976:8)

A primary assumption underlying our initial conceptualization of Anasazi culture-history was that the change
in settlement as reflected in the P-IV phase represented an
adaptive reorganization on the part of indigenous occupants
of the region. In this sense, we felt that data pointed toward a continuous settlement of the region from A.D. 1175
through 1500, punctuated by a rapid period of change on
the part of the inhabitants between 1325 and 1350 presumably due to an unidentified set of stresses upon the ability
of the system to produce food for a growing population,
Previous archeological research in the Southwest and
elsewhere in the world had identified essentially similar
histories of human settlement, population growth, and subsequent adaptive change; and models of different kinds
had been proposed to account for such long term adaptive
change within particular regions.
We felt, then, that appropriate avenues for specific
research in the Cochiti Reservoir locale would be those
which attempted to document the nature of demographic
processes underlying the initial stages of settlement and
the period of population growth reflected in the P-1Il
phase, and questions which would lead to discovery of the
kinds of stresses which actually became operative upon the
system of adaptation such that fundamental changes in
the structure and organization of the system could be seen
to have evolved as responses to those stresses.
Thus in the proposal to the present contract, we developed a series of questions which were designed to monitor
and/or evaluate potential stresses on the P-1l1 (and ultimately the P-IV) adaptive system which lead to systemic behavioral changes.

Review of Proposal Questions
The following questions were outlined in the proposal:
A. 1. To what degree is the choice of site location
of Anasazi period sites, through time, conditioned by soil, physiographic, or climatological variability that affects potential
agricultural production of food resources?
2. To what degree do these differ from procurement inondomesticated food resourceI
strategies?
B. To what extent is seasonal scheduling of procurement, production and consumption strategies conditioned by food resource storage
for later consumption?
C. There will be an examination into the dynamics
of population growth and change in the . . .
northern Rio Grande and the Cochiti area.
Specific questions to be addressed will include:

Review of Research Results
Prior to reviewing the results of the specific research
questions, it should be emphasized that one analytical strategy was adopted throughout the research into Anasazi
adaptive strategies - that of delineating the nature of the
behavioral changes in land use, storage, site makeup, settlement pattern, etc. between eact. of the different Anasazi
phases for purposes of interphase comparisons. It was felt
that such a strategy would facilitate an understanding into
the underlying processes of Anasazi adaptation which
would be lacking if one focused strictly upon a single
adaptive phase alone. Thus, each of the research papers in
the body of the report specified differences on a phase by
phase basis and attempted to explain the changes noted
between the phases with respect to particular topics.
Warren's study of the glazeware production centers (Chapter 10) was the only exception to this analytical strategy.
an exception derived solely from the lack of sufficient
regionwide data on the production of Santa Fe B,W wares.

Question A
The importance of agricultural products in the success
of Anasazi subsistence, and ultimately adaptation, is rarely
questioned. Thus, in studying Anasazi settlement strategies
throughout the Southwest, it is commonplace to examine
the distribution of Anasazi sites with respect to factors
which might affect the agricultural productivity of a given
locale. In the first question, we have proposed evaluating
the degree to which the distribution of Anasazi sites in
Cochiti Reservoir might best be explained in terms of the
distribution and productivity of agricultural vs. nonagricultural resources.
The first avenue of research undertaken to an-wer this
question was that of stratifying the (ochiti 'eservoir
locality with respect to environmental factors traditionally
thought to affect the success of ai agriculturally based
economy-climate (temperature, water abundance and
seasonal availability), physiographic settings (slope, exposure), and soil nutrients. We were careful to describe not
only the reservoir itself in these terms but also the general
land area around the reservoir such that we could evaluate
the extent to which the reservoir was similar to nearby
terrain in terms of agricultural productivity.
In the first volume of the Cochiti Reservoi, oublication
series, three articles specifically addressed and described
environmental variation in the general Cochiti Reservoir
area which pertained to agricultural potential. One paper
prepared by Cully (1977) reviewed the paleoclimatic data
for the northern Rio (;rande region. She suggested that the
basic climatic regimes which currently characterize the

1. To what extent can factors of adaptive
change be attributed to indigenous population growth and attendant population pressure?
2. Can the shift from a dispersed settlement
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region have not changed significantly in the past 5000
years, and thus current patterns in vegetation and general
temperature/moisture should be of a similar or comparable
level to those documented in the past 100 years or so. She
did note, however, that from a station in the upper Rio
Grande (No. 7, see Hunter-Anderson, Chapter 8:Fig. 8.2)
that droughts probably occurred ca. A.D. 517, 614, 844,
1170, 1402, 1525 and 1580 (Cully 1977:101). It should
be emphasized that the general area has been undergoing
a comparable drought since the end of the 19th century
so current precipitation records should be evaluated in this
regard (Traylor et al. 1977).
In another article, Brakenridge (1977) scaled the potential water (in terms of ground water and water for
irrigation) for some 40 lateral drainages to the Rio Grande
in the immediate area of Cochiti Reservoir. From his study,
we are able to conclude that the Santa Fe River, Rio
Chiquito, and Rito de los Frijoles drainages would have
been the most consistently reliable water sources regardless
of annual or multiannual variance in precipitation for agricultural purposes.
Ramage (1977) stratified the general reservoir locale
with respect to differences in slope and exposure, factors
which strongly influence soil potential. As a result, she
documented the extremely patchy nature of the Cochiti
Reservoir locale. Fosberg, this volume, then used Ramage's
data, coupled with a much more detailed discussion of the
soil characteristics of the region, to evaluate the proposition
to what extent geologic, pedologic, hydrologic, and geomorphic data alone could be used to explain differences in
Anasazi strategies of settlement between P-Ill and P-IV
phases in the Cochiti Reservoir locale,
Prior to reviewing the results of his analysis, a few comments should be made concerning the test area along the
Rio Chiquito that he used and other areas in and around
Cochiti Reservoir.
In terms of agricultural potential, the northern part of
Cochiti Reservoir, that part confined in White Rock Canyon, must be considered limited, at best. Although the
Rio Grande, the major perennial river in tile area, flows
through the canyon, it would be a mistake to envision the
canyon locale as being characterized by broad alluvial
floodplains and terraces suitable for agriculture. Rather,
the terrain in the canyon is extremely convoluted and the
substrate commonly consists of exposed basalt talus elements. Further, continuous tracts of well-drained soils with
good exposures are rarely found within the canyon and.
when documented, encompass no more than a few hectares
in maximum extent (and most often less than 0.5 hectare).
In fact, the canyon locality is so steep that man-made
terraces and or grids had to be constructed to make the
area suitable for any agricultural pursuits. The area that
Fosberg and tlusler describe in Chapter 17, which is situated in White Rock Canyon, is one of the few natural
areas in the canyon suitable for agricultural pursuits.
In contrast, the part of Cochiti Reservoir situated below the mouth of White Rock Canyon and some lateral
drainages in the southern Pajarito Plateau (such as the Rio
Chiquito drainage to the west of White Rock Canyon) exhibit far more agricultural potential in the form of compar-
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atively good soil and exposure characteristics, and in the
form of potential water. It should be noted, however, that
the Rio Grande flood plain below the mouth of White
Rock Canyon is currently situated in the lowest rainfall
isohyetal (see Hunter-Anderson, Chapter 8:Fig. 8.1t.
Thus the reader should recognize that Fosberg's study
cross cuts an area with high agricultural potential for the
general Cochiti locale, that along the Rio Chiquito, and an
area with low agricultural potential, in White Rock Canyon.
A review of the results of his study will be presented below.
A large sample (240 sites) of P-ll and P-IV sites was
examined. For this study, he made the assumption that 1 to
2 room sites represented seasonal field house agricultural
loci and that 3 to 10 room sites reflected haoitation residences. There are, of course, problems in making the assumption that the smaller architectural sites necessarily
reflected agriculturally related facilities. It may be suggested that the 1 to 2 room vs. 3 to 10 room distinction for
the P-1ll phase sites is probably a sound one (see Biella.
Chapter 6) but that the assumption that the 3 to 10 room
sites represent permanent residences during the P-IV phase
is most likely quite misleading. The vast majority of sites in
the Rio Chiquito during this latter phase within the larger
site class consist of 3 or -1 rooms and probably reflect a
similar class of activities as that of I and 2 room sites with
only the larger winter villages serving more permanent
residential loci. Further, most P-IV residential sites are
exluded from Fosberg's sample simply because theo exceed
10 rooms in size. Despite these exceptions, the study did
document some rather profound differences in settlement
between the P-Ill and P-IV phases with respect to pedologic, geologic, and hydrologic properties of the tested area.
Land surfaces with the highest agricultural potential
(soil #151 were extensively utilized during the P-Ill phase both in terms of the placement of residential sites j75' ,
of 3-10 room sites were on this soil) and small seasonal sites
(76"' of field house sites were on this soil). For the P-l\'
phase sites, 53' of 1-to-2 room sites and 56', of 3-to-10
room sites were situated onl soil &15. Thus extensive use of
the soil persists through both phases. ['he major distinction
between the P-Ill and P-IV site placement resides in the fact
that nearly half of the P-IV sites were situated on inftrior
soils as well. It is unclear, however, whether the expansion
onto poorer soils is a result of decreased productivity Of
soil &15 or increased importance of agricultural products
during the later P-IX phase.
A second study that is presentd b\ llunter-Anderson
(('hapter 9) provides some data which light be used to
evaluate whether the importance of agricultural products
during the P-IV phase increased or not. The reader is referred to her chapter and to the discussion oft Question B lelom.
The second half of the first question tA-2 addresses
the extent to which the proicurelent of nondornestieated
food resources may have coinditioned Anasazi settlement
in the Cochili Reserooir locale. As in the discussion of
environmental facto(rs affecting domesticated resources, a
t
series of studies of nondoimestieated
floral and faunal
resources was conducted. These studies were, of necessit, .
based upon the regional distribution of modern flora
and fauna, and the availability and productivit of these
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plants and animals has been discussed in the effective
environmental section for the Archaic period of adaptation
above,

those food resources for consumption during lean times,
winter and early spring, when alternative foods are a\ailable in limited quantities.

Unfortunately, direct evidence of procured resources
on Anasazi sites in the reservoir was limited at best. The
deflated and surficial nature of the sites did not permit any
clear evidence of the character of nondomesticated food
resource procurement and consumption strategies, although
fragments of mature seeds (generally weedy Cheno-Ams),
fish bones, and small and large mammal bones were recovered from some of the prehistoric pueblo sites (see
Biella, Chapter 6). The fragmentary nature of these remains
does not permit any differences between P-Ill and P-IV
strategies to be identified,

Hunter-Anderson (Chapter 9) provides an analysis of
differences in storage behavior for varying sizes of P-IllI and
P-IV architectural sites in order to explain underlying
characteristics of adaptive strategies employed by the two
systems. She argues that enclosed structures which lack
interior features exhibit the greatest potential to have been
used as bulk storage repositories. She does not argue, however, that other facilities with interior features (bins and
hearths) could not have served as storage units, but only
that structures without interior features may reflect a more
routine accessibility to serve storage functions.

Consequently, analysis of procurement strategies was
ultimately based upon settlement distributional data in
relation to various environmental data, and the results of
one such analysis is presented in Chapter 15 by Rogers and
Chasko. Their article, while predominantly outlining a
methodology underlying a spatial patterning recognition
technique, has important implications concerning the distribution of potential P-III and P-IV nonresidential (procurement?) sites,

In comparing differences in P-Ill and P-IV sites in her
sample, she demonstrates that the percentage of floor space
per site for storage rooms (those which lack interior features) increased significantly for the P-IV sample across
nearly all site classes (1-2 rooms, 3-10 rooms, greater than
50 rooms), with the most dramatic change in the 1-2 room
class within Cochiti Reservoir alone (0% to 52', storage
spacesite). Based upon these results, she argues that the
importance of stored goods increases between the P-Ill and
P-IV phases and, thus, a stress upon the P-IV system may
have necessitated increased production of storable foodstuffs (agricultural products), especially in the Cochiti
Reservoir area,

Using the same test area as Fosberg (Chapter 7), they
were able to demonstrate high values of squared coherence
between lithic sites and small P-IV sites. There are two
interpretations of such a relationship. One is that the lithic
sites represent nonresidential (as well as nonceramic)
locales which articulate with the small seasonal P-IV sites.
Alternatively, the lithic sites may represent Archaic localities which may be a preferred interpretation in light of
the results of some obsidian hydration analyses (see Chapman, Chapter 4). This implies there may be some single
underlying variable which is conditioning the placement
of both the lithic sites and small P-IV sites. Such a variable
might involve the procurement of one or more nondomesticated food resources,

Question C
This question specifically addressed the change in
settlement from dispersed, annually occupied residential
complexes of 8-20 surface rooms and associated pit depressions characteristic of the P-IIl phase to the aggregated
village-based strategy characteristic of the P-lV phase. In
the proposal there existed an explicit assumption of a population increase from the P-llI to P-IV times, and thus suggested that one major focus of future research should be
upon evaluating the degree to which this population increase was due to continued immigration into the Cochiti
Reservoir-Pajarito Plateau areas or due to indigenous population growth.

Thus, in conducting research into the effect of agricultural and nonagricultural products and the distribution of
Anasazi period sites, we arrived at ambiguous results. The
results of our analyses suggest both the character of and
distribution of environmental variables conditioning agricultural productivity and the distribution of nonagricultural
products may each play a significant role in understanding
Anasazi settlement. We would thus suggest that future research should pursue both kinds of analyses, rather than
assuming that small residential sites simply reflect field
house loci.

While we feel that an excellent case can be made to
interpret the settlement changes between late P-l and
early P-Ill phases in the study area as clearly reflecting a
population radiation or colonization of the area. we no
longer feel that such a definitive statement is warranted for
explaining the change between the P-Ill and P-IV settlement strategies.

Question B

In 1977 we argued that, if anything, there was a
decrease in total population for the area as measured by
the total number of rooms on sites which could be dated
to either the P-Ill and P-IV phases (Biella and Chapman
1977b). Although the measure was crude, it clearly was
inconsistent with a basic assumption underlying Question
C in the proposal. Thus it became necessary to reevaluate
whether there was a population increase during P-IV times.

It is clear that there are two basic principles which
underlie a shift to an agriculturally based economic strategy.
One concerns the ability of a population to control the
production of a food resource. That is, through labor intensive input a potentially abundant food resource may be
insured for consumption (barring a series of natural catastrophies--climatic, pest, etc.). The key to an agricultural
adaptation, however, is not necessarily to be found solely
in the production of foods, but rather in the storage of

In order to investigate the proposition that the population increased between the late P-ill
and P-IV phases, it is
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necessary to develop a scale for estimating population size.
Since s'ch estimates are clearly derived from survey data,
there at- some problems which must be considered: assessing the average number of inhabitants for a site with both
residential and nonresi.lential units; developing bridging
arguments for evaluating differences in room size and the
number of inhabitants; delineating the basic character of
the settlement strategy-whether residential sites reflect
permanent, annual occupations or a series of seasonal
occupations; scaling the average duration of occupation
for a given site; differentiating the different size of occu.

Although this is but one model to address the shift to
aggregated (enters in the Cochiti Reservoir area. we feel
that it is a provocative one and serves to illustrate the
utility of examining the phenomenon of aggregation without restricting analyses to discerning immigration vs.

pational units for multicomponent sites (e.g. the P-Ill
occupation at LA 70 was considerably smaller than the
P-IV occupation): and similar such problems.

indigenous population growth curves. This latter problem,
however, remains of general interest and should be an
avenue of continued research.

In order to ameliorate some of these problems, it is
necessary to identify characteristics of residential and
occupational history for a sample of P-Ill and P-IV sites.
Thus we developed a research program with the intent
of ascertaining duration, intensity and seasonality of occupation for Anasazi period site in Cochiti Reservoir. A
review of the results of some of this research is presented
in Biella (Chapter 6).

HISTORIC PERIOD ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES

.As a result of this study, we can offer a tentative
answer to the question that the P-I%* aggregated settlemnent strategy is not necessarily a reorganization of existing
populations. Some settlement and site-specific data may
be interpreted as a withdrawal and replacement of the
P-Ill populations in the Cochiti area with different populaLions during the P-IV phase. Such population movement
and relocation (or mobility) have been documented,
archeologically, to exhibit considerable antiquity among
the Anasazi populations of northern New Mexico. A
mobility option in which segments of a local group or
village or the entire village relocate during a period of
years may have been a critical, if not central, aspect of a
pan-Anasazi adaptive strategy which served to ameliorate
predictably adverse conditions of an agriculturally based
economy in al arid environment.
This is. of course, a speculative interpretation of the
Cochiti data, but it leads to al unambiguous analytical
conclusion that the question concerning aggregation of the
P-IV phase populations might more profitably be re,
phrased: Wlhat processes underlie a change in the structure
and organization of an adaptive systetm to result in an
aggregated, village-based settlement strategy?
In Chapter 8 Hlunter-Anderson pursues such an approach through an evaluation of the P-IV aggregation
strategy with respect to a competition spacing model
derived from ethnographic Chippewa Dakota accounts,
She reviews climatic data for the P-Ill and P-IV phases
and suggests that the P-IV aggregation and placement of
villages in lower precipitation and elevational zones resulted
in leaving upland zones accessible to various Anasazi populations for purposes of hunting. Meanwhile, the lowlands
could be utilized agriculturally if employing more labor
intensive water control devices.
She thus argues that the settlement shift may be interpreted as resulting in an expanded food resource bas,, not
only in production of agricultural products vis-a-vis terra-
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cing systems alid water diversion devices, but also in opening up large tracts of land for hunting by different Anasazi
populations. Against a regionwide referent, this would provide an increasingly effective food resource buffer, all without expending energy in defense of the hunting territories.

Introduction
The Historic period of human occupation within the
northern Rio Grande Valley has been characterized by a
complex set of changing interactions between native Pueblo
Indians, Spanish Colonists, and Anglo immigrants -changes
which span a time frame of over 400 years since Coronado's
exploration of the region in A.D. 1540. Seven temporal
phases felt to reflect major changes in regionikidc sociopolitical and economic behavior were proposed at the
beginning of the Cochiti Reservoir project in an attempt to
provide a framework for subsequent research into listoric
period adaptive strategies. These included thu Spanish
Exploratory phase (A.D. 1540-1598). the Spanish Golonization phase (A.D. 1598-1680). the Pueblo Revolt phast,
(A.). 1680-16961. the Spanish Colonial phase IAl).
1696-1821l. the Mexican phase (A.). 821-1846 . the
U.S. Territorial phase (A.D. 1846-19121. and the, New
Mexican Statehood phase (A.D. 1912 to present I.
These phases were defined with respect to regional
changes in political jurisdiction, economic strategies, and
settlement variation which characterized the entire locale
encompassed by present-day New Mexico (see Abbink and
Stein 1977 for a detailed discussion of the major -vents
and characteristics of each phase(. Although these kindsof
changes clearly have an anthropological referent, it is important to emphasize that they were developed solely from
extant historical documents and literature.
In developing specific research questions to guide the
archeological investigations into the Hlistoric period occupation of the Cochiti Reservoir locale, we wished to evaluate
the sociopolitical and economic changes documented in th,
historic literature from a more evolutionary ant hropological
perspective a perspective which suggests that preindustrial
and industrial nation-state systems may reflect significantly
different adaptive strategies. Consequently, two sets of
research questions were developed, oiie, for the preindustrial
phases and another for the industrial phases.
In the following sections the original proposal questions which served as guidelines for the archeological
research into the Historic occupation of the reservoir,
along with the results of Ihat research, will be summarized.
It should be noted that the questions focus on only four (if
tIh- seven proposed phases. This focus is a simple function
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the Spanish which involved the es t ablishment of a system
of land grants for both native Pueblo tribes and for groups
of Spanish settlers within the colony. The land grant systern was designed to attract immigrants from Mexico to the
New Mexican colony through grants of land for homesteading and grazing rights either to individuals or groups
of immigrants. The major difference in emphasis between
this new land grant system and the pre-Revolt encomienda
system was that of promoting more or less self-sufficient
strategies of settlement and subsistence on the part of
Spanish immigrants in contrast to the previous tax-based
subsistence strategy.

of the fact that the historic occupation of the reservoir
has been intermittent and that Spanish Exploration, Pueblo
Revolt, and Mexican phase sites could not be identified
unambiguously.
Preindustrial Adaptive Strategies
Review of Proposal Questions
The following questions were developed as guidlines
for investigation into the preindustrial adaptive strategies:
The dynamics of nonindustrial nation-state expansion into indigenously populated 'frontier' regions
will be isolated.

Thus, one thrust of the Historic period research was to
evaluate the degree to which these two different administrative strategies affected the character of local settlement
and subsistence behavior.

1. To what degree do Spanish Colonial subsistence
strategies involve labor investment into food
resource extraction and production, versus
labor investment into administration and control of an indigenous work force for those
purposes?

The research conducted during the course of the project relating to this question necessitated addressing two
problem areas: first, that of dating historic sites to the
pre-Revolt and post-Revolt phases: and second, that of
identifying the character of settlement and subsistence
behavior reflected among sites which could be dated
to either phase.

2. What are the conditions under which entrepreneurial strategies and market economies evolve
as mechanisms for production, distribution and
consumption of goods and resources?

With few exceptions the sites in the reservoir lacked
materials or samples suitable for absolute dating techniques
such as tree-ring, radiocarbon, or archeomagnetic analyses.
Consequently, the sole means of dating sites to either the
Spanish Colonization or Colonial phases of occupation was
based upon differences in ceramic manufacture and design
styles. Existing ceramic typologies, prior to the Cochiti
Reservoir project(s), were not well developed for the
region although they did provide a basic chronology. Warren's work, as presented in Chapter 13, this volume, has
resulted in a significant refinement of the existing chropology for the entire Cochiti Reservoir area such that preRevolt Spanish Colonization sites could be distinguished
from early 18th century Spanish "'ulonial sites and from
late 18th/early 19th century Colo>,?i7 .yes.

3. What are the processes of change in agriculturally based adaptive systems as the result of
nation-state exploitation for labor and food
production?
4. What are the effects of animal husbandry and
transportation on the organization of food production and consumption? (Broilo 1976:10).
The articles prepared by Snow, Warren and Binford
(Chapters 12, 13, and 14, respectively) in the body of the
volume have already either directly answered portions of
these questions or have provided sufficient information
such that the questions may now be answered. In particular, Snow examines the Historic period sites in Cochiti
Reservoir with respect to a model for frontier adaptive
behavior; the reader is referred to her excellent treatment
of the subject.

Information concerning ti,- ctharmcter of subsistence
behavior at the site-specific level may tie found in Binford
(Chapter 14, this volume) with respect to variation in faunal processing Rnd consumption techniques, in the appropriate site reports nublished in Volume 2 and 3 of the
Cochiti Reservoir publication series (Chapman and Biella
1977; Biella 1979), and in Snow (Chapter 12, this volume).
In particular, the latter have provided data concerning the
character of residential group size and compliment, subsistence behavior in terms of food resource processing and
consumption, and technological behavior in terms of procurement, manufacture, and utilization.

Review of Research Results

Question 1: This question was based upon initial historical research conducted by Abbink and Stein (1977)
summarized in Volume 1 of the Cochiti Reservoir publication series. Their review of the historical literature indicated
that the initial Colonization phase of Spanish settlement
within the New Mexican colony focused upon a dual ecclesiastical and secular administrative structure of indigenous
Pueblo Indian populations in which the Spanish settlers
essentially taxed the native Pueblo groups for both products and labor to support the Spanish colonists,

The net result of this archeological research was that
although some changes in the size of residential groups
occupying the Cochiti Reservoir locale occurred between
A.D. 1600 and 1750 to 1800, the basic subsistence behavior of those residential groups was relatively similar
throughout that time span. A review of the behavioral
strategies will be presented below.

After the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 and De Vargas' reconquest in 1692, a new colonization strategy was initiated by

Two site locations dating in occupation to the pr-
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Revolt Spanish Colonization phase (1598-1680) reflect
year-round habitation by relatively sizeable residential
groups (LA 34 and 591). There is limited evidence indicating consumption of agriculturally produced foodstuffs
at these sites, but the dominant focus of subsistence related
behavior seems to be procurement and processing of domestic fauna, largely sheep and goats. In both cases a range of
domestic activities are represented by artifactual remains
indicating various stages in the processing and preparation
of food resources for consumption at the sites themselves,
From a strictly archeological perspective, the record
of the Spanish Colonization phase occupation within the
project area suggested that the residential groups were
engaged in a set of relatively self-sufficient subsistence
strategies.
Snow (Chapter 12. this volume) has discussed evidence
from the historical record which indicates that LA 591 may
have been inhabited at one time by the relatives of the
encomiendero of Cochiti Pueblo. If this is the case, the
fact that the material remains comprising that occupancy
reflect a predominantly self-sufficient set of subsistence
pursuits, stands in considerable contrast to the tax-based
subsistence strategy expected for the pre-Revolt Spanish
occupation derived from the historic record.
The post-Revolt Spanish Colonial phase occupation
of the Cochiti Reservoir locale (A.D. 1696-ca. 1821)
reflects a continued emphasis upon faunal resources as a
subsistence base, and there are indications of an increasing
seasonal rather than year-round strategy of residence within
the project area. A range of residential group sizes are
represented within the Spanish Colonial phase from relatively sizeable residential settlements such as LA 9138 to
smaller, perhaps single family, residence groups reflected
at LA 12507, 12161, and 9139. Again, the archeologically
observable architectural and artifactual remains recovered
from these sites indicates a relatively self-sufficient stri tegy
of subsistence behavior with no clear evidence of routine
dependence upon a goods or labor tax on the part of site
inhabitants for essential resources,
One exception to this kind of residential and subsistence behavior is found at LA 6178. which may represent
a small military garrison constructed and outfitted during the early 1700s as one of several such outposts to defend both Pueblo and Spanish settlements against raids by
Apachean groups. LA 6178 thus constitutes the only clear
archeological evidence of the existence of a larger, regional
system of articulation evident within the local area,
proposal
In summary, the first questio'n posed in tile
can be partially answered through the research conducted,
Although historic documentation for the Spanish Colonization phase occupation of the New Mexican colony as a
whole indicates that the primary economic base of the
colony was dependent upon a tax-based exploitive strategy
with respect to native groups, archeological evidence within
the local Cochiti Reservoir area indicates that Spanish
colonists were, instead, engaged in a relatively self-sufficient
set of subsistence activities. The reader is referred to a more
extensive discussion concerning the implications of this
apparent disparity between the overall picture of early
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Spanish occupation of the region and the archeological
evidence found in Snow's analysis, this volume.

Questions 2, 3 and 4: At the time that these questions
were developed, anlassessment of previously conducted
archeological surveys within the general area (Biella and
Chapman 1975) and the Cochiti Reservoir project area
(Biella and Chapman 1977c) indicated that many site locations were occupied by native Puebloan groups during what
might be termed a protohistoric phase, dating between ca.
A.D. 1540 and 1600 or later. Given this information, we
felt that the Cochiti Reservoir project area offered an excellent opportunity to examine processes of adaptive change
from a pre-existing agriculturally based economy. Further.
it offered an opportunity to examine the social and economic consequences of a nonindustrial state-organized expansion and colonization effort as it interfaced with an existing
agriculturally based, tribally organized population.
Given our expectation that the archeological record of
the project locale included both a protohistoric Pueblo V
occupation and a subsequent Spanish occupational sequence, we framed Questions 2, 3 and 4 in tile
proposal to
address problems centering upon the character of changes
in the indigenous Pueblo adaptive system as a result of
Spanish colonization of the region. Specific focal points
posited for examination were the effects of new faunal
species and strategies of political and economic administration introduced by Spanish colonists upon the indigenous
system (Questions 3 and 4); and an examination of processes of change through time in the organization of subsistence related behavior of the new adaptive system which
evolved as a result of this articulation (Question 2l.
As a result of investigation into these problem areas.
several new facts were learned about the character of protohistoric and early Spanish settlement within the project
locale-facts which served to alter the focus of sibsequent
research.
Perhaps the most important new information gained in
this regard was archeological evidence indicating that the
project locale above the mouth of White Rock Canyon was
virtually uninhabited by Pueblo Indian groups at the time
of the first Spanish colonization of the region and, further.
may have been uninhabited on a residential basis for a
century or more prior to that time. Analysis of the prehistoric Anasazi sites within the reservoir and environs clearly
indicated that the last major residential settlement within
the southern Pajarito Plateau occurred during the early P-IV
phase (A.). 1325-1450). as represented by Group A and B
glazeware ceramic assemblages. Only limited evidence of
residential occupation of the area during tilelater P-IV
phase (ca. A.). 1450-1500+?) was encountered and, in tile
vast majorit) of site-specific cases, ceramic types within
Group C. I). and E of the Rio Grande glaze ware series.
indicating later occupations. were found in low frequencies
within assemblages which were predominantly comprised
of earlier types.
It thus became apparent that site locations which had
been assigned P.V occupation through previous research
were not protohistoric Pueblo sites but instead reflected a
Spanish settlement of the project area. beginning ca. -Vl).
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later sites seem to represent almost exclusively seasonal
herding camps occupied by single commensal groups whose
primary subsistence base consists of both nondomestic and
domestic fauna.

1600. Excavation of a sample of these sites substantiated
a Spanish historic rather than protohistoric date of occupancy in the form of architectural traits (larger room
sizes, corner fireplaces, use of molded adobe bricks in wall
construction), the presence of domestic faunal remains,
and occasional artifacts indicating Spanish rather than
Puebloan manufacture (metal, ceramic conales, soup plate
vessel forms, etc.).
This discovery concerning the nature of settlement
within the project locale necessitated changing the emphasis
of research from an examination of Pueblo-Spanish in!eractions toward an examination of colonization processes within the p!ject area. The proposal questions (2, 3 and 4) were
still used to guide the character of research, but emphasis
was shifted toward gaining information about processes of
change within the microcosm of the Spanish colonization
efforts during the 17th and 18th centuries. The following
discussion will review the results of research in this light,
(1) From archeological evidence alone it can be stated
that one of the most profound adaptive changes differentiating historic period behavior from prehistoric behavior
is keynoted by the introduction of domesticated fauna,
principally sheep and goats, and to a lesser extent cattle,
horses, and pigs. Reasons for this are easy to understand
simply because such species resulted in an ability of local
human populations to increase, to a substantial degree,
their food resource base over a predominantly agricultural
and hunting subsistence strategy. Entire subregional vegetative locales such as the extensive Caja del Rio Plateau bordering White Rock Canyon to the east and La Majada Mesa
bordering the Rio Grande below the mouth of White Rock
Canyon had constituted relatively marginal food resource
zones prior to the introduction of grazing herbivores. With
their introduction, these grassland areas were effectively
redefined as highly productive localities. Further. they constituted an additive kind of resource which could be effectively integrated with existing agriculturally based subsistence strategies to provide a reliable food in volume,
In many respects, changes in the character of social or
residential properties of early historic settlement in the
reservoir area and concomitant changes in the subsistence
organization of that settlement may be seen to reflect a
gradually increasing dependence upon domestic fauna as a
focal food resource and as a focal product produced locally
to be used in trade for basic subsistence requirements.
The earliest historic Spanish sites excavated within the
project area (dating to the Spanish Colonization and Colonial phases, ca. A.D. 1600-1750) seem to reflect year-round
occupation by varying sizes of residential units whose occupants engaged primarily in a mixed hunting and herding
subsistence strategy. Although limited evidence of some
dependence upon agricultural products is apparent at these
sites (including LA 591, LA 9138, and LA 12161, among
others), the predominant focus of subsistence related beh;,vior seems to be procurement and processing of faunal
food species and, to a limited degree, craft manufacturing
of wool yarn, hide clothing itemrs, and the like.
Site locations dating to the latter part of the 18th century and the early part of the 19th century stand in contrast
to this annual homestead strategy of occupation. These
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This basic shift from a year-round residential settlement strategy characterizing the earliest historic occupation
of the project area toward a distinct seasonal settlement
strategy may well reflect an organizational change in adaptive behavior consistent with historic documentation indicating an increasing economic emphasis upon sheep production throughout the New Mexican colony from ca. A.).
1600 through the early 1800s.
An interesting feature of the Cochiti Reservoir subsistence data, however, is the continued site-specific reliance
upon both nondomestic and domestic fauna as food resources by the site occupants despite the change from yearround to seasonal site occupation.
These later sites (including LA 10114 and 13291) also
lack good evidence of craft specialization or utilization of
wool to manufacture products such as yarn or clothing
which again points to a more focal set of subsistence objectives (livestock maintenance or herding) underlying human
use of the project locale.
In summary, the introduction of domestic faunal
species, especially sheep and goats, into the general New
Mexican region during the early 1600s can be seen, from
archeological evidence, to have resulted in a rapid and profound change in the entire characterof subsistence behavior.
Within the Cochiti Reservoir locale, the subsistence activities shifted to a predominant emphasis upon animal husbandry as a focal subsistence pursuit. Architectural facilities
for bulk storage of agricultural products were absent among
many 17th and 18th century sites within the local area and
only limited indirect evidence of consumption of agricultural foodstuffs are present. The apparent shift from earlier
year-round occupancy of site locations during the 17th and
18th centuries to predominantly seasonal residency during
the late 18th and early 19th centuries may be interpreted
as well to indicate an increasing focalization upon domestic
faunal products through time.
It is interesting to note that concomitant with an
emphasis upon animal husbandry, site locations within
Cochiti Reservoir exhibit considerable reliance as well upon
nondomestic faunal species as a subsistence base. One implication of this fact might be that the domestic fauna were
not used so much as foodstuffs for local consumption, but
were used as commodities in a larger regional exchange
system. In this sense, commensal groups engaged in seasonal
herding activities may have been attempting to limit their
consumption of domestic fauna through hunting as much as
possible while residing in the locality in order to maximize
flock or herd sizes for later use. As noted in Abbink and
Stein (1977) and Snow (this volume), both herds of sheep
and wool products constituted a major economic product
for export from the New Mexican colony as a whole during
the 17th and 18th centuries. If the local residents were engaged in partido or commission-based husbandry of flocks
for more wealthy owners not residing in the local area, it
might be expected they would try to minimize their consumption of the domestic animals whenever possible.

A REVIEW OF RESEA lCH RESULTS
Spanish settlement within the area was dependent upon
taxing the native Puebloan populations for either goods or
labor as a means of supporting the colonization effort.
Although it was clear from historic documentation that the
dual ecclesiastical and secular encomienda structure of administration was implemented with respect to Cochiti
Pueblo, results of excavation at LA 3.1 and 591, dating in
Spanish occupancy to the 17th century (but abandoned
by the Pueblo Revolt of 16801 indicated that the character
of subsistence and economic behavior engaged in by Spanish colonists was of a largely self-sufficient nature. That the
Spanish occupants of these two sites were engaged in some
form of articulation with Pueblo inhabitants of the area was
clearly indicated by the prevalence of native-made ceramic
vessels used at the sites. The diversity of tools found at
LA 591, however, indicated as well that a great range of
manufacturing and maintenance activities expected at a
self-sufficient homestead were, in fact. undertaken at the
site itself.

If, on the other hand the local residents were engaged
in animal husbandry more focally on a subsistence basis
rather than a commodity oriented pursuit, the site-specific
evidence of reliance upon nondomesitc fauna for consumption may indicate an overall paucity in availability of other
foodstuffs for consumption. From historic records, it is
known that the Rio Chiquito drainage (to the west of
White Rock Canyon) was the site of a Spanish community,
La Canada, during the 18th centpzry and that the reliability
of agricultural production within the Canada de Cochiti
Grant during that period was quite uncertain from year to
year (see Abbink and Stein 1977).
(2) With respect to the question of economic articulation of the Spanish Colonization and later Colonial phase
settlement of the project locale with the larger regional
economic system, a few observations can be made based
upon archeological and historical research within Cochiti
Reservoir.
First, there exists very little evidence to indicate that
the local residents were participating routinely in any
regional exchange network for food resources, technological hardware, or other commodities. With the exception
of a very few pieces of Majolica ceramic wares, glazed
olive jars and the like, ceramic assemblages were manufactured from locally available materials. In a similar sense,
limited evidence existed that a few metal implements were
used by inhabitants at sites in the local area (cut marks on
faunal remains, gunflints manufactured from locally available lithic raw materials, etc.). Similarly, the vast majority
of tools recovered from Colonization and Colonial phase
sites were utilized, unmodified debitage manufactured from
locally available materials. Analysis of manufacturing techniques at LA 9138 and 12161 pointed to the fact that the
inhabitants were unfamiliar with the fracturing properties
of these materials and were relatively unskilled in flint
knapping--perhaps indicating their previous dependence
upon a metal-based technological inventory prior to emigrating to the New Mexican colony.

The archeological record thus seemed to indicate that
within the local area the early Spanish settlers were engaged
in a relatively self-reliant herding based subsistence strategy
which, while reciprocal and perhaps complimentary to the
agriculturally dominant Puebloan subsistence, did not
involve a one-way taxation of Puebloan goods or labor for
its continuance.
(2) With respect to questions 3 and 4 in the proposal.
archeological evidence within the Cochiti Reservoir locale
clearly indicated that the introduction of domestic faunal
species resulted immediately in a profound change in the
character of subsistence behavior on the part of local
groups. It should be emphasized, however, that the archeological record of historic set tlement within the Cochiti Reservoir project area from ca. 1600-1800 indicated that the
locale north of the mouth of White Rock Canyon was inhabited by Spanish immigrants and not by Cochiti Indians.
There was thus clear evidence that focal subsistence
activities engaged in by Spanish colonists revolved around
animal husbandry during this time span with little evidence
of substantial reliance upon agricultural production as a significant part of the overall economic strategy. The ar-heological data indicated as well that the character of this
occupation after the Pueblo Revolt became increasingl[
seasonal in nature,

Second, no clear evidence exists to suggest an emphasis
upon specialization in production of either food or technological items at the local level for use in trade for other
commodities. The only site location which reflected any
possible specialization was LA 12161, whose assemblage
contained a number of spindle whorls manufactured from
prehistoric and historic ceramic fragments and a variety of
bone implements reflecting different stages of hideworking
and possibly clothing manufacture. Even at this site, however, the dominant character of the artifact assemblage
reflected generalized maintenance, processing, and cooking
activities. Another Colonial phase site (LA 10114) also exhibited a range of hideworking implements in addition to
a more generalized tool inventory,

(3) With respect to question 2 in the proposal, little
evidence was recovered among excavated site locations to
indicate any extensive participation on the part of local inhabitants with a regional exchange network. Although some
indications of a tendency toward craft specialization revolving around clothing manufacture from hides and wool was
documented at two Colonial phase site locations JLA
10114 and 12161), the degree of investment into such
activities could possibly be accounted for in terms of
strictly local consumption and did not clearly reflect a
kind of cottage industry production for trade.

Summary of Preindustrial Adaptive Strategies
The following summary observations can be made
concerning the results of archeological Spanish Colonization and Colonial strategies of adaptation within the
Cochiti Reservoir locale.

Industrial Adaptive Strategies
Review of Proposal Questions

(1) With respect to the first proposal question, no
good evidence was found to indicate that the earliest

The second set of questions phrased in the proposal
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was developed to address possible changes in the local
settlement or utilization of tile project area, in terms
of its articulation with an industrially based nation-state.
The following questions were proposed:

The dynamics of industrial nation-state expansion
into tile [Cochiti Reservoirl study area will be
isolated,

Review of Research Results
Question 2: Evidence of tile effective introduction of a
money and wage-labor based economy on sites in Cochiti
Reservoir is virtually lacking and, thus, the questions can
be answered in the negative. Neither money nor wage labor
affected the character of subsistence strategies in the reservoir locale until ca. 1960, and the reader is referred to the
post 1960 discussion below.

Questions 1 and 3: These two questions will be discussed together since they simply address different aspects of
the same problem - -tile effect of mechanized transportation
and routine availability of large quantities of trade cornmodities from tile eastern United States on a seasonal herding subsistence strategy. Perhaps the primary observation to
be made is that until ca. 1920, there was no major change
in subsistence. Rather, the significant trends and directional
patterns initiated in the late 18th century persist throughout the 19th centurv and into the early part of the 20th
century.

1. What are tile effects of mechanized transportation on the organization of subsist, -ce strategies?
2. What are the effects of [a I money economy.
and attendant wage-labor potential on the
organization of subsistence strategies?
3. In what degree do industrially based entrepreneurial strategies and market economies substantially change the local organization of
subsistence behavior when compared to nonindustrially based strategies? (Broilo 1976:10).
Three temporal phases postdating the Spanish Colonial
occupation of the general New Mexican region were defined
for the iistoric period during the initial stages of the
Cochiti Reservoir project, based primarily upon changes
in land jurisdiction and nolitical organization of the region
as a whole. These included tile Mexican phase (A.). 182118-16), signified by the political redefinition of New Mexico
as a Department of tile newly forned Mexican government
upon Mexico's succession from Spain: the U.S. Territorial
phase (A.D. 1846-1912), signified by military acquisition
of the region by the United States and subsequent establishment of ain appropriate Territorial government: and the
New Mexican Statehood phase (A.). 1912 to present), signifjed b\ inclusion of New Mexico as a state within the
United States' government,
Although each of these changes in political jurisdiction was accompanied by social and economic changes
which affected the region as a whole, archeological and
historical research within the (Cochiti Reservoir locale
indicated that two key factors of a nonpolitical nature had
the most profound effect upon landi use within the local
area. These were the establishment of the Santa Fe Trail in
A.). 1820 and the construction of a railroad network
which began to serve the New Mexico region in ca. A.).
1880. Both events resulted in making available great volumes of trade commodities manu factured in the eastern
United States.
From the standpoint of the ('ochiti Reservoir locale,
functionally significant phases for till' latter part of the Ilistoric period might better he redefined as pre-railroad (ca.
A.D. 1820-1880), marking tihe effective life history of the
Santa Fe Trail; post-railroad (A.). 1880-ca. 1950), marking
the florescence of rail transportation articulation of the
local region with till' greater United States and recent (post
1950), signified by increasing articulation of the local area
with the United States nation-state via highwa\ transportation, telephone cnlmunications, e lectrical service, and a
fully developed wage-labor based money economy.
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These directional trends in site-specific subsistence
behavior can be summarized as a significant reduction in
variation of subsistence related activities performed at site
locations which covaries with increasing availability of trade
goods and an increasingly seasonal occupation of the canyon.
Although basic economic features of economic resdence within tile project area remain similar (seasonal residence associated with livestock herding), the overall character of commensal group subsistence behavior changes in
response to increased availability of trade goods, and some
indications point to shorter terms of seasonal residence.
(1) Site-specific subsistence behavior: In terms of
basic subsistence bellavior. LA 13291 represents a continuation of residentially-based foraging on the part of its inhahitants, in many ways similar to consumption and processing
of both domestic and nondomestic fauna evidenced at L.A
10114 and LA 12161 during the late Spanish Colonial
phase occupancy of the canyon. The presence of porcelain
fragments at LA 13291 may indicate habitation of the site
sometime after the initiation of the Santa Fe Trail trade
route in 1820. but the fact that site inhabitants manufactured tools from local lithic materials indicates only al
ephemeral effect of the trade network oil site-spcific
activities.
hie faunal a.ssemblage from LA 13291 also refli'ts a
considerable amount of foraging behavior oIl tlit part of
residents similar to that noted for late Spanish Colonial
phase sites. A wide variety of faunal species were processad
and consumed at tie' site, and soine evidence exists to inticate that ho-ally available floral foodstuffs were routinelk
procured as well (Schult 9 7 9c).
Bone tools found at the site indicate a degree of' hide
preparation and sewing activities, and a compliment of
cooking and serving vessels were observed.
Another l9th 'entnrv site, LA 12165. was onl. tes
excavated hIut it \ielded a variety of artifacts which ilia\
indicate its occupation so metime immediately prior 1o tll
introduction of railroad transportatill
into iti general

A REVIEW OF RESEARCIt RESULTS
Taken together, evidence of subsistence behavior at
LA 12149 stands in distinct contrast to earlier seasonally
occupied sites within the canyon. Although it is clear that
tire basic economic characterof the occupation is relatively
similar (seasonal residency associated with sheep herding):
fundamental subsistence needs at the site seem to have
been met almost entirely through importing both tools and
packaged foodstuffs to the site locale. No evidence of residentially based foraging for floral or faunal resources is
evident, a fact which contrasts with the earlier 18th and
19th century herding camps in the region,

region, ca. 1860 to 1880. A variety of buttons manufactured from both glass and metal, clothing rivets, a spring
from a flintlock rifle, a brass Winchester carbine shell, a
metal can fragment, arid an amber beer bottle fragment
were recovered. Dates of manufacture for some of these
items can be placed ca. 1860. It is probable that they were
imported prior to establishment of rail transportation.
In other respects, the artifact assemblage at LA 12465
reflected subsistence activities similar to those found at
earlier sites. All tools from the site were manufactured from
lithic materials and locally made veramic vessels were used
for cooking, serving, and short term storage. Limited consumption of domestic fauna was indicated as well. Although only one room was excavated at the site, a variety
of small pen and corral structures were evident in the
vicinity and, thus, the site seemed to represent a seasonal
herding camp occupied by relatively few individuals,

(2) Trends in 19th century subsistence behavior: 'The
majority of later Historic period sites documented through
survey within the Cochiti Reservoir locale can be dated
through associated artifactual debris as being inhabited
between ca. 1800 and 1920, although some difficulty
exists in distinguishing among sites inhabited during the late
Spanish Colonial phase and Mexican phase and between
sites inhabited during the Mexican phase and the early
Territorial phase. In general, however, these earlier prerailroad sites (ca. 1800-1880) seem to be characterized by
complexes of small masonry rooms and pens (L.A 13291.
LA 12-16). whereas later post-railroad sites tca. 188019201 are generally characterized by single room habitations and associated corral structures often made of posts.
wire, and brush (LA 124-19).

LA 12449 is another seasonal herding camp dating in
occupation to the early 20th century. The occupation of
this site clearly postdates establishment of fully developed
railroad transportation of eastern produced commodities
and reflects widespread availability of industrially produced
technological items such as canned goods. milled lumber.
clothing items, and tools. The site consists of a large masonr\ room with a corner fireplace and a three-inclosure corral
constructed from juniper posts, brush, and barbed wire.

The fundamental character of land usage throughout
tile19th century within the White Rock Canyon locale is
thus similar through time in that it entailed seasonal residential occupation by relatively small groups of individuals
engaged in herding activities. This kind of 19th century
adaptation reflects a continuation of land use patterns
initiated during the l8th centur Spanish Colonial phase
occupation of tile
region.

Pieces of milled lumber were empoyed in the room
construction and a variety of packing cases, square-cut
and wire nails were employed to make shelves and cupboards. Artifactual debris from the site included a variety
of grommets. eyelets, buckles, and buttons from industrially produced clothing items (foot gear. pants, shirtsi,
a cartridge case and percussion caps indicating two differtn kinds of firearms, and a variety of metal food and
tobacco containers. D~irect and indirect evidence of tool
utilization at the site indicated that all tools were industrially produced metal items incuiding a pocket knife.
ax, saw. and wool shears.

Significant changes in tie character of subsistence
related activities performed by seasonal inhabitants of the
locale call
be observed throughout the 19th century at the
site-specific level. Most, however, ar, directly related to
increasingly available trade commodities imported into I he(
general region via the Santa Fe Trail prior to 1880 and via
niechani.ed rail transportation after 1880.

Significant differences in tilecharacter of on-site
subsistence related activity performance existed at IA
12119 when compared to earlier Ilistoric sites within the
'ochiti Reservoir locale. Evidenct of {sonsuinptior: of
perhaps three sheep or goats existed in the faunal remains
found at the site, hut the vast majority of fotKdstuffs consum.'d were imported to the site in containers. lard cans,
baking powder cans. and condensed milk cans indicatt'd
biscuit or bread-making and. prtsunably, milld flour
in perishable cloth sacks. A considerable number of vegetable containers were in evidenec, as well. Th- basic cliaracter of food1 resoure' acquisition afid etonstatnptit n undi-rtaken by flit, site inhabitantts) thus did not iivolve foraging
within the vicinity of Il( site' but instead was prtdicatt'd
upon importing nt arly all essential foodstuffs to the site
location

From a strictly archeological perspvcivc, importation
of manufactured clothing items conlistitted the first signrticant change in subsistence behavior in this regard. Ltate
Spanish ('olonial sites such as L.A 12161 and
lA10111
exhibited considerable evidence of clothing nianufacturt in
the form tif spindle whorls, hide flneshing implemnts, awls.
antd needles: and LA 13291, occupied during it' earl. 19th
century, ixhibited hide-working tooIs as well'.
These kinds
of iiplements wAere, riot present at sites dating tt h, Iatl. r
part of Iit, 19th arid rarl. 20th centuries such as IA 12,165
and LA 12 119, but these later sites weret characteriied by
a variety of buttons, grommets, and buckls indi'ating use
of indust riall.\ manufact ired chitling by their inha)itant s.

The abseice of cooking and serving utensils at tit', site
indicates that such itrins ma' hav' bei,n imported Ii the
site during terms of occupancy arid taken elsewert, after
tach residetial use'.le'se itins ma\ hav' bee'n nadt of
metal, insofar as Ilto broken ceramic dishes .r cups \%trtfro
und.

.\s'cond change' iii sit'-sp'cific beha-iotr cal be noted
as a distinct shiftfro dp ndn ci' upon a local forang
based acquisititn of food resources dtiring the('
early 19th
cent uir* (I. A 13291
Ioward d&petdine' upon import'd
indlust rial I packarg'd foelst tiffs (IL.A 12 119. This changiit) 'hart-,'r of focal fod resturce
nsutinptitii is pri,
10:3
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surnably due to increasing availability of prepackaged food
staples which could be imported by seasonal inhabitants to
site locales within White Rock Canyon.
With this shift in site-specific subsistence was attenuate
reduction in the kinds and amounts of procurement and
processing tools. Trends in technological behavior among
sites in the region reflected decreasing emphasis upon stone
tools as metal implements became more available.
Thus from archeological evidence it can be stated that
the increasing articulation of the entire New Mexico region
with eastern United States industrial centers via the Santa
Fe Trail and railroad network resulted in profound changes
in the character of subsistence related activities undertaken
on 19th and early 20th century sites in Cochiti Reservoir.
It is important to note, however, that fundamental
properties of land utilization within the reservoir locale
throughout this temporal span remained quite similar. It
can be suggested that basic structural properties of this
local adaptation involved seasonal residence by single commensal groups (sometimes involving only single individuals)
whose primary economic activity during terms of residence
was that of sheep herding. Some evidence was recovered to
indicate that the size of residential groups occupying such
sites decreased in numbers of individuals from ca. 1800
through 1920 and that the actual term of residential occupation (measured in days or weeks) decreased as well.
Beyond these rather ephemeral tendencies, no basic change
in economic character of land utilization could be defined
for the project area until ca. 1920.
Perhaps one of the more intriguing observations to be
made from the Cochiti Reservoir data concerns theoretical
premises which tend to assume that technological innovation or diffusion effectively causes changes in structural
properties of adaptive behavior. Archeological evidence
from the reservoir locale demonstrates this assumption
does not hold, at least in this case. Rather, particular kinds
of technological items are incorporated by inhabitants of
the local raea as they become available for use. Basic
features of economic behavior and land usage are in no way
substantially changed as a result of the introduction of new
technological items,
(3)

Nonresidential strategies

-

diction involved United States government programs to
develop water tanks and wells on the Caja del Rio Plateau
(immediately to the west of White Rock Canyonj. Primary
grazing lands for stock were always the extensive grasslands
to the east of White Rock Canyon and, through development of predictable water on the plateau itself, need to
bring stock down to the Rio Grande was obviated.
The net result of these changes in land jurisdiction
and development of watering locations for livestock on the
Caja del Rio Plateau effectively served to truncate a strategy of adaptation within inner White Rock Canyon
a
strategy which had characterized human use of the area
over some 300 years.
(4) Recreation use of the reservoir - - 1960 to present:
The final and most recent evidence of human utilization of
the reservoir locale is reflected, archeologically, as a series
of campsites dating from ca. 1960 to 1975. prior to com.
pletion of Cochiti Dam and subsequent creation of tCochiti
Lake. These sites are characterized by single hearth facilities, occasional evidence of tent bases, and ephemeral
artifactual debris (generally comprised of plastic sandwich
bags, aluminum sardine or Vienna sausage style cans, and
beverage containers).
This post 1960 kind of land utilization reflects recreational use of the Cochiti Reservoir locale, a kind of behavior which signified, in many ways. the first evidence of
full articulation of the region into the effective industriall]
based United States nation-state system. Implied economic
underpinnings of such recreational usage include full\
developed mechanized transportation networks articulating
the locale area with major population centers and an
associated wage-labor econony operative within such centers that result in leisure time activities.
The construction of Cochiti Dam and subsequent
creation of Cochiti Lake has consituted yet another stage in
adaptive utilization of the locale for predominantly recreational purposes at the local level. From a larger perspective.
the dam itself is the most massive architectural facility to
be constructed in the region and represents a continued
process of nation-state control over resources within the
local area.

METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

1920 to 1960: With

the exception of two possible work camps dating to the
late 1920s (which may represent campsites for laborers
who constructed the Cochiti-Frijoles trail along the western
side of White Rock Canyon), there is no evidence of a residentially based occupation of the Cochiti Reservoir locale
between ca. 1920 and 1960. Reasons for the seemingly
abrupt termination of the seasonal herding and residential
occupation of the canyon locale may well be a function of
two different factors, both related to nation-state encroachment upon the local area. One of these factors involves
changes in political jurisdiction of large portions of the
general reservoir locale by the United States government
and the establishment of Bandelier National Monument
to the west, and U.S. Forest Service lands to the east. This
change in jurisdiction tended to abrogate or limit grazing
utilization of the land areas in the vicinity of the reservoir.
The second major factor related to the changes in juris-
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A variety of methodological techniques were employed
during the course of the Cochiti Reservoir project. In most
cases, operational use of different methodological approaches for data collection, description, and analysis is not
necessarily apparent in papers or descriptive summaries
published in the Cochiti Reservoir series simply because
the techniques were en.ployed as intermediate stages of
analysis resulting in informatio:n ultimately described in
the publications.
Some of these methodological procedures were. in our
estimation, sufficiently productive in terms of the research
conducted or offered considerable potential for future
research to warrant their inclusion into the final report.
In this section we will review what were felt to be some
of the important methodological contributions made by the

A REVIEW OF RESEARCH RESULTS
project, either in tileform of techniques and procedures
which were routinely used during the course of the project,
or in the form of more or less experimental approaches
which were conducted and which we feel offer potential
for future refinement as descriptive or analytical tools.

A third realm of methodological studies conducted
intermittently throughout the duration of the project focused upon experimental replication of wear patterns
observable on stone tools. Experimental usage studies
employing the full range of lithic materials commonly used
as tools within the Cochiti Reservoir locale were conducted
as part of the laboratory training procedures prior to each
laboratory analysis phase. Data concerning kind of lithic
material, media operated upon, usage mode, edge morphology, microfracture and abrasion patterns resultant
from each experiment were recorded and computerized
with the result that a permanent data bank documenting
over 200 experiments has been established at the Office of
C)ntract Archeology, University of New Mexico. At this
writing, the data bank has already proven very useful as a
comparative baseline for ongoing wear pattern research
conducted not only during the course of the Cochiti
Reservoir project but as well by other i, itutions in the
region including the National Park Servi
Jhaco Research
Center.

One major methodological contribution concerned
a full scale implementation of a no-collection archeological
survey strategy. Although the outline of such a strategy
had been published by Human Systems Research in 1973,
the concept had still not been operationalized by early
1975. Survey of Cochiti Reservoir (initiated in February
1975) was designed from the outset as a full scale implementation of the no-collection concept (see Chapman and
Enloe 1977) and served to demonstrate that the strategy
could be employed as a productive and feasible alternative
to more expensive and destructive collection-based surveys,
It is our hope that the Cochiti Reservoir survey will
provide a model to be refined in future archeological
survey work of this sort. One of the papers included in this
volume (Eck, Chapter 16) conducts an assessment of reliability of some aspects of survey documentation through
comparing survey estimates of artifact attribute variability
with excavated data derived from the same site locations.

Preliminary results of the experimental studies themseh.,s are discussed by Chapman and Schutt (1977) As an
adjunct to the ongoing wear pattern experimental program,
Schutt (Chapter 20) documents results of a set of control
experiments conducted to isolate the degree to w hich procedures involved in recovery, transportation, and laboratory
processing of lithic artifacts may have resulted in microfracture or edge abrasion potentially interpretable as wear
pattern variation.

Another set of methdological concerns dealt with
throughout the entire project were those related to the
display and interpretation of horizontal distributions of
artifactual debris. A major objective of intrasite analysis
was to define patterning in the distribution of artifactual
remains which would provide information concerning the
size and composition of residential groups who occupied
site locations, and information bearing upon differences or
similarities in site-space utilization. A choropleth mapping
technique, utilizing firecracked rock and debitage weights,
was employed to define intrasite proveniences among nonstructural site locations excavated during the first field
season in the permanent pool of the reservoir (see Chapman
et al.1977). Although the technique was useful in some
respects, it became clear that sonie of our expectations
concerning intrasite behavior during terms of occupancy
were not being met and that the mapping technique itself
was clumsy as a visual representation of artifact distributions (see Chapman 1977).

Another kind of experimental study, that conducted
by Fosberg and Ilusler (Chapter 17). provides another example of the utility of employing independent experiments
in evaluating archeological problems. In their article they
examine the hypothesis of whether increased salinity in the
soils of an agricultural field may have resulted in the aban.
donment of the field by prehistoric inhabitants.

During the second analysis phase, a review of different
kinds of statistical mapping techniques was undertaken and
the results of that review are presented in this volume by
Spear (Chapter 18). Additionally, our previous assumptions
concerning determinants of artifact distributions were
reassessed with the result that a different technique of
isopleth mapping was utilized to define assemblages comprised of different artifact classes for each site location
(see Biella 1979). Once defined, these assemblages were
treated as units of ar lysis in each site report and their
behavioral implications assessed.
The paper by Spear outlined methodological procedures involved in isopleth mapping and another paper by
Camilli (Chapter 19) addressed some behavioral implications which different artifact distribution shapes might
represent in terms of disposal modes.
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Another kind of methodological focus which evolved
throughout the course of the projecI centered upon means
of describing ceramic assemblages. Nearly all previous
studies of this sort within the region were directed toward
using populations of sherds simply as means of dating sites.
The Cochiti Reservoir project was fortunate in being able to
draw upon the services of A.l. Warren, whose extensive
geologic and petrographic knowledge of ceramic temper
materials and sources, coupled with her knowledge of technological and stylistic variation evident through time in
vessel manufacture within the region, enabled a different
approach to be undertaken in the analysis of site-specific
ceramic assemblages.
This approach basically involved defining the number
and kind of individual vesscts reflected in the ceramic
assemblage of each site such that the spatial distribution of
sherds from pots could be treated as data informing upon
intrasite space use and occupational sequencing. )uring the
first phase of analysis (permanent pool excavations, 1975).
this objective was approached through comparing minimum
sets of three attributes: ceramic type (i.e. ware stylesh.
vessel form (bowls. jars and the like), and temper (see
Chapman et al.1977).

RICHARD C. CHAPMAN and JAN V. BIELLA
voir project has been included for these reasons.

During the second phase (flood pool excavations,
1976-1977), Warren conducted an analysis which sorted
the entire ceramic assemblage from a site into minimum
vessels based upon a variety of attributes in addition to
those noted above. Interested readers should read Warren's
article (1979) which documents the background, liabilities,
and potential for this kind of research.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have attempted to review what we
consider to be some of the major contributions of the
Cochiti Reservoir project. Specifically, we have reexamined
the initial goals of the project as outlined in the proposal to
the contract to assess to what degree these goals were met.
As in any project of comparable length-four years-the
goals have, in part, been redefined, but we feel that such
goals have been largely achieved.

In summary, relatively long term projects involving
both survey and excavation such as the Cochiti Reservoir
project offer excellent opportunities to explore the utility
of new techniques in documenting and analyzing archeological data. In our opinion, this kind of methodological
innovation and evaluation constitutes a highly productive
by-product of current contract based archeological research. Results of such exploratory pursuits, whether
negative or positive in terms of particular project objectives
should, we feel, be documented as a matter of course just
as are the description and analytical summaries of past
human behavior. The preceding discussion of methodological trials and errors undertaken during the Cochiti Reser-

Since the volume as a whole has been designed to serve
as the analytical summary for the project, this chapter, of
necessity, has simply highlighted some of the observations
we can now make about adaptive behavior in the northern
Rio Grande Valley, and we hope that the results of research
published in this volume will stimulate future work in the
area.
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